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HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA OF SEMIMODULES
AND SEMICONTRAMODULES
SEMI-INFINITE HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA OF ASSOCIATIVE
ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES
LEONID POSITSELSKI
With appendices coauthored by S. Arkhipov and D. Rumynin
Abstract. We develop the basic constructions of homological algebra in the (ap-
propriately defined) unbounded derived categories of modules over algebras over
coalgebras over noncommutative rings (which we call semialgebras over corings).
We define double-sided derived functors SemiTor and SemiExt of the functors of
semitensor product and semihomomorphisms, and construct an equivalence be-
tween the exotic derived categories of semimodules and semicontramodules.
Certain (co)flatness and/or (co)projectivity conditions have to be imposed on the
coring and semialgebra to make the module categories abelian (and the cotensor
product associative). Besides, for a number of technical reasons we mostly have to
assume that the basic ring has a finite homological dimension (no such assumptions
about the coring and semialgebra are made).
In the final sections we construct model category structures on the categories of
complexes of semi(contra)modules, and develop relative nonhomogeneous Koszul
duality theory for filtered semialgebras and quasi-differential corings.
Our motivating examples come from the semi-infinite cohomology theory. Com-
parison with the semi-infinite (co)homology of Tate Lie algebras and graded asso-
ciative algebras is established in appendices; and the semi-infinite homology of a
locally compact topological group relative to an open profinite subgroup is defined.
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Introduction
This monograph grew out of the author’s attempts to understand the definitions
of semi-infinite (co)homology of associative algebras that had been proposed in the
literature and particularly in the works of S. Arkhipov [1, 2] (see also [13, 43]).
Roughly speaking, the semi-infinite cohomology is defined for a Lie or associative
algebra-like object which is split in two halves; the semi-infinite cohomology has the
features of a homology theory (left derived functor) along one half of the variables
and a cohomology theory (right derived functor) along the other half.
In the Lie algebra case, the splitting in two halves only has to be chosen up to
a finite-dimensional space; in particular, the homology of a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra only differs from its cohomology by a shift of the homological degree and a
twist of the module of coefficients. So one can define the semi-infinite homology of a
Tate (locally linearly compact) Lie algebra [7] (see also [3]); it depends, to be precise,
on the choice of a compact open vector subspace in the Lie algebra, but when the
subspace changes it undergoes only a dimensional shift and a determinantal twist.
Let us emphasize that what is often called the “semi-infinite cohomology” of Lie
algebras should be thought of as their semi-infinite homology, from our point of view.
What we call the semi-infinite cohomology of Tate Lie algebras is a different and dual
functor, defined in this book (see Appendix D).
In the associative case, people usually considered an algebra A with two subalgebras
N and B such that N ⊗B ≃ A and there is a grading on A for which N is positively
graded and locally finite-dimensional, while B is nonpositively graded. We show that
both the grading and the second subalgebra B are redundant; all one needs is an
associative algebra R, a subalgebra K in R, and a coalgebra C dual to K. Certain
flatness/projectivity and “integrability” conditions have to be imposed on this data.
If they are satisfied, the tensor product S = C⊗KR has a semialgebra structure and
all the machinery described below can be applied.
Furthermore, we propose the following general setting for semi-infinite (co)homol-
ogy of associative algebraic structures. Let C be a coalgebra over a field k. Then
C-C-bicomodules form a tensor category with respect to the operation of cotensor
product over C; the categories of left and right C-comodules are module categories
over this tensor category. Let S be a ring object in this tensor category; we call such
an object a semialgebra over C (due to it being “an algebra in half of the variables
and a coalgebra in the other half”). One can consider module objects over S in
the module categories of left and right C-comodules; these are called left and right
S-semimodules. The categories of left and right semimodules are only abelian if
S is an injective right and left C-comodule, respectively; let us suppose that it is.
There is a natural operation of semitensor product of a right semimodule and a left
semimodule over S; it can be thought of as a mixture of the cotensor product in the
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direction of C and the tensor product in the direction of S relative to C. This functor
is neither left, nor right exact. Its double-sided derived functor SemiTor is suggested
as the associative version of semi-infinite homology theory.
Before describing the functor SemiHom (whose derived functor SemiExt provides
the associative version of semi-infinite cohomology), let us discuss a little bit of ab-
stract nonsense. Let E be an (associative, but noncommutative) tensor category, M
be a left module category over it, N be a right module category, and K be a category
such that there is a pairing between the module categories M and N over E taking val-
ues in K. This means that there are multiplication functors E×E→ E, E×M→ M,
N× E→ N, and N×M→ K and associativity constraints for ternary multiplications
E × E × E → E, E × E ×M → M, N × E × E → N, and N × E×M → K satisfying
the appropriate pentagonal diagram equations. Let A be a ring object in E. Then
one can consider the category AEA of A-A-bimodules in E, the category AM of left
A-modules in M, and the category NA of right A-modules in N. If the categories E,
M, N, and K are abelian, there are functors of tensor product over A, making AEA
into a tensor category, AM and NA into left and right module categories over AEA,
and providing a pairing NA×AM −→ K. These new tensor structures are associative
whenever the original multiplication functors were right exact.
Suppose that we want to iterate this construction, considering a coring object C in
AEA, the categories of C-C-bicomodules in AEA and C-comodules in AM and NA, etc.
Since the functors of tensor product over A are not left exact in general, the cotensor
products over C will be only associative under certain (co)flatness conditions. If one
makes the next step and considers a ring object S in the category of C-C-bicomodules
in AEA, one discovers that the functors of tensor products over S are only partially
defined. Considering partially defined tensor structures, one can indeed build this
tower of module-comodule categories and tensor-cotensor products in them as high as
one wishes. In this book, we restrict ourselves to 3-story towers of semialgebras over
corings over (ordinary) rings, mainly because we don’t know how to define unbounded
(co)derived categories of (co)modules for any higher levels (see below).
Now let us introduce contramodules. The functor (V,W ) 7−→ Homk(V,W ) makes
the category opposite to the category of vector spaces into a module category over the
tensor category of vector spaces. A contramodule over an algebra R or a coalgebra C
is an object of the category opposite to the category of modules or comodules in
k–vectop over the ring object R or the coring object C in k–vect. One can easily
see that an R-contramodule is just an R-module, while the vector space of k-linear
maps from a C-comodule to a k-vector space provides a typical example of C-contra-
module. Setting E = M = k–vect and N = K = k–vectop in the above construction,
one obtains a right module category C–contraop over the tensor category C–comod–C
together with a pairing Cohomop
C
: C–comod × C–contraop −→ k–vectop. Given a
semialgebra S over C, one can apply the construction again and obtain the category of
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S-semicontramodules and the functor SemiHomop
S
: S–simod×S–sicntrop −→ k–vectop
assigning a vector space to an S-semimodule and an S-semicontramodule. Though
comodules and contramodules are quite different, there is a strong duality-analogy
between them on the one hand, and an equivalence of their appropriately defined
(exotic) unbounded derived categories on the other hand.
Let us explain how we define double-sided derived functors. While the author
knows of no natural way to define a derived functor of one argument that would
not be either a left or a right derived functor, such a definition of derived functor of
two arguments does exist in the balanced case. Namely, let Θ: H1 × H2 −→ K be a
functor and Si ⊂ Hi be localizing classes of morphisms in categories H1 and H2. We
would like to define a derived functor DΘ: H1[S
−1
1 ] × H2[S
−1
2 ] −→ K. Let F1 be the
full subcategory of “flat objects in H1 relative to Θ” consisting of all objects F ∈ H1
such that the morphism Θ(F, s) is an isomorphism in K for any morphism s ∈ S2.
Let F2 be the full subcategory in H2 defined in the analogous way. Suppose that the
natural functors Fi[(Si ∩ Fi)
−1] −→ Hi[S
−1
i ] are equivalences of categories. Then the
restriction of the functor Θ to the subcategory F1 × H2 of the Carthesian product
H1 × H2 factorizes through F1[(S1 ∩ F1)
−1]× H2[S
−1
2 ] and therefore defines a functor
on the category H1[S
−1
1 ] × H2[S
−1
2 ]. The same derived functor can be obtained by
restricting the functor Θ to the subcategory H1 × F2 of H1 × H2. This construction
can be even extended to partially defined functors of two arguments Θ (see 2.7).
For this definition of the double-sided derived functor to work properly, the lo-
calizing classes in the homotopy categories have to be carefully chosen (see 0.2.3).
That is why our derived functors SemiTor and SemiExt are not defined on the con-
ventional derived categories of semimodules and semicontramodules, but on their
semiderived categories. The semiderived category of S-semi(contra)modules is a mix-
ture of the usual derived category in the module direction (relative to C) and the
co/contraderived category in the C-co/contramodule direction. The coderived cate-
gory of C-comodules is equivalent to the homotopy category of complexes of injec-
tive C-comodules, and analogously, the contraderived category of C-contramodules is
equivalent to the homotopy category of complexes of projective C-contramodules. So
the distinction between the derived and co/contraderived categories is only relevant
for unbounded complexes and only in the case of infinite homological dimension.
A notable attempt to develop a general theory of semi-infinite homological algebra
was undertaken by A. Voronov in [46]. Let us point out the differences between
our approaches. First of all, Voronov only considers the semi-infinite homology of
Lie algebras, while we work with associative algebraic structures. Secondly, Voronov
constructs a double-sided derived functor of a functor of one argument and the choice
of a class of resolutions becomes an additional ingredient of his construction, while we
define double-sided derived functors of functors of two arguments and the conditions
imposed on resolutions are determined by the functors themselves. Thirdly, Voronov
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works with graded Lie algebras and his functor of semivariants is obtained as the
image of the invariants with respect to one half of the Lie algebra in the coinvariants
with respect to the other half, while we consider ungraded Tate Lie algebras with
only one subalgebra chosen, and our functor of semiinvariants is constructed in a
more delicate way (see below). Finally, no exotic derived categories appear in [46].
The coderived category of C-comodules and the contraderived category of C-con-
tramodules turn out to be naturally equivalent. This equivalence can be thought of
as a covariant analogue of the contravariant functor RHom(−, R) : D(R–mod) −→
D(mod–R) on the derived category of modules over a ring R. Moreover, there
is a natural equivalence between the semiderived categories of S-semimodules and
S-semicontramodules. The functors RΨS : D
si(S–simod) −→ Dsi(S–sicntr) and
LΦS : D
si(S–sicntr) −→ Dsi(S–simod) providing this equivalence are defined in terms
of the spaces of homorphisms in the category of S-semimodules and the operation of
contratensor product of an S-semimodule and an S-semicontramodule. The latter is
a right exact functor which resembles the functor of tensor product of modules over a
ring. This equivalence of triangulated categories tranforms the functor SemiExtS into
the functors Ext in either of the semiderived categories (and the functor SemiTorS
into the left derived functor CtrTorS of the functor of contratensor product). We
call this kind of equivalence of triangulated categories the comodule-contramodule
correspondence or the semimodule-semicontramodule correspondence.
The duality-analogy between semimodules and semicontramodules partly breaks
down when one passes from homological algebra to the structure theory. Comodules
over a coalgebra over a field are simplistic creatures; contramodules are quite a bit
more complicated, though still much simpler than modules over a ring, the structure
theory of a coalgebra over a field being much simpler than that of an algebra or a ring.
We construct some relevant counterexamples. There is an analogue of Nakayama’s
Lemma for contramodules, a description of contramodules over an infinite direct sum
of coalgebras, etc. These results can be extended to contramodules over certain topo-
logical rings (much more general than the topological algebras dual to coalgebras).
Contramodules over topological Lie algebras can also be defined; and an isomorphism
of the categories of contramodules over a topological Lie algebra and its topological
enveloping algebra can be proven under certain assumptions.
A coring C over a ring A is a coring object in the tensor category of bimodules
over A. (In a different terminology, this is called a coalgebroid.) A semialgebra S
over a coring C is a ring object in the tensor category of bicomodules over C; for
this definition to make sense, certain (co)flatness conditions have to be imposed on C
and S to make the cotensor product of bicomodules well-defined and associative.
Throughout this monograph (with the exception of Section 0 and the appendices)
we work with corings C over noncommutative rings A and semialgebras S over C.
Mostly we have to assume that the ring A has a finite homological dimension—for
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a number of reasons, the most important one being that otherwise we don’t know
how to define appropriately the unbounded (co)derived category of C-comodules. No
assumptions about the homological dimension of the coring and the semialgebra are
made. Besides, we mostly have to suppose that C is a flat left and right A-module and
S is a coflat left and right C-comodule, and even certain (co)projectivity conditions
have to be imposed in order to work with contramodules.
Nonhomogeneous quadratic duality [39, 40] establishes a correspondence between
nonhomogeneous Koszul algebras and Koszul CDG-algebras. This duality has a rel-
ative version with a base ring, assigning, e. g., the de Rham DG-algebra to the
filtered algebra of differential operators (the base ring being the ring of functions,
in this case). For a number of reasons, it is advisable to avoid passing to the dual
vector space/module in this construction, working with CDG-coalgebras instead of
CDG-algebras; in particular, this allows to include infinitely-(co)generated Koszul al-
gebras and coalgebras. In the relative case, this means considering the graded coring
of polyvector fields, rather than the graded algebra of differential forms, as the dual
object to the differential operators. The relevant additional structure on the polyvec-
tor fields (corresponding to the de Rham differential on the differential forms) is that
of a quasi-differential coring. Another important version of relative nonhomogeneous
quadratic duality uses base coalgebras in place of base rings. This situation is sim-
pler in some respects, since one still obtains CDG-coalgebras as the dual objects.
As a generalization of these two dualities, one can consider nonhomogeneous Koszul
semialgebras over corings and assign Koszul quasi-differential corings over corings to
them. The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for Koszul semialgebras claims that this
correspondence is an equivalence of categories.
Relative nonhomogeneous Koszul duality theorem provides an equivalence between
the semiderived category of semimodules over a nonhomogeneous Koszul semialge-
bra and the coderived category of quasi-differential comodules over the correspond-
ing quasi-differential coring, and an analogous equivalence between the semiderived
category of semicontramodules and the contraderived category of quasi-differential
contramodules. In particular, for a smooth algebraic variety M and a vector bun-
dle E over M with a global connection ∇, there is an equivalence between the de-
rived category of modules over the algebra/sheaf of differential operators acting in
the sections of E and the coderived category (and also the contraderived category,
when M is affine) of CDG-modules over the CDG-algebra Ω(M,End(E)) of differen-
tial forms with coefficients in the vector bundle End(E), where the differential d in
Ω(M,End(E)) is the de Rham differential depending on ∇ and the curvature element
h ∈ Ω2(M,End(E)) is the curvature of ∇.
Natural examples of semialgebras and semimodules come from Lie theory. Namely,
let (g, H) be an algebraic Harish-Chandra pair, i. e., g is a Lie algebra over a field k
and H is a smooth affine algebraic group corresponding to a finite-dimensional Lie
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subalgebra h ⊂ g. Let C(H) be the coalgebra of functions on H . Then the category
O(g, H) of Harish-Chandra modules is isomorphic to the category of left semimodules
over the semialgebra S(g, H) = U(g)⊗U(h) C(H). If the group H is unimodular, the
semialgebra S = S(g, H) has an involutive anti-automorphism. In general, the oppo-
site semialgebras S and Sop are Morita-equivalent in some sense; more precisely, there
is a canonical left S⊗k S-semimodule E = E(g, H) such that the semitensor product
with E provides an equivalence between the categories of right and left S-semimod-
ules. Geometrically, E(g, H) is the bimodule of distributions on an algebraic group
G supported in its subgroup H and regular along H . So the semitensor product of
S-semimodules can be considered as a functor on the category O(g, H) × O(g, H).
This functor factorizes through the functor of tensor product in the category O(g, H)
and is closely related to the functor of (g, H)-semiinvariants M 7−→ Mg,H on the
category of (g, H)-modules. The semiinvariants are a mixture of invariants over H
and coinvariants along g/h.
More generally, let (g, H) be a Tate Harish-Chandra pair, that is g is a Tate Lie
algebra and H is an affine proalgebraic group corresponding to a compact open
subalgebra h ⊂ g. Let κ : (g′, H) −→ (g, H) be a morphism of Tate Harish-Chandra
pairs with the same proalgebraic group H such that the Lie algebra map g′ −→ g is a
central extension whose kernel is identified with k; assume also that H acts trivially
in k ⊂ g′. One example of such a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs
comes from the canonical central extension g∼ of g; we denote the corresponding
morphism by κ0. There is a semialgebra Sκ(g, H) = Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) C(H) over the
coalgebra C(H) such that the category of left semimodules over Sκ = Sκ(g, H) is
isomorphic to the category of discrete (g′, H)-modules where the unit central element
of g′ acts by the identity (Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge κ). Left
semicontramodules over the opposite semialgebra Sopκ can be described in terms of
compatible structures of g′-contramodules and C(H)-contramodules. These are called
Harish-Chandra contramodules with the central charge κ; the dual vector spaces to
Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge −κ can be found among them.
The semialgebras Sκ and S
op
−κ0−κ are naturally isomorphic, at least, when the
pairing U(h) ⊗k C(H) −→ k is nondegenerate in C(H). In view of the semimodule-
semicontramodule correspondence theorem, it follows that the semiderived categories
of Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge κ and Harish-Chandra contra-
modules with the central charge κ + κ0 over (g, H) are naturally equivalent. So
the well-known phenomenon of correspondence between complexes of modules with
complementary central charges over certain infinite-dimensional Lie algebras can be
formulated as an equivalence of triangulated categories using the notions of contra-
modules and semiderived categories. Besides, it follows that the category of right
semimodules over Sκ is isomorphic to the category of Harish-Chandra modules with
the central charge −κ − κ0. When the proalgebraic group H is prounipotent (and
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h is exactly the Lie algebra of H), the object SemiTorSκ(N•,M•) of the derived cat-
egory of k-vector spaces is represented by the complex of semi-infinite forms over g
with coefficients in N• ⊗k M
•. This provides a comparison of our theory of SemiTor
with the semi-infinite homology of Tate Lie algebras. Semi-infinite cohomology of Lie
algebras, whose coefficients are contramodules over (the canonical central extensions
of) Tate Lie algebras, is related to SemiExt in the analogous way.
To a topological group G with an open profinite subgroup H and a commutative
ring k one can associate a semialgebra Sk(G,H) over the coring Ck(H) of k-valued
locally constant functions on H such that the categories of left and right semimodules
over Sk(G,H) are isomorphic to the category of smooth G-modules over k. So the
category of semimodules over Sk(G,H) does not depend on H , neither does the
category of semicontramodules over Sk(G,H); all the semialgebras Sk(G,H) with a
fixed G and varying H are naturally Morita equivalent. The semiderived categories
of semimodules and semicontramodules over Sk(G,H) do depend on H essentially,
however, as do the functors SemiTor and SemiExt over Sk(G,H). These double-sided
derived functors may be called the semi-infinite (co)homology of a group with an open
profinite subgroup. The semi-infinite homology of topological groups is a mixture of
the discrete group homology and the profinite group cohomology.
Examples of corings C over commutative rings A for which the left and the right
actions of A in C are different come from the algebraic groupoids theory, and examples
of semialgebras over such corings come from Lie theory of groupoids. Namely, let
(M,H) be a smooth affine groupoid, i. e., M and H are smooth affine algebraic
varieties, there are two smooth morphisms sH , tH : H ⇒M of source and target, and
there are unit, multiplication, and inverse element morphisms satisfying the usual
groupoid axioms. Let A = A(M) be the ring of functions on M and C = C(H)
be the ring of functions on H . Then C is a coring over A. Moreover, suppose
that (M,H) is a closed subgroupoid of a groupoid (M,G). Let g and h be the
Lie algebroids over the ring A corresponding to the groupoids (M,G) and (M,H),
and let UA(g) and UA(h) be their enveloping algebras. Then there is a semialgebra
S = SM(G,H) = UA(g)⊗UA(h)C(H) over the coring C and a canonical left S⊗kS-semi-
module E = EM(G,H) providing an equivalence between the categories of right and
left S-semimodules. The semimodule E consists of all distributions on G twisted with
the line bundle s∗G(Ω
−1
M )⊗ t
∗
G(Ω
−1
M ), supported in H and regular along H (where ΩM
denotes the bundle of top forms on M).
Examples of corings over noncommutative rings come from Noncommutative
Geometry [33]. Noncommutative stacks are represented as quotients of noncom-
mutative affine schemes corresponding to rings A by actions of corings C over A. The
cotensor product of C-comodules can be understood as the group of global sections
of the tensor product of a right and a left sheaf over a noncommutative stack, while
the tensor product of sheaves itself does not exist.
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Notice that the roles of the ring and coring structures in our constructions are not
symmetric; in particular, we have to consider conventional derived categories along
the algebra variables and co/contraderived categories along the coalgebra variables.
The cause of this difference is that the tensor product of modules commutes with the
infinite direct sums, but not with the infinite products. This can be changed by pass-
ing to pro-objects; consequently one can still define versions of derived functors Cotor
and Coext over a coring C without making any homological dimension assumptions
at all by considering pro- and ind-modules (see Remarks 2.7 and 4.7). A problem
remains to construct the comodule-contramodule correspondence without any homo-
logical dimension assumptions on the ring A. Here we only manage to weaken the
finite homological dimension assumption to the Gorensteinness assumption.
Algebras/coalgebras over fields and semialgebras over coalgebras over fields are
briefly discussed in Section 0. Semialgebras over corings and the functors of semi-
tensor product over them are introduced in Section 1, and important constructions
of flat comodules and coflat semimodules are presented there. The derived functor
SemiTor is defined in Section 2. Contramodules over corings and semicontramod-
ules over semialgebras are introduced in Section 3, and the derived functor SemiExt
is defined in Section 4. Equivalence of exotic derived categories of comodules and
contramodules is proven in Section 5; and the same for semimodules and semicontra-
modules is done in Section 6. Functors of change of ring and coring for the categories
of comodules and contramodules are introduced in Section 7; functors of change of
coring and semialgebra for the categories of semimodules and semicontramodules
are constructed in Section 8. Closed model category structures on the categories
of complexes of semimodules and semicontramodules are defined in Section 9. The
construction of a semialgebra depending on three embedded rings and a coring dual
to the middle ring is considered in Section 10. The Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem
and the Koszul duality theorem for nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras are proven
in Section 11. The basic structure theory of contramodules over a coalgebra over a
field is developed in Appendix A. We compare our theory of SemiExt and SemiTor
with Arkhipov’s and Sevostyanov’s semi-infinite Ext and Tor in Appendix B. Semial-
gebras corresponding to Harish-Chandra pairs and their Hopf algebra analogues are
discussed in Appendix C. Tate Harish-Chandra pairs are considered in Appendix D,
and the theorem of comparison with semi-infinite cohomology of Tate Lie algebras
is proven there. Semialgebras corresponding to topological groups are discussed in
Appendix E. Pairs of algebraic groupoids are considered in Appendix F.
Appendix C was written in collaboration with Dmitriy Rumynin. Appendix D was
written in collaboration with Sergey Arkhipov.
One terminological note: we will generally use the words the homotopy category of
(an additive category A) and the homotopy category of complexes of (objects from A)
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as synonymous. Analogously, the homotopy category of complexes (with a particular
property) over A is a full subcategory of the homotopy category of A.
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0. Preliminaries and Summary
This section contains some known results and some results deemed to be new,
but no proofs. Its goal is to prepare the reader for the more technically involved
constructions of the main body of the monograph (where the proofs are given). In
particular, we don’t have to worry about nonassociativity of the cotensor product
and partial definition of the semitensor product here, distiguish between the myriad
of notions of absolute/relative coflatness/coprojectivity/injectivity of comodules and
analogously for contramodules, etc., because we only consider coalgebras over fields.
0.1. Unbounded Tor and Ext. Let R be an algebra over a field k.
0.1.1. We would like to extend the familiar definition of the derived functor of tensor
product TorR : D−(mod–R)×D−(R–mod) −→ D−(k–vect) on the Carthesian product
of the derived categories of right and left R-modules bounded from above, so as to
obtain a functor on the Carthesian product of unbounded derived categories.
As always, the tensor product of a complex of right R-modules N• and a complex
of left R-modules M• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex N i ⊗R M
j ,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. This provides a functor
Hot(mod–R)×Hot(R–mod) −→ Hot(k–vect) on the Carthesian product of unbounded
homotopy categories of R-modules.
The most straightforward way to define the object TorR(N•,M•) of D(k–vect) is
to represent it by the total complex of the bicomplex
· · · −−→ N• ⊗k R⊗k R ⊗k M
• −−→ N• ⊗k R ⊗k M
• −−→ N• ⊗k M
•,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. One can check that
this bar construction indeed defines a functor
TorR : D(mod–R)× D(R–mod) −−→ D(k–vect).
The unbounded derived functor TorR can be also defined by restricting the functor
of tensor product to appropriate subcategories of complexes adjusted to the functor of
tensor product in the unbounded homotopy categories of R-modules. Namely, let us
call a complex of left R-modules M• flat if the complex of k-vector spaces M•⊗RN
•
is acyclic whenever a complex of right R-modules N• is acyclic. Not every complex
of flat R-modules is a flat complex of R-modules according to this definition.
In particular, an acyclic complex of left R-modules is flat if and only if it is pure,
i. e., it remains acyclic after taking the tensor product with any right R-module.
So an acyclic complex of flat R-modules is flat if and only if all of its modules
of cocycles are flat. On the other hand, any complex of flat R-modules bounded
from above is flat. If the ring R has a finite weak homological dimension, then
any complex of flat R-modules is flat. For example, the acyclic complex M• of free
modules over the ring of dual numbers R = k[ε]/ε2 whose every term is equal to R
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and every differential is the operator of multiplication with ε is not flat. Indeed, let
N• = (· · · → k[ε/ε2] → k → 0 → · · · ) be a free resolution of the R-module k; then
the complex N• ⊗R M
• is quasi-isomorphic to k ⊗R M
• and has a one-dimensional
cohomology space in every degree, even though the complex N• is acyclic.
Any complex of R-modules is quasi-isomorphic to a flat complex, and moreover,
the quotient category of the homotopy category Hotfl(R–mod) of flat complexes
of R-modules by the thick subcategory of acyclic flat complexes Acycl(R–mod) ∩
Hotfl(R–mod) is equivalent to the derived category D(R–mod). This result holds for
an arbitrary ring [44], and even for an arbitrary DG-ring [31, 12]. The derived functor
TorR can be defined by restricting the functor of tensor product over R to either of
the full subcategories Hot(mod–R) × Hotfl(R–mod) or Hotfl(mod–R) × Hot(R–mod)
of the category Hot(mod–R)× Hot(R–mod).
0.1.2. The functor HomR : Hot(R–mod)
op × Hot(R–mod) −→ Hot(k–vect) and its
derived functor ExtR : D(R–mod)
op ×D(R–mod) −→ D(k–vect) need no special defi-
nition: once the unbounded homotopy and derived categories are defined, so are the
spaces of homomorphisms in them. For any (unbounded) complexes of left R-modules
L• and M•, the total complex of the cobar bicomplex
Homk(L
•,M•) −−→ Homk(R⊗kL
•, M•) −−→ Homk(R⊗kR⊗kL
•, M•) −−→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite direct products along the diagonals, represents the
object ExtR(L
•,M•) in D(k–vect).
The unbounded derived functor ExtR can be also computed by restricting the
functor HomR to appropriate subcategories in the Carthesian product of homotopy
categories of R-modules. Let us call a complex of left R-modules L• projective if
the complex HomR(L
•,M•) is acyclic for any acyclic complex of left R-modules
M•. Analogously, a complex of left R-modules M• is called injective if the com-
plex HomR(L
•,M•) is acyclic for any acyclic complex of left R-modules L•.
Any projective complex of R-modules is flat. Any complex of projective R-modules
bounded from above is projective, and any complex of injective R-modules bounded
from below is injective. If the ring R has a finite left homological dimension, then
any complex of projective left R-modules is projective and any complex of injective
left R-modules is injective.
A complex of R-modules is projective if and only if it belongs to the minimal trian-
gulated subcategory of the homotopy category of R-modules containing the complex
· · · → 0 → R → 0 → · · · and closed under infinite direct sums. Analogously, a
complex of R-modules is injective if and only if up to the homotopy equivalence
it can be obtained from the complex · · · → 0 → Homk(R, k) → 0 → · · · using
the operations of shift, cone, and infinite direct product. The homotopy category
Hotproj(R–mod) of projective complexes of R-modules and the homotopy category
Hotinj(R–mod) of injective complexes of R-modules are equivalent to the unbounded
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derived category D(R–mod). The results mentioned in this paragraph even hold for
an arbitrary DG-ring [31, 12]. The functor ExtR can be obtained by restricting the
functor HomR to either of the full subcategories Hotproj(R–mod)
op × Hot(R–mod) or
Hot(R–mod)op × Hotinj(R–mod) of the category Hot(R–mod)
op × Hot(R–mod).
0.1.3. The definitions of unbounded Tor and Ext in terms of (co)bar constructions
were known at least since the 1960’s. The notions of flat, projective, and injec-
tive (unbounded) complexes of R-modules were introduced by N. Spaltenstein [44]
(who attributes the idea to J. Bernstein). Such complexes were called “K-flat”,
“K-projective”, and “K-injective” in [44]; they are often called “H-projective” or
“homotopy projective” etc. nowadays.
0.2. Coalgebras over fields; Cotor and Coext. The notion of a coalgebra over
a field is obtained from that of an algebra by formal dualization. Since any coasso-
ciative coalgebra is the union of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras, the category of
coalgebras is anti-equivalent to the category of profinite-dimensional algebras. There
are two ways of dualizing the notion of a module over an algebra: one can con-
sider comodules and contramodules over a coalgebra. Comodules can be thought of
as discrete modules which are unions of their finite-dimensional submodules, while
contramodules are modules where certain infinite summation operations are defined.
Dualizing the constructions of the tensor product of modules and the space of ho-
momorphisms between modules, one obtains the functors of cotensor product and
cohomomorphisms. Their derived functors are called Cotor and Coext.
0.2.1. A coassociative coalgebra with counit over a field k is a k-vector space C en-
dowed with a comultiplication map µC : C −→ C⊗k C and a counit map εC : C −→ k
satisfying the equations dual to the associativity and unity equations on the multipli-
cation and unit maps of an assotiative algebra with unit. More precisely, one should
have (µC ⊗ idC) ◦ µC = (idC⊗µC) ◦ µC and (εC ⊗ idC) ◦ µC = idC = (idC⊗εC) ◦ µC.
A left comodule M over a coalgebra C is a k-vector space endowed with a left
coaction map νM : M −→ C⊗kM satisfying the equations dual to the associativity and
unity equations on the action map of a module over an associative algebra with unit.
More precisely, one should have (µC⊗idM)◦νM = (idC⊗νM)◦νM and (εC⊗idM)◦νM =
idM. A right comodule N over a coalgebra C is a k-vector space endowed with a right
coaction map νN : N −→ N⊗k C satisfying the coassociativity and counity equations
(νN⊗ idC)◦νN = (idN⊗µC)◦νN and (idN⊗εC)◦νN = idN. For example, the coalgebra
C has natural structures of a left and a right comodule over itself.
The categories of left and right C-comodules are abelian. We will denote them by
C–comod and comod–C, respectively. Both infinite direct sums and infinite products
exist in the category of C-comodules, but only infinite direct sums are preserved
by the forgetful functor C–comod −→ k–vect (while the infinite products are not
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even exact in C–comod). A cofree C-comodule is a C-comodule of the form C ⊗k V ,
where V is a k-vector space. The space of comodule homomorphisms into the cofree
C-comodule is described by the formula HomC(M, C ⊗k V ) ≃ Homk(M, V ). The
category of C-comodules has enough injectives; besides, a left C-comodule is injective
if and only if it is a direct summand of a cofree C-comodule.
The cotensor product N C M of a right C-comodule N and a left C-comodule M
is defined as the kernel of the pair of maps
(νN ⊗ idM, idN⊗νM) : N⊗k M⇒ N⊗k C⊗k M.
This is the dual construction to the tensor product of a right module and a left
module over an associative algebra. There are natural isomorphisms NCC ≃ N and
C C M ≃M. The functor of cotensor product over C is left exact.
0.2.2. The cotensor product N• C M
• of a complex of right C-comodules N• and
a complex of left C-comodules M• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex
Ni C M
j, constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals.
We would like to define the derived functor CotorC of the functor of cotensor prod-
uct in such a way that it could be obtained by restricting the functor C to appropriate
subcategories of the Carthesian product of homotopy categories Hot(comod–C) and
Hot(C–comod). In addition, we would like the object CotorC(N•,M•) of D(k–vect) to
be represented by the total complex of the cobar bicomplex
(1) N• ⊗k M
• −−→ N• ⊗k C⊗k M
• −−→ N• ⊗k C⊗k C⊗k M
• −−→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. It turns out that a
functor CotorC with these properties does exist, but it is not defined on the Carthesian
product of conventional unbounded derived categories D(comod–C) and D(C–comod).
For example, let C be the coalgebra dual to the algebra of dual numbers C∗ =
k[ε]/ε2, so that C-comodules are just k[ε]/ε2-modules. Let M• be the acyclic complex
of cofree C-comodules whose every term is equal to C and every differential is the
operator of multiplication with ε, and let N• be the complex of C-comodules whose
only nonzero term is the C-comodule k. Then the cobar complex that we want to
compute CotorC(N•,M•) is quasi-isomorphic to the complex N• C M
• and has a
one-dimensional cohomology space in every degree, even though M• represents a
zero object in D(C–comod). Therefore, a more refined version of unbounded derived
category of C-comodules has to be considered.
A complex of left C-comodules is called coacyclic if it belongs to the minimal
triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category Hot(C–comod) containing the
total complexes of exact triples ′K• → K• → ′′K• of complexes of left C-comodules
and closed under infinite direct sums. (By the total complex of an exact triple of
complexes we mean the total complex of the corresponding bicomplex with three
rows.) Any coacyclic complex is acyclic; any acyclic complex bounded from below
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is coacyclic. The complex M• from the above example is acyclic, but not coacyclic.
(Indeed, the total complex of the cobar bicomplex (1) is acyclic whenever M• is
coacyclic.) The coderived category of left C-comodules Dco(C–comod) is defined as the
quotient category of the homotopy category Hot(C–comod) by the thick subcategory
of coacyclic complexes Acyclco(C–comod).
In the same way one can define the coderived category of any abelian category
with exact functors of infinite direct sum. Over a category of finite homological
dimension, every acyclic complex belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory of
the homotopy category containing the total complexes of exact triples of complexes,
even without the infinite direct sum closure.
The cotensor product N• C M
• of a complex of right C-comodules M• and a com-
plex of left C-comodules N• is acyclic whenever one of the complexes M• and N• is
coacyclic and the other one is a complex of injective C-comodules. Besides, the code-
rived category Dco(C–comod) is equivalent to the homotopy category Hot(C–comodinj)
of injective C-comodules. Thus one can define the unbounded derived functor
CotorC : Dco(comod–C)× Dco(C–comod) −−→ D(k–vect)
by restricting the functor of cotensor product to either of the full subcategories
Hot(comod–C) × Hot(C–comodinj) or Hot(comodinj–C) × Hot(C–comod) of the cate-
gory Hot(comod–C)× Hot(C–comod).
0.2.3. If one attempts to construct a derived functor of cotensor product on the
Carthesian product of conventional unbounded derived categories of comodules in
the way analogous to 0.1.1, the result may not look like what one expects.
Consider the example of a finite-dimensional coalgebra C dual to a Frobenius alge-
bra C∗ = F . Let us assume the convention that left C-comodules are left F -modules
and right C-comodules are right F -modules. Then the functor C is left exact and
the functor ⊗F is right exact, but the difference between them is still rather small:
if either a left (co)module M , or a right (co)module N is projective-injective, then
there is a natural isomorphism N CM ≃ (N C F )⊗F M , and after one chooses an
isomorphism between the left modules F and C, the right modules N and N C F
will only differ by the Frobenius automorphism of the Frobenius algebra F .
So if one defines “coflat” complexes of C-comodules as the complexes whose coten-
sor product with acyclic complexes is acyclic, then the quotient category of the ho-
motopy category of “coflat” complexes by the thick subcategory of acyclic “coflat”
complexes will be indeed equivalent to the derived category of comodules, and one
will be able to define a “derived functor of cotensor product over C” in this way,
but the resulting derived functor will coincide, up to the Frobenius twist, with the
functor TorF . (Indeed, any flat complex of flat modules will be “coflat”.) When the
complexes this functor is applied to are concentrated in degree 0, this functor will
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produce a complex situated in the negative cohomological degrees, as is characteristic
of TorF , and not in the positive ones, as one would expect of CotorC.
Likewise, if one attempts to construct a derived functor of tensor product on the
Carthesian product of coderived categories of modules in the way analogous to 0.2.2,
one will find, in the Frobenius algebra case, that the tensor product of a complex
of projective F -modules with a coacyclic complex is acyclic, the homotopy category
of complexes of projective modules is indeed equivalent to the coderived category
of F -modules, and one can define a “derived functor of tensor product over F” by
restricting to this subcategory, but the resulting derived functor will coincide, up to
the Frobenius twist, with the functor CotorC.
Nevertheless, it is well known how to define a derived functor of cotensor prod-
uct on the conventional unbounded derived categories of comodules (see 0.2.10, cf.
Remark 2.7).
0.2.4. The category k–vectop opposite to the category of vector spaces has a natural
structure of a module category over the tensor category k–vect with the action func-
tor k–vect × k–vectop −→ k–vectop defined by the rule (V,W op) 7−→ Homk(V,W )
op.
More precisely, there are two module category structures associated with this func-
tor: the left module category with the associativity constraint Homk(U ⊗k V, W ) ≃
Homk(U,Homk(V,W )) and the right module category with the associativity con-
straint Homk(U ⊗k V, W ) ≃ Homk(V,Homk(U,W )). The category of left contramod-
ules over a coalgebra C is the opposite category to the category of comodule objects
in the right module category k–vectop over the coring object C in the tensor category
k–vect. Explicitly, a C-contramodule P is a k-vector space endowed with a con-
traaction map piP : Homk(C,P) −→ P satisfying the contraassociativity and counity
equations piP ◦ Hom(idC, piP) = piP ◦ Hom(µC, idP) and piP ◦ Hom(εC, idP) = idP.
For any right C-comodule N and any k-vector space V the space Homk(N, V ) has
a natural structure of left C-contramodule. The category of left C-contramodules is
abelian. We will denote it by C–contra. Both infinite direct sums and infinite products
exist in the category of contramodules, but only the infinite products are preserved
by the forgetful functor C–contra −→ k–vect (while the infinite direct sums are not
even exact in C–contra). The category of contramodules has enough projectives.
Besides, a C-contramodule is projective if and only if it is a direct summand of a
free C-contramodule of the form Homk(C, V ) for some vector space V . The space
of contramodule homomorphisms from the free C-contramodule is described by the
formula HomC(Homk(C, V ), P) ≃ Homk(V, P).
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Let M be a left C-comodule and P be a left C-contramodule. The space of coho-
momorphisms CohomC(M,P) is defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
(Hom(νM, idP),Hom(idM, piP)) :
Homk(C⊗k M, P) = Homk(M,Homk(C,P))⇒ Homk(M,P).
This is the dual construction to that of the space of homomorphisms between two
modules over a ring. There are natural isomorphisms CohomC(C,P) ≃ P and
CohomC(M,Homk(N, V )) ≃ Homk(N C M, V ). The functor of cohomomorphisms
over C is right exact.
0.2.5. The complex of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of left
C-comodules M• to a complex of left C-contramodules P• is defined as the total
complex of the bicomplex CohomC(M
i,Pj), constructed by taking infinite products
along the diagonals. Let us define the derived functor CoextC of the functor of
cohomomorphisms.
A complex of C-contramodules is called contraacyclic if it belongs to the min-
imal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category Hot(C–contra) containing
the total complexes of exact triples ′K• → K• → ′′K• of complexes of C-contramod-
ules and closed under infinite products. Any contraacyclic complex is acyclic; any
acyclic complex bounded from above is contraacyclic. The contraderived category
of C-contramodules Dctr(C–contra) is defined as the quotient category of the homo-
topy category Hot(C–contra) by the thick subcategory of contraacyclic complexes
Acyclctr(C–contra).
The complex of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M
•,P•) is acyclic whenever either M
is a complex of injective C-comodules and P is contraacyclic, or M is coacyclic and
P is a complex of projective C-contramodules. Besides, the contraderived category
Dctr(C–contra) is equivalent to the homotopy category of projective C-contramodules
Hot(C–contraproj). Thus one can define the derived functor
CoextC : D
co(C–comod)op × Dctr(C–contra) −−→ D(k–vect)
by restricting the functor CohomC to either of the subcategories Hot(C–comodinj)
op×
Hot(C–contra) or Hot(C–comod)op × Hot(C–contraproj) of the Carthesian product
Hot(C–comod)op × Hot(C–contra).
The contramodule version of bar construction provides a functorial complex com-
puting CoextC. Namely, for any complex of left C-comodules M
• and complex of left
C-contramodules P• the total complex of the bicomplex
· · · −−→ Homk(C⊗k C⊗kM
•, P•) −−→ Homk(C⊗kM
•, P•) −−→ Homk(M
•,P•),
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals, represents the object
CoextC(M
•,P•) in D(k–vect).
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0.2.6. The categories of left C-comodules and left C-contramodules are isomorphic if
the coalgebra C is finite-dimensional, but in general they are quite different. However,
the coderived category of left C-comodules is naturally equivalent to the contraderived
category of left C-contramodules, Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dctr(C–contra).
Indeed, the coderived category Dco(C–comod) is equivalent to the homotopy cat-
egory Hot(C–comodinj) and the contraderived category D
ctr(C–contra) is equivalent
to the homotopy category Hot(C–contraproj). Furthermore, the additive category of
injective C-comodules is the idempotent closure of the category of cofree C-comodules
and the additive category of projective C-contramodules is the idempotent clo-
sure of the category of free C-contramodules. One has HomC(C ⊗k U, C ⊗k V ) =
Homk(C ⊗k U, V ) = Homk(U, Homk(C, V )) = Hom
C(Homk(C, U),Homk(C, V )), so
the categories of cofree comodules and free contramodules are equivalent.
To describe this equivalence of additive categories in a more invariant way, let us
define the operation of contratensor product of a comodule and a contramodule.
Let N be a right C-comodule and P be a left C-contramodule. The contratensor
product N⊙C P is defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
((idN ⊗ evC) ◦ (νN ⊗ idHomk(C,P)), idN ◦piP) : N ⊗k Homk(C,P)⇒ N ⊗k P,
where evC denotes the evaluation map C ⊗k Homk(C,P) → P. The contratensor
product functor is not a part of any tensor or module category structure; instead, it is
dual to the functors Hom in the categories of C-comodules and C-contramodules. The
functor of contratensor product over C is right exact. There are natural isomorphisms
N⊙C Homk(C, V ) ≃ N ⊗k V and Homk(N ⊙C P, V ) ≃ Hom
C(P,Homk(N, V )).
The desired equivalence between the additive categories of injective left C-comod-
ules and projective left C-contramodules is provided by the pair of adjoint func-
tors ΨC(M) = HomC(C,M) and ΦC(P) = C ⊙C P between the categories of left
C-comodules and left C-contramodules. Here the space HomC(C,M) is endowed
with a C-contramodule structure as the kernel of a pair of contramodule morphisms
Homk(C,M)⇒ Homk(C, C⊗kM) (where the contramodule structure on Homk(C,M)
and Homk(C, C ⊗k M) comes from the right C-comodule structure on C), while the
space C ⊙C P is endowed with a left C-comodule structure as the cokernel of a pair
of comodule morphisms C⊗k Homk(C,P)⇒ C⊗k P.
0.2.7. The following examples illustrate the necessity of considering the exotic de-
rived categories in the above construction of the derived comodule-contramodule
correspondence. Let W be a vector space and C be the symmetric coalgebra of W .
One can construct C as the subcoalgebra of the tensor coalgebra
⊕∞
n=0W
⊗n formed
by the symmetric tensors. Consider the trivial left C-contramodule k; it has a left
projective C-contramodule resolution of the form
· · · −−→ Homk(C, (
∧2
kW )
∗) −−→ Homk(C,W
∗) −−→ Homk(C, k).
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Applying the functor ΦC to the above complex of contramodules, one obtains the
complex of injective left C-comodules
(2) · · · −−→ C⊗k (
∧2
kW )
∗ −−→ C⊗k W
∗ −−→ C.
When W is finite-dimensional, the complex (2) has its only nonvanishing cohomol-
ogy in the degree − dimW ; this cohomology a trivial one-dimensional C-comodule
naturally isomorphic to det(W )∗ = (
∧dimW
k W )
∗ as a vector space. When W is
infinite-dimensional, the complex (2) is acyclic; one can think of it as an “injec-
tive resolution of a one-dimensional C-comodule concentrated in the degree −∞”.
So when dimW = ∞ the equivalence of categories Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dctr(C–contra)
transforms the acyclic complex of C-comodules (2) into the trivial C-contramodule k
considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0, and back.
Analogously, consider the trivial left C-comodule k; it has a right injective
C-comodule resolution of the form
C −−→ C⊗k W −−→ C⊗k
∧2
kW −−→ · · ·
Applying the functor ΨC to this complex of comodules, one obtains the complex of
projective left C-contramodules
Homk(C, k) −−→ Homk(C,W ) −−→ Homk(C,
∧2
kW ) −−→ · · ·
When W is finite-dimensional, the latter complex has its only nonvanishing coho-
mology in the degree dimW ; the cohomology a trivial one-dimensional C-contra-
module naturally isomorphic to det(W ) as a vector space. When W is infinite-
dimensional, this complex is acyclic; one can think of it as a “projective resolution
of a one-dimensional C-contramodule concentrated in the degree +∞”. In this case,
the equivalence of categories Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dctr(C–contra) transforms the trivial
C-comodule k considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0 into this acyclic
complex of C-contramodules, and back.
The cohomology computations above are very similar to computing ExtR(k, R) for
the algebra R of polynomials in a finite or infinite number of variables over a field k.
0.2.8. The functor ExtC : D
co(C–comod)op × Dco(C–comod) −→ D(k–vect) of ho-
momorphisms in the coderived category Dco(C–comod) can be computed by re-
stricting the functor HomC : Hot(C–comod)
op × Hot(C–comod) −→ Hot(k–vect) of
homomorphisms in the homotopy category Hot(C–comod) to the full subcategory
Hot(C–comod)op×Hot(C–comodinj) of the category Hot(C–comod)
op×Hot(C–comod).
The complex HomC(L
•,M•) is acyclic whenever L• is a coacyclic complex of left
C-comodules and M• is a complex of injective left C-comodules.
Analogously, the functor ExtC : Dctr(C–contra)op ×Dctr(C–contra) −→ D(k–vect) of
homomorphisms in the contraderived category Dctr(C–contra) can be computed by re-
stricting the functor HomC : Hot(C–contra)op×Hot(C–contra) −→ Hot(k–vect) to the
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full subcategory Hot(C–contraproj)
op×Hot(C–contra) of the category Hot(C–contra)op×
Hot(C–contra). The complex HomC(P•,Q•) is acyclic whenever P• is a complex of
projective C-contramodules and Q• is a contraacyclic complex of C-contramodules.
The contratensor product N• ⊙C P
• of a complex of right C-comodules N• and a
complex of left C-contramodules P• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex
Ni⊙CP
j , constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. The complex
N•⊙C P
• is acyclic whenever N• is a coacyclic complex of right C-comodules and P•
is a complex of projective left C-contramodules. The left derived functor CtrtorC of
the functor of contratensor product,
CtrtorC : Dco(comod–C)× Dctr(C–contra) −−→ D(k–vect),
is defined by restricting the functor of contratensor product to the full subcategory
Hot(comod–C) × Hot(C–contraproj) of the category Hot(comod–C) × Hot(C–contra).
Notice that the (abelian or homotopy) category of right C-comodules does not contain
enough objects adjusted to contratensor product.
The equivalence of triangulated categories Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dctr(C–contra) trans-
forms the functor CoextC into either of the functors ExtC or Ext
C and the functor
CotorC into the functor CtrtorC.
0.2.9. A left C-comodule M is called coflat if the functor N 7−→ NC M is exact on
the category of right C-comodules. A left C-comodule M is called coprojective if the
functor P 7−→ CohomC(M,P) is exact on the category of left C-contramodules. It is
easy to see that an injective comodule is coprojective and a coprojective comodule
is coflat. Using the fact that any comodule is a union of its finite-dimensional sub-
comodules, one can show that any coflat comodule is injective. Thus all the three
conditions are equivalent.
A left C-contramodule P is called contraflat if the functor N 7−→ N⊙CP is exact on
the category of right C-comodules. A left C-contramoduleP is called coinjective if the
functorM 7−→ CohomC(M,P) is exact on the category of left C-comodules. It is easy
to see that a projective contramodule is coinjective and a coinjective contramodule
is contraflat. We will show in 5.2 that any coinjective contramodule is projective and
in A.3 that any contraflat contramodule is projective. Thus all the three conditions
are equivalent.
0.2.10. Our definition of the derived functor of cotensor product for unbounded
complexes differs from the most traditional one, which was introduced (in the
greater generality of DG-coalgebras and DG-comodules) by Eilenberg and Moore [21].
Husemoller, Moore, and Stasheff [27] call the functor defined by Eilenberg–Moore the
differential derived functor of cotensor product of the first kind and denote it by
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CotorC,I or simply CotorC, while the functor CotorC defined in 0.2.2 is (the nondif-
ferential particular case of) what they call the differential derived functor of cotensor
product of the second kind and denote by CotorC,II .
The functor CotorC,I is computed by the total complex of the cobar bicomplex (1),
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals (while the tensor product
complexes N•⊗C⊗· · ·⊗C⊗M• constituting the cobar bicomplex are still defined as
infinite direct sums). It is indeed a functor on the Carthesian product of conventional
unbounded derived categories D(comod–C) and D(C–comod).
The unbounded derived functor TorR defined in 0.1.1 is a derived functor of the
first kind in this terminology. Roughly, derived functors of the first kind correspond
to the conventional derived categories D (which can be therefore called derived cat-
egories of the first kind), while derived functors of the second kind correspond to
the coderived and contraderived categories Dco and Dctr (which can be called derived
categories of the second kind). The distinction, which is only relevant for unbounded
complexes of modules (comodules, or contramodules), manifests itself also for quite
finite-dimensional DG-modules (DG-comodules, or DG-contramodules).
The coderived categories of comodules were introduced by K. Lefe`vre-Hasegawa
[35, 32] in the context of Koszul duality; our definition is equivalent to (the nondif-
ferential case of) his one. They first appeared in the author’s own research in the
very same context. An elaborate discussion of the two kinds of derived categories
and their roles in Koszul duality can be found in [41]; a proof of the equivalence of
the two definitions is also given there. Contramodules were defined by Eilenberg and
Moore in [20] and studied by Barr in [4].
All the most important results of this subsection can be extended straightforwardly
to DG-coalgebras and even CDG-coalgebras (see 0.4.3 and 11.2.2 for the definition).
Generally, the constructions of derived categories and functors of the first kind can be
generalized to A∞-algebras, while the constructions of derived categories and functors
of the second kind can be naturally extended to CDG-coalgebras.
0.3. Semialgebras over coalgebras over fields. The notion of a semialgebra over
a coalgebra is dual to that of a coring over a noncommutative ring. The similarity
between the two theories only goes so far, however.
0.3.1. Let C and D be two coalgebras over a field k. A C-D-bicomodule K is k-vector
space endowed with a left C-comodule and a right D-comodule structures such that
the left C-coaction map ν ′K : K −→ C ⊗k K is a morphism of right D-comodules,
or, equivalently, the right D-coaction map ν ′′K : K −→ K ⊗k D is a morphism of left
C-comodules. A bicomodule can be also defined as a vector space endowed with a bi-
coaction map K −→ C⊗kK⊗kD satisfying the coassociativity and counity equations.
The category of C-D-bicomodules is abelian. We will denote it by C–comod–D.
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Let C, D, and E be three coalgebras, N be a C-D-bicomodule, and M be a D-E-bi-
comodule. Then the cotensor product N D M is endowed with a C-E-bicomodule
structure as the kernel of a pair of bicomodule morphisms N⊗k M⇒ N⊗k D⊗k M.
The cotensor product of bicomodules is associative: for any coalgebras C and D, any
right C-comodule N, left D-comodule M, and C-D-bicomodule K there is a natural
isomorphism N C (K D M) ≃ (N C K) D M.
0.3.2. In particular, the category of C-C-bicomodules is an associative tensor cate-
gory with the unit object C. A semialgebra S over C is an associative ring object with
unit in this tensor category; in other words, it is a C-C-bicomodule endowed with a
semimultiplication map mS : S C S −→ S and a semiunit map eS : C −→ S which
have to be C-C-bicomodule morphisms satisfying the associativity and unity equations
mS ◦(mS idS) = mS ◦(idSmS) and mS ◦(eS  idS) = idS = mS ◦(idS eS).
The category of left C-comodules is a left module category over the tensor cat-
egory C–comod–C, and the category of right C-comodules is a right module cate-
gory over it. A left semimodule M over S is a module object in this left mod-
ule category over the ring object S in this tensor category; in other words, it
is a left C-comodule endowed with a left semiaction map nM : S C M −→ M,
which has to be a morphism of left C-comodules satisfying the associativity and
unity equations nM ◦(mS  idM) = nM ◦(idSnM) and nM ◦(eS idM) = idM. A
right semimodule N over S is a right C-comodule endowed with a right semiac-
tion morphism of right C-comodules nN : N C S −→ N satisfying the equations
nN ◦(nN idS) = nN ◦(idNmS) and nN ◦(idN eS) = idN.
For any left C-comodule L, the cotensor product SCL has a natural left semimod-
ule structure. It is called the left S-semimodule induced from a left C-comodule L.
The space of semimodule homomorphisms from the induced semimodule is described
by the formula HomS(S C L, M) ≃ HomC(L,M). We will denote the category of
left S-semimodules by S–simod and the category of right S-semimodules by simod–S.
The category of left S-semimodules is abelian provided that S is an injective right
C-comodule. Moreover, S is an injective right C-comodule if and only if the category
S–simod is abelian and the forgetful functor S–simod −→ C–comod is exact.
The operation of cotensor product over C provides a pairing functor comod–C ×
C–comod −→ k–vect compatible with the right module category structure on
comod–C and the left module category structure on C–comod over the tensor cat-
egory C–comod–C. The semitensor product N ♦S M of a right S-semimodule N and
a left S-semimodule M is defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
(nN idM, idNnM) : N C S C M⇒ N C M.
There are natural isomorphisms N♦S(SCL) ≃ NCL and (RCS)♦SM ≃ RCM.
The functor of semitensor product is neither left, nor right exact.
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0.3.3. The semitensor product N• ♦S M
• of a complex of right S-semimodules N•
and a complex of left S-semimodules M• is defined as the total complex of the
bicomplex Ni ♦S M
j, constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals.
Assume that S is an injective left and right C-comodule. We would like to define the
double-sided derived functor SemiTorS of the functor of semitensor product.
The semiderived category of left S-semimodules Dsi(S–simod) is defined as the
quotient category of the homotopy category Hot(S–simod) by the thick subcategory
Acyclco-C(S–simod) of complexes of S-semimodules that are coacyclic as complexes
of C-comodules. For example, if the coalgebra C coincides with the ground field k,
and S = R is just a k-algebra, then the semiderived category Dsi(S–simod) coincides
with the derived category D(R–mod), while if the semialgebra S coincides with the
coalgebra C, then the semiderived category Dsi(S–simod) coincides with the coderived
category Dco(C–comod).
A complex of left C-comodules M• is called semiflat if the semitensor product
N• ♦S M
• is acyclic for any C-coacyclic complex of right S-semimodules N•. For
example, the complex of S-semimodules SC L
• induced from a complex of injective
C-comodules L• is semiflat.
The quotient category of the homotopy category Hotsifl(S–simod) of semiflat com-
plexes of S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic semiflat complexes
Acyclco-C(S–simod) ∩ Hotsifl(S–simod) is equivalent to the semiderived category of
S-semimodules. The derived functor
SemiTorS : Dsi(simod–S)× Dsi(S–simod) −−→ D(k–vect)
is defined by restricting the functor of semitensor product over S to either of the full
subcategories Hot(simod–S)× Hotsifl(S–simod) or Hotsifl(simod–S)× Hot(S–simod) of
the category Hot(simod–S)× Hot(S–simod).
0.3.4. Let C and D be two coalgebras, K be a C-D-bicomodule, and P be a left
C-contramodule. Then the space of cohomomorphisms CohomC(K,P) is endowed
with a left D-contramodule structure as the cokernel of a pair of D-contramodule
morphisms Homk(C⊗k K, P) = Homk(K,Homk(C,P))⇒ Homk(K,P). For any left
D-comodule M, left C-contramodule P, and C-D-bicomodule K there is a natural
isomorphism CohomC(K D M, P) ≃ CohomD(M,CohomC(K,P)).
0.3.5. Therefore, the category opposite to the category of left C-contramodules
is a right module category over the tensor category of C-C-bicomodules with re-
spect to the action functor CohomC. The category of left S-semicontramodules is
the opposite category to the category of module objects in the right module cat-
egory C–contraop over the ring object S in the tensor category C–comod–C. In
other words, a left semicontramodule P over S is a left C-contramodule endowed
with a left semicontraaction map pP : P −→ CohomC(S,P), which has to be a
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morphism of left C-contramodules satisfying the associativity and unity equations
Cohom(idS,pP) ◦ pP = Cohom(mS, idP) ◦ pP and Cohom(eS, idP) ◦ pP = idP.
For example, if the coalgebra C coincides with the ground field k, and S = R is
just a k-algebra, then left S-semicontramodules are simply left R-modules.
For any right S-semimodule N and any k-vector space V the space Homk(N, V )
has a natural structure of left S-semicontramodule. For any left C-contramodule Q,
the space of cohomomorphisms CohomC(S,Q) has a natural structure of left semicon-
tramodule. It is called the left S-semicontramodule coinduced from a left C-contra-
module Q. The space of semicontramodule homomorphisms into the coinduced semi-
contramodule is described by the formula HomS(P,CohomC(S,Q)) ≃ Hom
C(P,Q).
We will denote the category of left S-semicontramodules by S–sicntr. The category of
left S-semicontramodules is abelian provided that S is an injective left C-comodule.
Moreover, S is an injective left C-comodule if and only if the category S–sicntr is
abelian and the forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ C–contra is exact.
The functor Cohomop
C
: C–comod×C–contraop −→ k–vectop is a pairing compatible
with the left module category structure on C–comod and the right module category
structure on C–contraop over the tensor category C–comod–C. Thus one can define
the space of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(M,P) from a left S-semimodule M to
a left S-semicontramodule P as the kernel of the pair of maps
(Cohom(nM, idP),Cohom(idM,pP)) :
CohomC(M,P)⇒ CohomC(S C M, P) = CohomC(M,CohomC(S,P)).
There are natural isomorphisms SemiHomS(S C L, P) ≃ CohomC(L,P) and
SemiHomS(M,CohomC(S,Q)) ≃ CohomC(M,Q). The functor of semihomomor-
phisms is neither left, nor right exact.
0.3.6. The complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(M
•,P•) from a complex
of left S-semimodules M• to a complex of left S-semicontramodules P• is defined
as the total complex of the bicomplex SemiHomS(M
i,Pj), constructed by taking
infinite products along the diagonals. Assume that S is an injective left and right
C-comodule. Let us define the double-sided derived functor SemiExtS of the functor
of semihomomorphisms.
The semiderived category Dsi(S–sicntr) of left S-semicontramodules is defined as the
quotient category of the homotopy category Hot(S–sicntr) by the thick subcategory
Acyclctr-C(S–sicntr) of complexes of S-semicontramodules that are contraacyclic as
complexes of C-contramodules.
A complex of left S-semimodules M• is called semiprojective if the complex
SemiHomS(M
•,P•) is acyclic for any C-contraacyclic complex of left S-semicontra-
modules P•. A complex of left S-semicontramodules P• is called semiinjective if the
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complex SemiHomS(M
•,P•) is acyclic for any C-coacyclic complex of left S-semi-
modules M•. For example, the complex of S-semimodules S C L
• induced from a
complex of injective C-comodules L• is semiprojective. Any semiprojective complex
of semimodules is semiflat. The complex of S-semicontramodules CohomC(S,Q
•)
coinduced from a complex of projective C-contramodules Q• is semiinjective.
The quotient category of the homotopy category Hotsipr(S–simod) of semiprojec-
tive complexes of S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic semiprojec-
tive complexes Acyclco-C(S–simod)∩Hotsipr(S–simod) is equivalent to the semiderived
category of S-semimodules. Analogously, the quotient category of the homotopy
category Hotsiin(S–sicntr) of semiinjective complexes of S-semicontramodules by the
thick subcategory of C-contraacyclic semiinjective complexes Acyclctr-C(S–sicntr) ∩
Hotsiin(S–sicntr) is equivalent to the semiderived category of S-semicontramodules.
The derived functor
SemiExtS : D
si(S–simod)op × Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ D(k–vect)
is defined by restricting the functor of semihomomorphisms to either of the full sub-
categories Hotsipr(S–simod)
op ×Hot(S–sicntr) or Hot(S–simod)op ×Hotsiin(S–sicntr) of
the category Hot(S–simod)op × Hot(S–sicntr).
0.3.7. Assume that S is an injective left and right C-comodule. One can check that
the adjoint functors ΨC : C–comod −→ C–contra and ΦC : C–contra −→ C–comod
transform left C-comodules with an S-semimodule structure into left C-contramod-
ules with an S-semicontramodule structure and vice versa. Therefore, there is a
pair of adjoint functors ΨS : S–simod −→ S–sicntr and ΦS : S–sicntr −→ S–simod
agreeing with the functors ΨC and ΦC and providing an equivalence between the
exact categories of C-injective left S-semimodules and C-projective left S-semicontra-
modules.
To construct this pair of adjoint functors in a natural way, let us define the oper-
ation of contratensor product of a semimodule and a semicontramodule.
Let N be a right S-semimodule and P be a left S-semicontramodule. The contra-
tensor product N⊚S P is defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
(nN⊙ idP, ηS ◦ (idNCS⊙pP)) : (N C S)⊙C P⇒ N⊙C P
where the natural “evaluation” map ηK : (N C K) ⊙D CohomC(K,P) −→ N ⊙C P
exists for any right C-comodule N, left C-contramodule P, and C-D-bicomodule K
and is dual to the map
Homk(ηK, V ) = CohomC(K,−) :
HomC(P,Homk(N, V )) −−→ Hom
D(CohomC(K,P),CohomC(K,Homk(N, V )))
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for any k-vector space V . There are natural isomorphisms (RCS)⊚SP ≃ R⊙CP and
Homk(N⊚S P, V ) ≃ Hom
S(P,Homk(N, V )). The functor of contratensor product
over S is right exact whenever S is an injective left C-comodule.
The adjoint functors ΨS and ΦS can be defined by the formulas ΨS(M) =
HomS(S,M) and ΦS(P) = S ⊚S P. Here the space HomS(S,M) is endowed with
a left S-semicontramodule structure as a subsemicontramodule of the semicontra-
module Homk(S,M), while the space S ⊚S P is endowed with a left S-semimodule
structure as a quotient semimodule of the semimodule S⊗k P.
The quotient category of the homotopy category of C-injective S-semimodules
Hot(S–simodinj-C) by the thick subcategory of C-contractible complexes of C-injec-
tive S-semimodules is equvalent to the semiderived category of S-semimodules.
Analogously, the quotient category of the homotopy category Hot(S–sicntrproj-C) of
C-projective S-semicontramodules by the thick subcategory of C-contractible com-
plexes of C-projective S-semicontramodules is equivalent to the semiderived category
of S-semicontramodules. Thus the semiderived categories of left S-semimodules and
left S-semicontramodules are equivalent, Dsi(S–simod) ≃ Dsi(S–sicntr).
When S is not an injective left or right C-comodule, the exact categories of
C-injective S-semimodules and C-projective S-semicontramodules are still equivalent,
even though the functors ΨS and ΦS are not defined on the whole categories of all
comodules and contramodules.
0.3.8. The functor ExtS : D
si(S–simod)op × Dsi(S–simod) −→ D(k–vect) of homo-
morphisms in the semiderived category Dsi(S–simod) can be computed by restrict-
ing the functor HomS : Hot(S–simod)
op × Hot(S–simod) −→ Hot(k–vect) of homo-
morphisms in the homotopy category Hot(S–simod) to an appropriate subcategory
of the Carthesian product Hot(S–simod)op × Hot(S–simod). Namely, a complex
of left S-semimodules L• is called projective relative to C (S/C-projective) if the
complex HomS(L
•,M•) is acyclic for any C-contractible complex of C-injective left
S-semimodules M•. For example, the complex of S-semimodules S C L
• induced
from a complex of C-comodules L• is projective relative to C. The quotient cate-
gory of the homotopy category Hotproj-S/C(S–simod) of S/C-projective complexes of
S-semimodules by the thick subcategory Acyclco-C(S–simod) ∩ Hotproj-S/C(S–simod)
of C-coacyclic S/C-projective complexes is equivalent to the semiderived category
of S-semimodules. The functor ExtS can be obtained by restricting the functor
HomS to the full subcategory Hotproj-S/C(S–simod)
op × Hot(S–simodinj-C) of the cat-
egory Hot(S–simod)op × Hot(S–simod).
Analogously, the functor ExtS : Dsi(S–sicntr)op × Dsi(S–sicntr) −→ D(k–vect) of
homomorphisms in the semiderived category Dsi(S–sicntr) can be computed by re-
stricting the functor HomS : Hot(S–sicntr)op × Hot(S–sicntr) −→ Hot(k–vect) to an
appropriate subcategory of the Carthesian product Hot(S–sicntr)op × Hot(S–sicntr).
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A complex of S-semicontramodules Q• is called injective relative to C (S/C-injective)
if the complex HomS(P•,Q•) is acyclic for any C-contractible complex of C-projec-
tive S-semicontramodules P•. For example, the complex of S-semicontramodules
CohomC(S,Q
•) coinduced from a complex of C-contramodules Q• is S/C-injective.
The quotient category of the homotopy category Hotinj-S/C(S–sicntr) of S/C-injective
complexes of S-semicontramodules by the thick subcategory Acyclctr-C(S–sicntr) ∩
Hotinj-S/C(S–sicntr) of C-contraacyclic S/C-injective complexes is equivalent to the
semiderived category of S-semicontramodules. The functor ExtS can be obtained
by restricting the functor HomS to the full subcategory Hot(S–sicntrproj-C)
op ×
Hotinj-S/C(S–sicntr) of the category Hot(S–sicntr)
op × Hot(S–sicntr).
The contratensor product N•⊚SP
• of a complex of right S-semimodules N• and a
complex of left S-semicontramodules P• is defined as the total complex of the bicom-
plex Ni⊚SP
j , constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Let us
define the left derived functor CtrTorS of the functor of contratensor product over S.
A complex of right S-semimodulesN• is called contraflat relative to C (S/C-contraflat)
if the complex N• ⊚S P
• is acyclic for any C-contractible complex of C-projective
S-semicontramodules P•. For example, the complex of S-semimodules R• C S in-
duced from a complex of right C-comodules R• is contraflat relative to C. A complex
of right S-semimodules N• is contraflat relative to C if and only if the complex of
left S-semimodules Homk(N
•, k) is injective relative to C. The quotient category
of the homotopy category Hotctrfl-S/C(simod–C) of S/C-contraflat complexes of right
S-semimodules by the thick subcategory Acyclco-C(simod–S) ∩ Hotctrfl-S/C(simod–C) of
C-coacyclic S/C-contraflat complexes is equivalent to the semiderived category of
right S-semimodules. The left derived functor
CtrTorS : Dsi(simod–S)× Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ D(k–vect)
is defined by restricting the functor of contratensor product to the full subcategory
Hotctrfl-S/C(simod–S)×Hot(S–sicntrproj-C) of the category Hot(simod–S)×Hot(S–sicntr).
The equivalence of triangulated categories Dsi(S–simod) ≃ Dsi(S–sicntr) transforms
the double-sided derived functor SemiExtS into the functor Ext in either of the semi-
derived categories and the double-sided derived functor SemiTorS into the left derived
functor CtrTorS.
0.3.9. Any semiprojective complex of S-semimodules is S/C-projective. An S/C-pro-
jective complex of C-injective S-semimodules is semiprojective. The homotopy cat-
egory of semiprojective complexes of C-injective S-semimodules is equivalent to the
semiderived category of S-semimodules.
Analogously, any semiinjective complex of S-semicontramodules is S/C-injective.
An S/C-injective complex of C-projective S-semicontramodules is semiinjective. The
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homotopy category of semiinjective complexes of C-injective S-semicontramodules is
equivalent to the semiderived category of S-semicontramodules.
Our definitions of S/C-projective and S/C-injective complexes differ from the tra-
ditional ones; cf. B.3 and Remark 9.2.1.
0.4. Nonhomogeneous Koszul duality over a base ring. This subsection is
intended to supply preliminary material for Section 11 and Appendix D.
0.4.1. A graded ring S = S0 ⊕ S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · is called quadratic if it is generated
by S1 over S0 with relations of degree 2 only. In other words, this means that if
one considers the graded ring freely generated by the S0-S0-bimodule S1 (the “tensor
ring” of the S0-S0-bimodule S1), i. e., the graded ring TS0,S1 with components S
⊗S0 n
1 =
S1 ⊗S0 S1 ⊗S0 · · · ⊗S0 S1, then the ring S should be isomorphic to the quotient ring
of TS0,S1 by the ideal generated by a certain subbimodule IS in S1 ⊗S0 S1.
A quadratic ring S is called 2-left finitely projective if both left S0-modules S1
and S2 are projective and finitely generated. A quadratic ring is called 3-left finitely
projective if the same applies to S1, S2, and S3. Further conditions of this kind are
not very sensible to consider for general quadratic rings. Analogously one defines
2-right finitely projective and 3-right finitely projective quadratic rings.
There is an anti-equivalence between the category of 2-left finitely projective qua-
dratic rings and the category of 2-right finitely projective quadratic rings, called
the quadratic duality. The duality functors are defined by the formulas R0 = S0,
R1 = HomS0(S1, S0), R2 = HomS0(IS, S0), IR ≃ HomS0(S2, S0), and conversely,
S1 = HomRop0 (R1, R0), S2 = HomR
op
0
(IR, R0), IS ≃ HomRop0 (R2, R0). Here we use
the natural isomorphism
HomS0(N, S0)⊗S0 HomS0(M,S0) ≃ HomS0(M ⊗S0 N, S0)
for S0-S0-bimodules M and N that are projective and finitely generated left
S0-modules, and the analogous isomorphism
HomRop0 (N,R0)⊗R0 HomR
op
0
(M,R0) ≃ HomRop0 (M ⊗R0 N, R0)
for R0-R0-bimodules M and N that are projective and finitely generated right
R0-modules.
The duality functor sends 3-left finitely projective quadratic rings to 3-right finitely
projective quadratic rings and vice versa. Indeed, set JS = IS ⊗S0 S1 ∩ S1 ⊗S0 IS ⊂
S1 ⊗S0 S1 ⊗S0 S1; then
0 −−→ IS −−→ IA ⊗S0 S1 ⊕ S1 ⊗S0 IA −−→ S1 ⊗S0 S1 ⊗S0 S1 −−→ S3 −−→ 0
is an exact sequence of finitely generated projective left S0-modules, and R3 ≃
HomS0(JS, S0), since the sequence remains exact after applying HomS0(−, S0).
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0.4.2. A graded ring S = S0 ⊕ S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · is called left flat Koszul if it is flat
as a left S0-module and one has Tor
S
i,j(S0, S0) = 0 for i 6= j. Here S0 is endowed
with the right and left S-module structures via the augmentation map S −→ S0 and
the second grading j on the Tor is induced by the grading of S. Right flat Koszul
graded rings are defined in the analogous way. A left/right flat Koszul ring is called
left/right (finitely) projective Koszul, if it is a projective (with finitely generated
grading components) left/right S0-module.
Notice that when S is a flat left S0-module, the reduced relative bar construction
· · · −−→ S ⊗S0 S/S0 ⊗ S/S0 −−→ S ⊗ S/S0 −−→ S
is a flat resolution of the left S-module S0, so one can use it to compute Tor
S(S0, S0).
When S is a projective left S-module, the same resolution can be used to compute
ExtS(S0, S0). Assume that the grading components of S are finitely generated pro-
jective left S0-modules; then it follows that S is left finitely projective Koszul if and
only if Exti,jS (S0, S0) = 0 for i 6= j and Ext
i,i
S (S0, S0) are projective right S0-modules.
Assume that a graded ring S is a flat left S0-module. Then S is left flat Koszul if
and only if it is quadratic and for each degree n the lattice of subbimodules in S
⊗S0 n
1
generated by the n − 1 subbimodules S
⊗S0 i−1
1 ⊗S0 IS ⊗S0 S
⊗S0 n−i−1
1 is distributive.
This means that for any three subbimodules X , Y , Z that can be obtained from
the generating subbimodules by applying the operations of sum and intersection one
should have (X+Y )∩Z = X∩Z+Y ∩Z. Furthermore, if S is a left finitely projective
Koszul ring, then the ring R quadratic dual to S is right finitely projective Koszul,
and vise versa; besides, in this case the graded ring ExtS(S0, S0) is isomorphic to R
op
and the graded ring ExtRop(R0, R0) is isomorphic to S.
0.4.3. Let S be a 3-left finitely projective quadratic ring. Suppose that we are given
a ring S∼ endowed with an increasing filtration F0S
∼ ⊂ F1S
∼ ⊂ F2S
∼ ⊂ · · · such
that S =
⋃
n FnS
∼ and the associated graded ring grFS
∼ is identified with S. Such
a ring S∼ will be called a 3-left finitely projective nonhomogeneous quadratic ring. If
the graded ring S is left finitely projective Koszul, the filtered ring S∼ is called a left
finitely projective nonhomogeneous Koszul ring.
Let R be the 3-right finitely projective quadratic ring dual to S. We would like to
describe the additional structure on the ring R corresponding to the data of a filtered
ring S∼ endowed with an isomorphism grFS
∼ ≃ S.
A CDG-ring (curved differential graded ring) is a graded ring R =
⊕
nR
n endowed
with an odd derivation d of degree 1 and a “curvature element” h ∈ R2 such that
d2(x) = [h, x] for all x ∈ R and d(h) = 0. A morphism of CDG-rings ′R −→ ′′R is
a pair (f, a), where f : ′R −→ ′′R is a morphism of graded rings and a is an element
in ′′R1 such that f(d′(x)) = d′′(f(x)) + [a, f(x)] (the supercommutator) for all x ∈ ′R
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and f(h′) = h′′ + d′′(a) + a2. Composition of morphisms is defined by the rule
(g, b)(f, a) = (gf, b+ g(a)). Identity morphisms are the morphisms (id, 0).
So the category of CDG-rings is defined. Notice that the natural functor from the
category of DG-rings to the category of CDG-rings is faithful, but not fully faithful. In
other words, two DG-rings may be isomorphic in the category of CDG-rings without
being isomorphic as DG-rings. Furthermore, two CDG-rings of the form (R, d +
[a, ·], h + d(a) + a2) and (R, d, h) are always naturally isomorphic, the isomorphism
being given by the pair (id, a).
There is a fully faithful contravariant functor from the category of 3-left finitely
projective nonhomogeneous quadratic rings S∼ with a fixed ring F0S
∼ to the category
of CDG-rings (R, d, h) with the same component R0 = F0S
∼ such that the underlying
graded ring R of the CDG-ring (R, d, h) corresponding to S∼ is the 3-right finitely
projective quadratic ring dual to the ring S = grFS
∼ (in the grading Ri = R
i).
This functor is constructed as follows. For each 3-left finitely projective nonho-
mogeneous quadratic ring S∼ choose a complementary left S0 = F1S
∼-submodule
V to the submodule F0S
∼ in the left S0-module F1S
∼. This can be done, because
the quotient module S1 = F1S
∼/F0S
∼ is projective. Since V maps isomorphically to
S1 = F0S
∼/F1S
∼, it is endowed with a structure of an S0-S0-bimodule. The embed-
ding V −→ F0S
∼ is only a morphism of left S0-modules, however; the right actions
of S0 in V and F1S
∼ are compatible modulo F0S
∼. Put q(v, s) = m(v, s) − vs for
v ∈ V , s ∈ S0, where m(v, s) is the product in S
∼ and vs denotes the right action of
S0 in V . This defines a map q : V ⊗Z S0 −→ S0.
Let I∼ be the full preimage of the subbimodule IS ⊂ S1⊗S0 S1 under the surjective
map S1 ⊗Z S1 −→ S1 ⊗S0 S1. Using the identification of V with S1, we will consider
I∼ as the full preimage of F1S
∼ under the multiplication map m : V ⊗Z V −→ S
∼.
Let us split the map m : I∼ −→ F1S
∼ into two components (g,−h) according to the
direct sum decomposition F1S
∼ ≃ V ⊕ S0, so that g : I
∼ −→ V and h : I∼ −→ S0.
The differentials d0 : R
0 −→ R1 and d1 : R
1 −→ R2 are defined in terms of the
maps q and g by the formulas
〈v, d0(s)〉 = q(v, s), 〈i, d1(r)〉 = 〈g(˜ı), r〉 − q(˜ı1, 〈ı˜2, r〉),
where 〈 , 〉 denotes the pairing of V with R1 and of IS with R
2, and ı˜ is any preimage
of i in I∼, written also as ı˜ = ı˜1⊗ ı˜2. The map h factorizes through IS, providing the
curvature element in R2 = HomS0(IS, S0).
Finally, to a morphism of nonhomogeneous quadratic rings f : S ′′∼ −→ S ′∼ with
chosen complementary submodules V ′′ ⊂ F ′′1 S
′′∼ and V ′ ⊂ F ′1S
′∼ one assigns a
morphism of dual CDG-rings (g, a) : (′R, d′, h′) −→ (′′R, d′′, h′′) defined as follows. The
morphism of quadratic rings g : ′R −→ ′′R is the quadratic dual map to the associated
graded morphism gr f : S ′′ −→ S ′, while the element a ∈ ′′R1 = HomS0(S
′′
1 , S0) is
equal to minus the composition V ′′ −→ F ′′1 S
′′∼ −→ F ′1S
′∼ −→ S0 of the embedding
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V ′′ −→ F ′′1 S
′′∼, the map f , and the projection F ′1S
′∼ −→ S0 along V
′. In particular,
for a given nonhomogeneous quadratic ring S∼ changing the splitting of F1S
∼ by
the rule V ′′ = {v′ − a(v′) | v′ ∈ V ′} leads to a natural morphism of CDG-rings
(id, a) : (R, d′, h′) −→ (R, d′′, h′′).
One has to make quite some computations in order to check that everything is
well-defined and compatible in this construction. In particular, the 3-left projectivity
is actually used in the form of the duality between JS (where some self-consistency
equations on the defining relations of S∼ live) and R3 (where the equations d(e) = 0
for e ∈ IR, d
2(r) = [h, r], and d(h) = 0 have to be verified).
The nonhomogeneous quadratic duality functor restricted to the categories of left
finitely projective nonhomogeneous Koszul rings and right finitely projective Koszul
CDG-rings becomes an equivalence of categories. In other words, any CDG-ring
whose underlying graded ring is right finitely projective Koszul corresponds to a
left finitely projective nonhomogeneous Koszul ring. This is the statement of the
Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem for finitely projective nonhomogeneous Koszul rings.
0.4.4. A quasi-differential ring R∼ is a graded ring R∼ =
⊕
nR
n∼ endowed with an
odd derivation ∂ of degree −1 with zero square such that the cohomology of ∂ vanish
(equivalently, the unit element of R∼ lies in the image of ∂). A quasi-differential
structure on a graded ring R is the data of a quasi-differential ring (R∼, ∂) together
with an isomorphism of graded rings ker ∂ ≃ R.
The category of quasi-differential rings is equivalent to the category of CDG-rings.
This equivalence assigns to a CDG-ring (R, d, h) the quasi-differential ring R∼ = R[δ]
with an added generator δ of degree 1, the relations [δ, x] = d(x) (the supercommu-
tator) for x ∈ R and δ2 = h, and the derivation ∂ = ∂/∂δ (the partial derivative
in δ, meaning the unique odd derivation ∂ of R∼ for which ∂(R) = 0 and ∂(δ) = 1).
Conversely, to construct a CDG-ring structure on the kernel R of the derivation ∂
of a quasi-differential ring R∼, it suffices to choose an element δ ∈ R1∼ such that
∂(δ) = 1 and set d(x) = [δ, x], h = δ2. Choosing two different elements δ leads to
two naturally isomorphic CDG-rings.
A left CDG-module M over a CDG-ring (R, d, h) is a graded left R-module endowed
with a d-derivation dM (that is a homogeneous map M −→ M of degree 1 for
which dM(rx) = d(r)x + (−1)
|r|rd(x) for r ∈ R, x ∈ M , where |r| denotes the
degree of a homogeneous element r) such that d2M(x) = hx. A quasi-differential left
module over a quasi-differential ring R∼ is just a graded left R∼-module (without
any differential). The category of left CDG-modules over a CDG-ring (R, d, h) is
isomorphic to the category of quasi-differential left modules over the quasi-differential
ring R∼ corresponding to (R, d, h); this isomorphism of categories assigns to a graded
R∼-module structure on a graded left R-moduleM the derivation dM(x) = δx onM .
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Analogously, a right CDG-module N over (R, d, h) is a graded right R-module
endowed with a d-derivation dN (that is a homogeneous map N −→ N of degree 1 for
which dN(xr) = dN(x)r + (−1)
|x|xd(r) for x ∈ N , r ∈ R) such that d2N(x) = −xh.
A quasi-differential right module over a quasi-differential ring R∼ is just a graded
left R∼-module. The category of right CDG-modules over (R, d, h) is isomorphic to
the category of quasi-differential R∼-modules when R∼ corresponds to (R, d, h); this
isomorphism of categories assigns to a graded R∼-module structure on a graded right
R-module N the derivation dN(x) = (−1)
|x|+1xδ on N .
0.4.5. CDG-modules over a CDG-ring form a DG-category, i. e., a category where
for any two given objects there is a complex of morphisms between them. We will
consider the cases of left and right CDG-modules separately.
Let L and M be two left CDG-modules over a CDG-ring (R, d, h). The com-
plex Hom•R(L,M) is defined as follows. The component Hom
n
R(L,M) consists of
all homogeneous maps L −→ M of degree n supercommuting with the R-module
structures in L and M . This means that for f ∈ HomnR(L,M) and r ∈ R, x ∈ L
one should have f(rx) = −1n|r|rf(x). The differential is defined by the formula
(df)(x) = dMf(x)− (−1)
|f |fdL(x). One has d
2(f) = 0, because f(hx) = hf(x).
Let K and N be two right CDG-modules over (R, d, h). The component
HomnR(K,N) of the complex Hom
•
R(K,N) consists of all homogeneous mapsK −→ N
of degree n commuting with the R-module structures in L andM (without any signs).
The differential is defined by the formula (df)(x) = dNf(x)− (−1)
|f |fdK(x).
One can see that shifts and cones exist in the DG-categories of (left or right)
CDG-modules, and moreover, a CDG-module structure can be twisted with any
cochain in the complex of endomorphisms satisfying the Maurer–Cartan equation [14].
It follows that the homotopy categories of CDG-modules, defined as the categories
of zero cohomology of the DG-categories of CDG-modules, are triangulated.
Furthermore, one can speak about the total CDG-modules of complexes of
CDG-modules, constructed by taking infinite direct sums or infinite products along
the diagonals. In particular, there are total CDG-modules of exact triples of
CDG-modules. This allows one to define the coderived and contraderived categories
of CDG-modules over (R, d, h) as the quotient categories of the homotopy cate-
gories of CDG-modules by the minimal triangulated subcategories containing the
total CDG-modules of exact triples of CDG-modules and closed under infinite direct
sums and infinite products, respectively.
Notice that one cannot define the conventional derived category of CDG-modules,
as CDG-modules don’t have any cohomology groups.
0.4.6. Let S∼ be a left finitely projective nonhomogeneous Koszul ring and (R, d, h)
be the dual CDG-ring. Assume that the ring S0 has a finite right homological di-
mension. Then the Koszul duality theorem claims that the derived category of right
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S∼-modules is equivalent to the coderived category of right CDG-modules N over
(R, d, h) such that every element of N is annihilated by Rn for n≫ 0. Assuming that
S0 has a finite left homological dimension, the derived category of left S
∼-modules is
also described as being equivalent to the contraderived category of left CDG-modules
over (R, d, h) in which certain infinite summation operations are defined.
One can drop the homological dimension assumptions, replacing the derived cat-
egories of S∼-modules in the formulations of these results with certain semiderived
categories relative to S0 (see Theorem 11.8 and Remark 11.7.3). And the conven-
tional derived category of right S∼-modules without the homological dimension as-
sumption on S0 is equivalent to the quotient category of the coderived category of
locally nilpotent (in the above sense) right CDG-modules over (R, d, h) by its min-
imal triangulated subcategory closed under infinite direct sums and containing all
the CDG-modules N , where Rn act by zero for all n > 0 and which are acyclic with
respect to dN (one has d
2
N = 0, since Nh = 0). The latter result has an obvious
analogue in the case of left CDG-modules with infinite summation operations.
0.4.7. The following example is thematic. Let M be a smooth affine algebraic va-
riety and E be a vector bundle over M . Let DiffM,E denote the ring of differential
operators acting in the sections of E. The natural filtration of DiffM,E by the order
of differential operators makes it a left (and right) finitely projective nonhomoge-
neous Koszul ring. To construct the dual CDG-ring, choose a global connection ∇E
in E. Let Ω(M,End(E)) be the graded algebra of differential forms with coefficients
in the vector bundle End(E) of endomorphisms of E, endowed with the de Rham
differential d∇ depending on the connection ∇End(E) corresponding to ∇E and the
element h∇ ∈ Ω
2(M,End(E)) equal to the curvature of ∇E . The Koszul duality the-
orem provides an equivalence between the derived category of right DiffM,E-modules
and the coderived category of right CDG-modules over Ω(M,End(E)). The proof of
this result given in 11.8 generalizes easily to nonaffine varieties (the approach with
quasi-differential structures allows to get rid of the choice of a global connection).
These results are even valid in prime characteristic, describing the derived category
of modules over the ring/sheaf of crystalline differential operators (those generated by
endomorphisms and vector fields with commutation relations analogous to the zero
characteristic case). Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that the quotient category of
the homotopy category of finitely generated right CDG-modules over Ω(M,End(E))
by its minimal thick subcategory containing the total CDG-modules of exact triples
of finitely generated CDG-modules is a full subcategory of the coderived category of
CDG-modules. This full subcategory is equivalent to the bounded derived category
of finitely generated (coherent) right DiffM,E-modules. All of this is applicable to any
smooth varieties, not necessarily affine.
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For a smooth affine variety M , the derived category of left DiffM,E-modules is
equivalent to the contraderived category of left CDG-modules over Ω(M,End(E)).
0.4.8. Koszul algebras were introduced by S. Priddy; the standard contemporary
sources are [10, 40]. Nonhomogeneous quadratic duality (the equivalence of categories
of nonhomogeneous Koszul algebras and Koszul CDG-algebras) was developed in [39,
40]. Homogeneous Koszul duality (the equivalence of derived categories of graded
modules over dual Koszul algebras) was established in [10]. Koszul duality in the
context of A∞-algebras and DG-coalgebras was worked out in [35]. All of these
papers only consider duality over the ground field (or, in the case of [10], a semisimple
algebra) rather than over an arbitrary ring, as above.
Notable attempts to define a version of derived category of DG-modules over the de
Rham complex so that the derived category of modules over the differential operators
would be equivalent to it were undertaken in [30] and [8, subsection 7.2]. They were
not entirely successful, in the present author’s view, in that in [30] the analytic
topology and analytic functions were used in the definition of an essentially purely
algebraic category, while in [8] the right hand side of the purpoted equivalence of
categories is to a certain extent defined in terms of the left hand side. The latter
problem is also present in Lefe`vre-Hasegawa’s Koszul duality [35, 32].
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1. Semialgebras and Semitensor Product
Throught Sections 1–11, k is a commutative ring. All our rings, bimodules, abelian
groups . . . will be k-modules; all additive categories will be k-linear.
1.1. Corings and comodules. Let A be an associative k-algebra (with unit).
1.1.1. A coring C over A is a coring object in the tensor category of A-A-bimodules;
in other words, it is a k-module endowed with an A-A-bimodule structure and two
A-A-bimodule maps of comultiplication C −→ C⊗A C and counit C −→ A satisfying
the coassociativity and counity equations: two compositions of the comultiplication
map C −→ C⊗AC with the maps C⊗AC⇒ C⊗AC⊗AC induced by the comultiplication
map should coincide with each other and two compositions C −→ C⊗A C⇒ C of the
comultiplication map with the maps C⊗A C⇒ C induced by the counit map should
coincide with the identity map of C.
A left comodule M over a coring C is a comodule object in the left module category
of left A-modules over the coring object C in the tensor category of A-A-bimodules;
in other words, it is a left A-module endowed with a left A-module map of left
coaction M −→ C ⊗A M satisfying the coassociativity and counity equations: two
compositions of the coaction mapM −→ C⊗AM with the maps C⊗AM⇒ C⊗AC⊗AM
induced by the comultiplication and coaction maps should coincide with each other
and the composition M −→ C ⊗A M −→ M of the coaction map with the map
C ⊗A M −→ M induced by the counit map should coincide with the identity map
of M. A right comodule N over C is a comodule object in the right module category
of right A-modules over the coring object C in the tensor category of A-A-bimodules;
in other words, it is a right A-module endowed with a right A-module map of right
coaction N −→ N ⊗A C satisfying the coassociativity and counity equations for the
compositions N −→ N⊗A C⇒ N ⊗A C⊗A C and N −→ N⊗A C −→ N.
1.1.2. If V is a left A-module, then the left C-comodule C ⊗A V is called the left
C-comodule coinduced from an A-module V . The k-module of comodule homomor-
phisms from an arbitrary C-comodule into the coinduced C-comodule is described by
the formula HomC(M, C⊗A V ) ≃ HomA(M, V ). This is an instance of the following
general fact, which we prefer to formulate in the tensor (monoidal) category language,
though it can be also formulated in the monad language.
Lemma. Let E be a (not necessarily additive) associative tensor category with a unit
object, M be a left module category over it, R be a ring object with unit in E, and RM
be the category of R-module objects in M. Then the induction functor M −→ RM
defined by the rule V 7−→ R⊗ V is left adjoint to the forgetful functor RM −→ M.
Proof. For any object V and any R-module M in M, the map HomM(V,M) −→
HomM(R ⊗ V, M) is a split equalizer (see [36]) of the pair of maps HomM(R ⊗
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V, M) ⇒ HomM(R ⊗ R ⊗ V, M) in the category of sets, with the splitting maps
HomM(V,M)←− HomM(R⊗ V, M)←− HomM(R⊗R⊗ V, M) induced by the unit
morphism of R (applied at the rightmost factor R). 
We will denote the category of left C-comodules by C–comod and the category of
right C-comodules by comod–C. The category of left C-comodules is abelian whenever
C is a flat right A-module. Moreover, the right A-module C is flat if and only if the
category C–comod is abelian and the forgetful functor C–comod −→ A–mod is exact.
This is an instance of a general fact applicable to any monad over an abelian category.
The “only if” assertion is straightforwardly checked, while the “if” part is deduced
from the observations that the coinduction functor V 7−→ C⊗A V is right adjoint to
the forgetful functor and a right adjoint functor is left exact.
At the same time, for any coring C there are four natural exact categories of left
comodules: the exact category of A-projective C-comodules, the exact category of
A-flat C-comodules, the exact category of arbitrary C-comodules with A-split exact
triples, and the exact category of arbitrary left C-comodules with A-pure exact triples,
i. e., the exact triples which as triples of left A-modules remain exact after the
tensor product with any right A-module. Besides, any morphism of C-comodules
has a cokernel and the forgetful functor C–comod −→ A–mod preserves cokernels.
When a morphism of C-comodules has the property that its kernel in the category of
A-modules is preserved by the functors of tensor product with C and C⊗A C over A,
this kernel has a natural C-comodule structure, which makes it the kernel of that
morphism in the category of C-comodules.
Infinite direct sums always exist in the category of C-comodules and the forgetful
functor C–comod −→ A–mod preserves them. The coinduction functor A–mod −→
C–comod preserves both infinite direct sums and infinite products. To construct
products of C-comodules, one can present them as kernels of morphisms of coinduced
comodules, so the category of C-comodules has infinite products if it has kernels.
If C is a projective right A-module, or C is a flat right A-module and A is a left
Noetherian ring, then any left C-comodule is a union of its subcomodules that are
finitely generated as A-modules [16].
1.1.3. Assume that the coring C is a flat left and right A-module and the ring A has
a finite weak homological dimension (Tor-dimension).
Lemma. There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any C-comodule
a surjective map onto it from an A-flat C-comodule.
Proof. Let G(M) −→ M be a surjective map onto an A-module M from a flat
A-module G(M) functorially depending on M . For example, one can take G(M)
to be the direct sum of copies of the A-module A over all elements of M . Let M
be a left C-comodule. Consider the coaction map M −→ C ⊗A M; it is an injective
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morphism of left C-comodules; let K(M) denote its cokernel. Let Q(M) be the kernel
of the composition C⊗AG(M) −→ C⊗AM −→ K(M). Then the composition of maps
Q(M) −→ C⊗AG(M) −→ C⊗AM factorizes through the injection M −→ C⊗AM, so
there is a natural sujective morphism of C-comodules Q(M) −→M. Let us show that
the flat dimension dfA Q(M) of the A-module Q(M) is smaller than that ofM. Indeed,
the A-module C⊗AG(M) is flat, hence dfA Q(M) = dfAK(M)−1 6 dfA(C⊗AM)−1 6
dfAM−1, because the A-module K(M) is a direct summand ot the A-module C⊗AM
and a flat resolution of the A-module C⊗AM can be constructed by taking the tensor
product of a flat resolution of the A-module M with the A-A-bimodule C. It remains
to iterate the functorM 7−→ Q(M) sufficiently many times. Notice that the comodule
Q(M) is an extension of M by a coinduced comodule C⊗A ker(G(M)→M). 
1.2. Cotensor product.
1.2.1. The cotensor product NCM of a right C-comodule N and a left C-comodule
M is a k-module defined as the kernel of the pair of maps N⊗AM⇒ N⊗AC⊗AM one
of which is induced by the C-coaction in N and the other by the C-coaction inM. The
functor of cotensor product is neither left, nor right exact in general; it is left exact
if the ring A is absolutely flat. For any right A-module V and any left C-comodule
M there is a natural isomorphism (V ⊗A C) C M ≃ V ⊗A M. This is an instance of
the following general fact.
Lemma. Let E be a tensor category, M be a left module category over it, N be a right
module category, K be an additive category, and ⊗ : N×M −→ K be a pairing functor
compatible with the module category structures on M and N. Let R be a ring object
with unit in E, M be an R-module object in M, and V be an object of N. Then the
morphism V ⊗ R ⊗M −→ V ⊗M induced by the action of R in M is a cokernel of
the pair of morphisms V ⊗ R ⊗ R ⊗M ⇒ V ⊗ R ⊗M , one of which is induced by
the multiplication in R and the other by the R-action in M .
Proof. The whole bar complex · · · −→ V ⊗R⊗R⊗M −→ V ⊗R⊗M −→ V ⊗M −→ 0
is contractible with contracting homotopy · · · ←− V ⊗R⊗R⊗M ←− V ⊗R⊗M ←−
V ⊗M induced by the unit morphism of R (applied at the leftmost factor R). 
1.2.2. Assume that C is a flat right A-module. A right comodule N over C is called
coflat if the functor of cotensor product with N is exact on the category of left
C-comodules. It is easy to see that any coflat C-comodule is a flat A-module. The
C-comodule coinduced from a flat A-module is coflat. A left comodule M over C is
called coflat relative to A (C/A-coflat) if its cotensor product with any exact triple of
A-flat right C-comodules is an exact triple. Any coinduced C-comodule is C/A-coflat.
The definition of a relatively coflat C-comodule does not really depend on the
flatness assumption on C, but appears to be useful when this assumption holds.
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Lemma. The classes of coflat right C-comodules and C/A-coflat left C-comodules
are closed under extensions. The quotient comodule of a C/A-coflat left C-comodule
by a C/A-coflat subcomodule is C/A-coflat; an A-flat quotient comodule of a coflat
right C-comodule by a coflat subcomodule is coflat. The cotensor product of an exact
triple of coflat right C-comodules with any left C-comodule is an exact triple and the
cotensor product of an A-flat right C-comodule with an exact triple of C/A-coflat left
C-comodules is an exact triple.
Proof. All of these results follow from the standard properties of the right derived
functor of the left exact functor of cotensor product on the Carthesian product
of the exact category of A-flat right C-comodules and the abelian category of left
C-comodules. One can simply define the k-modules CotorCi (N,M), i = 0, −1, . . . as
the cohomology of the cobar complex N ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A C ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A C ⊗A
C⊗AM −→ · · · for any A-flat right C-comodule N and any left C-comodule M. Then
CotorC0(N,M) ≃ N C M, and there are long exact sequences of Cotor
C
∗ associated
with exact triples of C-comodules in either argument, since in both cases the cobar
complexes form an exact triple. Now an A-flat right C-comodule N is coflat if and
only if CotorCi (N,M) = 0 for any left C-comodule M and all i < 0. Indeed, the “if”
assertion follows from the homological exact sequence, and “only if” holds since the
cobar complex is the cotensor product of the comodule N with the cobar resolution of
the comodule M, which is exact except in degree 0. Analogously, a left C-comodule
M is C/A-coflat if and only if CotorCi (N,M) = 0 for any A-flat right C-comodule N
and all i < 0, since the cobar resolution of the comodule N is a complex of A-flat
right C-comodules, exact except in degree 0 and split over A. The rest is obvious. 
Remark. A much more general construction of the double-sided derived functor
CotorC∗(N,M) defined for arbitrary C-comodules M and N will be given, in the as-
sumptions of 1.1.3, in Section 2. Using this construction, one can prove somewhat
stronger results. In particular, CotorCi (M,N) = 0 for any C/A-coflat left C-comodule
M, any right C-comodule N, and all i < 0, since the k-modules CotorCi (M,N) can be
computed using a left resolution of N consisting of A-flat right C-comodules (see 2.8).
Therefore, any A-flat C/A-coflat C-comodule is coflat. It follows that the construction
of Lemma 1.1.3 assigns to any C/A-coflat C-comodule a surjective map onto it from
a coflat C-comodule with a C/A-coflat kernel.
1.2.3. Now let C be an arbitrary coring. Let us call a left C-comodule M quasicoflat
if the functor of cotensor product with M is right exact on the category of right
C-comodules, i. e., this functor preserves cokernels. Any coinduced C-comodule is
quasicoflat. Any quasicoflat C-comodule is C/A-coflat.
Proposition. Let N be a right C-comodule, K be a left C-comodule endowed with a
right action of a k-algebra B by comodule endomorphisms, andM be a left B-module.
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Then there is a natural k-module map (N C K) ⊗B M −→ N C (K ⊗B M), which
is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) M is a flat left B-module;
(b) N is a quasicoflat right C-comodule;
(c) C is a flat right A-module, N is a flat right A-module, K is a C/A-coflat left
C-comodule, K is a flat right B-module, and the ring B has a finite weak
homological dimension;
(d) K as a left C-comodule with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule.
Besides, in the case (c) the cotensor product N C K is a flat right B-module.
Proof. The map (N C K) ⊗B M −→ N ⊗A K ⊗B M obtained by taking the tensor
product of the map NCK −→ N⊗AK with the B-moduleM has equal compositions
with two maps N⊗A K⊗B M ⇒ N⊗A C⊗A K⊗B M , hence there is a natural map
(N C K) ⊗B M −→ N C (K ⊗B M). The case (a) is obvious. In the case (b),
it suffices to present M as the cokernel of a map of flat B-modules. To prove (c)
and (d), consider the cobar complex
(3) N C K −−→ N ⊗A K −−→ N⊗A C⊗A K −−→ N ⊗A C⊗A C⊗A K −−→ · · ·
In the case (c) this complex is exact, since it is the cotensor product of a C/A-coflat
C-comoduleK with an A-split exact complex of A-flat C-comodulesN −→ N⊗AC −→
N ⊗A C ⊗A C −→ · · · Since all the terms of the complex (3), except possibly the
leftmost one, are flat right B-modules and the weak homological dimension of the
ring B is finite, the leftmost term K C M is also a flat B-module and the tensor
product of this complex with the left B-module M is exact. In the case (d), the
complex (3) is exact and split as a complex of right B-modules. 
1.2.4. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B. A
C-D-bicomodule K is an A-B-bimodule in the category of k-modules endowed with
a left C-comodule and a right D-comodule structures such that the right D-coaction
map K −→ K⊗B D is a morphism of left C-comodules and the left C-coaction map
K −→ C⊗AK is a morphism of right B-modules, or equivalently, the right D-coaction
map is a morphism of left A-modules and the left C-coaction map is a morphism of
right D-comodules. Equivalently, a C-D-bicomodule is a k-module endowed with an
A-B-bimodule structure and an A-B-bimodule map of bicoaction K −→ C⊗AK⊗BD
satisfying the coassociativity and counity equations. We will denote the category of
C-D-bicomodules by C–comod–D.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat left B-module. Then the
category of C-D-bicomodules is abelian and the forgetful functor C–comod–D −→
k–mod is exact. Let E be a coring over a k-algebra F . Let N be a C-E-bicomodule
and M be a E-D-bicomodule. Then the cotensor product N E M can be endowed
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with a C-D-bicomodule structure as the kernel of a pair of bicomodule morphisms
N⊗F M⇒ N ⊗F E⊗F M.
More generally, let C, D, and E be arbitrary corings. Assume that the functor of
tensor product with C over A and with D over B preserves the kernel of the pair of
maps N ⊗F M ⇒ N ⊗F E ⊗F M, that is the natural map C⊗A (N E M)⊗B D −→
(C ⊗A N) E (M ⊗B D) is an isomorphism. Then one can define a bicoaction map
N E M −→ C ⊗A (N E M) ⊗B D taking the cotensor product over E of the left
C-coaction map N −→ C⊗A N and the right D-coaction map M −→ M⊗B D. One
can easily see that this bicoaction is counital and coassociative, at least, if the natural
maps C⊗A C⊗A (N E M) −→ (C⊗A C⊗A N) E M and (N E M)⊗B D⊗B D −→
N E (M⊗B D⊗B D) are also isomorphisms.
In particular, if C is a flat right A-module and either D is a flat left B-module, or
N is a quasicoflat right E-comodule, or N is a flat right F -module, E is a flat right
F -module, M is an E/F -coflat left E-comodule, M is a flat right B-module, and B
has a finite weak homological dimension, or M as a left E-comodule with a right
B-module structure is coinduced from an F -B-bimodule, then the cotensor product
N E M has a natural C-D-bicomodule structure.
1.2.5. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B.
Proposition. Let N be a right C-comodule, K be a C-D-bicomodule, and M be a left
D-comodule. Then the iterated cotensor products (NCK)DM and NC (KDM)
are naturally isomorphic, at least, in the following cases:
(a) C is a flat right A-module, N is a flat right A-module, D is a flat left B-module,
and M is a flat left B-module;
(b) C is a flat right A-module and N is a coflat right C-comodule;
(c) C is a flat right A-module, N is a flat right A-module, K is a C/A-coflat left
C-comodule, K is a flat right B-module, and the ring B has a finite weak
homological dimension;
(d) C is a flat right A-module, N is a flat right A-module, and K as a left C-co-
module with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an A-B-bimodule;
(e) M is a quasicoflat left C-comodule and K as a left C-comodule with a right
B-module structure is coinduced from an A-B-bimodule;
(f) K as a left C-comodule with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule and K as a right D-comodule with a left A-module structure is
coinduced from an A-B-bimodule.
More precisely, in all cases in this list the natural maps from both iterated cotenzor
products to the k-module N ⊗A K⊗B M are injective, their images coincide and are
equal to the intersection of two submodules (N ⊗A K) D M and N C (K⊗B M) in
the k-module N ⊗A K⊗B M.
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Proof. One can easily see that whenever both maps (NCK)⊗BM −→ NC(K⊗BM)
and (N C K)⊗B D⊗B M −→ N C (K⊗B D⊗B M) are isomorphisms, the natural
map (N C K)D M −→ N⊗A K⊗B M is injective and its image coincides with the
desired intersection of two submodules in N ⊗A K ⊗B M. Thus it remains to apply
Proposition 1.2.3. 
When associativity of cotensor product of four or more (bi)comodules is an issue,
it becomes important to know that the pentagonal diagrams of associativity isomor-
phisms are commutative. Since each of the five iterated cotensor products of four
factors of the form NCKELD M is endowed with a natural map into the tensor
product N ⊗A K ⊗F L ⊗B M and the associativity isomorphisms are, presumably,
compatible with these maps, it suffices to check that at least one of these five maps
is injective in order to show that the pentagonal diagram commutes. In particular,
if the above Proposition provides all the five associativity isomorphisms constituting
the pentagonal diagram and either M is a flat left B-module, or N is a flat right
A-module, or both K and L as left (right) comodules with right (left) module struc-
tures are coinduced from bimodules, then the pentagonal diagram is commutative.
We will say that a multiple cotensor product of several bicomodules NC · · ·DM
is associative if for any way of putting parentheses in this product all the intermedi-
ate cotensor products can be endowed with bicomodule structures via the construc-
tion of 1.2.4, all possible associativity isomorphisms between intermediate cotensor
products exist in the sense of the last assertion of Proposition and preserve bicomod-
ule structures, and all the pentagonal diagrams commute. This definition allows to
consider associativity of cotensor products as a property rather than an additional
structure. In particular, associativity isomorphisms and bicomodule structures on as-
sociative multiple cotensor products are preserved by the morphisms between them
induced by any bicomodule morphisms of the factors.
1.3. Semialgebras and semimodules.
1.3.1. Assume that the coring C over A is a flat right A-module.
It follows from Proposition 1.2.5(b) that the category of C-C-bicomodules which
are coflat right C-comodules is an associative tensor category with a unit object C,
the category of left C-comodules is a left module category over it, and the category
of coflat right C-comodules is a right module category over this tensor category.
Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 1.2.5(c) that whenever the ring A has a
finite weak homological dimension, the C-C-bicomodules that are flat right A-modules
and C/A-coflat left C-comodules also form a tensor category, left C-comodules form
a left module category over it, and A-flat right C-comodules form a right module
category over this tensor category. Finally, it follows from Proposition 1.2.5(a) that
whenever the ring A is absolutely flat, the categories of left and right C-comodules
are left and right module categories over the tensor category of C-C-bicomodules. In
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each case, the cotensor product operation provides a pairing between these left and
right module categories compatible with their module category structures and taking
values in the category of k-modules.
A semialgebra over C is a ring object with unit in one of the tensor categories
of C-C-bicomodules of the kind described above. In other words, a semialgebra S
over C is a C-C-bicomodule satisfying appropriate (co)flatness conditions guaranteeing
associativity of cotensor products S C · · · C S of any number of copies of S and
endowed with two bicomodule morphisms of semimultiplication S C S −→ S and
semiunit C −→ S satisfying the associativity and unity equations. Namely, two
compositions SCSCS⇒ SCS −→ S of the morphisms SCSCS⇒ SCS induced
by the semimultiplication morphism with the semimultiplication morphism SCS −→
S should coincide with each other and two compositions S ⇒ S C S −→ S of the
morphisms S⇒ SCS induced by the semiunit morphism with the semimultiplication
morphism should coincide with the identity morphism of S.
A left semimodule over S is a module object in one of the left module cate-
gories of C-comodules of the above kind over the ring object S in the correspond-
ing tensor category of C-C-bicomodules. In other words, a left S-semimodule M
is a left C-comodule endowed with a left C-comodule morphism of left semiaction
S C M −→ M satisfying the associativity and unity equations. Namely, two com-
positions S C SC M⇒ SC M −→M of the morphisms S C S C M⇒ SC M
induced by the semimultiplication and the semiaction morphisms with the semiac-
tion morphism SC M −→M should coincide with each other and the composition
M −→ S C M −→ M of the morphism M −→ S C M induced by the semi-
unit morphism with the semiaction morphism should coincide with the identity mor-
phism of M. For this definition to make sense, (co)flatness conditions imposed on
S and/or M must guarantee associativity of multiple cotensor products of the form
S C · · ·C S C M. Right semimodules over S are defined in the analogous way.
If L is a left C-comodule for which the multiple cotensor products SC · · ·CSCL
are associative, then there is a natural left S-semimodule structure on the cotensor
product SC L. The left semimodule SC L is called the left S-semimodule induced
from a C-comodule L. According to Lemma 1.1.2, the k-module of semimodule
homomorphisms from the induced S-semimodule to an arbitrary S-semimodule is
described by the formula HomS(S C L, M) ≃ HomC(L,M).
We will denote the category of left S-semimodules by S–simod and the category
of right S-semimodules by simod–S. This notation presumes that one can speak of
(left or right) S-semimodules with no flatness conditions imposed on them. If S is a
coflat right C-comodule, the category of left semimodules over S is abelian and the
forgetful functor S–simod −→ C–comod is exact.
Assume that either S is a coflat right C-comodule, or S is a flat right A-module
and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule and A has a finite weak homological dimension,
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or A is absolutely flat. Then both infinite direct sums and infinite products exist in
the category of left S-semimodules, and both are preserved by the forgetful functor
S–simod −→ C–comod, even though only infinite direct sums are preserved by the
full forgetful functor S–simod −→ A–mod.
If S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule and A has a finite
weak homological dimension, then the category of A-flat right S-semimodules is exact.
Of course, if S is a coflat right C-comodule, then the category of A-flat left S-semimod-
ules is exact. In both cases there are exact categories of C-coflat right S-semimodules
and C/A-coflat left S-semimodules. If A is absolutely flat, there are exact categories
of C-coflat left and right S-semimodules. Infinite direct sums exist in all of these
exact categories, and the forgetful functors preserve them.
1.3.2. Assume that the coring C is a flat left and right A-module, the semialgebra
S is a flat left A-module and a coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite
weak homological dimension.
Lemma. There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left S-semi-
module a surjective map onto it from an A-flat left S-semimodule.
Proof. Let P(M) −→M denote the functorial surjective morphism onto a C-comodule
M from an A-flat C-comodule P(M) constructed in Lemma 1.1.3. Then for any
left S-semimodule M the composition of maps S C P(M) −→ S C M −→ M
provides the desired surjective morphism of S-semimodules. According to the last
assertion of Proposition 1.2.3 (with the left and right sides switched), the A-module
P(M) = S C P(M) is flat. 
Remark. In the above assumptions, the same construction provides also a (not
always additive) functor assigning to any C/A-coflat right S-semimodule a surjective
map onto it from a semiflat right S-semimodule (see 1.4.2) with a C/A-coflat kernel.
This follows from Lemma 1.2.2 and Remark 1.2.2, since the cotensor product with S
over C preserves the kernel of the morphism P(N) −→ N and the kernel of the map
N C S −→ N is isomorphic to a direct summand of N C S as a right C-comodule.
1.3.3. Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a
C/A-coflat left C-comodule and a coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite
weak homological dimension.
Lemma. There exists an exact functor assigning to any A-flat right S-semimod-
ule an injective morphism from it into a coflat right S-semimodule with an A-flat
quotient semimodule. Besides, there exists an exact functor assigning to any left
S-semimodule an injective morphism from it into a C/A-coflat left S-semimodule.
Proof. For any A-flat right C-comodule N, set G(N) = N ⊗A C. Then the coaction
map N −→ G(N) is an injective morphism of C-comodules, the comodule G(N) is
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coflat, and the quotient comodule G(N)/N is A-flat. Now let N be an A-flat right
S-semimodule. The semiaction map NC S −→ N is a surjective morphism of A-flat
S-semimodules; let K(N) denote its kernel. The map N C S −→ G(N) C S is
an injective morphism of A-flat S-semimodules with an A-flat quotient semimodule
(G(N)/N)C S. Let Q(N) be the cokernel of the composition K(N) −→ NC S −→
G(N)CS. Then the composition of maps NCS −→ G(N)CS −→ Q(N) factorizes
through the surjection N C S −→ N, so there is a natural injective morphism of
S-semimodules N −→ Q(N). The quotient semimodule Q(N)/N is isomorphic to
(G(N)/N) C S, hence both Q(N)/N and Q(N) are flat A-modules.
Notice that the semimodule morphism N −→ Q(N) can be lifted to a comodule
morphism N −→ G(N) C S. Indeed, the map N −→ Q(N) can be presented as the
composition N −→ NC S −→ G(N)C S −→ Q(N), where the map N −→ NC S
is induced by the semiunit morphism C −→ S of the semialgebra S.
Iterating this construction, we obtain an inductive system of C-comodule mor-
phisms N −→ G(N)C S −→ Q(N) −→ G(Q(N))C S −→ Q(Q(N)) −→ · · · , where
the maps N −→ Q(N) −→ Q(Q(N)) −→ · · · are injective morphisms of S-semimod-
ules with A-flat cokernels, while the C-comodules G(N)C S, G(Q(N))C S, . . . are
coflat. Denote by J(N) the inductive limit of this system; then N −→ J(N) is an in-
jective morphism of S-semimodules with an A-flat cokernel and the C-comodule J(N)
is coflat (since the functor of cotensor product preserves filtered inductive limits).
A functorial injection M −→ J(M) of any left S-semimodule M into a C/A-coflat
left S-semimodule J(M) is provided by the same construction (with the left and right
sides switched). The only changes are that A-modules are no longer flat, for any left
C-comodule M the C-comodule G(M) = C ⊗A M is C/A-coflat, and therefore the
S-semimodule S C G(M) is C/A-coflat.
Both functors J are exact, since the kernels of surjective maps, the cokernels of
injective maps, and the filtered inductive limits preserve exact triples. 
1.4. Semitensor product.
1.4.1. Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a
flat right A-module and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite
weak homological dimension. Let M be a left S-semimodule and N be an A-flat
right S-semimodule. The semitensor product N ♦S M is a k-module defined as the
cokernel of the pair of maps NC SC M⇒ NC M one of which is induced by the
S-semiaction in N and another by the S-semiaction in M. Even under the strongest
of our (co)flatness conditions on C and S, the flatness of either N or M is still needed
to guarantee that the triple cotensor product N C S C M is associative.
For any A-flat right S-semimodule N and any left C-comodule L there is a natural
isomorphism N♦S (SCL) ≃ NCL. Analogously, for any A-flat right C-comodule R
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and any left S-semimoduleM there is a natural isomorphism (RCS)♦SM ≃ RCM.
These assertions follow from Lemma 1.2.1.
1.4.2. If the coring C is a flat right A-module and the semialgebra S is a coflat right
C-comodule, one can define the semitensor product of a C-coflat right S-semimodule
and an arbitrary left S-semimodule. In these assumptions, a C-coflat right S-semi-
module N is called semiflat if the functor of semitensor product with N is exact on
the abelian category of left S-semimodules. The S-semimodule induced from a coflat
C-comodule is semiflat.
If C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule and C/A-coflat left
C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension, one can de-
fine semiflat S-semimodules as A-flat right S-semimodules such that the functors
of semitensor product with them are exact. Then one can prove that any semiflat
S-semimodule is a coflat C-comodule.
When the ring A is absolutely flat, the semitensor product of arbitrary two S-semi-
modules is defined without any conditions on the coring C and the semialgebra S.
1.4.3. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A and T be a semi-
algebra over a coring D over a k-algebra B. Let K denote a C-D-bicomodule. One
can speak about S-T-bisemimodule structures on K if the (co)flatness conditions im-
posed on S, T, and K guarantee associativity of multiple cotensor products of the
form S C · · ·C S C K D T D · · ·D T. Assuming that this is so, K is called an
S-T-bisemimodule if it is endowed with a left S-semimodule and a right T-semimod-
ule structures such that the right T-semiaction map K D T −→ K is a morphism
of left S-semimodules and the left S-semiaction map SCK −→K is a morphism of
right D-comodules, or equivalently, the right T-semiaction map is a morphism of left
C-comodules and the left S-semiaction map is a morphism of right T-semimodules.
Equivalently, the C-D-bicomodule K is called an S-T-bisemimodule if it is endowed
with a C-D-bicomodule morphism of bisemiaction SCKD T −→K satisfying the
associativity and unity equations.
In particular, one can speak about S-T-bisemimodules K without imposing any
(co)flatness conditions on K if C is a flat right A-module and either S is a coflat
right C-comodule, or S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule
and A has a finite weak homological dimension, while D is a flat left B-module and
either T is a coflat left D-comodule, or T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat
right D-comodule and B has a finite weak homological dimension. We will denote
the category of S-T-bisemimodules by S–simod–T. Besides, one can consider B-flat
S-T-bisemimodules if C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule,
while D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat right
D-comodule, and B has a finite weak homological dimension; and one can consider
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D-coflat S-T-bisemimodules if C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right
C-comodule, while D is a flat right B-module and T is a coflat right D-comodule.
1.4.4. Let R be a semialgebra over a coring E over a k-algebra F . Let N be an
S-R-bisemimodule and M be an R-T-bisemimodule. We would like to define an
S-T-bisemimodule structure on the semitensor product N ♦R M.
Assume that multiple cotensor products of the form S C · · · C S C N E R E
M D T D · · · D T are associative. Then, in particular, the semitensor products
(SnCN)♦R(MDT
m) can be defined. Assume in addition that multiple cotensor
products of the form SC · · ·C SCNEMD TD · · ·D T are associative. Then
the semitensor products (Sn C N) ♦R (M D T
m) have natural C-D-bicomod-
ule structures as cokernels of C-D-bicomodule morphisms. Assume that multiple
cotensor products of the form S C · · ·C S C (N ♦R M)D T D · · ·D T are also
associative. Finally, assume that the semitensor product with Sn over C and with
T
m over D preserves the cokernel of the pair of morphisms NEREM⇒ NEM
for n +m = 2, that is the bicomodule morphisms (Sn C N) ♦R (M D T
m) −→
S
n
C (N ♦R M) D T
m are isomorphisms. Then one can define an associative
and unital bisemiaction morphism S C (N ♦R M) D T −→ N ♦R M taking the
semitensor product over R of the morphism of S-semiaction in N and the morphism
of T-semiaction in M.
For example, if C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, D is
a flat left B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, E is a flat right F -module,
R is a flat right F -module and a E/F -coflat left E-comodule, and F has a finite
weak homological dimension, then the semitensor product of any F -flat S-R-bisemi-
module N and any R-T-bisemimodule M has a natural S-T-bisemimodule structure.
Since the category of S-T-bisemimodules is abelian in this case, the bisemimodule
N♦RM can be simply defined as the cokernel of the pair of bisemimodule morphisms
N E R E M⇒ N E M.
Proposition. Let N be a right S-semimodule, K be an S-T-bisemimodule, and M
be a left T-semimodule. Then the iterated semitensor products (N ♦S K) ♦T M and
N ♦S (K ♦T M) are well-defined and naturally isomorphic, at least, in the following
cases:
(a) C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, N is a coflat right
C-comodule, D is a flat left B-module, T is a coflat left D-comodule, and M
is a coflat left D-comodule;
(b) C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, N is a semiflat right
S-semimodule, and either
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and K is a
coflat right D-comodule, or
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• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat
left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak homological dimension, and
K is a flat right B-module, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat
right D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak homological dimension,
and M is a flat left B-module, or
• the ring B is absolutely flat;
(c) C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, N is a coflat right
C-comodule, and either
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and K as a
left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure is induced from a
D-coflat C-D-bicomodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat
left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak homological dimension, and
K as a left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure is induced
from a B-flat C-D-bicomodule, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat
right D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak homological dimension,
K as a left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure is induced
from a C-D-bicomodule, and M is a flat left B-module, or
• the ring B is absolutely flat and K as a left S-semimodule with a right
D-comodule structure is induced from a B-flat C-D-bicomodule.
More precisely, in all cases in this list the natural maps into both iterated semitensor
products from the k-module (NC K)D M ≃ NC (KD M) are surjective, their
kernels coincide and are equal to the sum of the kernels of two maps from this module
onto its quotient modules (N C K) ♦T M and N ♦S (K D M).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.2.5 that all multiple cotensor products of the form
N C S C · · · C S C K D T D · · · D T D M are associative. Multiple cotensor
products NC SC · · ·C SC (K♦T M) and (N♦S K)D T D · · ·D T D M are
also associative by the same Proposition (here one has to notice that the semitensor
productN♦SK is a coflat right D-comodule whenever K is a coflat right D-comodule
andN is a semiflat right S-semimodule). The map NCKDM −→ (N♦SK)DM
factorizes through the surjection N C K D M −→ N ♦S (K D M), hence there
is a natural map N ♦S (K D M) −→ (N ♦S K) D M. One can easily see that
whenever this map and the analogous maps for T, T D T, and T D M in place
of M are isomorphisms, the iterated semitensor product (N ♦S K) ♦T M is defined,
the natural map N C K D M −→ (N ♦S K) ♦T M is surjective, and its kernel
is equal to the desired sum of two kernels of maps from N C K D M onto its
quotient modules. Thus it remains to prove that the map N ♦S (K D M) −→
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(N ♦S K) D M is an isomorphism, i. e., the exact sequence of right D-comodules
NC SC K −→ NC K −→ N♦S K −→ 0 remains exact after taking the cotensor
product with M over D. This is obvious if M is a quasicoflat D-comodule. If
N is a semiflat S-semimodule, it suffices to present M as a kernel of a morphism
of (quasi)coflat D-comodules. Finally, if K as a left S-semimodule with a right
D-comodule structure is induced from a C-D-bicomodule, then our exact sequence of
right D-comodules splits. 
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2. Derived Functor SemiTor
2.1. Coderived categories. A complex C• over an exact category A is called exact
if it is composed of exact triples Z i → C i → Z i+1 in A. A complex over A is called
acyclic if it is homotopy equivalent to an exact complex (or equivalently, if it is a
direct summand of an exact complex). Acyclic complexes form a thick subcategory
Acycl(A) of the homotopy category Hot(A) of complexes over A. All acyclic complexes
over A are exact if and only if A contains images of idempotent endomorphisms [37].
The quotient category D(A) = Hot(A)/Acycl(A) is called the derived category of A.
Let A be an exact category where all infinite direct sums exist and the functors of
infinite direct sum are exact. By the total complex of an exact triple ′K• → K• → ′′K•
of complexes over A we mean the total complex of the corresponding bicomplex with
three rows. A complex C• over A is called coacyclic if it belongs to the minimal
triangulated subcategory Acyclco(A) of the homotopy category Hot(A) containing all
the total complexes of exact triples of complexes over A and closed under infinite
direct sums. Any coacyclic complex is acyclic. Acyclic complexes are not always
coacyclic (see 0.2.2). It follows from the next Lemma that any acyclic complex
bounded from below is coacyclic.
Lemma. Let 0 → M0,• → M1,• → · · · be an exact sequence, bounded from below,
of arbitrary complexes over A. Then the total complex T • of the bicomplex M•,•
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals is coacyclic.
Proof. An exact sequence of complexes 0 → M0,• → M1,• → · · · can be presented
as the inductive limit of finite exact sequences of complexes 0 → M0,• → · · · →
Mn,• → Zn+1,• → 0. The total complex T •n of the latter finite exact sequence is
homotopy equivalent to a complex obtained from total complexes of the exact triples
Zn,• →Mn,• → Zn+1,• using the operations of shift and cone. Hence the complexes T •n
are coacyclic. The complex T • is their inductive limit; moreover, the inductive system
of T •n is obtained by applying the functor of total complex to a locally stabilizing
inductive system of bicomplexes. Therefore, the construction of homotopy inductive
limit provides an exact triple of complexes
⊕
n T
•
n −→
⊕
n T
•
n −→ T
•. Since the total
complex of this exact triple is coacyclic and the direct sum of coacyclic complexes is
coacyclic, the complex T • is coacyclic. (In fact, this exact triple of complexes is split
in every degree, so its total complex is even contractible.) 
The category of coacyclic complexes Acyclco(A) is a thick subcategory of the ho-
motopy category Hot(A), since it is a triangulated subcategory with infinite direct
sums [37, 38]. The coderived category Dco(A) of an exact category A is defined as the
quotient category Hot(A)/Acyclco(A).
Remark. If an exact category A has a finite homological dimension, then the mini-
mal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category Hot(A) containing the total
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complexes of exact triples of complexes over A coincides with the subcategory of
acyclic complexes. Indeed, let C• be an exact complex over A and n be a number
greater than the homological dimension of A. Let Z i be the objects of cycles of the
complex C•. Then for any integer j the Yoneda extension class represented by the
extension Z2jn → C2jn → · · · → C2jn+n−1 → Z2jn+n is trivial, and therefore, this
extension can be connected with the split extension by a pair of extension morphisms
(Z2jn → C2jn → · · · → C2jn+n−1 → Z2jn) −→ (Z2jn → ′C2jn → · · · → ′C2jn+n−1 →
Z2jn+n) ←− (Z2jn → Z2jn → 0 → · · · → 0 → Z2jn+n → Z2jn+n). Let ′C• be
the complex obtained by replacing all the even segments C2jn → · · · → C2jn+n−1
of the complex C• with the segments ′C2jn → · · · → ′C2jn+n−1 while leaving the
odd segments C2jn+n → · · · → C2(j+1)n−1 in place, and let ′′C• be the complex ob-
tained by replacing the same even segments of the complex C• with the segments
Z2jn → 0 → · · · → 0 → Z2jn+n while leaving the odd segments in place. Then the
complex ′′C• and the cones of both morphisms C• −→ ′C• and ′′C• −→ ′C• are
homotopy equivalent to complexes obtained from total complexes of exact triples of
complexes with zero differentials using the operation of cone repeatedly.
2.2. Coflat complexes. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A. The cotensor product
N• C M
• of a complex of right C-comodules N• and a complex of left C-comodules
M• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex NiCM
j, constructed by taking
infinite direct sums along the diagonals.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Then the category of left C-comodules is an
abelian category with exact functors of infinite direct sums, so the coderived category
Dco(C–comod) is defined. When speaking about coacyclic complexes of C-comodules,
we will always mean coacyclic complexes with respect to the abelian category of
C-comodules, unless another exact category of C-comodules is explicitly mentioned.
A complex of right C-comodules N• is called coflat if the complex N• C M
• is
acyclic whenever a complex of left C-comodules M• is coacyclic.
Lemma. Any complex of coflat C-comodules is coflat.
Proof. Let N• be a complex of coflat C-comodules. Since the functor of cotensor
product with N• preserves shifts, cones, and infinite direct sums, it suffices to show
the complex N•CM
• is acyclic whenever M• is the total complex of an exact triple of
complexes of left C-comodules ′K• → K• → ′′K•. In this case, the triple of complexes
N•C
′K• −→ N•CK
• −→ N•C
′′K• is also exact, because N• is a complex of coflat
C-comodules, and the complex N•CM
• is the total complex of this exact triple. 
If the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension, then any coflat complex of
C-comodules is a flat complex of A-modules in the sense of 0.1.1. (Indeed, if V • is a
complex of right A-modules such that the tensor product of V • with any coacyclic
complex of left A-modules is acyclic, then the tensor product of V • with any acyclic
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complex U• of left A-modules is also acyclic, since one can construct a morphism into
U• from an acyclic complex of flat A-modules with a coacyclic cone.) The complex
of C-comodules V • ⊗A C coinduced from a flat complex of A-modules V
• is coflat.
Remark. The coderived category Dco(C–comod) can be only thought of as the “right”
version of exotic unbounded derived category of C-comodules (e. g., for the purposes
of defining the derived functors CotorC and CoextC, constructing the equivalence of
derived categories of C-comodules and C-contramodules, etc.) when the ring A has a
finite (weak or left) homological dimension. Indeed, what is needed is a definition of
“relative coderived category” of C-comodules such that for C = A it would coincide
with the derived category of A-modules, while when C is a coalgebra over a field it
would be the coderived category of C-comodules defined above. (The same applies to
the semiderived category Dsi(S–simod) of S-semimodules—it only appears to be the
“right” definition when the ring A has a finite homological dimension.)
2.3. Semiderived categories. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C. Assume
that C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule, so that the
category of left S-semimodules is abelian. The semiderived category of left S-semi-
modules Dsi(S–simod) is defined as the quotient category of the homotopy category
Hot(S–simod) by the thick subcategory Acyclco-C(S–simod) of complexes of S-semi-
modules that are coacyclic as complexes of C-comodules.
Remark. There is no claim that the semiderived category exists in the sense that
morphisms between a given pair of objects form a set rather than a class. Rather,
we think of our localizations of categories as of “very large” categories with classes
of morphisms instead of sets. We will explain in 5.5 and 6.5 how to compute the
modules of homomorphisms in semiderived categories in terms of resolutions; then it
will follow that the semiderived category does exist, under certain assumptions.
2.4. Semiflat complexes. Let S be a semialgebra. The semitensor product N• ♦S
M• of a complex of right S-semimodules N• and a complex of left S-semimodules
M
• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex Ni ♦S M
j, constructed by
taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Of course, appropriate (co)flatness
conditions must be imposed on S, N•, and M• for this definition to make sense.
Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a coflat
right C-comodule and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite
weak homological dimension. A complex of A-flat right S-semimodules N• is called
semiflat if the complex N• ♦S M
• is acyclic whenever a complex of left S-semimod-
ules M• is C-coacyclic. Any semiflat complex of S-semimodules is a coflat complex of
C-comodules. The complex of S-semimodules R• C S induced from a coflat complex
of A-flat C-comodules R• is semiflat.
If it is only known that C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule,
one can define semiflat complexes of C-coflat right S-semimodules. Then the complex
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of S-semimodules induced from a complex of coflat C-comodules is semiflat; it is also
a complex of semiflat semimodules.
Notice that not every complex of semiflat semimodules is semiflat (see 0.1.1). In
particular, it follows from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 below that (in the assumptions
of 2.6) a C-coacyclic complex of A-flat right S-semimodules N• is semiflat if and only
if its semitensor product with any complex of left S-semimodules M• (or just with
any left S-semimodule M) is acyclic. Thus a C-coacyclic complex of semiflat S-semi-
modules is semiflat if and only if all of its semimodules of cocycles are semiflat.
On the other hand, any complex of semiflat semimodules bounded from above is
semiflat. Moreover, if · · · → N−1,• → N0,• → 0 is a complex, bounded from above, of
semiflat complexes of S-semimodules, then the total complex E• of the bicomplexN•,•
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals is semiflat. Indeed, the
category of semiflat complexes is closed under shifts, cones, and infinite direct sums,
so one can apply the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let · · · → N−1,• → N0,• → 0 be a complex, bounded from above, of arbitrary
complexes over an additive category A where infinite direct sums exist. Then the total
complex E• of the bicomplex N•,• up to the homotopy equivalence can be obtained from
the complexes N−i,• using the operations of shift, cone, and infinite direct sum.
Proof. Let E•n be the total complex of the finite complex of complexes 0→ N
−n,• →
· · · → N0,• → 0. Then the complex E• is the inductive limit of the complexes E•n, and
in addition, the embeddings of complexes E•n −→ E
•
n+1 split in every degree. Thus the
triple of complexes
⊕
nE
•
n −→
⊕
nE
•
n −→ E
• is split exact in every degree and the
complex E• is homotopy equivalent to the cone of the morphism
⊕
nE
•
n −→
⊕
nE
•
n
(the homotopy inductive limit of the complexes E•n). 
2.5. Main theorem for comodules. Assume that the coring C is a flat left and
right A-module and the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension.
Theorem. The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of
complexes of coflat C-comodules (coflat complexes of C-comodules) by its intersection
with the thick subcategory of coacyclic complexes of C-comodules into the coderived
category of C-comodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. We will show that any complex of C-comodules K• can be connected with
a complex of coflat C-comodules in a functorial way by a chain of two morphisms
K• ←− R2(K
•) −→ R2L1(K
•) with coacyclic cones. Moreover, if the complex K• is a
complex of coflat C-comodules (coflat complex of C-comodules), then the intermediate
complex R2(K
•) in this chain is also a complex of coflat C-comodules (coflat complex
of C-comodules). Then we will apply the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let C be a category and F be its full subcategory. Let S be a class of
morphisms in C containing the third morphism of any triple of morphisms s, t, and
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st when it contains two of them. Suppose that for any object X in C there is a chain of
morphisms X ← F1(X)→ · · · ← Fn−1(X)→ Fn(X) belonging to S and functorially
depending on X such that the object Fn(X) belongs to F for any X ∈ C and all the
objects Fi(X) belong to F for any X ∈ F. Then the functor F[(S ∩ F)
−1] −→ C[S−1]
induced by the embedding F −→ C is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. It is obvious that the functor between the localized categories is surjective on
the isomorphism classes of objects; let us show that it is bijective on morphisms. It fol-
lows from the condition on the class S that the functors Fi preserve it. Let U and V be
two objects of F and φ : U −→ V be a morphism between them in the category C[S−1].
Applying the functor Fn : C −→ F, we obtain a morphism Fn(φ) : Fn(U) −→ Fn(V )
in the category F[(S ∩ F)−1]. The square diagram of morphisms in the category
C[S−1] formed by the morphism φ, the isomorphism between U and Fn(U), the mor-
phism Fn(φ), and the isomorphism between V and Fn(V ) is commutative, since it
is composed from commutative squares of morphisms in the category C. Since the
other three morphisms in this commutative square lift to F[(S∩ F)−1], the morphism
φ belongs to the image of the functor F[(S ∩ F)−1] −→ C[S−1]. Now suppose that
two morphisms φ and ψ : U −→ V in the category F[(S ∩ F)−1] map to the same
morphism in C[S−1]. Applying the functor Fn, we see that the morphisms Fn(φ)
and Fn(ψ) are equal in F[(S ∩ F)
−1]. So we have two commutative squares in the
category F[(S ∩ F)−1] with the same vertices U , V , Fn(U), and Fn(V ), the same
morphism Fn(U) −→ Fn(V ), the same isomorphisms U ≃ F (U) and V ≃ F (V ), and
two morphisms φ and ψ : U −→ V . It follows that the latter two morphisms are
equal. 
Let K• be a complex of C-comodules. Let P(M) −→ M denote the functorial
surjective morphism onto an arbitrary C-comodule M from an A-flat C-comodule
P(M) constructed in Lemma 1.1.3.
The functor P is not always additive, but as any functor from an additive category
to an abelian one it is the direct sum of a constant functor M 7−→ P(0) and a
functor P+(M) = ker(P(M) → P(0)) = coker(P(0) → P(M)) sending zero objects
to zero objects and zero morphisms to zero morphisms. For any C-comodule M, the
comodule P+(M) is A-flat and the morphism P+(M) −→M is surjective.
Set P0(K
•) = P+(K•), P1(K
•) = P+(ker(P0(K•)→ K•)), etc. For d large enough,
the kernel Z(K•) of the morphism Pd−1(K
•) −→ Pd−2(K
•) will be a complex of A-flat
C-comodules. Let L1(K
•) be the total complex of the bicomplex
Z(K•) −−→ Pd−1(K
•) −−→ · · · −−→ P1(K
•) −−→ P0(K
•).
Then L1(K
•) is a complex of A-flat C-comodules and the cone of the morphism
L1(K
•) −→ K• is the total complex of a finite exact sequence of complexes of
C-comodules, and therefore, a coacyclic complex.
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Now let L• be a complex of A-flat left C-comodules. Consider the cobar construc-
tion
C⊗A L
• −−→ C⊗A C⊗A L
• −−→ C⊗A C⊗A C⊗A L
• −−→ · · ·
Let R2(L
•) be the total complex of this bicomplex, constructed by taking infinite
direct sums along the diagonals. Then R2(L
•) is a complex of coflat C-comodules.
The functor R2 can be extended to arbitrary complexes of C-comodules; for any
complex K•, the cone of the morphism K• −→ R2(K
•) is coacyclic by Lemma 2.1.
Finally, if K• is a coflat complex of C-comodules, then R2(K
•) is also a coflat
complex of C-comodules, since the cotensor product of R2(K
•) with a complex of
right C-comodules N• coincides with the cotensor product of K• with the total cobar
complex R2(N
•), and the latter is coacyclic whenever N• is coacyclic.
We have constructed the chain of morphisms K• ←− R2(K
•) −→ R2L1(K
•) with
the desired properties. The only remaining problem is that the functor L1 is not addi-
tive and therefore not defined on the homotopy category of complexes of C-comodules,
but only on the (abelian) category of complexes and their morphisms. So we have to
apply Lemma to the category C of complexes of C-comodules, the full subcategory F
of complexes of coflat C-comodules (coflat complexes of C-comodules) in it, and the
class S of morphisms with coacyclic cones.
The corresponding localizations will coincide with the desired quotient categories
of homotopy categories due to the following general fact [25, III.4.2-3]. For any
DG-category DG where shifts and cones exist the localization of the category of closed
morphisms in DG with respect to the class of homotopy equivalences coincides with
the homotopy category of DG (i. e., closed morphisms homotopic in DG become equal
after inverting homotopy equivalences). In particular, this is true for any category of
complexes over an additive category that is closed under shifts and cones. 
Remark. Another proof of Theorem (for complexes of coflat comodules or coflat
complexes of A-flat comodules) can be found in 2.6. After Theorem has been proven,
it turns out that the functors L1 and R2 can be also applied in the reverse order:
for any complex of C-comodules L•, the complex R2(L
•) is a complex of C/A-coflat
C-comodules, and for any complex of C/A-coflat C-comodulesK•, the complex L1(K
•)
is a complex of coflat C-comodules (by Remark 1.2.2, which depends on Theorem).
2.6. Main theorem for semimodules. Assume that the coring C is a flat left and
right A-module, the semialgebra S is a coflat left and right C-comodule, and the ring
A has a finite weak homological dimension.
Theorem. The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of
semiflat complexes of A-flat (C-coflat, semiflat) S-semimodules by its intersection
with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes of S-semimodules into the semi-
derived category of S-semimodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
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Proof. We will show that in the chain of functors mapping the quotient category of
(the homotopy category of) semiflat complexes of C-coflat (semiflat) S-semimodules
by C-coacyclic semiflat complexes of C-coflat S-semimodules into the quotient cate-
gory of complexes of C-coflat S-semimodules by C-coacyclic complexes of C-coflat
S-semimodules into the quotient category of complexes of A-flat S-semimodules
by C-coacyclic complexes of A-flat S-semimodules into the semiderived category of
S-semimodules all the three functors are equivalences of categories. Analogously,
in the chain of functors mapping the quotient category of (the homotopy category
of) semiflat complexes of A-flat S-semimodules by C-coacyclic semiflat complexes
of A-flat S-semimodules into the quotient category of C-coflat complexes of A-flat
S-semimodules by C-coacyclic C-coflat complexes of A-flat S-semimodules into the
quotient category of complexes of A-flat S-semimodules by C-coacyclic complexes of
A-flat S-semimodules into the semiderived category of S-semimodules all the three
functors are equivalences of categories.
In order to prove this, we will construct for any complex of S-semimodules K• a
morphism L1(K
•) −→K• into K• from a complex of A-flat S-semimodules L1(K
•),
for any complex of A-flat S-semimodules L• a morphism L• −→ R2(L
•) fromL• into
a complex of C-coflat S-semimodules R2(L
•), and for any C-coflat complex of A-flat
S-semimodules (complex of C-coflat S-semimodules)M• a morphism L3(M
•) −→M•
intoM• from a semiflat complex of A-flat (semiflat) S-semimodules L3(M
•) such that
in each case the cone of this morphism will be a C-coacyclic complex of S-semimod-
ules. Then we will apply the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let H be a category and F be its full subcategory. Let S be a localizing (i. e.,
satisfying the Ore conditions) class of morphisms in H. Assume that for any object
X of H there exists an object U of F together with a morphism U −→ X belonging
to S (or for any object X of H there exists an object V of F together with a morphism
X −→ V belonging to S). Then the functor F[(S ∩ F)−1] −→ H[S−1] induced by the
embedding F −→ H is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. It is obvious that the functor between the localized categories is surjective on
the isomorphism classes of objects; let us show that it is bijective on morphisms.
Any morphism in the category H[S−1] between two objects U and V from F can be
represented by a fraction U ← X → V , where X is an object of H and the morphism
X → U belongs to S. By our assumption, there is an object W from F together with
a morphism W → X from S. Then the fractions U ← X → V and U ← W → V
represent the same morphism in H[S−1], while the second fraction represents also a
certain morphism in F[(S∩F)−1]. Furthermore, any two morphisms from an object U
to an object V in the category F[(S∩F)−1] can be represented by two fractions of the
form U ← U ′ ⇒ V , with the same morphism U → U ′ from S ∩ F and two different
morphisms U ′ ⇒ V (since the class of morphisms S∩F in the category F satisfies the
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right Ore conditions). If the images of these morphisms in the category H[S−1] are
equal, then there is a morphism X → U ′ from S with an object X from H such that
two compositions X → U ′ ⇒ V coincide. Again there is an objectW from F together
with a morphism W → X belonging to S. Since the two compositions W → U ′ ⇒ V
coincide in F, the morphisms represented by the two fractions U ← U ′ ⇒ V are equal
in F[(S ∩ F)−1]. 
Let K• be a complex of S-semimodules. Let P(M) −→ M denote the functorial
surjective morphism onto an arbitrary S-semimoduleM from an A-flat S-semimodule
P(M) constructed in Lemma 1.3.2. As explained in the proof of Theorem 2.5, the
functor P is the direct sum of a constant functor M 7−→ P(0) and a functor P+ send-
ing zero morphisms to zero morphisms. For any S-semimodule M, the semimodule
P
+(M) is A-flat and the morphism P+(M) −→M is surjective.
Set P0(K
•) = P+(K•), P1(K
•) = P+(ker(P0(K•) → K•)), etc. For d large
enough, the kernel Z(K•) of the morphism Pd−1(K
•) −→ Pd−2(K
•) will be a complex
of A-flat S-semimodules. Let L1(K
•) be the total complex of the bicomplex
Z(K•) −−→ Pd−1(K
•) −−→ · · · −−→ P1(K
•) −−→ P0(K
•).
Then L1(K
•) is a complex of A-flat S-semimodules and the cone of the morphism
L1(K
•) −→K• is the total complex of a finite exact sequence of complexes of S-semi-
modules, and therefore, a C-coacyclic complex (and even an S-coacyclic complex).
Now let L• be a complex of A-flat S-semimodules. Let M −→ J(M) denote
the functorial injective morphism from an arbitrary A-flat S-semimodule M into
a C-coflat S-semimodule J(M) with an A-flat cokernel J(M)/M constructed in
Lemma 1.3.3. Set J0(L•) = J(L•), J1(L•) = J(coker(L• → J0(L•))), etc. Let
R2(L
•) be the total complex of the bicomplex
J
0(L•) −−→ J1(L•) −−→ J2(L•) −−→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Then R2(L
•) is a
complex of C-coflat S-semimodules and the cone of the morphism L• −→ R2(L
•) is
a C-coacyclic (and even S-coacyclic) complex by Lemma 2.1.
Finally, let M• be a C-coflat complex of A-flat left S-semimodules. Then the
complex S C M
• is a semiflat complex of A-flat S-semimodules. Moreover, if M• is
a complex of C-coflat S-semimodule s, then SCM
• is a semiflat complex of semiflat
S-semimodules. Consider the bar construction
· · · −−→ S C S C S C M
• −−→ S C S C M
• −−→ S C M
•.
Let L3(M
•) be the total complex of this bicomplex, constructed by taking infinite
direct sums along the diagonals. Then the complex L3(M
•) is semiflat by 2.4 and the
cone of the morphism L3(M
•) −→M• is not only C-coacyclic, but even C-contractible
(the contracting homotopy being induced by the semiunit morphism C −→ S). 
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Remark. It is clear that the constructions of complexes R2(L
•) and L3(M
•) can be
applied to arbitrary complexes of S-semimodules, with no (co)flatness conditions im-
posed on them. For example, an alternative way of proving Theorem is to show that
the functors mapping the quotient category of semiflat complexes of C-coflat (semi-
flat) S-semimodules by C-coacyclic semiflat complexes into the quotient category of
complexes of C/A-coflat S-semimodules by C-coacyclic complexes into the semide-
rived category of S-semimodules are both equivalences of categories. Indeed, for any
complex of S-semimodules L• the complex R2(L
•) is a complex of C/A-coflat S-semi-
modules by Lemma 1.3.3 and for any complex of C/A-coflat S-semimodules K• the
complex L1(K
•) is a complex of C-coflat S-semimodules by Remark 1.3.2 (hence the
complex L3L1(K
•) is a semiflat complex of semiflat S-semimodules). Yet another use-
ful approach to proving Theorem was presented in 2.5: any complex of S-semimodules
K• can be connected with a semiflat complex of semiflat S-semimodules in a functorial
way by a chain of three morphisms K• ←− L3(K
•) −→ L3R2(K
•)←− L3R2L1(K
•)
with C-coacyclic cones, and when K• is a semiflat complex of (A-flat, C-coflat, or
semiflat) S-semimodules, all the complexes in this chain are also semiflat complexes
of (A-flat, C-coflat, or semiflat) S-semimodules.
Question. Is the quotient category of C-coflat complexes of S-semimodules by the
thick subcategory of C-coacyclic C-coflat complexes equivalent to the semiderived
category of S-semimodules?
2.7. Derived functor SemiTor. The following Lemma provides a general approach
to double-sided derived functors of (partially defined) functors of two arguments.
Lemma. Let H1 and H2 be two categories, H be a (not necessarily full) subcategory
in H1×H2, and S1 and S2 be localizing classes of morphisms in H1 and H2. Let K be
a category and Θ: H −→ K be a functor. Let F1 and F2 be subcategories in H1 and
H2. Assume that both functors Fi[(Si ∩ Fi)
−1] −→ Hi[S
−1
i ] induced by the embeddings
Fi −→ Hi are equivalences of categories and the subcategory H contains both subcat-
egories F1 × H2 and H1 × F2. Furthermore, assume that the morphisms Θ(U, t) and
Θ(s, V ) are isomorphisms in the category K for any objects U ∈ F1, V ∈ F2 and any
morphisms s ∈ S1, t ∈ S2. Then the restrictions of the functor Θ to the subcategories
F1 × H2 and H1 × F2 factorize through their localizations by their intersections with
S1 × S2, so one can define derived functors D1Θ, D2Θ: H1[S
−1
1 ] × H2[S
−1
2 ] −→ K by
restricting the functor Θ to these subcategories. Moreover, the derived functors D1Θ
and D2Θ are naturally isomorphic to each other and therefore do not depend on the
choice of subcategories F1 and F2, provided that both subcategories exist.
Proof. Let us show that for any morphism s ∈ S1 ∩ F1 and any object X ∈ H2 the
morphism Θ(s,X) is an isomorphism in K. By assumptions of Lemma, the image
of X in H2[S
−1
2 ] is isomorphic to the image of a certain object V ∈ F2. First suppose
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that there exists a fraction X ← Y → V of morphisms from S2 connecting X and V .
Then both morphisms of morphisms Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s,X) and Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s, V )
are isomorphisms of morphisms, since the source and the target of s belong to F1.
Now the morphism Θ(s,X) is an isomorphism, because the morphism Θ(s, V ) is an
isomorphism. In the general case, there exist a fraction X ← Y → V connecting X
and V and two morphisms Y ′ → Y and V → V ′ such that the morphism Y → X
and two compositions Y ′ → Y → V and Y → V → V ′ belong to S2. Then the
compositions of morphisms of morphisms Θ(s, Y ′) −→ Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s, V ) and
Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s, V ) −→ Θ(s, V ′) are isomorphisms of morphisms, so the morphism
of morphisms Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s, V ) is both left and right invertible, and therefore, is an
isomorphism of morphisms. Since the morphism of morphisms Θ(s, Y ) −→ Θ(s,X)
is also an isomorphism of morphisms and the morphism Θ(s, V ) is an isomorphism,
one can conclude that the morphism Θ(s,X) is also an isomorphism.
Thus the derived functor D1Θ is defined; it remains to construct an isomorphism
between D1Θ and D2Θ. But the compositions of the functors D1Θ and D2Θ with the
functor F1[(S1 ∩ F1)
−1]× F2[(S2 ∩ F2)
−1] −→ H1[S
−1
1 ]×H2[S
−1
2 ] coincide by definition,
and the latter functor is an equivalence of categories. 
Assume that the coring C is a flat left and right A-module, the semialgebra S is
a coflat left and right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite weak homological
dimension.
The double-sided derived functor SemiTorS on the Carthesian product of the semi-
derived categories of right and left S-semimodules is defined as follows. Consider
the partially defined functor of semitensor product of complexes of S-semimodules
♦S : Hot(simod–S) × Hot(S–simod) 99K Hot(k–mod). This functor is defined on the
full subcategory of the Carthesian product of homotopy categories that consists of
pairs of complexes (N•,M•) such that either N• or M• is a complex of A-flat S-semi-
modules. Compose it with the functor of localization Hot(k–mod) −→ D(k–mod)
and restrict to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of semiflat com-
plexes of A-flat right S-semimodules and the homotopy category of complexes of left
S-semimodules.
By the definition, the functor so obtained factorizes through the semiderived cate-
gory of left S-semimodules in the second argument, and it follows from Theorem 2.6
and the above Lemma that it factorizes through the quotient category of the homo-
topy category of semiflat complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules by its intersection
with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes in the first argument.
Explicitly, let N• be a C-coacyclic semiflat complex of A-flat right S-semimodules
and M• be a complex of left S-semimodules. Using the constructions from the proof
of Theorem 2.6, connect M• with a semiflat complex of A-flat left S-semimodules
L
• by a chain of morphisms with C-coacyclic cones. Then the complexes N• ♦S M
•
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and N•♦SL
• are connected by a chain of quasi-isomorphisms, and since the complex
N
•
♦S L
• is acyclic, the complex N• ♦S M
• is acyclic, too.
Thus we have constructed the double-sided derived functor
SemiTorS : Dsi(simod–S)× Dsi(S–simod) −−→ D(k–mod).
According to Lemma, the same derived functor can be obtained by restricting the
functor of semitensor product to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category
of complexes of left S-semimodules and the homotopy category of semiflat complexes
of A-flat right S-semimodules, or indeed, to the Carthesian product of the homotopy
categories of semiflat complexes of A-flat right and left S-semimodules. One can also
use semiflat complexes of C-coflat S-semimodules or semiflat complexes of semiflat
S-semimodules instead of semiflat complexes of A-flat S-semimodules.
In particular, when the coring C is a flat left and right A-module and the ring A
has a finite weak homological dimension, one defines the double-sided derived functor
CotorC : Dco(comod–C)× Dco(C–comod) −−→ D(k–mod)
by composing the functor of cotensor product C : Hot(comod–C)×Hot(C–comod) −→
Hot(k–mod) with the functor of localization Hot(k–mod) −→ D(k–mod) and re-
stricting it to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of complexes of
coflat right C-comodules and the homotopy category of arbitrary complexes of left
C-comodules. The same derived functor is obtained by restricting the functor of
cotensor product to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of arbitrary
complexes of right C-comodules and the homotopy category of complexes of coflat
left C-comodules, or indeed, to the Carthesian product of the homotopy categories of
coflat right C-comodules and coflat left C-comodules. One can also use coflat com-
plexes of C-comodules or coflat complexes of A-flat C-comodules instead of complexes
of coflat C-comodules.
Remark. One can define a version of derived functor Cotor without making any ho-
mological dimension assumptions by considering pro-objects in the spirit of [23, 24].
Let k–modω denote the category of pro-objects over the category k–mod that can be
represented by countable filtered projective systems of k-modules; this is an abelian
tensor category with exact functors of countable filtered projective limits and a right
exact functor of tensor product commuting with countable filtered projective limits.
Let A be a ring object in k–modω; then one can consider right and left A-module
objects and A-A-bimodule objects in k–modω, which we will simply call right and left
A-modules and A-A-bimodules. Furthermore, let C be a coring object in the tensor
category of A-A-bimodules; we will consider C-comodule objects in the categories
of right and left A-modules and call them right and left C-comodules. Define the
functor of cotensor product over C taking values in the category k–modω in the usual
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way and extend it to the Carthesian product of the homotopy categories of com-
plexes of right and left C-comodules by taking infinite products along the diagonals
in the bicomplex of cotensor products. The categories of right and left A-modules
are abelian. Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module; then the categories
of right and left C-comodules are also abelian. Define the semiderived categories of
right and left C-comodules as the quotient categories of the homotopy categories by
the thick subcategories of A-contraacyclic complexes (the contraacyclic complexes
being defined in terms of countable products). Then one can use Lemma to define
the double-sided derived functor ProCotorC of cotensor product on the Carthesian
product of the semiderived categories of right and left C-comodules in terms of coflat
complexes of C-comodules. In order to obtain for any complex of C-comodules M• a
coflat complex of C-comodules connected with M• by a functorial chain of two mor-
phisms with A-contraacyclic cones one needs to construct a surjective morphism onto
any C-comodule M from an A-flat C-comodule F(M). This construction is dual to
that of Lemma 1.3.3 and uses the surjective map onto any A-moduleM from anA-flat
A-module G(M) = A⊗ωk M
′, where M ′ is a pro-k-module represented by a countable
filtered projective system of flat k-modules mapping onto the pro-k-module M and
⊗ωk denotes the functor of tensor product in k–mod
ω. The A-flat C-comodule F(M)
is obtained as the projective limit in k–modω of the projective system of C-comodules
M ←− Q(M) ←− Q(Q(M)) ←− · · · Given a complex of A-flat C-comodules M•,
a coflat complex of C-comodules endowed with a morphism from the complex M•
with an A-contractible cone is obtained as the total complex of the cobar complex
of M•, constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals. One can also
consider the category of arbitrary pro-k-modules in place of k–modω. Notice that for
a conventional coalgebra C over a field A = k and complexes of C-comodules N• and
M
• in the category of k-vector spaces that are both bounded from above or from
below the object of the derived category of k-vector spaces obtained by applying the
derived functor of projective limit to the object ProCotorC(N•,M•) of the derived
category D(k–vectω) coincides with CotorC,I(N•,M•) (see 0.2.10).
2.8. Relatively semiflat complexes. We keep the assumptions and notation of 2.5,
2.6, and 2.7.
One can compute the derived functor CotorC using resolutions of a different kind.
Namely, the cotensor product N• C M
• of a complex of A-flat right C-comodules
N• and a complex of C/A-coflat C-comodules M• represents an object naturally
isomorphic to CotorC(M•,N•) in the derived category of k-modules. Indeed, the
complex R2(N
•) is a complex of coflat C-comodules and the cone of the morphism
N• −→ R2(N
•) is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of A-flat right
C-comodules, hence the morphism N•CM
• −→ R2(N
•)CM
• is a quasi-isomorphism.
One can prove that the cotensor product of a complex coacyclic with respect to the
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exact category of A-flat C-comodules and a complex of C/A-coflat C-comodules is
acyclic in the way completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2.
One can also compute the derived functor SemiTorS using resolutions of different
kinds. Namely, a complex of left S-semimodules is called semiflat relative to A if its
semitensor product with any complex of A-flat right S-semimodules that as a complex
of C-comodules is coacyclic with respect to exact category of A-flat right C-comodules
is acyclic (cf. Theorem 7.2.2(a)). For example, the complex of S-semimodules induced
from a complex of C/A-coflat C-comodules is semiflat relative to A, hence the com-
plex L3R2(K
•) is semiflat relative to A for any complex of left S-semimodules K•.
The semitensor product N• ♦S M
• of a complex of A-flat right S-semimodules N•
and a complex of left S-semimodules M• semiflat relative to A represents an object
naturally isomorphic to SemiTorS(N•,M•) in the derived category of k-modules. In-
deed, L3R2(N
•) is a semiflat complex of right S-semimodules connected with N• by
a chain of morphisms N• −→ R2(N
•)←− L3R2(N
•) whose cones are coacyclic with
respect to the exact category of A-flat C-comodules and contractible over C, respec-
tively. Hence there is a chain of two quasi-isomorphisms connecting N• ♦S M
• with
L3R2(N
•) ♦S M
•.
Analogously, a complex of left S-semimodules is called semiflat relative to C if its
semitensor product with any C-contractible complex of C-coflat right S-semimodules
is acyclic. For example, the complex of S-semimodules induced from any complex of
C-comodules is semiflat relative to C, hence the complex L3(K
•) is semiflat relative
to C for any complex of left S-semimodulesK•. The semitensor productN•♦SM
• of a
complex of C-coflat right S-semimodules N• and a complex of left S-semimodules M•
semiflat relative to C represents an object naturally isomorphic to SemiTorS(N•,M•)
in the derived category of k-modules. Indeed, L3(N
•) is a semiflat complex of right
S-semimodules and the cone of the morphism L3(N
•) −→ N• is a C-contractible
complex of C-coflat right S-semimodules. It follows that the semitensor product of
a complex of left S-semimodules semiflat relative to C with a C-coacyclic complex of
C-coflat right S-semimodules is acyclic.
At last, a complex of A-flat right S-semimodules is called semiflat relative to C rel-
ative to A (S/C/A-semiflat) if its semitensor product with any C-contractible complex
of C/A-coflat left S-semimodules is acyclic. For example, the complex of S-semimod-
ules induced from a complex of A-flat C-comodules is S/C/A-semiflat, hence the com-
plex L3L1(K
•) is S/C/A-semiflat for any complex of right S-semimodules K•. The
semitensor product N• ♦S M
• of an S/C/A-semiflat complex of A-flat right S-semi-
modules N• and a complex of C/A-coflat left S-semimodules M• represents an object
naturally isomorphic to SemiTorS(N•,M•) in the derived category of k-modules. In-
deed, L3(M
•) is a complex of left S-semimodules semiflat relative to A and the cone
of the morphism L3(M
•) −→ M• is a C-contractible complex of C/A-coflat right
S-semimodules. It follows that the semitensor product of an S/C/A-semiflat complex
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of A-flat right S-semimodules with a C-coacyclic complex of C/A-coflat left S-semi-
modules is acyclic.
The functors mapping the quotient categories of the homotopy categories of com-
plexes of S-semimodules semiflat relative to A, complexes of S-semimodules semiflat
relative to C, and S/C/A-semiflat complexes of A-flat S-semimodules by their inter-
sections with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes into the semiderived
category of S-semimodules are equivalences of triangulated categories. The same
applies to complexes of A-flat, C-coflat, or C/A-coflat S-semimodules. These results
follow easily from either of Lemmas 2.5 or 2.6. So one can define the derived func-
tor SemiTorS by restricting the functor of semitensor product to these categories of
complexes of S-semimodules as explained above.
Remark. Assuming that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right and a
C/A-coflat left C-comodule, and A has a finite weak homological dimension, one
can define the double-sided derived functor SemiTorS on the Carthesian product of
the semiderived category of A-flat right S-semimodules and the semiderived category
of left S-semimodules. The former is defined as the quotient category of the homo-
topy category of complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of
complexes that as complexes of C-comodules are coacyclic with respect to the exact
category of A-flat right C-comodules. The derived functor is constructed by restrict-
ing the functor of semitensor product to the Carthesian product of the homotopy
category of complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules and the homotopy category of
complexes of left S-semimodules semiflat relative to A, or the Carthesian product
of the homotopy category of semiflat complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules and
the homotopy category of complexes of left S-semimodules. Assuming that C is a
flat left and right A-module, S is a flat left A-module and a coflat right C-comodule,
and A has a finite weak homological dimension, one can define the left derived func-
tor SemiTorS on the Carthesian product of the semiderived category of C/A-coflat
right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of left S-semimodules. The for-
mer is defined as the quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes of
C/A-flat right S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of complexes that as com-
plexes of C-comodules are coacyclic with respect to the exact category of C/A-coflat
right C-comodules (cf. Remark 7.2.2). The derived functor is constructed by restrict-
ing the functor of semitensor product to the Carthesian product of the homotopy
category of complexes of C/A-coflat right S-semimodules and the homotopy category
of S/C/A-semiflat complexes of A-flat left S-semimodules, or the Carthesian product
of the homotopy category of semiflat complexes of C-coflat right S-semimodules and
the homotopy category of complexes of left S-semimodules. Both of these definitions
of derived functors are particular cases of Lemma 2.7.
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2.9. Remarks on derived semitensor product of bisemimodules. We would
like to define the double-sided derived functor of semitensor product of bisemimodules
and in such a way that derived semitensor products of several factors would be
associative. It appears that there are two approaches to this problem, even in the
case of modules over rings. First suppose that we only wish to have associative
derived semitensor products of three factors. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C
and T be a semialgebra over a coring D, both satisfying the conditions of 2.6.
The semiderived category of S-T-bisemimodules Dsi(S–simod–T) is defined as the
quotient category of the homotopy category Hot(S–simod–T) by the thick subcate-
gory of complexes of bisemimodules that as complexes of C-D-bicomodules are co-
acyclic with respect to the abelian category of C-D-bicomodules. We would like to
define derived functors of semitensor product
♦DS : D
si(simod–S)× Dsi(S–simod–T) −−→ Dsi(simod–T)
♦DT : D
si(S–simod–T)× Dsi(T–simod) −−→ Dsi(S–simod)
and prove the associativity isomorphism
SemiTorT(N• ♦DS K
•, M•) ≃ SemiTorS(N•, K• ♦DT M
•).
Let us call a complex of C-coflat right S-semimodules quite semiflat if it belongs
to the minimal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category of S-semimodules
containing the complexes induced from complexes of coflat right C-comodules and
closed under infinite direct sums. One can show (see Remark 7.2.2 and the proof of
Theorem 8.2.2) that the quotient category of the category of quite semiflat complexes
of C-coflat S-semimodules by its minimal triangulated subcategory containing the
complexes of S-semimodules induced from complexes of C-comodules coacyclic with
respect to the exact category of C-coflat C-comodules and closed under infinite direct
sums is equivalent to the semiderived category of S-semimodules. In other words, any
C-coacyclic quite semiflat complex of C-coflat S-semimodules can be obtained from
the complexes of S-semimodules induced from the total complexes of exact triples of
complexes of coflat C-comodules using the operations of cone and infinite direct sum.
It follows (by Lemmas 2.2 and 1.2.2) that the restriction of the functor of semi-
tensor product Hot(simod–S)×Hot(S–simod–T) 99K Dsi(simod–T) to the Carthesian
product of the homotopy category of quite semiflat complexes of C-coflat right S-semi-
modules and the homotopy category of complexes of S-T-bisemimodules factorizes
through the Carthesian product of semiderived categories of right S-semimodules and
S-T-bisemimodules. So the desired derived functors are defined; and the associativity
isomorphism follows from Proposition 1.4.4. Notice that this definition of a double-
sided derived functor is not a particular case of the construction of Lemma 2.7.
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Question. Can one use arbitrary semiflat complexes of C-coflat S-semimodules or,
at least, semiflat complexes of semiflat S-semimodules instead of quite semiflat com-
plexes in this construction? In other words, assume that N• is a C-coacyclic semiflat
complex of semiflat right S-semimodules and K is an S-T-bisemimodule. Is the
complex N• ♦S K necessarily D-coacyclic? (Cf. 4.9.)
Now suppose that we want to have derived semitensor products of any number of
factors. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A, T be a semialgebra
over a coring D over a k-algebra B, and R be a semialgebra over a coring E over a
k-algebra F , all three satisfying the conditions of 2.6. We would like to define the
derived functor of semitensor product
♦DR : D
si(S–simod–R)× Dsi(R–simod–T) −−→ Dsi(S–simod–T).
This can be done, assuming that the k-algebras A, B, and F are flat k-modules.
Let us call a complex of F -flat S-R-bisemimodules strongly R-semiflat if its semi-
tensor product over R with any E-D-coacyclic complex of R-T-bisemimodules is a
C-D-coacyclic complex of S-T-bisemimodules for any semialgebra T. Using bimodule
versions of the constructions of Lemmas 1.3.2 and 1.3.3, one can prove that the quo-
tient category of the homotopy category of strongly R-semiflat complexes of F -flat
S-R-bisemimodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-E-coacyclic bi-
semimodules is equivalent to the semiderived category of S-R-bisemimodules, and the
analogous result holds for the homotopy category of strongly S-semiflat and strongly
R-semiflat complexes of A-flat and F -flat S-R-bisemimodules. One just uses the func-
tor G(M) =
⊕
m∈M A⊗k F in the construction of Lemma 1.1.3, considers the bicoac-
tion and bisemiaction morphisms in place of the coaction and semiaction morphisms,
etc. (As we only want our A-F -bimodules to be A-flat and F -flat, no assumption
about the homological dimension of A ⊗k F is needed.) So Lemma 2.7 is applica-
ble to the functor of semitensor product Hot(S–simod–R) × Hot(R–simod–T) 99K
Dsi(S–simod–T) and we obtain the desired double-sided derived functor. There is an
associativity isomorphism (N• ♦DS K
•) ♦DT M
• ≃ N• ♦DS (K
•
♦DT M
•).
In the case of derived cotensor product of bicomodules, one does not need to
introduce quite coflat or strongly coflat complexes. It suffices to consider complexes
of C-coflat C-comodules or complexes of (C-coflat and) E-coflat C-E-bicomodules. One
can define double-sided derived functors

D
C : D
co(comod–C)× Dco(C–comod–D) −−→ Dco(comod–D)

D
D : D
co(C–comod–D)× Dco(D–comod) −−→ Dco(C–comod)
and prove the associativity isomorphism
CotorD(N• DC K
•, M•) ≃ CotorC(N•, K• DD M
•)
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by replacing the complex of right C-comodules N• with a complex of coflat right
C-comodules and the complex of left D-comodules M• by a complex of coflat left
D-comodules representing the same object in the coderived category of comodules.
The derived functors DC and 
D
D are well-defined, since any coacyclic complex of
coflat comodules is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of coflat comodules
(see 7.2.2). If the k-modules A and F are flat, one can prove that the quotient
category of the homotopy category of E-coflat C-E-bicomodules by its intersection
with the thick subcategory of coacyclic complexes of C-E-bicomodules is equivalent
to the coderived category of bicomodules, and the same applies to the homotopy
category of C-coflat and E-coflat C-E-bicomodules. Then one can apply Lemma 2.7
in order to define the double-sided derived functor

D
E : D
co(C–comod–E)× Dco(E–comod–D) −−→ Dco(C–comod–D)
and there is an associativity isomorphism (N• DC K
•) DD M
• ≃ N• DC (K
• DD M
•).
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3. Semicontramodules and Semihomomorphisms
Throughout Sections 3–11, k∨ is an injective cogenerator of the category of
k-modules. One can always take k∨ = HomZ(k,Q/Z).
3.1. Contramodules. For two k-algebras A and B, we will denote by A–mod–B
the category of k-modules with an A-B-bimodule structure.
3.1.1. The identity HomA(K⊗AM, P ) ≃ HomA(M,HomA(K,P ) for left A-modules
M , P and an A-A-bimodule K means that the category opposite to the category of
left A-modules is a right module category over the tensor category of A-A-bimodules
with the functor of right action (N,P op) 7−→ Hom(N,P )op. Therefore, one can
consider module objects in this module category over ring objects in A–mod–A an
comodule objects in this module category over coring objects in A–mod–A.
Clearly, a ring object B in A–mod–A is just a k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra
morphism A −→ B. A B-module in A–modop is an A-module P endowed with a
map P −→ HomA(B,P ); so one can easily see that B-modules in A–mod
op are just
(objects of the category opposite to the category of) usual left B-modules.
Let C be a coring over A. The category of left contramodules over C is the op-
posite category to the category of comodule objects in the right module category
A–modop over the coring object C in the tensor category A–mod–A. In other words,
a left C-contramodule P is a left A-module endowed with a left contraaction map
HomA(C,P) −→ P, which should be a morphism of left A-modules satisfying the
following contraassociativity and counity equations. First, two maps from the mod-
ule HomA(C ⊗A C, P) = HomA(C,HomA(C,P) to the module HomA(C,P), one of
which is induced by the comultiplication map of C and the other by the contraaction
map, should have equal compositions with the contraaction map HomA(C,P) −→ P,
and second, the composition P = HomA(A,P) −→ HomA(C,P) −→ P of the map
induced by the counit map of C with the contraaction map should be equal to the
identity map of P. A right contramodule R over C is a right A-module endowed
with a right contraaction map HomAop(C,R) −→ R, which should be a map of right
A-modules satisfying the analogous equations.
3.1.2. The standard example of a C-contramodule: for any right C-comodule N
endowed with a left action of a k-algebra B by C-comodule endomorphisms and any
left B-module V , the left A-module HomB(N, V ) has a natural left C-contramodule
structure. The left C-contramodule HomA(C, V ) is called the C-contramodule induced
from a left A-module V . According to Lemma 1.1.2, the k-module of contramodule
homomorphisms from the induced C-contramodule to an arbitrary C-contramodule
is described by the formula HomC(HomA(C, V ), P) ≃ HomA(V,P).
We will denote the category of left C-contramodules by C–contra and the category of
right C-contramodules by contra–C. The category of left C-contramodules is abelian
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whenever C is a projective left A-module. Moreover, the left A-module C is projective
if and only if the category C–contra is abelian and the forgetful functor C–contra −→
A–mod is exact. This can be proven by the same adjoint functor argument as the
analogous result for C-comodules.
For any coring C, there are two natural exact categories of left contramodules: the
exact category of A-injective C-contramodules and the exact category of arbitrary
C-contramodules with A-split exact triples. Besides, any morphism of C-contramod-
ules has a kernel and the forgetful functor C–contra −→ A–mod preserves kernels.
When a morphism of C-contramodules has the property that its cokernel in the
category of A-modules is preserved by the functors of homomorphisms from C and
C⊗A C over A, this cokernel has a natural C-contramodule structure, which makes it
the cokernel of that morphism in the category of C-contramodules.
Infinite products always exist in the category of C-contramodules and the forgetful
functor C–contra −→ A–mod preserves them. The induction functor A–mod −→
C–contra preserves both infinite direct sums and infinite products. To construct
direct sums of C-contramodules, one can present them as cokernels of morphisms of
induced contramodules, and all cokernels exist in the category of C-contramodules [4],
so the category of C-contramodules has infinite direct sums.
Question. If C is a flat right A-module, then subcomodules of finite direct sums of
copies of C constitute a set of generators of the category of left C-comodules [16].
Does the category of C-contramodules have a set of cogenerators?
3.1.3. Assume that the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and the
ring A has a finite left homological dimension (homological dimension of the category
of left A-modules).
Lemma. (a) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left
C-comodule a surjective map onto it from an A-projective C-comodule. Moreover,
the kernel of this map is an iterated extension of coinduced C-comodules.
(b) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left C-contra-
module an injective map from it into an A-injective C-contramodule. Moreover, the
cokernel of this map is an iterated extension of induced C-contramodules.
Proof. The proof of part (a) is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.1.3
and part (b) is proven in the following way. Let P −→ G(P ) be an injective map
from an A-module P into an injective A-module G(P ) functorially depending on P .
For example, one can take G(P ) to be the direct product of copies of the A-module
HomA(A, k
∨) numbered by all k-module homomorphisms P −→ k∨. Let P be a
left C-contramodule. Consider the contraaction map HomA(C,P) −→ P; it is a
surjective morphism of C-contramodules; let K(P) denote its kernel. Let Q(P) be the
cokernel of the composition K(P) −→ HomA(C,P) −→ HomA(C, G(P)). Then the
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composition of maps HomA(C,P) −→ HomA(C, G(P)) −→ Q(P) factorizes through
the surjection HomA(C,P) −→ P, so there is a natural injective morphism of C-con-
tramodules P −→ Q(P). Let us show that the injective dimension diAQ(P) of the
A-module Q(P) is smaller than that of P. Indeed, the A-module HomA(C, G(P))
is injective, hence diAQ(P) = diA K(P) − 1 6 diAHomA(C,P) − 1 6 diA(P) − 1,
because the A-module K(P) is a direct summand of the A-module HomA(C,P) and
an injective resolution of the A-module HomA(C,P) can be constructed by applying
the functor HomA(C,−) to an injective resolution of P. Notice that the cokernel of
the map P −→ Q(P) is an induced C-contramodule HomA(C, G(P)/P). It remains
to iterate the functor P 7−→ Q(P) sufficiently many times. 
3.2. Cohomomorphisms.
3.2.1. The k-module of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M,P) from a left C-comodule
M to a left C-contramodule P is defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
HomA(C⊗AM,P) = HomA(M,HomA(C,P))⇒ HomA(M,P) one of which is induced
by the C-coaction in M and the other by the C-contraaction in P. The functor of co-
homomorphisms is neither left nor right exact in general; it is right exact if the ring A
is semisimple. For any left A-module U and any left C-contramodule P there is a nat-
ural isomorphism CohomC(C⊗AU,P) ≃ HomA(U,P), and for any left C-comoduleM
and any left A-module V there is a natural isomorphism CohomC(M,HomA(C, V )) ≃
HomC(M, V ). These assertions follow from Lemma 1.2.1. Explicitly, the first iso-
morphism can be obtained by applying the functor HomA(U,−) to the split exact
sequence of A-modules HomA(C ⊗A C, P) −→ HomA(C,P) −→ P and the second
one can be obtained by applying the functor HomA(−, V ) to the split exact sequence
of A-modules M −→ C⊗A M −→ C⊗A C⊗A M.
3.2.2. Assuming that C is a projective left A-module, a left comodule M over C
is called coprojective if the functor of cohomomorphisms from M is exact on the
category of left C-contramodules. It is easy to see that any coprojective C-comodule
is a projective A-module. The C-comodule coinduced from a projective A-module is
coprojective. Assuming that C is a flat right A-module, a left contramodule P over C
is called coinjective if the functor of cohomomorphisms intoP is exact on the category
of left C-comodules. Any coinjective C-contramodule is an injective A-module. The
C-contramodule induced from an injective A-module is coinjective.
A left comodule M over C is called coprojective relative to A (C/A-coprojective) if
the functor of cohomomorphisms from M maps exact triples of A-injective C-contra-
modules to exact triples. A left contramodule P over C is called coinjective relative
to A (C/A-coinjective) if the functor of cohomomorphisms into P maps exact triples
of A-projective C-comodules to exact triples. Any coinduced C-comodule is C/A-co-
projective and any induced C-contramodule is C/A-coinjective.
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For any right C-comodule N and any left C-comodule M there is a natural isomor-
phism Homk(N C M, k
∨) ≃ CohomC(M,Homk(N, k
∨)). Therefore, any coprojec-
tive C-comodule M is coflat and any C/A-coprojective C-comodule M is C/A-coflat.
Besides, a right C-comodule N is coflat if and only if the left C-contramodule
Homk(N, k
∨) is coinjective; if a right C-comodule N is C/A-coflat, then the left C-con-
tramodule Homk(N, k
∨) is C/A-coinjective (and the converse can be deduced from
Lemma 3.1.3(a) and the proof of Lemma below in the assumptions of 3.1.3).
It appears that the notion of a relatively coprojective left C-comodule is useful
when C is a flat right A-module, and the notion of a relatively coinjective left C-con-
tramodule is useful when C is a projective left A-module.
Lemma. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Then the class of C/A-coprojec-
tive left C-comodules is closed under extensions and cokernels of injective morphisms.
The functor of cohomomorphisms into an A-injective left C-contramodule maps exact
triples of C/A-coprojective left C-comodules to exact triples.
(b) Assume that C is a projective left A-module. Then the class of C/A-coinjective
left C-contramodules is closed under extensions and kernels of surjective morphisms.
The functor of cohomomorphisms from an A-projective left C-comodule maps exact
triples of C/A-coinjective left C-contramodules to exact triples.
Proof. Part (a): these results follow from the standard properties of the left derived
functor of the right exact functor of cohomomorphisms on the Carthesian product
of the abelian category of left C-comodules and the exact category of A-injective left
C-contramodules. One can define the k-modules CoextiC(M,P), i = 0, −1, . . . as
the homology of the bar complex · · · −→ HomA(C⊗A C⊗A M, P) −→ HomA(C⊗A
M,P) −→ HomA(M,P) for any left C-comoduleM and any A-injective left C-contra-
module P. Then Coext0C(M,P) ≃ CohomC(M,P) and there are long exact sequences
of Coext∗C associated with exact triples of comodules and contramodules. Now a left
C-comodule M is C/A-coprojective if and only if CoextiC(M,P) = 0 for any A-injec-
tive left C-contramodule P and all i < 0. Indeed, the “if” assertion follows from the
homological exact sequence, and “only if” holds since the bar complex is isomorphic
to the complex of cohomomorphisms from the C-comodule M into the bar resolution
· · · −→ HomA(C,HomA(C,P)) −→ HomA(C,P) of the C-contramodule P, which is
a complex of A-injective C-contramodules, exact except in degree 0 and split over A.
The proof of part (b) is completely analogous; it uses the left derived functor of
the functor of cohomomorphisms on the Carthesian product of the exact category of
A-projective left C-comodules and the abelian category of left C-contramodules. 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that any extension of an A-projective C-comod-
ule by a coprojective C-comodule splits, and any extension of a coinjective C-con-
tramodule by an A-injective C-contramodule splits. The analogues of the results
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of Remark 1.2.2 also hold for (relatively) coprojective comodules and coinjective
contramodules in the assumptions of 3.1.3; see the proof of Lemma 5.3.2 for details.
Question. Are all relatively coflat C-comodules relatively coprojective? Are all
A-projective coflat C-comodules coprojective?
3.2.3. Let C be an arbitrary coring. Let us call a left C-comoduleM quasicoprojective
if the functor of cohomomorphisms from M is left exact on the category of left
C-contramodules, i. e., this functor preserves kernels. Any coinduced C-comodule is
quasicoprojective. Any quasicoprojective comodule is quasicoflat. Let us call a left
C-contramodule P quasicoinjective if the functor of cohomomorphisms into P is left
exact on the category of left C-comodules, i. e., this functor maps cokernels to kernels.
Any induced C-contramodule is quasicoinjective. (Cf. Lemma 5.2.)
Proposition 1. Let M be a left C-comodule, K be a right C-comodule endowed
with a left action of a k-algebra B by comodule endomorphisms, and P be a left
B-module. Then there is a natural k-module map CohomC(M,HomB(K, P )) −→
HomB(K C M, P ), which is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) P is an injective left B-module;
(b) M is a quasicoprojective left C-comodule;
(c) C is a projective left A-module, M is a projective left A-module, K is a
C/A-coflat right C-comodule, K is a projective left B-module, and the ring
B has a finite left homological dimension;
(d) K as a right C-comodule with a left B-module structure is coinduced from a
B-A-bimodule.
Besides, in the case (c) the left B-module K C M is projective.
Proof. The map HomB(K ⊗A M, P ) −→ HomB(K C M, P ) annihilates the differ-
ence of two maps HomB(K ⊗A C ⊗A M, P ) ⇒ HomB(K ⊗A M, P ) and this pair
of maps can be identified with the pair of maps HomA(C ⊗A M, HomB(K, P )) ⇒
HomA(M,HomB(K, P )) whose cokernel is, by the definition, the cohomomorphism
module CohomC(M,HomB(K, P )). Hence there is a natural map CohomC(M,
HomB(K, P )) −→ HomB(K C M, P ). The case (a) is obvious. In the case (b),
it suffices to present P as the kernel of a map of injective B-modules. The rest of
the proof is completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.2.3 (with flat modules
replaced by projective ones and the left and right sides switched). 
Proposition 2. Let P be a left C-contramodule, K be a left C-comodule endowed
with a right action of a k-algebra B by comodule endomorphisms, and M be a
left B-module. Then there is a natural k-module map CohomC(K ⊗B M, P) −→
HomB(M,CohomC(K,P)), which is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) M is a projective left B-module;
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(b) P is a quasicoinjective left C-contramodule;
(c) C is a flat right A-module, P is an injective left A-module, K is a C/A-co-
projective left C-comodule, K is a flat right B-module, and the ring B has a
finite left homological dimension;
(d) K as a left C-comodule with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule.
Besides, in the case (c) the left B-module CohomC(K,P) is injective.
Proof. The map HomB(M,HomA(K,P)) −→ HomB(M,CohomC(K,P)) annihilates
the difference of two maps HomB(M, HomA(C⊗AK, P))⇒ HomB(M,HomA(K,P))
and this pair of maps can be identified with the pair of maps HomA(C⊗A K⊗B M,
P)⇒ HomA(K⊗BM, P) whose cokernel is, by the definition, the cohomomorphism
module CohomC(K⊗BM,P). Hence there is a natural map CohomC(K⊗BM,P) −→
HomB(M,CohomC(K,P)). The case (a) is obvious. In the case (b), it suffices to
present M as the cokernel of a map of projective B-modules. To prove (c) and (d),
consider the bar complex
(4) · · · −−→ HomA(C⊗A C⊗A K, P) −−→ HomA(C⊗A K, P)
−−→ HomA(K,P) −−→ CohomC(K,P).
In the case (c) this complex is exact, since it is the complex of cohomomorphisms
from a C/A-coprojective C-comodule K into an A-split exact complex of A-injec-
tive C-contramodules · · · −→ HomA(C ⊗A C, P) −→ HomA(C,P) −→ P. Since all
the terms of the complex (4), except possibly the rightmost one, are injective left
B-modules and the left homological dimension of the ring B is finite, the rightmost
term CohomC(K,P) is also an injective B-module, the complex of left B-modules (4)
is contractible, and the complex of B-module homomorphisms from the left B-module
M into (4) is exact. In the case (d), the complex (4) is also a split exact complex of
left B-modules. 
3.2.4. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B.
Assume that D is a projective left B-module. Let K be a C-D-bicomodule and P
be a left C-contramodule. Then the module of cohomomorphisms CohomC(K,P) is
endowed with a left D-contramodule structure as the cokernel of a pair of contra-
module morphisms HomA(C⊗A K, P)⇒ HomA(K,P).
More generally, let C and D be arbitrary corings. Assume that the functor
of homomorphisms from D over B preserves the cokernel of the pair of maps
HomA(C⊗AK, P)⇒ HomA(K,P), that is the natural map CohomC(K⊗BD, P) −→
HomB(D,CohomC(K,P)) is an isomorphism. Then one can define a left contraaction
map HomB(D,CohomC(K,P)) −→ CohomC(K,P) taking the cohomomorphisms
over C from the right D-coaction map K −→ K ⊗B D into the contramodule P.
This contraaction is counital and contraassociative, at least, if the natural map
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CohomC(K ⊗B D ⊗B D, P) −→ HomB(D ⊗B D, CohomC(K,P)) is also an iso-
morphism.
In particular, if one of the conditions of Proposition 3.2.3.2 is satisfied (forM = D),
then the left B-module CohomC(K,P) has a natural D-contramodule structure.
3.2.5. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B.
Proposition. Let M be a left D-comodule, K be a C-D-bicomodule, and P be a left
C-contramodule. Then the iterated cohomomorphism modules CohomC(K D M, P)
and CohomD(M,CohomC(K,P)) are naturally isomorphic, at least, in the following
cases:
(a) D is a projective left B-module, M is a projective left B-module, C is a flat
right, and P is an injective left A-module;
(b) D is a projective left B-module and M is a coprojective left D-comodule;
(c) C is a flat right A-module and P is a coinjective left C-contramodule;
(d) D is a projective left B-module, M is a projective left B-module, K is a
D/B-coflat right D-comodule, K is a projective left A-module, and the ring A
has a finite left homological dimension;
(e) C is a flat right A-module, P is an injective left A-module, K is a C/A-co-
projective left C-comodule, K is a flat right B-module, and the ring B has a
finite left homological dimension;
(f) D is a projective left B-module, M is a projective left B-module, and K
as a right D-comodule with a left A-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule;
(g) C is a flat right A-module, P is an injective left A-module, and K as
a left C-comodule with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule;
(h) M is a quasicoprojective left D-comodule and K as a left C-comodule with a
right B-module structure is coinduced from an A-B-bimodule;
(i) P is a quasicoinjective left C-contramodule and K as a right D-comodule with
a left A-module structure is coinduced from an A-B-bimodule;
(j) K as a left C-comodule with a right B-module structure is coinduced from an
A-B-bimodule and K as a right D-comodule with a left A-module structure is
coinduced from an A-B-bimodule.
More precisely, in all cases in this list the natural maps from the k-module
HomA(K ⊗B M, P) = HomB(M,HomA(K,P)) into both iterated cohomomorphism
modules under consideration are surjective, their kernels coincide and are equal to
the sum of the kernels of two maps from this module onto its quotient modules
CohomC(K⊗B M, P) and CohomD(M,HomA(K,P)).
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Proof. One can easily see that whenever both maps CohomD(M,HomA(K,P)) −→
HomA(K D M, P) and CohomD(M, HomA(K, HomA(C,P))) −→ HomA(K D
M, HomA(C,P)) are isomorphisms, the natural map HomA(K ⊗B M, P) −→
CohomC(K D M, P) is surjective and its kernel coincides with the desired sum
of two kernels of maps from HomA(K ⊗B M, P) onto its quotient modules. Analo-
gously, whenever both maps CohomC(K⊗BM,P) −→ HomB(M,CohomC(K,P)) and
CohomC(K⊗BD⊗BM,P) −→ HomB(D⊗BM,CohomC(K,P)) are isomorphisms, the
natural map HomB(M,HomA(K,P)) −→ CohomD(M,CohomC(K,P)) is surjective
and it kernel coincides with the desired sum of two kernels in HomB(M,HomA(K,P)).
Thus it remains to apply Propositions 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2. 
Commutativity of pentagonal diagrams of associativity isomorphisms between it-
erated cohomomorphism modules can be established in the way analogous to the
case of iterated cotensor products. Namely, each of the five iterated cohomo-
morphism modules CohomC((K E L) D M, P), CohomC(K E (L D M), P),
CohomE(L D M, CohomC(K,P)), CohomD(M, CohomE(L, CohomC(K,P))), and
CohomD(M, CohomC(K E L, P)) is endowed with a natural map into it from the
homomorphism module HomA(K⊗F L⊗BM, P), and since the associativity isomor-
phisms are, presumably, compatible with these maps, it suffices to check that at least
one of these five maps is surjective in order to show that the pentagonal diagram
commutes. In particular, if the above Proposition together with Proposition 1.2.5
provide all the five isomorphisms constituting the pentagonal diagram and either M
is a projective left B-module, or P is an injective left A-module, or both K and
L as left (right) comodules with right (left) module structures are coinduced from
bimodules, then the pentagonal diagram is commutative.
We will say that multiple cohomomorphisms between several bicomodules and a
contramodule CohomC(K E · · · D M, P) are associative if the multiple cotensor
product K E · · · D M is associative and for any possible way of representing this
multiple cohomomorphism module in terms of iterated cotensor product and cohomo-
morphism operations all the intermediate cohomomorphism modules can be endowed
with contramodule structures via the construction of 3.2.4, all possible associativity
isomorphisms between iterated cohomomorphism modules exist in the sense of the
last assertion of Proposition and preserve contramodule structures, and all the pen-
tagonal diagrams commute. Associativity isomorphisms and contramodule structures
on associative multiple cohomomorphisms are preserved by the morphisms between
them induced by any bicomodule and contramodule morphisms of the factors.
3.3. Semicontramodules.
3.3.1. Depending on the (co)flatness, (co)projectivity, and/or (co)injectivity con-
ditions imposed, there are several ways to make the category opposite to a cate-
gory of left C-contramodules into a right module category over a tensor category of
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C-C-bicomodules with respect to the functor CohomC. Moreover, a category of left
C-comodules typically can be made into a left module category over the same tensor
category, so that the functor CohomC would provide also a pairing between these left
and right module categories taking values in the category k–modop.
It follows from Proposition 3.2.5(b) that whenever C is a projective left A-module,
the category opposite to the category of left C-contramodules is a right module
category over the tensor category of C-C-bicomodules that are coprojective left
C-comodules; the category of coprojective left C-comodules is a left module cate-
gory over this tensor category. If follows from Proposition 3.2.5(c) that whenever
C is a flat right A-module, the category opposite to the category of coinjective left
C-contramodules is a right module category over the tensor category of C-C-bico-
modules that are coflat right C-comodules; the category of left C-comodules is a left
module category over this tensor category. It follows from Proposition 3.2.5(d) that
whenever C is a projective left A-module and the ring A has a finite left homolog-
ical dimension, the category opposite to the category of left C-contramodules is a
right module category over the tensor category of C-C-bicomodules that are projec-
tive left A-modules and C/A-coflat right C-comodules; the category of A-projective
left C-comodules is a left module category over this tensor category. It follows from
Proposition 3.2.5(e) that whenever C is a flat right A-module and the ring A has a
finite left homological dimension, the category opposite to the category of A-injective
left C-contramodules is a right module category over the tensor category of C-C-bi-
comodules that are flat right A-modules and C/A-coprojective left C-comodules; the
category of left C-comodules is a left module category over this tensor category. Fi-
nally, it follows from Proposition 3.2.5(a) that whenever the ring A is semisimple, the
category opposite to the category of left C-contramodules is a right module category
over the tensor category of C-C-bicomodules; the category of left C-comodules is a
left module category over this tensor category. In each case, there is a pairing be-
tween these left and right module categories compatible with their module category
structures and taking values in the category opposite to the category of k-modules.
A left semicontramodule over a semialgebra S is an object of the category opposite
to the category of module objects in one of the right module categories of the above
kind (opposite to a category of left C-contramodules) over the ring object S in the
corresponding tensor category of C-C-bicomodules. In other words, a left S-semicon-
tramoduleP is a left C-contramodule endowed with a left C-contramodule morphism
of left semicontraaction P −→ CohomC(S,P) satisfying the associativity and unity
equations. Namely, two compositions P −→ CohomC(S,P)⇒ CohomC(S C S, P)
of the semicontraaction morphism P −→ CohomC(S,P) with the morphisms
CohomC(S,P) ⇒ CohomC(S C S, P) = CohomC(S,CohomC(S,P)) induced by
the semimultiplication morphism of S and the semicontraaction morphism should
coincide with each other and the composition P −→ CohomC(S,P) −→ P of the
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semicontraaction morphism with the morphism induced by the semiunit morphism
of S should coincide with the identity morphism of P. For this definition to make
sense, (co)flatness, (co)projectivity, and/or (co)injectivity conditions imposed on S
and/or P must guarantee associativity of multiple cohomomorphism modules of the
form CohomC(S C · · ·C S, P). Right semicontramodules over S are defined in the
analogous way.
If Q is a left C-contramodule for which multiple cohomomorphisms CohomC(S C
· · · C S, Q) are associative, then there is a natural left S-semicontramodule
structure on the cohomomorphism module CohomC(S,Q). The semicontramodule
CohomC(S,Q) is called the S-semicontramodule coinduced from a C-contramoduleQ.
According to Lemma 1.1.2, the k-module of semicontramodule homomorphisms from
an arbitrary S-semicontramodule into the coinduced S-semicontramodule is described
by the formula HomS(P,CohomC(S,Q)) ≃ Hom
C(P,Q).
We will denote the category of left S-semicontramodules by S–sicntr and the cat-
egory of right S-semicontramodules by sicntr–S. This notation presumes that one
can speak of (left or right) S-semicontramodules with no (co)injectivity conditions
imposed on them. If C is a projective left A-module and S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, then the category of left semicontramodules over S is abelian and the
forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ C–contra is exact.
If C is a projective left A-module and either S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
or S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule and A has a
finite left homological dimension, or A is semisimple, then both infinite direct sums
and infinite products exist in the category of left S-semicontramodules and both are
preserved by the forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ C–contra, even though only infinite
products are preserved by the full forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ A–mod.
If C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective
left C-comodule, and A has a finite left homological dimension, then the category of
A-injective left S-semicontramodules is exact. If C is a projective left A-module, S is
a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, and A has a finite left
homological dimension, then the category of C/A-coinjective left S-semicontramod-
ules is exact. If C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule, then
the category of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules is exact. If A is semisimple,
the category of C-coinjective S-semimodules is exact. Infinite products exist in all of
these exact categories, and the forgetful functors preserve them.
Question. When C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule, a
right adjoint functor to the forgetful functor S–simod −→ C–comod exists according
to the abstract adjoint functor existence theorem [36]. Indeed, the forgetful functor
preserves colimits and the category of left S-semimodules has a set of generators
(since the category of left C-comodules does; see Question 3.1.2). Does a left adjoint
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functor to the forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ C–contra exist? Can one describe these
functors more explicitly?
3.3.2. Assume that the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and
the ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
Lemma. (a) If the semialgebra S is a coflat right C-comodule and a projective left
A-module, then there exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left
S-semimodule a surjective map onto it from an A-projective S-semimodule.
(b) If the semialgebra S is a coprojective left C-comodule and a flat right A-module,
then there exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left S-semicontra-
module an injective map from it into an A-injective S-semicontramodule.
Proof. The proof of part (a) is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.3.2
(with the last assertion of Proposition 3.2.3.1 used as needed); and part (b) is proven
in the following way. Let P −→ I(P) denote the functorial injective morphism
from a C-contramodule P into an A-injective C-contramodule I(P) constructed in
Lemma 3.1.3. Then for any S-semicontramodule P the composition of maps P −→
CohomC(S,P) −→ CohomC(S, I(P)) provides the desired injective morphism of
S-semicontramodules. According to the last assertion of Proposition 3.2.3.2, the
A-module I(P) = CohomC(S, I(P)) is injective. 
Remark. The analogues of the result of Remark 1.3.2 hold for C/A-coprojec-
tive/semiprojective S-semimodules and C/A-coinjective/semiinjective S-semicontra-
modules; see the proof of Lemma 9.2.1 for details.
3.3.3. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A.
Lemma. (a) Assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left
C-comodule and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left ho-
mological dimension. Then there exist
• an exact functor assigning to any A-projective left S-semimodule an A-split
injective morphism from it into a C-coprojective S-semimodule, and
• an exact functor assigning to any left S-semicontramodule a surjective mor-
phism onto it from a C/A-coinjective S-semicontramodule.
(b) Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule and a
C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimen-
sion. Then there exist
• an exact functor assigning to any A-injective left S-semicontramodule an
A-split surjective morphism onto it from a C-coinjective S-semicontramodule,
and
• an exact functor assigning to any left S-semimodule an injective morphism
from it into a C/A-coprojective S-semimodule.
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(c) When both the assumptions of (a) and (b) are satisfied, the two functors acting
in categories of semimodules (can be made to) agree and the two functors acting in
categories of semicontramodules (can be made to) agree.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion of part (a) and the second assertion of part (b)
is based on the construction completely analogous to that of the proof of Lemma 1.3.3,
with (co)flat (co)modules replaced by (co)projective ones, and the left and right sides
switches as needed. The only difference is that the inductive limit of a sequence of
coprojective comodules does not have to be coprojective, because even the inductive
limit of a sequence of projective modules does not have to be projective. This obstacle
is dealt with in the following way.
Sublemma A. Assume that C is a projective left A-module. Let U1 −→ U2 −→
U3 −→ U4 −→ · · · be an inductive system of left C-comodules, where the comodules
U2i are coprojective, while the morphisms of comodules U2i−1 −→ U2i+1 are injective
and split over A. Then the inductive limit lim
−→
Uj is a coprojective C-comodule.
Proof. Let us first show that for any C-contramodule P there is an isomorphism
CohomC(lim−→
Uj ,P) = lim←−
CohomC(Uj ,P). Denote by G
•
j the bar complex
· · · −−→ HomA(C⊗A C⊗A Uj , P) −−→ HomA(C⊗A Uj , P) −−→ HomA(Uj ,P);
we will denote the terms of this complex by upper indices, so that Gnj = 0 for n > 0
and H0(G•j) = CohomC(Uj ,P). Clearly, we have H
0(lim
←−
G•j) = CohomC(lim−→
Uj ,P).
Since the comodules U2i are coprojective, H
n(G•2i) = 0 for n 6= 0, as the complex G
•
2i
can be obtained by applying the functor CohomC(U2i,−) to the complex of C-contra-
modules · · · −→ HomA(C⊗AC,P) −→ HomA(C,P), which is exact except at degree 0.
Since the maps of A-modules U2i−1 −→ U2i+1 are split injective, the morphisms of
complexes G•2i+1 −→ G
•
2i−1 are surjective. Therefore, lim←−
1G•j = lim←−
1G•2i−1 = 0, hence
there is a “universal coefficients” sequence [47]
0 −−→ lim
←−
1Hn−1(G•j) −−→ H
n(lim
←−
G•j) −−→ lim←−
Hn(G•j) −−→ 0.
In particular, for n = 0 we obtain the desired isomorphism H0(lim
←−
G•j) = lim←−
H0(G•j),
because lim
←−
1H−1(G•j) = lim←−
1H−1(G•2i) = 0.
Now for any exact triple of C-contramodulesP′ → P→ P′′ we have an exact triple
of projective systems CohomC(U2i,P
′) −→ CohomC(U2i,P) −→ CohomC(U2i,P
′′)
and lim
←−
1CohomC(U2i,P
′) = lim
←−
1CohomC(U2i−1,P
′) = 0, hence the triple remains
exact after passing to the projective limit. 
Sublemma B. Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Let U1 −→ U2 −→ U3 −→
U4 −→ · · · be an inductive system of left C-comodules, where the comodules U2i are
C/A-coprojective, while the morphisms of comodules U2i−1 −→ U2i+1 are injective.
Then the inductive limit lim
−→
Uj is a C/A-coprojective C-comodule.
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Sublemma A, the only changes being that P, P′, P′′
are now A-injective C-contramodules and the complex · · · −→ HomA(C⊗AC, P) −→
HomA(C,P) −→ P is an A-split exact sequence of A-injective C-contramodules. 
Proof of the first assertion of part (b): for any A-injective C-contramodule P,
set G(P) = HomA(C,P). Then the contraaction map G(P) −→ P is a surjec-
tive morphism of C-contramodules, the contramodule G(P) is coinjective, and the
kernel of this morphism is A-injective. Now let P be an A-injective left S-semicon-
tramodule. The semicontraaction map P −→ CohomC(S,P) is an injective mor-
phism of A-injective S-semicontramodules; let K(P) denote its cokernel. The map
CohomC(S,G(P)) −→ CohomC(S,P)) is a surjective morphism of S-semicontra-
modules with an A-injective kernel CohomC(S, ker(G(P)→P)). Let Q(P) be the
kernel of the composition CohomC(S,G(P)) −→ CohomC(S,P) −→ K(P). Then
the composition of maps Q(P) −→ CohomC(S,G(P)) −→ CohomC(S,P) factorizes
through the injectionP −→ CohomC(S,P), so there is a natural surjective morphism
of S-semicontramodules Q(P) −→ P. The kernel of the map Q(P) −→ P is iso-
morphic to the kernel of the map CohomC(S,G(P)) −→ CohomC(S,P), hence both
ker(Q(P)→P) and Q(P) are injective A-modules.
Notice that the semicontramodule morphism Q(P) −→ P can be extended to a
contramodule morphism CohomC(S,G(P)) −→ P. Indeed, the map Q(P) −→
P can be presented as the composition Q(P) −→ CohomC(S,G(P)) −→
CohomC(S,P) −→ P, where the map CohomC(S,P) −→ P is induced by the
semiunit morphism C −→ S of the semialgebra S.
Iterating this construction, we obtain a projective system of C-contramodule
morphisms P ←− CohomC(S,G(P)) ←− Q(P) ←− CohomC(S,G(Q(P))) ←−
Q(Q(P)) ←− · · · , where the maps P ←− Q(P) ←− Q(Q(P)) ←− · · · are
A-split surjective morphisms of A-injective S-contramodules, while the C-contra-
modules CohomC(S,G(P)), CohomC(S,G(Q(P))), . . . are coinjective. Denote by
F(P) the projective limit of this system; then F(P) −→ P is an A-split surjective
morphism of S-semicontramodules, while coinjectivity of the C-contramodule F(P)
follows from the next Sublemma.
Sublemma C. Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Let U1 ←− U2 ←− U3 ←−
U4 ←− · · · be a projective system of left C-contramodules, where the contramodules
U2i are coinjective, while the morphisms of contramodules U2i+1 −→ U2i−1 are surjec-
tive and split over A. Then the projective limit lim
←−
Uj is a coinjective C-contramodule.
Proof. Completely analogous to the proof of Sublemma A. One considers the pro-
jective system of bar-complexes · · · −→ HomA(C ⊗A C ⊗A M, Uj) −→ HomA(C ⊗A
M, Uj) −→ HomA(M,Uj), etc. 
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The proof of the second assertion of part (a) is based on the same construction; the
only changes are that A-modules are no longer injective, for any left C-contramod-
ule P the C-contramodule G(P) = HomA(C,P) is C/A-coinjective, and therefore
the S-semicontramodule CohomC(S,G(P)) is C/A-coinjective. The projective limit
F(P) is C/A-coinjective according to the following Sublemma.
Sublemma D. Assume that C is a projective left A-module. Let U1 ←− U2 ←−
U3 ←− U4 ←− · · · be a projective system of left C-contramodules, where the contra-
modules U2i are C/A-coinjective, while the morphisms of contramodules U2i+1 −→
U2i−1 are surjective. Then the projective limit lim←−
Uj is a C/A-coinjective C-contra-
module. 
Both functors F are exact, since the cokernels of injective maps, the kernels of
surjective maps, and the projective limits of Mittag-Leffler sequences of k-modules
preserve exact triples. Part (c) is clear from the constructions. 
3.4. Semihomomorphisms.
3.4.1. Assume that the coring C is a projective left A-module, the semialgebra S is a
projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right A-module, and the ring A has a finite
left homological dimension. Let M be an A-projective left S-semimodule and P be a
left S-semicontramodule. The k-module of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(M,P)
is defined as the kernel of the pair of maps CohomC(M,P)⇒ CohomC(SCM,P) =
CohomC(M,CohomC(S,P)) one of which is induced by the S-semiaction in M and
the other by the S-semicontraaction in P.
For any A-projective left C-comodule L and any left S-semicontramodule P there
is a natural isomorphism SemiHomS(S C L, P) ≃ CohomC(L,P). Analogously,
for any A-projective left S-semimodule M and any left C-contramodule Q there
is a natural isomorphism SemiHomS(M,CohomC(S,Q)) ≃ CohomC(M,Q). These
assertions follow from Lemma 1.2.1.
3.4.2. Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a
flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective left A-module, and the ring A has a
finite left homological dimension. Let M be a left S-semimodule and P be an A-in-
jective left S-semicontramodule. As above, the k-module of semihomomorphisms
SemiHomS(M,P) is defined as the kernel of the pair of maps CohomC(M,P) ⇒
CohomC(S C M, P) = CohomC(M,CohomC(S,P)) one of which is induced by the
S-semiaction in M and the other by the S-semicontraaction in P.
For any left C-comodule L and any A-injective left S-semicontramodule P there
is a natural isomorphism SemiHomS(S C L, P) ≃ CohomC(L,P). Analogously,
for any left S-semimodule M and any A-injective left C-contramodule Q there is a
natural isomorphism SemiHomS(M,CohomC(S,Q)) ≃ CohomC(M,Q).
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Notice that even under the strongest of our assumptions on A, C and S, the
A-projectivity of M or the A-injectivity of P is still needed to guarantee that the
triple cohomomorphisms CohomC(S C M, P) are associative.
3.4.3. If the coring C is a projective left A-module and the semialgebra S is a co-
projective left C-comodule, one can define the module of semihomomorphisms from
a C-coprojective left S-semimodule into an arbitrary left S-semicontramodule. In
these assumptions, a C-coprojective left S-semimodule M is called semiprojective if
the functor of semihomomorphisms from M is exact on the abelian category of left
S-semicontramodules. The S-semimodule induced from a coprojective C-comodule is
semiprojective. Any semiprojective S-semimodule is semiflat.
If the coring C is a flat right A-module and the semialgebra S is a coflat right
C-comodule, one can define the module of semihomomorphisms from an arbitrary left
S-semimodule into a C-coinjective left S-semicontramodule. In these assumptions, a
C-coinjective left S-semicontramodule P is called semiinjective if the functor of semi-
homomorphisms into P is exact on the abelian category of left S-semimodules. The
S-semicontramodule coinduced from a coinjective C-contramodule is semiinjective.
When the ring A is semisimple, the module of semihomomorphisms from an ar-
bitrary S-semimodule into an arbitrary S-semicontramodule is defined without any
conditions on the coring C and the semialgebra S.
3.4.4. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A and T be a semi-
algebra over a coring D over a k-algebra B. Let K be an S-T-bisemimodule and P
be a left S-semicontramodule. We would like to define a left T-semicontramodule
structure on the module of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(K,P).
Assume that multiple cohomomorphisms of the form CohomC(S C K D T D
· · · D T, P) are associative. Then, in particular, the k-modules of semihomo-
morphisms SemiHomS(K D T D · · · D T, P) can be defined. Assume in ad-
dition that multiple cohomomorphisms of the form CohomC(K D T D · · · D
T, P) are associative. Then the semihomomorphism modules SemiHomS(K D
T D · · · D T, P) have natural left D-contramodule structures as kernels of
D-contramodule morphisms. Assume that multiple cohomomorphisms of the form
CohomD(T D · · · D T, SemiHomS(K,P)) are also associative. Finally, assume
that the cohomomorphisms from Tm preserve the kernel of the pair of morphisms
CohomC(K,P) ⇒ CohomC(S C K,P) for m = 1 and 2, that is the contramod-
ule morphisms CohomD(T
m, SemiHomS(K,P)) −−→ SemiHomS(K D T
m, P)
are isomorphisms. Then one can define an associative and unital semicontraaction
morphism SemiHomS(K,P) −→ CohomD(T, SemiHomS(K,P)) taking the semiho-
momorphisms over S from the right T-semiaction morphism KD T −→ K into the
semicontramodule P.
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For example, ifD is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective leftD-comodule,
A has a finite left homological dimension, and either C is a projective left A-module,
S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, and K is a pro-
jective left A-module, or C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and
a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, and P is an injective left A-module, then the
module of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(K,P) has a natural left T-semicontra-
module structure. Since the category of left T-semicontramodules is abelian in this
case, the T-semicontramodule SemiHomS(K,P) can be simply defined as the kernel
of the pair of semicontramodule morphisms CohomC(K,P)⇒ CohomC(SC K,P).
Proposition. Let M be a left T-semimodule, K be an S-T-bisemimodule, and
P be a left S-semicontramodule. Then the iterated semihomomorphism modules
SemiHomS(K♦T M, P) and SemiHomT(M, SemiHomS(K,P)) are well-defined and
naturally isomorphic, at least, in the following cases:
(a) D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, M is a
coprojective left D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right
C-comodule, and P is a coinjective left C-contramodule;
(b) D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, M is a
semiprojective left T-semimodule, and either
• C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, and
K is a coprojective left C-comodule, or
• C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective left A-module and a
C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left homological di-
mension, and K is a projective left A-module, or
• C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-copro-
jective left C-comodule, and P is an injective left A-module, or
• the ring A is semisimple;
(c) C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, P is a semiinjective
left S-semicontramodule, and either
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and K is a
coflat right D-comodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-copro-
jective left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological dimension,
and K is a flat right B-module, or
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a projective left B-module and a
D/B-coflat right D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological
dimension, and M is a projective left B-module, or
• the ring B is semisimple;
(d) D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, M is a
coprojective left D-comodule, and either
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• C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, and
K as a right T-semimodule with a left C-comodule structure is induced
from a C-coprojective C-D-bicomodule, or
• C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective left A-module and a
C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left homological di-
mension, and K as a right T-semimodule with a left C-comodule structure
is induced from an A-projective C-D-bicomodule, or
• C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojec-
tive left C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left homological dimension,
K as a right T-semimodule with a left C-comodule structure is induced
from a C-D-bicomodule, and P is an injective left A-module, or
• the ring A is semisimple and K as a right T-semimodule with a left
C-comodule structure is induced from a C-D-bicomodule;
(e) C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, P is a coinjective
left C-contramodule, and either
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and K as a
left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure is induced from a
D-coflat C-D-bicomodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-copro-
jective left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological dimen-
sion, and K as a left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure is
induced from a B-flat C-D-bicomodule, or
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a projective left B-module and a
D/B-coflat right D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological
dimension, K as a left S-semimodule with a right D-comodule structure
is induced from a C-D-bicomodule, and M is a projective left B-module,
or
• the ring B is semisimple and K as a left S-semimodule with a right
D-comodule structure is induced from a C-D-bicomodule.
More precisely, in all cases in this list the natural maps from both iterated semiho-
momorphism modules under consideration into the iterated cohomomorphism module
CohomC(KDM,P) ≃ CohomD(M,CohomC(K,P)) are injective, their images co-
incide and are equal to the intersection of two submodules SemiHomS(K D M, P)
and SemiHomT(M,CohomC(K,P)) in this k-module.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.4.4 (see also the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2.5). 
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4. Derived Functor SemiExt
4.1. Contraderived categories. Let A be an exact category in which all infinite
products exist and the functors of infinite product are exact. A complex C• over A is
called contraacyclic if it belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory Acyclctr(A)
of the homotopy category Hot(A) containing all the total complexes of exact triples
′K• → K• → ′′K• of complexes over A and closed under infinite products. Any
contraacyclic complex is acyclic. It follows from the next Lemma that any acyclic
complex bounded from above is contraacyclic.
Lemma. Let · · · → P−1,• → P 0,• → 0 be an exact sequence, bounded from above,
of arbitrary complexes over A. Then the total complex T • of the bicomplex P •,•
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals is contraacyclic.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
The category of contraacyclic complexes Acyclctr(A) is a thick subcategory of the
homotopy category Hot(A), since it is a triangulated subcategory with infinite prod-
ucts. The contraderived category Dctr(A) of an exact category A is defined as the
quotient category Hot(A)/Acyclctr(A).
Remark. One can check that for any exact category A and any thick subcategory
T in Hot(A) contained in the thick subcategory of acyclic complexes, containing
all bounded acyclic complexes, and containing with every exact complex its sub-
complexes and quotient complexes of canonical filtration, the groups of homomor-
phisms HomHot(A)/T(X, Y [i]) between complexes with a single nonzero term coin-
cide with the Yoneda extension groups ExtiA(X, Y ). Moreover, the natural functors
Hot+/−/b(A)/(T ∩ Hot+/−/b(A)) −→ Hot(A)/T between the “T-derived categories”
with various bounding conditions are all fully faithful. In particular, these asser-
tions hold if T ⊂ Hot(A) consists of acyclic complexes and contains either all acyclic
complexes bounded from above or all acyclic complexes bounded from below.
4.2. Coprojective and coinjective complexes. Let C be a coring over a k-alge-
bra A. The complex of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of left
C-comodules M• into a complex of left C-contramodules P• is defined as the total
complex of the bicomplex CohomC(M
i,Pj), constructed by taking infinite products
along the diagonals.
If C is a projective left A-module, the category of left C-contramodules is an
abelian category with exact functors of infinite products, so the contraderived cat-
egory Dctr(C–contra) is defined. When speaking about contraacyclic complexes of
C-contramodules, we will always mean contraacyclic complexes with respect to the
abelian category of C-contramodules, unless another exact category of C-contramod-
ules is explicitly mentioned.
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Assuming that C is a projective left A-module, a complex of left C-comodules M•
is called coprojective if the complex CohomC(M
•,P•) is acyclic whenever a com-
plex of left C-contramodules P• is contraacyclic. Assuming that C is a flat right
A-module, a complex of left C-contramodules P• is called coinjective if the complex
CohomC(M
•,P•) is acyclic whenever a complex of left C-comodules M• is coacyclic.
Lemma. (a) Any complex of coprojective C-comodules is coprojective.
(b) Any complex of coinjective C-contramodules is coinjective.
Proof. Argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, using the fact that the functor of co-
homomorphisms of complexes maps infinite direct sums in the first argument into
infinite products and preserves infinite products in the second argument. 
If the ring A has a finite left homological dimension, then any coprojective complex
of left C-comodules is a projective complex of A-modules in the sense of 0.1.2 and any
coinjective complex of left C-contramodules is an injective complex of A-modules. The
complex of C-comodules C⊗A U
• coinduced from a projective complex of A-modules
U• is coprojective and the complex of C-contramodules HomA(C, V
•) induced from
an injective complex of A-modules is coinjective.
4.3. Semiderived categories. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C. Assume
that C is a projective left A-module and the semialgebra S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, so that the category of left S-semicontramodules is abelian. The semi-
derived category of left S-semicontramodules Dsi(S–sicntr) is defined as the quo-
tient category of the homotopy category Hot(S–sicntr) by the thick subcategory
Acyclctr-C(S–sicntr) of complexes of S-semicontramodules that are contraacyclic as
complexes of C-contramodules.
4.4. Semiprojective and semiinjective complexes. Let S be a semialgebra. The
complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(M
•,P•) from a complex of left S-semi-
modules M• to a complex of left S-semicontramodules P• is defined as the total
complex of the bicomplex SemiHomS(M
i,Pj), constructed by taking infinite prod-
ucts along the diagonals. Of course, appropriate conditions must be imposed on S,
M
•, and P• for this definition to make sense.
Assume that the coring C is a projective left A-module and a flat right A-module,
the semialgebra S is a coprojective left S-semimodule and a coflat right S-semimod-
ule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
A complex of A-projective left S-semimodules M• is called semiprojective if the
complex SemiHomS(M
•,P•) is acyclic whenever a complex of left S-semicontramod-
ules P• is C-contraacyclic. Any semiprojective complex of S-semimodules is a copro-
jective complex of C-comodules. The complex of S-semimodules SCL
• induced from
a coprojective complex of A-flat C-comodules is semiprojective. Any semiprojective
complex of S-semimodules is semiflat. Analogously, a complex of A-injective left
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S-semicontramodules P• is called semiinjective if the complex SemiHomS(M
•,P•)
is acyclic whenever a complex of left S-semimodules M• is C-coacyclic. Any semiin-
jective complex of S-semicontramodules is a coinjective complex of C-contramodules.
The complex of S-semicontramodules CohomC(S,Q
•) coinduced from a coinjective
complex of A-injective C-contramodules is semiinjective.
Notice that not every complex of semiprojective semimodules is semiprojective
and not every complex of semiinjective semicontramodules is semiinjective. On the
other hand, any complex of semiprojective semimodules bounded from above is semi-
projective. Moreover, if · · · → M−1,• → M0,• → 0 is a complex, bounded from
above, of semiprojective complexes of S-semimodules, then the total complex E• of
the bicomplex M•,• constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals
is semiprojective. Indeed, the category of semiprojective complexes is closed under
shifts, cones, and infinite direct sums, so one can apply Lemma 2.4. Analogously,
any complex of semiinjective semicontramodules bounded from below is semiinjec-
tive. Moreover, if 0 → P0,• → P1,• → · · · is a complex, bounded from below, of
semiinjective complexes of S-semicontramodules, then the total complex E• of the
bicomplex P•,• constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals is semiin-
jective. Indeed, the category of semiinjective complexes is closed under shifts, cones,
and infinite products, so one can apply the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let 0→ P 0,• → P 1,• → · · · be a complex, bounded from below, of arbitrary
complexes over an additive category A where infinite products exist. Then the total
complex E• of the bicomplex P •,• up to the homotopy equivalence can be obtained
from the complexes P i,• using the operations of shift, cone, and infinite product.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
4.5. Main theorem for comodules and contramodules. Assume that the coring
C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and the ring A has a finite left
homological dimension.
Theorem. (a) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy cate-
gory of complexes of coprojective left C-comodules (coprojective complexes of left
C-comodules) by its intersection with the thick subcategory of coacyclic complexes
of C-comodules into the coderived category of left C-comodules is an equivalence of
triangulated categories.
(b) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of com-
plexes of coinjective left C-contramodules (coinjective complexes of left C-contra-
modules) by its intersection with the thick subcategory of contraacyclic complexes of
C-contramodules into the contraderived category of left C-contramodules is an equiv-
alence of triangulated categories.
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Proof. The proof of part (a) is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.5. It
is based on the same constructions of resolutions L1 and R2, and uses the result of
Lemma 3.1.3(a) instead of Lemma 1.1.3.
To prove part (b), we will show that any complex of left C-contramodules K• can
be connected with a complex of coinjective C-contramodules in a functorial way by
a chain of two morphisms K• −→ L2(K
•) ←− L2R1(K
•) with contraacyclic cones.
Moreover, if the complex K• is a complex of coinjective C-contramodules (coinjective
complex of C-contramodules), then the intermediate complex L2(K
•) is also a complex
of coinjective C-contramodules (coinjective complex of C-contramodules). Then we
will apply Lemma 2.5 in the way explained in the end of the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Let K• be a complex of left C-contramodules. Let P −→ I(P) denote the func-
torial injective morphism from an arbitrary left C-contramodule P into an A-in-
jective C-contramodule I(P) constructed in Lemma 3.1.3(b). The functor I is the
direct sum of a constant functor P 7−→ I(0) and a functor I+ sending zero mor-
phisms to zero morphisms. For any C-contramodule P, the contramodule I+(P)
is A-injective and the morphism P −→ I+(P) is injective. Set I0(K•) = I+(K•),
I1(K•) = I+(coker(K• → I0(K•))), etc. For d large enough, the cokernel Z(K•) of the
morphism Id−2(K•) −→ Id−1(K•) will be a complex of A-injective C-contramodules.
Let R1(K
•) be the total complex of the bicomplex
I0(K•) −−→ I1(K•) −−→ · · · −−→ Id−1(K•) −−→ Z(K•).
Then R1(K
•) is a complex of A-injective C-contramodules and the cone of the mor-
phism K• −→ R1(K
•) is the total complex of a finite exact sequence of complexes of
C-contramodules, and therefore, a contraacyclic complex.
Now let R• be a complex of A-injective left C-contramodules. Consider the bar
construction
· · · −−→ HomA(C,HomA(C,R
•)) −−→ HomA(C,R
•).
Let L2(R
•) be the total complex of this bicomplex, constructed by taking infinite
products along the diagonals. Then L2(R
•) is a complex of coinjective C-contramod-
ules. The functor L2 can be extended to arbitrary complexes of C-contramodules;
for any complex K•, the cone of the morphism L2(K
•) −→ K• is contraacyclic by
Lemma 4.1.
Finally, if K• is a coinjective complex of C-contramodules, then L2(K
•) is also
a coinjective complex of C-contramodules, since the complex of cohomomorphisms
from a complex of left C-comodules M• into L2(K
•) coincides with the complex of
cohomomorphisms into K• from the total cobar complex R2(M
•), and the latter is
coacyclic whenever M• is coacyclic. 
Remark. Another proof of Theorem (for complexes of coprojective comodules and
complexes of coinjective contramodules) can be deduced from the results of Section 5.
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In addition, it will follow that any coacyclic complex of coprojective left C-comodules
is contractible and any contraacyclic complex of coinjective left C-contramodules is
contractible (see Remark 5.5).
4.6. Main theorem for semimodules and semicontramodules. Assume that
the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is
a coprojective left and a coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left
homological dimension.
Theorem. (a) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of
semiprojective complexes of A-projective (C-coprojective, semiprojective) left S-semi-
modules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes of
S-semimodules into the semiderived category of left S-semimodules is an equivalence
of triangulated categories.
(b) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of semiin-
jective complexes of A-injective (C-coinjective, semiinjective) left S-semicontramod-
ules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-contraacyclic complexes of
S-semicontramodules into the semiderived category of left S-semicontramodules is an
equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. There are two approaches: one can argue as in 2.5 or as in 2.6. Either way, the
proof is based on the constructions of intermediate resolutions Li and Rj. For part (a),
it is the same constructions that were presented in the proof of Theorem 2.6. One
just has to use the results of Lemmas 3.3.2(a) and 3.3.3(a) instead of Lemmas 1.3.2
and 1.3.3. Let us introduce the analogous constructions for part (b).
Let K• be a complex of left S-semicontramodules. Let P −→ I(P) denote the
functorial injective morphism from an arbitrary left S-semicontramodule P into an
A-injective S-semicontramodule I(P) constructed in Lemma 3.3.2(b). The functor
I is the direct sum of a constant functor P 7−→ I(0) and a functor I+ sending
zero morphisms to zero morphisms. For any S-semicontramodule P, the semicon-
tramodule I+(P) is A-injective and the morphism P −→ I+(P) is injective. Set
I0(K•) = I+(K•), I1(K•) = I+(coker(K• → I0(K•))), etc. For d large enough,
the cokernel Z(K•) of the morphism Id−2(K•) −→ Id−1(K•) will be a complex of
A-injective S-semicontramodules. Let R1(K
•) be the total complex of the bicomplex
I0(K•) −−→ I1(K•) −−→ · · · −−→ Id−1(K•) −−→ Z(K•).
Then R1(K
•) is a complex of A-injective S-semicontramodules and the cone of the
morphism K• −→ R1(K
•) is the total complex of a finite exact sequence of com-
plexes of S-semicontramodules, and therefore, a C-contraacyclic complex (and even
an S-contraacyclic complex).
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Now let R• be a complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules. Let F(P) −→
P denote the functorial surjective morphism onto an arbitrary A-injective S-semi-
contramodule P from a C-coinjective S-semicontramodule F(P) with an A-injective
kernel ker(F(P) → P) constructed in Lemma 3.3.3(b). Set F0(R
•) = F(R•),
F1(R
•) = F(ker(F0(R
•) → R•)), etc. Let L2(R
•) be the total complex of the
bicomplex
· · · −−→ F2(R
•) −−→ F1(R
•) −−→ F0(R
•),
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals. Then L2(R
•) is a com-
plex of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules. Since the surjection F(P) −→P can be
defined for arbitrary left S-semicontramodules, the functor L2 can be extended to
arbitrary complexes of S-semicontramodules. For any complex K•, the cone of the
morphism L2(K
•) −→ K• is a C-contraacyclic complex (and even an S-contraacyclic
complex) by Lemma 4.1.
Finally, let P• be a C-coinjective complex of A-injective left S-semicontramod-
ules. Then the complex CohomC(S,P
•) is a semiinjective complex of A-injective left
S-semicontramodules. Moreover, if P• is a complex of C-coinjective S-semicontra-
modules, then CohomC(S,P
•) is a semiinjective complex of semiinjective S-semicon-
tramodules. Consider the cobar construction
CohomC(S,P
•) −−→ CohomC(S,CohomC(S,P
•)) −−→ · · ·
Let R3(P
•) be the total complex of this bicomplex, constructed by taking infinite
products along the diagonals. Then complex R3(P
•) is semiinjective by Lemma 4.4.
The functor R3 can be extended to arbitrary complexes of S-semicontramodules;
for any complex K•, the cone of the morphism K• −→ R3(K
•) is not only C-con-
traacyclic, but even C-contractible (the contracting homotopy being induced by the
semiunit morphism C −→ S.)
It follows that the natural functors between the quotient categories of the ho-
motopy categories of semiinjective complexes of semiinjective S-semicontramodules,
semiinjective complexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules, complexes of C-coin-
jective S-semicontramodules, semiinjective complexes of A-injective S-semicontra-
modules, C-coinjective complexes of A-injective S-semicontramodules, complexes of
A-injective S-semicontramodules by their intersections with the thick subcategory
of C-contraacycliccomplexes and the semiderived category of left S-semicontramod-
ules are all equivalences of triangulated categories. Moreover, any complex of left
S-semicontramodules K• can be connected with a semiinjective complex of semi-
injective S-semicontramodules in a functorial way by a chain of three morphisms
K• −→ R3(K
•) ←− R3L2(K
•) −→ R3L2R1(K
•) with C-contraacyclic cones, and
when K• is a semiinjective complex of (A-injective, C-coinjective, or semiinjective)
S-semicontramodules, all complexes in this chain are also semiinjective complexes of
(A-injective, C-coinjective, or semiinjective) S-semicontramodules. 
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Remark. One can show using the methods developed in Section 6 that any
C-coacyclic semiprojective complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules is contract-
ible, and analogously, any C-contraacyclic semiinjective complex of C-coinjective left
S-semicontramodules is contractible (see Remark 6.4).
4.7. Derived functor SemiExt. Assume that the coring C is a projective left and
a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a coprojective left and a coflat right
C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
The double-sided derived functor
SemiExtS : D
si(S–simod)× Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ D(k–mod)
is defined as follows. Consider the partially defined functor of semihomomorphisms of
complexes SemiHomS : Hot(S–simod)
op×Hot(S–sicntr) 99K Hot(k–mod). This functor
is defined on the full subcategory of the Carthesian product of homotopy categories
that consists of pairs of complexes (M•,P•) such that either M• is a complex of
A-projective S-semimodules, or P• is a complex of A-injective S-semicontramod-
ules. Compose it with the functor of localization Hot(k–mod) −→ D(k–mod) and
restrict either to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of semiprojective
complexes of A-projective S-semimodules and the homotopy category of S-semicon-
tramodules, or to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of S-semimodules
and the homotopy category of semiinjective complexes of A-injective S-semicontra-
modules.
By Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 2.7, both functors so obtained factorize through the
Carthesian product of semiderived categories of left semimodules and left semicon-
tramodules and the derived functors so defined are naturally isomorphic. The same
derived functor is obtained by restricting the functor of semihomomorphisms to the
Carthesian product of the homotopy categories of semiprojective complexes of A-pro-
jective S-semimodules and semiinjective complexes of A-injective S-semicontramod-
ules. One can also use semiprojective complexes of C-coprojective S-semimodules or
semiinjective complexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules, etc.
In particular, when the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module
and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension, one defines the double-sided
derived functor
CoextC : D
co(C–comod)op × Dctr(C–contra) −−→ D(k–mod)
by composing the functor of cohomomorphisms CohomC : Hot(C–comod)
op ×
Hot(C–contra) −→ Hot(k–mod) with the functor of localization Hot(k–mod) −→
D(k–mod) and restricting it to either the Carthesian product of the homotopy
category of complexes of coprojective C-comodules and the homotopy category of
arbitrary complexes of C-contramodules, or the Carthesian product of the homotopy
category of arbitrary complexes of C-comodules and the homotopy category of
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complexes of coinjective C-contramodules. The same derived functor is obtained
by restricting the functor of cohomomorphisms to the Carthesian product of the
homotopy categories of coprojective C-comodules and coinjective C-contramodules.
One can also use coprojective complexes of C-comodules or coinjective complexes of
C-contramodules.
Question. Assuming only that C is a flat left and right A-module, one can define
the double-sided derived functor CotorC on the Carthesian product of coderived cat-
egories of the exact categories of right and left C-comodules of flat dimension over A
not exceeding d, for any given d, using Lemma 2.7 and the corresponding version
of Lemma 1.1.3. Analogously, assuming that C is a projective left and a flat right
A-module, one can define the double-sided derived functor CoextC on the Carthe-
sian product of the coderived category of left C-comodules of projective dimension
over A not exceeding d and the contraderived category of C-contramodules of in-
jective dimension over A not exceeding d. One can even do with the homological
dimension assumption on only one of the arguments of CotorC and CoextC, using the
corresponding versions of the results of Theorem 7.2.2. Can one define, at least, a de-
rived functor SemiTorS for complexes of A-flat S-semimodules and a derived functor
SemiExtS for complexes of A-projective S-semimodules and A-injective S-semicon-
tramodules without the homological dimension assumptions on A? The only problem
one encounters attempting to do so comes from the homological dimension conditions
in Propositions 1.2.3(c) and 3.2.3.1-2(c) and consequently in Lemmas 1.3.3 and 3.3.3;
when S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.2.5(f) there is no problem.
Remark. In the way completely analogous to Remark 2.7, without any homological
dimension assumptions one can define the double-sided derived functor IndCoextC
for complexes of left C-comodules in k–modω and complexes of left C-contramodules
in the category k–modω of ind-objects over k–mod representable by countable filtered
inductive systems of k-modules. Here the category opposite to k–modω is considered
as a module category over the tensor category k–modω and C is a coring over a ring
A in k–modω. Appropriate coflatness and “contraprojectivity” conditions have to be
imposed on C. The countability assumption can be dropped.
4.8. Relatively semiprojective and semiinjective complexes. We keep the as-
sumptions and notation of 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
One can compute the derived functor CoextC using resolutions of other kinds.
Namely, the complex of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of
C/A-coprojective left C-comodules M• into a complex of A-injective left C-contra-
modules P• represents an object naturally isomorphic to CoextC(M
•,P•) in the de-
rived category of k-modules. Indeed, the complex L2(P
•) is a complex of coinjective
C-contramodules and the cone of the morphism L2(P
•) −→ P• is contraacyclic with
respect to the exact category of A-injective C-contramodules, hence the morphism
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CohomC(M
•,L2(P
•)) −→ CohomC(M
•,P•) is an isomorphism. Analogously, the
complex of cohomomorphisms CohomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of A-projective left
C-comodules M• into a complex of C/A-coinjective left C-contramodules P• repre-
sents an object naturally isomorphic to CoextC(M
•,P•) in the derived category of
k-modules.
One can also compute the derived functor SemiExtC using resolutions of other
kinds. Namely, a complex of left S-semimodules is called semiprojective relative
to A if the complex of semihomomorphisms from it into any complex of A-injec-
tive left S-semicontramodules that as a complex of C-contramodules is contraacyclic
with respect to the exact category of A-injective C-contramodules is acyclic (cf. The-
orem 7.2.2(c)). The complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomC(M
•,P•) from a
complex of left S-semimodules M• semiprojective relative to A into a complex of
A-injective left S-semicontramodules P• represents an object naturally isomorphic
to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the derived category of k-modules. Indeed, R3L2(P
•) is a
semiinjective complex of S-semicontramodules connected with P• by a chain of mor-
phisms P• ←− L2(P
•) −→ R3L2(P
•) whose cones are contraacyclic with respect to
the exact category of A-injective C-contramodules and contractible over C, respec-
tively. Analogously, a complex of left S-semicontramodules is called semiinjective
relative to A if the complex of semihomomorphisms into it from any complex of A-pro-
jective left S-semimodules that as a complex of C-comodules is coacyclic with respect
to the exact category of A-projective C-comodules is acyclic (cf. Theorem 7.2.2(b)).
The complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of A-pro-
jective left S-semimodules to a complex of left S-semicontramodules semiinjective
relative to A represents an object naturally isomorphic to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the
derived category of k-modules. For example, the complex of S-semimodules induced
from a complex of C/A-coprojective left C-comodules is semiprojective relative to A
and the complex of S-semicontramodules coinduced from a complex of C/A-coinjec-
tive left C-contramodules is semiinjective relative to A.
A complex of left S-semimodules is called semiprojective relative to C if the com-
plex of semihomomorphisms from it into any C-contractible complex of C-coin-
jective left S-semicontramodules is acyclic. The complex of semihomomorphisms
SemiHomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of left S-semimodulesM• semiprojective relative
to C into a complex of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodulesP• represents an object
naturally isomorphic to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the derived category of k-modules. In-
deed, R3(P
•) is a semiinjective complex of S-semicontramodules and the cone of the
morphism P• −→ R3(P
•) is a C-contractible complex of C-coinjective S-semicontra-
modules. Analogously, a complex of left S-semicontramodules is called semiinjective
relative to C if the complex of semihomomorphisms into it from any C-contractible
complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules is acyclic. The complex of semihomo-
morphisms SemiHomC(M
•,P•) from a complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules
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M• into a complex of left S-semicontramodules P• semiinjective relative to C rep-
resents an object naturally isomorphic to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the derived category
of k-modules. It follows that the complex of semihomomorphisms from a complex
of left S-semimodules semiprojective relative to C into a C-contraacyclic complex of
C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules is acyclic, and the complex of semihomomor-
phisms into a complex of left S-semicontramodules semiinjective relative to C from
a C-coacyclic complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules is acyclic. For example,
the complex of S-semimodules induced from a complex of left C-comodules is semi-
projective relative to C and the complex of S-semicontramodules coinduced from a
complex of left C-contramodules is semiinjective relative to C.
At last, a complex of A-projective left S-semimodules is called semiprojective rela-
tive to C relative to A (S/C/A-semiprojective) if the complex of semihomomorphisms
from it into any C-contractible complex of C/A-coinjective left S-semicontramod-
ules is acyclic. The complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomC(M
•,P•) from an
S/C/A-semiprojective complex of A-projective left S-semimodules M• into a complex
of C/A-coinjective left S-semicontramodules P• represents an object naturally iso-
morphic to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the derived category of k-modules. Indeed, R3(P
•)
is a complex of left S-semicontramodules semiinjective relative to A and the cone of
the morphism P• −→ R3(P
•) is a C-contractible complex of C/A-coinjective S-semi-
contramodules. Analogously, a complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules is
called semiinjective relative to C relative to A (S/C/A-semiinjective) if the complex of
semihomomorphisms into it from any C-contractible complex of C/A-coprojective left
S-semimodules is acyclic. The complex of semihomomorphisms SemiHomC(M
•,P•)
from a complex of C/A-coprojective left S-semimodules M• into an S/C/A-semi-
injective complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules P• represents an object
naturally isomorphic to SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in the derived category of k-modules. It
follows that the complex of semihomomorphisms from an S/C/A-semiprojective com-
plex of A-projective left S-semimodules into a C-contraacyclic complex of C/A-coin-
jective left S-semicontramodules is acyclic, and the complex of semihomomorphisms
into an S/C/A-semiinjective complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules from
a C-coacyclic complex of C/A-coprojective left S-semimodules is acyclic. For ex-
ample, the complex of S-semimodules induced from a complex of A-projective left
C-comodules is S/C/A-semiprojective and the complex of S-semicontramodules coin-
duced from a complex of A-injective left C-contramodules is S/C/A-semiinjective.
The functors mapping the quotient categories of the homotopy categories of com-
plexes of S-semimodules semiprojective relative to A, complexes of S-semimodules
semiprojective relative to C, and S/C/A-semiprojective complexes of S-semimodules
by their intersections with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes into the
semiderived category of left S-semimodules are equivalences of triangulated cate-
gories. Analogously, the functors mapping the quotient categories of the homotopy
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categories of complexes of S-semicontramodules semiinjective relative to A, com-
plexes of S-semicontramodules semiinjective relative to C, and S/C/A-semiinjective
complexes of S-semicontramodules by their intersections with the thick subcategory
of C-contraacyclic complexes into the semiderived category of left S-semicontramod-
ules are equivalences of triangulated categories. The same applies to complexes of
A-projective, C-coprojective, and C/A-coprojective S-semimodules and complexes of
A-injective, C-coinjective, and C/A-coinjective S-semicontramodules. These results
follow easily from either of Lemmas 2.5 or 2.6. So one can define the derived functor
SemiExtS by restricting the functor of semihomomorphisms to these categories of
complexes as explained above.
Remark. One can define the double-sided or right derived functor SemiExtS in the
assumptions analogous to those of Remark 2.8 in the completely analogous ways.
4.9. Remarks on derived semihomomorphisms from bisemimodules. Let S
be a semialgebra over a coring C and T be a semialgebra over a coring D, both
satisfying the conditions of 4.6. One can define the double-sided derived functor
D SemiHomS : D
si(S–simod–T)op × Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ Dsi(T–sicntr)
by restricting the functor of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS : D
si(S–simod–T)op ×
Dsi(S–sicntr) 99K Dsi(T–sicntr) to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category
of complexes of S-T-bisemimodules and the homotopy category of semiinjective com-
plexes of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules (using the result of Remark 6.4).
There is an associativity isomorphism
SemiExtS(K
•
♦DT M
•, P•) ≃ SemiExtT(M
•,D SemiHomS(K
•,P•)).
Let R be a semialgebra over a coring E satisfying the conditions of 4.6. If the
k-algebra A is a flat k-module and the k-algebras B and F are projective k-modules,
then the derived functor D SemiHom can be defined using Lemma 2.7 in terms of
strongly S-semiprojective complexes of A-projective S-T-bisemimodules and semiin-
jective complexes of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules (or strongly semiinjective
complexes of A-injective left S-semicontramodules). Here a complex of A-projective
S-T-bisemimodules K• is called strongly S-semiprojective if for any C-contraacyclic
complex of left S-semicontramodules P• the complex of left T-semicontramodules
SemiHomS(K
•,P•) is D-contraacyclic; strongly semiinjective complexes are defined
in the analogous way. In this case, there is an associativity isomorphism
D SemiHomS(K
•
♦DT M
•, P•) ≃ D SemiHomT(M
•,D SemiHomS(K
•,P•))
for any complex of T-R-bisemimodules M•, any complex of S-T-bisemimodules K•,
and any complex of left S-semicontramodules P•.
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In particular, without any conditions on the k-module A for any complex of right
S-semimodules N• and any complex of left S-semimodules M• there is a natural
isomorphism Homk(SemiTor
S(N•,M•), k∨) ≃ SemiExtS(M
•,Homk(N
•, k∨)).
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5. Comodule-Contramodule Correspondence
5.1. Contratensor product and comodule/contramodule homomorphisms.
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A.
5.1.1. The contratensor product N ⊙C P of a right C-comodule N and a left
C-contramodule P is a k-module defined as the cokernel of the pair of maps
N ⊗A HomA(C,P) ⇒ N ⊗A P one of which is induced by the C-contraaction in
P, while the other is the composition of the map induced by the C-coaction in N and
the map induced by the evaluation map C⊗A HomA(C,P) −→ P.
The contratensor product operation is dual to homomorphisms in the category
of contramodules: for any right C-comodule N with a left action of a k-algebra B
by C-comodule endomorphisms, any left C-contramodule P, and any left B-module
U there is a natural isomorphism HomB(N ⊙C P, U) ≃ Hom
C(P,HomB(N, U)).
Indeed, both k-modules are isomorphic to the kernel of the same pair of maps
HomA(P,HomB(N, U)) ⇒ HomA(HomA(C,P),HomB(N, U)). Taking B = k, one
can conclude that for any right C-comodule N and any left A-module V there is a
natural isomorphism N ⊙C HomA(C, V ) ≃ N⊗A V .
When C is a projective left A-module, the functor of contratensor product over C
is right exact in both its arguments.
5.1.2. Let D be a coring over a k-algebra B. For any C-D-bicomodule K and any
left C-comodule M, the k-module HomC(K,M) has a natural left D-contramodule
structure as the kernel of a pair of D-contramodule morphisms HomA(K,M) ⇒
HomA(K, M ⊗B D). Analogously, for any D-C-bicomodule K and any left C-con-
tramodule P, the k-module K⊙C P has a natural left D-comodule structure as the
cokernel of a pair of D-comodule morphisms K⊗A HomA(C,P)⇒ K⊗A P.
For any left D-comodule M, any D-C-bicomodule K, and any left C-contramodule
P there is a natural isomorphism HomD(K ⊙C P, M) ≃ Hom
C(P,HomD(K,M)).
Indeed, a B-module map K⊗AP −→M factorizes through K⊙CM if and only if the
corresponding A-module map P −→ HomB(K,M) is a C-contramodule morphism,
and a B-module map K ⊗A P −→ M is a D-comodule morphism if and only if the
corresponding A-module map P −→ HomB(K,M) factorizes through HomD(K,M).
In particular, there is a pair of adjoint functors ΨC : C–comod −→ C–contra and
ΦC : C–contra −→ C–comod between the categories of left C-comodules and left C-con-
tramodules defined by the rules ΨC(M) = HomC(C,M) and ΦC(P) = C⊙C P.
5.1.3. A left C-comoduleM is called quite injective relative to A (quite C/A-injective)
if the functor of C-comodule homomorphisms into M maps A-split exact triples of
left C-comodules to exact triples. It is easy to see that a C-comodule is quite C/A-in-
jective if and only if it is a direct summand of a coinduced C-comodule. Analogously,
a left C-contramodule P is called quite projective relative to A (quite C/A-projective)
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if the functor of C-contramodule homomorphisms from P maps A-split exact triples
of left C-contramodules to exact triples. A C-contramodule is quite C/A-projective if
and only if it is a direct summand of an induced C-contramodule.
The restrictions of the functors ΨC and ΦC on the subcategories of quite C/A-in-
jective left C-comodules and quite C/A-projective left C-contramodules are mutually
inverse equivalences between these subcategories. Indeed, one has HomC(C, C⊗AV ) =
HomA(C, V ) and C⊙ HomA(C, V ) = C⊗A V .
5.1.4. A left C-comodule M is called injective relative to A (C/A-injective) if
the functor of homomorphisms into M maps exact triples of A-projective left
C-comodules to exact triples. A left C-contramodule P is called projective relative
to A (C/A-projective) if the functor of homomorphisms from P maps exact triples of
A-injective left C-contramodules to exact triples. (Cf. Lemma 5.3.2.)
Remark. What we call quite relatively injective comodules are usually called rela-
tively injective comodules [16]. We chose this nontraditional terminology for coher-
ence with our definitions of relative coflatness, etc., and also because what we call
relatively injective comodules is a more important notion from our point of view.
Question. One can compute modules Ext in the exact category of left C-comodules
with A-split exact triples in terms of the cobar resolution. When C is a projective
left A-module, this resolution can be also used to compute modules Ext in the exact
category of A-projective left C-comodules, which therefore turn out to be the same.
How can one compute modules Ext in the exact category of A-projective C-comodules
without making any projectivity assumptions on C?
5.1.5. When C is a flat right A-module, the coinduction functor A–mod −→
C–comod preserves injective objects. It follows easily that any left C-comodule is a
subcomodule of an injective C-comodule; a C-comodule is injective if and only if it is a
direct summand of a C-comodule coinduced from an injective A-module. Analogously,
when C is a projective left A-module, the induction functor A–mod −→ C–contra pre-
serves projective objects. Hence any left C-contramodule is a quotient contramodule
of a projective C-contramodule; a C-contramodule is projective if and only if it is a
direct summand of a C-contramodule induced from a projective A-module.
5.1.6. When C is a flat left A-module, a left C-contramodule P is called contra-
flat if the functor of contratensor product with P is exact on the category of right
C-comodules. The C-contramodule induced from a flat A-module is contraflat. Any
projective C-contramodule is contraflat.
A left C-contramodule P is called quite C/A-contraflat if the functor of contra-
tensor product with P maps those exact triples of right C-comodules which as exact
triples of A-modules remain exact after the tensor product with any left A-module
to exact triples. Any quite C/A-projective C-contramodule is quite C/A-contraflat.
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A left C-contramodule P is called C/A-contraflat if the functor of contratensor prod-
uct with P maps exact triples of A-flat right C-comodules to exact triples. Using
the dualization functor Homk(−, k
∨), one can easily check that any C/A-projective
C-comodule is C/A-contraflat.
5.2. Associativity isomorphisms. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be
a coring over a k-algebra B. The following three Propositions will be mostly applied
to the case of K = D = C in the sequel.
Proposition 1. Let N be a right D-comodule, K be a D-C-bicomodule, and P be a
left C-contramodule. Then there is a natural map (NDK)⊙CP −→ ND (K⊙CP)
whenever the cotensor product ND K is endowed with a right C-comodule structure
such that the map N D K −→ N ⊗B K is a C-comodule morphism. This natural
map is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) C is a flat left A-module and P is a contraflat left C-contramodule,
(b) P is a quite C/A-contraflat left C-contramodule and K as a left D-comodule
with a right A-module structure is conduced from a B-A-bimodule;
(c) P is a C/A-contraflat left C-contramodule, D is a flat right B-module, N is
a flat right B-module, and K as a left D-comodule with a right A-module
structure is coinduced from an A-flat B-A-bimodule;
(d) P is a C/A-contraflat left C-contramodule, D is a flat right B-module, N is
a flat right B-module, K is a flat right A-module, K is a D/B-coflat left
D-comodule, and the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension;
(e) N is a quasicoflat right D-comodule.
Proof. The map (N D K)⊙C P −→ N⊗B K⊙C P has equal compositions with two
maps N⊗BK⊙CP⇒ N⊗BD⊗BK⊙CP, so there is a natural map (NDK)⊙CP −→
ND(K⊙CP). Besides, the composition (NDK)⊗AP −→ ND(K⊗AP) −→ ND
(K⊙C P) annihilates the difference between two maps (N D K)⊗A HomA(C,P)⇒
(NDK)⊗AP, which leads to the same natural map (NDK)⊙CP −→ ND(K⊙CP).
To prove cases (a-d), one shows that the sequence 0 −→ N D K −→ N ⊗B K −→
N ⊗B D⊗B K remains exact after taking the contratensor product with P. Indeed,
the case (a) is obvious, in the cases (b-c) this exact sequence of right A-modules splits,
and in the cases (c-d) this sequence of right A-modules is exact with respect to the
exact category of flat A-modules (see the proof of Proposition 1.2.3). To prove (e), one
notices that the sequence K⊗A HomA(C,P) −→ K⊗AP −→ K⊙C P −→ 0 remains
exact after taking the cotensor product with N and uses Proposition 1.2.3(b). 
Proposition 2. Let L be a left D-comodule, K be a C-D-bicomodule, and M be a left
C-comodule. Then there is a natural map CohomD(L,HomC(K,M)) −→ HomC(KD
L, M) whenever the cotensor product K D L is endowed with a left C-comodule
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structure such that the map K D L −→ K ⊗B L is a C-comodule morphism. This
natural map is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) C is a flat right A-module and M is an injective left C-comodule;
(b) M is a quite C/A-injective left C-comodule and K as a right D-comodule with
a left A-module structure is coinduced from an A-B-bimodule;
(c) M is a C/A-injective left C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module, L is a
projective left B-module, and K as a right D-comodule with a left A-module
structure is coinduced from an A-projective A-B-bimodule;
(d) M is a C/A-injective left C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module, L is a
projective left B-module, K is a projective left A-module, K is a D/B-coflat
right D-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension;
(e) L is a quasicoprojective left D-comodule.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 below (see also the
proof of Proposition 3.2.3.1). In particular, to prove (e) one notices that the sequence
0 −→ HomC(K,M) −→ HomA(K,M) −→ HomA(K, C ⊗A M) remains exact after
taking the cohomomorphisms from L. 
Proposition 3. Let P be a left C-contramodule, K be a D-C-bicomodule, and Q
be a left D-contramodule. Then there is a natural map CohomD(K ⊙C P, Q) −→
HomC(P,CohomD(K,Q)) whenever the cohomomorphism module CohomD(K,Q) is
endowed with a left C-contramodule structure such that the map HomB(K,Q) −→
CohomD(K,Q) is a C-contramodule morphism. This natural map is an isomorphism,
at least, in the following cases:
(a) C is a projective left A-module and P is a projective left C-contramodule;
(b) P is a quite C/A-projective left C-contramodule and K as a left D-comodule
with a right A-module structure is coinduced from a B-A-bimodule,
(c) P is a C/A-projective left C-contramodule, D is a flat right B-module, Q is
an injective left B-module, and K as a left D-comodule with a right A-module
structure is coinduced from an A-flat B-A-bimodule;
(d) P is a C/A-projective left C-contramodule, D is a flat right B-module, Q is
an injective left B-module, K is a flat right A-module, K is a D/B-projective
left D-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension;
(e) Q is a quasicoinjective left D-contramodule.
Proof. The map HomC(P,HomB(K,Q)) −→ Hom
C(P,CohomD(K,Q)) annihilates
the difference of two maps HomC(P,HomB(D⊗BK,Q)) −→ Hom
C(P,HomB(K,Q))
and this pair of maps can be identified with the pair of maps HomB(D⊗B K⊙C P,
Q)⇒ HomB(K⊙C P, Q) whose cokernel is, by the definition, the cohomomorphism
module CohomD(K⊙CP, Q). Hence there is a natural map CohomD(K⊙CP, Q) −→
HomC(P,CohomD(K,Q)). Besides, the composition CohomD(K ⊙C P, Q) −→
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CohomD(K ⊗A P, Q) −→ HomA(P,CohomD(K,Q)) has equal compositions with
two maps HomA(P,CohomD(K,Q)) ⇒ HomA(HomA(C,P),CohomD(K,Q)), which
leads to the same natural map CohomD(K⊙C P, Q) −→ Hom
C(P,CohomD(K,Q)).
To prove cases (a-d), one shows that the sequence HomB(D ⊗B K, Q) −→
HomB(K,Q) −→ CohomD(K,Q) −→ 0 remains exact after applying the functor
HomC(P,−). Indeed, the case (a) is obvious, in the cases (b-d) this sequence of
left A-modules splits, and in the cases (c-d) it is also an exact sequence of injective
A-modules (see the proof of Proposition 3.2.3.2). To prove (e), one notices that the
sequence K ⊗A HomA(C,P) −→ K ⊗A P −→ K ⊙C P −→ 0 remains exact after
taking the cohomomorphisms into Q and uses Proposition 3.2.3.2(b). 
In the case of K = D = C, the natural maps defined in Propositions 2–3 have the
following property of compatibility with the adjoint functors ΨC and ΦC: for any left
C-comoduleM and any left C-contramoduleP the maps CohomC(ΦC(P),ΨC(M)) −→
HomC(ΦC(P),M) and CohomC(ΦC(P),ΨC(M)) −→ Hom
C(P,ΨC(M)) form a commu-
tative diagram with the isomorphism HomC(ΦC(P),M) ≃ Hom
C(P,ΨC(M)).
The following important Lemma is deduced as a corollary of Propositions 2–3.
Lemma. (a) A C-comodule is quasicoprojective if and only if it is quite C/A-injec-
tive. If C is a projective left A-module, then a left C-comodule is coprojective if and
only if it is a direct summand of a comodule coinduced from a projective A-module.
(b) A C-contramodule is quasicoinjective if and only if it is quite C/A-projective.
If C is a flat right A-module, then a left C-contramodule is coinjective if and only if
it is a direct summand of a contramodule induced from an injective A-module.
Proof. Part (a): let M be a quasicoprojective left C-comodule. Denote by l the
coaction map M −→ C⊗AM. It is an A-split injective morphism of quasicoprojective
C-comodules. According to Proposition 2(e), we have an isomorphism of morphisms
HomC(l,M) ≃ CohomC(l,HomC(C,M)). But the map CohomC(l,P) is surjective for
any left C-contramodule P. Therefore, the map HomC(l,M) is also surjective, hence
the morphism l splits and the comodule M is quite C/A-injective. Now suppose
that M is coprojective; then we already know that M is quite C/A-injective. Set
P = ΨC(M). It follows from Proposition 3(b) that there is an isomorphism of functors
HomC(P,−) ≃ CohomC(M,−) on the category of left C-contramodules. Therefore,
the C-contramoduleP is projective, hence it is a direct summand of a C-contramodule
induced from a projective A-module and M is a direct summand of the C-comodule
coinduced from the same projective A-module. The proof of part (b) is completely
analogous; it uses Propositions 3(e) and 2(b). 
Question. Are there any analogues of the results of Lemma for (quasi)coflat comod-
ules and (quite relatively) contraflat contramodules?
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5.3. Relatively injective comodules and relatively projective contramod-
ules. Assume that C is a projective left A-module. For any right C-comodule N
and any left C-contramodule P denote by CtrtorCi (N,P) the sequence of left derived
functors in the second argument of the right exact functor of contratensor product
N ⊙C P. By the definition, the k-modules Ctrtor
C
i (N,P) are computed using a left
projective resolution of the C-contramodule P. Since projective contramodules are
contraflat, the functor CtrtorC∗(N,P) assigns long exact sequences to exact triples in
either of its arguments.
Question. Can one compute the derived functor Ctrtor using contraflat resolutions
of the second argument? In other words, is it true that CtrtorCi (N,P) = 0 for any
right C-comodule N, any contraflat left C-contramodule P, and all i > 0? Also, is it
true that CtrtorCi (N,P) = 0 for any A-flat right C-comodule N, any (quite) C/A-con-
traflat left C-contramodule P, and all i > 0? A related question: is CtrtorC>0(N,P)
an effaceable functor of its first argument?
Now assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and the ring A
has a finite left homological dimension.
Lemma 1. (a) A left C-comodule M is C/A-injective if and only if for any A-pro-
jective left C-comodule L the k-modules ExtiC(L,M) of Yoneda extensions in the
abelian category of left C-comodules vanish for all i > 0. In particular, the functor
of C-comodule homomorphisms from an A-projective left C-comodule L maps ex-
act triples of C/A-injective left C-comodules to exact triples. Besides, the class of
C/A-injective left C-comodules is closed under extensions and cokernels of injective
morphisms.
(b) A left C-contramodule P is C/A-projective if and only if for any A-injec-
tive left C-contramodule Q the k-modules ExtC,i(P,Q) of Yoneda extensions in the
abelian category of left C-contramodules vanish for all i > 0. In particular, the functor
of C-contramodule homomorphisms into an A-injective left C-contramodule Q maps
exact triples of C/A-projective left C-contramodules to exact triples. Besides, the
class of C/A-projective left C-contramodules is closed under extensions and kernels
of surjective morphisms.
(c) For any C/A-projective left C-contramodule P and any A-flat right C-comodule
N the k-modules CtrtorCi (N,P) vanish for all i > 0. In particular, the functor of
contratensor product with an A-flat right C-comodule maps exact triples of C/A-pro-
jective left C-contramodules to exact triples.
Proof. Part (a): the “if” part of the first assertion is obvious; let us prove the “only
if” part. An arbitrary element of ExtiC(L,M) can be represented by a morphism
of degree i from an exact complex · · · → Li → · · · → L0 → L → 0 to the
comodule M. According to Lemma 3.1.3(a), any left C-comodule is a surjective
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image of an A-projective C-comodule. Therefore, one can assume that the comod-
ules Li are A-projective. Now if L is also A-projective, then our exact complex of
C-comodules is composed of exact triples of A-projective C-comodules, so if M is
C/A-injective, then the complex of homomorphisms into M from this complex of
C-comodules is acyclic. The remaining two assertions follow from the first one. The
proof of part (b) is completely analogous. To prove (c), notice the isomorphism
Homk(Ctrtor
C
i (N,P), k
∨) ≃ ExtC,i(P,Homk(N, k
∨)). 
Remark. Analogues of the third assertion of Lemma 1(a) and the third assertion of
Lemma 1(b) are not true for quite relatively injective comodules and quite relatively
projective contramodules (see Remark 7.4.3; cf. Remark 9.1).
Theorem. For any C/A-injective left C-comodule M the left C-contramodule ΨC(M)
is C/A-projective and for any C/A-projective left C-contramodule P the left C-comod-
ule ΦC(M) is C/A-injective. The restrictions of the functors ΨC and ΦC to the full
subcategories of C/A-injective C-comodules and C/A-projective C-contramodules are
mutually inverse equivalences between these subcategories.
Proof. Let us first show that the injective dimension of a C/A-injective left C-co-
module M in the abelian category of C-comodules does not exceed the left homo-
logical dimension d of the ring A. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 3.1.3(a) that any
left C-comodule L has a finite resolution 0 → Ld → · · · → L0 → L → 0 with
A-projective C-comodules Lj ; and since Ext
i(Lj ,M) = 0 for all j and all i > 0,
the complex HomC(L•,M) computes Ext
∗
C(L,M). So the C-comodule M has a fi-
nite injective resolution, and consequently it has a finite resolution 0 → M →
K0 → · · · → Kd → 0 consisting of quite C/A-injective C-comodules Kj . Accord-
ing to Lemma 1(a), this exact sequence is composed of exact triples of C/A-in-
jective C-comodules, which the functor ΨC maps to exact triples; so the sequence
0 −→ ΨC(M) −→ ΨC(K
0) −→ · · · −→ ΨC(K
d) −→ 0 is also exact. Since the C-con-
tramodules ΨC(K
j) are quite C/A-projective, it follows from Lemma 1(b) that the
C-contramodule ΨC(M) is C/A-projective and the latter exact sequence is composed
of exact triples of C/A-projective C-contramodules. Thus it follows from Lemma 1(c)
that the sequence 0 −→ ΦCΨC(M) −→ ΦCΨC(K
0) −→ · · · −→ ΦCΨC(K
d) −→ 0 is
also exact. Now since the adjunction maps ΦCΨC(K
j) −→ Kj are isomorphisms, the
adjunction map ΦCΨC(M) −→ M is also an isomorphism. The remaining assertions
are proven in the completely analogous way. 
Lemma 2. (a) In the above assumptions, a left C-comodule is C/A-coprojective if
and only if it is C/A-injective.
(b) In the above assumptions, a left C-contramodule is C/A-coinjective if and only
if it is C/A-projective.
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Proof. Part (a) in the “if” direction: it follows from Proposition 5.2.3(c) that when-
ever a left C-contramodule P is C/A-projective, the C-comodule ΦC(P) is C/A-co-
projective. Now if a left C-comodule M is C/A-injective, then the C-contramodule
P = ΨC(M) is C/A-projective and M = ΦC(P) by the above Theorem. Part (a) in
the “only if” direction: in view of Lemma 1(a), the construction of Lemmas 1.1.3
and 3.1.3(a) represents any left C-comodule M as the quotient comodule of an A-pro-
jective C-comodule P(M) by a C/A-injective C-comodule. We will show that whenever
M is a C/A-coprojective C-comodule, P(M) is a coprojective C-comodule; then if will
follow that M is a C/A-injective C-comodule by Lemma 5.2(a) and Lemma 1(a).
Indeed, an extension of C/A-coprojective left C-comodules is C/A-coprojective by
Lemma 3.2.2(a); let us check that an A-projective C/A-coprojective C-comodule is
coprojective. For any left C-comodule M and any left C-contramodule P denote by
CoextiC(M,P) the cohomology of the object CoextC(M,P) of the derived category
D(k–mod) that was constructed in 4.7. This definition agrees with the definition of
Cotor∗C(M,P) for an A-projective C-comodule M or an A-injective C-contramodule
P given in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2. The functor Cotor∗C(M,P) assigns long ex-
act sequences to exact triples in either of its arguments. For any A-projective left
C-comoduleM and any left C-contramoduleP one has CoextiC(M,P) = 0 for all i > 0
and Coext0C(M,P) ≃ CohomC(M,P). Therefore, an A-projective left C-comodule M
is coprojective if and only if CohomiC(M,P) = 0 for any left C-contramodule P and
all i 6= 0. For any C/A-coprojective left C-comodule M and any left C-comodule P
one has CoextiC(M,P) = 0 for all i < 0, since one can compute CoextC(M,P) using
a finite A-injective right resolution of P by the result of 4.8. Thus an A-projective
C/A-coprojective left C-comodule is coprojective. The proof of part (b) is completely
analogous; it uses Proposition 5.2.2(c) and Lemma 3.1.3(b). 
Question. It follows from Proposition 1(c) that if C is a flat right A-module,
then whenever a left C-contramodule P is C/A-contraflat the C-comodule ΦC(P)
is C/A-coflat. Does the converse hold?
5.4. Comodule-contramodule correspondence. Assume that the coring C is a
projective left and a flat right A-module and the ring A has a finite left homological
dimension.
The categories of C/A-injective left C-comodules and C/A-projective left C-contra-
modules have natural exact category structures as full subcategories, closed under
extensions, of the abelian categories of left C-comodules and left C-contramodules.
Theorem. (a) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category
of complexes of C/A-injective left C-comodules by its minimal triagulated subcate-
gory containing the total complexes of exact triples of complexes of C/A-injective
C-comodules into the coderived category of left C-comodules is an equivalence of tri-
angulated categories.
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(b) The functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of com-
plexes of C/A-projective left C-contramodules by its minimal triangulated subcategory
containing the total complexes of C/A-projective C-contramodules into the contrade-
rived category of left C-contramodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. Part (a): let M• be a complex of left C-comodules. Then the total complex of
the cobar bicomplex C⊗AM
• −→ C⊗AC⊗AM
• −→ · · · is a complex of (quite) C/A-in-
jective C-comodules, the complex M• maps into this total complex, and the cone of
this map is coacyclic. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.6 that the coderived category of
left C-comodules is equivalent to the quotient category of the homotopy category of
complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory
of coacyclic complexes of C-comodules. It remains to show that this intersection of
subcategories coincides with the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the
total complexes of exact triples of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules.
Lemma. (a) For any exact category A where infinite direct sums exist and preserve
exact triples, the complex of homomorphisms from a coacyclic complex over A into a
complex of injective objects with respect to A is acyclic.
(b) For any exact category A where infinite products exist and preserve exact triples,
the complex of homomorphisms from a complex of projective objects with respect to A
into a contraacyclic complex over A is acyclic.
Proof. Analogous to the proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 4.2. Part (a): let M• be a com-
plex of injective objects with respect to A. Since the functor of homomorphisms
into M• maps distinguished triangles in the homotopy category to distinguished
triangles and infinite direct sums to infinite products, it suffices to check that the
complex HomA(L
•,M•) is acyclic whenever L• is the total complex of an exact triple
′K• → K• → ′′K• of complexes over A. But the complex HomA(L
•,M•) is the to-
tal complex of an exact triple of complexes of abelian groups HomA(
′′K•,M•) −→
HomA(K
•,M•) −→ HomA(
′K•,M•) in this case. The proof of part (b) is dual. 
We will show that (i) the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total
complexes of exact triples of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules and (ii) the
homotopy category of complexes of injective C-comodules form a semiorthogonal de-
composition of the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-injective left C-comodules.
This means, in addition to the subcategory (i) being left orthogonal to the subcate-
gory (ii), that for any complex K• of C/A-injective C-comodules there exists a (unique
and functorial) distinguished triangle L• → K• →M• → L•[1] in the homotopy cat-
egory of C-comodules, where L• belongs to the subcategory (i) andM• belongs to the
subcategory (ii). It will follow that the subcategory (i) is the maximal subcategory of
the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules left orthogonal to
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the subcategory (ii), hence the subcategory (i) contains the intersection of the homo-
topy category of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules with the thick subcategory
of coacyclic complexes of C-comodules.
Indeed, let K• be a complex of C/A-injective left C-comodules. Choose for every n
an injection jn of the C-comodule Kn into an injective C-comodule Jn. Consider
the complex E• = E(K•) whose terms are the C-comodules En = Jn ⊕ Jn+1 and the
differential dnE : E
n −→ En+1 maps Jn+1 into itself by the identity map and vanishes
in the restriction to Jn and in the projection to Jn+2. There is a natural injective
morphism of complexes K• −→ E• formed by the C-comodule maps Kn −→ En
whose components are jn : Kn −→ Jn and jn+1dnK : K
n −→ Jn+1. Set 0E• = E(K•),
1E• = E(0E•/K•), etc. As it was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.3, the injective
dimension of a C/A-injective left C-comodule does not exceed the left homological
dimension d of the ring A. Therefore, the complex Z• = coker(d−2E• → d−1E•)
is a complex of injective C-comodules. Now it is clear that the total complex M•
of the bicomplex 0E• −→ 1E• −→ · · · −→ d−1E• −→ Z• is a complex of injective
C-comodules and the cone L• of the morphism K• −→ M• belongs to the minimal
triangulated subcategory containing the total complexes of exact triples of complexes
of C/A-injective C-comodules by Lemma 5.3.1(a).
Part (a) is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous and uses
Lemma 5.3.1(b). 
Remark. Let A be an exact category where infinite direct sums exist and preserve
exact triples, every object admits an admissible monomorphism into an object in-
jective relative to A, and the class of such injective objects is closed under infinite
direct sums. Then the thick subcategory of coacyclic complexes with respect to A and
the triangulated subcategory of complexes of injective objects form a semiorthogonal
decomposition of the homotopy category Hot(A), so the coderived category Dco(A)
is equivalent to the homotopy category of complexes of injectives in A. Indeed, or-
thogonality is already proven in Lemma, so it remains to construct a morphism from
any complex C• over A into a complex of injectives M• with a coacyclic cone. To
do so, one proceeds as in the proof of Theorem, constructing a morphism from C•
into a complex of injectives 0E• that is an admissible monomorphism in every de-
gree, taking the quotient complex, constructing an analogous morphism from it into
a complex of injectives 1E•, etc. Finally, one constructs the total complex M• of
the bicomplex •E• by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals; then M• is
a complex of injectives and the cone of the morphism C• −→ M• is coacyclic by
Lemma 2.1. Consequently, the homotopy category of acyclic complexes of injectives
in A is equivalent to the quotient category Acycl(A)/Acyclco(A) and to the kernel of
the localization functor Dco(A) −→ D(A) (cf. [34]). When A has a finite homological
dimension, the condition that the class of injectives is closed under infinite direct
sums is not needed in this argument. This is a somewhat trivial situation, though;
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see Remark 2.1. Moreover, let A be an exact category where infinite direct sums exist
and preserve exact triples and every object admits an admissible monomorphism into
an injective. Let F ⊂ A be a class of objects closed under cokernels of admissible
monomorphisms, containing the injectives, and consisting of objects of finite injective
dimension. Then every complex over F that is coacyclic as a complex over A belongs
to the minimal triangulated subcategory of Hot(A) containing the total complexes of
exact triples of complexes over F. When there is a class F ⊂ A closed under infinite
direct sums, consisting of objects of finite injective dimension, and such that every
object of A admits an admissible monomorphism into an object of F, the coderived
category Dco(A) is equivalent to the homotopy category of complexes of injectives
in A (cf. [29], where in the dual situation the role of the class F is played by flat mod-
ules). To show this, one has to repeat twice the above construction of a resolution
•E•, taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals for the first time and finite directs
sums along the diagonals of the canonical truncation for the second time. When A is
the abelian category of C-comodules, one can take F to be the class of C/A-injective
C-comodules or quite C/A-injective C-comodules. The related results for comodules
and contramodules are obtained in Theorem 5.5 and Remark 5.5.
Corollary. The restrictions of the functors ΨC and ΦC (applied to complexes term-
wise) to the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules and the
homotopy category of complexes of C/A-projective C-contramodules define mutually
inverse equivalences RΨC and LΦC between the coderived category of left C-comodules
and the contraderived category of left C-contramodules.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3, the functors ΨC and ΦC induce mutually inverse equivalences
between the homotopy categories of C/A-injective left C-comodules and C/A-projec-
tive left C-contramodules. According to Lemma 5.3.1(a) and (c), the total complexes
of exact triples of complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules correspond to the total
complexes of exact triples of complexes of C/A-projective C-contramodules under this
equivalence. So it remains to apply the above Theorem. 
Question. Can one obtain a version of the derived comodule-contramodule corre-
spondence (an equivalence between appropriately defined exotic derived categories
of left C-comodules and left C-contramodules) not depending on any assumptions
about the homological dimension of the ring A? It is not difficult to see that one
can weaken the assumption that A has a finite left homological dimension to the
assumption that A is left Gorenstein, i. e., the classes of left A-modules of finite
projective and injective dimensions coincide. In this case, the coderived category of
left C-comodules and the contraderived category of left C-contramodules are natu-
rally equivalent whenever the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module.
Indeed, arguing as in Theorem 5.5 below, one can show that the coderived category
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of left C-comodules is equivalent to the quotient category of the homotopy cate-
gory of complexes of C-comodules coinduced from left A-modules of finite projective
(injective) dimension by its minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total
complexes of exact triples of complexes of C-comodules that at every term are exact
triples of C-comodules coinduced from exact triples of A-modules of finite projective
(injective) dimension. Analogously, the contraderived category of left C-contramod-
ules is equivalent to the quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes
of C-contramodules induced from left A-modules of finite projective (injective) di-
mension by its minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total complexes of
exact triples of complexes of C-contramodules that at every term are exact triples of
C-contramodules induced from exact triples of A-modules of finite projective (injec-
tive) dimension. The key step is to notice that the class of left A-modules of finite
projective (injective) dimension is closed under infinite direct sums and products.
5.5. Derived functor Ctrtor. The following analogue of Theorem 5.4 holds under
slightly weaker conditions.
Theorem. (a) Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module and the ring A has a
finite left homological dimension. Then the functor mapping the homotopy category of
complexes of injective left C-comodules into the coderived category of left C-comodules
is an equivalence of triangulated categories. In addition, the functor mapping the
quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes of quite C/A-injective left
C-comodules by the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total complexes
of exact triples of complexes of coinduced C-comodules that at every term are exact
triples of C-comodules coinduced from exact triples of A-modules into the coderived
category of left C-comodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
(b) Assume that the coring C is a projective left A-module and the ring A has
a finite left homological dimension. Then the functor mapping the homotopy cate-
gory of complexes of projective left C-contramodules into the contraderived category
of left C-contramodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories. In addition,
the functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes of
quite C/A-projective left C-contramodules by the minimal triangulated subcategory
containing the total complexes of exact triples of complexes of induced C-contramod-
ules that at every term are exact triples of C-contramodules induced from exact triples
of A-modules into the contraderived category of left C-contramodules is an equivalence
of triangulated categories.
Proof. Part (a): when C is also a projective left A-module, the first assertion follows
from the proof of Theorem 5.4. To prove both assertions in the general case, we will
show that (i) the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total complexes
of exact triples of complexes of coinduced C-comodules that at every term are exact
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triples of C-comodules coinduced from exact triples of A-modules and (ii) the homo-
topy category of complexes of injective C-comodules form a semiorthogonal decompo-
sition of the homotopy category of complexes of quite C/A-injective left C-comodules.
Then we will argue as in the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Any complex of quite C/A-injective C-comodules is homotopy equivalent to a com-
plex of coinduced C-comodules. Let K• be a complex of coinduced left C-comodules;
then Kn ≃ C⊗AV
n for certain A-modules V n. Let V i −→ I i be injective maps of the
A-modules V n into injective A-modules In; set Jn = C⊗A I
n. Then Jn are injective
C-comodules endowed with injective C-comodule morphisms Kn −→ Jn. As in the
proof of Theorem 5.4, we construct the complex of injective C-comodules E• with
En = Jn ⊕ Jn+1 and the injective morphism of complexes K• −→ E•. Let us show
that there exists an automorphism of the C-comodule En such that its composition
with the injection Kn −→ En is the injection whose components are jn : K
n −→ Jn
and the zero map Kn −→ Jn+1. Since the comodule Jn+1 is injective, the component
Kn −→ Jn+1 of the morphism Kn −→ En can be extended from the comodule Kn to
comodule Jn containing it. Denote the morphism so obtained by hn : Jn −→ Jn+1;
then the automorphism of the comodule En whose components are −hn, the identity
automorphisms of Jn and Jn+1, and zero has the desired property. Now it is clear
that the triple K• −→ E• −→ E•/K• is an exact triple of complexes of coinduced
C-comodules which at every term is an exact triple of C-comodules coinduced from an
exact triple of A-modules. Moreover, En/Kn ≃ C⊗AW
n, where the injective dimen-
sion diAW
n is equal to diA V
n−1. So we can iterate this (nonfunctorial) construction,
setting 0E• = E(K•) = E•, 1E• = E(0E•/K•), etc., and Z• = coker(d−2E• → d−1E•).
Then the total complex M• of the bicomplex 0E• −→ 1E• −→ · · · −→ d−1E• −→ Z•
is a complex of injective C-comodules and the cone L• of the morphism K• −→ M•
belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the total complexes of
exact triples of complexes of coinduced C-comodules that at every term is an exact
triple of C-comodules coinduced from an exact triple of A-modules. 
Remark. The above Theorem provides an alternative way of proving Corollary 5.4.
Besides, it follows from 5.1.3, Lemma 5.2, and the above Theorem that in the as-
sumptions of 5.4 the functor mapping the homotopy category of complexes of co-
projective left C-comodules into the coderived category of left C-comodules and the
functor mapping the homotopy category of complexes of coinjective left C-contra-
modules into the contraderived category of left C-contramodules are equivalences of
triangulated categories. This is a stronger result than Theorem 4.5.
The contratensor product N• ⊙C P
• of a complex of right C-comodules N• and a
complex of left C-contramodules P• is defined as the total complex of the bicomplex
Ni⊙CP
j, constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Assume that
the coring C is a projective left A-module and the ring A has a finite left homological
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dimension. One can prove in the way completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2
that the contratensor product of a coacyclic complex of right C-comodules and a
complex of contraflat (and in particular, projective) left C-contramodules is acyclic.
The left derived functor of contratensor product
CtrtorC : Dco(comod–C)× Dctr(C–contra) −−→ D(k–mod)
is defined by restricting the functor of contratensor product to the Carthesian prod-
uct of the homotopy category of right C-comodules and the homotopy category of
complexes of projective left C-contramodules.
The same derived functor can be obtained by restricting the functor of contratensor
product to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of complexes of A-flat
right C-comodules and the homotopy category of complexes of quite C/A-projec-
tive left C-contramodules. Indeed, it follows from part (b) of Theorem that the
contratensor product of a complex of A-flat right C-comodules and a contraacyclic
complex of quite C/A-projective left C-contramodules is acyclic. Now if N• is a
complex of A-flat right C-comodules, P• is a complex of quite C/A-projective left
C-contramodules, and ′P• −→ P• is a morphism from a complex of projective C-con-
tramodules ′P• into P• with a contraacyclic cone, then the map N• ⊙C P
• −→
N• ⊙C
′P• is a quasi-isomorphism. In particular, if the complex N• is coacyclic,
then the complex N• ⊙C P
• is acyclic, since the complex N• ⊙C
′P• is. When C
is also a flat right A-module, one can use complexes of C/A-projective C-contra-
modules instead of complexes of quite C/A-projective C-contramodules, because the
contratensor product of a complex of A-flat right C-comodules and a contraacyclic
complex of C/A-projective left C-contramodules is acyclic by Theorem 5.4(b) and
Lemma 5.3.1(c). Notice that this definition of the derived functor CtrtorC is not a
particular case of Lemma 2.7 (instead, it is a particular case of Lemma 6.5.2 below).
Analogously, assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module and the ring A has
a finite left homological dimension. According to Lemma 5.4, the complex of homo-
morphisms from a coacyclic complex of left C-comodules into a complex of injective
left C-comodules is acyclic. Therefore, the natural map HomHot(C–comod)(L
•,M•) −→
HomDco(C–comod)(L
•,M•) is an isomorphism whenever M• is a complex of injective
C-comodules. So the functor of homomorphisms in the coderived category of left
C-comodules can be lifted to a functor
ExtC : D
co(C–comod)op × Dco(C–comod) −−→ D(k–mod),
which is defined by restricting the functor of homomorphisms of complexes of
C-comodules to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of left C-comodules
and the homotopy category of complexes of injective left C-comodules.
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The same functor ExtC can be obtained by restricting the functor of homomor-
phisms to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of complexes of A-pro-
jective left C-comodules and the homotopy category of complexes of quite C/A-in-
jective left C-comodules. Indeed, it follows from part (a) of Theorem that the com-
plex of homomorphisms from a complex of A-projective left C-comodules into a co-
acyclic complex of quite C/A-injective left C-comodules is acyclic. Now if L• is a
complex of A-projective left C-comodules, M• is a complex of quite C/A-injective
left C-comodules, and M• −→ ′M• is a morphism from M• into a complex of in-
jective C-comodules ′M• with a coacyclic cone, then the map HomC(L
•,M•) −→
HomC(L
•, ′M•) is a quasi-isomorphism. When C is also a projective left A-module,
one can use complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules instead of complexes of quite
C/A-injective C-comodules.
Finally, assume that the coring C is a projective left A-module and the ring
A has a finite left homological dimension. By Lemma 5.4, the natural map
HomHot(C–contra)(P
•,Q•) −→ HomDctr(C–contra)(P
•,Q•) is an isomorphism whenever P•
is a complex of projective C-contramodules. So the functor of homomorphisms in the
contraderived category of left C-contramodules can be lifted to a functor
ExtC : Dctr(C–contra)op × Dctr(C–contra) −−→ D(k–mod),
which is defined by restricting the functor of homomorphisms of complexes of C-con-
tramodules to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of complexes of
projective left C-contramodules and the homotopy category of left C-contramodules.
The same functor ExtC can be obtained by restricting the functor of homomor-
phisms to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of complexes of quite
C/A-projective left C-contramodules and the homotopy category of complexes of A-in-
jective left C-contramodules. When C is also a flat right A-module, one can use
complexes of C/A-projective C-contramodules instead of complexes of quite C/A-pro-
jective C-contramodules.
5.6. Coext and Ext, Cotor and Ctrtor. Assume that the coring C is a projective
left and a flat right A-module and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
Corollary. (a) There are natural isomorphisms of functors CoextC(M
•,P•) ≃
ExtC(M
•,LΦC(P
•)) ≃ ExtC(RΨC(M
•),P•) on the Carthesian product of the category
opposite to the coderived category of left C-comodules and the contraderived category
of left C-contramodules.
(b) There is a natural isomorphism of functors CotorC(N•,M•) ≃
CtrtorC(N•,RΨC(M
•)) on the Carthesian product of the coderived category of
right C-comodules and the coderived category of left C-comodules.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to construct natural isomorphisms CoextC(L
•,RΨC(M
•)) ≃
ExtC(L
•,M•), CoextC(LΦC(P
•),Q•) ≃ ExtC(P•,Q•), and CotorC(N•,LΦC(P
•)) ≃
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CtrtorC(N•,P•). In the first case, represent the image of M• in Dco(C–comod) by a
complex of injective C-comodules, notice that the functor ΨC maps injective comod-
ules to coinjective contramodules, and use Proposition 5.2.2(a). Alternatively, rep-
resent the image of M• in Dco(C–comod) by a complex of C/A-injective C-comodules
and the image of L• in Dco(C–comod) by a complex of coprojective C-comodules, and
use Proposition 5.2.2(e); or represent the image ofM• in Dco(C–comod) by a complex
of C/A-injective C-comodules and the image of L• in Dco(C–comod) by a complex
of A-projective C-comodules, and use Proposition 5.2.2(c), Lemma 5.3.2(b), and the
result of 4.8. In the second case, represent the image of P• in Dctr(C–contra) by a
complex of projective C-contramodules, notice that the functor ΦC maps projective
contramodules to coprojective comodules, and use Proposition 5.2.3(a). Alterna-
tively, represent the image of P• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of C/A-projective
C-contramodules and the image of Q• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of coinjec-
tive C-contramodules, and use Proposition 5.2.3(e); or represent the image of P•
in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of C/A-projective C-contramodules and the image of
Q• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of A-injective C-contramodules, and use Proposi-
tion 5.2.3(c), Lemma 5.3.2(a), and the result of 4.8. In the third case, represent the
image ofP• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of projective C-contramodules, notice that
the functor ΦC maps projective contramodules to coprojective comodules, and use
Proposition 5.2.1(a). Alternatively, represent the image of P• in Dctr(C–contra) by
a complex of C/A-projective C-contramodules and the image of N• in Dco(comod–C)
by a complex of coflat C-comodules, and use Proposition 5.2.1(e); or represent the
image of P• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of C/A-projective C-contramodules and
the image of N• in Dco(comod–C) by a complex of A-flat C-comodules, and use Propo-
sition 5.2.1(c), Lemma 5.3.2(a), and the result of 2.8.
Finally, to show that the three pairwise isomorphisms between the functors
CoextC(M
•,P•), ExtC(M
•,LΦC(P
•)), and ExtC(RΨC(M
•),P•) form a commutative
diagram, one can represent the image of M• in Dco(C–comod) by a complex of copro-
jective C-comodules and the image of P• in Dctr(C–contra) by a complex of coinjective
C-contramodules (having in mind Lemma 5.2), and use a result of 5.2. 
6. Semimodule-Semicontramodule Correspondence
6.1. Contratensor product and semimodule/semicontramodule homomor-
phisms. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C.
6.1.1. We would like to define the operation of contratensor product of a right
S-semimodule and a left S-semicontramodule. Depending on the (co)flatness and/or
(co)projectivity conditions on C and S, one can speak of S-semimodules and S-semi-
contramodules with various (co)flatness and (co)injectivity conditions imposed on
them. In particular, when C is a projective left A-module and either S is a copro-
jective left C-comodule, or S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right
C-comodule and A has a finite left homological dimension, or A is semisimple, one
can consider right S-semimodules and left S-semicontramodules with no (co)flatness
or (co)injectivity conditions imposed. When C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat
right A-module and a C/A-projective left C-comodule, and A has a finite left ho-
mological dimension, one can consider A-flat right S-semimodules and A-injective
left S-semicontramodules. When C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right
C-comodule, one can consider C-coflat right S-semimodules and C-coinjective left
S-semicontramodules.
The contratensor product N ⊚S P of a right S-semimodule N and a left S-semi-
contramodule P is a k-module defined as the cokernel of the following pair of maps
(N C S) ⊙C P ⇒ N ⊙C P. The first map is induced by the right S-semiaction
morphism N C S −→ N. The second map is the composition of the map induced
by the left S-semicontraaction morphism P −→ CohomC(S,P) and the natural
“evaluation” map ηS : (N C S)⊙C CohomC(S,P) −→ N⊙C P.
The latter is defined in the following generality. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra
A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B. Let K be a C-D-bicomodule, N be a right
C-comodule, and P be a left C-contramodule. Suppose that the cotensor product
N C K is endowed with a right D-comodule structure via the construction of 1.2.4
and the cohomomorphism module CohomC(K,P) is endowed with a left D-contra-
module structure via the construction of 3.2.4. Then the composition of maps (NC
K)⊗B HomA(K,P) −→ N⊗AK⊗B HomA(K,P) −→ N⊗AP −→ N⊙CP factorizes
through the surjection (N C K) ⊗B HomA(K,P) −→ (N C K) ⊙D CohomC(K,P),
so there is a natural map ηK : (N C K)⊙D CohomC(K,P) −→ N⊙C P.
Indeed, the kernel of this surjection is equal to the sum of the difference of two
maps (NCK)⊗BHomA(K⊗BD, P)⇒ (NCK)⊗BHomA(K,P) and the difference
of two maps (N C K) ⊗B HomA(C ⊗A K, P) ⇒ (N C K) ⊗B HomA(K,P). The
difference of the first pair of maps vanishes already in the composition with the map
(NCK)⊗BHomA(K,P) −→ N⊗AP, while the second pair of maps can be presented
as the composition of the map (NCK)⊗BHomA(C⊗AK, P) −→ N⊗AHomA(C,P)
and the pair of maps N⊗AHomA(C,P)⇒ N⊗AP whose cokernel is, by the definition,
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N⊙C P. The “evaluation” map ηK is dual to the map
Homk(ηK, k
∨) = CohomC(K,−) :
HomC(P,Homk(N, k
∨)) −−→ HomD(CohomC(K,P),CohomC(K,Homk(N, k
∨))).
6.1.2. The operation of contratensor product over S is dual to homomorphisms in
the category of left S-semicontramodules: for any right S-semimodule N and any
left S-semicontramodule P there is a natural isomorphism Homk(N ⊚S P, k
∨) ≃
HomS(P,Homk(N, k
∨)). Indeed, both k-modules are isomorphic to the kernel of the
same pair of maps HomC(P,Homk(N, k
∨)) ⇒ HomC(P,CohomC(S,Homk(N, k
∨))).
It follows that for any right C-comodule R for which the induced right S-semimodule
R C S is defined and any left S-semicontramodule P the composition of the map
(R C S) ⊙C P −→ (R C S) ⊙C CohomC(S,P) induced by the S-semicontraaction
in P with the “evaluation” map (R C S) ⊙C CohomC(S,P) −→ R ⊙C P induces a
natural isomorphism (R C S)⊚S P ≃ R⊙C P.
When C is a projective left A-module and S is a coprojective left C-comodule, the
functor of contratensor product over S is right exact in both its arguments.
6.1.3. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C and T be a semialgebra over a coringD.
We would like to define a T-semimodule structure on the contratensor product of a
T-S-bisemimodule and an S-semicontramodule, and an S-semicontramodule struc-
ture on semimodule homomorphisms from a T-S-bisemimodule to a T-semimodule.
Let N be a right D-comodule, K be D-C-bicomodule with a right S-semimodule
structure such that the multiple cotensor products N D K C S C · · · C S are
associative and the semiaction map K C S −→ K is a left D-comodule morphism,
and P be a left S-semicontramodule. Then the contratensor product K⊚S P has a
natural left D-comodule structure as the cokernel of a pair of D-comodule morphisms
(K C S) ⊙C P ⇒ K ⊙C P. The composition of maps (N D K) ⊙C P −→ N D
(K⊙C P) −→ ND (K⊚S P) factorizes through the surjection (ND K)⊙C P −→
(N D K)⊚S P, so there is a natural map (N D K)⊚S P −→ N D (K⊚S P).
Indeed, the composition of the pair of maps (NDKCS)⊙CP⇒ (NDK)⊙CP
whose cokernel is, by the definition, (NDK)⊚SP, with the map (NDK)⊙CP −→
N D (K ⊙C P) is equal to the composition of the map (N D K C S) ⊙C P −→
ND ((KCS)⊙CP) with the pair of maps ND ((KCS)⊙CP)⇒ ND (K⊙CP).
Now let K be a T-S-bisemimodule and P be a left S-semicontramodule. Assume
that the multiple cotensor products T D · · · D T D (K ⊚S P) are associative
and the D-comodule morphisms (Tm D K) ⊚S P −→ T
m
D (K ⊚S P) are
isomorphisms for m 6 2. Then one can define an associative and unital semiaction
morphism T D (K ⊚S P) −→ K ⊚S P taking the contratensor product over S of
the semiaction morphism T D K −→K with the semicontramodule P.
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Analogously, let L be a left C-comodule,K be aD-C-bicomodule with a left T-semi-
module structure such that the multiple cotensor products TD · · ·DTDKCL are
associative and the semiaction map T D K −→ K is a right C-comodule morphism,
and M be a left T-semimodule. Then the module of homomorphisms HomT(K,M)
has a natural left C-contramodule structure as the kernel of a pair of C-contramod-
ule morphisms HomD(K,M) ⇒ HomD(T D K, M). The composition of maps
CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ CohomC(L,HomD(K,M)) −→ HomD(K C L, M)
factorizes through the injection HomT(KCL, M) −→ HomD(KCL, M), so there
is a natural map CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C L, M).
Now let K be a T-S-bisemimodule and M be a left T-semimodule. Assume that
the multiple cohomomorphisms CohomC(SC · · ·C S, HomT(K,M)) are associative
and the C-contramodule morphisms CohomC(S
n,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C
S
n, M) are isomorphisms for n 6 2. Then one can define an associative and unital
semicontraaction morphism HomT(K,M) −→ CohomC(S,HomT(K,M)) taking the
T-semimodule homomorphisms from the semiaction morphism K C S −→ K into
the semimodule M.
6.1.4. Let M be a left T-semimodule, K be a T-S-bisemimodule, and P be a left
S-semicontramodule. Assume that a left T-semimodule structure on K⊚S P and a
left S-semicontramodule structure on HomT(K,M) are defined via the constuctions
of 6.1.3. Then there is a natural adjunction isomorphism HomT(K ⊚S P, M) ≃
HomS(P,HomT(K,M)).
Indeed, the module HomT(K ⊚S P, M) is the kernel of the pair of maps
HomD(K⊚SP,M)⇒ HomD(TDK⊚SP,M) and there is an injection HomD(TD
K ⊚S P, M) −→ HomD((T D K)⊙C P, M). The module HomD(K⊚S P, M) is
the kernel of the pair of maps HomD(K ⊙C P, M) ⇒ HomD((K C S) ⊙C P, M).
There is a pair of natural maps HomD(K ⊙C P, M) ⇒ HomD((T D K) ⊙C
P, M) (one of which goes through HomD(T D (K ⊙C P), M)) extending the
pair of maps HomD(K ⊚S P, M) ⇒ HomD(T D K ⊚S P, M). Therefore,
the module HomT(K ⊚S P, M) is isomorphic to the intersection of the ker-
nels of two pairs of maps HomD(K ⊙C P, M) ⇒ HomD((K C S) ⊙C P, M)
and HomD(K ⊙C P, M) ⇒ HomD((T D K) ⊙C P, M). Analogously, the
module HomS(P,HomT(K,M)) is embedded into Hom
C(P,HomD(K,M)) by the
composition of maps HomS(P,HomT(K,M)) −→ Hom
C(P,HomT(K,M)) −→
HomC(P,HomD(K,M)) and its image coincides with the intersection of the ker-
nels of two pairs of maps HomC(P,HomD(K,M))⇒ Hom
C(P, HomD(TDK, M))
and HomC(P,HomD(K,M))⇒ Hom
C(P, HomD(KC S, M)). These are the same
two pairs of maps.
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In order to obtain adjoint functors and equivalences between specific categories
of left semimodules and left semicontramodules, we will have to prove associativity
isomorphisms needed for the constructions of 6.1.3 to work.
6.2. Associativity isomorphisms. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over
a k-algebra A and T be a semialgebra over a coring D over a k-algebra B. The
following three Propositions will be mostly applied to the cases of K = T = S or
T = D = C, K = S in the sequel.
Proposition 1. Let N be a right T-semimodule, K be a T-S-bisemimodule, and
P be a left S-semicontramodule. Then there is a natural map (N ♦T K)⊚S P −→
N ♦S (K ⊚S P) whenever both modules are defined via the constructions of 1.4.4
and 6.1.3. This map is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) D is a flat left B-module, C is a projective left A-module, P is a contraflat
left C-contramodule, and either
• T is a coflat left D-comodule, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, and K
as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from
a D-coflat D-C-bicomodule, or
• T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat right D-comodule, S is a
projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring A
(resp., B) has a finite left (resp., weak) homological dimension, K as a
right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from a
B-flat and C/A-coflat D-C-bicomodule, and K as a left T-semimodule
with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a B-flat D-C-bicomod-
ule, or
• the ring A is semisimple, the ring B is absolutely flat, K as a right
S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from a D-C-bi-
comodule, and K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule struc-
ture is induced from a D-C-bicomodule;
(b) N is a flat right B-module, D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right
B-module and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S
is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, the ring
A (resp., B) has a finite left (resp., weak) homological dimension, K as
a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from an
A-flat and D/B-coflat D-C-bicomodule, K as a left T-semimodule with a right
C-comodule structure is induced from an A-flat and D/B-coflat D-C-bicomod-
ule, and P is an A-injective and C/A-contraflat left C-contramodule;
(c) N is a flat right B-module, D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right
B-module and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak
homological dimension, K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule
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structure is induced from an A-flat D-C-bicomodule, C is a projective left
A-module, P is a C/A-contraflat left C-contramodule, and either
• S is a coprojective left C-comodule and the ring A has a finite weak ho-
mological dimension, or
• S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring
A has a finite left homological dimension, and K as a left T-semimodule
with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a D-C-bicomodule;
(d) D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, N is a coflat right
D-comodule, and either
• C is a projective left A-module and S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
or
• C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective left A-module and a
C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the right A has a finite left homological di-
mension, and K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure
is induced from a D-C-bicomodule, or
• C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojec-
tive left C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left homological dimension,
K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced
from an A-flat D-C-bicomodule, and P is an injective left A-module, or
• C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, K as a
left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a
C-coflat D-C-bicomodule, and P is a coinjective left C-contramodule.
Proof. If N′′′ → N′′ → N′ → 0 is a sequence of right S-semimodule morphisms which
is exact in the category of A-modules and remains exact after taking the cotensor
product with S over C, then for any left S-semicontramodule P there is an exact
sequence N′′′⊚SP −→ N
′′
⊚SP −→ N
′
⊚SP −→ 0. Hence whenever a right S-semi-
module structure on N ♦T K is defined via the construction of 1.4.4, the k-module
(N ♦T K)⊚S P is the cokernel of the pair of maps (N D T D K)⊚S P⇒ (N D
K)⊚S P. By the definition, the semitensor product N ♦T (K⊚S P) is the cokernel
of the pair of maps NDTD (K⊚SP)⇒ ND (K⊚SP). There are natural maps
(NDK)⊚SP −→ ND(K⊚SP) and (NDTDK)⊚SP −→ NDTD(K⊚SP)
constructed in 6.1.3. Whenever the left T-semimodule structure onK⊚SP is defined
via the construction of 6.1.3, the corresponding (two) square diagrams commute. So
there is a natural map (N♦T K)⊚SP −→ N♦T (K⊚SP), which is an isomorphism
provided that the map (ND K)⊚S P −→ ND (K⊚S P) and the analogous map
for N D T in place of N are isomorphisms; and the left T-semimodule structure
on K ⊚S P is defined provided that the analogous map for T in place of N is an
isomorphism. It is straightforward to check that in each case (a-d) a right S-semi-
module structure on N ♦T K is defined via the construction of 1.4.4 (that is where
the conditions that K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is
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induced from a D-C-bimodule are used). It is also easy to verify the (co)flatness
conditions on K ⊚S P that are needed to guarantee that the semitensor product
N ♦T (K ⊚S P) is defined in the case (a). Thus it remains to show that the map
(N D K)⊚S P −→ N D (K⊚S P) is an isomorphism.
In the case (d), the map (N D K)⊙C P −→ N D (K⊙C P) and the analogous
map for K C S in place of K are isomorphisms by Proposition 5.2.1(e) and the
module ND (K⊚S P) is the cokernel of the pair of maps ND ((KC S)⊙C P)⇒
N D (K ⊙C P), so it is clear from the construction of the map (N D K) ⊚S
P −→ N D (K ⊚S P) that it is an isomorphism. In the cases (a-c), one has
K ≃ K C S and the multiple cotensor products N D K C S C · · · C S are
associative. So the map (NDK)⊚SP −→ ND (K⊚SP) is naturally isomorphic
to the map (N D K) ⊙C P −→ N D (K ⊙C P). The latter is an isomorphism by
Proposition 5.2.1(a) in the case (a) and by Proposition 5.2.1(d) in the cases (b-c). 
Proposition 2. Let L be a left C-semimodule, K be a T-S-bisemimodule, and M be
a left T-semimodule. Then there is a natural map SemiHomS(L,HomT(K,M)) −→
HomT(K♦S L, M) whenever both modules are defined via the constructions of 1.4.4
and 6.1.3. This map is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
(a) C is a flat right A-module, D is a flat right B-module, M is an injective left
D-comodule, and either
• S is a coflat right C-comodule, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and K as
a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a
C-coflat D-C-bicomodule, or
• S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, T
is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, the ring A
(resp., B) has a finite left (resp., weak) homological dimension, K as a
left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced from an
A-flat and D/B-coflat D-C-bicomodule, and K as a right S-semimodule
with a left D-comodule structure is induced from an A-flat D-C-bicomod-
ule, or
• the ring A is semisimple, the ring B is absolutely flat, K as a left T-semi-
module with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a D-C-bicomod-
ule, and K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is
induced from a D-C-bicomodule;
(b) L is a projective left A-module, C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective
left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, D is a flat left B-module,
T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat right D-comodule, the rings A
and B have finite left homological dimensions, K as a left T-semimodule with
a right C-comodule structure is induced from a B-projective and C/A-coflat
D-C-bicomodule, K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure
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is induced from a B-flat and C/A-coflat D-C-bicomodule, and M is a B-flat
and D/B-injective left D-comodule;
(c) L is a projective left A-module, C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective
left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the rings A and B have finite
left homological dimensions,K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule
structure is induced from a B-projective D-C-bicomodule, D is a flat right
B-module, M is a D/B-injective left D-comodule, and either
• T is a coflat right D-comodule, or
• T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, and K as
a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from a
D-C-bicomodule;
(d) C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, L is a
coprojective left C-comodule, and either
• D is a flat right B-module and T is a coflat right D-comodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat
left D-comodule, and K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule
structure is induced from a D-C-bicomodule, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat
right D-comodule, K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule
structure is induced from a B-flat D-C-bicomodule, and M is a flat left
B-module, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a coflat left D-comodule, K as a right
S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from a D-coflat
D-C-bicomodule, and M is a coflat left D-comodule.
Proof. Any sequence L′′ → L′′ → L′ → 0 of T-semimodule morphisms which
is exact in the category of B-modules and remains exact after taking the coten-
sor product with T over D is exact in the category of T-semimodules, i. e.,
for any T-semimodule M there is an exact sequence 0 −→ HomT(L
′,M) −→
HomT(L
′′,M) −→ HomT(L
′′′,M). Hence whenever a left T-semimodule structure
is defined on K♦S L via the construction of 1.4.4, the k-module HomT(K♦S L, M)
is the kernel of the pair of maps HomT(K C L, M) ⇒ HomT(K C S C L, M).
By the definition, the k-module SemiHomS(L,HomT(K,M)) is the kernel of the
pair of maps CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) ⇒ CohomC(S C L, HomT(K,M)) =
CohomC(L, CohomC(S, HomT(K,M))). There are natural maps CohomC(L,HomT
(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C L, M) and CohomC(S C L, HomT(K,M)) −→
HomT(K C S C L, M) constructed in 6.1.3. Whenever the left S-semicon-
tramodule structure on HomT(K,M) is defined via the construction of 6.1.3,
the corresponding (two) square diagrams commute. So there is a natural map
SemiHomS(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K ♦S L, M), which is an isomorphism
provided that the map CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C L, M) and the
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analogous map for SCL in place of L are isomorphisms; and the left S-semicontra-
module structure on HomT(K,M) is defined provided that the analogous map for S
in place of L is an isomorphism. It is straightforward to check that in each case (a-d)
a left T-semimodule structure on K ♦S L is defined via the construction of 1.4.4.
It is also easy to veryfy (using Proposition 5.2.2(a)) the (co)injectivity conditions
on HomT(K,M) that are needed to guarantee that the semihomomorphism module
SemiHomS(L,HomT(K,M)) is defined in the case (a). Thus it remains to show that
the map CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C L, M) is an isomorphism.
In the case (d), the map CohomC(L,HomD(K,M)) −→ HomD(K C L, M)
and the analogous map for T D K in place of K are isomorphisms by Proposi-
tion 5.2.2(e) and the module CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) is the kernel of the pair of
maps CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) ⇒ CohomC(L, HomT(T D K, M)), so it is clear
from the construction of the map CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(KCL, M)
that it is an isomorphism. In the cases (a-c), one has K = T D K and mul-
tiple cotensor products T D · · · D T D K C L are associative. So the map
CohomC(L,HomT(K,M)) −→ HomT(K C L, M) is naturally isomorphic to the
map CohomC(L,HomD(K,M)) −→ HomD(K C L, M). The latter is an isomor-
phism by Proposition 5.2.2(a) in the case (a) and by 5.2.2(d) in the cases (b-c). 
Proposition 3. Let P be a left S-semicontramodule, K be a T-S-bisemimodule,
and Q be a left T-semicontramodule. Then there is a natural map SemiHomT(K⊚S
P, Q) −→ HomS(P, SemiHomT(K,Q)) whenever both modules are defined via the
constructions of 3.4.4 and 6.1.3. This map is an isomorphism, at least, in the fol-
lowing cases:
(a) D is a projective left B-module, C is a projective left A-module, P is a pro-
jective left C-contramodule, and either
• T is a coprojective left D-comodule, S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
and K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule structure is in-
duced from a D-coprojective D-C-bicomodule, or
• T is a projective left B-module and a D/B-coflat right D-comodule, S is
a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the rings A
and B have finite left homological dimensions, K as a right S-semimod-
ule with a left D-comodule structure is induced from a B-projective and
C/A-coflat D-C-bicomodule, and K as a left T-semimodule with a right
C-comodule structure is induced from a B-projective D-C-bicomodule, or
• the rings A and B are semisimple, K as a right S-semimodule with a
left D-comodule structure is induced from a D-C-bicomodule, and K as
a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced from a
D-C-bicomodule;
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(b) D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat left
D-comodule, Q is an injective left B-module, C is a flat right A-module, S is
a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, the rings A and
B have finite left homological dimensions, K as a right S-semimodule with
a left D-comodule structure is induced from an A-flat and D/B-coprojective
D-C-bicomodule, K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure
is induced from an A-flat and D/B-coprojective D-C-bicomodule, and P is a
coinjective left C-contramodule;
(c) D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat left
D-comodule, Q is an injective left B-module, the rings A and B have finite left
homological dimensions, K as a right S-semimodule with a left D-comodule
structure is induced from an A-flat D-C-bicomodule, C is a projective left
A-module, P is a C/A-projective left C-contramodule, and either
• S is a coprojective left C-comodule, or
• S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, and
K as a left T-semimodule with a right C-comodule structure is induced
from a D-C-bicomodule;
(d) D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, Q is a coinjective
left D-comodule, and one of the conditions of the list of Proposition 1(d) holds.
Proof. Let Q be a left D-contramodule, K be a D-C-bicomodule with a right S-semi-
module structure such that multiple cohomomorphisms CohomD(KCSC· · ·CS,Q)
are associative and the semiaction mapKCS −→K is a left D-comodule morphism,
andP be a left S-semicontramodule. Then there is a natural left S-semicontramodule
structure on the module CohomD(K,Q). The composition of maps CohomD(K ⊚S
P, Q) −→ CohomD(K⊙C P, Q) −→ Hom
C(P,CohomD(K,Q)) factorizes through
the injection HomS(P,CohomD(K,Q)) −→ Hom
C(P,CohomD(K,Q)), so there is a
natural map CohomD(K ⊚S P, Q) −→ Hom
S(P,CohomD(K,Q)). The rest of the
proof is analogous to the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2. 
Assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
D is a flat right B-module, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then it follows
from 6.1.4 together with Propositions 1(d) and 2(d) that for any left T-semimodule
P, and T-S-bisemimodule K, and any left S-semicontramodule P there is a natural
isomorphism HomT(K⊚S P, M) ≃ Hom
S(P,HomT(K,M)).
In particular, when C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and S is a
coprojective left and a coflat right C-comodule, there is a pair of adjoint functors
ΨS : S–simod −→ S–sicntr and ΦS : S–sicntr −→ S–simod compatible with the func-
tors ΨC : C–comod −→ C–contra and ΦC : C–contra −→ C–comod. In other words, the
S-semimodule ΨS(M) as a C-comodule is naturally isomorphic to ΨC(M) and the
S-semicontramodule ΦS(P) as a C-contramodule is naturally isomorphic to ΦC(P).
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Assume that C is a projective left A-module and either S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, or S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule
and A has a finite left homological dimension. Then it follows from Propositions 1(a)
and 2(b,d) that the categories of C-coprojective left S-semimodules and C-projective
left S-semicontramodules are naturally equivalent.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module and either S is a coflat right C-comodule,
or S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule and A has a
finite left homological dimension. Then if follows from Propositions 1(b,d) and 2(a)
that the categories of C-injective left S-semimodules and C-coinjective left S-semi-
contramodules are naturally equivalent.
Assume that C is a projective left A-module and a flat right A-module, A has a
finite left homological dimension, and either S is a coprojective left C-comodule and a
flat right A-module, or S is a projective left A-module and a coflat right C-comodule.
Then it follows from Propositions 1(c,d) and 2(c,d) that the categories of C/A-injec-
tive left S-semimodules and C/A-projective left S-semicontramodules are naturally
equivalent.
Finally, assume that the ring A is semisimple. Then it follows from Proposi-
tions 1(a) and 2(a) that the categories of C-injective left S-semimodules and C-pro-
jective left S-semicontramodules are naturally equivalent.
In each of these cases, the natural maps defined in Propositions 2–3 in the case
of K = T = S have the following property of compatibility with the adjoint func-
tors between categories of S-semimodules and S-semicontramodules. For any left
S-semimodule M and any left S-semicontramodule P such that the S-semimodule
ΦS(P) = S⊚SP, the S-semicontramodule ΨS(M) = HomS(S,M), and the k-module
of semihomomorphisms SemiHomS(ΦS(P),ΨS(M)) are defined via the construc-
tions of 6.1.3 and 3.4.4, the maps SemiHomS(ΦS(P),ΨS(M)) −→ HomS(ΦS(P),M)
and SemiHomS(ΦS(P),ΨS(M)) −→ Hom
S(P,ΨS(M)) form a commutative diagram
with the adjunction isomorphism HomS(ΦS(P),M) ≃ Hom
S(P,ΨS(M)).
6.3. Semimodule-semicontramodule correspondence. Assume that the coring
C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, the semialgebra S is a coprojective left
and a coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
Theorem. (a) The functor mapping the quotient category of complexes of C/A-injec-
tive left S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes of C/A-in-
jective S-semimodules into the semiderived category of left S-semimodules is an equiv-
alence of triangulated categories.
(b) The functor mapping the quotient category of complexes of C/A-projective
left S-semicontramodules by the thick subcategory of C-contraacyclic complexes of
C/A-projective S-semicontramodules into the semiderived category of left S-semicon-
tramodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
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Proof. Part (b) follows from Lemma 5.3.2(b) and Lemma 2.6 applied to the construc-
tion of the morphism of complexes L2(P
•) −→P• from the proof of Theorem 4.6(b).
As an alternative to using Lemma 5.3.2, one can show that L2(P
•) is a complex of
C/A-projective S-semicontramodules in the following way. Use Lemma 3.3.2(b) to
construct a finite right A-injective resolution of every term of the complex of left
S-semicontramodules P•, then apply the functor L2, which maps exact triples of
complexes to exact triples, and use Lemmas 3.3.3(c), 5.2(b), and 5.3.1(b). The proof
of part (a) is completely analogous. 
Remark. The analogue of Theorem for complexes of quite C/A-injective S-semi-
modules and quite C/A-projective S-semicontramodules is true. Moreover, for any
complex of left S-semimodules M• there exists a morphism from M• into a com-
plex of C-injective S-semimodules with a C-coacyclic cone, and for any complex of
left S-semicontramodules P• there exists a morphism into P• from a complex of
C-projective S-semicontramodules with a C-contraacyclic cone. Indeed, consider the
complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules ΦSL2(P
•) and apply to it the construc-
tion of the morphism of complexes L1(K
•) −→ K• from the proof of Theorems 2.6
and 4.6(a). For any complex of C/A-injective S-semimodulesK•, the complex L1(K
•)
is a complex of coprojective S-semimodules by Remark 3.2.2 and Lemma 5.3.2(a) (or
simply because the class of C/A-injective left C-comodules is closed under extensions
and any A-projective C/A-injective left C-comodule is coprojective, which is easy to
check). So the complex of C-coprojective S-semimodules L1(ΦSL2(P
•)) maps into
ΦSL2(P
•) with a C-coacyclic cone, hence the complex of C-projective S-semicontra-
modules ΨSL1(ΦSL2(P
•)) maps into L2P
• and P• with C-contraacyclic cones.
Corollary. The restrictions of the functors ΨS and ΦS (applied to complexes term-
wise) to the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-injective S-semimodules and
C/A-projective S-semicontramodules define mutually inverse equivalences RΨS and
LΦS between the semiderived category of left S-semimodules and the semiderived
category of left S-semicontramodules.
Proof. By Corollary 5.4, the restrictions of functors ΨS and ΦS induce mutually in-
verse equivalences between the quotient category of the homotopy category of C/A-in-
jective S-semimodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic
complexes and the quotient category of the homotopy category of C/A-projective
S-semicontramodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-contraacyclic
complexes. Thus it remains to take in account the above Theorem. 
6.4. Birelatively contraflat, projective, and injective complexes. We keep
the assumptions of 6.3.
A complex of left S-semimodules M• is called projective relative to C relative
to A (S/C/A-projective) if the complex of homomorphisms over S from M• into
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any C-coacyclic complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules is acyclic. A complex of
left S-semicontramodules P• is called injective relative to C relative to A (S/C/A-in-
jective) if the complex of homomorphisms over S into P• from any C-contraacyclic
complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules is acyclic.
The contratensor product N• ⊚S P
• of a complex N• of right S-semimodules and
a complex P• of left S-semicontramodules is defined as the total complex of the
bicomplex Ni ⊚S P
j , constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals.
A complex of right S-semimodules N• is called contraflat relative to C relative to A
(S/C/A-contraflat) if the contratensor product over S of the complex N• any any
C-contraacyclic complex of C/A-projective left S-semicontramodules is acyclic.
It follows from Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.3.1 that the complex of left S-semimod-
ules induced from a complex of A-projective C-comodules is S/C/A-projective, the
complex of left S-semicontramodules coinduced from a complex of A-injective C-con-
tramodules is S/C/A-injective, and the complex of right S-semimodules induced from
a complex of A-flat C-comodules is S/C/A-contraflat.
Lemma. (a) Any S/C/A-semiflat complex of A-flat right S-semimodules (in the
sense of 2.8) is S/C/A-contraflat.
(b) A complex of A-projective left S-semimodules is S/C/A-projective if and only
if it is S/C/A-semiprojective (in the sense of 4.8).
(c) A complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules is S/C/A-injective if and
only if it is S/C/A-semiinjective (in the sense of 4.8).
Proof. The functors ΨS and ΦS define an equivalence between the category of
C-coacyclic complexes of C/A-injective left S-semimodules and the category of C-con-
traacyclic complexes of C/A-projective left S-semicontramodules. Therefore, part (a)
follows from Proposition 6.2.1(c) (applied to K = T = S) and Lemma 5.3.2(a),
part (b) follows from Proposition 6.2.2(c) and Lemma 5.3.2(b), and part (c) follows
from Proposition 6.2.3(c) and Lemma 5.3.2(a). 
In view of the relevant results of 4.8, it is also clear that a complex of A-pro-
jective left S-semimodules is S/C/A-projective if the complex of S-semimodule ho-
momorphisms from it into any C-contractible complex of C/A-injective S-semimod-
ules is acyclic. Analogously, a complex of A-injective left S-semicontramodules is
S/C/A-injective if the complex of S-semicontramodule homomorphisms into it from
any C-contractible complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules is acyclic.
Question. One can show using the construction of the morphism of complexes of left
S-semimodules L• −→ R2(L
•) and Lemma 1.2.2 that any S/C/A-contraflat complex
of (appropriately defined) S/C/A-semiflat right S-semimodules is S/C/A-semiflat.
One can also show using the functor SemiTorS that any A-flat S/C/A-contraflat
right S-semimodule (defined in terms of exact triples of C/A-projective or C/A-con-
traflat left S-semicontramodules) is S/C/A-semiflat; the converse is clear (cf. 9.2).
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Are all S/C/A-contraflat (in either definition) right S-semimodules A-flat? Are all
S/C/A-contraflat complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules S/C/A-semiflat?
The functor mapping the quotient category of S/C/A-contraflat complexes of right
S-semimodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes
into the semiderived category of right S-semimodules is an equivalence of triangulated
categories, since the complex L3L1(K
•) is S/C/A-contraflat for any complex of right
S-semimodules K•. The analogous results for S/C/A-projective complexes of left
S-semimodules and S/C/A-injective complexes of left S-semicontramodules follow
from the corresponding results of 4.8.
Remark. It follows from the above Lemma and Lemma 5.2 that any C-coacyclic
semiprojective complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules is contractible. Indeed,
such a complex is simultaneously an S/C/A-projective complex and a C-coacyclic
complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules. Analogously, any C-contraacyclic semiin-
jective complex of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules is contractible. Hence the
homotopy category of semiprojective complexes of C-coprojective S-semimodules is
equivalent to the semiderived category of left S-semimodules and the homotopy cat-
egory of semiinjective complexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules is equivalent
to the semiderived category of left S-semicontramodules. Furthermore, it follows
that the homotopy category of semiprojective complexes of C-coprojective S-semi-
modules is the minimal triangulated subcategory containing the complexes of left
S-semimodules induced from complexes of C-coprojective C-comodules and closed
under infinite direct sums. Analogously, the homotopy category of semiinjective com-
plexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules is the minimal triangulated subcategory
containing the complexes of left S-semicontramodules coinduced from complexes of
C-coinjective C-contramodules and closed under infinite products. (Cf. 2.9.)
6.5. Derived functor CtrTor. The following Lemmas provide a general approach
to one-sided derived functors of any number of arguments. They are essentially due
to P. Deligne [18].
Lemma 1. Let H be a category and S be a localizing class of morphisms in H. Let
P and J be full subcategories of H such that either
(a) the map HomH(Q, j) is bijective for any object Q ∈ P and any morphism
j ∈ S ∩ J, and for any object Y ∈ H there is an object J ∈ J together with a
morphism Y −→ J belonging to S, or
(b) the map HomH(q, J) is bijective for any morphism q ∈ S ∩ P and any object
J ∈ J, and for any object X ∈ H there is an object Q ∈ P together with a
morphism Q −→ X belonging to S.
Then for any objects P ∈ P and I ∈ J the natural map HomH(P, I) −→
HomH[S−1](P, I) is bijective.
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Proof. Part (b): any element of HomH[S−1](P, I) can be represented by a fraction of
morphisms P ←− X −→ I in H, where the morphism X −→ P belongs to S. Choose
an object Q ∈ P together with a morphism Q −→ X belonging to S. Then the compo-
sition Q −→ X −→ P belongs to S∩ P, hence the map HomH(P, I) −→ HomH(Q, I)
is bijective and there exists a morphism P −→ I that forms a commutative triangle
with the morphisms Q −→ X −→ P and Q −→ X −→ I. Obviously, this morphism
P −→ I represents the same morphism in H[S−1] that the fraction P ←− X −→ I.
Now suppose that there are two morphisms P ⇒ I in H whose images in H[S−1] coin-
cide. Then there exists a morphismX −→ P belonging to H which has equal composi-
tions with the morphisms P ⇒ I. Choose an object Q ∈ P together with a morphism
Q −→ X belonging to H again. The composition Q −→ X −→ P has equal compo-
sitions with the morphisms P ⇒ I, and since the map HomH(P, I) −→ HomH(Q, I)
is bijective, our two morphisms P ⇒ I are equal. Proof of part (a) is dual. 
Lemma 2. Let Hi, i = 1, . . . , n be several categories, Si be localizing classes of
morphisms in Hi, and F1 be full subcategories of Hi. Assume that for any object X
in Hi there is an object U in Fi together with a morphism U −→ X from Si. Let
K be a category and Θ: H1 × · · · × Hn −→ K be a functor such that the morphism
Θ(U1, . . . , Ui−1, t, Ui+1, . . . , Un) is an isomorphism for any objects Uj ∈ Fj and any
morphism t ∈ Si∩Fi. Then the left derived functor LΘ: H1[S
−1
1 ]×· · ·×Hn[S
−1
n ] −→ K
obtained by restricting Θ to F1 × · · · × Fn is a universal final object in the category
of all functors Ξ: H1 × · · · × Hn −→ K factorizable through H1[S
−1
1 ] × · · · × Hn[S
−1
n ]
and endowed with a morphism of functors Ξ −→ Θ.
Proof. It suffices to consider a single category H = H1 × · · · × Hn with the class of
morphisms S = S1×· · ·×Sn, the full subcategory F = F1×· · ·×Fn, and the functor of
one argument Θ: H −→ K. The functor F[(S ∩ F)−1] −→ H[S−1] is an equivalence of
categories by Lemma 2.6, so the derived functor LΘ can be defined. For any object
X ∈ H, choose an object UX ∈ F together with a morphism UX −→ X from S;
then we have the induced morphism LΘ(X) = Θ(UX) −→ Θ(X). For any morphism
X −→ Y in H there exists an object V in F together with a morphism V −→ UX
belonging to S and a morphism V −→ UY in H forming a commutative diagram with
the morphisms UX −→ X −→ Y and VX −→ Y . So we have constructed a morphism
of functors LΘ −→ Θ. Now if a functor Ξ: H −→ K factorizable through H[S−1] is
endowed with a morphism of functors Ξ −→ Θ, then the desired morphism of functors
Ξ −→ LΘ can be obtained by restricting the morphism of functors Ξ −→ Θ to the
subcategory F ⊂ H. 
Notice the difference between the construction of a double-sided derived functor
of two arguments in Lemma 2.7 and the construction of a left derived functor of any
number of arguments in Lemma 2. While in the former construction only one of the
two arguments is resolved, and the conditions imposed on the resolutions guarantee
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that the two derived functors obtained in this way coincide, in the latter construction
all of the arguments are resolved at once and it would not suffice to resolve only
some of them. In other words, the construction of Lemma 2.7 only works to define
balanced double-sided derived functors, while construction of Lemma 2 allows to
define nonbalanced one-sided derived functors.
Assume that the semialgebra S satisfies the conditions of 6.3.
According to Lemma 1(a) and (the proof of) Theorem 6.3(a), the natural map
HomHot(S–simod)(L
•,M•) −→ HomDsi(S–simod)(L
•,M•) is an isomorphism whenever L•
is a complex of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules and M• is a complex of C/A-injec-
tive S-semimodules. So the functor of homomorphisms in the semiderived category
of left S-semimodules can be lifted to a functor
ExtS : D
si(S–simod)op × Dsi(S–simod) −−→ D(k–mod),
which is defined by restricting the functor of homomorphisms of complexes of left
S-semimodules to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of S/C/A-projec-
tive complexes of S-semimodules and the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-in-
jective S-semimodules. By Lemma 2, this construction of the right derived functor
ExtS does not depend on the choice of subcategories of adjusted complexes.
Analogously, according to Lemma 1(b) and (the proof of) Theorem 6.3(b), the
natural map HomHot(S–sicntr)(P
•,Q•) −→ HomDsi(S–sicntr)(P
•,Q•) is an isomorphism
wheneverP• is a complex of C/A-injective S-semicontramodules andQ• is a complex
of S/C/A-injective S-semicontramodules. So the functor of homomorphisms in the
semiderived category of left S-semicontramodules can be lifted to a functor
ExtS : Dsi(S–sicntr)op × Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ D(k–mod),
which is defined by restricting the functor of homomorphisms of complexes of
left S-semicontramodules to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of
complexese of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules and the homotopy category of
S/C/A-injective complexes of S-semicontramodules.
Finally, the left derived functor of contratensor product
CtrTorS : Dsi(simod–S)× Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ D(k–mod)
is defined by restricting the functor of contratensor product over S to the Carthesian
product of the homotopy category of S/C/A-contraflat complexes of right S-semi-
modules and the homotopy category of complexes of C/A-projective left S-semicon-
tramodules. By the definition, this restriction factorizes through the semiderived
category of left S-semicontramodules in the second argument; let us show that it
also factorizes through the semiderived category of right S-semimodules in the first
argument. The complex of left S-semicontramodules Homk(N
•, k∨) is S/C/A-injec-
tive whenever a complex of right S-semimodules N• is S/C/A-contraflat; and the
complex Homk(N
•, k∨) is C-contraacyclic whenever the complex N• is C-coacyclic.
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Hence if N• is a C-coacyclic S/C/A-contraflat complex of right S-semimodules and
P• is a complex of C/A-projective left S-semicontramodules, then the complex
HomS(P•,Homk(N
•, k∨)) is acyclic, so the complex N• ⊚S P
• is also acyclic. By
Lemma 2, this construction of the left derived functor CtrTorS does not depend on
the choice of subcategories of adjusted complexes.
Notice that the constructions of derived functors RΨS and LΦS in Corollary 6.3
are also particular cases of Lemma 2.
Remark. To define/compute the composition multiplication ExtS(L
•,M•) ⊗Lk
ExtS(K
•,L•) −→ ExtS(K
•,M•) it suffices to represent the images of K•, L•, and
M• in the semiderived category of left S-semimodules by semiprojective complexes of
C-coprojective S-semimodules. The same applies to the functor ExtS and semiinjec-
tive complexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules. Besides, one can compute the
functors ExtS, Ext
S, and CtrTorS using resolutions of other kinds. In particular, one
can use complexes of C-injective S-semimodules and complexes of C-projective S-semi-
contramodules (see Remark 6.3) together with (appropriately defined) S/C-projective
complexes of left S-semimodules, S/C-injective complexes of left S-semicontramod-
ules, and S/C-contraflat complexes of right S-semimodules. One can also compute the
functor ExtS in terms of injective complexes of S-semimodules (defined as complexes
right orthogonal to C-coacyclic complexes in Hot(S–simod)) and the functor ExtS
in terms of projective complexes of S-semicontramodules. These can be obtained by
applying the functor ΦS to semiinjective complexes of C-coinjective S-semicontramod-
ules and the functor ΨS to semiprojective complexes of C-coprojective S-semimodules,
and using Propositions 6.2.2(a) and 6.2.3(a). Injective complexes of S-semimod-
ules can be also constructed using the functor right adjoint to the forgetful functor
S–simod −→ C–comod (see Question 3.3.1) and infinite products of complexes of
S-semimodules; this approach works assuming only that C is a flat right A-module,
S is a coflat right C-comodule, and A has a finite left homological dimension.
6.6. SemiExt and Ext, SemiTor and CtrTor. We keep the assumptions of 6.3.
Corollary. (a) There are natural isomorphisms of functors SemiExtS(M
•,P•) ≃
ExtS(M
•,LΦS(P
•)) ≃ ExtS(RΨS(M
•),P•) on the Carthesian product of the cate-
gory opposite to the semiderived category of left S-semimodules and the semiderived
category of left S-semicontramodules.
(b) There is a natural isomorphism of functors SemiTorS(N•,M•) ≃
CtrTorS(N•,RΨS(M
•)) on the Carthesian product of the semiderived category
of right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of left S-semimodules.
Proof. It suffices to construct natural isomorphisms SemiExtS(L
•,RΨS(M
•)) ≃
ExtS(L
•,M•), SemiExtS(LΦS(P
•),Q•) ≃ ExtS(P•,Q•), and SemiTorS(N•,
LΦS(P
•)) ≃ CtrTorS(N•,P•). In the first case, represent the image of M• in
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Dsi(S–simod) by a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules and the image of L• in
Dsi(S–simod) by a semiprojective complex of C-coprojective S-semimodules, and use
Proposition 6.2.2(d) and Lemma 6.4(b). Alternatively, represent the image of M•
in Dsi(S–simod) by a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules and the image of L•
in Dsi(S–simod) by an S/C/A-semiprojective complex of A-projective S-semimod-
ules (see 4.8), and use Proposition 6.2.2(c), Lemma 6.4(b), and Lemma 5.3.2(b).
In the second case, represent the image of P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) by a complex of
C/A-projective S-semicontramodules and the image of Q• in Dsi(S–sicntr) by a
semiinjective complex of C-coinjective S-semimodules, and use Proposition 6.2.3(d)
and Lemma 6.4(c). Alternatively, represent the image of P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) by a
complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules and the image ofQ• in Dsi(S–sicntr)
by an S/C/A-semiinjective complex of A-injective S-semicontramodules (see 4.8),
and use Proposition 6.2.3(c), Lemma 6.4(c), and Lemma 5.3.2(a). In the third case,
represent the image of P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) by a complex of C/A-projective S-semi-
contramodules and the image of N• in Dsi(simod–S) by a semiflat complex of C-coflat
S-semimodules, and use Proposition 6.2.1(d) and Lemma 6.4(a). Alternatively,
represent the image of P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) by a complex of C/A-projective S-semi-
contramodules and the image of N• in Dsi(simod–S) by an S/C/A-semiflat complex
of A-flat S-semimodules (see 2.8), and use Proposition 6.2.1(c), Lemma 6.4(a), and
Lemma 5.3.2(a).
Finally, to show that the three pairwise isomorphisms between the functors
SemiExtS(M
•,P•), ExtS(M
•,LΦS(P
•)), and ExtS(RΨS(M
•),P•) form a commu-
tative diagram, one can represent the image of M• in Dsi(S–simod) by a semiprojec-
tive complex of C-coprojective S-semimodules and the image of P• in Dsi(S–sicntr)
by a semiinjective complex of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules (having in mind
Lemmas 6.4 and 5.2), and use a result of 6.2. 
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7. Functoriality in the Coring
7.1. Compatible morphisms. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a
coring over a k-algebra B.
7.1.1. We will say that a map C −→ D is compatible with a k-algebra morphism
A −→ B if the biaction maps A ⊗k C ⊗k A −→ C and B ⊗k D ⊗k B −→ D form a
commutative diagram with the maps C −→ D and A⊗k C⊗k A −→ B⊗kD⊗kB (in
other words, the map C −→ D is an A-A-bimodule morphism) and the comultipli-
cation maps C −→ C⊗A C and D −→ D ⊗B D, as well as the counit maps C −→ A
and D −→ B, form commutative diagrams with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and
C⊗A C −→ D⊗B D.
Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Let M be a left comodule over C and N be a left comodule over B. We will say
that a map M −→ N is compatible with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D if the
action maps A ⊗k M −→ M and B ⊗k N −→ N form a commutative diagram with
the maps M −→ N and A ⊗k M −→ B ⊗k N (that is the map M −→ N is an
A-module morphism) and the coaction maps M −→ C ⊗A M and N −→ D ⊗B N
form a commutative diagram with the maps M −→ N and C ⊗A M −→ D ⊗B M.
Analogously, let P be a left contramodule over C and Q be a left contramodule over
D. We will say that a map Q −→ P is compatible with the maps A −→ B and
C −→ D if the action maps P −→ Homk(A,P) and Q −→ Homk(B,Q) form a
commutative diagram with the maps Q −→ P and Homk(B,Q) −→ Homk(A,P)
(that is the map Q −→ P is an A-module morphism) and the contraaction maps
HomA(C,P) −→ P and HomB(D,Q) −→ Q form a commutative diagram with the
maps Q −→ P and HomB(D,Q) −→ HomA(C,P).
Let M′ −→ N′ be a map from a right C-comodule M′ to a right D-comodule N′
compatible with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D, and M′′ −→ N′′ be a map from
a left C-comodule M′′ to a left D-comodule N′′ compatible with the maps A −→ B
and C −→ D. Then there is a natural map M′ C M
′′ −→ N′ D N
′′. Analogously,
let M −→ N be a map from a left C-comodule M to a left D-comodule N compatible
with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D, and Q −→ P be a map from a left D-con-
tramodule Q to a left C-contramodule P compatible with the maps A −→ B and
C −→ D. Then there is a natural map CohomD(N,Q) −→ CohomC(M,P).
7.1.2. Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Then there is a functor from the category of left C-comodules to the category of left
D-comodules assigning to a C-comodule M the D-comodule BM = B⊗AM with the
D-coaction map defined as the composition B⊗AM −→ B⊗AC⊗AM −→ D⊗AM =
D ⊗B (B ⊗A M) of the map induced by the C-coaction in M and the map induced
by the map C −→ D and the left B-action in D. The functor M 7−→ MB from
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the category of right C-comodules to the category of right D-comodules is defined in
the analogous way. Furthermore, there is a functor from the category of left C-con-
tramodules to the category of left D-contramodules assigning to a C-contramodule
P the D-contramodule BP = HomA(B,P) with the contraaction map defined as
the composition HomB(D,HomA(B,P)) = HomA(D,P) −→ HomA(C ⊗A B, P) =
HomA(B,HomA(C,P)) −→ HomA(B,P) of the map induced by the map C −→ D
and the right B-action in D with the map induced by the C-contraaction in P.
If C is a flat right A-module, then the functor M 7−→ BM has a right adjoint
functor assigning to a left D-comodule N the left D-comodule CN = CB D N,
where CB = C ⊗A B is a C-D-bicomodule with the right D-comodule structure pro-
vided by the above construction. These functors are adjoint since both k-modules
HomD(BM,N) and HomC(M, CN) are isomorphic to the k-module of all maps of co-
modules M −→ N compatible with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D. Without any
assumptions on the coring C, the functor N 7−→ CN is defined on the full subcategory
of left D-comodules such that the cotensor product CB D N can be endowed with
a left C-comodule structure via the construction of 1.2.4; this includes, in particular,
quasicoflat D-comodules. Analogously, if C is a flat left A-module, then the functor
M 7−→ MB has a right adjoint functor assigning to a right D-comodule N the right
C-comodule NC = N D BC, where BC = B ⊗A C is a D-C-bicomodule with the left
D-comodule structure provided by the above construction.
Furthermore, if C is a projective left A-module, then the functor P 7−→ BP
has a left adjoint functor assigning to a left D-contramodule Q the left C-contra-
module CQ = CohomD(BC,Q). These functors are adjoint since both k-modules
HomD(Q, BP) and HomC(CQ,P) are isomorphic to the k-module of all maps of con-
tramodules Q −→ P compatible with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D. Without any
assumptions on the coring C, the functor Q 7−→ CQ is defined on the full subcategory
of left D-contramodules such that the cohomomorphism module CohomD(BC,Q) can
be endowed with a left C-contramodule structure via the construction of 3.2.4; this
includes, in particular, quasicoinjective D-contramodules.
If C is a projective left A-module, then for any right C-comodule M and any left
D-contramoduleQ there is a natural isomorphismMB⊙DQ ≃M⊙C
CQ. Indeed, both
k-modules are isomorphic to the cokernel of the pair of maps M⊗A HomB(D,Q)⇒
M ⊗A Q, one of which is induced by the D-contraaction in Q and the other is the
composition of the map induced by the C-coaction in M and the map induced by the
evaluation map CB ⊗B HomB(D,Q) −→ Q. This is obvious for MB ⊙D Q, and in
order to show this for M⊙C
CQ it suffices to represent CQ as the cokernel of the pair
of C-contramodule morphisms HomB(BC,HomB(D,Q)) ⇒ HomB(BC,Q). Without
any assumptions on the coring C, there is a natural isomorphismMB⊙DQ ≃M⊙C
CQ
for any right C-comodule M and any left D-contramodule Q for which the C-contra-
module CQ = CohomD(BC,Q) is defined via the construction of 3.2.4.
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7.1.3. Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Proposition. (a) For any left C-comodule M and any right D-comodule N for which
the right C-comodule NC is defined there is a natural map NC C M −→ N D BM,
which is an isomorphism, at least, when C and M are flat left A-modules or N is a
quasicoflat right D-comodule.
(b) For any left C-contramodule P and any left D-comodule N for which
the left C-comodule CN is defined there is a natural map CohomD(N,
BP) −→
CohomC(CN,P), which is an isomorphism, at least, when either C is a flat right
A-module and P is an injective left A-module, or N is a quasicoprojective left
D-comodule.
(c) For any left C-comodule M and any left D-contramodule Q for which the
left C-contramodule CQ is defined there is a natural map CohomD(BM,Q) −→
CohomC(M,
CQ), which is an isomorphism, at least, when C and M are projective
left A-modules or Q is a quasicoinjective left D-contramodule.
Proof. Part (a): for any left C-comodule M and any right D-comodule N there are
maps of comodules M −→ BM and NC −→ N compatible with the maps A −→ B
and C −→ D. So there is the induced map NC C M −→ N D BM. On the other
hand, for any left C-comodule M there is a natural isomorphism of left D-comodules
BM ≃ BCCM, hence NCCM = (ND BC)CM and ND BM = ND (BCCM).
Let us check that the maps NC C M −→ N D BM, NC C M −→ N ⊗B BC ⊗A
M and N D BM −→ N ⊗B BC ⊗A M form a commutative diagram. Indeed, the
map (N D BC) ⊗A M −→ N ⊗B BC ⊗A M is equal to the composition of the map
(N D BC)⊗A M −→ (N D BC)⊗A C⊗A M induced by the C-coaction in N D BC
with the map (N D BC) ⊗A C ⊗A M −→ N ⊗B BC ⊗A M induced by the maps
N D BC −→ N and C −→ BC; while the composition of maps (N D BC) ⊗A
M −→ N ⊗B (BC C M) −→ N ⊗B BC ⊗A M is equal to the composition of the
map (N D BC) ⊗A M −→ (N D BC) ⊗A C ⊗A M induced by the C-coaction in M
with the same map (N D BC)⊗A C⊗A M −→ N⊗B BC⊗A M. It remains to apply
Proposition 1.2.5(d) and (e) with the left and right sides switched. The proofs of
parts (b) and (c) are completely analogous; the proof of (b) uses Proposition 3.2.5(g,h)
and the proof of (c) uses Proposition 3.2.5(f,i). 
7.1.4. Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module.
Then for any left D-contramodule Q there is a natural morphism of C-comodules
ΦC(
CQ) −→ C(ΦDQ), which is an isomorphism, at least, when D is a flat right
B-module and Q is a D/B-contraflat left D-contramodule. Indeed, ΦC(
CQ) =
C ⊙C
CQ ≃ CB ⊙D Q as a left C-comodule and C(ΦDQ) = CB D (D ⊙D Q), so
it remains to apply Proposition 5.2.1(c). Analogously, for any left D-comodule N
there is a natural morphism of C-contramodules C(ΨDN) −→ ΨC(CN), which is an
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isomorphism, at least, when D is a projective left B-module and N is a D/B-in-
jective left D-comodule. Indeed, ΨC(CN) = HomC(C, CN) ≃ HomD(BC,N) as a left
C-contramodule and C(ΨDN) = CohomD(BC,HomD(D,N)), so it remains to apply
Proposition 5.2.2(c).
Without any assumptions on the corings C and D, there is a natural isomorphism
ΦC(
CQ) ≃ C(ΦDQ) for any quite D/B-projective D-contramodule Q and a natural
isomorphism C(ΨDN) ≃ ΨC(CN) for any quite D/B-injective D-comodule N.
The natural morphisms ΦC(
CQ) −→ C(ΦDQ) and
C(ΨDN) −→ ΨC(CN) have the
following compatibility property. For any left D-comodule N and left D-contramod-
ule Q for which the C-comodule CN and the C-contramodule
CQ are defined via
the constructions of 1.2.4 and 3.2.4, for any pair of morphisms ΦDQ −→ N and
Q −→ ΨDN corresponding to each other under the adjunction of functors ΨD and
ΦD, the compositions ΦC(
CQ) −→ C(ΦDQ) −→ CN and
CQ −→ C(ΨDN) −→ ΨC(CN)
correspond to each other under the adjunction of functors ΨC and ΦC.
7.2. Properties of the pull-back and push-forward functors.
7.2.1. Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Theorem. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Then the functor N 7−→
CN maps D/B-coflat (D/B-coprojective) left D-comodules to C/A-coflat (C/A-co-
projective) left C-comodules. Assume additionally that D is a flat right B-module.
Then the same functor applied to complexes maps coacyclic complexes of D/B-coflat
D-comodules to coacyclic complexes of C-comodules.
(b) Assume that C is a projective left A-module. Then the functor Q 7−→ CQ
maps D/B-coinjective left D-contramodules to C/A-coinjective left C-contramodules.
Assume additionally that D is a projective left B-module. Then the same functor
applied to complexes maps contraacyclic complexes of D/B-coinjective D-contramod-
ules to contraacyclic complexes of C-contramodules.
Proof. Part (a): the first assertion follows from parts (a) (with the left and right sides
switched) and (b) of Proposition 7.1.3. To prove the second assertion, denote by K•
the cobar resolution CB⊗BD −→ CB⊗BD⊗BD −→ · · · of the right D-comodule CB.
Then K• is a complex of D-coflat C-D-bicomodules and the cone of the morphism
CB −→ K
• is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of B-flat C-D-bicomod-
ules. Thus if N• is a coacyclic complex of left D-comodules, then the complex of
left C-comodules K• D N
• is coacyclic and if N• is a complex of D/B-coflat left
D-comodules, then the cone of the morphism CB D N
• −→ K• D N
• is coacyclic.
The proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
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7.2.2. It is obvious that the functor M 7−→ BM maps complexes of A-flat
C-comodules to complexes of B-flat D-comodules. It will follow from the next The-
orem that it maps coacyclic complexes of A-flat C-comodules to coacyclic complexes
of D-comodules.
Theorem. (a) Assume that the coring C is a flat left and right A-module and the ring
A has a finite weak homological dimension. Then any complex of A-flat C-comodules
that is coacyclic as a complex of C-comodules is coacyclic with respect to the exact
category of A-flat C-comodules.
(b) Assume that the coring C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and the
ring A has a finite left homological dimension. Then any complex of A-projective left
C-comodules that is coacyclic as a complex of C-comodules is coacyclic with respect
to the exact category of A-projective left C-comodules.
(c) In the assumptions of part (b), any complex of A-injective left C-contramodules
that is contraacyclic as a complex of C-contramodules is contraacyclic with respect to
the exact category of A-injective left C-contramodules.
Proof. The proof is not difficult when k is a field, as in this case the functors of
Lemmas 1.1.3 and 3.1.3 can be made additive and exact. Then it follows that for any
coacyclic complex of C-comodules M• the complex L1(M
•) is coacyclic with respect
to the exact category of A-flat C-comodules, while it is clear that for any complex of
A-flat C-comodules M• the cone of the morphism L1(M
•) −→ M• is coacyclic with
respect to the exact category of A-flat C-comodules. Besides, parts (b) and (c) can
be derived from the result of Remark 5.5 using the cobar and bar constructions for
C-comodules and C-contramodules. Finally, part (a) can be deduced from part (b)
using Lemma 3.1.3(a), but this argument requires stronger assumptions on C and A.
Here is a direct proof of part (a). Let us call a complex of C-comodules m-flat
if its terms considered as A-modules have weak homological dimensions not exceed-
ing m, and let us call an m-flat complex of C-comodules m-coacyclic if it is coacyclic
with respect to the exact category of C-comodules whose weak homological dimen-
sion over A does not exceed m. We will show that for any m-coacyclic complex
of C-comodules M• there exists an (m − 1)-coacyclic complex of C-comodules L•
together with a surjective morphism of complexes L• −→ M• whose kernel K• is
also (m − 1)-coacyclic. It will follow that any (m − 1)-flat m-coacyclic complex
of C-comodules M is (m − 1)-coacyclic, since the total complex of the exact triple
K• → L• → M• is (m − 1)-coacyclic, as is the cone of the morphism K• −→ L•.
By induction we will deduce that any 0-flat d-coacyclic complex of C-comodules is
0-coacyclic, where d denotes the weak homological dimension of the ring A; that is a
reformulation of the assertion (a).
Let M• be the total complex of an exact triple of m-flat complexes of C-comodules
′M• → ′′M• → ′′′M•. Let us choose for each degree n projective A-modules ′Gn and
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′′′Gn endowed with surjective A-module maps ′Gn −→ ′Mn and ′′′Gn −→ ′′′Mn. The
latter map can be lifted to an A-module map ′′′Gn −→ ′′Mn, leading to a surjective
map from the exact triple of A-modules ′Gn → ′Gn⊕ ′′′Gn → ′′′Gn to the exact triple
of C-comodules ′Mn → ′′Mn → ′′′Mn. Applying the construction of Lemma 1.1.3, one
can obtain a surjective map from an exact triple of A-flat C-comodules ′Pn → ′′Pn →
′′′Pn to the exact triple of C-comodules ′Mn → ′′Mn → ′′′Mn. Now consider three
complexes of C-comodules ′L•, ′′L•, and ′′′L• whose terms are (i)Ln = (i)Pn−1 ⊕ (i)Pn
and the differential dn(i)L :
(i)Ln −→ (i)Ln+1 maps (i)Pn into itself by the identity map
and vanishes in the restriction to (i)Pn−1 and in the projection to (i)Pn+1. There are
natural surjective morphisms of complexes (s)L• −→ (s)M• constructed as in the proof
of Theorem 5.4. Taken together, they form a surjective map from the exact triple of
complexes ′L• → ′′L• → ′′′L• onto the exact triple of complexes ′M• → ′′M• → ′′′M•.
Let ′K• → ′′K• → ′′′K• be the kernel of this map of exact triples of complexes; then
the complexes (s)L• are 0-flat, while the complexes (s)K• are (m− 1)-flat. Therefore,
the total complex L• of the exact triple ′L• → ′′L• → ′′′L• is 0-coacyclic, while the
total complex K• of the exact triple ′K• → ′′K• → ′′′K• is (m − 1)-coacyclic. There
is a surjective morphism of complexes L• −→M• with the kernel K•.
Now let ′K• → ′L• → ′M• and ′′K• → ′′L• → ′′M• be exact triples of complexes of
C-comodules where the complexes ′K•, ′L•, ′′K•, and ′′L• are (m− 1)-coacyclic, and
suppose that there is a morphism of complexes ′M• −→ ′′M•. Let us construct for
the complex M• = cone(′M• → ′′M•) an exact triple of complexes K• → L• → M•
with (m − 1)-coacyclic complexes K• and L•. Denote by ′′′L• the complex ′L• ⊕
′′L•; there is the embedding of a direct summand ′L• −→ ′′′L• and the surjective
morphism of complexes ′′′L• −→ ′′M• whose components are the composition ′L• −→
′M• −→ ′′M• and the surjective morphism ′′L• −→ ′′M•. These two morphisms form
a commutative square with the morphisms ′L• −→ ′M• and ′M• −→ ′′M•. The kernel
′′′K• of the morphism ′′′L• −→ ′′M• is the middle term of an exact triple of complexes
′′K• −→ ′′′K• −→ ′L•. Since the complexes ′′K• and ′L• are (m − 1)-coacyclic, the
complex ′′′K• is also (m − 1)-coacyclic. Set L• = cone(′L• −→ ′′′L•) and K• =
cone(′K• −→ ′′′K•); then there is an exact triple of complexes K• → L• → M• with
the desired properties.
Obviously, if certain complexes of C-comodules M•α can be presented as quotient
complexes of (m − 1)-coacyclic complexes by (m − 1)-coacyclic subcomplexes, then
their direct sum
⊕
M•α can be also presented in this way.
Finally, let M• −→ ′M• be a homotopy equivalence of m-flat complexes of
C-comodules, and suppose that there is an exact triple ′K• → ′L• → ′M• with
(m − 1)-coacyclic complexes ′K• and ′L•. Let us construct an exact triple of com-
plexes K• → L• → M• with (m − 1)-coacyclic complexes K• and L•. Consider the
cone of the morphism M• −→ ′M•; it is contractible, and therefore isomorphic to the
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cone of the identity endomorphism of a complex of C-comodules N• with zero differ-
ential. The complex N• is m-flat, so it can be presented as the quotient complex of a
complex of A-flat C-comodules P• by its (m−1)-flat subcomplex Q•. Hence the com-
plex cone(M• → ′M•) is isomorphic to the quotient complex of a 0-flat contractible
complex cone(idP•) by an (m− 1)-flat contractible subcomplex cone(idQ•).
As we have proven, for the cocone ′′M• of the morphism ′M• −→ cone(M• → ′M•)
there exists an exact triple ′′K• → ′′L• → ′′M• with (m−1)-coacyclic complexes ′′K•
and ′′L•. The complex ′′M• is isomorphic to the direct sum of the complexM• and the
cocone of the identity endomorphism of the complex ′M•. (Indeed, there is a term-
wise split exact triple of complexes cone(id ′M•)[−1] −→
′′M• −→M• and the complex
cone(id ′M•)[−1] is contractible.) The latter cocone can be presented as the quotient
complex of an (m − 1)-flat contractible complex ′P• by an (m − 1)-flat contractible
subcomplex ′Q•, e. g., by taking ′P• = cone(id ′L•)[−1] and
′Q• = cone(id ′K•)[−1].
Now suppose that there are exact triples ′′K• → ′′L• → ′′M• and ′Q• → ′P• →
′N• with (m − 1)-coacyclic complexes ′′K•, ′′L•, ′Q•, and ′P• for certain complexes
′′M• = M• ⊕ ′N• and ′N•. Let us construct an exact triple K• → L• → M• with
(m − 1)-coacyclic complexes K• and L• (in fact, we will have K• = ′′K• and our
construction with obvious modifications will work for the kernel M• of a surjective
morphism of complexes ′′M• −→ ′N•). Set ′′′M• = M•⊕ ′P•; then there is a surjective
morphism of complexes ′′′M• −→ ′′M• with the kernel ′Q•. Let ′′′L• be the fibered
product of the complexes ′′′M• and ′′L• over ′′M•; then there are exact triples of
complexes ′′K• −→ ′′′L• −→ ′′′M• and ′Q• −→ ′′′L• −→ ′′L•. It follows from the
latter exact triple that the complex ′′′L• is (m− 1)-coacyclic. Furthermore, there is
an injective morphism of complexes M• −→ ′′′M• with the cokernel ′P•. Let L• be
the fibered product of the complexes M• and ′′′L• over ′′′M•; then there are exact
triples of complexes ′′K• −→ L• −→ M• and L• −→ ′′′L• −→ ′P•. It follows from
the latter exact triple that the complex L• is (m− 1)-coacyclic.
Part (a) is proven; the proofs of parts (b) and (c) are completely analogous. 
Remark. It follows from part (a) of Theorem that (in the same assumptions) any co-
acyclic complex of coflat C-comodules is coacyclic with respect to the exact category
of coflat C-comodules. Indeed, for any complex of C-comodules M• coacyclic with
respect to the exact category of A-flat C-comodules the complex R2(M
•) is coacyclic
with respect to the exact category of coflat C-comodules, and for any complex of coflat
C-comodules M• the cone of the morphism M• −→ R2(M
•) is coacyclic with respect
to the exact category of coflat C-comodules (by Lemma 1.2.2). Analogously, if C is
a flat right A-module then any coacyclic complex of C/A-coflat left C-comodules is
coacyclic with respect to the exact category of C/A-coflat left C-comodules. For copro-
jective C-comodules, coinjective C-contramodules, (quite) C/A-injective C-comodules,
and (quite) C/A-projective C-contramodules even stronger results are provided by Re-
mark 5.5, Theorem 5.4, and Theorem 5.5.
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7.3. Derived functors of pull-back and push-forward. Let C −→ D be a map
of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat right B-module. Then
the functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes
of D/B-coflat left D-comodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of
coacyclic complexes to the coderived category of left D-comodules is an equivalence
of triangulated categories by Lemma 2.6. Indeed, for any complex of leftD-comodules
N• there is a morphism from N• into a complex of D/B-coflat D-comodules R2(N
•)
with a coacyclic cone, which was constructed in 2.5. Compose the functor N• 7−→ CN
•
acting from the homotopy category of left D-comodules to the homotopy category
of left C-comodules with the localization functor Hot(C–comod) −→ Dco(C–comod)
and restrict it to the full subcategory of complexes of D/B-coflat D-comodules. By
Theorem 7.2.1(a), this restriction factorizes through the coderived category of left
D-comodules. Let us denote the right derived functor so obtained by
N• 7−→ RCN
• : Dco(D–comod) −−→ Dco(C–comod).
According to Lemma 6.5.2, this definition of a right derived functor does not depend
on the choice of a subcategory of adjusted complexes.
Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module, A has a finite weak homological
dimension, and D is a flat right B-module. Then the functor mapping the quo-
tient category of the homotopy category of complexes of A-flat C-comodules by its
intersection with the thick subcategory of coacyclic complexes to the coderived cat-
egory of C-comodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories by Lemma 2.6.
Indeed, for any complex of C-comodules M• there is a morphism into M• from a
complex of A-flat C-comodules L1(M
•) with a coacyclic cone, which was constructed
in 2.5. Compose the functor M• 7−→ BM
• acting from the homotopy category of
left C-comodules to the homotopy category of left D-comodules with the localization
functor Hot(D–comod) −→ Dco(D–comod) and restrict it to the full subcategory of
complexes of A-flat C-comodules. It follows from Theorem 7.2.2(a) that this restric-
tion factorizes through the coderived category of left C-comodules. Let us denote the
left derived functor so obtained by
M• 7−→ LBM
• : Dco(C–comod) −−→ Dco(D–comod).
According to Lemma 6.5.2, this definition of a left derived functor does not depend
on the choice of a subcategory of adjusted complexes.
Analogously, assume that C is a projective left A-module and D is a projective left
B-module. Then the left derived functor
Q• 7−→ CLQ
• : Dctr(D–contra) −−→ Dctr(C–contra)
is defined by restricting the functor Q• 7−→ CQ• to the full subcategory of complexes
of D/B-coinjective left D-contramodules.
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Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, A has a finite left
homological dimension, and D is a projective left B-module. Then the right derived
functor
P• 7−→ BRP
• : Dctr(C–contra) −−→ Dctr(D–contra)
is defined by restricting the functor P• 7−→ BP• to the full subcategory of complexes
of A-injective left C-contramodules.
Properties of the above-defined derived functors will be studied (in the greater
generality of semimodules and semicontramodules) in Section 8. In particular, the
functor N• 7−→ RCN
• is right adjoint to the functor M• 7−→ LBM
• when the latter is
defined; the functor Q• 7−→ CLQ
• is left adjoint to the functor P• 7−→ BRP
• when
the latter is defined; the equivalences of categories Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dctr(C–contra)
and Dco(D–comod) ≃ Dctr(D–contra), when they are defined, thansform the functor
N• 7−→ RCN
• into the functor Q• 7−→ CLQ
•; and there are formulas connecting our
derived functors with the derived functors Ctrtor, Cotor and Coext.
7.4. Faithfully flat/projective base ring change.
7.4.1. The main ideas of the following are due to Kontsevich and Rosenberg [33].
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and A −→ B be a k-algebra morphism.
The coring BCB over the k-algebra B is constructed in the following way. As a
B-B-bimodule, BCB is equal to B⊗A C⊗AB. The comultiplication in BCB is defined
as the composition B⊗AC⊗AB −→ B⊗AC⊗AC⊗AB −→ B⊗AC⊗AB⊗AC⊗AB =
(B ⊗A C⊗A B)⊗B (B ⊗A C⊗A B) of the map induced by the comultiplication in C
and the map induced by the map A −→ B. The counit in BCB is defined as the
composition B⊗A C⊗AB −→ B⊗AB −→ B of the map induced by the counit in C
and the map induced by the multiplication in B.
The coring BCB is a universal initial object in the category of corings D over B
endowed with a map C −→ D compatible with the map A −→ B.
As always, B is called a faithfully flat right A-module if it is a flat right
A-module and for any nonzero left A-module M the tensor product B ⊗A M is
nonzero. Assuming the former condition, the latter one holds if and only if the map
M = A ⊗A M −→ B ⊗A M is injective for any left A-module M . Therefore, B is
a faithfully flat right A-module if and only if the map A −→ B is injective and its
cokernel A/B is a flat right A-module. Analogously, the ring B is called a faith-
fully projective left A-module if it is a projective generator of the category of left
A-modules, i. e., it is a projective left A-module and for any nonzero left A-module P
the module HomA(B,P ) is nonzero. Assuming the former condition, the latter one
holds if and only if the map HomA(B,P ) −→ HomA(A, P ) = P is surjective for any
left A-module P . Therefore, B is a faithfully projective left A-module if and only if
the map A −→ B is injective and its cokernel A/B is a projective left A-module.
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If the coring C is a flat right A-module and the ring B is a faithfully flat right
A-module, then the functors M 7−→ BM and N 7−→ CN are mutually inverse equiv-
alences between the abelian categories of left C-comodules and left BCB-comodules.
Analogously, if C is a projective left A-module and B is a faithfully projective left
A-module, then the functors P 7−→ BP and Q 7−→ CQ are mutually inverse equiv-
alences between the abelian categories of left C-contramodules and left BCB-con-
tramodules. Both assertions follow from the next general Theorem, which is the
particular case of Barr–Beck Theorem [36] for abelian categories and exact functors.
Theorem. If ∆: B −→ A is an exact functor between abelian categories mapping
nonzero objects to nonzero objects and Γ: A −→ B is a functor left (resp., right)
adjoint to ∆, then the natural functor from the category B to the category of modules
over the monad ∆Γ (resp., comodules over the comonad ∆Γ) over the category A is
an equivalence of abelian categories. 
To prove the first assertion, it suffices to apply Theorem to the functor ∆:
C–comod −→ B–mod mapping a C-comodule M to the B-module B ⊗A M and the
functor Γ: B–mod −→ C–comod right adjoint to ∆ mapping a B-module U to the
C-comodule C ⊗A U . To prove the second assertion, apply Theorem to the functor
∆: C–contra −→ B–modmapping a C-contramoduleP to theB-module HomA(B,P)
and the functor Γ: B–mod −→ C–contra left adjoint to ∆ mapping a B-module V to
the C-contramodule HomA(C, V ).
7.4.2. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and A −→ B be a k-algebra morphism.
Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module and B is a faithfully flat left
and right A-module. Then it follows from Proposition 7.1.3(a) that for any right
C-comodule N and any left C-comodule M there is a natural map N C M −→
NB BCB BM, which is an isomorphism, at least, when one of the A-modules N and
M is flat or one of the BCB-comodulesNB and BM is quasicoflat. Analogously, assume
that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and B is a faithfully projective
left and a faithfully flat right A-module. Then it follows from Proposition 7.1.3(b-c)
that for any left C-comoduleM and any left C-contramodule P there is a natural map
Cohom
BCB(BM,
BP) −→ CohomC(M,P), which is an isomorphism, at least, when
the A-module M is projective, the A-module P is injective, the BCB-comodule BM
is quasicoprojective, or the BCB-contramodule
BP is quasicoinjective.
Remark. In general the map NCM −→ NB BCB BM is not an isomorphism, even
under the strongest of our assumptions on A, B, and C. For example, let C = A and
BCB = B ⊗A B; then N C M = N ⊗A M, while NB BCB BM is the kernel of the
pair of maps N ⊗A B ⊗A M ⇒ N ⊗A B ⊗A B ⊗A M induced by the map A −→ B.
The sequence 0 −→ N ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A B ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A B ⊗A B ⊗AM is exact
if one of two A-modules M and N is flat or admits a B-module structure, but in
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general the map N ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A B ⊗A M is not injective. Indeed, let k be a
field, A = k[x] be the algebra of polynomials in one variable, and B = k[x, ∂x] be the
algebra of differential operators in the affine line. LetM = k = N be one-dimensional
A-modules with the trivial action of x. Then the map N ⊗A M −→ N ⊗A B ⊗AM
is zero, since m⊗ 1⊗ n = m⊗ (∂xx− x∂x)⊗ n = 0 in N ⊗A B ⊗AM .
Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and B is a faithfully
projective left and a faithfully flat right A-module. Then the equivalences between
the categories C–comod and BCB–comod and between the categories C–contra and
BCB–contra transform the functors ΨC and ΦC into the functors ΨBCB and ΦBCB .
Indeed, one has Hom
BCB(BCB, BM) = HomC(CB,M) = HomA(B,HomC(C,M)) and
BCB ⊙BCB
BP = BC ⊙C P = B ⊗A (C ⊙C P). Alternatively, the same isomorphisms
can be constructed as in 7.1.4 using Propositions 5.2.1(e) and 5.2.2(e).
7.4.3. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and A −→ B be a k-algebra morphism.
Obviously, if C is a flat right A-module and B is a faithfully flat right A-module,
then a complex of left C-comodules M• is coacyclic if any only if the complex of left
BCB-comodules BM
• is coacyclic. So the functorM• 7−→ BM
• induces an equivalence
of the coderived categories of left C-comodules and left BCB-comodules. If C is a pro-
jective left A-module and B is a faithfully projective left A-module, then a complex
of left C-contramodules P• is contraacyclic if and only if the complex of BCB-contra-
modules BP• is contraacyclic. So the functor P• 7−→ BP• induces an equivalence of
the contraderived categories of left C-contramodules and left BCB-contramodules.
If C is a flat left and right A-module, B is a faithfully flat left and right A-module,
and A and B have finite weak homological dimensions, then the equivalences of cat-
egories Dco(comod–C) ≃ Dco(comod–BCB) and D
co(C–comod) ≃ Dco(BCB–comod)
transform the derived functor CotorC into the derived functor CotorBCB . If C is
a projective left and a flat right A-module, B is a faithfully projective left and
a faithfully flat right A-module, and A and B have finite left homological dimen-
sions, then the equivalences of categories Dco(C–comod) ≃ Dco(BCB–comod) and
Dctr(C–contra) ≃ Dctr(BCB–contra) transform the derived functor CoextC into the
derived functor Coext
BCB . In the same assumptions, the same equivalences of cate-
gories transform the mutually inverse functors RΨC and LΦC into the mutually inverse
functors RΨ
BCB and LΦBCB . If C is a flat right A-module, B is a faithfully flat right
A-module, and A and B have finite left homological dimensions, then the above
equivalence of categories transforms the functor ExtC into the functor ExtBCB . If C
is a projective left A-module, B is a faithfully projective left A-module, and A and
B have finite left homological dimensions, then the above equivalences of categories
transform the functors ExtC and CtrtorC into the functors ExtBCB and CtrtorBCB .
These isomorphisms of functors can be deduced from the uniqueness/universality
assertions of Lemmas 2.7 and 6.5.2 or derived from the preservation/reflection results
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of the next Remark. Besides, they are particular cases of the much more general
isomorphisms constructed in Section 8.
Remark. In the strongest of the above flatness/projectivity and homological dimen-
sion assumptions, almost all the properties of comodules and contramodules over
corings considered in this book are preserved by the passages from a coring C to
the coring BCB and back. This applies to the properties of coflatness, coprojectivity,
coinjectivity, relative coflatness, relative coprojectivity, relative coinjectivity, injectiv-
ity, projectivity, contraflatness, relative injectivity, relative projectivity, relative con-
traflatness. All of this follows from the facts that an A-moduleM is flat if and only if
the B-module B⊗AM is flat, an A-moduleM is projective if and only if the B-module
B ⊗A M is projective, and an A-module P is injective if and only if the B-module
HomA(B,P ) is injective. Indeed, suppose that the left B-module B⊗AM is flat. Any
flat left B-module is a flat left A-module, since the ring B is a flat left A-module.
Consider the tensor product of complexes (A → B) ⊗A · · · ⊗A (A → B) ⊗A M ,
where the number of factors A −→ B is at least equal to the weak homological di-
mension of A. This complex is exact everywhere except its rightmost term, since
the map A −→ B is injective and B/A is a flat right A-module. Since all terms of
this complex, except possibly the leftmost one, are flat left A-modules, the leftmost
term A is also a flat left A-module. Alternatively, one can consider the complex
M −→ B ⊗A M −→ B ⊗A B ⊗A M −→ · · · with the alternating sums of the maps
induced by the map A −→ B as the differentials; this complex of left A-modules is
acyclic, since the induced complex of left B-modules is contractible. Notice that the
assumption of finite weak homological dimension of the ring A is necessary for this
argument, since otherwise the ring B can be absolutely flat while the ring A is not
(see Remark 8.4.3). Assuming only that C is a flat right A-module and B is a faith-
fully flat right A-module, the right BCB-comodule NB is coflat if a right C-comodule
N is coflat, etc. On the other hand, even under the strongest of the above assump-
tions there are more quite C/A-injective C-comodules than quite BCB/B-injective
BCB-comodules and there are more quite C/A-projective C-contramodules than quite
BCB/B-projective BCB-contramodules; i. e., quite relative injectivity and quite rel-
ative projectivity is not preserved by the equivalences of categories M 7−→ BM and
P 7−→ BP in general. Analogously, there are more quasicoflat C-comodules than qua-
sicoflat BCB-comodules. Indeed, consider the case when C = A and BCB = B ⊗A B.
Then all C-comodules are coinduced and all C-contramodules are induced, while a
BCB-comodule is quite BCB/B-injective, or a BCB-contramodule is quite BCB/B-pro-
jective, if and only if the corresponding A-module is a direct summand of anA-module
admitting a B-module structure. For example, if A = k[x] and B = k[x, ∂x] as in
Remark 7.4.2, then the one-dimensional A-module M with the trivial action of x is
not the direct summand of any A-module admitting a B-module structure, since the
equation xm = 0 would imply m = −x∂xm. At the same time, any projective left
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A-module is a direct summand of a projective left B-module and any injective left
A-module is a direct summand of an injective left B-module. It follows, in partic-
ular, that the cokernel of an injective morphism of quite C/A-injective C-comodules
is not always quite C/A-injective and the kernel of a surjective morphism of quite
C/A-projective C-contramodules is not always quite C/A-projective.
7.5. Remarks on Morita morphisms.
7.5.1. A Morita morphism from a k-algebra A to a k-algebra B is an A-B-bimodule
E such that E is a finitely generated projective right B-module. For any Morita
morphism E from A to B, set E∨ = HomBop(E,B); then E
∨ is a B-A-bimodule and
a finitely generated projective left B-module. To any k-algebra morphism A −→ B,
one can assign a Morita morphism E = B = E∨ from A to B.
Equivalently, a Morita morphism from A to B can be defined as a pair consisting
of an A-B-bimodule E and a B-A-bimodule E∨ endowed with an A-A-bimodule
morphism A −→ E⊗BE
∨ and a B-B-bimodule morphism E∨⊗AE −→ B such that
the two compositions E −→ E⊗BE
∨⊗AE −→ E and E
∨ −→ E∨⊗AE⊗BE
∨ −→ E∨
are equal to the identity endomorphisms of E and E∨.
For any Morita morphism E from A to B the functor N 7−→ AN = E ⊗B N =
HomB(E
∨, N) from the category of left B-modules to the category of left A-modules
has a left adjoint functor M 7−→ BM = E
∨ ⊗AM and a right adjoint functor P 7−→
BP = HomA(E, P ). Analogously, the functorN 7−→ NA = N⊗BE
∨ = HomBop(E,N)
from the category of right B-modules to the category of right A-modules has a left
adjoint functor M 7−→ MB = M ⊗A E and a right adjoint functor P 7−→ P
B =
HomBop(E
∨, P ).
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and E be a Morita morphism from A to
B. Then there is a coring structure on the B-B-bimodule BCB = E
∨ ⊗A C ⊗A E
defined in the following way [17]. The comultiplication in BCB is the composition
E∨⊗AC⊗AE −→ E
∨⊗AC⊗AC⊗AE −→ E
∨⊗AC⊗AE⊗BE
∨⊗AC⊗AE of the map
induced by the comultiplication in C and the map induced by the map A −→ E⊗BE
∨.
The counit in BCB is the composition E
∨⊗A C⊗A E −→ E
∨⊗A E −→ B, where the
first map is induced by the counit in C.
All the results of 7.1–7.3 can be generalized to the situation of a Morita morphism E
from a k-algebra A to a k-algebra B and a morphism BCB −→ D of corings over B.
In particular, for any left C-comodule M there is a natural D-comodule structure
on the B-module BM = E
∨ ⊗A M, and analogously for right comodules and left
contramodules. For any right C-comodule M′ and any left C-comodule M′′ there is
a natural map M′ C M
′′ −→M′B D BM
′′ compatible with the map M′ ⊗A M
′′ −→
M′B ⊗B BM
′′, etc. All the results of 7.4 can be generalized to the case of a Morita
morphism E from a k-algebra A to a k-algebra B. In particular, E∨ is a (faithfully)
flat right A-module if and only if E ⊗B E
∨ is a (faithfully) flat right A-module, etc.
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7.5.2. One would like to define a Morita morphism from a coring C to a coring D
as a pair consisting of a C-D-bicomodule E and a D-C-bicomodule E∨ endowed with
maps C −→ E D E
∨ and E∨ C E −→ D satisfying appropriate conditions. This
works fine for coalgebras over fields, but in the coring situation it is not clear how to
deal with the problems of nonassociativity of the cotensor product. That is why we
restrict ourselves to the special case of coflat/coprojective Morita morphisms.
Notice that, assuming D to be a flat right B-module, a k-linear functor
Λ: C–comod −→ D–comod is isomorphic to a functor of the form M 7−→ KC M for
a certain D-C-bicomodule K if and only if it preserves cokernels of the morphisms
coinduced from morphisms of A-modules, kernels of A-split morphisms, and infinite
direct sums. Analogously, assuming D to be a projective left B-module, a k-linear
functor Λ: C–contra −→ D–contra is isomorphic to a functor of the form P 7−→
CohomC(K,P) for a certain C-D-bicomoduleK if and only if it preserves kernels of the
morphisms induced from morphisms of A-modules, cokernels of A-split morphisms,
and infinite direct products. Indeed, let us compose our functor Λ with the induction
functor A–mod −→ C–contra and with the forgetful functor D–contra −→ B–mod;
then the functor A–mod −→ B–mod so obtained has the form U 7−→ HomA(K, U)
for an A-B-bimodule K. This follows from a theorem of Watts about representability
of left exact product-preserving covariant functors on the category of modules over a
ring, which is a particular case of the abstract adjoint functor existence theorem [36].
The morphism of functors HomA(C,HomA(C, U)) −→ HomA(C, U) induces a left
C-coaction in K, while the functorial D-contramodule structures on the B-modules
HomA(K, U) induce a right D-coaction in K. Since the functor Λ sends the exact
sequences HomA(C,HomA(C,P)) −→ HomA(C,P) −→ P −→ 0 to exact sequences,
it is isomorphic to the functor P 7−→ CohomC(K,P).
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B. Assume
that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat right B-module. A right coflat Morita
morphism from C to D is a pair consisting of a D-coflat C-D-bicomodule E and a
C-coflatD-C-bicomodule E∨ endowed with a C-C-bicomodule morphism C −→ EDE
∨
and a D-D-bicomodule morphism E∨ C E −→ D such that the two compositions
E −→ E D E
∨ C E −→ E and E
∨ −→ E∨ C E D E
∨ are equal to the identity
endomorphisms of E and E∨. A right coflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D
induces an exact functorM 7−→ DM = E
∨CM from the category of left C-comodules
to the category of left D-comodules and an exact functor N 7−→ CN = E D N from
the category of left D-comodules to the category of left C-comodules; the former
functor is left adjoint to the latter one. Conversely, any pair of adjoint exact k-linear
functors preserving infinite direct sums between the categories of left C-comodules
and left D-comodules is induced by a right coflat Morita morphism.
Analogously, assume that C is a projective left A-module and D is a projective
left B-module. A left coprojective Morita morphism from C to D is defined as a pair
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consisting of a C-coprojective C-D-bicomodule E and a D-coprojective D-C-bicomod-
ule E∨ endowed with a C-C-bicomodule morphism C −→ E D E
∨ and a D-D-bi-
comodule morphism E∨ C E −→ D satisfying the same conditions as above. A
left coprojective Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D induces an exact functor
P 7−→ DP = CohomC(E,P) from the category of left C-contramodules to the category
of left D-contramodules and an exact functor Q 7−→ CQ = CohomD(E
∨,Q) from the
category of left D-contramodules to the category of left C-contramodules; the former
functor is right adjoint to the latter one. Conversely, any pair of adjoint exact k-linear
functors preserving infinite products between the categories of left C-contramodules
and left D-contramodules is induced by a left coprojective Morita morphism.
All the results of 7.1–7.3 can be extended to the situation of a left coprojective
and right coflat Morita morphism from a coring C to a coring D. In particular, for
any right C-comodule M and any left D-contramodule Q the compositions (M C
E)⊙DQ −→ (MCE)⊙DCohomC(E,CohomD(E
∨,Q)) −→M⊙CCohomD(E
∨,Q) and
M⊙CCohomD(E
∨,Q) −→ (MC ED E
∨)⊙CCohomD(E
∨,Q) −→ (MC E)⊙D Q of
the maps induced by the morphisms E∨CE −→ D and C −→ EDE
∨ and the natural
“evaluation” maps are mutually inverse isomorphisms between the k-modulesMD⊙D
Q and M⊙C
CQ. For any left D-contramodule Q there are natural isomorphisms of
left C-comodules ΦC(
CQ) = C ⊙C
CQ ≃ CD ⊙D Q ≃ E ⊙D Q ≃ E D (D ⊙D Q) =
C(ΦDQ) by Proposition 5.2.1(e), etc. However, one sometimes has to impose the
homological dimension conditions on A and B where they were not previously needed
and strengthen the quasicoflatness (quasicoprojectivity, quasicoinjectivity) conditions
to coflatness (coprojectivity, coinjectivity) conditions.
7.5.3. A right coflat Morita equivalence between corings C and D is a right coflat
Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D such that the bicomodule morphisms C −→
EDE
∨ and E∨CE −→ D are isomorphisms; it can be also considered as a right coflat
Morita morphism (E∨,E) from D to C. Left coflat Morita equivalences and left copro-
jective Morita equivalences are defined in the analogous way. A right coflat Morita
equivalence between corings C and D induces an equivalence of the categories of left
C-comodules and left D-comodules, and, assuming that C is a flat right A-module
and D is a flat right B-module, any equivalence between these two k-linear categories
comes from a right coflat Morita equivalence. Analogously, a left coprojective Morita
equivalence between corings C and D induces an equivalence of the categories of left
C-contramodules and left D-contramodules, and, assuming that C is a projective left
A-module and D is a projective left B-module, any equivalence between these two
k-linear categories comes from a left coprojective Morita equivalence.
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and (E,E∨) be a Morita morphism from A
to B. If C is a flat right A-module and E∨ is a faithfully flat right A-module, then
the pair of bicomodules E = CB = C⊗A E and E
∨ = BC = E
∨ ⊗A C is a right coflat
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Morita equivalence between the corings C and BCB. Analogously, if C is a projective
left A-module and E is a faithfully projective left A-module, then the same pair of
bicomodules E = CB and E
∨ = BC is a left coprojective Morita equivalence between
the corings C and BCB. This is a reformulation of the results of 7.4.1 in the case of
a Morita morphism of k-algebras.
All the results of 7.4.3 can be generalized to the situation of a Morita equivalence,
satisfying appropriate coflatness/coprojectivity conditions, between corings C and D.
The same applies to the results of 7.4.2, with homological dimension conditions added
when necessary and the quasicoflatness (quasicoprojectivity, quasicoinjectivity) con-
ditions strengthened to coflatness (coprojectivity, coinjectivity) conditions.
Remark. When the rings A and B are semisimple, one can consider Morita mor-
phisms from the coring C to the coring D without any coflatness/coprojectivity con-
ditions imposed. Moreover, for any Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D the left
C-comodule E is coprojective and the right C-comodule E∨ is coprojective. In par-
ticular, any Morita equivalence between C and D is left and right coprojective. On
the other hand, without such conditions on the rings A and B not every right coflat
Morita equivalence between C and D is a left coflat Morita equivalence. For example,
when C is a finite-dimensional coalgebra over a field k, B is the algebra over k dual
to C, and D = B, the right coflat Morita equivalence between C and D inducing the
equivalence of categories C–comod ≃ B–mod is not left coflat, since this equivalence
of categories does not preserve coflatness of comodules.
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8. Functoriality in the Semialgebra
8.1. Compatible morphisms. Let C −→ D be a map of corings compatible with
a k-algebra map A −→ B. Let S be a semialgebra over the coring C and T be a
semialgebra over the coring D.
8.1.1. A map S −→ T is called compatible with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D if
the biaction maps A⊗k S ⊗k A −→ S and B ⊗k T ⊗k B −→ T form a commutative
diagram with the maps S −→ T and A⊗k S⊗k A −→ B ⊗k T ⊗k B (that is the map
S −→ T is an A-A-bimodule morphism), the bicoaction maps S −→ C ⊗A S ⊗A C
and T −→ D ⊗B T ⊗B D form a commutative diagram with the maps S −→ T
and C ⊗A S ⊗A C −→ D ⊗B T ⊗B D (that it the induced map B ⊗A S ⊗A B −→
T is a D-D-bicomodule morphism), and furthermore, the semimultiplication maps
S C S −→ S and T D T −→ T and the semiunit maps C −→ S and D −→ T form
commutative diagrams with the maps C −→ D, S −→ T, and S C S −→ T D T.
Let S −→ T be a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings C −→ D
and a k-algebra map A −→ B. Let M be a left S-semimodule and N be a left
T-semimodule. A map M −→ N is called compatible with the maps A −→ B,
C −→ D, and S −→ T if it is compatibe with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D as a
map from a C-comodule to a D-comodule and the semiaction maps S C M −→ M
and T D N −→ N form a commutative diagram with the maps M −→ N and
SCM −→ TDN. Analogously, letP be a left S-semicontramodule andQ be a left
T-semicontramodule. A map Q −→P is called compatible with the maps A −→ B,
C −→ D, and S −→ T if it is compatibe with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D as
a map from a D-contramodule to a C-contramodule and the semicontraaction maps
P −→ CohomC(S,P) and Q −→ CohomD(T,Q) form a commutative diagram with
the maps Q −→P and CohomD(T,Q) −→ CohomC(S,P).
Let M′ −→ N′ be a map from a right S-semimodule to a right T-semimodule
compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T, and let M′′ −→ N′′
be a map from a left S-semimodule to a left T-semimodule compatible with the
maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T. Assume that the triple cotensor products
M
′
C S C M
′′ and N′ D T D N
′′ are associative. Then there is a natural map
of k-modules M′ ♦S M
′′ −→ N′ ♦S N
′′. Analogously, let M −→ N be a map from
a left S-semimodule to a left T-semimodule compatible with the maps A −→ B,
C −→ D, and S −→ T, and let Q −→ P be a map from a left T-semicontramod-
ule to a left S-semicontramodule compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D,
and S −→ T. Assume that the triple cohomomorphisms CohomC(S C M, P) and
CohomD(T D N, Q) are associative. Then there is a natural map of k-modules
SemiHomT(N,Q) −→ SemiHomS(M,P).
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8.1.2. Let S −→ T be a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings
C −→ D and a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module and either S is a coflat right C-comodule,
or S is a flat right A-module and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule and A has a finite
weak homological dimension, or A is absolutely flat. Then for any left T-semimod-
ule N there is a natural S-semimodule structure on the left C-comodule CN. It is
constructed as follows: the composition S C CN −→ T D N −→ N of the map
induced by the maps S −→ T and CN −→ N with the T-semiaction in N is a
map from a C-comodule to a D-comodule compatible with the maps A −→ B and
C −→ D, hence there is a C-comodule map S C CN −→ CN. Analogously, assume
that C is a projective left A-module and either S is a coprojective left C-comodule, or
S is a projective left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule and A has a finite
left homological dimension, or A is semisimple. Then for any left T-semicontramod-
ule Q there is a natural S-semicontramodule structure on the left C-contramodule
CQ. Indeed, the composition Q −→ CohomD(T,Q) −→ CohomC(S,
CQ) is a map
from a D-contramodule to a C-contramodule compatible with the maps A −→ B
and C −→ D, hence a C-contramodule map CQ −→ CohomC(S,
CQ). Assuming
that D is a flat right B-module, C is a flat right A-module, and S is a coflat right
C-comodule, for any D-coflat right T-semimodule N there is a natural S-semimodule
structure on the coflat right C-comodule NC and for any D-coinjective left T-semi-
contramodule Q there is a natural S-semicontramodule structure on the coinjective
left C-contramodule CQ provided that B is a flat right A-module.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, D is a flat
right B-module, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then the functor N 7−→ CN
from the category of left T-semimodules to the category of left S-semimodules has
a left adjoint functor M 7−→ TM, which is constructed as follows. For induced left
S-semimodules, one has T(SCL) = TD BL; to compute the T-semimodule TM for
an arbitrary left S-semimoduleM, one can representM as the cokernel of a morphism
of induced S-semimodules. Both k-modules HomS(M, CN) and HomT(TM,N) are
isomorphic to the k-module of all maps of semimodules M −→ N compatible with
the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T. There are also a few situations when
the functor M 7−→ TM is defined on the full subcategory of induced S-semimodules.
Under analogous assumptions, the functor M 7−→ MT left adjoint to the functor
N 7−→ NC acts from the category of right S-semimodules to the category of right
T-semimodules.
Now assume that C is a flat left and right A-module, S is a flat left A-module and
a coflat right C-comodule, A has a finite weak homological dimension, D is a flat
right B-module, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then the functor N 7−→ CN
can be constructed in a different way: when M is a flat left A-module, one has
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TM = TC ♦S M, where TC = T D BC is a T-S-bisemimodule with the right S-semi-
module structure provided by the above construction. To compute the T-semimodule
TM for an arbitrary left S-semimodule M, one can represent M as the cokernel of a
morphism of A-flat S-semimodules. Assuming only that C is a flat right A-module,
S is a coflat right C-comodule, D is a flat right B-module, and T is a coflat right
D-comodule, the functor M 7−→ TM can be defined by the formula TM = TC ♦S M
for any M whenever B is a flat right A-module. If C is a flat left and right A-module,
S is a coflat left and right C-comodule, D is a flat right B-module, and T is a coflat
right D-comodule, the functor M 7−→ TM is given by the formula TM = TC ♦S M
on the full subcategory of C-coflat S-semimodules M.
Furthermore, assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective leftD-comodule.
Then the functor Q 7−→ CQ from the category of left T-semicontramodules to
the category of left S-semicontramodules has a right adjoint functor P 7−→ TP,
which is constructed as follows. For coinduced left S-semicontramodules, one has
TCohomC(S,R) = CohomD(T,
BR); to compute the T-semicontramodule TP for
an arbitrary left S-semicontramodule P, one can represent P as the kernel of a
morphism of coinduced S-semicontramodules. Both k-modules HomS(CQ,P) and
HomT(Q, TP) are isomorphic to the k-module of all maps of semicontramodules
Q −→ P compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T. There are
also a few situations when the functor P 7−→ TP is defined on the full subcategory
of coinduced S-semicontramodules.
Now assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective
left C-comodule and a flat right A-module, A has a finite left homological dimension,
D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective left D-comodule. Then the
functor P 7−→ TP can be constructed in a different way: when P is an injective
left A-module, TP = SemiHomS(CT,P); to compute the T-semicontramodule
TP
for an arbitrary left S-semicontramodule P, one can represent P as the kernel of a
morphism of A-injective S-semicontramodules. Assuming only that C is a projective
left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module,
and T is a coprojective left D-comodule, the functorP 7−→ TP can be defined by the
formula TP = SemiHomS(CT,P) for anyP whenever B is a projective left A-module.
If C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective left and a
coflat right C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective left
D-comodule, the functorP 7−→ TP is given by the formula TP = SemiHomS(CT,P)
on the full subcategory of C-coinjective S-semicontramodules P.
Assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective left D-comodule. Then for
any right S-semimodule M and any left T-semicontramodule Q there is a natural
isomorphism MT ⊚T Q ≃ M ⊚S
CQ. Moreover, both k-modules are isomorphic to
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the cokernel of the pair of maps (M C S)B ⊙D Q ⇒ MB ⊙D Q one of which is
induced by the S-semiaction in M and the other is defined in terms of the morphism
(MCS)B −→MBDT, the T-semicontraaction inQ, and the natural “evaluation”
map (MB D T)⊙D CohomD(T,Q) −→MB ⊙D Q. This is clear for M⊚S
CQ, and
to construct this isomorphism for MT⊚T Q it suffices to represent M as the cokernel
of the pair of morphisms of induced S-semimodules M C S C S⇒M C S. In the
above situations when MT = M♦S CT, this isomorphism can be also constructed by
representing MT as the cokernel of the pair of T-semimodule morphisms MC SC
CT ⇒M C CT and using the isomorphisms M C CT ≃MB D T.
8.1.3. Let S −→ T be a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings
C −→ D and a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Proposition. (a) Let M be a left S-semimodule and N be a right T-semimodule.
Then the semitensor product TM = TC ♦S M can be endowed with a left T-semi-
module structure via the construction of 1.4.4 and the map of semitensor products
NC ♦S M −→ N♦T TM induced by the maps of semimodules NC −→ N and M −→
TM is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, N is a coflat
right D-comodule, C is a flat left A-module, S is a flat left A-module and a
C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring A has a finite weak homological dimen-
sion, and M is a flat left A-module, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, N is a coflat right
D-comodule, C is a flat left A-module, S is a coflat left C-comodule, and M
is a coflat left C-comodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, N is a coflat right
D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, and B
is a flat right A-module, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a flat left B-module and a D/B-coflat right
D-comodule, the ring B has a finite weak homological dimension, C is a flat
left A-module, S is a coflat left C-comodule, and M is a semiflat left S-semi-
module, or
• D is a flat left B-module, T is a coflat left D-comodule, BC is a coflat left
D-comodule, C is a flat left A-module, S is a coflat left C-comodule, and M
is a semiflat left S-semimodule.
When the ring A (resp., B) is absolutely flat, the C/A-coflatness (resp., D/B-coflat-
ness) assumption can be dropped.
(b) Let P be a left S-semicontramodule and N be a left T-semimodule. Then
the module of semihomomorphisms TP = SemiHomS(CT,P) can be endowed with a
left T-semicontramodule structure via the construction of 3.4.4 and the map of the
semihomomorphism modules SemiHomT(N,
TP) −→ SemiHomS(CN,P) induced by
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the maps of semimodules and semicontramodules CN −→ N and
TP −→ P is an
isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, N is
a coprojective left D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right
A-module and a C/A-coprojective left C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left
homological dimension, and P is an injective left A-module, or
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, N is a
coprojective left D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right
C-comodule, and P is a coinjective left C-comodule, or
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, N is a co-
projective left D-comodule, C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective
left C-comodule, and B is a projective left A-module, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coprojective
left D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological dimension, C is a flat
right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, and P is a semiinjective left
S-semicontramodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, CB is a coflat right
D-comodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, and
P is a semiinjective left S-semicontramodule.
When the ring A (resp., B) is semisimple, the C/A-coprojectivity (resp., D/B-copro-
jectivity) assumption can be dropped.
(c) Let M be a left S-semimodule and Q be a left T-semicontramodule. Then
the map of semihomomorphism modules SemiHomT(TM,Q) −→ SemiHomS(M,
CQ)
induced by the map of semimodules M −→ TM and the map of semicontramodules
Q −→ CQ is an isomorphism, at least, in the following cases:
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, Q is a coinjec-
tive left D-contramodule, C is a projective left A-module, S is a projective
left A-module and a C/A-coflat right C-comodule, the ring A has a finite left
homological dimension, and M is a projective left A-module, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, Q is a coinjective
left D-contramodule, C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, and M is a coprojective left C-comodule, or
• D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, Q is a coinjective
left D-contramodule, C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule,
and B is a flat right A-module, or
• D is a projective left B-module, T is a projective left B-module and a
D/B-coflat right D-comodule, the ring B has a finite left homological dimen-
sion, C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, and
M is a semiprojective left S-semimodule, or
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• D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, BC is a
coprojective left D-comodule, C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojec-
tive left C-comodule, and M is a semiprojective left S-semimodule.
When the ring A (resp., B) is semisimple, the C/A-coflatness (resp., D/B-coflatness)
assumption can be dropped.
Proof. Part (a): under our assumptions, there is a natural isomorphism of right
S-semimodules NC ≃ N♦T TC. For any left S-semimodule M and right T-semimod-
uleN for which the iterated semitensor products (N♦TTC)♦SM andN♦T (TC♦SM)
are defined and the triple cotensor product N D TC C M is associative, the map
(N ♦T TC) ♦S M −→ N ♦T (TC ♦S M) induced by the bisemimodule maps S −→
TC −→ T compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T forms
a commutative diagram with the maps N D TC C M −→ (N ♦T TC) ♦S M and
NDTCCM −→ N♦T(TC♦SM). Indeed, the mapNDTCCM −→ ND(TC♦SM)
is equal to the composition of the mapNDTCCM −→ NDTD(TC♦SM) induced
by the maps TC −→ T and M −→ TC ♦S M and the map ND T D (TC ♦S M) −→
N D (TC ♦S M) induced by the left T-semiaction in TC ♦S M. To check this, one
can notice that the diagram in question is obtained by taking the cotensor product
with N of the diagram of maps TC C M −→ T D (TC ♦S M) −→ TC ♦S M and
compose the latter diagram with the surjective map TC C S C M −→ TC C M
induced by the left S-semiaction in M. On the other hand, the composition of
maps N D TC C M −→ (N ♦T TC) ♦S M −→ N D (TC ♦S M) is equal to the
composition of the same map NDTCCM −→ NDTD (TC♦SM) and the map
ND T D (TC ♦S M) −→ ND (TC ♦S M) induced by the right T-semiaction in N,
since both compositions are equal to the composition of the map ND TCC M −→
N C M induced by the composition N D TC −→ N ♦T TC −→ N with the map
NCM −→ ND(TC♦SM) induced by the mapM −→ TC♦SM. It remains to apply
Proposition 1.4.4. The proofs of parts (b) and (c) are completely analogous. 
8.1.4. Let S −→ T be a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings
C −→ D and a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective
left and a coflat right C-comodule, D is a projective left and a flat right B-module,
and T is a coprojective left and a coflat right C-comodule. Then for any left T-semi-
contramodule Q the natural map of C-comodules ΦC(
CQ) −→ C(ΦDQ) is an S-semi-
module morphism ΦS(
CQ) −→ C(ΦTQ). Indeed, ΦS(
CQ) = S ⊚S
CQ ≃ ST ⊚T Q ≃
CT ⊚T Q as a left S-semimodule and C(ΦTQ) = C(T ⊚T Q), so there is an S-semi-
module morphism ΦS(
CQ) −→ C(ΦTQ); it coincides with the C-comodule morphism
ΦC(
CQ) −→ C(ΦDQ) defined in 7.1.4. Analogously, for any left T-semimodule N
the natural map of C-contramodules C(ΨDN) −→ ΨC(CN) is an S-semicontramodule
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morphism C(ΨTN) −→ ΨS(CN). Indeed, ΨS(CN) = HomS(S, CN) ≃ HomT(ST,N) ≃
HomT(TC,N) as a left S-semicontramodule and
C(ΨTN) =
CHomT(T,N).
Assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule, and B is a
projective left A-module. Then the equivalence of categories of C-coprojective left
S-semimodules and C-projective left S-semicontramodules and the equivalence of cat-
egories of D-coprojective left T-semimodules and D-projective left S-semicontramod-
ules transform the functor N 7−→ CN into the functor Q 7−→
CQ. Indeed, the above
argument shows that for any D-projective left T-semicontramodule Q the isomor-
phism ΦC(
CQ) ≃ C(ΦDQ) preserves the S-semimodule structures.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, D is a
flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and B is a flat right A-module.
Then the equivalence of categories of C-injective left S-semimodules and C-coinjec-
tive left S-semicontramodules and the equivalence of categories of D-injective left
T-semimodules and D-coinjective left S-semicontramodules transform the functor
N 7−→ CN into the functor Q 7−→
CQ. Indeed, the above argument shows that for
any D-injective left T-semimodule N the isomorphism C(ΨDN) ≃ ΨC(CN) preserves
the S-semicontramodule structures.
Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective
left C-comodule and a flat right A-module, D is a projective left and a flat right
B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule and a flat right B-module, and the
rings A and B have finite left homological dimensions. Then the equivalence of
categories of C/A-injective left S-semimodules and C/A-projective left S-semicontra-
modules and the equivalence of categories of D/B-injective left T-semimodules and
D/B-projective left T-semicontramodules transform the functor N 7−→ CN into the
functor Q 7−→ CQ. Indeed, the above argument shows that for any D/B-projec-
tive left T-semicontramodule Q the isomorphism ΦC(
CQ) ≃ C(ΦDQ) preserves the
S-semimodule structures. The analogous result holds when S is a projective left
A-module and a coflat right C-comodule and T is a projective left B-module and a
coflat right D-comodule; it can be proven by applying the above argument to the
isomorphism C(ΨDN) ≃ ΨC(CN) for a D/B-injective left T-semimodule N.
Finally, assume that the rings A and B are semisimple. Then the equivalence of
categories of C-injective left S-semimodules and C-projective left S-semicontramod-
ules and the equivalence of categories of D-injective left T-semimodules and D-pro-
jective left T-semicontramodules transform the functor N 7−→ CN into the functor
Q 7−→ CQ. One can show this using the semialgebra analogues of the assertions
of 7.1.2 related to quasicoflat comodules and quasicoinjective contramodules.
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8.2. Complexes, adjusted to pull-backs and push-forwards. Let S −→ T be
a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings C −→ D and a k-algebra
map A −→ B. The following result generalizes Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 1. (a) Assume that D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right
D-comodule and a D/B-coflat (D/B-coprojective) left D-comodule, and the ring
B has a finite weak (left) homological dimension. Then the functor mapping the quo-
tient category of the homotopy category of complexes of D/B-coflat (D/B-coprojec-
tive) left T-semimodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of D-coacyclic
complexes into the semiderived category of left T-semimodules is an equivalence of
triangulated categories.
(b) Assume that D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left and a
D/B-coflat right D-comodule, and the ring B has a finite left homological dimen-
sion. Then the functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy category of
complexes of D/B-coinjective left T-semicontramodules by its intersection with the
thick subcategory of D-contraacyclic complexes into the semiderived category of left
T-semicontramodules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. To prove part (a) for D/B-coflat T-semimodules, use Lemma 1.3.3, the con-
struction of the morphism of complexes L• −→ R2(L
•) from the proof of Theo-
rem 2.6, and Lemma 2.6. To prove part (a) for D/B-coprojective T-semimodules,
use Lemma 3.3.3(b). To prove part (b), use Lemma 3.3.3(a) and the construction of
the morphism of complexes L2(R
•) −→R• from the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
A complex of S-semimodules is called quite S/C/A-semiflat (quite S/C/A-semi-
projective) if it belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy
category of complexes of S-semimodules containing the complexes induced from com-
plexes of A-flat (A-projective) C-comodules and closed under infinite direct sums.
Analogously, a complex of S-semicontramodules is called quite S/C/A-semiinjective
if it belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category of
complexes of S-semicontramodules containing the complexes coinduced from com-
plexes of A-injective C-contramodules and closed under infinite products. Under
appropriate assumptions on S, C, and A, any quite S/C/A-semiflat complex of A-flat
S-semimodules is S/C/A-semiflat in the sense of 2.8, and analogously for birelative
semiprojectivity and semiinjectivity in the sense of 4.8. Any quite S/C/A-semiflat
complex of right S-semimodules is S/C/A-contraflat, any quite S/C/A-semiprojective
complex of left S-semimodules is S/C/A-projective, and any quite S/C/A-semiinjec-
tive complex of left S-semicontramodules is S/C/A-injective in the sense of 6.4.
Theorem 2. (a) Assume that C is a flat (projective) left and a flat right A-module, C
is a flat (projective) left A-module and a coflat right C-comodule, and the ring A has a
finite weak (left) homological dimension. Then the functor mapping the quotient cate-
gory of the homotopy category of quite S/C/A-semiflat (quite S/C/A-semiprojective)
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complexes of left S-semimodules by its minimal triangulated subcategory containing
complexes induced from coacyclic complexes of A-flat (A-projective) S-semimodules
and closed under infinite direct sums into the semiderived category of left S-semi-
modules is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
(b) Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, C is a coprojective
left C-comodule and a flat right A-module, and the ring A has a finite left homological
dimension. Then the functor mapping the quotient category of the homotopy cate-
gory of quite S/C/A-semiinjective complexes of left S-semicontramodules by its min-
imal triangulated subcategory containing complexes of coinduced from contraacyclic
complexes of A-injective C-contramodules and closed under infinite products into the
semiderived category of left S-semicontramodules is an equivalence of triangulated
categories.
Proof. Proof of part (a): for any complex of S-semimodules K• there is a natural
morphism into K• from a quite S/C/A-semiflat complex of S-semimodules L3L1(K
•)
with a C-coacyclic cone. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.6 that the semiderived cat-
egory of S-semimodules is equivalent to the quotient category of the homotopy cate-
gory of quite S/C/A-semiflat complexes of S-semimodules by its intersection with the
thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes. It remains to show that any C-coacyclic
quite S/C/A-semiflat complex of S-semimodules belongs to the minimal triangulated
subcategory containing the complexes induced from coacyclic complexes of A-flat
S-semimodules and closed under infinite direct sums. Indeed, if a complex of A-flat
left S-semimodules M• is C-coacyclic, then the total complex L3(M
•) of the bar bi-
complex · · · −→ SCSCM
• −→ SCM
• up to the homotopy equivalence can be ob-
tained from complexes of S-semimodules induced from coacyclic complexes of A-flat
C-comodules using the operations of cone and infinite direct sum. So the same applies
to a C-coacyclic complex of S-semimodules M• homotopy equivalent to a complex
of A-flat S-semimodules. On the other hand, if a complex of S-semimodules M• is
induced from a complex of C-comodules, then the cone of the morphism of complexes
L3(M
•) −→M• is a contractible complex of S-semimodules, since it is isomorphic to
the cotensor product over C of the bar complex · · · −→ SCSCS −→ SCS −→ S,
which is contractible as a complex of left S-semimodules with right C-comodule struc-
tures, and a certain complex of left C-comodules. So the same applies to any complex
of S-semimodules M• that up to the homotopy equivalence can be obtained from
complexes of S-semimodules induced from complexes of C-comodules using the oper-
ations of cone and infinite direct sum. Part (a) for quite S/C/A-semiflat complexes is
proven; the proofs of part (a) for quite S/C/A-semiprojective complexes and part (b)
are completely analogous. 
Theorem 3. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right
C-comodule, D is a flat right B-module, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then
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the functor M• 7−→ TM
• maps quite S/C/A-semiflat (quite S/C/A-semiprojective)
complexes of left S-semimodules to quite T/D/B-semiflat (quite T/D/B-semiprojec-
tive) complexes of left T-semimodules. Assume additionally that C and S are flat left
A-modules and the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension. Then the same
functor maps C-coacyclic quite S/C/A-semiflat complexes of left S-semimodules to
D-coacyclic complexes of left T-semimodules.
(b) Assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule,
D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective left D-comodule. Then
the functor P• 7−→ TP• maps quite S/C/A-semiinjective complexes of left S-semi-
contramodules to quite T/D/B-semiinjective complexes of left T-semicontramodules.
Assume additionally that C and S are flat right A-modules and the ring A has a
finite left homological dimension. Then the same functor maps C-contraacyclic quite
S/C/A-semiinjective complexes of left S-semicontramodules to D-contraacyclic com-
plexes of left T-semicontramodules.
(c) Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective
left and a coflat right C-comodule, A has a finite left homological dimension, D is a
projective left and a flat right B-module, T is a coprojective left and a coflat right
D-comodule, and B has a finite left homological dimension. Then the functor M• 7−→
TM
• maps S/C/A-projective complexes of left S-semimodules to T/D/B-projective
complexes left T-semimodules and the functor P• 7−→ TP• maps S/C/A-injective
complexes of left S-semicontramodules to T/D/B-injective complexes of left T-semi-
contramodules. The same functors map C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complexes of
left S-semimodules to D-coacyclic complexes of left T-semimodules and C-contra-
acyclic S/C/A-injective complexes of left S-semicontramodules to D-contraacyclic
complexes of left T-semicontramodules.
Proof. Part (a): the functor M 7−→ TM maps the S-semimodule induced from a
C-comodule L to the T-semimodule induced from the D-comodule BL. The first
assertion follows immediately; to prove the second one, use Theorem 7.2.2(a) and
Theorem 2(a). The proof of part (b) is completely analogous. Part (c): the first
assertion follows from the adjointness of functors M• 7−→ TM
• and N• 7−→ CN
•,
the adjointness of functors P• 7−→ TP• and Q• 7−→ CQ•, and the second assertions
of Theorem 7.2.1(a) and (b). The second assertion follows from the first assertions
of Theorem 7.2.1(a-b), because a complex of left S-semimodules M• is S/C/A-pro-
jective and C-coacyclic if and only if the complex HomS(M
•,L•) is acyclic for all
complexes of C/A-injective left S-semimodules L•, and a complex of left S-semicon-
tramodules P• is S/C/A-injective and C-contraacyclic if and only if the complex
HomS(R•,P•) is acyclic for all complexes of C/A-projective left S-semicontramod-
ulesR• (and analogously for complexes of T-semimodules and T-semicontramodules).
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This follows from Theorem 6.3 and the results of 6.5, since a complex of S-semimod-
ules is C-coacyclic iff it represents a zero object of the semiderived category of S-semi-
modules, and a complex of S-semicontramodules is C-contraacyclic iff it represents a
zero object of the semiderived category of S-semicontramodules. 
8.3. Derived functors of pull-back and push-forward. Let S −→ T be a map
of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings C −→ D and a k-algebra map
A −→ B.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, D is a flat
right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule,
and B has a finite weak homological dimension. The right derived functor
N
• 7−→ RCN
• : Dsi(T–simod) −−→ Dsi(S–simod)
is defined by composing the functor N• 7−→ CN
• acting from the homotopy category
of left T-semimodules to the homotopy category of left S-semimodules with the local-
ization functor Hot(S–simod) −→ Dsi(S–simod) and restricting it to the full subcate-
gory of complexes of D/B-coflat T-semimodules. By Theorems 8.2.1(a) and 7.2.1(a),
this restriction factorizes through the semiderived category of left T-semimodules.
Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module, S is a flat left A-module and a
coflat right C-comodule, A has a finite weak homological dimension, D is a flat right
B-module, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. The left derived functor
M
• 7−→ LTM
• : Dsi(S–simod) −−→ Dsi(T–simod)
is defined by composing the functor M• 7−→ TM
• acting from the homotopy cat-
egory of left S-semimodules to the homotopy category of left T-semimodules with
the localization functor Hot(T–simod) −→ Dsi(T–simod) and restricting it to the
full subcategory of quite S/C/A-semiflat complexes of S-semimodules. By Theo-
rems 8.2.2(a) and 8.2.3(a), this restriction factorizes through the semiderived category
of left S-semimodules.
Analogously, assume that C is a projective left A-module, S is a coprojective left
C-comodule, D is a projective left B-module, T is a coprojective left D-comodule
and a D/B-coflat right D-comodule, and B has a finite left homological dimension.
The left derived functor
Q• 7−→ CLQ
• : Dsi(T–sicntr) −−→ Dsi(S–sicntr)
is defined by composing the functor Q• 7−→ CQ• with the localization functor
Hot(S–sicntr) −→ Dsi(S–sicntr) and restricting it to the full subcategory of complexes
of D/B-coinjective T-semicontramodules. By Theorems 8.2.1(b) and 7.2.1(b), this
restriction factorizes through the semiderived category of left T-semicontramodules.
According to Lemma 6.5.2, this definition of a left derived functor does not depend
on the choice of a subcategory of adjusted complexes.
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Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojective
left C-comodule and a flat right A-module, A has a finite left homological dimension,
D is a projective left B-module, and T is a coprojective left D-comodule.
P• 7−→ RTP
• : Dsi(S–sicntr) −−→ Dsi(T–sicntr)
is defined by composing the functor P• 7−→ TP• with the localization func-
tor Hot(T–simod) −→ Dsi(T–simod) and restricting it to the full subcategory of
quite S/C/A-semiflatcomplexes of S-semicontramodules. By Theorems 8.2.2(b)
and 8.2.3(b), this restriction factorizes through the semiderived category of left
S-semicontramodules. According to Lemma 6.5.2, this definition of a right derived
functor does not depend on the choice of a subcategory of adjusted complexes.
Notice that in the assumptions of Theorem 8.2.3(c) above and Corollary 1(c) below
one can also define the left derived functorM• 7−→ LTM
• in terms of S/C/A-projective
complexes of left S-semimodules and the right derived functor P• 7−→ RTP
• in terms
of S/C/A-injective complexes of left S-semicontramodules.
The derived functors N• 7−→ RCN
• and Q• 7−→ CLQ
• in the categories of semi-
modules and semicontramodules agree with the derived functors N• 7−→ RCN
• and
Q• 7−→ CLQ
• in the categories of comodules and contramodules, so our notation is not
ambiguous.
Remark 1. Under the assumptions that C is a flat right A-module, S is a coflat right
C-comodule, D is a flat right B-module, T is a coflat right D-comodule, and B has
a finite left homological dimension, one can define the derived functor N• 7−→ RCN
•
in terms of injective complexes of left T-semimodules (see Remark 6.5).
Corollary 1. (a) The derived functor M• 7−→ LTM
• is left adjoint to the derived
functor N• 7−→ RCN
• whenever both functors are defined by the above construction.
(b) The derived functor P• 7−→ TRP
• is right adjoint to the derived functor Q• 7−→
C
LQ
• whenever both functors are defined by the above construction.
(c) Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, S is a coprojec-
tive left and a coflat right C-comodule, A has a finite left homological dimension, D
is a projective left and a flat right B-module, T is a coprojective left and a coflat
right D-comodule, and B has a finite left homological dimension. Then for any ob-
jects M• in Dsi(simod–S) and Q• in Dsi(T–sicntr) there is a natural isomorphism
CtrTorT(M•LT ,Q
•) ≃ CtrTorS(M•, CLQ
•) in the derived category of k-modules.
Proof. In the assumptions of part (c), one can prove somewhat stronger ver-
sions of the assertions (a) and (b): for any M• in Dsi(S–simod) and N• in
Dsi(T–simod), there is a natural isomorphism ExtT(
L
TM,N) ≃ ExtS(M,
R
CN) and
for any P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) and Q• in Dsi(T–sicntr) there is a natural isomorphism
ExtT(Q•, TRP
•) ≃ ExtS(CLQ
•,P•) in the derived category of k-modules. To obtain
the first isomorphism, it suffices to represent the object M• by an S/C/A-projective
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complex of left S-semimodules and the object N• by a complex of D/B-injective left
T-semimodules, and use Lemma 5.3.2(a), Theorem 7.2.1(a), and Theorem 8.2.3(c). In
the second case, one can represent the objectP• by an S/C/A-injective complex of left
S-semicontramodules and the object Q• by a complex of D/B-projective left T-semi-
contramodules, and use Lemma 5.3.2(b), Theorem 7.2.1(b), and Theorem 8.2.3(c).
To verify part (c), it suffices to represent the object M• by a quite S/C/A-semiflat
complex of right S-semimodules and the object Q• by a complex of D/B-projective
left S-semicontramodules, and use Lemma 5.3.2(b), Theorem 7.2.1(b), and Theo-
rem 8.2.3(a). Finally, parts (a) and (b) in their weaker assumptions follow from the
next Lemma. 
Lemma. Let H1 and H2 be categories, S1 and S2 be localizing classes of morphisms
in H1 and H2, and F1 and F2 be full subcategories in H1 and H2. Assume that for
any object X ∈ H1 there exists an object U ∈ F1 together with a morphism U −→ X
from S1 and for any object Y ∈ H2 there exists an object V ∈ F2 together with a
morphism Y −→ V from S2. Let Σ: H1 −→ H2 be a functor and Π: H2 −→ H1
be a functor right adjoint to Σ. Assume that the morphism Σ(t) belongs to S2 for
any morphism t ∈ F1 ∩ S1 and the morphism Π(s) belongs to S1 for any morphism
s ∈ F2 ∩ S2. Then the right derived functor RΠ: H2[S
−1
2 ] −→ H1[S
−1
1 ] defined by
restricting Π to F2 is right adjoint to the left derived functor LΣ: H1[S
−1
1 ] −→ H2[S
−1
2 ]
defined by restricting Σ to F1.
Proof. The functors Fi[(Fi ∩ Si)
−1] −→ Hi[S
−1
i ] are equivalences of categories by
Lemma 2.6, so the derived functors LΣ and RΠ can be defined. For any ob-
jects U ∈ F1 and V ∈ F2 we have to construct a bijection between the sets
HomH1[S−11 ](U,ΠV ) and HomH2[S
−1
2 ]
(ΣU, V ), functorial in U and V . Any element
of the first set can be represented by a fraction U ← U ′ → ΠV in H1 with the
morphism U ′ −→ U belonging to S1. By assumption, one can choose U
′ to be an
object of F1. Assign to this fraction the element of the second set represented by
the fraction ΣU ← ΣU ′ → V . By assumption, the morphism ΣU ′ −→ ΣU belongs
to S2. Analogously, any element of the second set can be represented by a fraction
ΣU → V ′ ← V in H2 with the morphism V −→ V
′ belongning to S2, and one can
choose V ′ to be an object of F2. Assign to this fraction the element of the first set
represented by the fraction U → ΠV ′ ← ΠV . The compositions of these two maps
between sets of morphisms are identities, since the square formed by the morphisms
U ′ −→ U , U −→ ΠV ′, U ′ −→ ΠV , and ΠV −→ ΠV ′ and the square formed by the
morphisms ΣU ′ −→ ΣU , ΣU −→ V ′, ΣU ′ −→ V , and V −→ V ′ are commutative
simultaneously. 
Let R be a semialgebra over a coring E over a k-algebra F , and T −→ R be a
map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings D −→ E and a k-algebra map
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B −→ F . Then the composition provides a map of semialgebras S −→ R compatible
with a map of corings C −→ E and a k-algebra map A −→ B.
Corollary 2. (a) There is a natural isomorphism RC (
R
DL
•) ≃ RCL
• for any object L•
in Dsi(R–simod) whenever both functors L• 7−→ RDL
• and N• 7−→ RCN
• are defined
by the above construction.
(b) There is a natural isomorphism LR(
L
TM
•) ≃ LRM
• for any object M• in
Dsi(S–simod) whenever both functors M• 7−→ LTM
• and N• 7−→ LRN
• are defined
by the above construction.
(c) There is a natural isomorphism CL(
D
LK
•) ≃ CLK
• for any object K• in
Dsi(R–sicntr) whenever both functors K• 7−→ DLK
• and Q• 7−→ CLQ
• are defined
by the above construction.
(d) There is a natural isomorphism RR(
T
RP
•) ≃ RRP
• for any object P• in
Dsi(S–sicntr) whenever both functors P• 7−→ TRP
• and Q• 7−→ RRQ
• are defined
by the above construction.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the first assertion of Theorem 7.2.1(a), part (b) follows
from the first assertion of Theorem 8.2.3(a), part (c) follows from the first assertion of
Theorem 7.2.1(b), part (d) follows from the first assertion of Theorem 8.2.3(b). 
Recall that a complex of C-coflat right S-semimodules is called quite semiflat if it
belongs to the minimal triangulated subcategory of the homotopy category of right
S-semimodules containing the complexes of S-semimodules induced from complexes
of coflat right C-comodules and closed under infinite direct sums (see 2.9). This
definition presumes that C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule.
Corollary 3. (a) Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module, S is a coflat
left and right C-comodule, A has a finite weak homological dimension, D is a
flat left and right B-module, T is a coflat left and right D-comodule, and B has
a finite weak homological dimension. Then for any objects M• in Dsi(S–simod)
and N• in Dsi(simod–T) there is a natural isomorphism SemiTorT(N•, LTM
•) ≃
SemiTorS(N•RC ,M
•) in D(k–mod).
(b) Under the assumptions of Corollary 1(c), for any objects P• in Dsi(S–sicntr)
and N• in Dsi(T–simod) there is a natural isomorphism SemiExtT(N
•, TRP
•) ≃
SemiExtS(
R
CN
•,P•) in D(k–mod).
(c) Under the assumptions of Corollary 1(c), for any objects M• in Dsi(S–simod)
and Q• in Dsi(T–sicntr) there is a natural isomorphism SemiExtT(
L
TM
•,Q•) ≃
SemiExtS(M
•, CLQ
•) in D(k–mod).
Proof. Part (a): represent the object M• by a quite semiflat complex of S-semi-
modules and the object N• by a semiflat complex of D-coflat T-semimodules, and
use the second case of Proposition 8.1.3(a). Alternatively, represent M• by a quite
S/C/A-semiflat complex of A-flat S-semimodules and N• by a complex of D-coflat
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T-semimodules, and use Theorem 7.2.1(a), Theorem 8.2.3(a), the result of 2.8, and
the first case of Proposition 8.1.3(a); or represent M• by a quite semiflat complex of
semiflat S-semimodules and N• by a complex of D/B-coflat T-semimodules, and use
the same Theorems, the result of 2.8, and the fourth case of Proposition 8.1.3(a).
Part (b): represent the object P• by a semiinjective complex of C-coinjective
S-semicontramodules (having in mind Lemma 6.4(c) or Remark 6.4) and the object
N
• by a semiprojective complex ofD-coprojective T-semimodules, and use the second
case of Proposition 8.1.3(b). Alternatively, represent P• by a quite S/C/A-semiin-
jective complex of A-injective S-semicontramodules and N• by a complex of D-co-
projective T-semimodules, and use Theorem 7.2.1(a), Theorem 8.2.3(b), the result
of 4.8, and the first case of Proposition 8.1.3(b); or represent P• by a semiinjective
complex of semiinjective S-semicontramodules and N• by a complex of D/B-copro-
jective T-semimodules, and use the same Theorems, the result of 4.8, and the fourth
case of Proposition 8.1.3(b).
Part (c): represent the object M• by a semiprojective complex of C-coprojec-
tive S-semicontramodules (having in mind Lemma 6.4(b) or Remark 6.4) and the
object Q• by a semiinjective complex of D-coinjective T-semicontramodules, and
use the second case of Proposition 8.1.3(c). Alternatively, represent M• by a quite
S/C/A-semiprojective complex of A-projective S-semimodules and Q• by a complex
of D-coinjective T-semicontramodules, and use Theorem 7.2.1(b), Theorem 8.2.3(a),
the result of 4.8, and the first case of Proposition 8.1.3(c); or represent M• by a
semiprojective complex of semiprojective S-semimodules and Q• by a complex of
D/B-coinjective T-semicontramodules, and use the same Theorems, the result of 4.8,
and the fourth case of Proposition 8.1.3(c). 
Remark 2. Suppose that two objects ′M• in Dsi(simod–S) and ′N• in Dsi(simod–T)
are endowed with a morphism ′M•LT −→
′N
•, or, which is the same, a morphism
′M
• −→ ′N•RC , and two objects
′′M
• in Dsi(S–simod) and ′′N• in Dsi(T–simod) are en-
dowed with a morphism L ′′TM
• −→ ′′N•, or, which is the same, a morphism ′′M• −→
R ′′
CN
•. Then the two morphisms SemiTorS(′M•, ′′M•) −→ SemiTorT(′N•, ′′N•) in
D(k–mod) provided by the compositions SemiTorS(′M•, ′′M•) −→ SemiTorS(′N•RC ,
′′M•) ≃ SemiTorT(′N•, L ′′TM
•) −→ SemiTorT(′N•, ′′N•) and SemiTorS(′M•, ′′M•) −→
SemiTorS(′M•, R ′′CN
•) ≃ SemiTorT(′M•LT ,
′′N•) −→ SemiTorT(′N•, ′′N•) coincide
with each other. Indeed, let us represent the objects ′M• and ′N• by complexes
of right S-semimodules and T-semimodules in such a way that the adjoint mor-
phisms ′M•LT −→
′N
• and ′M• −→ ′N•RC could be represented by a map of complexes
of semimodule s ′M• −→ ′N• compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D,
and S −→ T. Applying to the complexes of ′M• and ′N• simultaneously the con-
structions from the proof of Theorem 2.6, one can construct a map of quite semi-
flat complexes of right semimodules L3R2L1(
′M
•) −→ L3R2L1(
′N
•) representing
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the same adjoint morphisms in the semiderived categories of left semimodules. So
one can assume ′M• and ′N• to be quite semiflat complexes. Analogously, repre-
sent the morphisms L ′′TM
• −→ ′′N• and ′′M• −→ R ′′CN
• in the semiderived cate-
gories of left semimodules by a map of quite semiflat complexes of left semimodules
′′M• −→ ′′N• compatible with the maps A −→ B, C −→ D, and S −→ T.
Then both compositions in question are represented by the same map of complexes
of k-modules ′M• ♦S
′′M
• −→ ′N• ♦T
′′N
•. Furthermore, suppose that two ob-
jects M• in Dsi(S–simod) and N• in Dsi(T–simod) are endowed with a morphism
L
TM
• −→ N•, or, which is the same, a morphism M• −→ RCN
•, and two ob-
jects P• in Dsi(S–sicntr) and Q• in Dsi(T–sicntr) are endowed with a morphism
Q• −→ TRP
•, or, which is the same, a morphism CLQ
• −→ P•. Then the two mor-
phisms SemiExtT(N
•,Q•) −→ SemiExtS(M
•,P•) in D(k–mod) provided by the com-
positions SemiExtT(N
•,Q•) −→ SemiExtT(N
•, RTP
•) ≃ SemiExtS(
R
CN
•,P•) −→
SemiExtS(M
•,P•) and SemiExtT(N
•,Q•) −→ SemiExtT(
L
TM
•,Q•) ≃ SemiExtS(M
•,
C
LQ
•) −→ SemiExtS(M
•,P•) coincide with each other.
Corollary 4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1(c), the mutually inverse equiva-
lences of categories RΨS : D
si(S–simod) −→ Dsi(S–sicntr) and LΦS : D
si(S–sicntr) −→
Dsi(S–simod) and the mutually inverse equivalences of categories RΨT : D
si(T–simod)
−→ Dsi(T–sicntr) and LΦT : D
si(T–sicntr) −→ Dsi(T–simod) transform the derived
functor N• 7−→ RCN
• into the derived functor Q• 7−→ CLQ
•.
Proof. To construct the isomorphism LΦS(
C
LQ
•) ≃ RC (LΦTQ
•), represent the ob-
ject Q• by a complex of D/B-projective C-contramodules, and use Lemma 5.3.2,
Theorem 7.2.1(b), and the results of 7.1.4 and 8.1.4. To construct the isomor-
phism CL(RΨTN
•) ≃ RΨS(
R
CN
•), represent the object N• by a complex of D/B-injec-
tive C-comodules, and use Lemma 5.3.2, Theorem 7.2.1(a), and the results of 7.1.4
and 8.1.4. To show that these isomorphisms agree, it suffices to check that for any
adjoint morphisms LΦTQ
• −→ N• and Q• −→ RΨTN
• in the semiderived cate-
gories of T-semimodules and T-semicontramodules the compositions LΦS(
C
LQ
•) −→
R
C (LΦTQ
•) −→ RCN
• and CLQ
• −→ CL(RΨTN
•) −→ RΨS(
R
CN
•) are adjoint morphisms
in the semiderived categories of S-semimodules and S-semicontramodules. Here one
can represent N• by a semiprojective complex of D-coprojective left T-semimodules
andQ• by a semiinjective complex ofD-coinjective left T-semicontramodules (having
in mind Lemmas 5.2 and 6.4), and use a result of 7.1.4. 
Thus we have constructed three functors between the semiderived categories
Dsi(S–simod) ≃ Dsi(S–sicntr) and Dsi(T–simod) ≃ Dsi(T–sicntr): the functor de-
scribed in Corollary 4, and two functors adjoint to it from the left and from the
right, described in Corollary 1.
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Remark 3. One can show that the isomorphisms of derived functors from Corol-
lary 6.6 are compatible with the change-of-semialgebra isomorphisms from Corol-
laries 1, 3, and 4 in the following way. To check that the compositions of
isomorphisms SemiExtT(
L
TM
•,RΨT(N
•)) −→ ExtT(
L
TM
•,N•) −→ ExtS(M
•, RCN
•)
and SemiExtT(
L
TM
•,RΨT(N
•)) −→ SemiExtS(M
•, CL(RΨTN
•)) −→ SemiExtS(M
•,
RΨS(
R
CN
•)) −→ ExtS(M
•, RCN
•) coincide, represent the object M• by a semipro-
jective complex of semiprojective left S-semimodules and the object N• by a com-
plex of D/B-injective left T-semimodules, and use the result of 4.8. To check that
the compositions of isomorphisms CtrTorS(M•, CLQ
•) −→ CtrTorT(M•LT ,Q
•) −→
SemiTorT(M•LT ,LΦT(Q
•)) and CtrTorS(M•, CLQ
•) −→ SemiTorS(M•,LΦS(
C
LQ
•))
−→ SemiTorS(M•, RC (LΦTQ
•)) −→ SemiTorT(M•LT ,LΦT(Q
•)) coincide, represent
the objectM• by a quite semiflat complex of semiflat right S-semimodules and the ob-
jectQ• by a complex of D/B-projective left T-semicontramodules, and use the result
of 2.8. Commutativity of the respective diagrams on the level of abelian categories
is straightforward to verify under our assumptions on the terms of the complexes
representing the objects M•.
8.4. Remarks on Morita morphisms.
8.4.1. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and D be a coring over a k-algebra B
such that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat right B-module. Let (E,E∨)
be a right coflat Morita morphism from C to D and T be a semialgebra over the
coring D such that T is a coflat right D-comodule. In this case, the semialgebra CTC
over the coring C is constructed in the following way. As a C-C-bicomodule, CTC is
equal to E D T D E
∨. The semimultiplication in CTC is defined as the composition
E D T D E
∨ C E D T D E
∨ −→ E D T D T D E
∨ −→ E D T D E
∨ of the
morphism induced by the morphism E∨ C E −→ D and the morphism induced by
the semimultiplication in T. The semiunit in CTC is defined as the composition C −→
ED E
∨ −→ ED T D E
∨ of the morphism induced by the morphism C −→ ED E
∨
and the morphism induced by the semiunit in T.
For example, if C −→ D is a map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map
A −→ B such that B is a flat right A-module and CB is a coflat right D-comodule,
one can take E = CB and E
∨ = BC. Then the algebra CTC is a universal final object
in the category of semialgebras S over C endowed with a map S −→ T compatible
with the maps A −→ B and C −→ D. The semialgebra CTC = CB D T D BC can
be also defined, e. g., when (E,E∨) is a Morita morphism from a k-algebra A to a
k-algebra B and BCB = E
∨ ⊗A C⊗A E −→ D is a morphism of corings over B such
that E∨ is a flat right A-module, BC = E
∨ ⊗A C is a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, T
is a flat right B-module and a D/B-coflat left D-comodule, and the rings A and B
have finite weak homological dimensions.
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All the results of 8.1–8.3 can be extended to the situation of a left coprojective and
right coflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from a coring C to a coring D and a morphism
S −→ CTC of semialgebras over C. In particular, when C is a flat right A-module, D is
a flat right B-module, S is a coflat right C-comodule, T is a coflat right D-comodule,
and (E,E∨) is a right coflat Morita morphism, the functor N 7−→ CN = ED N from
the category of left T-semimodules to the category of left S-semimodules has a left
adjoint functor M 7−→ TM = TC ♦S M. Analogously, when C is a projective left
A-module, D is a projective left B-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, T is
a coprojective left D-comodule, and (E,E∨) is a left coprojective Morita morphism,
the functor Q 7−→ CQ = CohomD(E
∨,Q) from the category of left T-semicon-
tramodules to the category of left S-semicontramodules has a right adjoint functor
P 7−→ TP = SemiHomS(CT,P), etc. However, one sometimes has to impose the
homological dimension conditions on A and B where they were not previously needed.
8.4.2. Assume that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat right B-module. A
right D-comodule K is called faithfully coflat if it is a coflat D-comodule and for
any nonzero left D-comodule M the cotensor product K D M is nonzero. A right
coflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D is called right faithfully coflat if the
right D-comodule E is faithfully coflat. A right coflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) is
right faithfully coflat if and only if the right D-comodule E∨ C E is faithfully coflat
and if and only if the morphism E∨ C E −→ D is surjective and its kernel is a
coflat right D-comodule. Indeed, the cotensor product EDM is nonzero if and only
if the morphism E∨ C E D M −→ M is nonzero; this holds for any nonzero left
D-comodule M if and only if the morphism E∨CEDM −→M is surjective for any
left D-comodule M, and it remains to use the results of (the proof of) Lemma 1.2.2.
Let (E,E∨) be a right faithfully coflat Morita morphism from C to D and T be a
semialgebra over the coring D such that T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then the
functor N 7−→ CN is an equivalence of the abelian categories of left T-semimodules
and left CTC-semimodules. This follows from Theorem 7.4.1 applied to the functor
∆: T–simod −→ C–comod mapping a T-semimodule N to the C-comodule CN and
the functor Γ: C–comod −→ T–simod left adjoint to ∆ mapping a C-comodule M to
the T-semimodule T D DM.
Now assume that C is a projective left A-module and D is a projective left
B-module. A left D-comodule K is called faithfully coprojective if it is a coprojec-
tive D-comodule and for any nonzero left D-contramodule P the cohomomorphism
module CohomD(K,P) is nonzero. A faithfully coprojective D-comodule is faith-
fully coflat. A left coprojective Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D is called left
faithfully coprojective if the left D-comodule E∨ is faithfully coprojective. A left co-
projective Morita morphism (E,E∨) is left faithfully coprojective if and only if the left
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D-comodule E∨CE is faithfully coflat and if and only if the morphism E
∨CE −→ D
is surjective and its kernel is a coprojective left D-comodule.
Let (E,E∨) be a left faithfully coprojective Morita morphism from C to D and T be
a semialgebra over the coring D such that T is a coprojective left D-comodule. Then
the functor Q 7−→ CQ is an equivalence of the abelian categories of left T-semi-
contramodules and left CTC-semicontramodules. This follows from Theorem 7.4.1
applied to the functor ∆: T–sicntr −→ C–contra mapping a T-semicontramodule Q
to the C-contramodule CQ and the functor Γ: C–contra −→ T–sicntr right adjoint
to ∆ mapping a C-contramodule P to the T-semicontramodule CohomD(T,
DP).
8.4.3. Assume that C is a flat right A-module and D is a flat right B-module. Let
(E,E∨) be a right coflat Morita morphism from C to D and T be a semialgebra over
the coring D such that T is a coflat right D-comodule. Then the functor N• 7−→ CN
•
maps D-coacyclic complexes of T-semimodules to C-coacyclic complexes of CTC-semi-
modules and the semiderived category of left CTC-semimodules is a localization of the
semiderived category of left T-semimodules by the kernel of the functor induced by
N
• 7−→ CN
• (as one can check by computing the functorM• 7−→ C(
L
TM
•) on the semi-
derived category of left CTC-semimodules). The triangulated categories D
si(T–simod)
and Dsi(CTC–simod) are equivalent when (E,E
∨) is a right coflat Morita equivalence,
or more generally when the morphism E∨ C E −→ D is an isomorphism.
Analogously, assume that C is a flat right A-module and D is a projective left
B-module. Let (E,E∨) be a left coprojective Morita morphism from C to D and T
be a semialgebra over the coring D such that T is a coprojective left D-comodule.
Then the functor Q• 7−→ CQ• maps D-contraacyclic complexes of T-semicontra-
modules to C-contraacyclic complexes of CTC-semicontramodules and the semiderived
category of left CTC-semicontramodules is a localization of the semiderived category
of left T-semicontramodules by the kernel of the functor induced by Q• 7−→ CQ•.
The triangulated categories Dsi(T–sicntr) and Dsi(CTC–sicntr) are equivalent when
(E,E∨) is a left coprojective Morita equivalence, or more generally when the morphism
E∨ C E −→ D is an isomorphism.
Remark. The semiderived categories of left T-semimodules and left CTC-semimod-
ules can be different even when (E,E∨) is a right faithfully coflat Morita morphism and
the abelian categories of left T-semimodules and left CTC-semimodules are equivalent.
Indeed, let A = B = k be a field and F be a finite-dimensional algebra over k. Let
D = F ∗ and C = End(F )∗ be the coalgebras over k dual to the finite-dimensional
k-algebras F and End(F ). Then there is a coalgebra morphism C −→ D dual to
the algebra embedding F −→ End(F ) related to the action of F in itself by left
multiplications. Since End(F ) is a free left F -module, C is a cofree right D-comodule.
Set E = C = E∨; this is a right faithfully coprojective Morita morphism from C to
D. Now put T = D; then the semiderived category of left T-semimodules coincides
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with the coderived category of left D-comodules. At the same time, the coalgebra C
is semisimple and a complex of C-comodules is coacyclic if and only if it is acyclic,
so the semiderived category of left CTC-comodules is equivalent to the conventional
derived category of left D-comodules. When F is a Frobenius algebra, End(F ) is
a free left and right F -module, so (E,E∨) is a left and right faithfully coprojective
Morita morphism, but the categories Dsi(T–simod) and Dsi(CTC–simod) are still not
equivalent when the homological dimension of F is infinite. Alternatively, one can
consider the right coprojective Morita morphism from the coalgebra C = k to the
coalgebra D = F ∗ with E = F ∗ and E∨ = F and the same semialgebra T = D
over D; then the semialgebra CTC over C is isomorphic to the algebra F over k; the
category Dsi(T–simod) is the coderived category of F ∗-comodules and the category
Dsi(CTC–simod) is the derived category of F -modules.
Assume that C is a flat left and right A-module, D is a flat left and right B-module,
the rings A and B have finite weak homological dimensions, T is a coflat left and
right D-comodule, and (E,E∨) is a left and right coflat Morita morphism from C
to D. Then whenever the functor N• 7−→ CN
• induces an equivalence of the semi-
derived categories of left T-semimodules and left CTC-semimodules and the functor
N• 7−→ N•C induces an equivalence of the semiderived categories of right T-semi-
modules and right CTC-semimodules, these equivalences of categories transform the
functor SemiTorT into the functor SemiTorCTC.
Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module, D is a projective left
and a flat right B-module, the rings A and B have finite left homological dimensions,
T is a coprojective left and a coflat rightD-comodule, and (E,E∨) is a left coprojective
and right coflat Morita morphism from C to D. Then whenever the functor N• 7−→
CN
• induces an equivalence of the semiderived categories of left T-semimodules and
left CTC-semimodules and the functor Q
• 7−→ CQ• induces an equivalence of the
semiderived categories of left T-semicontramodules and left CTC-semicontramodules,
these equivalences of categories transform the functor SemiExtT into the functor
SemiExt
CTC and the equivalences of categories RΨT and LΦT into the equivalences
of categories RΨ
CTC and LΦCTC. The same applies to the functors ExtT, Ext
T , and
CtrTorT , under the relevant assumptions.
8.4.4. Here are some further partial results about equivalence of the semiderived
categories related to T and CTC. The problem is, essentially, to find conditions un-
der which a complex of left D-comodules N• is coacyclic whenever the complex of
C-comodules CN
• is coacyclic, or a complex of left D-contramodules Q• is contra-
acyclic whenever the complex of C-contramodules CQ• is contraacyclic.
Consider the following general setting. Let A and B be exact categories with exact
functors of infinite direct sum, ∆: B −→ A be an exact functor preserving infinite
direct sums and such that a complex C• over B is acyclic if the complex ∆(C•) over A
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is contractible, and Γ: A −→ B be an exact functor left adjoint to ∆. Clearly, if a
complex C• is coacyclic then the complex ∆(C•) is coacyclic; we would like to know
when the converse holds.
First, if a complex C• is coacyclic whenever the complex ∆(C•) is contractible,
then a complex C• is coacyclic if and only if the complex ∆(C•) is coacyclic. In-
deed, consider the bar bicomplex · · · −→ Γ∆Γ∆(C•) −→ Γ∆(C•) −→ C• whose
differentials are the alternating sums of morphisms induced by the adjunction mor-
phism Γ∆ −→ Id. The total complex of this bicomplex contructed by taking infinite
direct sums along the diagonals becomes contractible after applying the functor ∆;
the contracting homotopy is induced by the adjunction morphism Id −→ ∆Γ. By
assumption, it follows that the total complex itself is coacyclic over B. On the other
hand, if the complex ∆(C•) is coacyclic over A, then every complex (Γ∆)n(C•) is
coacyclic over B, since the functors ∆ and Γ are exact and preserve infinite direct
sums. The total complex of the bicomplex · · · −→ Γ∆Γ∆(C•) −→ Γ∆(C•) is ho-
motopy equivalent to a complex obtained from the complexes (Γ∆)n(C•) using the
operations of shift, cone, and infinite direct sum; hence the complex C• is coacyclic.
By the same argument, a complex C• is acyclic if and only if the complex ∆(C•) is
acyclic, so if the exact category B has a finite homological dimension, then a complex
C• is coacyclic if and only if the complex ∆(C•) is coacyclic. This is the trivial case.
Finally, let us say that an exact functor ∆: B −→ A has a finite relative homological
dimension if the category B with the exact category structure formed by the exact
triples in B that split after applying ∆ has a finite homological dimension. We claim
that when the functor ∆ has a finite relative homological dimension, a complex C•
over B is coacyclic if and only if the complex ∆(C•) is coacyclic, in our assumptions.
Indeed, consider again the bar bicomplex · · · −→ Γ∆Γ∆(C•) −→ Γ∆(C•) −→ C•.
One can assume that the category B contains images of idempotent endomorphisms,
as passing to the Karoubian closure doesn’t change coacyclicity. One can also assume
that the complex C• is bounded from above, as any acyclic complex bounded from
below is coacyclic. The complex · · · −→ Γ∆Γ∆(X) −→ Γ∆(X) is split exact in
high enough (negative) degrees for any object X ∈ B, since it is exact and the
complex of homomorphisms from it to an object Y ∈ B computes Ext(X, Y ) in the
relative exact category. Let d be an integer not smaller than the relative homological
dimension; denote by Z(X) the image of the morphism (Γ∆)d+1(X) −→ (Γ∆)d(X).
Then the total complex of the bicomplex · · · −→ (Γ∆)d+2(C•) −→ (Γ∆)d+1(C•) −→
Z(C•) is contractible, while the total complex of the bicomplex (Γ∆)d(C•)/Z(C•) −→
(Γ∆)d−1(C•) −→ · · · −→ Γ∆(C•) −→ C• is coacyclic. If the complex ∆(C•) is
coacyclic, the total complex of the bicomplex · · · −→ Γ∆Γ∆(C•) −→ Γ∆(C•) is also
coacyclic; thus the complex C• is coacyclic.
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8.4.5. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C and T be a semialgebra over a coringD.
Assume that C is a flat right A-module, D is a flat right B-module, S is a coflat right
C-comodule, and T is a coflat right D-comodule. A right semiflat Morita morphism
from S to T is a pair consisting of a T-semiflat S-T-bisemimodule E and an S-semiflat
T-S-bisemimodule E∨ endowed with an S-S-bisemimodule morphism S −→ E ♦T E
∨
and a T-T-bisemimodule morphism E∨ ♦S E −→ T such that the two compositions
E −→ E♦TE
∨
♦SE −→ E and E
∨ −→ E∨♦SE♦TE
∨ −→ E∨ are equal to the identity
endomorphisms of E and E∨. A right semiflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from S to T
induces an exact functorM 7−→ TM = E
∨
♦SM from the category of left S-semimod-
ules to the category of left T-semimodules and an exact functor N 7−→ SN = E♦T N
from the category of left T-semimodules to the category of left S-semimodules; the
former functor is left adjoint to the latter one. Conversely, any pair of adjoint exact
k-linear functors preserving infinite direct sums between the category of left S-semi-
modules and left T-semimodules is induced by a right semiflat Morita morphism.
Indeed, any exact k-linear functor S–simod −→ T–simod preserving infinite direct
sums is the functor of semitensor product with an S-semiflat T-S-bisemimodule; this
can be proven as in 7.5.2.
Analogously, assume that C is a projective left A-module, D is a projective
left B-module, S is a coprojective left C-comodule, and T is a coprojective left
D-comodule. A left semiprojective Morita morphism from S to T is defined as a
pair consisting of an S-semiprojective S-T-bisemimodule E and a T-semiprojective
T-S-bisemimodule E∨ endowed with an S-S-bisemimodule morphism S −→ E ♦T E
∨
and a T-T-bisemimodule morphism E∨ ♦S E −→ T satisfying the same conditions
as above. A left semiprojective Morita morphism (E,E∨) from S to T induces an
exact functor P 7−→ TP = SemiHomS(E,P) from the category of left S-semi-
contramodules to the category of left T-semicontramodules and an exact functor
Q 7−→ SQ = SemiHomT(E
∨,Q) from the category of left T-semicontramodules to
the category of left S-semicontramodules; the former functor is right adjoint to the
latter one. Conversely, any pair of adjoint exact k-linear functors preserving infinite
products between the category of left S-semicontramodules and left T-semicontra-
modules is induced by a left semiprojective Morita morphism. Indeed, any exact
k-linear functor S–sicntr −→ T–sicntr preserving infinite products is the functor of
semihomomorphisms from an S-semiprojective S-T-bisemimodule.
A right semiflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from S to T is called a right semiflat
Morita equivalence if the bisemimodule morphisms S −→ E♦TE
∨ and E∨♦SE −→ T
are isomorphisms; then it can be also considered as a right semiflat Morita morphism
(E∨,E) from T to S. Left semiprojective Morita equivalences are defined in the
analogous way. A right semiflat Morita equivalence between semialgebras S and T
induces an equivalence of the abelian categories of left S-semimodules and left T-semi-
modules, and in the relevant above assumptions any equivalence between these two
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k-linear categories comes from a right semiflat Morita equivalence. Analogously, a
left semiprojective Morita equivalence between S and T induces an equivalence of the
abelian categories of left S-semicontramodules and left T-semicontramodules, and in
the relevant above assumptions any equivalence between these two k-linear categories
comes from a left semiprojective Morita equivalence.
Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module and the coring D is a flat right
B-module. Let T be a semialgebra over D such that T is a coflat right D-comodule
and (E,E∨) be a right faithfully coflat Morita morphism from C to D. Then the
pair of bisemimodules E = CT and E
∨ = TC is a right semiflat Morita equivalence
between the semialgebras T and CTC. Analogously, assume that C is a projective left
A-module and D is a projective left B-module. Let T be a semialgebra over D such
that T is a coprojective left D-comodule and (E,E∨) be a left faithfully coprojective
Morita morphism from C to D. Then the same pair of bisemimodules E and E∨ is a
left semiprojective Morita equivalence between T and CTC.
All the results of 8.1 can be extended to the case of a left semiprojective and
right semiflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from a semialgebra S to a semialgebra T.
In particular, for any left T-semimodule N there are natural isomorphisms of left
S-semicontramodules ΨS(SN) = HomS(S, SN) ≃ HomT(TS,N) ≃ HomT(E
∨,N) ≃
SemiHomT(E
∨,HomT(T,N)) =
S(ΨTN) by Proposition 6.2.2(d), etc. However, one
sometimes has to strengthen the coflatness (coprojectivity, coinjectivity) conditions
to the semiflatness (semiprojectivity, semiinjectivity) conditions.
The first assertions of Theorem 8.2.3(a), (b) and (c) do not hold for Morita mor-
phisms of semialgebras, though. The derived functorsM• 7−→ LTM
• andP• 7−→ TRP
•
still can be defined in terms of S/C-projective (= quite S/C-semiflat) complexes of
S-semimodules and S/C-injective (= quite S/C-semiinjective) complexes of S-semi-
contramodules. The right derived functor N• 7−→ RSN
• can be defined in terms of
injective complexes of T-semimodules and the left derived functor Q• 7−→ SLQ
• can
be defined in terms of projective complexes of T-semicontramodules (see Remark 6.5).
The results of Corollaries 8.3.2–8.3.4 do not hold for Morita morphisms of semialge-
bras, as one can see in the example of the Morita equivalence related to a Frobenius
algebra from Remark 8.4.3 considered as a Morita morphism in the inverse direc-
tion. The mentioned results remain valid for left semiprojective and right semiflat
Morita morphisms from S to T when the categories of C-comodules and C-contra-
modules have finite homological dimensions, or the Morita morphism of semialgebras
is induced by a left coprojective and right coflat Morita morphism of corings, or
more generally when the functors N• 7−→ SN
•, N• 7−→ N•S, and Q
• 7−→ SQ•
map D-coacyclic and D-contraacyclic complexes to C-coacyclic and C-contraacyclic
complexes.
Morita equivalences of semialgebras do not induce equivalences of the semiderived
categories of semimodules and semicontramodules, except in rather special cases. A
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right semiflat Morita equivalence between S and T does induce an equivalence of the
semiderived categories of left S-semimodules and left T-semimodules when the cate-
gories of left C-comodules and left D-comodules have finite homological dimensions,
or when the Morita equivalence comes from a right faithfully coflat Morita morphism
of corings and one of the conditions of 8.4.3–8.4.4 is satisfied.
8.4.6. A short summary: one encounters no problems generalizing the results of
7.1–7.4 and 8.1–8.3 to the case of a Morita morphism of k-algebras and related
maps of corings and semialgebras. The problems are manageable when one con-
siders Morita morphisms of corings. And there are severe problems with Morita
morphisms/equivalences of semialgebras, which do not always respect the essential
structure of “an object split in two halves” (see Introduction).
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9. Closed Model Category Structures
By a closed model category we mean a model category in the sense of Hovey [26].
9.1. Complexes of comodules and contramodules. Let C be a coring over a
k-algebra A. Assume that C is a projective left and a flat right A-module and the
ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
Theorem. (a) The category of complexes of left C-comodules has a closed model
category structure with the following properties. A morphism is a weak equivalence
if and only if its cone is coacyclic. A morphism is a cofibration if and only if it is
injective and its cokernel is a complex of A-projective C-comodules. A morphism is
a fibration if and only if it is surjective and its kernel is a complex of C/A-injective
C-comodules. An object is simultaneously fibrant and cofibrant if and only if it is a
complex of coprojective left C-comodules.
(b) The category of complexes of left C-contramodules has a closed model category
structure with the following properties. A morphism is a weak equivalence if and only
if its cone is contraacyclic. A morphism is a cofibration if and only if it is injective
and its cokernel is a complex of C/A-projective C-contramodules. A morphism is
a fibration if and only if it is surjective and its kernel is a complex of A-injective
C-contramodules. An object is simultaneously fibrant and cofibrant if and only if it is
a complex of coinjective left C-contramodules.
Proof. Part (a): the category of complexes of left C-comodules has arbitrary limits
and colimits, since it is an abelian category with infinite direct sums and prod-
ucts. The two-out-of-three property of weak equivalences follows from the octahe-
dron axiom, since coacyclic complexes form a triangulated subcategory of the ho-
motopy category of left C-comodules. The retraction properties are clear, since the
classes of projective A-modules, C/A-injective C-comodules, and coacyclic complexes
of C-comodules are closed under direct summands. It is also clear that a morphism is
a trivial cofibration if and only if it is injective and its cokernel is a coacyclic complex
of A-projective C-comodules, and a morphism is a trivial fibration if and only if it is
surjective and its kernel is a coacyclic complex of C/A-injective C-comodules. Now
let us verify the lifting properties.
Lemma 1. Let U , V , X, and Y be four objects of an abelian category A, U −→ V be
an injective morphism with the cokernel E, and X −→ Y be a surjective morphism
with the kernel K. Suppose that Ext1A(E,K) = 0. Then for any two morphisms
U −→ X and V −→ Y forming a commutative square with the above two morphisms
there exists a morphism V −→ X forming two commutative triangles with the given
four morphisms.
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Proof. Let us first find a morphism V −→ X making a commutative triangle with
the morphisms U −→ X and U −→ V . The obstruction to extending the morphism
U −→ X from U to V lies in the group Ext1A(E,X). Since the composition U −→
X −→ Y admits an extension to V , our element of Ext1A(E,X) becomes zero in
Ext1A(E, Y ) and therefore comes from the group Ext
1
A(E,K). Now let us modify the
obtained morphism so that the new morphism V −→ X forms also a commutative
triangle with the morphisms V −→ Y and X −→ Y . The difference between the
given morphism V −→ Y and the composition V −→ X −→ Y is a morphism
V −→ Y annihilating U , so it comes from a morphism E −→ Y . We need to lift the
latter to a morphism E −→ X . The obstruction to this lies in Ext1A(E,K). 
To verify the condition of Lemma 1, consider an extension E• −→ M• −→ K•
of a complex of A-projective left C-comodules K• by a complex of C/A-injective left
C-comodules E•. By Lemma 5.3.1(a), this extension is term-wise split, so it comes
from a morphism of complexes of C-comodulesK• −→ E•[1]. Now suppose that one of
the complexes K• and E• is coacyclic. Then any morphism K• −→ E•[1] is homotopic
to zero by a result of 5.5, hence the extension of complexes E• −→ M• −→ K• is
split. The lifing properties are proven.
It remains to construct the functorial factorizations. These constructions use two
building blocks: one is Lemma 3.1.3(a), the other one is the following Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. (a) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left
C-comodule an injective morphism from it into a C/A-injective left C-comodule with
an A-projective cokernel.
(b) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left C-contramod-
ule a surjective morphism onto it from a C/A-projective left C-contramodule with an
A-injective kernel.
Proof. Part (a): let M be a left C-comodule and P(M) −→M be the surjective mor-
phism onto it from an A-projective C-comodule P(M) constructed in Lemma 3.1.3(a).
Let K be kernel of the map P(M) −→ M and let P(M) −→ C ⊗A P(M) be the
C-coaction map. Set J(M) to be the cokernel of the composition K −→ P(M) −→
C⊗A P(M). Then the composition of maps P(M) −→ C⊗A P(M) −→ J(M) factor-
izes through the surjection P(M) −→M, so there is a natural injective morphism of
C-comodules M −→ J(M). The C-comodule J(M) is C/A-injective as the cokernel of
an injective map of C/A-injective C-comodules K −→ C⊗AP(M). The cokernel of the
map M −→ J(M) is isomorphic to the cokernel of the map P(M) −→ C⊗AP(M) and
hence A-projective. Part (a) is proven; the construction of the surjective morphism
of C-contramodules F(P) −→ P in part (b) is completely analogous. 
Let us first decompose functorially an arbitrary morphism of complexes of left
C-comodules L• −→M• into a cofibration followed by a fibration. This can be done
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in either of two dual ways. Let us start with a surjective morphism P+(M•) −→
M• onto the complex M• from a complex of A-projective left C-comodules P+(M•)
constructed as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Let K• be the kernel of the morphism
L• ⊕ P+(M•) −→ M• and let K• −→ J+(K•) be an injective morphism from the
complex K• into a complex of C/A-injective left C-comodules J+(K•) constructed
in the analogous way using Lemma 2. The cokernel of this morphism is a complex
of A-projective C-comodules. Let E• denote the fibered coproduct of L• ⊕ P+(M•)
and J+(K•) over K•. There is a natural morphism of complexes E• −→ M• whose
composition with the morphism J+(K•) −→ E• is zero and composition with the
morphism L•⊕P+(M•) −→ E• is equal to our morphism L•⊕P+(M•) −→M•. The
morphism L• −→ M• is equal to the composition L• −→ E• −→ M•. The cokernel
of the morphism L• −→ E• is an extension of the cokernel of the morphism K• −→
J+(K•) and the complex P+(M•), hence a complex of A-projective C-comodules.
The kernel of the morphism E• −→M• is isomorphic to J+(K•), which is a complex
of C/A-injective C-comodules. Another way is to start with an injective morphism
L• −→ J+(L•) and consider the cokernel of the morphism L• −→M• ⊕ J+(L•).
Now let us construct a factorization of the morphism L• −→M• into a cofibration
followed by a trivial fibration. Represent the kernel of the morphism E• −→ M• as
the quotient complex of a complex of A-projective left C-comodules E•1 by a complex
of C/A-injective C-comodules; represent the latter complex as the quotient complex
of a complex E•2 with the analogous properties, etc. The complexes E
•
i are also
complexes of C/A-injective C-comodules as extensions of complexes of C/A-injec-
tive C-comodules. For d large enough, the kernel Z• of the morphism E•d −→ E
•
d−1
will be a complex of A-projective C-comodules. Actually, E•i and Z
• are complexes
of coprojective C-comodules, as a C/A-injective A-projective left C-comodule Q is
coprojective (since the injection of C-comodules Q −→ C⊗AQ splits, Q −→ C⊗AQ −→
C ⊗A Q/Q being an exact triple of A-projective C-comodules). Let K
• be the total
complex of the bicomplex Z• −→ E•d −→ · · · −→ E
•
1 −→ E
•. Then the morphism
L• −→ M• factorizes through K• in a natural way, the kernel of the morphism
K• −→M• is a coacyclic complex of C/A-injective C-comodules, and the cokernel of
the morphism L• −→ K• is a complex of A-projective C-comodules. Notice that the
complex K• is the cone of the natural morphism L1(ker(E
• → M•)) −→ E•, where
L1 denotes the functor from the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Finally, let us construct a factorization of the morphism L• −→ M• into a trivial
cofibration followed by a fibration. Represent the cokernel of the morphism L• −→ E•
as a subcomplex of a complex of C/A-injective left C-comodules 1E• such that the quo-
tient complex is a complex of A-projective C-comodules; represent this quotient com-
plex as a subcomplex of a complex 2E• with the analogous properties, etc. The com-
plexes iE• are also complexes of A-projective C-comodules as extensions of complexes
of A-projective C-comodules (so they are complexes of coprojective C-comodules). Let
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K• be the total complex of the bicomplex E• −→ 1E• −→ 2E• −→ · · · , constructed
by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Then the morphism L• −→ M•
factorizes through K• in a natural way, the cokernel of the morphism L• −→ K• is
a coacyclic complex of A-projective C-comodules, and the kernel of the morphism
K• −→ M• is a complex of C/A-injective C-comodules. The class of C/A-injective
C-comodules is closed under infinite direct sums by Lemma 5.3.2(a).
Part (a) is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
Remark. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2 that any C/A-injective left
C-comodule can be obtained from coinduced C-comodules by taking extensions, cok-
ernels of injective morphisms, and direct summands. Analogously, any C/A-projec-
tive left C-contramodule can be obtained from induced C-contramodules by taking
extensions, kernels of surjective morphisms, and direct summands.
Let C and D be two corings satisfying the above assumptions and C −→ D be a
map of corings compatible with a k-algebra map A −→ B. Then the pair of adjoint
functors M• 7−→ BM
• and N• 7−→ CN
• is a Quillen adjunction [26] from the category
of complexes of left C-comodules to the category of complexes of left D-comodules;
the pair of adjoint functors Q• 7−→ CQ• and P• 7−→ BP• is a Quillen adjunction
from the category of complexes of left D-contramodules to the category of complexes
of left C-contramodules. The same applies to the case of a Morita morphism (E,E∨)
from A to B and a morphism BCB −→ D of corings over B.
The pair of adjoint functors ΦC and ΨC applied to complexes term-wise is not a
Quillen equivalence, and not even a Quillen adjunction, between the model category
of complexes of left C-contramodules and the model category of complexes of left
C-comodules. This pair of functors is a Quillen equivalence, however, when C is a
coring over a semisimple ring A. In general, the model categories of complexes of left
C-comodules and left C-contramodules can be connected by a chain of three Quillen
equivalences (see Remark 9.2.2).
9.2. Complexes of semimodules and semicontramodules. Let S be a semial-
gebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A. Assume that C is a projective left and a
flat right A-module, S is a coprojective left and a coflat right C-comodule, and the
ring A has a finite left homological dimension.
A left S-semimodule L is called S/C/A-projective if the functor of S-semimodule
homomorphisms from L maps exact triples of C/A-injective left S-semimodules to
exact triples. An A-projective left S-semimodule L is called S/C/A-semiprojective if
the functor of semihomomorphisms from L over S maps exact triples of C/A-coinjec-
tive left S-semicontramodules to exact triples. Analogously, a left S-semicontramod-
uleQ is called S/C/A-injective if the functor of S-semicontramodule homomorphisms
intoQmaps exact triples of C/A-projective left S-semicontramodules to exact triples.
AnA-injective left S-semicontramoduleQ is called S/C/A-semiinjective if the functor
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of semihomomorphisms into Q over S maps exact triples of C/A-coprojective left
S-semimodules to exact triples.
As in Lemma 6.4, it follows from Proposition 6.2.2(c) that an A-projective left
S-semimodule is S/C/A-projective if and only if it is S/C/A-semiprojective. Analo-
gously, it follows from Proposition 6.2.3(c) that an A-injective left S-semicontramod-
ule is S/C/A-injective if and only if it is S/C/A-semiinjective. It will be shown below
that any S/C/A-projective left S-semimodule is A-projective and any S/C/A-injective
left S-semicontramodule is A-injective.
Theorem. (a) The category of complexes of left S-semimodules has a closed model
category structure with the following properties. A morphism is a weak equivalence
if and only if its cone is C-coacyclic. A morphism is a cofibration if and only if
it is injective and its cokernel is an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective
S-semimodules. A morphism is a fibration if and only if it is surjective and its kernel
is a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules. An object is simultaneously fibrant and
cofibrant if and only if it is a semiprojective complex of semiprojective left S-semi-
modules.
(b) The category of complexes of left S-semicontramodules has a closed model cat-
egory structure with the following properties. A morphism is a weak equivalence if
and only if its cone is C-contraacyclic. A morphism is a cofibration if and only if it
is injective and its cokernel is a complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules. A
morphism is a fibration if and only if it is injective and its cokernel is an S/C/A-in-
jective complex of S/C/A-injective S-semicontramodules. An object is simultaneously
fibrant and cofibrant if and only if it is a semiinjective complex of semiinjective left
S-semicontramodules.
Proof. Part (a): existence of limits and colimits, the two-out-of-three property of
weak equivalences, and the retraction properties are verified as in the proof of The-
orem 9.1. It is clear that a morphism is a trivial cofibration if and only if it is
injective and its cokernel is a C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projec-
tive S-semimodules, and a morphism is a trivial fibration if and only if it is surjective
and its kernel is a C-coacyclic complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules. To check the
lifting properties, use Lemma 9.1.1. Consider an extension E• −→M• −→K• of an
S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective left S-semimodules K• by a complex
of C/A-injective left S-semimodules E•. By the next Lemma 1, this extension is term-
wise split, so it comes from a morphism of complexes of S-semimodules K• −→ E•[1].
Now suppose that one of the complexes K• and E• is C-coacyclic. Then any mor-
phism K• −→ E•[1] is homotopic to zero by a result of 6.5, hence the extension of
complexes E• −→M• −→ K• is split. So after Lemma 1 is proven it will remain to
construct the functorial factorizations.
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Lemma 1. (a) A left S-semimodule L is S/C/A-projective if and only if for any
C/A-injective left S-semimodule M the k-modules ExtiS(L,M) of Yoneda extensions
in the abelian category of left S-semimodules vanish for all i > 0. The functor of
S-semimodule homomorphisms into a C/A-injective S-semimodule maps exact triples
of S/C/A-projective left S-semimodules to exact triples. The classes of S/C/A-pro-
jective left S-semimodules and S/C/A-projective complexes of S/C/A-projective left
S-semimodules are closed under extensions and kernels of surjective morphisms.
(b) A left S-semicontramodule Q is S/C/A-injective if and only if for any C/A-pro-
jective left S-semicontramodule P the k-modules ExtS,i(P,Q) of Yoneda extensions
in the abelian category of left S-semicontramodules vanish for all i > 0. The functor
of S-semicontramodule homomorphisms from a C/A-projective S-semicontramodule
maps exact triples of S/C/A-injective left S-semicontramodules to exact triples. The
classes of S/C/A-injective left S-semicontramodules and S/C/A-injective complexes
of S/C/A-injective left S-semicontramodules are closed under extensions and coker-
nels of injective morphisms.
Proof. Part (a): the forgetful functor S–simod −→ C–comod preserves injective ob-
jects, since it is right adjoint to the exact functor of induction. Let us show that
any C/A-injective left S-semimodule M is a subsemimodule of an injective S-semi-
module (it will follow that the category of left S-semimodules has enough injectives).
The construction of Lemma 3.3.2(b) assigns to a C/A-coinjective left S-semicontra-
module P an injective map from it into a semiinjective S-semicontramodule I(P)
with a C/A-coinjective cokernel. Indeed, the cokernel of the map P −→ I(P) is
a C/A-coinjective C-contramodule by Lemma 3.1.3(b), so I(P) is a C/A-coinjective
C-contramodule as an extension of two C/A-coinjective C-contramodules and a coin-
jective C-contramodule as an A-injective and C/A-coinjective C-contramodule. Hence
I(P) = CohomC(S, I(P)) is a semiinjective S-semicontramodule. The cokernel of
the composition of injective morphisms P −→ CohomC(S,P) −→ CohomC(S, I(P))
is an extension of the cokernel of the morphism CohomC(S,P) −→ CohomC(S, I(P))
and the cokernel of the morphism P −→ CohomC(S,P); the former is C/A-coinjec-
tive since the cokernel of the morphism P −→ I(P) is, and the latter is C/A-coin-
jective as a C-contramodule direct summand of CohomC(S,P). Hence the cokernel
of the morphism P −→ I(P) is C/A-coinjective. Applying these observations to
the S-semicontramodule P = ΦS(M) and using Lemmas 5.3.2(b) and 5.3.1(c), we
conclude that M −→ ΦSI(ΨSM) is an injective morphism of S-semimodules when-
ever M is a C/A-injective left S-semimodule. Now the functor ΦS maps semiinjective
S-semicontramodules to injective S-semimodules by Proposition 6.2.2(a).
So any C/A-injective left S-semimodule M has an injective right resolution; by the
construction or by Lemma 5.3.1(a), this resolution is exact with respect to the exact
category of C/A-injective S-semimodules. Applying to this resolution the functor
of S-semimodule homomorphisms from an S/C/A-projective left S-semimodule L,
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we obtain the desired vanishing ExtiS(L,M) = 0 for all i > 0. The remaining
assertions follow (to verify the assertions related to complexes, notice that the class
of acyclic complexes of k-modules is closed under extensions and cokernels of injective
morphisms). Part (a) is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous and
based on the construction of a semicontramodule projective resolution. Alternatively,
one can argue as in the proof of Lemma 5.3.1(a-b). 
The analogous results for S/C/A-semiprojective (complexes of) left S-semimodules
and S/C/A-semiinjective (complexes of) left S-semicontramodules can be obtained
by considering the derived functor SemiExt∗S(M,P), defined as the cohomology of
the object SemiExtS(M,P) of D(k–mod). For an A-projective S-semimodule M
and a C/A-coinjective S-semicontramodule P or a C/A-coprojective S-semimodule
M and an A-injective S-semicontramodule P it is computed by the cobar-complex
CohomC(M,P) −→ CohomC(S C M, P) −→ · · · , hence SemiExt
i
S(M,P) = 0 for
i > 0 and SemiExt0S(M,P) = SemiHomS(M,P).
Lemma 2. (a) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left
S-semimodule an injective morphism from it into a C/A-injective S-semimodule
with an S/C/A-projective cokernel. Furthermore, there exists a functor assigning
to any complex of left S-semimodules an injective morphism from it into a complex
of C/A-injective S-semimodules such that the cokernel is a C-coacyclic S/C/A-pro-
jective complex of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules.
(b) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left S-semicon-
tramodule a surjective morphism onto it from a C/A-projective S-semicontramod-
ule with an S/C/A-injective kernel. Furthermore, there exists a functor assigning
to any complex of left S-semicontramodules a surjective morphism onto it from a
complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules such that the kernel is a C-contra-
acyclic S/C/A-injective complex of S/C/A-injective S-semicontramodules.
Proof. Part (a): modify the construction of the second assertion of Lemma 1.3.3,
replacing the injective morphism of C-comodules M −→ G(M) = C ⊗A M with the
injective morphism of C-comodules M −→ J(M) constructed in Lemma 9.1.2(a). In
other words, for any left S-semimodule M denote by K(M) the kernel of the mor-
phism S C M −→ M and by Q(M) the cokernel of the composition K(M) −→
SCM −→ SC J(M). The composition of maps SCM −→ SC J(M) −→ Q(M)
factorizes through the surjection S C M −→ M, so there is a natural injective
morphism of S-semimodules M −→ Q(M). The cokernel of this morphism is
isomorphic to S C (J(M)/M), which is an S/C/A-projective S-semimodule be-
cause J(M)/M is an A-projective C-comodule. As in the proof of Lemma 1.3.3,
the S-semimodule morphism M −→ Q(M) can be lifted to a C-comodule mor-
phism M −→ S C J(M). Let J(M) denote the inductive limit of the sequence
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M −→ SC J(M) −→ Q(M) −→ SC J(Q(M)) −→ Q(Q(M)) −→ · · · ; it is the de-
sired C/A-injective S-semimodule into which M maps injectively with an S/C/A-pro-
jective cokernel. Indeed, J(M) is C/A-injective by Sublemma 3.3.3.B and the cokernel
of the morphism M −→ J(M) is S/C/A-projective by the next Sublemma.
Sublemma. (a) Let 0 = U•0 −→ U
•
1 −→ U
•
2 −→ · · · be an inductive system of
complexes of left S-semimodules such that the successive cokernels coker(U•i−1 →
U•i ) are S/C/A-projective complexes of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules. Then the
inductive limit lim
−→
U
•
i is an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective S-semi-
modules.
(b) Let 0 = U•0 ←− U
•
1 ←− U
•
2 ←− · · · be a projective system of complexes
of left S-semicontramodules such that the successive kernels ker(U•i → U
•
i−1) are
S/C/A-injective complexes of S/C/A-injective S-semimodules. Then the projective
limit lim
←−
U•i is an S/C/A-injective complex of S/C/A-injective S-semimodules.
Proof. The forgetful functor S–simod −→ A–mod preserves inductive limits, since
it preserves cokernels and infinite direct sums, so one has HomS(lim−→
U
•
i , M
•) =
lim
←−
HomS(U
•
i ,M
•) for any complex of left S-semimodules M•. Analogously, the
forgetful functor S–sicntr −→ A–mod preserves projective limits, since it preserves
kernels and infinite products, so one has HomS(P•, lim
←−
U•i ) = lim←−
HomS(P•,U•i ) for
any complex of left S-semicontramodules P•. As the projective limits of sequences
of surjective maps preserve exact triples and acyclic complexes, the assertions of
Sublemma follow from Lemma 1. 
The first statement of Lemma 2(a) is proven. To prove the second one, con-
sider the functor assigning to a complex of left S-semimodules M• the injective
map from it into the complex J+(M•), which is constructed in terms of the functor
M 7−→ J(M) as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. By Sublemma, the cokernel of the mor-
phism M• −→ J+(M•) is an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective S-semi-
modules, since a complex of S-semimodules induced from a complex of A-projective
C-comodules belongs to this class. Set 0J• = J+(M•), 1J• = J+(coker(M• → 0J•)),
etc. The complexes iJ• are complexes of C/A-injective S-semimodules and the com-
plexes coker(M• → 0J•), coker(i−1J• → iJ•) are S/C/A-projective complexes of
S/C/A-projective S-semimodules. The complexes iJ• for i > 0 are also S/C/A-pro-
jective complexes of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules as extensions of complexes with
these properties. Let K• be the total complex of the bicomplex 0J• −→ 1J• −→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Then K• is a com-
plex of C/A-injective S-semimodules and the cokernel of the injective morphism
M• −→ K• is a C-coacyclic (and even S-coacyclic) S/C/A-projective complex of
S/C/A-projective S-semimodules. To check the latter properties, one can apply Sub-
lemma to the canonical filtration of the complex 0J•/M• −→ 1J• −→ 2J• −→ · · ·
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The proof of Lemma 2(b) is completely analogous and based on the modification
of the construction of the second assertion of Lemma 3.3.3(a) using the surjective
morphism of C-contramodules F(P) −→ P from Lemma 9.1.2(b) in place of the
morphism G(P) = HomA(C,P) −→ P. 
In the sequel we will denote by M 7−→ J(M) the functor constructed in Lemma 2
rather than its more simplistic version from Lemmas 1.3.3 and 3.3.3.
Lemma 3. (a) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left
S-semimodule a surjective map onto it from an S/C/A-projective S-semimodule with
a C/A-injective kernel. Furthermore, there exists a functor assigning to any complex
of left S-semimodules a surjective map onto it from an S/C/A-projective complex
of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules such that the kernel is a C-coacyclic complex of
C/A-injective S-semimodules.
(b) There exists a (not always additive) functor assigning to any left S-semicontra-
module an injective map from it into an S/C/A-injective S-semicontramodule with a
C/A-projective cokernel. Furthermore, there exists a functor assigning to any complex
of left S-semicontramodules an injective map from it into an S/C/A-injective complex
of S/C/A-injective S-semicontramodules such that the cokernel is a C-contraacyclic
complex of C/A-projective S-semicontramodules.
Proof. Part (a): for any left S-semimodule L, consider the injective morphism
L −→ J(L) from Lemma 2 and denote by K(L) its cokernel. The functor
M 7−→ P(M) of Lemmas 1.3.2 and 3.3.2 assigns to a C/A-injective left S-semimodule
M a surjective morphism onto it from the S-semimodule P(M) induced from a copro-
jective C-comodule P(M) such that the kernel is a C/A-injective S-semimodule (see
the proof of Lemma 1). Denote by F(L) the kernel of the composition P(J(L)) −→
J(L) −→ K(L). The composition of maps F(L) −→ P(J(L)) −→ J(L) factor-
izes through the injection L −→ J(L), so there is a natural surjective morphism of
S-semimodules F(L) −→ L. The S-semimodules P(J(L)) andK(L) are S/C/A-pro-
jective, hence the S-semimodule F(L) is also S/C/A-projective. The kernel of the
morphism F(L) −→ L is C/A-injective, since it is isomorphic to the kernel of the
morphism P(J(L)) −→ J(L). This proves the first statement of part (a).
Now consider the functor assigning to any complex of left S-semimodules L• the
surjective map onto it from the complex F+(L•). The complex F+(L•) is S/C/A-pro-
jective as the kernel of a surjective morphism of S/C/A-projective complexes; it is also
a complex of S/C/A-projective and A-projective S-semimodules. Set F•0 = F
+(L•),
F•1 = F(ker(F
•
0 → L
•)), etc. The complexes ker(F•0 → L
•), ker(F•i → F
•
i−1) are
complexes of C/A-injective S-semimodules, hence the complexes F•i for i > 0 are also
complexes of C/A-injective S-semimodules as extensions of complexes of C/A-injective
S-semimodules. For d large enough, the kernel Z• of the morphism F•d−1 −→ F
•
d−2
will be a complex of A-projective S-semimodules, and consequently a complex of
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C-coprojective S-semimodules. Let E• be the total complex of the bicomplex
· · · −−→ S C S C Z
• −−→ S C Z
• −−→ F•d−1 −−→ F
•
d−2 −−→ · · · −−→ F
•
0,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Then the complex
E• is a complex of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules, and it is an S/C/A-projective
complex since it is homotopy equivalent to a complex obtained from such complexes
using the operations of cone and infinite direct sum. The kernel of the morphism
E• −→ L• is a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules, and it is C-coacyclic since
it contains a C-contractible subcomplex of S-semimodules such that the quotient
complex is the total complex of a finite exact complex of complexes of S-semimod-
ules. Part (a) is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
Let us show that any S/C/A-projective left S-semimodule L is A-projective. Con-
sider the surjective morphism F(L) −→ L from Lemma 3. Since its kernel is
C/A-injective, we have an extension of an S/C/A-projective left S-semimodule by
a C/A-injective left S-semimodule, which is always trivial by Lemma 1. Therefore,
L is a direct summand of F(L), while F(L) is A-projective by the construction.
Analogously, any S/C/A-injective left S-semicontramodule is A-injective.
Let us show that any S/C/A-projective C/A-injective left S-semimodule M is a di-
rect summand of the S-semimodule induced from the C-comodule coinduced from a
projective A-module; in particular, a left S-semimodule is simultaneously S/C/A-pro-
jective and C/A-injective if and only if it is semiprojective. Consider the exact triple
K −→ S C M −→ M, where K = ker(S C M → M). If an S-semimodule M is
C/A-injective, then so is the S-semimodule SCM, since C/A-injectivity is equivalent
to C/A-coprojectivity; then the S-semimodule K is C/A-injective as a C-comodule
direct summand of S C M. If the S-semimodule M is also S/C/A-projective, then
our exact triple splits over S and M is a direct summand of the induced S-semi-
module S C M. Since the C-comodule M is A-projective and C/A-injective, it is
a direct summand of the C-comodule coinduced from a projective A-module. Anal-
ogously, any S/C/A-injective C/A-projective left S-semicontramodule P is a direct
summand of the S-semicontramodule coinduced from the C-contramodule induced
from an injective A-module; in particular, a left S-semicontramodule is simultane-
ously S/C/A-injective and C/A-projective if and only if it is semiinjective. In other
words, M is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of the S-semimodule S andP
is a direct summand of a product of copies of the S-semicontramodule Homk(S, k
∨).
An S/C/A-projective complex of C-coprojective left S-semimodules M• is homo-
topy equivalent to a complex obtained from complexes of S-semimodules induced from
complexes of C-coprojective C-comodules using the operations of cone and infinite di-
rect sum. In particular, the complex M• it is a semiprojective. Indeed, the total com-
plex of the bicomplex · · · −→ SC SC M −→ SC M −→M is contractible, being
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a C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complex of C/A-injective left S-semimodules. Analo-
gously, an S/C/A-injective complex of C-coinjective left S-semicontramodules P• is
homotopy equivalent to a complex obtained from complexes of S-semicontramodules
coinduced from complexes of C-coinjective C-contramodules using the operations of
cone and infinite product. In particular, the complex P• is semiinjective.
Finally we turn to the construction of functorial factorizations. As in the proof
of Theorem 9.1, let us first decompose an arbitrary morphism of complexes of left
S-semimodules L• −→ M• into a cofibration followed by a fibration. This can be
done in either of two dual ways. Let us start with an injective morphism from
the complex L• into the complex J+(L•) constructed in Lemma 2. Let K• be the
cokernel of the morphism L• −→ M• ⊕ J+(L•) and let F+(K•) −→ K• be the
surjective morphism onto the complex K• from the complex F+(K•) constructed in
Lemma 3. Let L• −→ E• −→ F+(K•) be the pull-back of the exact triple L• −→
M
• ⊕ J+(L•) −→ K• with respect to the morphism F+(K•) −→ K•. Then the
morphism L• −→M• is equal to the composition L• −→ E• −→M•. The cokernel
F+(K•) of the morphism L• −→ E• is an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-pro-
jective S-semimodules. The kernel of the morphism E• −→M• is an extension of the
complex J+(L•) and the kernel of the morphism F+(K•) −→K•, hence a complex of
C/A-injective S-semimodules. Another way is to start with the surjective morphism
F
+(M•) −→M• and consider the kernel of the morphism L• ⊕ F+(M•) −→M•.
Now let us construct a factorization of the morphism L• −→M• into a cofibration
followed by a trivial fibration. Represent the kernel of the morphism E• −→ M•
as the quotient complex of an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective left
S-semimodules P• by a C-coacyclic complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules. Then
the complex P• is also a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules (so it is even a
semiprojective complex of semiprojective S-semimodules). Let K• be the cone of
the morphism P• −→ E•. Then the morphism L• −→ M• factorizes through K•
in a natural way, the kernel of the morphism K• −→ M• is a C-coacyclic complex
of C/A-injective S-semimodules, and the cokernel of the morphism L• −→ K• is an
S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules.
It remains to construct a factorization of the morphism L• −→ M• into a triv-
ial cofibration followed by a fibration. Represent the cokernel of the morphism
L
• −→ E• as a subcomplex of a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules Q• such
that the quotient complex is a C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-pro-
jective S-semimodules. Then the complex Q• is also an S/C/A-projective complex of
S/C/A-projective S-semimodules (hence a semiprojective complex of semiprojective
S-semimodules). Let K• be the cocone of the morphism E• −→ Q•. Then the mor-
phism L• −→M• factorizes throughK• in a natural way, the kernel of the morphism
K• −→ M• is a complex of C/A-injective S-semimodules, and the cokernel of the
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morphism L• −→K• is a C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective
S-semimodules.
Part (a) of Theorem is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
Remark 1. One can obtain descriptions of S/C/A-projective complexes of
S/C/A-projective S-semimodules, C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complexes of
S/C/A-projective S-semimodules, etc., from the proof of the above Theorem.
Namely, let M• be an S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective left S-semi-
modules; decompose the morphism 0 −→M• into a cofibration 0 −→K• followed by
a trivial fibration K• −→ M• by the above construction (this can be also obtained
directly from Lemma 3). Then the complex M• is a direct summand of K• and
therefore can be obtained from complexes of S-semimodules induced from complexes
of A-projective C-comodules using the operations of cone, infinitely iterated exten-
sion in the sense of inductive limit, and kernel of surjective morphism. Let M• be
a C-coacyclic S/C/A-projective complex of S/C/A-projective left S-semimodules;
decompose the morphism 0 −→ M• into a trivial cofibration 0 −→ K• followed
by a fibration K• −→ M• by the above construction. Then the complex M• is
a direct summand of K• and therefore up to the homotopy equivalence can be
obtained from the total complexes of exact triples of S/C/A-projective complexes
of S/C/A-projective S-semimodules using the operations of cone and infinite direct
sum. The analogous results hold for complexes of left S-semicontramodules.
Let S and T be two semialgebras satisfying the above assumptions and S −→ T be
a map of semialgebras compatible with a map of corings C −→ D and a k-algebra map
A −→ B. Then the pair of adjoint functorsM• 7−→ TM
• andN• 7−→ CN
• is a Quillen
adjunction from the category of complexes of left S-semimodules to the category
of complexes of left T-semimodules; the pair of adjoint functors Q• 7−→ CQ• and
P• 7−→ TP• is a Quillen adjunction from the category of complexes of left T-semi-
contramodules to the category of complexes of left S-semicontramodules. These
results follow from Theorems 7.2.1 and 8.2.3(c). They also hold in the case of a left
coprojective and right coflat Morita morphism (E,E∨) from C to D and a morphism
S −→ CTC of semialgebras over C.
The pair of adjoint functors ΦS and ΨS applied to complexes term-wise is not a
Quillen equivalence, and not even a Quillen adjunction, between the model category
of complexes of left S-semicontramodules and the model category of complexes of left
S-semimodules. Instead, this pair of adjoint functors between closed model categories
has the following properties.
The functor ΦS maps trivial cofibrations of complexes of left S-semicontramodules
to weak equivalences of complexes of left S-semimodules. The functor ΨS maps trivial
fibrations of complexes of left S-semimodules to weak equivalences of complexes of left
S-semicontramodules. For a cofibrant complex of left S-semicontramodules P• and
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a fibrant complex of left S-semimodules M•, a morphism ΦS(P
•) −→M• is a weak
equivalence if and only if the corresponding morphism P• −→ ΨS(M
•) is a weak
equivalence. Furthermore, the functor ΦS maps cofibrant complexes to fibrant ones,
while the functor ΨS maps fibrant complexes to cofibrant ones. The restrictions of the
functors ΦS and ΨS are mutually inverse equivalences between the full subcategories
formed by cofibrant complexes of left S-semicontramodules and fibrant complexes of
right S-semimodules. These restrictions of functors also send weak equivalences to
weak equivalences.
Remark 2. One can connect the above model categories of complexes of left S-semi-
modules and left S-semicontramodules by a chain of three Quillen adjunctions by
considering other model category structures on these two categories. The above
model category structures on the category of complexes of left S-semimodules can be
called the semiprojective model structure, and the model category structure on the
category of complexes of left S-semicontramodules can be called the semiinjective
model structure. In addition to these, there is also the injective model structure on
the category of complexes of left S-semimodules, and the projective model structure
on the category of complexes of left S-semicontramodules. In these alternative model
structures, weak equivalences are still morphisms with C-coacyclic or C-contraacyclic
cones, respectively. A morphism of complexes of semimodules is a cofibration if and
only if it is injective, and a morphism of complexes of semicontramodules is a fibration
if and only if it is surjective. A morphism of complexes of semimodules is a fibration
if and only if it is surjective and its kernel is an injective complex of injective semi-
modules in the sense of Remark 6.5 and the proof of Lemma 1 above; a morphism
of complexes of semicontramodules is a cofibration if and only if it is injective and
its cokernel is an projective complex of projective semicontramodules. One checks
that these a model category structures in the way analogous to (and much simpler
than) the proof of Theorem above. The functors ΦS and ΨS are a Quillen equiva-
lence between the injective and the projective model category structures; the identity
functors are Quillen equivalences between the semiprojective and the injective model
structures, and between the semiinjective and the projective model structures.
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10. A Construction of Semialgebras
10.1. Construction of comodules and contramodules.
10.1.1. Let A and B be associative k-algebras.
For any projective finitely-generated left A-module U and any left A-module V
there is a natural isomorphism HomA(U,A) ⊗A V ≃ HomA(U, V ) given by the for-
mula u∗ ⊗ v 7−→ (u 7→ 〈u, u∗〉v). In particular, for any A-B-bimodule C and
any projective finitely-generated left B-module D there are natural isomorphisms
HomA(C ⊗B D, A) ≃ HomB(D,HomA(C,A)) ≃ HomB(D,B)⊗B HomA(C,A).
It follows that there is a tensor anti-equivalence between the tensor category of
A-A-bimodules that are projective and finitely-generated as left A-modules and
the tensor category of A-A-bimodules that are projective and finitely-generated
as right A-modules, given by the mutually-inverse functors C 7−→ HomA(C,A)
and K 7−→ HomAop(K,A). Therefore, noncommutative ring structures on a right-
projective and finitely A-A-bimodule K correspond bijectively to coring structures
on the left-projective and finitely-generated A-A-bimodule HomAop(K,A). On the
other hand, for any coring C over A there is a natural structure of a k-algebra on
HomA(C, A) together with a morphism of k-algebras A −→ HomA(C, A).
Furthermore, let K be a k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra map A −→ K such
that K is a finitely-generated projective right A-module, and let C = HomAop(K,A)
be the corresponding coring over A. Then the natural isomorphism N ⊗A C =
HomAop(K,N) for a right A-module N provides a bijective correspondence between
the structures of right K-module and right C-comodule on N . Analogously, the natu-
ral isomorphism HomA(C, P ) = K⊗AP for a left A-module P provides a bijective cor-
respondence between the structures of left K-module and left C-contramodule on P .
In other words, there are isomorphisms of abelian categories comod–C ≃ mod–K and
C–contra ≃ K–mod.
10.1.2. Here is a generalization of the situation we just described. Let C be a coring
over a k-algebra A and K be a k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra map A −→ K.
Suppose that we are given a pairing φ : C ⊗A K −→ A which is an A-A-bimodule
map satisfying the following conditions of compatibility with the comultiplication
in C and the multiplication in K and with the counit of C and the unit of K. First,
the composition C ⊗A K ⊗A K −→ C ⊗A C ⊗A K ⊗A K −→ C ⊗A K −→ A of the
map induced by the comultiplication in C, the map induced by the pairing φ, and the
pairing φ itself should be equal to the composition C ⊗A K ⊗A K −→ C ⊗A K −→
A of the map induced by the multiplication in A and the pairing φ. Second, the
composition C = C ⊗A A −→ C ⊗A K −→ A of the map coming from the unit
of K with the pairing φ should be equal to the counit of C. Equivalently, the map
K −→ HomA(C, A) induced by φ should be a morphism of k-algebras.
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Then for any right C-comodule N the composition N⊗AK −→ N⊗AC⊗AK −→ N
of the map induced by the C-coaction in N and the map induced by the pairing φ
defines a structure of right K-module on N. Analogously, for any left C-contramodule
P the composition K⊗AP −→ HomA(C,P) −→ P of the map given by the formula
k′ ⊗ p 7−→ (c 7→ φ(c, k′)p) and the C-contraaction map defines a structure of left
K-module on P. So the pairing φ induces faithful functors ∆φ : comod–C −→ mod–K
and ∆φ : C–contra −→ K–mod.
In particular, a pairing φ provides the coring C with a structure of left C-comodule
endowed with a right action of the k-algebra K by C-comodule endomorphisms.
Moreover, the data of a right action of K by endomorphisms of the left C-comodule
C agreeing with the right action of A in C is equivalent to the data of a pairing φ.
10.1.3. When C is a projective left A-module, the functor ∆φ has a left adjoint
functor Γφ : K–mod −→ C–contra. This functor sends the induced left K-module
K ⊗A V to the induced left C-contramodule HomA(C, V ) for any left A-module V ;
to compute Γφ(M) for an arbitrary left K-module M , one can respresent M as the
cokernel of a morphism of K-modules induced from A-modules. Analogously, when
C is a flat right A-module, the functor ∆φ has a right adjoint functor Γφ : mod–K −→
comod–C. This functor sends the coinduced right K-module HomAop(K,U) to the
coinduced right C-comodule U⊗A C for any right A-module U ; to compute Γφ(N) for
an arbitrary right K-module N , one can represent N as the kernel of a morphism of
K-modules coinduced from A-modules.
Without any conditions on the coring C, the composition of functors ΨC : C–comod
−→ C–contra and ∆φ : C–contra −→ K–mod has a left adjoint functor K–mod −→
C–comod mapping a left K-module M to the left C-comodule C⊗AM . Analogously,
the composition of the functors ΦCop : contra–C −→ comod–C and ∆φ : comod–C −→
mod–K has a right adjoint functor mod–K −→ contra–C mapping a right K-module
N to the right C-contramodule HomKop(C, N). So one can compute the compositions
of functors ΦCΓ
φ and ΨCopΓφ in this way.
10.1.4. It is easy to see that the functor ∆φ is fully faithful whenever for any right
A-module N the map N ⊗A C −→ HomAop(K,N) given by the formula n ⊗ c 7−→
(k′ 7→ nφ(c, k′)) is injective. In particular, when A is a semisimple ring, the functor
∆φ is fully faithful if the map C −→ HomAop(K,A) induced by the pairing φ is
injective, i. e., the pairing φ is nondegenerate in C.
10.2. Construction of semialgebras.
10.2.1. Assume that a coring C over a k-algebra A is a flat left A-module. Let K be
a k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra map A −→ K and a pairing φ : C⊗AK −→ A
satisfying the conditions of 10.1.2, and let R be a k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra
map f : K −→ R such that R is a flat leftK-module. Then the tensor product C⊗KR
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is a coflat left C-comodule endowed with a right action of the k-algebra K (and even
of the k-algebra R) by left C-comodule endomorphisms.
Suppose that there exists a structure of right C-comodule on C ⊗K R inducing
the existing structure of right K-module and such that the following three maps are
right C-comodule morphisms: (i) the left C-coaction map C⊗K R −→ C⊗A (C⊗K R),
(ii) the semiunit map C = C ⊗K K −→ C ⊗K R, and (iii) the semimultiplication
map (C ⊗K R) C (C ⊗K R) ≃ C ⊗K R ⊗K R −→ C ⊗K R, where the isomorphism
in (iii) is the inverse of the natural isomorphism of Proposition 1.2.3(a) and the
map being composed is induced by the multiplication in R. Then the semiunit and
semimultiplication maps (ii) and (iii) define a semialgebra structure on the C-C-bico-
module S = C⊗K R.
Notice that the maps (i-iii) always preserve the right K-module structures. If
the functor ∆φ is fully faithful, then a right C-comodule structure inducing a given
right K-module structure on C⊗K R is unique provided that it exists, and the maps
(i-iii) preserve this structure automatically. If the functor ∆φ is an equivalence of
categories, then a unique right C-comodule structure with the desired properties exists
on C⊗K R.
The associativity of semimultiplication in S follows from the associativity of mul-
tiplication in R and the commutativity of diagrams of associativity isomorphisms of
cotensor products.
10.2.2. By Proposition 1.2.3(a), for any right C-comodule N there is a natural iso-
morphism NC S ≃ N⊗K R, hence every right S-semimodule has a natural structure
of right R-module. So there is a faithful exact functor ∆φ,f : simod–S −→ mod–R
which agrees with the functor ∆φ : comod–C −→ mod–K. Moreover, the category
of right S-semimodules is isomorphic to the category of k-modules N endowed with
a right C-comodule and right R-module structures satisfying the following compati-
bility conditions: first, the induced right K-module structures should coincide, and
second, the action map N ⊗K R −→ N should be a morphism of right C-comodules,
where the right C-comodule structure on N ⊗K R is provided by the isomorphism
N ⊗K R = N C S. When the functor ∆φ is fully faithful, the category simod–S is
simply described as the full subcategory of the category of right R-modules consist-
ing of those modules whose right K-module structure comes from a right C-comodule
structure.
Analogously, if C is a projective left A-module and R is a projective left K-module,
then S is a coprojective left C-comodule and by Proposition 3.2.3.2(a) for any left
C-contramodule P there is a natural isomorphism CohomC(S,P) ≃ HomK(R,P),
hence any left S-semicontramodule has a natural structure of left R-module. So there
is a faithful exact functor ∆φ,f : S–sicntr −→ R–mod which agrees with the functor
∆φ : C–comod −→ K–mod. Moreover, the category of left S-semicontramodules is
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isomorphic to the category of k-modules P endowed with a left C-contramodule and
a left R-module structures satisfying the following compatibility conditions: first,
the induced left K-module structures should coincide, and second, the action map
P −→ HomK(R,P) should be a morphism of C-contramodules, where the left C-con-
tramodule structure on HomK(R,P) is provided by the isomorphism HomK(R,P) =
CohomC(S,P).
10.2.3. When K is a projective finitely-generated right A-module and the pairing φ
corresponds to an isomorphism C ≃ HomAop(K,A), the isomorphisms of categories
∆φ : comod–C ≃ mod–K and ∆
φ : C–contra ≃ K–mod transform the functor of con-
tratensor product over C into the functor of tensor product overK: N⊙CP ≃ N⊗KP.
Indeed, HomA(C,P) = K ⊗A P . When in addition R is a projective left K-module,
the isomorphisms of categories ∆φ,f : simod–S ≃ mod–R and ∆
φ,f : S–sicntr ≃ R–mod
transform the functor of contratensor product over S into the functor of tensor prod-
uct over R: N⊚S P ≃ N⊗R P. Indeed, N C S = N⊗K R.
10.2.4. The functor ∆φ,f has a right adjoint functor Γφ,f : mod–R −→ simod–S,
which agrees with the functor Γφ : mod–K −→ comod–C. The functor Γφ,f is con-
structed as follows. Let N be a right R-module; it has an induced right K-module
structure. Consider the composition ∆φ(Γφ(N) C S) = ∆φΓφ(N) ⊗K R −→
N ⊗K R −→ N of the isomorphism of Proposition 1.2.3(a), the map induced by
the adjunction map ∆φΓφ(N) −→ N , and the right action map. By adjunction, this
composition corresponds to a right C-comodule morphism Γφ(N) C S −→ Γφ(N),
which provides a right S-semimodule structure on Γφ(N).
Analogously, if C is a projective left A-module and R is a projective left K-module,
then the functor ∆φ,f has a left adjoint functor Γφ,f : R–mod −→ S–sicntr, which
agrees with the functor Γφ : K–mod −→ C–contra. The functor Γφ,f is constructed
as follows. Let P be a left R-module; it has an induced left K-module struc-
ture. Consider the composition P −→ HomK(R,P ) −→ HomK(R, ∆
φΓφ(P )) =
∆φ(CohomC(S,Γ
φ(P ))) of the action map, the map induced by the adjunction
map P −→ ∆φΓφ(P ), and the isomorphism of Proposition 3.2.3.2(a). By adjunc-
tion, this composition corresponds to a left C-contramodule morphism Γφ(P ) −→
CohomC(S,Γ
φ(P )), which provides a left S-semicontramodule structure on Γφ(P ).
Notice that the semialgebra S has a structure of left S-semimodule endowed with
a right action of the k-algebra R by left S-semimodule endomorphisms. So when C
is a flat right A-module and S turns out to be a coflat right C-comodule, there is a
functor S–simod −→ R–mod mapping a left S-semimodule M to the left R-module
HomS(S,M). This functor has a left adjoint functor mapping a left R-module M to
the left S-semimodule S ⊗R M = C ⊗K M . In the case when C is a projective left
A-module and R is a projective left K-module, the former functor is isomorphic to
∆φ,fΨS, and consequently the latter functor is isomorphic to ΦSΓ
φ,f . Analogously,
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when C is a projective right A-module and S turns out to be a coprojective right
C-comodule, the functor ΨSopΓφ,f maps a right R-module N to the right S-semicon-
tramodule HomRop(S, N) = HomKop(C, N).
Let us point out that no explicit description of the category of left S-semimodules
is in general available. We only described the categories of right S-semimodules and
left S-semicontramodules, and constructed certain functors acting to and from the
category of left S-semimodules.
10.2.5. The following observations were inspired by [2, section 5].
Suppose that there is a commutative diagram of k-algebra maps A −→ K, K −→
R, A′ −→ K ′, K ′ −→ R′, A −→ A′, K −→ K ′, R −→ R′. Let C be a coring
over A and C′ be a coring over A′ endowed with a map of corings C −→ C′ compatible
with the k-algebra map A −→ A′. Assume that C is a flat left A-module, C′ is a
flat left A′-module, R is a flat left K-module, and R′ is a flat left K ′-module. Let
φ : C⊗A K −→ A and φ
′ : C′ ⊗A′ K
′ −→ A′ be two pairings satisfying the conditions
of 10.1.2 and forming a commutative diagram with the maps C⊗A K −→ C
′ ⊗A′ K
′
and A −→ A′. Furthermore, suppose that the natural map K ⊗A A
′ −→ K ′ is an
isomorphism. Assume that there is a structure of right C-comodule on C⊗K R and a
structure of right C′-comodule on C′⊗K ′R
′ satisfying the conditions of 10.2.1, so that
C⊗KR is a semialgebra over C and C
′⊗K ′R
′ is a semialgebra over C′. Then the natural
map from the right C′-comodule C⊗K R⊗A A
′ to the right C′-comodule C′ ⊗K ′ R
′ is
a morphism of right K ′-modules. If it is also a morphism of right C′-comodules, then
the map C⊗K R −→ C
′ ⊗K ′ R
′ is a map of semialgebras compatible with the map of
corings C −→ C′ and the k-algebra map A −→ A′.
Suppose that there is a commutative diagram of k-algebra maps A −→ K, K −→
R, A −→ K ′, K ′ −→ R′, K −→ K ′, R −→ R′. Let C and C′ be two corings
over A and C′ −→ C be a morphism of corings over A. Assume that C and C′ are
flat left A-modules, R is a flat left K-module, and R′ is a flat left K ′-module. Let
φ : C ⊗A K −→ A and φ
′ : C′ ⊗A K
′ −→ A be two pairings satisfying the conditions
of 10.1.2 and forming a commutative diagram with the maps C′⊗AK −→ C⊗AK and
C′ ⊗A K −→ C
′ ⊗AK
′. Furthermore, suppose that the natural map K ′ ⊗K R −→ R
′
is an isomorphism. Assume that there is a structure of right C-comodule on C⊗K R
and a structure of right C′-comodule on C′ ⊗K ′ R
′ satisfying the conditions of 10.2.1,
so that C⊗K R is a semialgebra over C and C
′⊗K ′ R
′ is a semialgebra over C′. In this
case, if the right K-module map C′⊗K ′R
′ = C′⊗K ′K
′⊗KR ≃ C
′⊗KR −→ C⊗KR is
a morphism of right C-comodules, then it is a map of semialgebras compatible with
the morphism C′ −→ C of corings over A.
10.3. Entwining structures. An important particular case of the above construc-
tion of semialgebras was considered in [15]. Namely, it was noticed that there is a
set of data from which one can construct both a coring and a semialgebra.
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10.3.1. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A and A −→ B be a morphism of
k-algebras. A right entwining structure for C and B over A is an A-A-bimodule
map ψ : C ⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C satisfying the following equations: (i) the composition
C⊗AB⊗AB −→ B⊗A C⊗AB −→ B⊗AB⊗AC −→ B⊗AC of two maps induced by
the map ψ and the map induced by the multiplication in B is equal to the composition
C ⊗A B ⊗A B −→ C ⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C of the map induced by the multiplication
in B and the map ψ; (ii) the map ψ forms a commutative triangle with the maps
C −→ C ⊗A B and C −→ B ⊗A C coming from the unit of B; (iii) the composition
C ⊗A B −→ C ⊗A C ⊗A B −→ C ⊗A B ⊗A C −→ B ⊗A B ⊗A C of the map induced
by the comultiplication in C and two maps induced by the map ψ is equal to the
composition C⊗AB −→ B⊗A C −→ B⊗A C⊗AC of the map ψ and the map induced
by the comultiplication in C; and (iv) the map ψ forms a commutative triangle with
the maps C⊗A B −→ B and B ⊗A C −→ B coming from the counit of C.
A left entwining structure for C and B over A is defined as an A-A-bimodule map
ψ# : B ⊗A C −→ C⊗A B satisfying the opposite equations. Notice that whenever a
map ψ : C⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C is invertible the map ψ is a right entwining structure if
and only if the map ψ# = ψ−1 is a left entwining structure.
10.3.2. A (right) entwined module over a right entwining structure ψ : C⊗A B −→
B ⊗A C is a k-module N endowed with a right C-comodule and a right B-module
structures such that the corresponding right A-module structures coincide and the
following equation holds: the composition N ⊗A B −→ N ⊗A C ⊗A B −→ N ⊗A
B⊗A C −→ N⊗A C of the map induced by the C-coaction in N, the map induced by
the map ψ, and the map induced by the B-action in N is equal to the composition
N⊗A B −→ N −→ N ⊗A C of the B-action map and the C-coaction map.
A (left) entwined contramodule over a right entwining structure ψ is a k-module
P endowed with a left C-contramodule and a left B-module structures such that the
corresponding left A-module structures coincide and the following equation holds:
the composition HomA(C,P) −→ HomA(C,HomA(B,P)) = HomA(B ⊗A C, P) −→
HomA(C ⊗A B, P) = HomA(B,HomA(C,P)) −→ HomA(B,P) of the map induced
by the B-action in P, the map induced by the map ψ, and the map induced by the
C-contraaction in P is equal to the composition HomA(C,P) −→ P −→ HomA(B,P)
of the C-contraaction map and the B-action map.
(Left) entwined modules and (right) entwined contramodules over a left entwining
structure are defined in the analogous way.
10.3.3. Let ψ : C⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C be a right entwining structure. Define a coring
D over B as the left B-module B⊗A C endowed with the following right action of B,
comultiplication, and counit. The rightB-action is the composition (B⊗AC)⊗AB −→
B⊗AB⊗A C −→ B⊗A C of the map induced by the map ψ and the multiplication in
B. The comultiplication is the map B⊗AC −→ B⊗AC⊗AC = (B⊗AC)⊗B (B⊗AC)
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induced by the comultiplication in C. The counit is the map B⊗AC −→ B⊗AA = B
coming from the counit of C. One has to use the equation (i) on the entwining map ψ
to check that the right action of B is associative, the equation (ii) to check that the
right action of B agrees with the existing right action of A, and the equations (iii)
and (iv) to check that the comultiplication and counit are right B-module maps.
Analogously, for a left entwining structure ψ# : B ⊗A C −→ C⊗A B one defines a
coring D# = C ⊗A B over B. When ψ
# = ψ−1 are two inverse maps satysfying the
entwining structure equations, the maps ψ and ψ# themselves are mutually inverse
isomorphisms D# ≃ D between the corresponding corings over B.
10.3.4. Let ψ : C ⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C be a right entwining structure. Define a semi-
algebra S over C as the left C-comodule C ⊗A B endowed with the following right
coaction of C, semimultiplication, and semiunit. The right C-coaction is the com-
position C ⊗A B −→ C ⊗A C ⊗A B −→ (C ⊗A B) ⊗A C of the map induced by the
comultiplication in C and the map induced by the map ψ. The semimultiplication is
the map (C ⊗A B) C (C ⊗A B) = C ⊗A B ⊗A B −→ C ⊗A B induced by the multi-
plication in B. The semiunit is the map C = C ⊗A A −→ C ⊗A B coming from the
unit of B. The multiple cotensor products N C S C S C · · ·C S and the multiple
cohomomorphisms CohomC(SC · · ·CS, P) are associative for any right C-comodule
N and any left C-contramodule P by Propositions 1.2.5(e) and 3.2.5(h).
Analogously, for a left entwining structure ψ# : B ⊗A C −→ C⊗A B one defines a
semialgebra S# = B⊗AC over C. When ψ
# = ψ−1 are two inverse maps satysfying the
entwining structure equations, the maps ψ and ψ# themselves are mutually inverse
isomorphisms S ≃ S# between the corresponding semialgebras over C.
10.3.5. An entwined module over a right entwining structure ψ is the same that a
right D-comodule and the same that a right S-semimodule; in other words, the cor-
responding categories are isomorphic. Analogously, an entwined module over a left
entwining structure ψ# is the same that a left D#-comodule and the same that a left
S
#-semimodule. Similar assertions apply to contramodules: an entwined contramod-
ule over a right entwining structure ψ is the same that a left D-contramodule and
the same that a left S-semicontramodule; analogously for a left entwining structure.
For any entwined module N over a right entwining structure ψ there is a nat-
ural injective morphism N −→ N ⊗B D ≃ N ⊗A C from N into an entwined
module which as a C-comodule is coinduced from an A-module. Analogously, for
any left entwined contramodule P over ψ there is a natural surjective morphism
HomA(C,P) ≃ HomB(D,P) −→ P onto P from an entwined contramodule which as
a C-contramodule is induced from an A-module. So we obtain, in the entwining struc-
ture case, a functorial injection from an arbitrary S-semimodule into a C/A-injective
S-semimodule and a functorial surjection onto an arbitrary S-semicontramodule from
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a C/A-projective S-semicontramodule constructed in a way much simpler than that
of Lemmas 1.3.3 and 3.3.3 (cf. [1, 2]).
When the ring A is semisimple, there is also a functorial surjection onto an arbitrary
D-comodule N from a B-projective D-comodule N C S ≃ N ⊗A B and a functorial
injection from an arbitrary D-contramodule P into a B-injective D-contramodule
CohomC(S,P) ≃ HomA(B,P); these are much simpler constructions than those of
Lemmas 1.1.3 and 3.1.3.
When B is a flat right A-module, the construction of the semialgebra S = C⊗A B
corresponding to an entwining structure ψ becomes a particular case of the construc-
tion of the semialgebra S = C ⊗K R corresponding to a pairing φ (take K = A,
R = B, and the only possible φ).
10.3.6. When ψ# = ψ−1 are two inverse entwining structures, there is an explicit
description of both the categories of left and right comodules over D# ≃ D and both
the categories of left and right semimodules over S ≃ S#.
When ψ is invertible, the multiple cotensor products N C S C · · · C S C M
and the multiple cohomomorphisms CohomC(S C · · · C S C M, P) are associa-
tive for any right C-comodule N, left C-comodule M, and left C-contramodule P by
Propositions 1.2.5(f) and 3.2.5(j), so the functors of semitensor product and semiho-
momorphism over S are everywhere defined.
10.4. Semiproduct and semimorphisms. Let ψ : C⊗A B −→ B ⊗A C be a right
entwining structure; suppose that ψ is an invertible map. Let S = C ⊗A B and
D = B ⊗A C be the corresponding semialgebra over C and coring over B.
One defines [43] the semiproduct N ⊗CB M of a right entwined module N over ψ
and a left entwined module M over ψ−1 as the image of the composition of maps
N C M −→ N ⊗A M −→ N ⊗B M. Analogously, one defines the k-module
of semimorphisms HomCB(M,P) from a left entwined module M over ψ
−1 to a
left entwined contramodule P over ψ as the image of the composition of maps
HomB(M,P) −→ HomA(M,P) −→ CohomC(M,P).
There is a natural map of semialgebras S −→ B compatible with the map C −→ A
of corings over A. Hence for any entwined modules N over ψ and M over ψ−1 there
is a natural injective map from the pair of morphisms N C S C M ⇒ N C M to
the pair of morphisms N ⊗A B ⊗A M ⇒ N ⊗A M . Therefore, we have a natural
surjective map N ♦S M −→ N ⊗
C
B M, which is an isomorphism if and only if the
map N ♦S M −→ N ⊗B M is injective. Analogously, for any entwined module M
over ψ−1 and entwined contramodule P over ψ there is a natural surjective map
from the pair of morphisms HomA(M,P) ⇒ HomA(B ⊗A M, P) to the pair of
morphisms CohomC(M,P) ⇒ CohomC(S C M, P). So we get a natural injective
map HomCB(M,P) −→ SemiHomS(M,P), which is an isomorphism if and only if the
map HomB(M,P) −→ SemiHomS(M,P) is surjective.
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Consider the natural injective morphism of entwined modules N −→ N ⊗B D =
N ⊗A C. Taking the semitensor product of this morphism with M over S, we obtain
the map N ♦S M −→ (N ⊗A C) ♦S M ≃ N ⊗B M that we are interested in. Hence
the natural map N ♦S M −→ N ⊗
C
B M is an isomorphism whenever the semitensor
product with M maps A-split injections of right S-semimodules to injections or N
has such property with respect to left S-semimodules. This includes the cases when
N or M is an S-semimodule induced from a C-comodule.
Analogously, consider the natural surjective morphism of entwined contramodules
HomA(C,P) = HomB(D,P) −→ P. The map HomB(M,P) −→ SemiHomS(M,P)
can be obtained by taking the semihomomorphisms over S from M to the morphism
HomA(C,P) −→ P or by taking the semihomomorphisms over S from the morphism
M −→ C⊗A M to P. Thus the natural map Hom
C
B(M,P) −→ SemiHomS(M,P) is
an isomorphism whenever the functor of semihomomorphisms from M maps A-split
surjections of left S-semicontramodules to surjections or the functor of semihomo-
morphisms into P maps A-split injections of left S-semimodules to surjections. This
includes the cases when M is an S-semimodule induced from a C-comodule or P is
an S-semicontramodule coinduced from a C-contramodule.
In the same way one constructs a natural injective map N⊗CB M −→ ND M and
shows that it is an isomorphism whenever the cotensor product with N or M over
D maps surjections of D-comodules to surjections, in particular, when one of the
D-comodules M or N is quasicoflat. Analogously, there is a natural surjective map
CohomD(M,P) −→ Hom
C
B(M,P), which is an isomorphism whenever the functor
of cohomomorphisms from M over D maps injections of left D-contramodules to
injections or the functor of cohomomorphisms into P over D maps surjections of left
D-comodules to injections, in particular, when M is a quasicoprojective D-comodule
or P is a quasicoinjective D-contramodule.
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11. Relative Nonhomogeneous Koszul Duality
11.1. Graded semialgebras.
11.1.1. All the constructions of Sections 1–10 can be carried out with the category
of k-modules replaced by the category of graded k-modules.
So one would consider a graded k-algebra A, a coring object C in the tensor category
of graded A-A-bimodules, a ring object S in a tensor category of graded C-C-bico-
modules, assume A to have a finite graded homological dimension, consider graded
S-semimodules and graded S-semicontramodules. All of our definitions and results
can be transfered to the graded situation without any difficulties. All the functors so
obtained commute with the shift of grading in modules.
Furthermore, there are two forgetful functors Σ and Π from the category of graded
k-modules k–modgr to the category k–mod, the functor Σ sending a graded k-module
to the infinite direct sum of its components and the functor Π sending it to their
infinite product. For any graded semialgebra S over a graded coring C over a graded
k-algebra A, there are natural structures of a k-algebra on ΣA, of a coring over ΣA
on ΣC, and of a semialgebra over ΣC on ΣS. For any graded S-semimodule M there
is a natural structure of a ΣS-semimodule on ΣM and for any graded S-semicontra-
module P there is a natural structure of a ΣS-semicontramodule on ΠP.
The functors of semitensor product and semihomomorphism defined in the graded
setting are related to their ungraded analogues by the formulas Σ(N♦grS M) ≃ ΣN♦ΣS
ΣM and ΠSemiHomgrS (M,P) ≃ SemiHomΣS(ΣM,ΠP). The functors N 7−→ CN
and M 7−→ TM commute with the forgetful functors Σ and the functors Q 7−→
CQ and P 7−→ TP commute with the forgetful functors Π. The corresponding
derived functors SemiTor, SemiExt, etc., have the analogous properties. However,
the functors HomS, Hom
S, CtrTorS, ΨS, and ΦS and their derived functors have no
properties of compatibility with the functors of forgetting the grading. Thus one has
to be aware of the distinction between HomS and Hom
gr
S
, ΦS and Φ
gr
S
, etc.
11.1.2. Assume that A is a nonnegatively graded k-algebra, C is a nonnegatively
graded coring over A, and S is a nonnegatively graded semialgebra over C. Let
S–simod↑ and simod↑–S denote the categories of nonnegatively graded S-semimodules,
and S–contra↓ denote the category of nonpositively graded S-semicontramodules.
All the constructions of Sections 1–4 in their graded versions preserve the categories
of comodules and semimodules graded by nonnegative integers and the categories of
contramodules and semicontramodules graded by nonpositive integers. All the def-
initions and results of these sections can be transfered to the described situation of
bounded grading and no problems occur. In particular, one can apply Lemma 2.7 to
define the functors SemiTor and SemiExt in the bounded grading case. Moreover,
the functors so obtained agree with the functors SemiTorSgr and SemiExt
gr
S
defined
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in terms of complexes with unbounded grading. This is so because the construc-
tions of resolutions agree. For the same reasons, in the assumptions of 6.3 the func-
tors Dsi(S–simod↑) −→ Dsi(S–simodgr) and Dsi(S–sicntr↓) −→ Dsi(S–sicntrgr) are fully
faithful, and the functor CtrTor defined by applying Lemma 6.5.2 in the bounded
grading case agrees with the functor CtrTorSgr. But the functors Ψ
gr
S and Φ
gr
S do not
preserve the bounded grading.
11.2. Differential semialgebras.
11.2.1. Let B be a graded k-algebra endowed with an odd derivation dB of degree 1
and D be a graded coring over B. A homogeneous map dD : D −→ D of degree 1 is
called a coderivation of D with respect to dB if the biaction map B⊗kD⊗kB −→ D
and the comultiplication map D −→ D⊗BD are morphisms in the category of graded
k-modules endowed with endomorphisms of degree 1, where the endomorphisms of
the tensor products are defined by the usual super-Leibniz rule d(xy) = d(x)y +
(−1)|x|xd(y) (the degree of a homogeneous element x being denoted by |x|). In this
case, it follows that the counit map D −→ B satisfies the same condition. In the
particular case when B is concentrated in the degree 0 and dB = 0, the condition on
the biaction map simply means that dD is a B-B-bimodule morphism.
Now assume that B is a DG-algebra over k, i. e., d2B = 0. A DG-coring over B is
a graded coring D over the graded ring B endowed with a coderivation dD : D −→ D
with respect to dB such that d
2
D = 0.
Let D be a DG-coring over a DG-algebra B. Then the cohomology H(D) is
endowed with a natural structure of a graded coring over the graded algebra H(B)
provided that the natural maps H(D)⊗H(B)H(D) −→ H(D⊗BD) and H(D)⊗H(B)
H(D)⊗H(B) H(D) −→ H(D ⊗B D ⊗B D) are isomorphisms. A map of DG-corings
C −→ D compatible with a morphism of DG-algebras A −→ B induces a map of
graded corings H(C) −→ H(D) compatible with the morphism of graded algebras
H(A) −→ H(B) whenever both DG-corings C andD satisfy the above two conditions.
Here a map C −→ D from a DG-coring C over a DG-algebra A to a DG-coring D
over a DG-algebra B is called compatible with a morphism of DG-algebras A −→ B
over k if the map of graded corings C −→ D is compatible with the morphism of
graded algebras A −→ B and the map C −→ D is a morphism of complexes.
11.2.2. Coderivations of a graded coring D of degree −1 with respect to coderiva-
tions of a graded k-algebra B of degree −1 are defined in the same way as above.
Now let A be an ungraded k-algebra. A quasi-differential coring D∼ over A is
a graded coring over A endowed with a coderivation ∂ of degree 1 (with respect to
the zero derivation of the k-algebra A, which is considered as a graded k-algebra
concentrated in degree 0) such that ∂2 = 0 and the cohomology of ∂ vanish. If D∼
is a quasi-differential coring over a k-algebra A, then the cokernel D∼/ im ∂ of the
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derivation ∂ has a natural structure of graded coring over A. A quasi-differential
structure on a graded coring D is the data of a quasi-differential coring D∼ together
with an isomorphism of graded corings D∼/ im ∂ ≃ D. We will denote the grading
of a quasi-differential coring D∼ by lower indices, even though the differential raises
the degree. This terminology and notation is explained by the following construction
(cf. 0.4.4).
We will use Sweedler’s notation [45] p 7−→ p(1)⊗ p(2) for the comultiplication map
of a coring D over A; here p ∈ D and p(1) ⊗ p(2) ∈ D ⊗A D. A CDG-coring D over
a k-algebra A is a graded coring over A endowed with a coderivation d of degree −1
(with respect to the zero derivation of A) and an A-A-bimodule map h : D2 −→ A
satisfying the equations d2(p) = h(p(1))p(2)−p(1)h(p(2)) and h(d(p)) = 0 for all p ∈ D,
where the map h is considered to be extended by zero to the components Di with
i 6= 2. Given a CDG-coringD over a k-algebra A and a CDG-coring E over a k-algebra
B, a morphism of CDG-corings D −→ E compatible with a morphism of k-algebras
A −→ B is a pair (g, a), where g : D −→ E is a map of graded corings compatible
with a morphism of k-algebras A −→ B and a : D1 −→ B is an A-A-bimodule map
satisfying the equations d(g(p)) = g(d(p)) + a(p(1))g(p(2)) + (−1)
|p|g(p(1))a(p(2)) and
h(g(q)) = h(q) + a(d(q)) + a(q(1))a(q(2)) hold for all p ∈ D and q ∈ D2 (where the
map a is extended by zero to the components Di with i 6= 1).
Composition of morphisms of CDG-corings is defined by the rule (g′, a′)(g′′, a′′) =
(g′g′′, a′g′′ + a′′); identity morphisms are the morphisms (id, 0). So the category of
CDG-corings is defined. Notice that two CDG-corings of the form (D, d′, h′) and
(D, d′′, h′′) over a k-algebra A with d′′(p) = d′(p) + a(p(1))p(2) + (−1)
|p|p(1)a(p(2)) and
h′′(q) = h′(q) + a(d′(q)) + a(q(1))a(q(2)), where a : D1 −→ A is an A-A-bimodule
map, are always naturally isomorphic to each other, the isomorphism being given by
(id, a) : (D, d′, h′) −→ (D, d′′, h′′).
The category of DG-corings (over ungraded k-algebras considered as DG-algebras
concentrated in degree zero) has DG-corings D over k-algebras A as objects and
maps of DG-corings D −→ E compatible with morphisms of k-algebras A −→ B
as morphisms. The category of quasi-differential corings can be defined as the full
subcategory of the category of DG-corings whose objects are the DG-corings with
acyclic differentials. One can also consider the category of DG-corings (over ungraded
k-algebras) with coderivations of degree−1. There is an obvious faithful, but not fully
faithful functor from the latter category to the category of CDG-corings, assigning
the CDG-coring (D, d, h) with h = 0 to a DG-coring (D, d) and the morphism of
CDG-corings (g, 0) to a map of DG-corings g : D −→ E compatible with a morphism
of k-algebras A −→ B.
There is a natural fully faithful functor from the category of CDG-corings to the
category of quasi-differential corings, whose image consists of the quasi-differential
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corings D∼ over A for which the counit map D∼0 −→ A can be presented as the com-
position of the coderivation component ∂0 : D
∼
0 −→ D
∼
1 and some A-A-bimodule
map δ : D∼1 −→ A. In other words, a quasi-differential coring comes from a
CDG-coring if and only if the counit map D∼0 /∂−1D
∼
−1 −→ A can be extended to an
A-A-bimodule map D∼1 −→ A, where the A-A-bimodule D
∼
0 /∂−1D
∼
−1 is embedded
into the A-A-bimodule D∼1 by the map ∂0. In particular, the categories of quasi-
differential corings and CDG-corings over a field A = k (quasi-differential coalgebras
and CDG-coalgebras over k) are naturally equivalent.
Let us first construct the inverse functor. Given a quasi-differential coring (D∼, ∂)
and a map δ : D∼1 −→ A as above, set D = D
∼/ im ∂ and define d and h by the
formulas d(p) = δ(p(1))p(2) + (−1)
|p|p(1)δ(p(2)) and h(q) = δ(q(1))δ(q(2)) for p ∈ D
∼
and q ∈ D∼2 , where the map δ is extended by zero to the components D
∼
i with i 6= 1
and r ∈ D denotes the image of an element r ∈ D∼. To a map of quasi-differential
corings g : D∼ −→ E∼ endowed with maps δD : D
∼
1 −→ A and δE : E
∼
1 −→ B with the
above property, compatible with a morphism of k-algebras f : A −→ B, one assigns
the morphism of CDG-corings (g, δEg− fδD), where g : D −→ E denotes the induced
morphism on the cokernels of the coderivations ∂.
Conversely, to a CDG-coring (D, d, h) over a k-algebra A one assigns the quasi-
differential coring (D∼, ∂) over A whose graded components are the A-A-bimodules
D∼i = Di ⊕ Di−1, the coderivation ∂ is given by the formula ∂(τp + ∂q) = ∂p,
and the comultiplication is given by the formula τp + ∂q 7−→ τp(1) ⊗ τp(2) +
(−1)|p(1)|τd(p(1))⊗∂p(2)+(−1)
|p(2)|h(p(1))∂p(2)⊗∂p(3)+∂q(1)⊗ τq(2)+(−1)
|q(1)|τq(1)⊗
∂q(2) + (−1)
|q(1)|∂d(q(1)) ⊗ ∂q(2), where τp + ∂q = (p, q) is a formal notation for an
element of
⊕
i(Di ⊕ Di−1). To a morphism of CDG-corings (g, a) : D −→ E, the
morphism of quasi-differential corings
⊕
i(Di ⊕ Di−1) −→
⊕
i(Ei ⊕ Ei−1) given by
the formula τp + ∂q 7−→ τg(p) + a(p(1))∂g(p(2)) + ∂g(q) is assigned. For a quasi-
differential coring (D∼, ∂) over a k-algebra A endowed with a map δ : D∼1 −→ A
with the above property and the corresponding CDG-coring (D, d, h), the natural
morphism of quasi-differential corings D∼ −→
⊕
i(Di⊕Di−1) over A is given by the
formula p 7−→ τp+ δ(p(1))∂p(2) for p ∈ D
∼. This morphism is an isomorphism, since
the induced morphism of the cokernels of the coderivations ∂ is an isomorphism.
11.2.3. Let B be a graded k-algebra endowed with a derivation dB of degree 1 and
D be a graded coring over B endowed with a coderivation ∂D with respect to dB. Let
T be a graded semialgebra over D. A homogeneous map dT : T −→ T of degree 1
is called a semiderivation of T with respect to dD and dB if the biaction map B ⊗k
T ⊗k B −→ T, the bicoaction map T −→ D⊗B T ⊗B D, and the semimultiplication
map TDT −→ T are morphisms in the category of graded k-modules endowed with
endomorphisms of degree 1. In this case, it follows that the semiunit map D −→ T
satisfies the same condition. In the particular case when B and D are concentrated
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in degree 0 and dB = 0 = dD, the conditions on the biaction and bicoaction map
simply mean that dT is a D-D-bicomodule morphism.
Let B be a DG-algebra over k and D be a DG-coring over B. A DG-semialgebra
over D is a graded semialgebra over the graded coring D endowed with a semideriva-
tion dT with respect to dD and dB such that d
2
T = 0.
Let T be a DG-semialgebra over a DG-coring D. Then the cohomology H(T) is
endowed with a natural structure of graded semialgebra over the graded coring H(D)
provided that (i) the natural maps from the tensor products of cohomology to the
cohomology of the tensor products are isomorphisms for the tensor products D⊗BD,
D⊗B D⊗B D, D⊗B T, T ⊗B D, D⊗B D⊗B T, T ⊗B D ⊗B D, D⊗B T ⊗B D,
T ⊗B T, D ⊗B T ⊗B T, T ⊗B T ⊗B D, T ⊗B D ⊗B T, D ⊗B T ⊗B D ⊗B T,
T ⊗B D ⊗B T ⊗B D, T ⊗B T ⊗B T, T ⊗B D ⊗B T ⊗B T, T ⊗B T ⊗B D ⊗B T;
(ii) the multiple cotensor products H(T)H(D) · · ·H(D)H(T) are associative, where
the graded H(D)-H(D)-bicomodule structure on H(T) is well-defined in view of (i);
and (iii) the natural maps H(T D T) −→ H(T)H(D)H(T), H(D⊗B T D T) −→
H(D)⊗H(B)H(T)H(D)H(T), H(TDT⊗BD) −→ H(T)H(D)H(T)⊗H(B)H(D),
and H(T D T D T) −→ H(T) H(D) H(T) H(D) H(T), which are well-defined in
view of (i) and (ii), are isomorphisms.
A map of DG-semialgebras S −→ T compatible with a map of DG-corings C −→ D
and a morphism of DG-algebras A −→ B induces a map of graded semialgebras
H(S) −→ H(T) compatible with the map of graded corings H(C) −→ H(D) and the
morphism of graded k-algebras H(A) −→ H(B) whenever both DG-semialgebras S
and T satisfy the above three conditions. Here a map S −→ T from a DG-semialgebra
S over a DG-coring C to a DG-semialgebra T over a DG-coring D is called compatible
with a map of DG-corings C −→ D and a morphism of DG-algebras A −→ B if the
map of graded semialgebras S −→ T is compatible with the map of graded corings
C −→ D and the morphism of graded k-algebras A −→ B, and the maps S −→ T
and C −→ D are morphisms of complexes.
11.3. One-sided SemiTor. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a
k-algebra A. We will consider two situations separately.
11.3.1. Assume that C is a flat right A-module and S is a coflat right C-comodule.
Consider the functor of semitensor product over S on the Carthesian product of the
homotopy category of complexes of C-coflat right S-semimodules and the homotopy
category of complexes of left S-semimodules. The semiderived category of C-coflat
right S-semimodules is defined as the quotient category of the homotopy category of
C-coflat right S-semimodules by the thick subcategory of complexes of right S-semi-
modules that as complexes of C-comodules are coacyclic with respect to the exact
category of coflat right C-comodules. A complex of left S-semimodules M• is called
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semiflat relative to C if the complexN•♦SM
• is acyclic for any C-contractible complex
of C-coflat right S-semimodules N• (cf. 2.8).
The left derived functor SemiTorS on the Carthesian product of the semiderived
category of C-coflat right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of left S-semi-
modules is defined by restricting the functor of semitensor product to the Carthesian
product of the homotopy category of C-coflat right S-semimodules and the homo-
topy category of complexes of left S-semimodules semiflat relative to C, or to the
Carthesian product of the homotopy category of semiflat complexes of right S-semi-
modules and the homotopy category of left S-semimodules. This definition of a
derived functor is a particular case of both Lemmas 2.7 and 6.5.2. If N• is a com-
plex of C-coflat right S-semimodules and M• is a complex of left S-semimodules,
then the total complex of the bar bicomplex · · · −→ N• C S C S C M
• −→
N
•
C S C M
• −→ N• C M
•, constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the
diagonals, represents the object SemiTorS(M•,N•) in D(k–mod). When the semi-
unit map C −→ S is injective and its cokernel is a flat right A-module (and hence a
coflat right C-comodule by Lemma 1.2.2), one can also use the reduced bar bicomplex
· · · −→ N• C S/C C S/CC M
• −→ N• C S/C C M
• −→ N• C M
•.
In the case when S is a graded semialgebra one analogously defines the derived
functor SemiTorSgr acting from the Carthesian product of the semiderived category
of C-coflat graded right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of graded left
S-semimodules to the derived category of graded k-modules.
11.3.2. Assume that C is a flat right A-module, S is a flat right A-module and a
C/A-coflat left C-comodule, and the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension.
Consider the functor of semitensor product over S on the Carthesian product of
the homotopy category of complexes of A-flat right S-semimodules and the homotopy
category of complexes of C/A-coflat left S-semimodules. The semiderived category
of A-flat right S-semimodules (C/A-coflat left S-semimodules) is defined as the quo-
tient category of the homotopy category of A-flat right S-semimodules (C/A-coflat
left S-semimodules) by the thick subcategory of complexes of S-semimodules that
as complexes of C-comodules are coacyclic with respect to the exact category of
A-flat right C-comodules (C/A-coflat left C-comodules). A complex of C/A-coflat
left S-semimodules M• is called semiflat relative to A if the complex of k-modules
N• ♦S M
• is acyclic for any complex of right S-semimodules N• that as a complex
of right C-comodules is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of A-flat right
C-comodules. A complex of A-flat right S-semimodules N• is called S/C/A-semiflat
if the complex of k-modules N• ♦S M
• is acyclic for any C-contractible complex of
C/A-coflat left S-semimodules M• (cf. 2.8).
The left derived functor SemiTorS on the Carthesian product of the semiderived
category of A-flat right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of C/A-coflat
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left S-semimodules is defined by restricting the functor of semitensor product to the
Carthesian product of the homotopy category of A-flat right S-semimodules and the
homotopy category of complexes of C/A-coflat left S-semimodules semiflat relative
to A, or to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of S/C/A-semiflat com-
plexes of A-flat right S-semimodules and the homotopy category of C/A-coflat left
S-semimodules. This definition of a derived functor is a particular case of both Lem-
mas 2.7 and 6.5.2. If N• is a complex of A-flat right S-semimodules andM• is a com-
plex of C/A-coflat left S-semimodules, then the total complex of the bar bicomplex
· · · −→ N• C SC SC M
• −→ N• C SC M
• −→ N• C M
•, constructed by tak-
ing infinite direct sums along the diagonals, represents the object SemiTorS(M•,N•)
in D(k–mod). When the semiunit map C −→ S is injective and its cokernel is a
flat right A-module (the cokernel is a C/A-coflat left C-comodule by Lemma 1.2.2),
one can also use the reduced bar bicomplex · · · −→ N• C S/C C S/C C M
• −→
N• C S/C C M
• −→ N• C M
•.
In the case when S is a graded semialgebra one analogously defines the derived
functor SemiTorSgr acting from the Carthesian product of the semiderived category of
A-flat graded right S-semimodules and the semiderived category of C/A-coflat graded
left S-semimodules to the derived category of graded k-modules.
11.4. Koszul semialgebras and corings.
11.4.1. Let S be a semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A. Suppose that S is
endowed with an augmentation, i. e., a morphism S −→ C of semialgebras over C; let
S+ be the kernel of this map. We will denote by Bar
•(S,C) the reduced bar complex
· · · −→ S+ C S+ C S+ −→ S+ C S+ −→ S+ −→ C. It can be also defined as the
coring
⊕∞
n=0 S
Cn
+ over the k-algebra A (the “cotensor coring” of the C-C-bicomod-
ule S) endowed with the unique grading such that the component S+ is situated in
degree −1 and the unique coderivation (with respect to the zero derivation of A) of
degree 1 whose component mapping S+CS+ to S+ is equal to the semimultiplication
map S+C S+ −→ S+. So Bar
•(S,C) is a DG-coring over the k-algebra A considered
as a DG-algebra concentrated in degree 0.
Now let S be a graded semialgebra over a coring C over a k-algebra A, where A and
C are considered as a graded k-algebra and a graded coring concentrated in degree 0;
assume additionally that S is concentrated in nonnegative degrees, C is the component
of degree 0 in S, and the augmentation map S −→ C is simply the projection of S to
its component of degree 0. In this case there is a graded version Bar•gr(S,C) of the
above bar complex, which is a bigraded object with the grading denoted by upper
indices coming from the cotensor powers of S+ and the grading denoted by lower
indices coming from the grading of S+ itself. Notice that the component Bar
i
n(S,C)
can be only nonzero when 0 6 −i 6 n.
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Let C and D be corings over a k-algebra A. Suppose that we are given two maps
C −→ D andD −→ C that are morphisms of corings over A such that the composition
C −→ D −→ C is the identity; let D+ be the cokernel of the map C −→ D. Assume
that the multiple cotensor products DC · · ·CD, where D is endowed with a C-C-bi-
comodule structure via the morphism D −→ C, are associative. We will denote
by Cob•(D,C) the reduced cobar complex C −→ D+ −→ D+ C D+ −→ D+ C
D+ C D+ −→ · · · It can be also defined as the semialgebra
⊕∞
n=0D
Cn
+ over the
coring C (the “cotensor semialgebra” of the C-C-bicomodule D) endowed with the
unique grading such that the component D+ is situated in degree 1 and the unique
semiderivation (with respect to dC = 0 and dA = 0) of degree 1 whose component
mapping D+ to D+ C D+ is equal to the comultiplication map D+ −→ D+ C D+.
So Cob•(D,C) is a DG-semialgebra over the coring C over the k-algebra A, where A
and C are considered as a DG-algebra and a DG-coring concentrated in degree 0.
Now let D be a graded coring over a k-algebra A considered as a graded k-algebra
concentrated in degree 0 and C be a coring over A; assume additionally that D is
concentrated in nonnegative degrees, C is the component of degree 0 in D, and the
maps C −→ D and D −→ C are simply the embedding of and the projection to the
component of degree 0. In this case there is a graded version Cob•gr(D,C) of the above
cobar complex, which is a bigraded object with the grading denoted by upper indices
coming from the cotensor powers of D+ and the grading denoted by lower indices
coming from the grading of D+ itself. Notice that the component Cob
i
n(D,C) can be
only nonzero when 0 6 i 6 n.
11.4.2. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A. Assume that C is a flat right A-module.
A graded semialgebra S over C is called right coflat Koszul if (i) S is nonnega-
tively graded and the semiunit homomorphism is an isomorphism C ≃ S0; (ii) the
components Si are flat right A-modules; (iii) the cohomology H
i
n Bar
•
gr(S,C) are only
nonzero on the diagonal −i = n; and (iv) whenever the component Bar•n(S,C) is
a complex of A-flat right C-comodules, so the diagonal cohomology H−nn Bar
•
gr(S,C)
can be endowed with a right C-comodule structure as the kernel of a morphism in
the category of right C-comodules, it is a coflat right C-comodule.
When the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension, there is an analogous
definition of a right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul semialgebra S over C. One
imposes the same conditions (i-iii) and replaces (iv) with the condition (iv′) the
diagonal cohomology H−nn Bar
•
gr(S,C) is a C/A-coflat left C-comodule for all n.
A graded coring D over the k-algebra A endowed with a morphism D −→ C of
corings over A is called a right coflat Koszul coring over C if (i) D is nonnegatively
graded and the morphism D −→ C vanishes on the components of positive degree
in D and induces an isomorphism D0 ≃ C; (ii) whenever a component Dn is a flat
right A-module, it is a coflat right C-comodule; (iii) whenever all the multiple cotensor
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products entering into the construction of the component Cob•n(D,C) are associative,
so this component is well-defined, the cohomology H iCob•n(D,C) is only nonzero on
the diagonal i = n; and (iv) in the assumptions of (iii), the diagonal cohomology
HnCob•n(D,C) is a flat right A-module.
When the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension, there is an analogous
definition of a right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul coring D over C. One im-
poses the same conditions (i-ii), (iv), and replaces (iii) with the condition (iii′) the
component Dn is a C/A-coflat left C-comodule for all n.
11.4.3. The objects of the category of right coflat Koszul semialgebras are right
coflat Koszul semialgebras S over corings C over k-algebras A such that C is a flat
right A-module. Morphisms are maps of graded semialgebras S −→ S′ compatible
with maps of corings C −→ C′ and morphisms of k-algebras A −→ A′. Imposing the
additional assumption that A has a finite weak homological dimension, one analo-
gously defines the category of right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul semialgebras.
The objects of the category of right coflat Koszul corings are right coflat Koszul
corings D over corings C over k-algebras A such that C is a flat right A-module.
Morphisms are maps of graded corings D −→ D′ compatible with morphisms of
k-algebras A −→ A′. Imposing the additional assumption that A has a finite weak
homological dimension, one analogously defines the category of right flat and left
relatively Koszul corings.
Theorem. The category of right coflat Koszul semialgebras is equivalent to the cat-
egory of right coflat Koszul corings. Analogously, the category of right flat and left
relatively coflat Koszul semialgebras is equivalent to the category of right flat and left
relatively coflat Koszul corings. In both cases, the mutually inverse equivalences are
provided by the functor assigning to a Koszul semialgebra S the coring of cohomology
of the graded DG-coring Bar•gr(S,C) and the functor assigning to a Koszul coring D
the semialgebra of cohomology of the graded DG-semialgebra Cob•gr(D,C).
Proof. The assertions of Theorem follow from Propositions 1 and 2 below. To check
the conditions of 11.2 needed for the coring of cohomology and the semialgebra of
cohomology to be defined, use Lemma 1.2.2 and Proposition 1.2.5. 
Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A.
Proposition 1. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Then a graded semi-
algebra S over C is right coflat Koszul if and only if (i) S is nonnegatively graded
and the semiunit map is an isomorphism C ≃ S0; (ii) for any n > 1 the natural
map from the quotient k-module of the cotensor power SCn1 by the sum of the ker-
nels of its maps to cotensor products SCi−11 C S2 C S
Cn−i−1
1 , i = 1, . . . , n− 1 to
the component Sn is an isomorphism; (iii) the lattice of submodules of the k-module
S
Cn
i generated by these n − 1 kernels is distributive; (iv) all the quotient modules
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of embedded submodules belonging to the mentioned lattice are flat right A-modules
in their natural right A-module structures; and (v) all the quotient modules of em-
bedded submodules belonging to this lattice are coflat right C-comodules in their right
C-comodule structures that are well-defined in view of (iv).
(b) Assume that C is a flat right A-module and A has a finite weak homological
dimension. Then a graded semialgebra S over C is right flat and left relatively coflat
Koszul if and only if it satisfies the conditions (i-iv) of (a) and the condition (v ′) all
the quotient modules of embedded submodules belonging to the lattice under consider-
ation are C/A-coflat left C-comodules in their natural left C-comodule structures.
Proposition 2. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Then a graded coring D
endowed with a morphism D −→ C of corings over A is a right coflat Koszul coring
over C if and only if (i) D is nonpositively graded and the morphism D −→ C vanishes
on the components of positive degrees in D and induces an isomorphism D0 ≃ C;
(ii) for any n > 1 the natural map from the component Dn to the intersection of
images of the maps from cotensor products DCi−11 CD2CD
Cn−i−1
1 , i = 1, . . . , n−1
to the cotensor power DCn1 is an isomorphism; (iii) the lattice of submodules of the
k-module DCn1 generated by these n − 1 images is distributive; (iv) all the quotient
modules of the embedded submodules belonging to the mentioned lattice are flat right
A-modules in their natural right A-module structures; and (v) all the quotient modules
of embedded submodules belonging to this lattice are coflat right C-comodules in their
right C-comodule structures that are well-defined in view of (iv).
(b) Assume that C is a flat right A-module and A has a finite weak homological
dimension. Then a graded coring D endowed with a morphism D −→ C of corings
over A is a right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul coring over C if and only if it
satisfies the conditions (i-iv) of (a) and the condition (v ′) all the quotient modules of
embedded submodules belonging to the lattice under consideration are C/A-coflat left
C-comodules in their natural left C-comodule structures.
Proof of Propositions 1 and 2. Both Propositions follow by induction in the inter-
nal degree n from Lemma 1.2.2, Proposition 1.2.5, and the next Lemma 1 (parts
(a)⇐⇒(c), (a)⇐⇒(c*)), and the final assertion) and Lemma 2. 
Lemma 1. LetW be a k-module and X1, . . . , Xn−1 ⊂W be a collection of submodules
such that any proper subset X1, . . . , X̂k, . . . , Xn−1 generates a distributive lattice of
submodules in W . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the collection of submodules X1, . . . , Xn−1 generates a distributive lattice of
submodules in W ;
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(b) the following complex of k-modules K
•
(W ;X1, . . . , Xn−1) is exact
0 −→ X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xn−1 −→ X2 ∩ · · · ∩Xn−1 −→ X3 ∩ · · · ∩Xn−1/X1 −→
· · · −→
n−1⋂
s=i+1
Xs
/∑i−1
t=1
Xt −→ · · · −→
Xn−1/(X1+ · · ·+Xn−3) −→W/(X1+ · · ·+Xn−2) −→W/(X1+ · · ·+Xn−1) −→ 0,
where we denote Y/Z = Y/Y ∩ Z;
(c) the following complex of k-modules B
•
(W ;X1, . . . , Xn−1)
W −→
⊕
t
W/Xt −→ · · · −→
⊕
t1<···<tn−i
W/
∑n−i
s=1Xts −→
· · · −→ W/
∑
sXs −→ 0
is exact everywhere except for the leftmost term;
(c*) the following complex of k-modules B•(W ;X1, . . . , Xn−1)
0 −→
⋂
sXs −→ · · · −→
⊕
t1<···<tn−i
⋂n−i
s=1Xts −→ · · · −→
⊕
t
Xt −→W
is exact everywhere except for the rightmost term.
Besides, the complex in (c) is always exact at its two rightmost nontrivial terms, and
the complex in (c*) is always exact at its two leftmost nontrivial terms.
Proof. See the proof of [40, Proposition 7.2 of Chapter 1]. 
Assume that the coring C is a flat right A-module.
Lemma 2. LetW be a k-module and X1, . . . , Xn−1 ⊂W be a collection of submodules
generating a distributive lattice of submodules in W .
(a) Suppose that W is a right A-module and Xs are its A-submodules. Then all
the subquotient modules in the lattice of submodules generated by Xs are flat right
A-modules if and only if for any 1 6 t1 < · · · < tm−1 6 n − 1 the quotient module
W/(Xt1 + · · ·+Xtm−1) is a flat right A-module.
(b) Suppose that W is a left C-comodule and Xs are its C-subcomodules. Then all
the subquotient modules in the lattice of submodules generated by Xs are C/A-coflat
left C-comodules if and only if for any 1 6 t1 < · · · < tm−1 6 n − 1 the submodule
Xt1 ∩ · · · ∩Xtm−1 is a C/A-coflat left C-comodule.
(c) Suppose that W is a right C-comodule and Xs are its C-subcomodules such that
all the subquotient modules in the lattice of submodules generated by Xs are flat right
A-modules. Then all these subquotient modules are coflat right C-comodules if and
only if for any 1 6 t1 < · · · < tm−1 6 n − 1 the submodule Xt1 ∩ · · · ∩ Xtm−1 is a
coflat right C-comodule.
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Proof. Part (a): proceed by induction in n. Since the lattice is distributive, any
subquotient module can be presented as an iterated extenion of subquotient modules
of the form
⋂
j∈J Xj/
⋂
j∈J Xj ∩
∑
i/∈J Xi, where J ⊂ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Whenever the
inclusion J ⊂ {1, . . . , n − 1} is proper, this subquotient module can be presented
as an element of a smaller lattice generated by the submodules Xj/Xj ∩
∑
i/∈J Xi in
the quotient module W/
∑
i/∈J Xi. It follows from the induction hypothesis that all
the submodules belonging to this smaller lattice are flat right A-modules. It remains
to show that the submodule X1 ∩ · · · ∩ Xn−1 is a flat right A-module. But the
latter submodule is the only nonzero cohomology module at the leftmost term of the
complex of flat right A-modules B
•
(W ;X1, . . . , Xn−1) from Lemma 1(c). The proofs
of parts (b) and (c) are completely analogous, except for the use of Lemma 1.2.2. 
A right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul semialgebra and a right
coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul coring corresponding to each other
under the equivalence of categories from the above Theorem are called quadratic dual
to each other.
11.4.4. Let S be a right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul semialgebra
over a coring C and D be the right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul
coring over C quadratic dual to S. Then on the cotensor products SCD and DC S
there are structures of graded complexes whose differentials are the compositions
SiCDj → SiCD1CDj−1 ≃ SiCS1CDj−1 → Si+1CDj−1 of the maps induced
by the comultiplication in D and the maps induced by the semimultiplication in
S (and analogously for D C S). These complexes are called the Koszul complexes
of the semialgebra S and the coring D. All the grading components of the Koszul
complexes with respect to the grading i+j, except the component of degree i+j = 0,
are acyclic. This follows from Lemma 11.4.3.1 ((a)⇐⇒(b)).
11.5. Central element theorem. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A. Assume
that C is a flat right A-module.
A right coflat increasing filtration F on a semialgebra S∼ over a coring C is a fam-
ily of C-C-bicomodules FnS
∼ endowed with injective morphisms of C-C-bicomodules
Fn−1S
∼ −→ FnS
∼ and an isomorphism of C-C-bicomodules lim
−→
FnS
∼ ≃ S∼ such that
(i) FiS
∼ = 0 for i < 0, F0S
∼ = C, and the map F0S
∼ −→ S∼ is the semiunit map;
(ii) the compositions FiS
∼
CFjS
∼ −→ SCS −→ S of the maps induced by the injec-
tions FnS
∼ −→ S and the semimultiplication map factorize through Fi+jS
∼; (iii) the
successive quotients FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ are flat right A-modules; and (iv) the filtration
components FnS
∼ are coflat right C-comodules (then the successive quotients are also
coflat right C-comodules). Assuming that A has a finite weak homological dimension,
one analogously defines right flat and left relatively coflat increasing filtrations by re-
placing the condition (iv) with the condition (iv′) the filtration components FnS
∼ are
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C/A-coflat left C-comodules (then the successive quotients are also C/A-coflat left
C-comodules).
Theorem. Let S∼ be a semialgebra over a coring C endowed with a right coflat (right
flat and left relatively coflat) increasing filtration F . Then the graded semialgebra
T =
⊕
n FnS
∼ over the coring C is right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat)
Koszul if and only if the graded semialgebra S =
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ overthe coring C
is right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul.
Proof. Consider the reduced bar resolution · · · −→ T+CT+CT −→ T+CT −→ T
of the right T-semimodule C and denote by X• its semitensor product · · · −→ T+C
T+CS −→ T+CS −→ S with the left T-semimodule S. Denote by Y
• the two-term
complex of graded right S-semimodules T1 −→ S0⊕ S1, where T1 is endowed with a
right S-semimodule structure via the augmentation of S and S0 ⊕ S1 is the quotient
semimodule S/
⊕
n>2 Sn; the components of the differential in this complex are the
zero map T1 −→ S0 and the projection T1 −→ S1. There is a natural morphism
of complexes of graded right S-semimodules X• −→ Y• whose components are the
projections T+ C S −→ T1 C S0 ≃ T1 and S −→ S0 ⊕ S1.
All the three complexes X•, Y•, and ker(X• → Y•) are complexes of C-coflat
right S-semimodules (A-flat right S-semimodules). Let us show that the complex
ker(X• → Y•) is is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of coflat graded right
C-comodules (A-flat right C-comodules). Indeed, denote by Z• the kernel of the map
from the reduced bar resolution of the right T-semimodule C (written down above)
to C itself. The complex of graded T-semimodules Z• has a natural endomorphism
z of internal degree 1 and cohomological degree 0 induced by the endomorphism of
the reduced bar resolution acting by the identity on the cotensor factors T+ and
by the natural injections Tn−1 → Tn on the cotensor factors T. Since Z
• is a con-
tractible complex of coflat graded right C-comodules (A-flat right C-comodules), the
endomorphism z is injective, and its cokernel is a complex of coflat right C-comodules
(A-flat right C-comodules), this cokernel is coacyclic with respect to the exact cate-
gory of coflat graded right C-comodules (A-flat right C-comodules). Now the kernel
ker(X• → Y•) is isomorphic as a complex of right C-comodules to the kernel of a sur-
jective morphism from coker(z) to the contractible two-term complex of coflat right
C-comodules (A-flat right C-comodules) T1 −→ T1.
Since the semitensor product X•♦SC is isomorphic to Bar
•
gr(T,C), it represents the
object SemiTorSgr(C,C) in the derived category of graded k-modules (see 11.3). On the
other hand, since X• is a bounded from above complex whose terms considered as one-
term complexes are semiflat complexes of graded right S-semimodules (S/C/A-semi-
flat complexes of graded right S-semimodules), X• is a semiflat complex of graded
right S-semimodules (S/C/A-semiflat complex of graded right S-semimodules). The
cone of the morphism X• −→ Y• is coacyclic with respect to the exact category of
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coflat graded right C-comodules (A-flat graded right C-comodules), so the semitensor
product X• ♦S C represents also the object SemiTor
T
gr(Y
•,C) in the derived category
of graded k-modules.
In the semiderived category of graded C-coflat (A-flat) right S-semimodules there
is a distinguished triangle C(−1)[1] −→ Y• −→ C −→ C(−1)[2] (where the number
in round brackets denotes the shift of internal grading M(1)n = Mn+1). It follows
from the induced long exact sequence of cohomology of the objects SemiTorSgr(−,C)
by induction in the internal degree that Bar•gr(S,C) has nonzero cohomology on the
diagonal −i = n only if and only if Bar•gr(T,C) has nonzero cohomology on the di-
agonal −i = n only. Assume that this is so; then there are short exact sequences
0 −→ H−n+1n−1 Bar
•
gr(S,C) −→ H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(T,C) −→ H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(S,C) −→ 0. Further-
more, the diagonal cohomology H−nn Bar
•
gr(T,C) and H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(S,C) are flat right
A-modules by Lemma 11.4.3.2(a), and so are endowed with C-C-bicomodule struc-
tures. The maps H−nn Bar
•
gr(T,C) −→ H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(S,C) in the short exact sequences
above are induced by the morphism of semialgebras T −→ S, hence they are mor-
phisms of C-C-bicomodules.
Let us describe the compositions H−nn Bar
•
gr(T,C) −→ H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(S,C) −→
H−n−1n+1 Bar
•
gr(T,C), which will be denoted by ∂n. Let t : C −→ T1 be the natural
injection. Consider the endomorphism ∂X of internal degree 1 and cohomological
degree −1 of the complex of graded right S-semimodules X• that is defined by the
following formulas: the component S maps to T+ C S by t  id, the component
T+ C S maps to T+ C T+ C S by t  id id− idt  id, etc. Consider also the
endomorphism ∂Y of internal degree 1 and cohomological degree −1 of the complex
of graded right S-semimodules Y mapping S0 ⊕ S1 to T1 by the composition of the
projection S0 ⊕ S1 → C and the embedding t. Then the endomorphisms ∂X and ∂Y
form a commutative diagram with the morphism X• −→ Y•.
Since the endomorphism ∂Y represents in the semiderived category of C-coflat
(A-flat) graded S-semimodules the composition of morphisms Y• −→ C −→
Y•(1)[−1] from the distinguished triangle above, the desired maps ∂n are induced
by the endomorphism ∂Bar of the bar complex Bar
•
gr(T,C) = X
•
♦S C that is induced
by the endomorphism ∂X of the complex X
•. The endomorphism ∂Bar maps the com-
ponent C to T+ by t, the component T+ to T+ C T+ by t C id− idCt, etc. Since
∂Bar is an endomorphism of complexes of C-C-bicomodules, ∂n are also endomor-
phisms of C-C-bicomodules. Hence the maps H−n+1n−1 Bar
•
gr(S,C) −→ H
−n
n Bar
•
gr(T,C)
in the short exact sequences above are morphisms of C-C-bicomodules. Now it fol-
lows easily by induction using Lemma 1.2.2 that all H−nn Bar
•
gr(T,C) are coflat right
C-comodules (C/A-coflat left C-comodules) if and only if all H−nn Bar
•
gr(S,C) are coflat
right C-comodules (C/A-coflat left C-comodules). 
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A semialgebra S∼ over a coring C endowed with a right coflat (right flat and
left relatively coflat) increasing filtration F is called a right coflat (right flat and
left relatively coflat) nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra over C if the equivalent
conditions of Theorem are satisfied for it, i. e., the graded semialgebras
⊕
n FnS
∼
and
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ are right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul
semialgebras over C.
11.6. Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A;
assume that C is a flat right A-module. A quasi-differential coring D∼ over A con-
centrated in the nonnegative degrees and endowed with an isomorphism C ≃ D∼0 is
called right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul over C if the graded
coring D∼/ im ∂ is right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul over C.
Lemma. Let T be a right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul semi-
algebra over C and E be the quadratic dual right coflat (right flat and left relatively
coflat) Koszul coring over C. Then a C-C-bicomodule morphism C −→ T1 ≃ E1 can
be extended to a graded T-T-bisemimodule morphism T −→ T of degree 1 (i. e., rep-
resents a “central element” of T) if and only if it can be extended to a coderivation
E −→ E of degree 1 of the coring E (with respect to the zero coderivation of A). Both
the T-T-bisemimodule morphism and the coderivation of E with the given component
C −→ T1 ≃ E1 are unique if they exist; the coderivation always has a zero square.
Proof. Both conditions hold if and only if the difference of the two maps T1 ≃ C C
T1 −→ T1 C T1 and T1 ≃ T1 C C −→ T1 C T1 induced by our map C → T1
factorizes through the injection E2 −→ E1 C E1 ≃ T1 C T1. 
The objects of the category of right coflat nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras
are right coflat nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras (S∼, F ) over corings C over
k-algebras A such that C is a flat right A-module. Morphisms are maps of semi-
algebras S∼ −→ S∼′ compatible with maps of corings C −→ C′ and morphisms of
k-algebras A −→ A′ which map the filtration components FnS
∼ into the filtration
components F ′nS
∼′. Imposing the additional assumption that A has a finite weak
homological dimension, one analogously defines the category of right flat and left
relatively coflat nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras.
The objects of the category of right coflat Koszul quasi-differential corings are
right coflat Koszul quasi-differential corings D∼ over corings C over k-algebras A
such that C is a flat right A-module. Morphisms are maps of graded corings D∼ −→
D∼
′ compatible with morphisms of k-algebras A −→ A′ and making a commutative
diagram with the coderivations ∂ and ∂′. Imposing the additional assumption that A
has finite weak homological dimension, one analogously defines the category of right
flat and left relatively coflat Koszul quasi-differential corings.
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Theorem. The category of right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) nonho-
mogeneous Koszul semialgebras is equivalent to the category of right coflat (right
flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul quasi-differential corings. If a filtered semialge-
bra S∼ over a coring C and a quasi-differential coring D∼ correspond to each other
under this duality, then the graded semialgebra T =
⊕
n FnS
∼ and the graded cor-
ing D∼ are quadratic dual right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul
semialgebra and coring over C; the graded semialgebra S =
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ and
the graded coring D = D∼/ im ∂ are quadratic dual right coflat (right flat and left
relatively coflat) Koszul semialgebra and coring over C; the related isomorphisms
F1S
∼ ≃ D∼1 and F1S
∼/F0S
∼ ≃ D∼1 /∂0D
∼
0 are compatible with each other; and the
injection F0S
∼ −→ F1S
∼ corresponds to the coderivation component ∂0 : D
∼
0 −→ D
∼
1
under the isomorphisms F0S
∼ ≃ C ≃ D∼0 and F1S
∼ ≃ D∼1 .
Proof. It follows from Lemma that the category of right coflat (right flat and left
relatively coflat) Koszul semialgebras T endowed with a T-T-bisemimodule morphism
T −→ T of degree 1 is equivalent to the category of right coflat (right flat and left
relatively coflat) Koszul corings E endowed with a coderivation of degree 1. It remains
to prove that semialgebras T with maps T −→ T of degree 1 coming from right
coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras S∼
correspond under this equivalence to right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat)
Koszul quasi-differential corings D∼ = E and vice versa. Besides, we will have to
show that whenever for a quasi-differential coring D∼ the graded coring D∼/ im ∂ is
a right coflat (left relatively coflat) Koszul coring over a coring C, the graded coring
D∼ is also a right coflat (left flat and right relatively coflat) Koszul coring over C.
According to the proof of Theorem 11.5, for any right coflat (right flat and left
relatively coflat) nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra S∼ there is a right coflat (right
flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul quasi-differential coring D∼. Indeed, set D∼ =⊕
nH
−n
n Bar
•
gr(T,C), where T =
⊕
n FnS
∼; then the endomorphism ∂ of the C-C-bi-
comodule D∼ induced by the endomorphism ∂Bar of the reduced bar construction
Bar•gr(T,C) is a coderivation of degree 1 (with respect to the zero coderivation of A)
and its restriction to D∼0 coincides with the injection D
∼
0 ≃ T0 −→ T1 ≃ D
∼
1 . It also
follows from this proof that the right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul
semialgebra S =
⊕
FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ is quadratic dual to the coring D = D∼/ im ∂,
which is therefore right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul over C.
Let us now construct the nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra corresponding to
a right coflat (right coflat and left relatively coflat) Koszul quasi-differential coring
D∼ over a coring C. Set D = D∼/ im ∂. Consider the bigraded coring K over
the k-algebra A (which is considered as a bigraded k-algebra concentrated in the
bidegree (0, 0)) with the components Kp,q = D∼q−p for p 6 0, q 6 0 and K
p,q = 0
otherwise. The coring K considered as a graded coring in the total grading p+q has a
coderivation ∂K (with respect to the zero coderivation of A) mapping the component
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Kp,q to Kp,q+1 by ∂q−p; one has ∂
2
K = 0. There is a morphism of bigraded corings
K −→ D inducing an isomorphism of the corings of cohomology, where the coring D
is placed in the bigrading Dp,0 = D−p and endowed with the zero differential.
Denote by K+ the cokernel of the injection C ≃ K
0,0 −→ K. Let R =
⊕∞
r=0K
Cr
+
be the “cotensor semialgebra” of the bigraded C-C-bicomodule K+. By the definition,
R is a trigraded semialgebra over the coring C (which is considered as a trigraded
coring concentrated in the tridegree (0, 0, 0)) with the gradings p and q inherited
from the bigrading of K+ and the additional grading r by the number of cotensor
factors. We will consider R as a graded semialgebra in the total grading p + q + r.
The semialgebra R is endowed with three semiderivations (with respect to the zero
derivation of the coring C) of total degree 1, which we will now introduce.
Let ∂R be the only semiderivation of R which preserves K+ ⊂ R (embedded as
the part of degree r = 1) and whose restriction to K+ is equal to −∂K. Let dR be
the only semiderivation of R which maps K+ to K+CK+ by the composition of the
comultiplication map K+ −→ K+ C K+ and the sign automorphism of K+ C K+
acting on the component Kp
′,q′ C K
p′′,q′′ as (−1)p
′+q′. Finally, let δR be the only
semiderivation of R whose restriction to K+ is the identity map of the component
K−1,−1 ≃ C to the semiunit component R0,0,0 = C and zero on all the remaining
components of K+. All the three differentials are constructed so that they satisfy the
super-Leibniz rule in the parity p+ q + r. The semiderivations ∂R, dR, and δR have
tridegrees (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), and (1, 1,−1), respectively, in the trigrading (p, q, r). All
the three semiderivations have zero squares, and they pairwise anti-commute.
There is a right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) increasing filtration F on
the graded semialgebra R whose component FnR is the direct sum of all trigrading
components Rp,q,r with −p 6 n. This filtration is compatible with the differentials
∂R, dR, and δR; the semialgebra
⊕
n FnR/Fn−1R with the differential induced by
∂R+dR+δR is naturally isomorphic to the semialgebra R with the differential ∂R+dR.
Consider the following sign-modified version of cobar construction ′Cob(D,C). De-
fine ′Cob(D,C) as the “tensor semialgebra”
⊕
rD
Cr
+ of the C-C-bicomodule D+ and
endow it with the grading p coming from the grading Dp = D−p of D+ and the
grading r by the number of cotensor factors. We will consider ′Cob(D,C) as a graded
semialgebra over C in the total grading p + r. Let d′Cob be the only coderivation of
′Cob(D,C) which maps D+ ⊂
′Cob(D,C) to D+ C D+ by the composition of the
comultiplication map D+ −→ D+CD+ and the sign automorphism ofD+CD+ act-
ing on the component Dp
′
C D
p′′ as (−1)p
′
. Then one has d′2Cob = 0. Notice that the
differential d′Cob satisfies the super-Leibniz rule in the parity p+ r, while the differen-
tial dCob of the cobar construction Cob
•
gr(D,C) satisfies the super-Leibniz rule in the
parity r. The automorphism of
⊕
rD
Cr
+ acting on the component D
p1 C · · ·C D
pr
by minus one to the power
∑r
s=1 ps(ps + 1)/2 +
∑
16s<t6r ps(pt + 1) transforms dCob
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to d′Cob, so the semialgebras of cohomology of the DG-semialgebras
′Cob(D,C) and
Cob•gr(D,C) are naturally isomorphic in the Koszul case.
Consider the morphism of DG-semialgebras (R, ∂R + dR) −→ (
′Cob(D,C), d′Cob)
induced by the morphism of corings K −→ D. This morphism of DG-semialgebras
induces an isomorphism of the semialgebras of cohomology. Indeed, the components
of fixed grading p of the DG-semialgebra (R, ∂R + dR) are the total components of
finite bicomplexes whose components of fixed grading r are multiple cotensor products
of components of fixed grading p of the DG-coring K, and the natural maps from
these multiple cotensor products to the corresponding multiple cotensor products of
components of the coring D are quasi-isomorphisms. Hence H0∂R+dR(R) ≃ S and
H i∂R+dR(R) = 0 for i 6= 0, where S denotes the right coflat (right flat and left
relatively coflat) Koszul semialgebra quadratic dual toD. Analogously, the morphism
of DG-semialgebras (R, ∂R+dR) −→ (
′Cob(D,C), d′Cob) induces quasi-isomorphisms
of the tensor and cotensor products related to these DG-semialgebras that were listed
in (i) and (iii) of 11.2.3.
The associated graded quotient complexes to the tensor and cotensor product of
the DG-semialgebra (R, ∂R + dR + δR) listed in (i) and (iii) of 11.2.3 with respect to
the filtrations induced by the filtration F are naturally isomorphic to the correspond-
ing tensor and cotensor products of the DG-semialgebra (R, ∂R+dR). Therefore, the
associated graded modules of the cohomology of these tensor and cotensor products
of the DG-semialgebra (R, ∂R + dR + δR) are isomorphic to the cohomology of the
corresponding tensor and cotensor products of the DG-semialgebra (R, ∂R + dR). In
particular, set S∼ = H0∂R+dR+δR(R); then S
∼ is endowed with an increasing filtra-
tion F such that
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼ ≃ S, while H i∂R+dR+δR(R) = 0 for i 6= 0. Since S
is a coflat right C-comodule (a flat right A-module and a C/A-coflat left C-comodule),
the associated graded quotient modules to the tensor and cotensor products under
consideration of the cohomology module S∼ are isomorphic to the corresponding ten-
sor and cotensor products of S. Thus S∼ is a semialgebra over C and F is its right
coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) increasing filtration.
Since the semialgebra S is right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul,
so is the semialgebra T =
⊕
n FnS
∼. Let D∼′ be the right coflat (right flat
and left relatively coflat) coring quadratic dual to T; then D∼′ is endowed with
a coderivation ∂′, making it a right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat)
Koszul quasi-differential coring, as we have already proven. Moreover, the coker-
nel D′ of the coderivation ∂′ is quadratic dual to S, hence there is a natural iso-
morphism of graded corings D ≃ D′. Furthermore, the embedding of the compo-
nent D∼1 = R−1,0,1 −→ R induces an isomorphism D
∼
1 ≃ F1S
∼. The composi-
tion D∼2 −→ D
∼
1 C D
∼
1 ≃ F1S
∼
C F1S
∼ −→ F2S
∼ of the comultiplication and
semimultiplication maps vanishes, so there is a natural morphism of graded cor-
ings D∼ −→ D∼′. Since the embedding F0S
∼ −→ F1S
∼ corresponds to the map
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∂0 : D
∼
0 −→ D
∼
1 under the isomorphisms F0S
∼ ≃ C ≃ D∼0 and F1S
∼ ≃ D∼1 , the
morphism D∼ −→ D∼′ forms a commutative diagram with the differentials ∂ in D∼
and ∂′ in D∼′. The induced morphism D∼/ im ∂ −→ D∼′/ im ∂′ coincides with the
natural isomorphism D −→ D′ on the components of degree 1, and consequently on
the other components as well. Hence the morphism of corings D∼ −→ D∼′ is also
an isomorphism. Thus the coring D∼ is right coflat (right flat and left relatively
coflat) Koszul over C, and the semialgebra T quadratic dual to it together with its
T-T-bicomodule endomorphism of degree 1 comes from the right coflat (right flat
and left relatively coflat) nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra S∼. 
A right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) nonhomogeneous Koszul semial-
gebra and a right coflat (right flat and left relatively coflat) Koszul quasi-differential
coring corresponding to each other under the equivalence of categories from the above
Theorem are called nonhomogeneous quadratic dual to each other.
All the definitions and results of 11.4–11.6 have their obvious analogues for the
coflatness conditions replaced with coprojectivity ones. So, when C is a projective
left A-module one can speak of left coprojective Koszul semialgebras and corings.
When C is a flat right A-module and A has a finite left homological dimension, one
can define right flat and left relatively projective Koszul semialgebras and corings.
When C is a projective left A-module and A has a finite left homological dimension,
one can consider left projective and right relatively coflat Koszul semialgebras and
corings. Of course, when C is a flat left A-module, one can define left coflat Koszul
semialgebras and corings, etc.
Remark. All the results of 11.4–11.6 have their analogues for semimodules and semi-
contramodules over semialgebras, comodules and contramodules over corings. In par-
ticular, for any right coflat Koszul semialgebra S and the right coflat Koszul coring
D quadratic dual to S there is a natural equivalence between the categories of Koszul
left S-semimodules and Koszul left D-comodules given by the functors of cohomology
of the reduced bar and cobar constructions with coefficients in the semimodules and
comodules. No (co)flatness conditions need to be imposed on the semimodules and
comodules in this setting. For any left coprojective Koszul semialgebra S and the
left coprojective Koszul coring D quadratic dual to S there is an equivalence between
the categories of Koszul left S-semicontramodules and Koszul left D-contramodules
(which are nonpositively graded). For any right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul
semialgebra S and the right flat and left relatively coflat Koszul coring D quadratic
dual to S there is an equivalence between the categories of A-flat Koszul right S-semi-
modules and A-flat Koszul right D-comodules, etc. Furthermore, for a right coflat
nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra S∼ and a left semimodule M∼ over S∼ endowed
with an increasing filtration F compatible with the filtration of S∼, the semimodule⊕
n FnM
∼ is Koszul over the semialgebra
⊕
n FnS
∼ if and only if the semimodule
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⊕
n FnM
∼/Fn−1M
∼ is Koszul over the semialgebra
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼. A filtered
semimodule M∼ satisfying these conditions can be called a nonhomogeneous Koszul
semimodule over S∼. The Koszul D-comodule quadratic dual to the second of these
graded semimodules is naturally isomorphic to the Koszul D∼-comodule quadratic
dual to the first semimodule with the induced D-comodule structure. A Koszul
quasi-differential left D∼-comodule is a graded left D∼-comodule that is Koszul as
a D-comodule; then it is also Koszul as a D∼-comodule. There is a natural equiv-
alence between the categories of nonhomogeneous Koszul left semimodules over S∼
and Koszul quasi-differential comodules over D∼. When S∼ is a left coprojective non-
homogeneous Koszul semialgebra, there is an analogous equivalence of categories of
nonhomogeneous Koszul left semicontramodules over S∼ and Koszul quasi-differential
contramodules over D∼ (where nonhomogeneous Koszul semicontramodules are semi-
contramodules endowed with complete decreasing filtrations).
11.7. Quasi-differential comodules and contramodules.
11.7.1. Let (D∼, ∂) be a quasi-differential coring over a k-algebra A; set D =
D∼/ im ∂. Assume that D is a flat graded right A-module.
A quasi-differential left comodule over D∼ is just a graded left D∼-comodule
(without any differential). The DG-category of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules
DG(D∼–qcmd) is defined as follows. The objects of DG(D∼–qcmd) are quasi-
differential left D∼-comodules. Let us construct the complex of morphisms in the
category DG(D∼–qcmd) between quasi-differential left D∼-comodules L and M, de-
noted by Hom•D(L,M). The component Hom
n
D(L,M) of this complex is the k-module
of all homogeneous maps L −→M of degree −n supercommuting with the coaction of
D in L andM. This means that an element f ∈ HomnD(L,M) should satisfy the equa-
tion f(x)(−1) ⊗ f(x)(0) = (−1)
n|x(−1)|x(−1) ⊗ f(x(0)) in Sweedler’s notation [45], where
z 7−→ z(−1)⊗z(0) denotes the left coaction maps, p is the image of an element p ∈ D
∼
in D, and |p| is the degree of a homogeneous element p. To define the differential d(f)
of an element f , consider the supercommutator of the coaction maps L −→ D∼DL
and M −→ D∼ D M with f , that is the map δf : L −→ D
∼ D M given by the for-
mula x 7−→ f(x)(−1)  f(x)(0)− (−1)
n|x(−1)|x(−1)  f(x(0)). For any f ∈ Hom
n
D(L,M),
the map δf factorizes through the injection M ≃ D D M −→ D
∼ D M induced by
the homogeneous morphism ∂ : D −→ D∼ of degree 1 given by ∂(p) = ∂(p), hence
the desired map d(f) : L −→M of degree −n− 1.
Since the map δf and the morphism ∂ supercommute with the left coactions
of D, so does the map d(f). Let us check that d2(f) = 0, in other words,
that d(f) supercommutes with the left coactions of D∼ in L and M. Con-
sider the two homogeneous maps L −→ D∼ D M given by the formulas x 7−→
(df)(x)(−1)  (df)(x)(0) and x 7−→ (−1)
(n+1)|x(−1)|x(−1)  (df)(x(0)); we have to check
that these two maps coincide. Consider the image of the former map under the
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map Homn+1
D
(L, D∼ D M) −→ Hom
n+1
D
(L, D∼ D D
∼ D M) given by the formula
g 7−→ (x 7→ (−1)(n+1)|x(−1)|∂(x(−1))  g(x(0))) and the image of the second map un-
der the map Homn+1
D
(L, D∼ D M) −→ Hom
n+1
D
(L, D∼ D D
∼ D M) given by the
formula g 7−→ (x 7→ (−1)|g(x)1|g(x)1  ∂(g(x)2(−1))  g(x)2(0)), where y = y1  y2
is a notation for an element y ∈ D∼ D M. The sum of these two elements of
Homn+1
D
(L, D∼ D D
∼ D M) is equal to the image of the element δf under the map
Homn+1D (L, D
∼ D M) −→ Hom
n+1
D (L, D
∼ D D
∼ D M) induced by the comulti-
plication map D∼ −→ D∼ D D
∼. There is a commutative square formed by the
diagonal embedding D∼ −→ D∼ ⊕ D∼, the morphism D∼ ⊕ D∼ −→ D∼ D D
∼
given by the formula (x, y) 7−→ ∂(x(1))  x(2) + (−1)
|y(1)|y(1)  ∂(y(2)), the morphism
∂ : D∼ −→ D∼, and the comultiplication morphism D∼ −→ D∼D D
∼. Considering
the filtrations originating from the two-term filtration ∂(D∼) ⊂ D∼, one can check
that this square is Carthesian. It remains Carthesian after applying the functors
− D M and Hom
n+1
D
(L,−), so we are done.
Let M be a quasi-differential left D∼-comodule and q : M −→ M be an element
of Hom1D(M,M) satisfying the Maurer–Cartan equation d(q) + q
2 = 0. The quasi-
differential left D∼-comodule structure on M twisted with q is constructed as follows.
First of all, the structure of a graded D-comodule on M does not change under
twisting. Next, the twisted coaction map M −→ D∼ D M is the sum of the original
coaction map and the composition M −→M −→ D∼DM −→ D
∼DM of the map
q : M −→M, the coaction mapM −→ D∼DM, and the mapD
∼DM −→ D
∼DM
induced by the morphism ∂ : D∼ −→ D∼. Denote the quasi-differential D∼-comodule
we have constructed by M(q). For any quasi-differential left D∼-comodule L the
differential in the complex Hom•D(L,M(q)) differs from the differential in the complex
Hom•D(L,M) according to the formula dq(f) = d(f) + q ◦ f .
Since infinite direct sums and shifts of objects clearly exist in the DG-category
DG(D∼–qcmd), it follows from the above construction, in particular, that cones exist
in it. Therefore, the homotopy category Hot(D∼–qcmd), whose objects are the ob-
jects of DG(D∼–qcmd) and morphisms are the zero cohomology of the complexes of
morphisms in DG(D∼–qcmd), is naturally triangulated. Furthermore, for any com-
plex of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules one can define the total graded quasi-
differential left D∼-comodule such that the corresponding graded left D-comodule
will coincide with the infinite direct sum of the shifts of the terms of the com-
plex considered as graded left D-comodules. In particular, one can speak about
the total quasi-differential left D∼-comodules of exact triples of quasi-differential left
D∼-comodules, which allows us to define the coderived category of quasi-differential
left D∼-comodules Dco(D∼–qcmd) as the quotient category of the homotopy category
Hot(D∼–qcmd) by its minimal triangulated subcategory containing such objects as-
sociated to exact triples and closed under infinite direct sums.
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11.7.2. Let (D∼, ∂) be a quasi-differential coring over A; assume that D = D∼/ im ∂
is a flat graded left A-module.
A quasi-differential right comodule over D∼ is just a graded right D∼-comodule.
Let us define the DG-category of quasi-differential right comodules DG(qcmd–D∼)
over D∼. The objects of DG(qcmd–D∼) are quasi-differential right D∼-comodules.
The complex of morhisms Hom•D∼(R,N) in the category DG(qcmd–D
∼) between
quasi-differential right D∼-comodules R and N is constructed as follows. The com-
ponent HomnD∼(R,N) of this complex is the k-module of all homogeneous maps
R −→ N of degree −n commuting with the D-comodule structures (without any
signs). To define the differential of an element f ∈ Hom•D(R,N), consider the map
δf : R −→ NDD
∼ given by the formula x 7−→ f(x)(0)f(x)(1)−f(x(0))x(1), where
z 7−→ z(0) ⊗ z(1) denotes the right coaction maps. The map δf factorizes through the
injection N −→ N D D
∼ given by the formula y 7−→ (−1)|y(0)|y(0)  ∂(y(1)), hence
the desired map d(f) : R −→ N.
Let N be a quasi-differential right D∼-comodule and q ∈ Hom1D(N,N) be an
element satisfying the equation d(q) + q2 = 0. To define quasi-differential right
D∼-comodule structure on N twisted with q, set the new coaction map N −→
N D D
∼
1 to be the sum of the original coaction map and the composition N −→
N −→ D∼ D N of the map q : N −→ N and the map N −→ N D D
∼ given by the
formula y 7−→ (−1)|y(0)|y(0)  ∂(y(1)). Denote the quasi-differential D
∼-comodule so
constructed by N(q); for any quasi-differential rightD∼-comodule R the differential in
the complex Hom•D(R,N(q)) differs from the differential in the complex Hom
•
D(R,N)
by the rule dq(f) = d(f) + q ◦ f .
The definitions of the homotopy category of quasi-differential right D∼-comodules
Hot(qcmd–D∼) and the coderived category of quasi-differential right D∼-comodules
Dco(qcmd–D∼) are the same as in the left quasi-differential comodule case.
11.7.3. Let (D∼, ∂) be a quasi-differential coring over A; assume that D = D∼/ im ∂
is a projective graded left A-module.
A quasi-differential left contramodule over D∼ is just a graded left D∼-contra-
module. Let us define the DG-category of quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules
DG(D∼–qcntr). The objects of DG(D∼–qcntr) are quasi-differential left D∼-contra-
modules. The complex of morphisms HomD,•(P,Q) in the category DG(D∼–qcntr)
between quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules P and Q is constructed as follows.
The component HomD,n(P,Q) of this complex is the k-module of all homogeneous
maps P −→ Q of degree −n supercommuting with the D-contramodule structures.
This means that an element f ∈ HomD,n(P,Q) should satisfy the equation piP(f ◦
x) = (−1)mnf(piP(x)) for any x ∈ HomA(Dm,P), where piP denotes the contraaction
map. To define the differential of an element f ∈ HomD,n(P,Q), consider the map
δf : CohomD(D
∼,P) −→ Q given by the formula x 7−→ piP(f ◦ x)− (−1)
mnf(piP(x))
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for x ∈ HomA(D
∼
m,P), where x denotes the class of x in CohomD(D
∼,P). The
map δf factorizes through the surjection CohomD(D
∼,P) −→ CohomD(D,P) ≃ P
induced by the morphism ∂ : D −→ D∼, hence the desired map d(f) : P −→ Q.
Let P be a quasi-differential left D∼-contramodule and q ∈ HomD,1(P,P) be
an element satisfying the equation d(q) + q2 = 0. To define the quasi-differential
left D∼-contramodule structure on P twisted with q, set the new contraaction map
CohomD(D
∼,P) −→ P to be the sum of the original contraaction map and the
composition of the map CohomD(D
∼,P) −→ P induced by ∂ : D −→ D∼ and the
map q : P −→ P. Denote the quasi-differential left D∼-contramodule so constructed
by P(q); for any quasi-differential left D∼-contramodule Q the differential in the
complex HomD,•(Q,P(q)) differs from the differential in the complex HomD,•(Q,P)
by the rule dq(f) = d(f) + q ◦ f .
The definitions of the homotopy category of quasi-differential left D∼-contramod-
ules Hot(D∼–qcntr) and the contraderived category of quasi-differential left D∼-con-
tramodules Dctr(D∼–qcntr) are completely analogous to the corresponding definitions
in the comodule case; the only difference is that one considers infinite products instead
of infinite direct sums.
Remark. One can define the DG-categories of CDG-comodules and CDG-contra-
modules over a CDG-coring (see 11.2.2 and 0.4.4) and identify them with the
DG-categories of quasi-differential comodules and contramodules in the case when
a quasi-differential coring corresponds to a CDG-coring. More generally, let (D∼, ∂)
be a quasi-differential coring over a k-algebra A such that the components Di of
the coring D = D∼/ im ∂ are projective left A-modules. Then there is a natural
structure of quasi-differential k-algebra on the graded A-A-bimodule with the com-
ponents Rn∼ = HomA(D
∼
n , A). Let (R, d, h) be a CDG-algebra over k corresponding
to R∼. In this situation the DG-category of quasi-differential right D∼-comodules
is isomorphic to a full subcategory of the DG-category of right CDG-modules over
(R, d, h), and there is a forgetful functor from the DG-category of quasi-differential
left D∼-contramodules to the DG-category of left CDG-modules over (R, d, h).
11.8. Koszul duality. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A.
Theorem. (a) Assume that C is a flat right A-module. Let S∼ be a right coflat non-
homogeneous Koszul semialgebra over the coring C and D∼ be the right coflat Koszul
quasi-differential coring over C nonhomogeneous quadratic dual to S∼. Then the
semiderived category of left S∼-semimodules is naturally equivalent to the coderived
category of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules.
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(b) Assume that C is a flat left A-module. Let S∼ be a left coflat nonhomoge-
neous Koszul semialgebra over the coring C and D∼ be the left coflat Koszul quasi-
differential coring over C nonhomogeneous quadratic dual to S∼. Then the semide-
rived category of right S∼-semimodules is naturally equivalent to the coderived cate-
gory of quasi-differential right D∼-comodules.
(c) Assume that C is a projective left A-module. Let S∼ be a left coprojective
nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra over the coring C and D∼ be the left coprojective
Koszul quasi-differential coring over C nonhomogeneous quadratic dual to S∼. Then
the semiderived category of left S∼-semicontramodules is naturally equivalent to the
contraderived category of quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules.
Proof. Part (a): let us construct a pair of adjoint functors between the DG-cate-
gory of complexes of left S∼-semimodules and the DG-category of quasi-differential
left D∼-comodules. The functor Ξ assigns to a left S-semimodule M the graded
left D-comodule D C M endowed with the following left D
∼-comodule structure.
Consider the map D∼n C M −→ D
∼
n C M equal to the sum of the identity map and
(−1)n times the composition D∼n C M −→ D
∼
n−1 C D
∼
1 C M −→ D
∼
n−1 C M −→
D∼n CM of the map induced by the comultiplication morphism D
∼
n −→ D
∼
n−1CD
∼
1 ,
the map induced by the semiaction morphism F1S
∼
C M −→ M, and the map
induced by the morphism ∂n−1 : D
∼
n−1 −→ D
∼
n . This map factorizes through the
surjection D∼n CM −→ DnCM, since its composition with the map D
∼
n−1CM −→
D∼n C M induced by the morphism ∂n−1 vanishes. So we obtain a natural map
Dn C M −→ D
∼
n C M. Now the compositions Di+j C M −→ D
∼
i+j C M −→
D∼i CD
∼
j CM −→ D
∼
i CDj CM of the maps Di+j CM −→ D
∼
i+j CM we have
constructed with the maps induced by the comultiplication maps D∼i+j −→ D
∼
i CD
∼
j
and the maps induced by the natural surjections D∼j −→ Dj define the desired graded
D∼-comodule structure on D C M. To a complex of left S
∼-semimodules M• the
functor Ξ assigns the total quasi-differential D∼-comodule of the complex of quasi-
differential D∼-comodules D C M
•.
The functor Υ assigns to a quasi-differential left D∼-comodule L the complex of
left S∼-semimodules Υ•(L) = S∼ C L with the terms Υ
i(L) = S∼ C L−i and the
differential defined as the composition S∼ C L −→ S
∼
C D
∼
1 C L −→ S
∼
C L of
the map induced by the coaction morphism L −→ D∼1 C L and the map induced by
the semimultiplication morphism S∼ C F1S
∼ −→ S∼. The functor Ξ is right adjoint
to the functor Υ, since both complexes Hom•D(L,Ξ(M
•)) and HomS∼(Υ
•(L),M•)
are naturally isomorphic to the total complex of the bicomplex HomC(Li,M
j), one
of whose differentials is induced by the differential in M• and the other one assigns
to a C-comodule morphism f : Li −→ M
j the composition Li+1 −→ D
∼
1 C Li −→
D∼1 C M
j ≃ F1S
∼
C M
j −→ Mj of the coaction map, the map induced by the
morphism f , and the semiaction map.
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Let us show that the functors Ξ and Υ induce mutually inverse equivalences
between the semiderived category Dsi(S∼–simod) and the coderived category
Dco(D∼–qcmd). Firstly, the functor Ξ sends C-coacyclic complexes of S-semimod-
ules to coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules. Indeed, for any complex of left
S-semimodules M• the quasi-differential D∼-comodule Ξ(M•) = D C M
• has an
increasing filtration by quasi-differential D∼-subcomodules defined by the formula
Fn(D C M
•) =
⊕
i6nDi C M
•. The associated graded quotient quasi-differential
comodule to this filtration is described as follows. There is a functor from the
DG-category of complexes of C-comodules to the DG-category of quasi-differential
D∼-comodules assigning to a complex of C-comodules the total quasi-differential
D∼-comodule of the complex of quasi-differential D∼-comodules whose terms are the
terms of the original complex of C-comodules endowed with the graded D∼-comodule
structure via the embedding C ≃ D∼0 −→ D
∼. (This functor can be also described
in terms of the quasi-differential subcoring in D∼ whose components are D∼0 and
∂0(D
∼
0 ) ⊂ D
∼
1 .) Clearly, this functor sends coacyclic complexes of C-comodules to
coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules. Now the quasi-differential D∼-comodules
FnΞ(M
•)/Fn−1Ξ(M
•) are isomorphic to the images of the C-comodules Dn C M
•
under this functor, and are, therefore, coacyclic whenever M• is C-coacyclic.
Secondly, the functor Υ sends coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules to com-
plexes of S∼-semimodules that are coacyclic not only over C, but even over S∼.
Thirdly, let us check that for any complex of left S-semimodules M• the cone of the
natural morphism of complexes of S-semimodules Υ•Ξ(M•) −→M• is coacyclic as a
complex of left C-comodules. The complex of C-comodules Υ•Ξ(M•) = S∼CDCM
•
has an increasing filtration given by the formula FnΥ
•Ξ(M•) =
∑
i+j6n FiS
∼
CDjC
M
• ⊂ S∼ C DC M
•. The cone of the morphism Υ•Ξ(M•) −→M• has an induced
filtration F whose components are the cones of the morphisms FnΥ
•Ξ(M•) −→
M•. The quotient complex cone(FnΥ
•Ξ(M•) → M•)/ cone(Fn−1Υ
•Ξ(M•) → M•)
is isomorphic to the cone of the identity endomorphism of M• for n = 0 and to the
cotensor product of a positive-degree component of the Koszul complex S C D and
the complex M• for n > 0 (where, as always, S =
⊕
n FnS
∼/Fn−1S
∼). Thus in both
cases the quotient complex is coacyclic.
Fourthly, it remains to check that for any quasi-differential left D∼-comodule L
the cone of the natural morphism of quasi-differential D∼-comodules L −→ ΞΥ•(L)
is coacyclic. First let us show that it suffices to consider the case when L is a
graded C-comodule endowed with a graded D∼-comodule structure via the embed-
ding of corings D∼0 −→ D
∼. To this end, consider the increasing filtration of L by
quasi-differential D∼-subcomodules Gn(L) = ν
−1
L (
⊕
i6nD
∼
i C L), where νL : L −→
D∼ C L denotes the coaction map. The quotient quasi-differential comodules
Gn(L)/Gn−1(L) are are graded D
∼-comodules originating from graded C-comodules;
the filtration G induces a filtration on the cone of the morphism L −→ ΞΥ•(L)
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whose components are the cones of the morphisms Gn(L) −→ ΞΥ
•(Gn(L)); and the
associated quotient quasi-differential comodules of the latter filtration are the cones
of the morphisms Gn(L)/Gn−1(L) −→ ΞΥ
•(Gn(L)/Gn−1(L)).
Now assume that L is a graded C-comodule with the induced graded D∼-comodule
structure, or even a complex of C-comodules with the induced quasi-differential
D∼-comodule structure. In this case, the quasi-differential D∼-comodule ΞΥ•(L) =
D C S
∼
C L has an increasing filtration by quasi-differential subcomodules given
by the formula FnΞΥ
•(L) =
∑
i+j6nDj C FiS
∼
C L ⊂ D C S
∼
C L. The cone of
the morphism L −→ ΞΥ•(L) has the induced filtration F whose components are the
cones of the morphisms L −→ FnΞΥ
•(L). The associated quotient comodules of the
latter filtration are coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules. Indeed, the compo-
nent F0 cone(L −→ ΞΥ
•(L)) is isomorphic to the cone of the identity endomorphism
of L, while the quotient quasi-differential comodules with n > 0 are isomorphic to
cotensor products of positive-degree components of the Koszul complex D C S and
the C-comodule L, endowed with the quasi-differential D∼-comodule structures orig-
inating from their structures of complexes of C-comodules. Thus all these quotient
quasi-differential comodules are coacyclic.
Part (b): we will only construct a pair of adjoint functors between the DG-category
of complexes of right S∼-semimodules and the DG-category of quasi-differential right
D∼-comodules; the rest of the proof is identical to that of part (a). The functor Ξ
assigns to a right S-semimoduleN the graded rightD-comoduleNCD endowed with
a right D∼-comodule structure in terms of the following maps NCDn −→ NCD
∼
n .
Consider the map NC Dn −→ NC Dn equal to the difference of the identity map
and the composition NCD
∼
n −→ NCD
∼
1 CD
∼
n−1 −→ NCD
∼
n−1 −→ NCD
∼
n of the
map induced by the comultiplication morphism, the map induced by the semiaction
morphism, and the map induced by the morphism ∂n−1. This difference factorizes
through the surjection N C D
∼
n −→ N C Dn, hence the desired map. The functor
Υ assigns to a quasi-differential right D∼-comodule R the complex of right S∼-semi-
modules Υ•(R) = R C S
∼ with the terms Υi(R) = R−i C S
∼ and the differentials
di defines as (−1)i times the composition R−i C S
∼ −→ R−i−1 C D
∼
1 C S
∼ −→
R−i−1 C S
∼ of the map induced by the coaction morphism and the map induced by
the semimultiplication morphism.
Part (c): let us construct a pair of adjoint functors between the DG-cate-
gory of complexes of left S∼-semicontramodules and the DG-category of quasi-
differential left D∼-contramodules. The functor Ξ assigns to a left S-semicontra-
module P the graded left D-contramodule CohomC(D,P) endowed with a left
D∼-contramodule structure in terms of the following maps CohomC(D
∼
n ,P) −→
CohomC(Dn,P). Consider the map CohomC(D
∼
n ,P) −→ CohomC(D
∼
n ,P) equal
to the difference of the identity map and the composition CohomC(D
∼
n ,P) −→
CohomC(D
∼
n−1,P) −→ CohomC(D
∼
n−1,CohomC(D
∼
1 ,P)) −→ CohomC(D
∼
n ,P) of
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the map induced by the morphism ∂n−1, the map induced by the semicontraac-
tion morphism P −→ CohomC(F1S
∼,P), and the map induced by the comul-
tiplication morphism D∼n −→ D
∼
1 C D
∼
n−1. This difference factorizes through
the injection CohomC(Dn,P) −→ CohomC(D
∼
n ,P), hence the desired map. The
functor Υ right adjoint to Ξ assigns to a quasi-differential left D∼-contramodule
Q the complex of left S∼-semicontramodules Υ•(Q) = CohomC(S
∼,Q) with the
terms Υi(Q) = CohomC(S
∼,Q−i) and the differential defined as the composition
CohomC(S
∼,Q) −→ CohomC(F1S
∼
C S
∼, Q) −→ CohomC(S
∼, Q) of the map in-
duced by the semimultiplication morphism F1S
∼
C S
∼ −→ S∼ and the map induced
by the contraaction morphism CohomC(D
∼
1 ,Q) −→ Q.
The rest of the proof is analogous to that of part (a), with the exception of
the argument related to the filtration G (the first step of the fourth part of the
proof). The problem here is that the decreasing filtration G of a graded D∼-con-
tramodule Q whose components are the images GnQ of the contraaction maps
CohomC(D
∼/
⊕
i6nD
∼
i , Q) −→ Q is not in general separated, i. e., the intersec-
tion of GnQ may be nonzero (see Appendix A). What one should do is replace an
arbitrary quasi-differential left D∼-contramodule Q with the total quasi-differential
contramodule R of its bar resolution · · · −→ CohomC(D
∼ C D
∼ C D
∼, Q) −→
CohomC(D
∼ C D
∼, Q) −→ CohomC(D
∼,Q). Since the cone of the natural mor-
phism of quasi-differential D∼-contramodules R −→ Q is contraacyclic, one can
consider the quasi-differential D∼-contramodule R instead of Q.
In addition to the filtration G introduced above, consider also the decreasing
filtration ′G of a graded D∼-contramodule Q whose components are the images
′GnQ of the contraaction maps CohomC(D/
⊕
i6nDi, Q) −→ Q. It is clear that
R ≃ lim
←−n
R/′GnR. Next one can either show that ′G is a filtration by graded D∼-sub-
contramodules and use the filtration ′G of R, or show that the filtrations G and ′G are
commensurable, ′GnR ⊂ GnR ⊂ ′Gn−1R, and use the filtration G ofR. (The quotient
quasi-differential D∼-contramodules GnR/Gn+1R originate from graded C-contra-
modules, while the quotient quasi-differential D∼-contramodules ′GnR/′Gn+1R orig-
inate from complexes of C-contramodules, which is also sufficient.) Both assertions
for an arbitrary graded D∼-contramodule follow from the fact that the composition
D∼i −→ D
∼
1 C D
∼
i−1 −→ D
∼
1 C Di−1 of the comultiplication map and the map in-
duced by the natural surjection D∼i−1 −→ Di−1 is injective and its cokernel, being
isomorphic to the cokernel of the comultiplication map Di −→ D1 C Di−1, is a co-
projective left C-comodule. To check the latter, consider the composition of the map
D∼i −→ D
∼
1 C Di−1 in question with the map ∂i−1.
Alternatively, one can replace an arbitrary quasi-differential D∼-contramodule Q
with the cone of the morphism ker(CohomC(D
∼,Q)→ Q) −→ CohomC(D
∼,Q) and
use the appropriate generalization of Lemma A.2.3. 
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Remark. Notice that no homological dimension condition on the k-algebra A is
assumed in the above Theorem. In particular, when C = A, so S∼ is just a fil-
tered k-algebra, Theorem provides a description of certain semiderived categories of
S
∼-modules relative to F0S
∼ = A. A description of the conventional derived cat-
egory can also be obtained. Namely, in the assumptions of part (a) of Theorem
the conventional derived category of left S∼-semimodules is equivalent to the quo-
tient category of the coderived category of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules by its
minimal triangulated subcategory containing all the quasi-differential D∼-comodules
originating from acyclic complexes of left C-comodules and closed under infinite direct
sums. This is so because for any acyclic complex of S∼-semimodules M• the quasi-
differential D∼-comodules FnΞ(M
•)/Fn−1Ξ(M
•) originate from acyclic complexes of
C-comodules, and conversely, for any quasi-differential D∼-comodule L originating
from an acyclic complex of C-comodules the complex of S∼-semimodules Υ•(L) is
acyclic. The analogous result holds for right S∼-semimodules in the assumptions of
part (b); and in the assumptions of part (c) the conventional derived category of left
S
∼-semicontramodules is equivalent to the quotient category of the contraderived
category of quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules by its minimal triangulated sub-
category containing all the quasi-differential contramodules originating from acyclic
complexes of left C-contramodules and closed under infinite products.
11.9. SemiTor and Cotor, SemiExt and Coext.
11.9.1. Let (D∼, ∂) be a quasi-differential coring over a k-algebra A; assume that
D = D∼/ im ∂ is a flat left and right A-module.
Let N be a quasi-differential right D∼-comodule and M be a quasi-differential left
D∼-comodule. Assume that one of the graded A-modules N and M is flat. Then on
the cotensor product N D M of the graded comodules N and M over the graded
coring D there is a natural differential with zero square, which is defined as follows.
Consider the map δ : N D M −→ N D D
∼ D M given by the formula x 
y 7−→ −x(0)  x(1)  y + x  y(−1)  y(0). This map factorizes through the injection
NDM −→ NDD
∼DM given by the formula xy 7−→ (−1)
|x(0)|x(0)∂(x(1))y =
(−1)|x|x∂(y(−1))y(0), hence the desired map d : NDM −→ NDM. Let us check
that d2 = 0, that is the image of d is contained in N D∼ M. Set d(x  y) = x
′  y′.
Consider the two elements x′  y′(−1)  y
′
(0) and x
′
(0)  x
′
(1)  y of the cotensor product
NDD
∼DM; we have to check that these two elements coincide. Consider the image
of the former element under the map N D D
∼ D M −→ N D D
∼ D D
∼ D M
given by the formula u  b  v 7−→ (−1)|u(0)|u(0)  ∂(u(1))  b  v and the image
of the latter element under the map N D D
∼ D M −→ N D D
∼ D D
∼ D M
given by the formula u  b  v 7−→ (−1)|u|+|b|u  b  ∂(v(−1))  v(0). The sum of
these two elements of N D D
∼ D D
∼ D M is equal to the image of the element
δ(x  y) under the map N D D
∼ D M −→ N D D
∼ D D
∼ D M induced by the
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comultiplication map D∼ −→ D∼ D D
∼. It remains to notice that the Carthesian
square formed by the maps D∼ −→ D∼⊕D∼, D∼⊕D∼ −→ D∼DD
∼, D∼ −→ D∼,
and D∼ −→ D∼ D D
∼ constructed in 11.7.1 remains Carthesian after taking the
cotensor product with N and M. We will denote the complex we have constructed
by N •D M; its terms are N 
n
D M = (N D M)−n.
Now assume that the ring A has a finite weak homological dimension. In order
to define the double-sided derived functor of the functor •D, we will show that the
coderived category of quasi-differential D∼-comodules is equivalent to the quotient
category of the homotopy category of D-coflat quasi-differential D∼-comodules by its
intersection with the thick subcategory of coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules.
The argument is analogous to that of either Theorem 2.5 or Theorem 2.6. First
let us construct for any quasi-differential left D∼-comodule K a morphism into it
from an A-flat quasi-differential left D∼-comodule L1(K) with a coacyclic cone.
Use the graded version of Lemma 1.1.3 to obrain a finite resolution 0 −→ Z −→
Pd−1(K) −→ · · · −→ P0(K) −→ K of a graded D
∼-comodule K consisting of
A-flat graded D∼-comodules. The total quasi-differential D∼-comodule of the com-
plex of quasi-differential D∼-comodules Z −→ Pd−1(K) −→ · · · −→ P0(K) is an
A-flat quasi-differential D∼-comodule whose morphism into K has a coacyclic cone.
Indeed, the total quasi-differential D∼-comodule of any acyclic complex of quasi-
differential D∼-comodules bounded from below is coacyclic, since it has an increas-
ing filtration by quasi-differential D∼-subcomodules such that the associated quotient
D∼-comodules are isomorphic to cones of identity endomorphisms of certain quasi-
differential D∼-comodules.
Now let us construct for any A-flat quasi-differential left D∼-comodule L a mor-
phism from it into a D-coflat quasi-differential left D∼-comodule R2(L) with a coa-
cyclic cone. Consider the cobar construction D∼ ⊗A L −→ D
∼ ⊗A D
∼⊗A L −→ · · ·
Notice that D∼ is a coflat graded left D-comodule, since there is an exact triple of left
D-comodules D(−1) −→ D∼ −→ D (where D(−1)i = Di−1). Hence the total quasi-
differential D∼-comodule of this cobar complex of quasi-differential D∼-comodules is
a D-coflat quasi-differential D∼-comodule such that the map into it from the quasi-
differential D∼-comodule L has a coacyclic cone.
It is easy to see that the cotensor product of a quasi-differential right D∼-comodule
and a quasi-differential left D∼-comodule is an acyclic complex whenever one of
the two quasi-differential D∼-comodules is coacyclic and the other one is D-coflat.
The derived functor CotorD
∼
q on the Carthesian product of coderived categories of
right and left quasi-differential D∼-comodules is defined by restricting the func-
tor •D to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of quasi-differential
right D∼-comodules and the homotopy category of D-coflat quasi-differential left
D∼-comodules or to the Carthesian product of the homotopy category of D-coflat
quasi-differential right D∼-comodules and the homotopy category of quasi-differential
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left D∼-comodules, and composing it with the localization functor Hot(k–mod) −→
D(k–mod).
11.9.2. Let (D∼, ∂) be a quasi-differential coring over a k-algebra A; assume that
D = D∼/ im ∂ is a projective left and a flat right A-module.
Let M be a quasi-differential left D∼-comodule and P be a quasi-differential left
D∼-contramodule. Assume that either the graded A-module M is projective, or the
graded A-module P is injective. Then on the graded k-module of cohomomorphisms
CohomD(M,P) from the graded comodule M to the graded contramodule P over
the graded coring D there is a natural differential with zero square, which is defined
as follows. Consider the map δ : CohomD(M,CohomD(D
∼,P)) ≃ CohomD(D
∼ D
M, P) −→ CohomD(M,P) defined by the formula f 7−→ piP ◦ f − f ◦ νM (where
piP and νM denote the contraaction and coaction morphisms). This map factorizes
through the surjection CohomD(D
∼ D M, P) −→ CohomD(M, P) induced by the
morphism ∂ : D −→ D∼, hence the map d : CohomD(M,P) −→ CohomD(M,P).
We will denote the complex we have constructed by Cohom•D(M,P); its terms are
CohomnD(M,P) = CohomD(M,P)−n.
Assume that the ring A has a finite left homological dimension. Then the coderived
category of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules is equivalent to the quotient category
of the homotopy category ofD-coprojective quasi-differential leftD∼-comodules by its
intersection with the thick subcategory of coacyclic quasi-differential D∼-comodules.
Analogously, the contraderived category of quasi-differential leftD∼-contramodules is
equivalent to the quotient category of the homotopy category of D-coinjective quasi-
differential left D∼-contramodules by its intersection with the thick subcategory of
contraacyclic quasi-differential D∼-contramodules. The double-sided derived functor
Coextq
D∼
on the Carthesian product of the coderived category of quasi-differential
left D∼-comodules and the contraderived category of quasi-differential left D∼-con-
tramodules is defined by restricting the functor Cohom•D to the Carthesian product of
the homotopy category ofD-coprojective quasi-differential leftD∼-comodules and the
homotopy category of quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules or to the Carthesian
product of the homotopy category of quasi-differential left D∼-comodules and the
homotopy category of D-coinjective quasi-differential left D∼-contramodules, and
composing in with the localization functor Hot(k–mod) −→ D(k–mod).
11.9.3. Let C be a coring over a k-algebra A. Assume that C is a flat left and right
A-module and A has a finite weak homological dimension. Let S∼ be a left and right
coflat nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra over C, andD∼ be the left and right coflat
Koszul quasi-differential coring nonhomogeneous quadratic dual to S∼.
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Corollary. (a) The equivalences of categories Dsi(simod–S∼) ≃ Dco(qcmd–D∼) and
Dsi(S∼–simod) ≃ Dco(D∼–qcmd) transform the derived functor SemiTorS
∼
into the
derived functor CotorD
∼
q .
(b) Assume additionally that C is a projective left A-module, A has a finite left
homological dimension, and S∼ is a left coprojective nohnomogeneous Koszul semi-
algebra. Then the equivalences of categories Dsi(S∼–simod) ≃ Dco(D∼–qcmd) and
Dsi(S∼–sicntr) ≃ Dctr(D∼–qcntr) transform the derived functor SemiExtS∼ into the
derived functor Coextq
D∼
.
Proof. Part (a): for any complex of right S∼-semimodules N• and any quasi-
differential left D∼-comodule L there is a natural isomorphism of complexes of
k-modules Ξ(N•) •D L ≃ N
•
♦S∼ Υ
•(L). Indeed, both complexes are isomor-
phic to the total complex of the bicomplex Ni C Lj, one of whose differentials
is induced by the differential in N• and the other is equal to the composition
N
i
CLj −→ N
i
CD
∼
1 CLj−1 −→ N
i
CLj−1 of the map induced by theD
∼-coaction
in L and the map induced by the S∼-semiaction inNi. Now let N• be a semiflat com-
plex of C-coflat right S∼-semimodules and M• be a complex of left S∼-semimodules.
Then there is an isomorphism Ξ(N•) •D Ξ(M
•) ≃ N• ♦S∼ Υ
•Ξ(M•) and a quasi-
isomorphism N• ♦S∼ Υ
•Ξ(M•) −→ N• ♦S∼ M
•. Analogously, for a complex of right
S∼-semimodules N• and a semiflat complex of C-coflat left S∼-semimodules M• there
is an isomorphism Ξ(N•) •D Ξ(M
•) ≃ Υ•Ξ(N•) ♦S∼ M
• and a quasi-isomorphism
Υ•Ξ(N•)♦S∼ M
• −→ N•♦S∼M
•. It is easy to check that the square diagram formed
by these maps is commutative. The proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
Question. Can one construct a comodule-contramodule correspondence (equivalence
between the coderived and contraderived categories) for quasi-differential comodules
and contramodules? Also, is there a natural closed model category structure on the
category of quasi-differential comodules (contramodules)?
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Appendix A. Contramodules over Coalgebras over Fields
Let C be a coassociative coalgebra with counit over a field k. It is well-known [45]
that C is the union of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras and any C-comodule is
a union of finite-dimensional comodules over finite-dimensional subcoalgebras of C.
The dual assertion for C-contramodules is not true: for the most common of non-
semisimple infinite-dimensional coalgebras C there exist C-contramodules P such
that the intersection of the images of HomC(C/U,P) in P over all finite-dimensional
subcoalgebras U ⊂ C is nonzero. A weaker statement holds, however: if the map
HomC(C/U,P) −→ P is surjective for any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra U of C,
then P = 0. Besides, even though adic filtrations of contramodules are not in general
separated, they are always complete. Using the related techniques we show that any
contraflat C-contramodule is projective, generalizing the well-known result that any
flat module over a finite-dimensional algebra is projective [5].
A.1. Counterexamples.
A.1.1. Let C be the coalgebra for which the dual algebra C∗ is isomorphic to the
algebra of formal power series k[[x]]. Then a C-contramodule P can be equivalently
defined as a k-vector space endowed with the following operation of summation of
sequences of vectors with formal coefficients xn: for any elements p0, p1, . . . in P,
an element of P denoted by
∑∞
n=0 x
npn is defined. This operation should satisfy the
following equations:
∑∞
n=0 x
n(apn + bqn) = a
∑∞
n=0 x
npn + b
∑∞
n=0 x
nqn for a, b ∈ k,
pn, qn ∈ P (linearity);
∑∞
n=0 x
npn = p0 when p1 = p2 = · · · = 0 (counity); and∑∞
i=0 x
i
(∑∞
j=0 x
jpij
)
=
∑∞
n=0 x
n
(∑
i+j=n pij
)
for any pij ∈ P, i, j = 0, 1, . . . (con-
traassociativity). Here the interior summation sign in the right hand side denotes
the conventional finite sum of elements of a vector space, while the three other sum-
mation signs refer to the contramodule infinite summation operation.
The following examples of C-contramodules are revealing. Let E denote the free
C-contramodule generated by the sequence of symbols e0, e1, . . . ; its elements can
be represented as formal sums
∑∞
i=0 ai(x)ei, where ai(x) are formal power series in x
such that the sequence of their orders of zero ordx ai(x) at x = 0 tends to infinity
as i increases. Let F denote the free C-contramodule generated by the sequence of
symbols f1, f2, . . . ; then C-contramodule homomorphisms from F to E correspond
bijectively to sequences of elements of E that are images of the elements fi. We are
interested in the map g : F −→ E sending fi to x
iei − e0; in other words, an element∑∞
i=1 bi(x)fi of F is mapped to the element
∑∞
i=1 x
ibi(x)ei−
(∑∞
i=1 bi(x)
)
e0. It is clear
from this formula that the element e0 ∈ E does not belong to the image of g. Let P
denote the cokernel of the morphism g and pi denote the images of the elements ei
in P. Then one has p0 = x
npn in P; in other words, the element p0 belongs to
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the image of HomC(C/U,P) under the contraaction map HomC(C,P) −→ P for any
finite-dimensional subcoalgebra U = (k[[x]]/xn)∗ of C.
Now let E′ be the free C-contramodule generated by the symbols e1, e2, . . . , P
′
denote the cokernel of the map g′ : F −→ E′ sending fi to xiei, and p
′
i denote the im-
ages of e′i in P
′. Then the result of the contramodule infinite summation
∑∞
n=1 x
np′n
is nonzero in P′, even though every element xnp′n is equal to zero. Therefore, the
contramodule summation operation cannot be understood as any kind of limit of finite
partial sums. Actually, the C-contramodule P′ is just the direct sum of the contra-
modules k[[x]]/xnk[[x]] over n = 1, 2, . . . in the category of C-contramodules. Notice
that the element
∑∞
n=1 x
np′n also belongs to the image of HomC(C/U,P
′) in P′ for
any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra U ⊂ C.
Remark. In the above notation, a C-contramodule structure on a k-vector space P
is uniquely determined by the underlying structure of a module over the algebra of
polynomials k[x]; the natural functor C–contra −→ k[x]–mod is fully faithful. Indeed,
for any p0, p1, . . . in P the sequence qm =
∑∞
n=0 x
npm+n ∈ P, m = 0, 1, . . . is the
unique solution of the system of equations qm = pm + xqm+1. The image of this
functor is a full abelian subcategory closed under kernels, cokernels, extensions, and
infinite products; it consists of all k[x]-modules P such that Extik[x](k[x, x
−1], P ) = 0
for i = 0, 1. It follows that if D is a coalgebra for which the dual algebra D∗ is
isomorphic to a quotient algebra of the algebra of formal power series k[[x1, . . . , xm]]
in a finite number of (commuting) variables by a closed ideal, then the natural functor
D–contra −→ k[x1, . . . , xm]–mod is fully faithful.
A.1.2. Now let us give an example of finite-dimensional (namely, two-dimensional)
contramodule P over a coalgebra C such that the intersection of the images of
HomC(C/U,P) in P is nonzero. Notice that for any coalgebra C there are natural left
C∗-module structures on any left C-comodule and any left C-contramodule; that is
there are natural faithful functors C–comod −→ C∗–mod and C–contra −→ C∗–mod
(where C∗ is considered as an abstract algebra without any topology). The functor
C–comod −→ C∗–mod is fully faithful, while the functor C–contra −→ C∗–mod is fully
faithful on finite-dimensional contramodules.
Let V be a vector space and C be the coalgebra such that the dual algebra C∗ has the
form ki2⊕ i2V
∗i1⊕ ki1, where i1 and i2 are idempotent elements with i1i2 = i2i1 = 0
and i1+ i2 = 1. Then left C
∗-modules are essentially pairs of k-vector spaces M1, M2
endowed with a map V ∗⊗kM1 −→M2, left C-comodules are pairs of vector spacesM1,
M2 endowed with a mapM1 −→ V⊗kM2, and left C-contramodules are pairs of vector
spaces P1, P2 endowed with a map Homk(V,P1) −→ P2. In particular, the functor
C–contra −→ C∗–mod is not surjective on morphisms of infinite-dimensional objects,
while the functor C–comod −→ C∗–mod is not surjective on the isomorphism classes
of finite-dimensional objects. (Neither is in general the functor C–contra −→ C∗–mod,
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as one can see in the example of an analogous coalgebra with three idempotent linear
functions instead of two and three vector spaces instead of one; when k is a finite
field and C is the countable direct sum of copies of the coalgebra k, there even exists
a one-dimensional C∗-module which comes from no C-comodule or C-contramodule.)
Let P be the C-contramodule with P1 = k = P2 corresponding to a linear function
V ∗ −→ k coming from no element of V . Then the intersection of the images of
HomC(C/U,P) in P over all finite-dimensional subcoalgebras U ⊂ C is equal to P2.
More generally, for any coalgebra C any finite-dimensional left C-comodule M has
a natural left C-contramodule structure given by the composition Homk(C,M) ≃
C∗ ⊗k M −→ C
∗ ⊗k C⊗k M −→ M of the map induced by the C-coaction in M and
the map induced by the pairing C∗⊗kC −→ k. The category of finite-dimensional left
C-comodules is isomorphic to a full subcategory of the category of finite-dimensional
left C-contramodules; a finite-dimensional C-contramodule comes from a C-comodule
if and only if it comes from a contramodule over a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra
of C. We will see below that every irreducible C-contramodule is a finite-dimensional
contramodule over a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C; it follows that the above
functor provides a bijective correspondence between irreducible left C-comodules and
irreducible left C-contramodules.
Compairing the cobar complex for comodules with the bar complex for contramod-
ules, one discovers that for any finite-dimensional left C-comodules L and M there
is a natural isomorphism ExtC,i(L,M) ≃ ExtiC(L,M)
∗∗. In other words, the Ext
spaces between finite-dimensional C-comodules in the category of arbitrary C-contra-
modules are the completions of the Ext spaces in the category of finite-dimensional
C-comodules with respect to the profinite-dimensional topology.
A.2. Nakayama’s Lemma. A coalgebra is called cosimple if it has no nontrivial
proper subcoalgebras. A coalgebra C is called cosemisimple if it is a union of finite-
dimensional coalgebras dual to semisimple k-algebras, or equivalently, if abelian the
category of (left or right) C-comodules is semisimple. Any cosemisimple coalgebra
can be decomposed into an (infinite) direct sum of cosimple coalgebras in a unique
way. For any coalgebra C, let Css denote its maximal cosemisimple subcoalgebra; it
contains all other cosemisimple subcoalgebras of C.
Lemma 1. Let C be a coalgebra over a field k and P be a nonzero left C-contra-
module. Then the image of the space Homk(C/C
ss,P) under the contraaction map
Homk(C,P) −→ P is not equal to P.
Proof. Notice that the coalgebra without counit D = C/Css is conilpotent, that is any
element of D is annihilated by the iterated comultiplication map D −→ D⊗n with a
large enough n. We will show that for any contramodule P over a conilpotent coal-
gebra D surjectivity of the map Homk(D,P) −→ P implies vanishing of P. Indeed,
assume that the contraaction map piP of a D-contramodule P is surjective. Let p
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be an element of P; it is equal to piP(f1) for a certain map f1 : D −→ P. Since the
map piP is surjective, the map f1 can be lifted to a certain map D −→ Homk(D,P),
which supplies a map f2 : D ⊗k D −→ P. So one constructs a sequence of maps
fi : D
⊗i −→ P such that fi−1 = piP,1(fi), where piP,1 signifies the application of piP at
the first tensor factor of D⊗i. Set gi = µD,2..i(fi) = fi ◦ µD,2..i, where µD,2..i denotes
the tensor product of the identity map D −→ D with the iterated comultiplication
map D −→ D⊗i−1. Then gi is a map D ⊗ D −→ P defined for each i > 2. We
have piP,1(gi) = µD,1..i−1(fi−1) and µD(gi) = µD,1..i(fi). Notice that by conilpotency
of the coalgebra D the series
∑∞
i=2 gi converges in the sense of point-wise limit of
functions D ⊗k D −→ P, and even of functions D −→ Homk(D,P). (As always,
we presume the identification Homk(U ⊗k V, W ) = Homk(V,Homk(U,W )) when we
consider left contramodules.) Therefore, piP,1
(∑∞
i=2 gi
)
=
∑∞
i=2 µD,1..i−1(fi−1) and
µD
(∑∞
i=2 gi
)
=
∑∞
i=2 µD,1..i(fi), hence piP,1
(∑∞
i=2 gi
)
− µD
(∑∞
i=2 gi
)
= f1. By the
contraassociativity equation, it follows that p = piP(f1) = 0. 
Lemma 2. Let coalgebra C be the direct sum of a family of coalgebras Cα. Then
any left contramodule P over C is the product of a uniquely defined family of left
contramodules Pα over Cα.
Proof. Uniqueness and functoriality is clear, since the componentPα can be recovered
as the image of the projector corresponding to the linear function on C that is equal
to the counit on Cα and vanishes on Cβ for all β 6= α. Existence is obvious for
a free C-contramodule. Now suppose that a C-contramodule Q is the product of
Cα-contramodules Qα; let us show that any subcontramodule R ⊂ Q is the product
of its images Rα under the projections Q −→ Qα. Let rα be a family of elements
of R. Consider the linear map f : C −→ R whose restriction to Cα is equal to the
composition Cα −→ k −→ R of the counit of Cα and the map sending 1 ∈ k to rα.
Set r = piR(f). Then the image of the element r under the projection R −→ Rα is
equal to the image of rα under this projection. Thus R is identified with the product
of Rα. It remains to notice that any C-contramodule is isomorphic to the quotient
contramodule of a free contramodule by one of its subcontramodules. 
Corollary. For any coalgebra C and any nonzero contramodule P over C there exists
a finite-dimensional (and even cosimple) subcoalgebra U ⊂ C such that the image of
Homk(C/U,P) under the contraaction map Homk(C,P) −→ P is not equal to P.
Proof. By Lemma 1, the image of the map Homk(C/C
ss,P) −→ P is not equal to P.
Denote this image by Q; it is a subcontramodule of P and the quotient contramodule
P/Q is a contramodule over Css. By Lemma 2, there exists a cosimple subcoalgebra
Cα of C
ss such that P/Q has a nonzero quotient which is a contramodule over Cα. 
Lemma 3. Let C0 ⊂ C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ C be a coalgebra with an increasing sequence of
subcoalgebras. For a C-contramodule P, denote by GiP the image of the contraaction
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map Homk(C/Ci,P) −→ P. Then for any C-contramodule P the natural map P −→
lim
←−i
P/GiP is surjective.
Proof. The assertion is obvious for a free C-contramodule. Represent an arbitrary
C-contramodule P as the quotient contramodule Q/K of a free C-contramodule Q.
Since the maps GiQ −→ GiP are surjective, there are short exact sequences 0 −→
K/K ∩ GiQ −→ Q/GiQ −→ P/GiP −→ 0. Passing to the projective limits, we see
that the map lim
←−i
Q/GiQ −→ lim
←−i
P/GiP is surjective. 
When C =
⋃
i Ci, it follows, in particular, that K ≃ lim←−i
K/GiK for any C-contra-
module K which is a subcontramodule of a projective C-contramodule.
A.3. Contraflat contramodules.
Lemma. Let C be a coalgebra over a field k. Then a left C-contramodule is contraflat
if and only if it is projective.
Proof. For any C-contramodule Q and any subcoalgebra V ⊂ C denote by VQ =
coker(HomC(C/V,Q) → Q) ≃ CohomC(V,Q) the maximal quotient contramodule
of Q that is a contramodule over V. The key step is to construct for any Css-contra-
moduleR a projective C-contramodule Q such that C
ss
Q ≃ R. By Lemma A.2.2, R is
a product of contramodules over cosimple components Cα of C
ss. Any contramodule
over Cα is, in turn, a direct sum of copies of the unique irreducible Cα-contramodule.
Hence it suffices to consider the case of an irreducible Cα-contramodule R. Let eα be
an idempotent element of the algebra C∗α such that R is isomorphic to C
∗
αeα. Consider
the idempotent linear function ess on C
ss equal to eα on Cα and zero on Cβ for all
β 6= α. It is well-known that for any surjective map of rings A −→ B whose kernel is
a nil ideal in A any idempotent element of B can be lifted to an idempotent element
of A. Using this fact for finite-dimensional algebras and Zorn’s Lemma, one can
show that any idempotent linear function on Css can be extended to an idempotent
linear function on C. Let e be an idempotent linear function on C extending ess;
set Q = C∗e. Then one has C
ss
Q ≃ (C
ss
C∗)e ≃ Css∗ess ≃ R as desired. Now let P
be a contraflat left C-contramodule. Consider a projective left C-contramodule Q
such that C
ss
Q ≃ C
ss
P. Since Q is projective, the map Q −→ C
ss
P can be lifted to
a C-contramodule morphism f : Q −→ P. Since C
ss
(coker f) = coker(C
ss
f) = 0, it
follows from Lemma A.2.1 that the morphism f is surjective; it remains to show that
f is injective. For any right comodule N over a subcoalgebra U ⊂ C there is a natural
isomorphism N ⊙C P ≃ N ⊙U
UP, hence the U-contramodule UP is contraflat. Now
let U be a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra; then UP is a flat left U∗-module. Denote
by K the kernel of the map Uf : UQ −→ UP. For any right U∗-module N we have a
short exact sequence 0 −→ N ⊗U∗ K −→ N ⊗U∗
UQ −→ N ⊗U∗
UP −→ 0. Since for
any cosimple subcoalgebra Uα ⊂ U the map U
∗
α ⊗U∗
Uf = Uαf is an isomorphism, we
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can conclude that the module U∗α ⊗U∗ K =
U∗αK is zero. It follows that K = 0 and
the map Uf is an isomorphism. Finally, let K be the kernel of the map Q −→ P.
Since Uf is an isomorphism, the subcontramodule K ⊂ Q is contained in the image
of Homk(C/U,Q) in Q for any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra U ⊂ C. But the
intersection of such images is zero, because the Q is a projective C-contramodule. 
Remark. Much more generally, one can define left contramodules over an arbitrary
complete and separated topological ring R where open right ideals form a base of
neighborhoods of zero (cf. [6]). Namely, for any set X let R[X ] denote the set of all
formal linear combinations of elements of X with coefficients coverging to zero in R,
i. e., the set of all formal sums
∑
x∈X rxx, with rx ∈ R such that for any neighborhood
of zero U ⊂ R one has rx ∈ U for all but a finite number of elements x ∈ X . Then
for any set X there is a natural map of “opening the parentheses” R[R[X ]] −→ R[X ]
assigning a formal linear combination to a formal linear combination of formal linear
combinations; it is well-defined in view of our condition on R. There is also a map
X −→ R[X ] defined in terms of the unit element of R; taken together, these two
natural maps make the functor X 7−→ R[X ] a monad on the category of sets. Left
contramodules over R are, by the definition, modules over this monad. One can see
that the category of left R-contramodules is abelian and there is a forgetful functor
from it to the category of R-modules; this functor is exact and preserves infinite prod-
ucts. For example, when R = Zl is the topological ring of l-adic integers, the category
of R-contramodules is isomorphic to the category of weakly l-complete abelian groups
in the sense of Jannsen [28], i. e., abelian groups P such that ExtiZ(Z[l
−1], P ) = 0
for i = 0, 1. When R is a topological algebra over a field, the above definition of an
R-contramodule is equivalent to the definition given in D.5.2. Now if T is a topo-
logical ring without unit satisfying the above condition, and T is pronilpotent, that
is for any neiborhood of zero U ⊂ T there exists n such that T n ⊂ U , then any left
T -contramodule P such that the contraaction map T [P ] −→ P is surjective vanishes.
Besides, any left contramodule over the topological product R of a family of rings
(with units) Rα satisfying the above condition is naturally the product of a family of
left Rα-contramodules. Finally, let R be a topological ring satisfying the above con-
dition and endowed with a decreasing filtration R ⊃ G1R ⊃ G2R ⊃ · · · by closed left
ideals such that any neighborhood of zero in R contains GiR for large i. For any left
R-contramodule P , denote by GiP the image of the contraaction map GiR[P ] −→ P ;
then the natural map P −→ lim
←−i
P/GiP is surjective. The proofs of these assertions
are analogous to those of Lemmas A.2.1–A.2.3. When open two-sided ideals form
a base of neighborhoods of zero in R and the discrete quotient rings of R are right
Artinian, a left R-contramodule P is projective if and only if for any open two-sided
ideal J ⊂ R the cokernel of the contraaction map J [P ] −→ P is a projective left
R/J-module. The proof of this result is analogous to that of Lemma A.3. It follows
that the class of projective left R-contramodules is closed under infinite products
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under these assumptions. For a profinite ring R (defined equivalently as a projective
limit of finite rings endowed with the topology of projective limit or as a profinite
abelian group endowed with a continuous associative multiplication with unit) one
can even obtain the comodule-contramodule correspondence. Namely, the coderived
category of discrete left R-modules is equivalent to the contraderived category of
left R-contramodules; this equivalence is constructed in the way analogous to 0.2.6
with the role of a coalgebra C played by the discrete R-R-bimodule of continuous
abelian group homomorphisms R −→ Q/Z. More generally, let R be a topological
ring where open two-sided ideals form a base of neighborhods of zero and the discrete
quotient rings are right Artinian. A pseudo-compact right R-module is a topolog-
ical right R-module whose open submodules form a base of neighborhoods of zero
and discrete quotient modules have finite length. The category of pseudo-compact
right R-modules is an abelian category with exact functors of infinite products and
enough projectives; the projective pseudo-compact right R-modules are the direct
summands of infinite products of copies of the pseudo-compact right R-module R.
There is a natural anti-equivalence between the contraderived categories of pseudo-
compact right R-modules and left R-contramodules provided by the derived functors
of pseudo-compact module and contramodule homomorphisms into R.
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Appendix B. Comparison with Arkhipov’s Ext∞/2+∗
and Sevostyanov’s Tor∞/2+∗
Semi-infinite cohomology of associative algebras was introduced by S. Arkhipov [1,
2]; later A. Sevostyanov studied it in [43]. The constructions of derived functors
SemiTor and SemiExt in this book are based on three key ideas which were not known
in the ’90s: namely, (i) the notion of a semialgebra and the functors of semitensor
product and semihomomorphisms; (ii) the constructions of adjusted objects from
Lemmas 1.3.3 and 3.3.3; and (iii) the definitions of semiderived categories. We have
discussed already Sevostyanov’s substitute for (i) in 10.4 and mentioned Arkhipov’s
substitute for (ii) in 10.3.5. Here we consider Arkhipov’s substitute for (i) and suggest
an Arkhipov and Sevostyanov-style substitute for (iii). Combining these together,
we obtain comparison results relating out SemiExt to Arkhipov’s Ext∞/2+∗ and our
SemiTor to Sevostyanov’s Tor∞/2+∗.
Throughout this appendix we will freely use the notation and remarks of 11.1.
B.1. Algebras R and R#.
B.1.1. Let R be a graded associative algebra over a field k endowed with a pair of
subalgebrasK and B ⊂ R. Assume that all the componentsKi are finite dimensional,
Ki = 0 for i large negative, and Bi = 0 for i large positive. Set Ci = K
∗
−i and
C =
⊕
i Ci; this is the coalgebra graded dual to the algebra K. The coalgebra
structure on C exists due to the conditions imposed on the grading of K. There is a
natural pairing φ : C⊗k K −→ k satisfying the conditions of 10.1.2.
Notice that a structure of graded (left or right) C-comodule on a graded k-vector
space M with Mi = 0 for i≫ 0 is the same that a structure of graded (left or right)
K-module on M . Analogously, a structure of graded (left or right) C-contramodule
on a graded k-vector space P with Pi = 0 for i ≪ 0 is the same that a structure of
graded (left or right) K-module on P . Indeed, one has Homgrk (C, P ) ≃ K ⊗k P .
Furthermore, assume that the multiplication map K⊗kB −→ R is an isomorphism
of graded vector spaces. The algebra R is uniquely determined by the algebras K
and B and the “permutation” map B ⊗k K −→ K ⊗k B obtained by restricting the
multiplication map R ⊗k R −→ R ≃ K ⊗k B to the subspace B ⊗k K ⊂ R ⊗k R.
Transfering the tensor factors K to the other sides of this arrow, one obtains a map
C ⊗k B −→ Hom
gr
k (K,B) given by the formula c ⊗ b 7−→ (k
′ 7→ (φ ⊗ idB)(c ⊗ bk
′)),
where the graded Hom space in the right hand side is defined, as always, as direct sum
of the spaces of homogeneous maps of various degrees. By the conditions imposed on
the gradings of K and B, we have B ⊗k C ≃ Hom
gr
k (K,B), so we get a homogeneous
map ψ : C ⊗k B −→ B ⊗k C. One can check that the map ψ is a right entwining
structure for the graded coalgebra C and the graded algebra B over k.
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Conversely, if the map ψ corresponding to a “permutation” map B⊗kK −→ K⊗kB
satisfies the entwining structure equations, then the latter map can be extended to
an associative algebra structure on R = K ⊗k B with subalgebras K and B ⊂ R.
However, not every homogeneous map C⊗kB −→ B⊗k C comes from a homogeneous
map B ⊗k K −→ K ⊗k B.
In the described situation the constructions of 10.2 and 10.3 produce the same
graded semialgebra C ⊗K R = S ≃ C ⊗k B. The pairing φ : C ⊗k K −→ k is non-
degenerate in C, so the functor ∆φ is fully faithful and in order to show that the
construction of 10.2 works one only has to check that there exists a right C-comodule
structure on C⊗K R inducing the given right K-module structure. This is so because
Si = 0 for i≫ 0 according to the conditions imposed on the gradings of K and B.
B.1.2. Now suppose that we are given two graded algebras R and R# with the same
two graded subalgebras K, B ⊂ R and K, B ⊂ R# such that the multiplication
maps K⊗kB −→ R and B⊗kK −→ R
# are isomorphisms of vector spaces. Assume
that dimkKi < ∞ for all i, Ki = 0 for i ≪ 0, and Bi = 0 for i ≫ 0. Furthermore,
assume that the right entwining structure ψ : C ⊗k B −→ B ⊗k C coming from the
“permutation” map in R and the left entwining structure ψ# : B ⊗k C −→ C ⊗k B
coming from the “permutation” map in R# are inverse to each other.
Then there are isomorphisms of graded semialgebras S = C ⊗K R ≃ C ⊗k B ≃
B ⊗k C ≃ R
# ⊗K C = S
#, which allow one to describe left and right S-semimodules
and S-semicontramodules in terms of left and right R-modules and R#-modules. In
particular, S has a natural structure of graded R#-R-bimodule.
By the graded version of the result of 10.2.2, a structure of graded right S-semi-
module on a graded k-vector space N with Ni = 0 for i ≫ 0 is the same that a
structure of graded right R-module on N . A structure of graded left S-semimodule
on a graded k-vector space M with Mi = 0 for i≫ 0 is the same that a structure of
graded left R#-module on M . A structure of graded left S-semicontramodule on a
graded k-vector space P with Pi = 0 for i≪ 0 is the same that a structure of graded
left R-module on P . In other words, there are isomorphisms of the corresponding
categories of graded modules and homogeneous morphisms between them.
Besides, for any graded rightR-moduleN withNi = 0 for i≫ 0 and any graded left
R-module P with Pi = 0 for i≪ 0 there is a natural isomorphism N⊚
gr
S P ≃ N⊗RP .
Indeed, one has N ⊙gr
C
P ≃ N ⊗K P and (N 
gr
C
S)⊙gr
C
P ≃ N ⊗K R⊗K P .
B.1.3. A graded K-module M with Mi = 0 for i ≫ 0 is injective as a graded
C-comodule if and only if it is injective as a graded K-module and if and only if it
is injective in the category of graded K-modules with the same restriction on the
grading. Analogously, a graded K-module P with Pi = 0 for i≪ 0 is projective as a
graded C-contramodule if and only if it is projective as a graded K-module and if and
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only if it is projective in the category of graded K-modules with the same restriction
on the grading.
By the graded version of Proposition 6.2.1(a), for any graded right R-module N
with Ni = 0 for i ≫ 0 and any K-injective graded left R
#-module M with Mi = 0
for i≫ 0 there are natural isomorphisms
N ♦gr
S
M ≃ N ⊚gr
S
Ψgr
S
(M) ≃ N ⊚gr
S
Homgr
R#
(S,M).
Analogously, for any K-injective graded right R-module N with Ni = 0 for i≫ 0 and
any graded left R#-module M with Mi = 0 for i≫ 0 there is a natural isomorphism
N ♦gr
S
M ≃M ⊚gr
Sop
HomgrRop(S, N)
The contratensor products in the right hand sides of these formulas cannot be in
general replaced by the tensor product over R and R#, as the graded S-semicontra-
module ΨgrS (M) does not have zero components in large negative degrees. In this
situation the contratensor product is a certain quotient space of the tensor product.
By the graded version of Proposition 6.2.3(a), for any K-injective graded left
R#-module M with Mi = 0 for i ≫ 0 and any graded left R-module P with Pi = 0
for i≪ 0 there are natural isomorphisms
SemiHomgrS (M,P ) ≃ Hom
S
gr(Ψ
gr
S (M), P ) ≃ Hom
S
gr(Hom
gr
R#
(S,M), P ).
Here the homomorphisms of graded S-semicontramodules again cannot be replaced
by homomorphisms of graded left R-modules. The former homomorphism spaces are
certain subspaces of the latter ones.
By the graded version of Proposition 6.2.2(a), for any graded left R#-module M
with Mi = 0 for i≫ 0 and any K-projective graded left R-module P with Pi = 0 for
i≪ 0 there are natural isomorphisms
SemiHomgrS (M,P ) ≃ Hom
gr
S (M,Φ
gr
S (P )) ≃ Hom
gr
R#
(M, S⊗grR P ).
Here the homomorphisms of graded left S-semimodules can be replaced by the ho-
momorphisms of graded left R#-modules, since the functor ∆φ is fully faithful, and
consequently so is the functor ∆φ,f .
All of these formulas except the last one have ungraded versions:
N ♦S M ≃ N ⊚S HomR#(S,M), N ♦S M ≃M ⊚Sop HomRop(S, N),
SemiHomS(M,P ) ≃ Hom
S(HomR#(S,M), P )
under the appropriate K-injectivity conditions.
B.2. Finite-dimensional case. When the subalgebra K ⊂ R is finite-dimensional,
the algebra R# can be constructed without any reference to the grading or the com-
plementary subalgebra B.
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B.2.1. Let K be a finite-dimensional k-algebra and C = K∗ be the coalgebra dual to
K. Then the categories of left C-comodules and left C-contramodules are isomorphic
to the category of leftK-modules and the category of right C-comodules is isomorphic
to the category of right K-modules.
The adjoint functors ΦC and ΨC can be therefore considered as adjoint endofunctors
on the category of left K-modules defined by the formulas P 7−→ C⊗K P andM 7−→
K C M ≃ HomK(C,M). The restrictions of these functors define an equivalence
between the categories of projective and injective left K-modules.
By Proposition 1.2.3(a-b), the mutually inverse equivalences P 7−→ C ⊗K P and
M 7−→ K CM between the category of K-K-bicomodules that are projective as left
K-modules and the category ofK-K-bicomodules that are injective as leftK-modules
transforms the functor of tensor product over K in the former category into the
functor of cotensor product over C in the latter one. In other words, these two tensor
categories are equivalent, and therefore there is a correspondence between ring objects
in the former and the latter tensor category.
B.2.2. Let K be a finite-dimensional k-algebra and K −→ R be a morphism of
k-algebras. By the above argument, if R is a projective leftK-module, then the tensor
product S = C ⊗K R has a natural structure of semialgebra over C. Furthermore,
if S is an injective right K-module, then the cotensor product R# = S C K has a
natural structure of k-algebra endowed with a k-algebra morphism K −→ R#. In
this case the semialgebra S can be also obtained as the tensor product R# ⊗K C.
By the result of 10.2.2, a structure of right S-semimodule on a k-vector space N
is the same that a structure of right R-module on N . A structure of left S-semi-
module on a k-vector space M is the same that a structure of left R#-module on
M . A structure of left S-semicontramodule on a k-vector space P is the same that
a structure of left R-module on P . In other words, the corresponding categories are
isomorphic. Besides, for any right R-module N and any left R-module P there is a
natural isomorphism N ⊚S P ≃ N ⊗R P (see 10.2.3).
Remark. The case of a Frobenius algebra K is of special interest. In this case the
k-algebra R# is isomorphic to the k-algebra R, but the k-algebra morphismsK −→ R
and K −→ R# differ by the Frobenius automorphism of K.
B.2.3. By Proposition 6.2.1(a), for any right R-module N and any K-injective left
R-module M there are natural isomorphisms
N ♦S M ≃ N ⊚S ΨS(M) ≃ N ⊗R HomR#(S,M).
Analogously, for any K-injective right R-module N and any left R#-module M there
is a natural isomorphism
N ♦S M ≃ HomRop(S, N)⊗R# M.
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By Proposition 6.2.3(a), for anyK-injective left R#-moduleM and any left R-module
P there are natural isomorphisms
SemiHomS(M,P ) ≃ Hom
S(ΨS(M), P ) ≃ HomR(HomR#(S,M), P ).
By Proposition 6.2.2(a), for any left R#-module M and any K-projective left
R-module P there are natural isomorphisms
SemiHomS(M,P ) ≃ HomS(M,ΦS(P )) ≃ HomR#(M, S⊗R P ).
All of these formulas have obvious graded versions.
B.3. Semijective complexes. Let S be a graded semialgebra over a graded coalge-
bra C over a field k. Suppose that Si = 0 = Ci for i > 0 and C0 = k. Assume also that
S is an injective left and right graded C-comodule. Let C–comod↓ and comod↓–C de-
note the categories of C-comodules graded by nonpositive integers, C–contra↑ denote
the category of left C-comodules graded by nonnegative integers, S–simod↓, simod↓–S,
and S–sicntr↑ denote the categories of graded S-semimodules and S-semicontramod-
ules with analogously bounded grading.
Any acyclic complex over C–comod↓ is coacyclic with respect to C–comod↓. Analo-
gously, any acyclic complex over C–contra↑ is contraacyclic with respect to C–contra↑.
Indeed, let K• be an acyclic complex of nonpositively graded C-comodules. As be-
fore, we denote by upper indices the homological grading and by lower indices the
internal grading. Introduce an increasing filtration on K• by the complexes of graded
subcomodules FnK
j =
⊕
i>−nK
j
i . Then the acyclic complexes of trivial C-comodules
FnK
•/Fn−1K
• are clearly coacyclic.
So we have Dsi(S–simod↓) = D(S–simod↓) and Dsi(S–sicntr↑) = D(S–sicntr↑).
A complex M• over C–comod↓ is called injective if the complex of homogeneous
homomorphisms into M• from any acyclic complex over C–comod↓ is acyclic. In
this case the complex of homogeneous homomorphisms into M• from any acyclic
complex over C–comodgr is also acyclic. Analogously, a complex P• over C–contra↑
is called projective if the complex of homogeneous homomorphisms from P• into any
acyclic complex over C–contra↑ is acyclic. In this case the complex of homogeneous
homomorphisms from P• into any acyclic complex over C–contragr is also acyclic.
By Lemma 5.4, any complex of injective objects in C–comod↓ is injective and any
complex of projective objects in C–contra↑ is projective.
A complex M• over S–simod↓ is called quite S/C-projective if the complex of ho-
mogeneous homomorphisms from M• into any C-contractible complex over S–simod↓
is acyclic. Equivalently, M• should belong to the minimal triangulated subcate-
gory of Hot(S–simod↓) containing the complexes of graded semimodules induced from
complexes over C–comod↓ and closed under infinite direct sums. Indeed, any quite
S/C-projective complex of graded S-semimodules is homotopy equivalent to the total
complex of its bar resolution.
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Analogously, a complex P• over S–sicntr↑ is called quite S/C-injective if the com-
plex of homogeneous homomorphisms into P• from any C-contractible complex over
S–sicntr↑ is acyclic. Equivalently, P• should belong to the minimal triangulated sub-
category of Hot(S–sicntr↑) containing the complexes of graded semicontramodules
coinduced from complexes over C–contra↑ and closed under infinite products.
A complex M• over S–simod↓ is called semijective if it is C-injective and quite
S/C-projective. Analogously, a complex P• over S–sicntr↑ is called semijective if it
is C-projective and quite S/C-injective. Clearly, any acyclic semijective complex of
semimodules or semicontramodules is contractible.
By the graded version of Remark 6.4, any semiprojective complex of nonpositively
graded C-injective S-semimodules is semijective and any semiinjective complex of
nonnegatively graded C-projective S-semicontramodules is semijective. Hence the
homotopy category of semijective complexes over S–simod↓ or S–sicntr↑ is equiva-
lent to the derived category D(S–simod↓) or D(S–sicntr↑), any semijective complex is
semiprojective or semiinjective, and one can use semijective complexes to compute
the derived functors SemiTorS and SemiExtS.
B.4. Explicit resolutions. Let us return to the situation of B.1.2, but make the
stronger assumptions that dimkKi < ∞ for all i, Ki = 0 for i < 0, K0 = k, and
Bi = 0 for i > 0. Set Ci = K
∗
−i and S = C⊗K R ≃ R
# ⊗K C = S
#.
B.4.1. For any complex of nonnegatively graded left R-modules P • denote by L2(P
•)
the total complex of the reduced relative bar complex
· · · −−→ R⊗B R/B ⊗B R/B ⊗B P
• −−→ R⊗B R/B ⊗B P
• −−→ R⊗B P
•.
It does not matter whether to construct this total complex by taking infinite direct
sums or infinite products in the category of graded R-modules, as the two total
complexes coincide. The complex L2(P
•) is a complex of K-projective nonnegatively
graded left R-modules quasi-isomorphic to the complex P •.
For any complex of nonpositively graded left R#-modules M• denote by L3(M
•)
the total complex of the reduced relative bar complex
· · · −−→ R#⊗KR
#/K⊗KR
#/K⊗KM
• −−→ R#⊗KR
#/K⊗KM
• −−→ R#⊗KM
•,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. The complex L3(M
•)
is a quite S/C-projective complex of nonpositively graded left S-semimodules quasi-
isomorphic to the complex M•.
By 4.8 and B.1.3, the complex Homgr
R#
(L3(M
•), S ⊗grR L2(P
•)) represents the ob-
ject SemiExtgrS (M
•, P •) in D(k–vectgr). We have reproduced Arkhipov’s explicit com-
plex [1, 2] computing Ext
∞/2+∗
R (M
•, P •).
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B.4.2. For any complex of nonpositively graded left R#-modules M• denote by
R2(M
•) the total complex of the reduced relative cobar complex
HomgrB (R
#,M•) −−→ HomgrB (R
#/B ⊗B R, M
•)
−−→ HomgrB (R
#/B ⊗B R
#/B ⊗B R, M
•) −−→ · · ·
It does not matter whether to construct this total complex by taking infinite direct
sums or infinite products in the category of graded R#-modules, as the two total
complexes coincide. The complex R2(M
•) is a complex of K-injective nonpositively
graded left R#-modules quasi-isomorphic to the complex M•.
For any complex of K-injective nonpositively graded left R#-modulesM• the com-
plex L3(M
•) defined in B.4.1 is a semiprojective complex of C-injective left S-semi-
modules, since it is isomorphic to the total complex of the reduced bar complex
· · · −−→ S C S/C C S/C C M
• −−→ S C S/C C M
• −−→ S C M
•
and the left C-comodule S/C is injective in our assumptions.
Let N• be a complex of nonpositively graded right R-modules and M• be a com-
plex of nonpositively graded left R#-modules. By 10.4, the complex N•⊗CBL3R2(M
•)
represents the object SemiTorSgr(N
•,M•) in D(k–vectgr). We have reproduced
Sevostyanov’s explicit complex [43] computing TorR∞/2+∗(N
•,M•).
B.5. Explicit resolutions for a finite-dimensional subalgebra. Let us consider
the situation of an associative algebra R endowed with a pair of subalgebras K and
B ⊂ R such that the multiplication map K ⊗k B −→ R is an isomorphism of vector
spaces and K is a finite-dimensional algebra. Let C = K∗ be the coalgebra dual
to K. Then the construction of B.1.1–B.1.2 is applicable, e. g., with R endowed by
the trivial grading, and whenever the entwining map ψ : B⊗k C −→ C⊗kB turns out
to be invertible, this construction produces an algebra R# with subalgebras K and B
and isomorphisms of semialgebras S = C⊗K R ≃ C⊗kB ≃ B⊗k C ≃ R
#⊗K C = S
#.
B.5.1. For any complex of right R-modules N• denote by R2(N
•) the total complex
of the reduced relative cobar complex
HomBop(R,N
•) −−→ HomBop(R⊗B R/B, N
•)
−−→ HomBop(R ⊗B R/B ⊗B R/B, N
•) −−→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. The complex R2(N
•)
is a complex of K-injective right R-modules and the cone of the morphism N• −→
R2(N
•) is K-coacyclic (and even R-coacyclic). For any complex of left R#-modules
M• the complex R2(M
•) is constructed in the analogous way.
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For any complex of left R-modules P • denote by L2(P
•) the total complex of the
reduced relative bar complex
· · · −−→ R⊗B R/B ⊗B R/B ⊗B P
• −−→ R⊗B R/B ⊗B P
• −−→ R⊗B P
•,
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals. The complex L2(P
•) is a
complex of K-projective left R-modules and the cone of the morphism L2(P
•) −→ P •
is K-contraacyclic (and even R-contraacyclic).
For any complex of right R-modules N• denote by L3(N
•) the total complex of the
reduced relative bar complex
· · · −−→ N• ⊗K R/K ⊗K R/K ⊗K R −−→ N
• ⊗K R/K ⊗K R −−→ N
• ⊗K R,
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. The complex L3(N
•) is
a quite S/C-projective complex of right S-semimodules and the cone of the morphism
L3(N
•) −→ N• is C-contractible. Whenever N• is a complex of C-injective right
S-semimodules, L3(N
•) is a semiprojective complex of C-injective right S-semimod-
ules, as it was explained in B.4.2. For a complex of left R#-modules M• the complex
L3(M
•) is constructed in the analogous way.
For any complex of left R-modules P • denote by R3(P
•) the total complex of the
reduced relative cobar complex
HomK(R,P
•) −−→ HomK(R/K ⊗K R, P
•)
−−→ HomK(R/K ⊗K R/K ⊗K R, M
•) −−→ · · · ,
constructed by taking infinite products along the diagonals. The complex R3(P
•)
is a quite S/C-injective complex of left S-semicontramodules and the cone of the
morphism P • −→ R3(P
•) is C-contractible. Whenever P • is a complex of C-pro-
jective left S-semicontramodules, R3(P
•) is a semiinjective complex of C-projective
right S-semimodules, since it is isomorphic to the total complex of the reduced cobar
complex
CohomC(S, P
•) −−→ CohomC(S/C C S, P
•)
−−→ CohomC(S/C C S/C C S, P
•) −−→ · · ·
and the right C-comodule S/C is injective in our assumptions.
B.5.2. One can use these resolutions in various ways to compute the derived functors
SemiTorS, SemiExtS, ΨS, ΦS, ExtS, Ext
S, and CtrTorS.
Specifically, for any complex of right R-modules N• and any complex of left
R#-modules M• the object SemiTorS(N•,M•) in D(k–vect) is represented by either
of the four complexes
N• ⊗R HomR#(S,L3R2(M
•)), L3(N
•)⊗R HomR#(S,R2(M
•)),
HomRop(S,L3R2(N
•))⊗R# M
•, HomRop(S,R2(N
•))⊗R# L3(M
•)
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according to the formulas of B.2.3 and the results of 2.8. For any complex of left
R#-modulesM• and any complex of left R-modules P • the object SemiExtS(M
•, P •)
in D(k–vect) is represented by either of the four complexes
HomR(HomR#(S,L3R2(M
•)), P •), HomR(HomR#(S,R2(M
•)),R3(P
•)),
HomR#(M
•, S⊗R R3L2(P
•)), HomR#(L3(M
•), S⊗R L2(P
•))
according to the formulas of B.2.3 and the results of 4.8.
One can also use the constructions of 10.4 instead of the formulas B.2.3.
For any complex of left R#-modules M• the object ΨS(M
•) in Dsi(S–sicntr) is
represented by the complex of left R-modules HomR#(S,R2(M
•)). For any complex
of left R-modules P • the object ΦS(P
•) in Dsi(S–simod) is represented by the complex
of left R#-modules S⊗R L2(P
•).
For any complexes of left R#-modules L• and M• the object ExtS(L
•,M•) in
D(k–vect) is represented by the complex HomR#(L3(L
•),R2(M
•)). For any complexes
of left R-modules P • and Q• the object ExtS(P •, Q•) in D(k–vect) is represented by
the complex HomR(L2(P
•),R3(Q
•)). For any complex of right R-modules N• and any
complex of left R-modules P • the object CtrTorS(N•, P •) in D(k–vect) is represented
by the complex L3(N
•)⊗R L2(P
•). These assertions follow from the results of 6.5.
In the situation of B.2.2 (with no complementary subalgebra B) one has to use
the constructions of resolutions R2(N), R2(M), and L2(P ) from the proofs of Theo-
rems 2.6 and 4.6 instead of the constructions of B.5.1.
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Appendix C. Semialgebras Associated to Harish-Chandra Pairs
by Leonid Positselski and Dmitriy Rumynin
Recall that in 10.2 we described the categories of right semimodules and left semi-
contramodules over a semialgebra of the form S = C ⊗K R, but no satisfactory
description of the category of left semimodules over S was found. Here we consider
the situation when C and K are Hopf algebras over a field k, and, under certain
assumptions, construct a Morita equivalence between the semialgebras C ⊗K R and
R ⊗K C. This includes the case of an algebraic Harish-Chandra pair (g, H) with a
smooth affine algebraic group H .
C.1. Two semialgebras.
C.1.1. Let K and C be two Hopf algebras over a field k with invertible antipodes s.
Using Sweedler’s notation [45], we will denote the multiplications in K and C by
x⊗ y 7−→ xy and the comultiplications by x 7−→ x(1)⊗x(2); the units will be denoted
by e and the counits by ε, so that one has s(x(1))x(2) = ε(x)e = x(1)s(x(2)) for
x ∈ K or C. Let 〈 , 〉 : K ⊗k C −→ k be a pairing between K and C such that
〈xy, c〉 = 〈x, c(1)〉〈y, c(2)〉 and 〈x, cd〉 = 〈x(1), c〉〈x(2), d〉 for x, y ∈ K, c, d ∈ C;
besides, one should have 〈x, e〉 = ε(x) and 〈e, c〉 = ε(c). The pairing 〈 , 〉 will be also
presumed to be compatible with the antipodes, 〈s(x), c〉 = 〈x, s(c)〉.
Finally, suppose that we are given an “adjoint” right coaction of C in K de-
noted by x 7→ x[0] ⊗ x[1], satisfying the equations x(1)ys(x(2)) = 〈x, y[1]〉y[0] and
(xy)[0] ⊗ (xy)[1] = x[0]y[0] ⊗ x[1]y[1]; besides, assume that e[0] ⊗ e[1] = e ⊗ e. This
coaction should also satisfy the equations of compatibility with the squares of an-
tipodes (s2x)[0] ⊗ (s
2x)[1] = s
2(x[0]) ⊗ s
−2(x[1]) and compatibility with the pairing
〈s−1(x[0]), c(2)〉s(c(1))c(3)x[1] = 〈s
−1(x), c〉e. When the pairing 〈 , 〉 is nondegenerate
in C, the latter four equations follow from the first one and the previous assumptions.
Indeed, one has 〈y, s2(x)[1]〉(s
2x)[0] = y(1)s
2(x)s(y(2)) = s
2((s−2y)(1)xs((s
−2y)(2))) =
〈s−2(y), x[1]〉s
2(x[0]) = 〈y, s
−2(x[1])〉s
2(x[0]) and 〈s
−1(x[0]), c(2)〉〈y, s(c(1))c(3)x[1]〉 =
〈s−1(x[0]), c(2)〉〈y(3), x[1]〉〈y(1), s(c(1))〉〈y(2), c(3)〉 = 〈s
−1(y(3)xs(y(4))), c(2)〉〈s(y(1)), c(1)〉
〈y(2), c(3)〉 = 〈s(y(1))y(4)s
−1(x)s−1(y(3))y(2), c〉 = 〈s
−1(x), c〉ε(y); analogously for the
second and the third equations.
C.1.2. Let R be an associative algebra over k endowed with a morphism of algebras
f : K −→ R and a right coaction of the coalgebra C, which we will denote by u 7−→
u[0] ⊗ u[1], u ∈ R. Assume that f is a morphism of right C-comodules and the right
coaction of C in R satisfies the equations f(x)uf(s(x)) = 〈x, u[1]〉u[0] and (uv)[0] ⊗
(uv)[1] = u[0]v[0] ⊗ u[1]v[1] for u, v ∈ R, x ∈ K.
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Define a pairing φr : C ⊗k K −→ k by the formula φr(c, x) = 〈s
−1(x), c〉. The
pairing φr satisfies the conditions of 10.1.2; in particular, it induces a right action of
K in C given by the formula c← x = 〈s−1(x), c(2)〉c(1). Assume that the morphism
of k-algebras f makes R a flat left K-module. We will now apply the construction
of 10.2.1 in order to obtain a semialgebra structure on the tensor product Sr = C⊗KR.
Define a right C-comodule structure on C⊗K R by the formula c⊗K u 7−→ c(1)⊗K
u[0] ⊗ c(2)u[1]. First let us check that this coaction is well-defined. We have (c←
x)⊗ u = 〈s−1x, c(2)〉c(1) ⊗ u 7−→ c(1) ⊗K u[0] ⊗ 〈s
(−1)x, c(3)〉c(2)u[1] and c⊗ f(x)u 7−→
c(1) ⊗K f(x[0])u[0] ⊗ c(2)x[1]u[1] = (c(1) ← x[0]) ⊗K u[0] ⊗ c(2)x[1]u[1] = c(1) ⊗K u[0] ⊗
〈c(2), s
−1(x[0])〉c(3)x[1]u[1]; now 〈s
−1(x), d(2)〉d(1) = 〈s
−1(x[0]), d(3)〉d(1)s(d(2))d(4)x[1] =
〈s−1(x[0], d(1)〉d(2)x[1] for d ∈ C, x ∈ K. Furthermore, this right C-comodule structure
agrees with the right K-module structure on C ⊗K R, since 〈s
−1(x), c(2)u[1]〉c(1) ⊗K
u[0] = 〈s
−1(x(2)), c(2)〉c(1)⊗K 〈s
−1(x(1)), u[1]〉u[0] = (c←x(3))⊗K f(s
−1(x(2)))uf(x(1)) =
c ⊗K uf(x). It is easy to see that this right coaction of C commutes with the left
coaction of C and that the semiunit map C −→ C ⊗K R is a morphism of right
C-comodules. Finally, to show that the semimultiplication map (C ⊗K R) C (C⊗K
R) −→ C⊗K R is a morphism of right C-comodules, one defines a right C-comodule
structure on C⊗KR⊗KR by the formula c⊗Ku⊗K v 7−→ c(1)⊗Ku[0]⊗K v[0]⊗c(2)u[1]v[1]
and checks that both the isomorphism C ⊗K R ⊗K R ≃ (C ⊗K R) C (C ⊗K R) and
the map C⊗K R⊗K R −→ C⊗K R are morphisms of right C-comodules.
C.1.3. Define a pairing φl : K ⊗k C −→ k by the formula φl(x, c) = 〈s(x), c〉. The
pairing φl induces a left action of K in C given by the formula x→ c = 〈s(x), c(1)〉c(2).
Assume that the morphism of k-algebras f makes R a flat right K-module. We
will apply the opposite version of the construction of 10.2.1 in order to obtain a
semialgebra structure on Sl = R⊗K C.
Define a left C-comodule structure on R ⊗K C by the formula u ⊗K c 7−→
c(1)s
−1(u[1])⊗ u[0] ⊗K c(2). This coaction is well-defined, since one has u⊗ (x→ c) =
u ⊗ 〈s(x), c(1)〉c(2) 7−→ 〈s(x), c(1)〉c(2)s
−1(u[1]) ⊗ u[0] ⊗K c(3) and uf(x) ⊗ c 7−→
c(1)s
−1(u[1]x[1]) ⊗ u[0]f(x[0]) ⊗K c(2) = c(1)s
−1(x[1])s
−1(u[1]) ⊗ u[0] ⊗K (x[0] → c(2)) =
〈s(x[0]), c(2)〉c(1)s
−1(x[1])s
−1(u[1]) ⊗ u[0] ⊗K c(3); now the identity 〈s(x), c(1)〉c(2) =
〈s(x[0]), c(2)〉c(1)s
−1(x[1]) follows from the identities 〈s
−1(x), d(2)〉d(1) = 〈s
−1(x[0]), d(1)〉
d(2)x[1] and (s
2x)[0] ⊗ (s
2x)[1] = s
2(x[0]) ⊗ s
−2(x[1]). This left C-comodule structure
agrees with the left K-module structure on R⊗K C, since 〈s(x), c(1)s
−1(u[1]))〉u[0]⊗K
c(2) = 〈s(x(1)), s
−1(u[1])〉 ⊗K 〈s(x(2)), c(1)〉c(2) = 〈x(1), u[1]〉u[0] ⊗K (x(2) → c) =
x(1)us(x(2))x(3) ⊗K c = xu ⊗K c. The rest is analogous to C.1.2; the left
C-comodule structure on R ⊗K R ⊗K C is defined by the formula u ⊗K v ⊗K c 7−→
c(1)s
−1(v[1])s
−1(u[1])⊗ u[0] ⊗K v[0] ⊗K c(2).
C.1.4. According to 10.2.2, the category of right Sr-semimodules is isomorphic to
the category of k-vector spacesN endowed with right C-comodule and right R-module
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structures such that 〈s−1(x), n(1)〉n(0) = nf(x) and (nr)(0)⊗(nr)(1) = n(0)r[0]⊗n(1)r[1]
for n ∈ N, x ∈ K, r ∈ R, where n 7−→ n(0) ⊗ n(1) denotes the right C-coaction map
and n⊗ r 7−→ nr denotes the right R-action map.
Assuming that R is a projective left K-module, the category of left Sr-semicontra-
modules is isomorphic to the category of k-vector spaces P endowed with left C-con-
tramodule and left R-module structures such that piP(c 7→ 〈s
−1(x), c〉p) = f(x)p and
piP(c 7→ r[0]g(cr[1])) = rpiP(g) for p ∈ P, x ∈ K, c ∈ C, r ∈ R, g ∈ Homk(C,P),
where piP denotes the contraaction map and r⊗p −→ rp denotes the left action map.
The category of left Sl-semimodules is isomorphic to the category of k-vector
spaces M endowed with left C-comodule and left R-module structures such that
〈s(x), m(−1)〉m(0) = f(x)m and (rm)(−1) ⊗ (rm)(0) = m(−1)s
−1(r[1]) ⊗ r[0]m[0] for
m ∈M, x ∈ K, r ∈ R, where m 7−→ m(−1) ⊗m(0) denotes the left C-coaction map
and r ⊗m 7−→ rm denotes the left R-action map.
C.2. Morita equivalence.
C.2.1. Let E be a k-vector space endowed with a C-C-bicomodule structure and a
right C-module structure satisfying the equation (jc)(−1)⊗(jc)(0)⊗(jc)(1) = j(−1)c(1)⊗
j(0)c(2)⊗ j(1)c(3) for j ∈ E, c ∈ C, where j 7−→ j(−1)⊗ j(0)⊗ j(1) denotes the bicoaction
map and j ⊗ c 7−→ jc denotes the right action map.
In particular, E is a right Hopf module [45] over C, hence E is isomorphic to the
tensor product E ⊗k C as a right C-comodule and a right C-module, where E is a
k-vector space which can be defined as the subspace in E consisting of all i ∈ E
such that i(0) ⊗ i(1) = i ⊗ e. One can see that E is a left C-subcomodule in E, so
E can be identified with the tensor product E ⊗k C endowed with the bicoaction
(i⊗ c)(−1) ⊗ (i⊗ c)(0) ⊗ (i⊗ c)(1) = i(−1)c(1) ⊗ (i(0) ⊗ c(2))⊗ c(3) and the right action
(i⊗ c)d = i⊗ cd. Besides, the isomorphism E ⊗k C ≃ C⊗k E given by the formulas
i ⊗ c 7−→ i(−1)c ⊗ i(0) and c ⊗ i 7−→ i(0) ⊗ s
−1(i(−1))c identifies E with the tensor
product C ⊗k E endowed with the bicoaction (c ⊗ i)(−1) ⊗ (c ⊗ i)(0) ⊗ (c ⊗ i)(1) =
c(1) ⊗ (c(2) ⊗ i(0))⊗ s
−1(i(−1))c(3) and the right action (c⊗ i)d = cd⊗ i.
C.2.2. The pairings φl and φr induce left and right actions of K in E given by the
formulas x→ j = 〈s(x), j(−1)〉j(0) and j ← x = 〈s
−1(x), j(1)〉j(0) for j ∈ E, x ∈ K.
Assume that these two actions satisfy the equation
x[0]→ (jx[1]) = j← x, or equivalently, x→ j = (js
−1(x[1]))← x[0].
Let us construct an isomorphism E⊗KR ≃ R⊗K E. Set the map E⊗KR −→ R⊗K E
to be given by the formula j⊗K u 7−→ u[0]⊗K ju[1] and the map R⊗K E −→ E⊗K R
to be given by the formula u⊗K j 7−→ js
−1(u[1])⊗K u[0] for j ∈ E, u ∈ R. We have
to check that these maps are well-defined.
One has x → (jc) = 〈s(x), j(−1)c(1)〉j(0)c(1) = 〈s(x(2)), j(−1)〉〈s(x(1))c(1)〉j(0)c(1) =
(x(2) → j)(x(1) → c). Therefore, 〈x(1), d(1)〉x(2) → (jd(2)) = (x(3) → j)(x(2) →
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(s−1(x(1))→ d)) = (x→ j)d. Now we have (j← x) ⊗ u 7−→ u[0] ⊗K (j← x)u[1] and
j ⊗ f(x)u 7−→ f(x[0])u[0]⊗K jx[1]u[1] = f(x[0](1))u[0]f(s(x[0](2)))f(x[0](3))⊗K jx[1]u[1] =
〈x[0](1), u[1]〉u[0]f(x[0](2))⊗K jx[1]u[2] = u[0]⊗K 〈x[0](1), u[1]〉x[0](2)→ (jx[1]u(2)) = u[0]⊗K
(x[0]→ (jx[1]))u[1].
Analogously, one has (jc) ← x = 〈s−1(x), j(1)c(2)〉j(0)c(1) = 〈s
−1(x(2)), j(1)〉
〈s−1(x(1)), c(2)〉j(0)c(1) = (j←x(2))(c←x(1)). Therefore, 〈s
−1(x(1)), d(1)〉(js
−1(d(2)))←
x(2) = 〈x(1), s
−1(d(1))〉(js
−1(d(2)))← x(2) = (j ← x(3))((s
−1(d)← s(x(1)))← x(2)) =
(j←x)s−1(d). Now we have u⊗(x→j) 7−→ (x→j)s−1(u[1])⊗K u[0] and uf(x)⊗j 7−→
js−1(x[1])s
−1(u[1]) ⊗K u[0]f(x[0]) = js
−1(x[1])s
−1(u[1]) ⊗K f(x[0](3))f(s
−1(x[0](2)))u[0]
f(x[0](1)) = js
−1(x[1])s
−1(u[2]) ⊗K 〈s
−1(x[0](1)), u[1]〉f(x[0](2))u[0] = 〈s
−1(x[0](1)), u[1]〉
(js−1(x[1])s
−1(u[2]))← x[0](2) ⊗K u[0] = (js
−1(x[1]))← x[0] ⊗K u[0].
Checking that these two maps are mutually inverse is easy.
C.2.3. Assume that R is a flat left and right K-module. Then the vector space
E ⊗K R ≃ E C (C ⊗K R) is endowed with the structures of left C-comodule, right
S
r-semimodule, and right R-module. The vector space R ⊗K E ≃ (R ⊗K C) C E
is endowed with the structures of right C-comodule, left Sl-semimodule, and left
R-module.
Let us check that the isomorphism E⊗KR ≃ R⊗K E preserves the C-C-bicomodule
structures. Indeed, one has (j⊗Ku)(−1)⊗(j⊗Ku)(0)⊗(j⊗Ku)(1) = j(−1)⊗(j(0)⊗Ku[0])⊗
j(1)u[1] and (u⊗K j)(−1)⊗(u⊗K j)(0)⊗(u⊗K j)(1) = j(−1)s
−1(u[1])⊗(u[0]⊗K j(0))⊗j(1),
hence (u[0] ⊗K ju[1])(−1) ⊗ (u[0] ⊗K ju[1])(−0) ⊗ (u[0] ⊗K ju[1])(1) = j(−1)u[2]s
−1(u[1]) ⊗
(u[0] ⊗K j(0)u[3])⊗ j(1)u[4] = j(−1) ⊗ (u[0] ⊗K j(0)u[1])⊗ j[1]u[2].
Set E⊗K R = E ≃ R⊗K E. The left and right actions of R in E commute; indeed,
the left and the induced right actions of R in R ⊗K E are given by the formulas
w(u⊗K j) = wu⊗K j and (u⊗K j)v = uv[0] ⊗K jv[1].
It follows easily that E C S
r ≃ E ≃ Sl C E is an S
l-Sr-bisemimodule.
C.2.4. Now assume that the C-C-bicomodule E can be included into a Morita auto-
equivalence (E,E∨) of C. This means that a C-C-bicomodule E∨ is given together
with isomorphisms of C-C-bicomodules E C E
∨ ≃ C ≃ E∨ C E such that the two
induced isomorphisms EC E
∨C E⇒ E coincide and the two induced isomorphisms
E∨ C E C E
∨ ⇒ E∨ coincide (see 7.5). The Morita equivalence (E,E∨) is unique if
it exists, and it exists if and only if the left C-comodule E is one-dimensional. In the
latter case, the bicomodule E∨ is constructed as follows.
The left C-coaction in E has the form i(−1)⊗i(0) = cE⊗i for a certain element cE ∈ C
such that cE(1)⊗cE(2) = cE⊗cE and ε(cE) = 1. Set E
∨ = Homk(E, k) and define a left
coaction of C in E∨ by the formula ıˇ(−1)⊗ıˇ(0) = s(cE)⊗ıˇ. Take E
∨ = E∨⊗kC and define
the C-C-bicomodule structure on E∨ by the formula (ˇı⊗c)(−1)⊗ (ˇı⊗c)(0)⊗ (ˇı⊗c)(1) =
ıˇ(−1)c(1) ⊗ (ˇı(0) ⊗ c(2)) ⊗ c(3). Then one has E C E
∨ ≃ E ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k C ≃ C and
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E∨ C E ≃ E
∨ ⊗k E ⊗k C ≃ C. There is also an isomorphism E
∨ ⊗k C ≃ C ⊗k E
∨
given by the formulas analogous to C.2.1.
C.2.5. Taking the cotensor product of the isomorphism E C S
r ≃ Sl C E with the
C-C-bicomodule E∨ on the left, we obtain an isomorphism Sr ≃ E∨C S
l
C E. Define
a semialgebra structure on E∨ C S
l
C E in terms of the semialgebra structure on
S
l and the isomorphisms E C E
∨ ≃ C ≃ E∨ C E (see 8.4.1). Using the facts that
E C S
r ≃ Sl C E is an S
l-Sr-bisemimodule and the isomorphism E C S
r ≃ Sl C E
forms a commutative diagram with the maps E −→ ECS
r and E −→ SlCE induced
by the semiunit morphisms of Sr and Sl, one can check that Sr ≃ E∨C S
l
C E is an
isomorphism of semialgebras over C.
It follows that Sl and Sr are left and right coflat C-comodules. Set Sr C E
∨ =
E
∨ ≃ E∨ C S
l; then E∨ is an Sr-Sl-bicomodule and the pair (E,E∨) is a left and
right coflat Morita equivalence between Sl and Sr (see 8.4.5).
The category of left Sr-semimodules can be now described. Namely, it is equivalent
to the category of left Sl-semimodules; this equivalence assigns to a left Sr-semi-
module L the left Sl-semimodule E C L and to a left S
l-semimodule M the left
S
r-semimodule E∨ C M. On the level of C-comodules, one has E C L ≃ E ⊗k L
and E∨C M ≃ E
∨⊗kM; the left C-coaction in E⊗k L and E
∨⊗kM is given by the
formulas (i ⊗ l)(−1) ⊗ (i ⊗ l)(0) = cEl(−1) ⊗ (i ⊗ l(0)) and (ˇı ⊗ m)(−1) ⊗ (ˇı ⊗ m)(0) =
s(cE)m(−1) ⊗ (ˇı⊗m(0)).
C.2.6. In particular, when the left and right actions of K in C satisfy the equation
x[0]→ (cx[1]) = c← x, or equivalently, x→ c = (cs
−1(x[1]))← x[0],
one can take E = C = E∨. Thus the semialgebras Sr and Sl are isomorphic in this
case, the isomorphism being given by the formulas c ⊗K u 7−→ u[0] ⊗K cu[1] and
u⊗K c 7−→ cs
−1(u[1])⊗K u[0] for c ∈ C and u ∈ R.
Remark. One can construct an isomorphism between versions of the semialgebras
Sr and Sl in slightly larger generality. Namely, let χr, χl : K −→ k be k-algebra ho-
momorphisms satisfying the equations χ(x[0])x[1] = χ(x)e and χ(x[0](2))x[0](1) ⊗ x[1] =
χ(x(2))x(1)[0]⊗x(1)[1]. These equations hold automatically when the pairing 〈 , 〉 is non-
degenerate in C (apply id⊗χ to the identity 〈y, x[1]〉x[0](1)⊗x[0](2) = (〈y, x[1]〉x[0])(1)⊗
〈y, x[1]〉x[0])(2) = (y(1)xs(y(2)))(1) ⊗ (y(1)xs(y(2)))(2) = y(1)x(1)s(y(4)) ⊗ y(2)x(2)s(y(3))).
Define pairings φr : C ⊗k K −→ k and φl : K ⊗k C −→ k by the formulas φr(c, x) =
χr(x(2))〈s
−1(x(1)), c〉 and φl(x, c) = χl(x(2))〈s(x(1)), c〉, and modify the definitions
of the right and left actions of K in C accordingly, c ← x = φr(c(2), x)c(1) and
x→ c = φl(x, c(1))c(2). Then the tensor products C ⊗K R and R ⊗K C are semi-
algebras over C with the C-C-bicomodule structures given by the same formulas as
in C.1.2–C.1.3. Assuming that the modified left and right actions of K in C satisfy
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the above equation, the maps c⊗K u 7−→ u[0]⊗K cu[1]and u⊗K c 7−→ cs
−1(u[1])⊗K u[0]
are mutually inverse isomorphisms between these two semialgebras.
C.2.7. The opposite coring Dop to a coring D over a k-algebra B and the opposite
semialgebra Top to a semialgebra T over D are defined in the obvious way; Dop is a
coring over Bop and Top is a semialgebra over Dop.
In the above assumptions, notice the identity s(x→ c) = s(c)← s(x) for x ∈ K,
c ∈ C. Suppose that the k-algebra R is endowed with an anti-endomorphism s
satisfying the equations f(s(x)) = s(f(x)) and c(1)⊗K (s(u))[0]⊗c(2)(s(u))[1] = c(1)⊗K
s(u[0]) ⊗ u[1]c(2); the second equation follows from the first one if the pairing 〈 , 〉 is
nondegenerate in C. Then there is a map of semialgebras s : (R⊗K C)
op −→ C⊗K R
compatible with the isomorphism of coalgebras s : Cop ≃ C; it is defined by the
formula s(u⊗K c) = s(c)⊗K s(u).
Suppose that we are given a map s : E −→ E satisfying the equation (s(j))(0) ⊗
(s(j))(1) = s(j(0)) ⊗ s(j(−1)). Then one has s(x→ j) = s(j)← s(x). The induced
map s : R⊗K E −→ E⊗K R given by the formula s(u⊗K j) = s(j)⊗K s(u) is a map
of right semimodules compatible with the isomorphism of coalgebras s : Cop ≃ C and
the map of semialgebras s : Slop −→ Sr, where the right Slop-semimodule structure
on R⊗K E corresponds to its left S
l-semimodule structure.
Now assume that C is commutative, K is cocommutative, and our data satisfy the
equations s2(u) = u, s2(j) = j, s(jc) = s(j)s(c), and (s(u))[0]⊗ (s(u))[1] = s(u[0])⊗
u[1]; the latter equation holds automatically when the pairing 〈 , 〉 is nondegenerate
in C. Then the composition of the isomorphism of Sl-Sr-bisemimodules E ⊗K R ≃
R ⊗K E and the map s : R ⊗K E −→ E ⊗K R in an involution of the bisemimodule
E transforming its left Sl-semimodule and right Sr-semimodule structures into each
other in a way compatible with the isomorphism of coalgebras s : Cop −→ C and the
isomorphism of semialgebras s : Slop ≃ Sr. In particular, in the situation of C.2.6
the map s : R ⊗K C −→ C ⊗K R becomes an involutive anti-automorphism of the
semialgebra Sl ≃ Sr compatible with the anti-automorphism s of the coalgebra C.
C.3. Semitensor product and semihomomorphisms, SemiTor and SemiExt.
Let us return to the assumptions of C.1.1–C.2.4.
C.3.1. Let N be a right C-comodule and M be a left C-comodule. Then one can
easily check that the two injections N C E
∨ C M ≃ N C (E
∨ ⊗k C) C M ≃
N C (E
∨ ⊗k M) −→ N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M and N C E
∨ C M ≃ N C (C⊗k E
∨) C M ≃
(N⊗k E
∨) C M −→ N⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M coincide.
Let N be a right Sr-semimodule and M be a left Sl-semimodule (see C.1.4). Then
the isomorphism (N ⊗K R) C (E
∨ ⊗k M) ≃ N C (C ⊗K R) C E
∨ C M ≃ N C
E∨ C (R ⊗K C) C M ≃ (N ⊗k E
∨) C (R ⊗K M) induced by the isomorphism
(C⊗K R) C E
∨ ≃ E∨ C (R⊗K C) can be computed as follows.
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There is an isomorphism (C ⊗k R) C E
∨ ≃ E∨ C (R ⊗k C) defined by the same
formulas that the isomorphism SrCE
∨ ≃ E∨CS
l (⊗K being replaced with⊗). Hence
the induced isomorphism (N⊗k R)C (E
∨ ⊗k M) ≃ (N⊗k E
∨)C (R⊗k M), which
is given by the simple formula n⊗ r ⊗ ıˇ ⊗m 7−→ n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ r ⊗m. The isomorphisms
(N ⊗K R) C (E
∨ ⊗k M) ≃ (N ⊗k E
∨) C (R ⊗K M) and (N ⊗k R) C (E
∨ ⊗k
M) ≃ (N⊗k E
∨) C (R⊗k M) form a commutative diagram with the natural maps
(N⊗kR)C (E
∨⊗kM) −→ (N⊗KR)C (E
∨⊗kM) and (N⊗kE
∨)C (R⊗kM) −→
(N⊗kE
∨)C(R⊗KM). This provides a description of the first isomorphism whenever
the latter two maps are surjective—in particular, when either N or M is a coflat
C-comodule. To compute the desired isomorphism in the general case, it suffices to
represent either N or M as the kernel of a morphism of C-coflat semimodules (both
sides of this isomorphism preserve kernels, since R is a flat left and right K-module).
C.3.2. Let M be a left C-comodule and P be a left C-contramodule. Then one can
check that the two surjections Homk(E
∨ ⊗k M, P) −→ CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, P) ≃
CohomC(E
∨ C M, P) and Homk(M,Homk(E
∨,P)) −→ CohomC(M,Homk(E
∨,P))
≃ CohomC(M,CohomC(E
∨,P)) coincide.
Let M be a left Sl-semimodule and P be a left Sr-semicontramodule. Assum-
ing that R is a projective left K-module, the isomorphism CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M,
HomK(R,P)) ≃ CohomC(E
∨ C M, CohomC(C⊗K R, P)) ≃ CohomC((R ⊗K C) C
M, CohomC(E
∨P)) ≃ CohomC(R⊗KM, Homk(E
∨,P)) induced by the isomorphism
(C⊗K R) C E
∨ ≃ E∨ C (R⊗K C) can be computed as follows.
The isomorphism CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, Homk(R,P)) ≃ CohomC(R ⊗k M,
Homk(E
∨,P)) induced by the isomorphism (C ⊗k R) C E
∨ ≃ E∨ C (R ⊗k C) is
given by the simple formula g 7−→ h, h(r ⊗ m)(ˇı) = g(ˇı ⊗ m)(r). The isomor-
phisms CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, HomK(R,P)) ≃ CohomC(R ⊗K M, Homk(E
∨,P))
and CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, Homk(R,P)) ≃ CohomC(R ⊗k M, Homk(E
∨,P)) form a
commutative diagram with the natural maps CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, HomK(R,P)) −→
CohomC(E
∨ ⊗k M, Homk(R,P)) and CohomC(R ⊗K M, Homk(E
∨,P)) −→
CohomC(R ⊗k M, Homk(E
∨,P)). This provides a description of the first isomor-
phism in the case when the latter two maps are injective—in particular, when either
M is a coprojective C-comodule, or P is a coinjective C-contramodule. To compute
the desired isomorphism in the general case, it suffices to either represent M as the
kernel of a morphism of C-coprojective semimodules, or represent P as the cokernel
of a morphism of C-coinjective semicontramodules.
C.3.3. Assume that the k-algebra R is endowed with a Hopf algebra structure u 7−→
u(1) ⊗ u(2), u 7−→ ε(u) with invertible antipode s such that f : K −→ R is a Hopf
algebra morphism. Let N be a right Sr-semimodule and M be a left Sl-semimod-
ule; assume that either N or M is a coflat C-comodule. Define right R-module and
right C-comodule structures on the tensor product N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M by the formulas
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(n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗m)r = nr(2) ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ s
−1(r(1))m and (n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗m)(0) ⊗ (n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗m)(1) = (n(0) ⊗
ıˇ ⊗m(0)) ⊗ s
−1(m(−1))cEn(1). Then the semitensor product N ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl M (which
is easily seen to be associative) is uniquely determined by these right R-module and
right C-comodule structures on N⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M.
Indeed, the subspace NC (E
∨⊗kM) ≃ NC E
∨CM ≃ (M⊗k E
∨)CM of the
spaceN⊗kE
∨⊗kM can be defined by the equation n(0)⊗ıˇ⊗m(0)⊗s
−1(m(−1))cEn(0) =
n⊗ ıˇ⊗m⊗e. The isomorphism N⊗kR⊗kE
∨⊗kM ≃ N⊗kE
∨⊗kM⊗kR given by the
formulas n⊗r⊗ıˇ⊗m 7−→ n⊗ıˇ⊗r(1)m⊗r(2) and n⊗ıˇ⊗m⊗r 7−→ n⊗r(2)⊗ıˇ⊗s
−1(r(1))m
transforms the pair of maps N ⊗k R ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M ⇒ N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M given by
the formulas n ⊗ r ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m 7−→ nr ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m, n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ rm into the pair of maps
N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M ⊗k R ⇒ N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M given by the formulas n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m ⊗ r 7−→
nr(2)⊗ ıˇ⊗s
−1(r(1))m, ε(r)n⊗ ıˇ⊗m. This isomorphism also transforms the subspace
(N⊗kR)C (E
∨⊗kM) of N⊗kR⊗kE
∨⊗kM, which can be defined by the equation
n(0) ⊗ r[0] ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m(0) ⊗ s
−1(m(−1))cEn(1)r[1] = n ⊗ r ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m ⊗ e, into the subspace
of N⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M⊗k R defined by the equation n(0) ⊗ ıˇ⊗ r(2)[0](1)(s
−1(r(1)))[0]m(0) ⊗
r(2)[0](2) ⊗ s
−2((s−1(r(1)))[1])s
−1(m(−1))cEn(1)r(2)[1] = n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m ⊗ r ⊗ e. Finally, the
same isomorphism transforms the quotient space N⊗K R⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M of the space
N ⊗k R ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M into the quotient space (N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M) ⊗K R of the space
N⊗kE
∨⊗kM⊗kR, as one can check using the isomorphismN⊗kK⊗kR⊗kE
∨⊗kM ≃
N ⊗k E
∨ ⊗k M ⊗k K ⊗k R given by the formulas n ⊗ x ⊗ r ⊗ ıˇ ⊗ m 7−→ n ⊗ ıˇ ⊗
x(1)r(1)m⊗x(2)⊗r(2) and n⊗ ıˇ⊗m⊗x⊗r 7−→ n⊗x(2)⊗r(2)⊗ ıˇ⊗s
−1(r(1))s
−1(x(1))m.
C.3.4. LetM be a left Sl-semimodule andP be a left Sr-semicontramodule; assume
that either M is a coprojective C-comodule, or P is a coinjective C-contramodule.
Define left R-module and left C-contramodule structures on the space Homk(E
∨ ⊗k
M, P) by the formulas rg(ˇı⊗m) = r(2)g(ˇı⊗ s
−1(r(1))m) and pi(h)(ˇı⊗m) = piP(c 7→
h(s−1(m(−1))cEc)(ˇı⊗m(0))) for g ∈ Homk(E
∨⊗kM,P) and h ∈ Homk(C,Homk(E
∨⊗k
M, P)), where piP denotes the C-contraaction in P. Then the semihomomorphism
space SemiHomSr(E♦SlM,P) is uniquely determined by these R-module and C-con-
tramodule structures on Homk(E
∨ ⊗k M, P).
This is established in the way analogous to C.3.3 using the isomorphism Homk(R⊗k
E∨ ⊗k M, P) ≃ Homk(R,Homk(E
∨ ⊗k M, P)) given by the formulas g 7−→ h,
g(r ⊗ ıˇ⊗m) = h(r(2))(ˇı⊗ r(1)), h(r)(ˇı⊗m) = g(r(2) ⊗ ıˇ⊗ s
−1(r(1))m).
C.3.5. Now assume that C is commutative, K is cocommutative, and the equations
(s(u))[0]⊗(s(u))[1] = s(u[0])⊗u[1], ε(u[0])u[1] = ε(u)e, and u(1)[0]⊗u(2)[0]⊗u(1)[1]u(2)[1] =
u[0](1) ⊗ u[0](2) ⊗ u[1] are satisfied for u ∈ R; when the pairing 〈 , 〉 is nondegenerate
in C, these equations hold automatically.
Let N be a right Sr-semimodule and M be a left Sl-semimodule. Define right
R-module and right C-comodule structures on the tensor product N ⊗k M by the
formulas (n⊗m)r = nr(2) ⊗ s
−1(r(1))m and (n⊗m)(0)⊗ (n⊗m)(1) = (n(0)⊗m(0))⊗
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s−1(m(−1))n(1). These right action and right coaction satisfy the equations of C.1.4,
so they define a right Sr-semimodule structure on N ⊗k M. The ground field k,
endowed with the trivial left R-module and left C-comodule structures ra = ε(r)a
and a(−1) ⊗ a(0) = e ⊗ a for a ∈ k, becomes a left S
l-semimodule. Then there is a
natural isomorphism N ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl M ≃ (N⊗k M) ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl k.
Indeed, let us first assume that either N or M is a coflat C-comodule; notice that
N ⊗k M is then a coflat C-comodule, too. The isomorphism N C (E
∨ ⊗k M) ≃
(N⊗k M)C E
∨ given by the formula n⊗ ıˇ⊗m 7−→ n⊗m⊗ ıˇ and the isomorphism
(N⊗K R)C (E
∨ ⊗k M) ≃ ((N⊗k M)⊗K R)C E
∨ constructed in C.3.3 transform
the pair of maps whose cokernel is N ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl M into the pair of maps whose
cokernel is (N ⊗k M) ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl k. In the general case, represent N or M as the
kernel of a morphism of C-coflat semimodules; then the pair of maps whose cokernel
is N ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl M and the pair of maps whose cokernel is (N ⊗k M) ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl k
become the kernels of isomorphic morphisms of pairs of maps.
C.3.6. Let M be a left Sl-semimodule and P be a left Sr-semicontramodule. Define
left R-module and left C-contramodule structures on the space Homk(M,P) by the
formulas rg(m) = r(2)g(s
−1(r(1))m) and pi(h)(m) = piP(c 7→ h(s
−1(m(−1))c)(m(0)))
for g ∈ Homk(M,P) and h ∈ Homk(C,Homk(M,P)). These left action and left
contraaction satisfy the equations of C.1.4, so they define a left Sr-semicontramodule
structure on Homk(M,P). Then there is a natural isomorphism SemiHomSr(E
∨
♦Sl
M, P) ≃ SemiHomSr(E
∨
♦Sl k, Homk(M,P)).
C.3.7. Let N• be a complex of right Sr-semimodules and M• be a complex of left
S
l-semimodules. Then there are natural isomorphisms SemiTorS
r
(N•, E∨ ♦Sl M
•) ≃
SemiTorS
l
(N•♦Sr E
∨, M•) ≃ SemiTorS
r
(N•⊗kM
•, E∨♦Sl k) in the derived category
of k-vector spaces. The isomorphism between the first two objects is provided by the
results of 8.4.3, and the isomorphism between either of the first two objects and the
third object follows from C.3.5.
Indeed, assume that the complex N• is semiflat. Then the complex N• ⊗k M
•
is also semiflat, since (N• ⊗k M
•) ♦Sr L
• ≃ (N• ⊗k M
•) ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl E ♦Sr L
• ≃
(N• ⊗k M
• ⊗k (E ♦Sr L
•)) ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl k ≃ N
•
♦Sr E
∨
♦Sl (M
• ⊗k (E ♦Sr L
•)) for any
complex of left Sr-semimodules L•.
C.3.8. Let M• be a complex of left Sl-semimodules and P• be a complex of left
Sr-semicontramodules. Then there are natural isomorphisms SemiExtSr(E
∨
♦Sl M
•,
P•) ≃ SemiExtSl(M
•, SemiHomSr(E
∨,P•)) ≃ SemiExtSr(E
∨
♦Sl k, Homk(M
•,P•)).
C.4. Harish-Chandra pairs.
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C.4.1. Let (g, H) be an algebraic Harish-Chandra pair over a field k, that is H is
an algebraic group, which we will assume to be affine, g is a Lie algebra into which
the Lie algebra h of the algebraic group H is embedded, and an action of H by Lie
algebra automorphisms of g is given. Two conditions should be satisfied: h is an
H-submodule in g where H acts by the adjoint action of H in h, and the action of
h in g obtained by differentiating the action of H in g coincides with the adjoint
action of h in g. Notice that the dimension of h is presumed to be finite, though the
dimension of g may be infinite.
Set K = U(h) and R = U(g) to be the universal enveloping algebras of h and g,
and f : K −→ R to be the morphism induced by the embedding h −→ g. Let
C = C(H) be the coalgebra of functions on H . Then C, K, and R are Hopf algebras;
the adjoint action of H in h and the given action of H in g provide us with right
coactions x 7−→ x[0] ⊗ x[1] and u 7−→ u[0] ⊗ u[1] of C in K and R; and there is a
natural pairing 〈 , 〉 : K ⊗k C −→ k such that the equations of C.1.1–C.1.2 and C.3.5
are satisfied.
C.4.2. So we obtain two opposite semialgebras Sl = Sl(g, H) and Sr = Sr(g, H) such
that the categories of left Sl-semimodules and right Sr-semimodules are isomorphic to
the category of Harish-Chandra modules over (g, H). Recall that a Harish-Chandra
module N over (g, H) is a k-vector space endowed with g-module and H-module
structures such that the two induced h-module structures coincide and the action
map g⊗k N −→ N is a morphism of H-modules. The assertion follows from C.1.4;
indeed, it suffices to notice that the equations of C.1.4 hold whenever they hold for
x and r belonging to some sets of generators of the algebras K and R.
Analogously, the category of left Sr(g, H)-semicontramodules is isomorphic to the
category of k-vector spaces P endowed with g-module and C(H)-contramodule struc-
tures such that the two induced h-module structures coincide and the action map
P −→ Homk(g,P) is a morphism of C(H)-contramodules. Here a left C-contramod-
ule structure induces an h-module structure by the formula xp = −piP(c 7→ 〈x, c〉p)
for p ∈ P, x ∈ h, c ∈ C; for a left C-comodule M and a left C-contramod-
ule P, the left C-contramodule structure on Homk(M,P) is defined by the formula
pi(g)(m) = piP(c 7→ g(s
−1(m(−1))c)(m(0))) for m ∈M, g ∈ Homk(C,Homk(M,P)).
C.4.3. Now assume that the algebraic group H is smooth (i. e., reduced). Let E
be the C-C-bicomodule and right C-module of differential top forms on H , with the
bicomodule structure coming from the action of H on itself by left and right shifts
and the module structure given by the multiplication of top forms with functions. Let
E∨ be the C-C-bicomodule of top polyvector fields on H . Then the equation of C.2.1
is clearly satisfied, and one can see that (E,E∨) is a Morita autoequivalence of C.
The left C-comodules E and E∨ can be identified with the top exterior powers of the
vector spaces Homk(h, k) and h, respectively; cE is the modular character of H . The
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inverse element anti-automorphism of H induces a map s : E −→ E satisfying the
equations of C.2.7.
Let us show that the equation of C.2.2 holds for E. First let us check that it suffices
to prove the desired equation for all x belonging to a set of generators of the algebraK.
Indeed, one has (xy)[0]→ (j(xy)[1]) = x[0]y[0]→ (jx[1]y[1]) = x[0](1)y[0]s(x[0](2))x[0](3) →
(jx[1]y[1]) = 〈x[0](1), y[1]〉y[0]x[0](2)→(jx[1]y[2]) = y[0]→(x[0](2)→(〈x[0](1), y[1]〉jx[1]y[2])) =
y[0] → ((x[0] → (jx[1]))y[1]) for j ∈ E, x, y ∈ K, since x(2) → (〈x(1), c(1)〉jc(2)) =
x(2) → (j(s
−1(x(1))→ c)) = (x(3) → j)(x(2) → (s
−1(x(1))→ c)) = (x→ j)c for j ∈ E,
x ∈ K, c ∈ C. So it remains to check that the equation holds for x ∈ h ⊂ K.
For h ∈ h, let rh and lh denote the left- and right-invariant vector fields on H cor-
responding to h. Then one has rh = h[1]lh[0] , hence ω←h = Lierh ω = Lielh[0] (ωh[1]) =
h[0]→ (ωh[1]) for ω ∈ E, where Liev ω denotes the Lie derivative of a top form ω along
a vector field v.
C.4.4. Thus there is a left and right coflat Morita equivalence (E(g, H),E∨(g, H))
between the semialgebras Sr(g, H) and Sl(g, H). The functors of semitensor product
with E(g, H) and E∨(g, H) provide mutually inverse equivalences between the cate-
gory of left Sr-semimodules and the category of left Sl-semimodules. The Sl-Sr-bi-
semimodule E(g, H) is endowed with an involutive automorphism transforming its
two semimodule structures into each other in a way compatible with the antipode
isomorphisms Cop ≃ C and Slop ≃ Sr. When the algebraic group H is unimodular,
the semialgebras Sl(g, H) and Sr(g, H) are naturally isomorphic and endowed with
an involutive anti-automorphism.
Remark. Let us assume for simplicity that the field k has characteristic 0 and the
Harish-Chandra pair (g, H) originates from an embedding of affine algebraic groups
H ⊂ G. Then the bisemimodule E(g, H) can be interpreted geometrically as the
Harish-Chandra bimodule of distributions onG, supported onH and regular alongH .
Technically, the desired vector space of distributions can be defined as the direct
image of the right DiffH-module of top forms on H under the closed embedding
H −→ G, where Diff denotes the rings of differential operators [11]. This vector
space has two commuting structures of a Harish-Chandra module over (g, H), one
given by the action of H by left shifts and the action of g by right invariant vector
fields, the other in the opposite way; so it can be considered as an Sl-Sr-bisemimodule.
The desired map from the vector space E ≃ E⊗K R to the space of distributions can
be defined as the unique map forming a commutative diagram with the embeddings of
the space of top forms E into both vector spaces and preserving the right R-module
structures. To prove that this map is an isomorphism, it suffices to consider the
filtration of E induced by the natural filtration of the universal enveloping algebra
R and the filtration of the space of distributions induced by the filtration of DiffG
by the order of differential operators. When the algebraic group H is unimodular,
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one can identify the semialgebra Sl ≃ S = Sr itself with the above vector space
of distributions by choosing a nonzero biinvariant top form ω on H . The semiunit
and semimultiplication in S are then described as follows. Given a function on C,
one has to multiply it with ω and take the push-forward with respect to the closed
embedding H −→ G to obtain the corresponding distribution under the semiunit
map. To describe the semimultiplication, denote by G×H G the quotient variety of
the Carthesian product G×G by the equivalence relation (g′h, g′′) ∼ (g′, hg′′). Then
the pull-back of distributions with respect to the smooth map G × G −→ G ×H G
using the relative top form ω identifies S C S with the space of distributions on
G ×H G supported in H ⊂ G ×H G and regular along H . The push-forward of
distributions with respect to the multiplication map G ×H G −→ G provides the
semimultiplication in S. (Cf. Appendix F.)
C.5. Semiinvariants and semicontrainvariants.
C.5.1. Let h ⊂ g be a Lie algebra with a finite-dimensional subalgebra; let N be a
g-module. Then there is a natural map (det(h) ⊗k g/h ⊗k N)
h −→ (det(h) ⊗k N)
h,
where det(V ) is the top exterior power of a finite-dimensional vector space V and the
superindex h denotes the h-invariants. This natural map is constructed as follows.
Tensoring the action map g ⊗k N −→ N with det(h) and passing to the h-invari-
ants, we obtain a map (det(h)⊗k g⊗kN)
h −→ (det(h)⊗kN)
h. Let us check that the
composition (det(h)⊗k h⊗kN)
h −→ (det(h)⊗k g⊗kN)
h −→ (det(h)⊗kN)
h vanishes.
Notice that this compostion only depends on the h-module structure on N . Let n be
an h-invariant element of det(h)⊗k h⊗k N ; it can be also considered as an h-module
map nˇ : (det(h)⊗k h)
∨ −→ N , where V ∨ denotes the dual vector space Homk(V, k).
Let t denote the trace element of the tensor product (det(h)⊗k h)⊗k (det(h)⊗k h)
∨;
then t is an h-invariant element and one has (id⊗nˇ)(t) = n. So it remains to
check that the image of t under the action map (det(h)⊗k h)⊗k (det(h)⊗k h)
∨ −→
det(h)⊗k (det(h)⊗k h)
∨ ≃ h∨ vanishes; this is straightforward.
We have constructed a map (det(h)⊗k g⊗kN)
h/(det(h)⊗k h⊗kN)
h −→ (det(h)⊗k
N)h. When N is an injective U(h)-module, this provides the desired map (det(h)⊗k
g/h ⊗k N)
h −→ (det(h) ⊗k N)
h. To construct the latter map in the general case, it
suffices to represent N as the kernel of a morphism of U(h)-injective U(g)-modules
(notice that any injective U(g)-module is an injective U(h)-module). Indeed, both
the left and the right hand sides of the desired map preserve kernels.
The vector space of (g, h)-semiinvariants Ng,h of a g-module N is defined as the
cokernel of the map (det(h)⊗k g/h⊗kN)
h −→ (det(h)⊗kN)
h that we have obtained.
The (g, h)-semiinvariants are a mixture of invariants along h and coinvariants in the
direction of g relative to h.
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C.5.2. Let P be another g-module. Then there is a natural map Homk(det(h), P )h
−→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g/h, P )h, where the subindex h denotes the h-coinvariants. This
map is constructed as follows.
Tensoring the action map P −→ Homk(g, P ) with det(h)
∨ and passing to the
h-coinvariants, we obtain a map Homk(det(h), P )h −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g, P )h. Let
us check that the composition Homk(det(h), P )h −→ Homk(det(h) ⊗k g, P )h −→
Homk(det(h) ⊗k h, P )h vanishes. Notice that this composition only depends on the
h-module structure on P . Let p be an h-invariant map Homk(det(h)⊗k h, P ) −→ k;
it can be also considered as an h-module map pˇ : P −→ det(h)⊗ h. Then the map p
factorizes through the map Homk(det(h)⊗k h, P ) −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k h, det(h)⊗ h)
induced by pˇ. So it suffices to consider the case of a finite-dimensional h-module
P = det(h)⊗ h, when the assertion follows by duality from the result of C.5.1.
We have constructed a map from Homk(det(h), P )h to the kernel of the map
Homk(det(h) ⊗k g, P )h −→ Homk(det(h) ⊗k h, P )h. When P is a projective
U(h)-module, this provides the desired map Homk(det(h), P )h −→ Homk(det(h) ⊗k
g/h, P )h. In the general case, represent P as the cokernel of a morphism of U(h)-pro-
jective U(g)-modules and notice that both the left and the right hand side of the
desired map preserve cokernels.
The vector space of (g, h)-semicontrainvariants P g,h of a g-module P is defined as
the kernel of the map (P ⊗k det(h)
∨)h −→ Homk(det(h) ⊗k g/h, P )h that we have
obtained. The (g, h)-semicontrainvariants are a mixture of coinvariants along h and
invariants in the direction of g relative to h.
C.5.3. Now let (g, H) be an algebraic Harish-Chandra pair. Let N be a right
S
r(g, H)-semimodule, that is a Harish-Chandra module over (g, H). Then the action
map g ⊗k N −→ N is a morphism of Harish-Chandra modules. Tensoring it with
det(h) and passing to the H-invariants, we obtain a map (det(h) ⊗k g ⊗k N)
H −→
(det(h) ⊗k N)
H . By the result of C.5.1, the composition (det(h) ⊗k h ⊗k N)
H −→
(det(h)⊗kg⊗kN)
H −→ (det(h)⊗kN)
H vanishes. WhenN is a coflat C(H)-comodule,
this provides a natural map (det(h) ⊗k g/h ⊗k N)
H −→ (det(h) ⊗k N)
H ; to define
this map in the general case, it suffices to represent N as the kernel of a morphism
of C-coflat Sr-semimodules (see Lemma 1.3.3).
The vector space of (g, H)-semiinvariants Ng,H is defined as the cokernel of the
map (det(h)⊗k g/h⊗k N)
H −→ (det(h)⊗k N)
H that we have constructed.
C.5.4. Let P be a left Sr(g, H)-semicontramodule (see C.4.2). Then the action
map P −→ Homk(g,P) is a morphism of S
r-semicontramodules. Applying to it
the functor Homk(det(h),−), we get a morphism of C(H)-contramodules. Passing to
the H-coinvariants, i. e., the maximal quotient C-contramodules with the trivial con-
traaction, we obtain a map Homk(det(h),P)H −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g, P)H . By the
result of C.5.2, the composition Homk(det(h),P)H −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g, P)H −→
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Homk(det(h) ⊗k h, P)H vanishes. When P is a coinjective C-contramodule, this
provides a natural map Homk(det(h),P)H −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g/h, P)H ; to define
this map in the general case, it suffices to represent P as the cokernel of a morphism
of C-coinjective Sr-semicontramodules (see Lemma 3.3.3).
The vector space of (g, H)-semicontrainvariants Pg,H is defined as the kernel of
the map Homk(det(h),P)H −→ Homk(det(h)⊗k g/h,P)H that we have constructed.
C.5.5. Let N be a right Sr(g, H)-semimodule and M be a left Sl(g, H)-semimod-
ule; assume that either N or M is a coflat C(H)-comodule. Then there is a natural
isomorphism N ♦Sr E
∨
♦Sr M ≃ (N ⊗k M)g,H , where N ⊗k M is considered as the
tensor product of Harish-Chandra modules N and M.
Indeed, introduce an increasing filtration F of the k-algebra R = U(g) whose
component FtR, t = 0, 1, . . . is the linear span of all products of elements of g where
at most t factors do not belong to h. In particular, we have F0R ≃ K = U(h). Set
FtS
r = C ⊗K FtR; then we have F0S
r ≃ C, the natural maps Ft−1S
r −→ FtS
r are
injective, their cokernels are coflat left and right C-comodules, Sr ≃ lim
−→
FtS
r, and the
semimultiplication map FpS
r
C FqS
r −→ S C S −→ S factorizes through Fp+qS
r.
Moreover, the maps FpS
r
C FqS
r −→ Fp+qS
r are surjective and their kernels are
coflat left and right C-comodules. (Cf. 11.5.)
Let N be a right Sr-semimodule and L be a left Sr-semimodule such that either N
or L is a coflat C-comodule. Denote by ηt : NCFtS
r
CL −→ NCL the map equal
to the difference of the map induced by the semiaction map FtS
r
CL −→ L and the
map induced by the semiaction map NC FtS
r −→ N. Let us show that the images
of ηt coincide for t > 1. Let p, q > 1; then the map N C FpS
r
C FqS
r
C L −→
NCFp+qS
r
CL is surjective in view of our assumption onN andL. The composition
of the map NCFpS
r
CFqS
r
CL −→ NC Fp+qS
r
CL with the map ηp+q is equal
to the sum of the composition of the mapNCFpS
r
CFqS
r
CL −→ NCFpS
∼
CL
induced by the semiaction map FqS
r
CL −→ L and the map ηp, and the composition
of the mapNCFpS
r
CFqS
r
CL −→ NCFqS
r
CL induced by the semiaction map
N C FpS
r −→ N and the map ηq. So the assertion follows by induction. Therefore,
the semitensor product N ♦S L is isomorphic to the cokernel of the map η1.
On the other hand, the map η0 vanishes. In view of our assumption on N and
L, the quotient space (N C F1S
r
C L)/(N C F0S
r
C L) is isomorphic to N C
F1S
r/F0S
r
CL. Hence the semitensor product N♦SL is isomorphic to the cokernel
of the induced map η¯1 : N C (F1S
r/F0S
r) C L −→ N C L.
Now when L = E∨ ♦S M for a left S
l-semimodule M, the natural isomorphisms
NCE
∨CM ≃ (N⊗kE
∨⊗kM)
H ≃ (E∨⊗kN⊗kM)
H andNC(F1S
r/F0S
r)CE
∨C
M ≃ NC(C⊗kg/h)CE
∨CM ≃ (N⊗kg/h⊗kE
∨⊗kM)
H ≃ (E∨⊗kg/h⊗kN⊗kM)
H
given by the formulas ıˇ⊗ n⊗m 7−→ n⊗ ıˇ⊗m and n⊗ z¯ ⊗ ıˇ⊗m 7−→ ıˇ⊗ z¯ ⊗ n⊗m
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identify the map η¯1 with the map whose cokernel is, by the definition, the space of
semiinvariants (N⊗k M)g,H .
C.5.6. Let M be a left Sl(g, H)-semimodule and P be a left Sr(g, H)-semicontra-
module; assume that either M is an coprojective C(H)-comodule, or N is a coinjec-
tive C(H)-contramodule. Then there is a natural isomorphism SemiHomSr(E
∨
♦Sl
M, P) ≃ Homk(M,P)
g,H , where the structure of left Sr-semicontramodule on
Homk(M,P) was introduced in C.3.6. The proof is analogous to that of C.5.5.
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Appendix D. Tate Harish-Chandra Pairs and Tate Lie Algebras
by Sergey Arkhipov and Leonid Positselski
In order to formulate the comparison theorem relating the functors SemiTor and
SemiExt to the semi-infinite (co)homology of Tate Lie algebras, one has to consider
Harish-Chandra pairs (g, H) with a Tate Lie algebra g and a proalgebraic group H
corresponding to a compact open subalgebra h ⊂ g. In such a situation, the con-
struction of a Morita equivalence from Appendix C no longer works; instead, there is
an isomorphism of “left” and “right” semialgebras correspoding to different central
charges. The proof of this isomorphism is based on the nonhomogeneous quadratic
duality theory developed in Section 11 (see also 0.4). Once the isomorphism of semi-
algebras is constructed and the standard semi-infinite (co)homological complexes
are introduced, the proof of the comparison theorem becomes pretty straightfor-
ward. The equivalence between the semiderived categories of Harish-Chandra mod-
ules and Harish-Chandra contramodules with complementary (or rather, shifted)
central charges follows immediately from the isomorphism of semialgebras.
D.1. Continuous coactions.
D.1.1. Let k be a fixed ground field. A linear topology on a vector space over k is a
topology compatible with the vector space structure for which open vector subspaces
form a base of neighborhoods of zero. In the sequel, by a topological vector space we
will mean a k-vector space endowed with a complete and separated linear topology.
Equivalently, a topological vector space is a filtered projective limit of discrete vector
spaces with its projective limit topology. Accordingly, the (separated) completion
of a vector space endowed with a linear topology is just the projective limit of its
quotient spaces by open vector subspaces.
The category of topological vector spaces and continuous linear maps between
them has an exact category structure in which a triple of topological vector spaces
V ′ −→ V −→ V ′′ is exact if it is an exact triple of vector spaces strongly compatible
with the topologies, i. e., the map V ′ −→ V is closed and the map V −→ V ′′ is open.
Any open surjective map of topological vector spaces is an admissible epimorphism.
Any closed injective map from a topological vector space admitting a countable base
of neighborhoods of zero is a split admissible monomorphism.
A topological vector space is called (linearly) compact if it has a base of neigh-
borhoods of zero consisting of vector subspaces of finite codimension. Equivalently,
a topological vector space is compact if it is a projective limit of finite-dimensional
discrete vector spaces. A Tate vector space is a topological vector space admitting
a compact open subspace. Equivalently, a topological vector space is a Tate vector
space if it is topologically isomorphic to the direct sum of a compact vector space
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and a discrete vector space. The dual Tate vector space V ∨ to a Tate vector space
V is defined as the space of continuous linear functions V −→ k endowed with the
topology where annihilators of compact open subspaces of V form a base of neighbor-
hoods of zero. In particular, the dual Tate vector spaces to compact vector spaces are
discrete and vice versa; for any Tate vector space V , the natural map V −→ (V ∨)∨
is a topological isomorphism.
D.1.2. The projective limit of a projective system of topological vector spaces en-
dowed with the topology of projective limit is a topological vector space. This is
called the topological projective limit.
The inductive limit of an inductive system of topological vector spaces can be en-
dowed with the topology of inductive limit of vector spaces with linear topologies;
we will call the inductive limit endowed with this topology the uncompleted inductive
limit. The completed inductive limit is the (separated) completion of the uncom-
pleted inductive limit. For any countable filtered inductive system formed by closed
embeddings of topological vector spaces the uncompleted and completed inductive
limits coincide. Morover, let Vα be a filtered inductive system of topological vec-
tor spaces satisfying the following condition. For any increasing sequence of indices
α1 6 α2 6 · · · the uncompleted inductive limit of Vαi is a direct summand of the
uncompleted inductive limit of Vα considered as an object of the category of vec-
tor spaces endowed with noncomplete linear topologies. Then the uncompleted and
completed inductive limits of Vα coincide.
D.1.3. We will consider three operations of tensor product of topological vector
spaces [6]. For any two topological vector spaces V and W , denote by V ⊗! W
the completion of the tensor product V ⊗k W with respect to the topology with a
base of neighborhoods of zero consisting of the vector subspaces V ′ ⊗W + V ⊗W ′,
where V ′ ⊂ V and W ′ ⊂ W are open vector subspaces in V and W . Furthermore,
denote by V ⊗∗ W the completion of V ⊗k W with respect to the topology formed
by the subspaces of V ⊗ W satisfying the following conditions: a vector subspace
T ⊂ V ⊗W is open if (i) there exist open subspaces V ′ ⊂ V , W ′ ⊂ W such that
V ′ ⊗W ′ ⊂ T , (ii) for any vector v ∈ V there exists a subspace W ′′ ⊂ W such that
v ⊗W ′′ ⊂ T , and (iii) for any vector w ∈ W there exists a subspace V ′′ ⊂ V such
that V ′′⊗w ⊂ T . Finally, denote by V
→
⊗W the completion of V ⊗kW with respect
to the topology formed by the subspaces satisfying the following conditions: a vector
subspace T ⊂ V ⊗kW is open if (i) there exists an open subspace W
′ ⊂W such that
V ⊗k W
′ ⊂ T , and (ii) for any vector w ∈ W there exists an open subspace V ′′ ⊂ V
such that V ′′ ⊗ w ⊂ T . Set V
←
⊗W =W
→
⊗ V .
The topological tensor products ⊗! and ⊗∗ define two structures of associative
and commutative tensor category on the category of topological vector spaces. The
topological tensor product
→
⊗ defines a structure of associative, but not commutative
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tensor category on the category of topological vector spaces. For any topological
vector spaces V1, . . . , Vn and W the vector space of continuous polylinear maps
V1 × · · · × Vn −→ W is naturally isomorphic to the vector space of continuous linear
maps V1 ⊗
∗ · · · ⊗∗ Vn −→ W . When both topological vector spaces V and W are
compact (discrete), the topological tensor product V ⊗∗ W ≃ V
→
⊗W ≃ V
←
⊗W ≃
V ⊗! W is also compact (discrete). The functor ⊗! preserves topological projective
limits. The functor ⊗∗ preserves (uncompleted or completed) inductive limits of
filtered inductive systems of open injections. The topological tensor product V
→
⊗W
is the topological projective limit of
→
⊗-products of V with discrete quotient spaces
of W . The functor (V,W ) 7−→ V
→
⊗W preserves completed inductive limits in its
second argument W . The underlying vector space of the topological tensor product
V
→
⊗W is determined by (the topological vector space W and) the underlying vector
space of the topological vector space V .
For Tate vector spaces V1, . . . , Vn and a topological vector space U , consider the
vector space of continuous polylinear maps
∏
i Vi −→ U endowed with the topology
with a base of neighborhoods of zero formed by the subspaces of all polylinear maps
mapping the Carthesian product of a collection of compact subspaces V ′i ⊂ Vi into an
open subspace U ′ ⊂ U (the “compact-open” topology). This vector space is naturally
topologically isomorphic to the topological tensor product V ∨1 ⊗
! · · · ⊗! V ∨n ⊗
! W [7].
For any topological vector spaces U , W and Tate vector space V , the vector space
of continuous linear maps V ⊗∗W −→ U is naturally isomorphic to the vector space
of continuous linear maps W −→ V ∨ ⊗! U .
D.1.4. Let C be a coalgebra over the field k and V be a topological vector space.
A continuous right coaction of C in V is a continuous linear map V −→ V ⊗! C,
where C is considered as a discrete vector space, satisfying the coassociativity and
counity equations. Namely, the map V −→ V ⊗! C should have equal compositions
with the two maps V ⊗! C ⇒ V ⊗! C ⊗! C induced by the map V −→ V ⊗! C and
the comultiplication in C, and the composition of the map V −→ V ⊗! C with the
map V ⊗! C −→ V induced by the counit of C should be equal to the identity map.
Equivalently, a continuous right coaction of C in V can be defined as a continuous
linear map V ⊗∗ C∨ −→ V , where C∨ is considered as a compact vector space,
satisfying the associativity and unity equations. Continuous left coactions are defined
in the analogous way.
A closed subspace W ⊂ V of a topological vector space V endowed with a con-
tinuous right coaction of a coalgebra C is said to be invariant with respect to the
continuous coaction (or C-invariant) if the image ofW under the continuous coaction
map V −→ V ⊗! C is contained in the closed subspace W ⊗! C ⊂ V ⊗! C. It follows
from the next Lemma that any topological vector space with a continuous coaction
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of a coalgebra C is a filtered projective limit of discrete vector spaces endowed with
C-comodule structures.
Lemma. For any topological vector space V endowed with a continuous coaction
V −→ V ⊗! C of a coalgebra C, open subspaces of V invariant under the continuous
coaction form a base of neighborhoods of zero in V .
Proof. Let U ⊂ V be an open subspace; then the full preimage U ′ of the open
subspace U ⊗! C ⊂ V ⊗! C under the continuous coaction map V −→ V ⊗! C is an
invariant open subspace in V contained in U . To check that U ′ is C-invariant, use
the fact the functor of ⊗!-product preserves kernels in the category of topological
vector spaces, and in particular, the ⊗!-product with C preserves the kernel of the
composition V −→ V ⊗! C −→ V/U ⊗! C. To check that U ′ is contained in U , use
the counity equation for the continuous coaction. 
The category of topological vector spaces endowed with a continuous coaction of a
coalgebra C has an exact category structure such that a triple of topological vector
spaces with continuous coactions of C is exact if and only if it is exact as a triple of
topological vector spaces.
If V is a Tate vector space with a continuous right coaction of C, then the dual
Tate vector space V ∨ is endowed with a continuous left coaction of C.
Let V be a topological vector space with a continuous right coaction of a coalgebra
C and W be a topological vector space with a continuous coaction of a coalgebra D.
Then all the three topological tensor products V ⊗! W , V ⊗∗ W , and V
→
⊗W are
endowed with continuous right coactions of the coalgebra C ⊗k D. To construct the
continuous coaction on V ⊗!W , one uses the natural isomorphism (V ⊗! C)⊗! (W ⊗!
D) ≃ (V ⊗!W )⊗! (C⊗k D). The continuous coaction on V ⊗
∗W is defined in terms
of the natural continuous map (V ⊗!C)⊗∗ (W ⊗!D) −→ (V ⊗∗W )⊗! (C⊗kD), which
exists for any topological vector spaces V , W and any discrete vector spaces C, D.
The continuous coaction on V
→
⊗W is defined in terms of the natural continuous map
(V ⊗! C)
→
⊗ (W ⊗! D) −→ (V
→
⊗W )⊗! (C⊗k D).
It follows that for a commutative Hopf algebra C the topological tensor products
V ⊗! W , V ⊗∗ W , and V
→
⊗W of topological vector spaces with continuous right
coactions of C are also endowed with continuous right coactions of C. Besides, one
can transform a continuous left coaction of C in V into a continuous right coaction
using the antipode.
Now let W , U be topological vector spaces and V be a Tate vector space; suppose
that W , U , and V are endowed with continuous coactions of a commutative Hopf
algebra C. Let f : V ⊗∗ W −→ U and g : W −→ V ∨ ⊗! U be continuous linear maps
corresponding to each other under the isomorphism from D.1.3; then f preserves the
continuous coactions of C if and only if g does.
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D.1.5. A topological Lie algebra g is topological vector space endowed with a Lie
algebra structure such that the bracket is a continuous bilinear map g × g −→ g.
Topological associative algebras are defined in the analogous way. For example, let
V be a Tate vector space. Denote by End(V ) the associative algebra of continuous
endomorphisms of V endowed with the compact-open topology and by gl(V ) the Lie
algebra corresponding to End(V ). Then End(V ) is a topological associative algebra
and gl(V ) is a topological Lie algebra.
Let U , V , W be topological vector spaces endowed with continuous coactions of
a commutative Hopf algebra C. Then a continuous bilinear map V ×W −→ U is
called compatible with the continuous coactions of C if the corresponding linear map
V ⊗∗ W −→ U preserves the continuous coactions of C. So one can speak about
compatibility of continuous pairings, Lie or associative algebra structures, Lie or
associative actions, etc., with continuous coactions of a commutative Hopf algebra.
Explicitly, a bilinear map V ×W −→ U is continuous and compatible with the
continuous coactions of C if and only if the following condition holds. For any C-in-
variant open subspace U ′ ⊂ U and any finite-dimensional subspaces E ⊂ V , F ⊂ W
there should exist invariant open subspaces V ′ ⊂ V ′′ ⊂ V , W ′ ⊂W ′′ ⊂W such that
E ⊂ V ′′, F ⊂W ′′, the map V ′′⊗kW
′′ −→ U/U ′ factorizes through V ′′/V ′⊗kW
′′/W ′,
and the induced map V ′′/V ′ ⊗k W
′′/W ′ −→ U/U ′ is a morphism of C-comodules.
D.1.6. For any Tate vector spaces V andW , there is a split exact triple of topological
vector spaces V ⊗∗W −→ V
→
⊗W ⊕W
→
⊗ V −→ V ⊗! W , where the first map is the
sum of the natural maps V ⊗∗W −→ V
→
⊗W , V ⊗∗W −→ W
→
⊗V , while the second
map is the difference of the natural maps V
→
⊗W −→ V ⊗!W , W
→
⊗ V −→ V ⊗!W .
Let us take W = V ∨. Then V ⊗! V ∨ is naturally isomorphic to gl(V ); the spaces
V
→
⊗ V ∨ and V ∨
→
⊗ V can be identified with the subspaces in gl(V ) formed by the
linear operators with open kernel and compact closure of image, respectively; and
V ⊗∗ V ∨ is the intersection of V
→
⊗ V ∨ and V ∨
→
⊗ V in gl(V ).
Taking the push-forward of the exact triple V ⊗∗ V ∨ −→ V
→
⊗ V ∨ ⊕ V ∨
→
⊗ V −→
V ⊗! V ∨ with respect to the natural trace map tr : V ⊗∗ V ∨ −→ k corresponding to
the pairing V × V ∨ −→ k, one obtains an exact triple of topological vector spaces
k −→ gl(V )∼ −→ gl(V ). This is also an exact triple of gl(V )-modules, which allows
to define a Lie algebra structure on gl(V )∼ making it a central extension of the Lie
algebra gl(V ). The anti-commutativity and the Jacobi identity follow from the fact
that the commutator of an operator with open kernel and an operator with compact
closure of image has zero trace.
Now assume that a Tate vector space V is endowed with a continuous coaction of
a commutative Hopf algebra C. Then V ⊗∗ V ∨ −→ V
→
⊗V ∨⊕V ∨
→
⊗V −→ V ⊗! V ∨ is
an exact triple of topological vector spaces endowed with continuous coactions of C;
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the trace map also preserves the continuous coactions. Thus the topological vector
space gl(V )∼ acquires a continuous coaction of C.
D.1.7. Here is another construction of the Lie algebra gl(V )∼ (see [7]). Consider
the quotient space of the vector space V ⊗k V
∨ ⊕ V ∨ ⊗k V ⊕ k by the relation
v⊗g+g⊗v = 〈g, v〉, where 〈 , 〉 denotes the pairing of V ∨ with V . This vector space
is a Lie subalgebra of the Clifford algebra Cl(V ⊕ V ∨) of the vector space V ⊕ V ∨
with the symmetric bilinear form given by the pairing 〈 , 〉; the Lie bracket on this
subalgebra is given by the formulas [v1⊗g1, v2⊗g2] = 〈g1, v2〉v1⊗g2−〈g2, v1〉v2⊗g1,
[v⊗g, 1] = 0. This Lie algebra acts in the vector space V by the formulas (v⊗g)(v′) =
〈g, v′〉v, 1(v) = 0. There is a separated topology on this Lie algebra with a base
of neighborhoods of zero formed by the Lie subalgebras V ⊗W ′ + V ′ ⊗ V ∨, where
V ′ ⊂ V and W ′ ⊂ V ∨ are open subspaces such that 〈W ′, V ′〉 = 0. The completion
of this Lie algebra with respect to this topology can be easily identified with the Lie
algebra gl(V )∼ defined above.
Hence the Lie bracket on gl(V )∼ is continuous. In addition, we need to check that
when V is endowed with a continuous coaction of a commutative Hopf algebra C, the
Lie bracket is compatible with the continuous coaction of C in gl(V )∼. The latter
follows from the existence of a well-defined commutator map
Hom(X4, X3, X1; X/X1, X4/X1, X2/X1)
⊗2 −→ gl(X)∼/(X ⊗X⊥3 +X2 ⊗X
∨)
for any flag of finite-dimensional vector spaces X1 ⊂ X2 ⊂ X3 ⊂ X4 ⊂ X , where
the Hom space in the left hand side consists of all maps X4 −→ X/X1 sending X3
to X4/X1 and X1 to X2/X1, and Y
⊥ ⊂ X∨ denotes the orthogonal complement to a
vector subspace Y ⊂ X .
D.1.8. A Tate Lie algebra is a Tate vector space endowed with a topological Lie
algebra structure. Let g be a Tate Lie algebra endowed with a continuous coaction
of a commutative Hopf algebra C such that the Lie algebra structure is compatible
with the continuous coaction. Then C-invariant compact open subalgebras form a
base of neighborhoods of zero in g.
Indeed, choose a C-invariant compact open subspace U ⊂ g; let h be the normalizer
of U in g, i. e., the subspace of all x ∈ g such that [x, U ] ⊂ U . Then h is a
C-invariant open subalgebra in g, since it is the kernel of the adjoint action map
g −→ Homk(U, g/U). Therefore, the intersection h ∩ U is an C-invariant compact
open subalgebra in g contained in U .
The canonical central extension g∼ of a Tate Lie algebra g is defined as the fibered
product of g and gl(g)∼ over gl(g), where g maps to gl(g) by the adjoint represen-
tation. The vector space g∼ is endowed with the topology of fibered product; this
makes g∼ a Tate Lie algebra. The central extension g∼ −→ g splits canonically and
continuously over any compact open Lie subalgebra h ⊂ g. Indeed, the image of h
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in gl(g) is contained in the open Lie subalgebra gl(h, g) ⊂ gl(g) of endomorphisms
preserving h, and the map from the open Lie subalgebra of gl(g)∼ constructed as the
completion of g⊗k h
⊥ + g∨ ⊗k h onto gl(h, g) is a topological isomorphism.
The natural continuous coaction of C in g∼ is constructed as the fibered product
of the coactions in g and gl(g)∼; it is clear that the Lie algebra structure on g∼ is
compatible with the continuous coaction. If h ⊂ g is a C-invariant compact open
subalgebra, then the canonical splitting h −→ g∼ preserves the continuous coactions.
When a Tate vector space V is decomposed into a direct sum V ≃ E ⊕ F of
a compact vector space E and a discrete vector space F , there is a natural section
gl(V ) −→ gl(V )∼ of the central extension gl(V )∼ −→ gl(V ); the image of this section
is the completion of V ⊗ F∨ + F ⊗ V ∨ + V ∨ ⊗ E + E∨ ⊗ V . Consequently, when a
Tate Lie algebra g is decomposed into a direct sum g ≃ h⊕ b of a compact open Lie
subalgebra h and a discrete vector subspace b, there is a natural section g −→ g∼ of
the central extension g∼ −→ g; this section agrees with the natural splitting h −→ g∼.
D.2. Construction of semialgebra.
D.2.1. We will sometimes use Sweedler’s notation [45] c 7−→ c(1) ⊗ c(2) for the
comultiplication map in a coassociative coalgebra C. The analogous notation for
coactions of C in a right C-comodule N and a left C-comodule M is n 7−→ n(0) ⊗ n(1)
and m 7−→ m(−1) ⊗m(0), where n, n(0) ∈ N, m, m(0) ∈M, and n(1), m(−1) ∈ C.
A Lie coalgebra L is a k-vector space endowed with a k-linear map L −→
∧2
k L
from L to the second exterior power of L denoted by l 7−→ l{1} ∧ l{2}, which should
satisfy the dual version of Jacobi identity l{1}{1} ∧ l{1}{2} ∧ l{2} = l{1} ∧ l{2}{1} ∧ l{2}{2},
where l′∧l′′∧l′′′ denotes an element of
∧3
k L. A comodule M over a Lie coalgebra L is a
k-vector space endowed with a k-linear mapM −→ L⊗M denoted by m 7−→ m{−1}⊗
m{0} satisfying the equation m{−1}∧m{0}{−1}⊗m{0}{0} = m{−1}{1}∧m{−1}{2}⊗m{0},
where l′ ∧ l′′ ⊗m denotes an element of
∧2
k L⊗k M.
A Tate Harish-Chandra pair (g,C) is a set of data consisting of a Tate Lie algebra g,
a commutative Hopf algebra C, a continuous coaction of C in g such that the Lie
algebra structure on g is compatible with the continuous coaction, a C-invariant
compact open subalgebra h ⊂ g, and a continuous pairing ψ : C × h −→ k, where
C is considered with the discrete topology. This data should satisfy the following
conditions (cf. [9]):
(i) The pairing ψ is compatible with the multiplication and comultiplication in C,
i. e., the map ψˇ : C −→ h∨ corresponding to ψ is a morphism of Lie coalgebras
such that ψˇ(c′c′′) = ε(c′)ψˇ(c′′)+ε(c′′)ψˇ(c′) for c′, c′′ ∈ C. Here the Lie coalgebra
structure on C is defined by the formula c 7−→ c(1) ∧ c(2) and the Lie coalgebra
structure on h∨ is given by the formula 〈x∗, [x′, x′′]〉 = 〈x∗{1}, x
′′〉〈x{2}, x
′〉 −
〈x∗{1}, x
′〉〈x∗{2}, x
′′〉 for x∗ ∈ h∨, x′, x′′ ∈ h. By ε we denote the counit of C.
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(ii) The pairing ψ is compatible with the continuous coaction of C in h obtained by
restricting the coaction in g and the adjoint coaction of C in itself. The latter
is defined by the formula c 7−→ c[0] ⊗ c[1] = c(2) ⊗ s(c(1))c(3), where s denotes
the antipode map of the Hopf algebra C (the square brackets are used to avoid
ambiguity of notation). The compatibility means that the continuous linear
map C ⊗∗ h −→ k corresponding to ψ preserves the continuous coactions, or
equivalently, the map ψˇ is a morphism of C-comodules.
(iii) The action of h in g induced by the continuous coaction of C in g and the
pairing ψ coincides with the adjoint action of h in g. Here the former action is
constructed as the projective limit of the actions of h in quotient spaces of g by
C-invariant open subspaces; for a right C-comodule N, the h-module structure
on N induced by the pairing ψ is defined by the formula xn = −ψ(n(1), x)n(0)
for x ∈ h, n ∈ N.
Given a Tate Harish-Chandra pair (g,C), one can construct a Tate Harish-Chandra
pair (g∼,C) with the same Lie subalgebra h, where g∼ is the canonical central ex-
tension of a Tate Lie algebra g. A continuous coaction of C in g∼ and a canonical
embedding of h into g preserving the continuous coactions of C were constructed
above; it remains to check the condition (iii). Here it suffices to notice that the
adjoint action of gl(g) in gl(g)∼ coincides with the action of gl(g) in gl(g)∼ induced
by the action of gl(g) in g, hence the adjoint action of h in gl(g)∼ coincides with the
action of h in gl(g)∼ induced by the coaction of C in gl(g)∼ and the pairing ψ.
D.2.2. Let (g′,C) be a Tate Harish-Chandra pair such that the Tate Lie algebra g′ is
a central extension of a Tate Lie algebra g with the kernel identified with k; assume
that C coacts trivially on k ⊂ g′ and the Lie subalgebra h ⊂ g′ that is a part of
the Tate Harish-Chandra pair structure does not contain k. Then (g,C) is naturally
also a Tate Harish-Chandra pair with the induced continuous coaction of C in g and
the Lie subalgebra h ⊂ g defined as the image of h in g. In this case, we will say
that (g′,C) −→ (g,C) is a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs with the
kernel k. One example of a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs is the
canonical central extension (g∼,C) −→ (g,C).
Let κ : (g′,C) −→ (g,C) be a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs with
the kernel k. Consider the tensor product Srκ(g,C) = C⊗U(h) Uκ(g), where U(h) and
U(g′) denote the universal enveloping algebras of the Lie algebras h and g′ considered
as Lie algebras without any topologies, Uκ(g) = U(g
′)/(1U(g′)−1g′) is the modification
of the universal enveloping algebra of g corresponding to the central extension k −→
g′ −→ g, and 1U(g′) and 1g′ denote the unit elements of the algebra U(g
′) and the
vector subspace k ⊂ g′, respectively. The structure of right U(h)-module on C comes
from the pairing φ : C⊗kU(h) −→ k corresponding to the algebra morphism U(h) −→
C∨ induced by the Lie algebra morphism ˇˇψ : h −→ C∨, where the multiplication on
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C∗ is defined by the formula 〈c′∗c′′∗, c〉 = 〈c′∗, c(2)〉〈c
′′∗, c(1)〉 for c
′∗, c′′∗ ∈ C∗, c ∈ C
and the Lie bracket is given by the formula [c′∗, c′′∗] = c′∗c′′∗ − c′′∗c′∗.
We claim that the vector space Srκ(g,C) has a natural structure of semialgebra over
the coalgebra C provided by the general construction of 10.2.1. The construction of
this semialgebra structure becomes a little simpler if one assumes that
(iv) the pairing φ : C⊗k U(h) −→ k is nondegenerate in C,
but this is not necessary.
D.2.3. To construct a right C-comodule structure on Srκ(g,C), we will have to ap-
proximate this vector space by finite-dimensional spaces. Let V1, . . . , Vt be a se-
quence of C-invariant compact open subspaces of g′ containing h and k such that
Vi + [Vi, Vi] ⊂ Vi−1. Let N be a finite-dimensional right C-comodule. Choose a C-in-
variant compact open subspace W1 ⊂ h such that the C-comodule N is annihilated
by the action of W1 obtained by restricting the action of h induced by the pairing ψ.
For each i = 2, . . . , t choose a C-invariant compact open subspace Wi ⊂ h such that
Wi + [Vi,Wi] ⊂ Wi−1. Denote by S
r
κ(V1, . . . , Vt;N) the quotient space of the vector
space N⊗k (k⊕V1/W1⊕· · ·⊕ (Vt/Wt)
⊗t) by the obvious relations imitating the rela-
tions in the enveloping algebra Uκ(g) and its tensor product with N over U(h). It is
easy to see that this quotient space does not depend on the choice of the subspacesWi.
In other words, denote by R(V1, . . . , Vt) the subspace U(h)(k+V1+ · · ·+V
t
t ) ⊂ Uκ(g);
it is an U(h)-U(h)-subbimodule of Uκ(g) and a free left U(h)-module. The tensor
product N ⊗U(h) R(V1, . . . , Vt) is naturally isomorphic to S
r
κ(V1, . . . , Vt;N). This is
an isomorphism of right U(h)-modules; when N = D is a finite-dimensional subcoal-
gebra of C, this is also an isomorphism of left C-comodules. Clearly, the inductive
limit of Srκ(V1, . . . , Vt;D) over increasing t, Vi, and finite-dimensional subcoalgebras
D ⊂ C is naturally isomorphic to Srκ(g,C).
Now the vector space Srκ(V1, . . . , Vt;N) has a right C-comodule structure induced
by the right C-comodule structure on N ⊗k (k ⊕ V1/W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Vt/Wt)
⊗t) obtained
by taking the tensor product of the C-comodule structures on Vi/Wi and the right
C-comodule structure on D. The inductive limit of these C-comodule structures for
N = D provides the desired right C-comodule structure on Srκ(g,C). It commutes
with the left C-comodule structure on Srκ(g,C) and agrees with the right U(h)-module
structure, since such commutativity and agreement hold on the level of the spaces
S
r
κ(V1, . . . , Vt;D). Furthermore, by the (classical) Poincare–Birkhoff–Witt theorem
Uκ(g) is a free left U(h)-module. If the condition (iv) holds, the construction of the
semialgebra Srκ(g,C) is finished; otherwise, we still have to check that the semiunit
map C −→ Srκ(g,C) and the semimultiplication map S
r
κ(g,C)CS
r
κ(g,C) −→ S
r
κ(g,C)
are morphisms of right C-comodules.
The former is clear, and the latter can be proven in the following way. Any finite-
dimensional C-comodule N is a comodule over a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra E ⊂
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C. There is a natural isomorphism N⊗U(h)R(V1, . . . , Vt) ≃ NC(E⊗U(h)R(V1, . . . , Vt)).
The corresponding isomorphism Srκ(V1, . . . , Vt;N) ≃ N C S
r
κ(V1, . . . , Vt;E), which is
induced by the isomorphism N ≃ NC E, preserves the right C-comodule structures.
All of this is applicable to the case of N = Srκ(V
′
1 , . . . , V
′
t ;D), where V
′
1 , . . . , V
′
t is
another sequence of subspaces of g′ satisfying the above conditions. Now let V ′′1 , . . . ,
V ′′2t ⊂ g
′ be a sequence of subspaces satisfying the above conditions and such that
V ′i , Vi ⊂ V
′′
t+i. The map C⊗U(h) Uκ(g)⊗U(h) Uκ(g) −→ C⊗U(h) Uκ(g) induced by the
multiplication map Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) Uκ(g) −→ Uκ(g) is the inductive limit of the maps
D⊗U(h) R(V
′
1 , . . . , V
′
t )⊗U(h) R(V1, . . . , Vt) −→ D⊗U(h) R(V
′′
1 , . . . , V
′′
2t) over increasing
t, Vi, V
′
i , V
′′
i , and D. The corresponding map S
r
κ(V1, . . . , Vt;S
r
κ(V
′
1 , . . . , V
′
t ;D)) −→
S
r
κ(V
′′
1 , . . . , V
′′
2t;D) is induced by the map D ⊗k (k ⊕ V
′
1/W
′
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
′
t /W
′
t)
⊗t) ⊗k
(k⊕V1/W1⊕· · ·⊕ (Vt/Wt)
⊗t) −→ D⊗k (k⊕V
′′
1 /W
′′
1 ⊕· · ·⊕ (V
′′
2t/W
′′
2t)
⊗2t), where the
sequences of subspaces W ′i , Wi, W
′′
i satisfy the above conditions with respect to the
sequences of subspaces V ′i , Vi, V
′′
i , and the right C-comodules D, D⊗k (k⊕V
′
1/W
′
1⊕
· · ·⊕ (V ′t /W
′
t)
⊗t), D, respectively, and the additional condition that W ′i , Wi ⊂ W
′′
t+i.
One can easily see that the latter map is a morphism of right C-comodules.
D.2.4. The semialgebra Srκ(g,C) over the coalgebra C is constructed. Analogously
one defines a semialgebra structure on the tensor product Slκ(g,C) = Uκ(g)⊗U(h) C.
The semialgebras Srκ = S
r
κ(g,C) and S
l
κ = S
l
κ(g,C) are essentially opposite to each
other (see C.2.7). More precisely, the antipode anti-automorphisms of U(g′) and
C induce a natural isomorphism of semialgebras Srκ ≃ S
lop
−κ compatible with the
isomorphism of coalgebras Cop ≃ C, where we denote by −κ the central extension
of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs with the kernel k that is obtained from the central
extension κ by multiplying the embedding k −→ g′ with −1.
D.2.5. A discrete module M over a topological Lie algebra g is g-module such that
the action map g×M −→ M is continuous with respect to the discrete topology of
M . Equivalently, a g-module M is discrete if the annihilator of any element of M is
an open Lie subalgebra in g. In particular, if ψ : C× h −→ k is a continuous pairing
between a compact Lie algebra h and a coalgebra C such that the map ψˇ : C −→ h∨ is
a morphism of Lie coalgebras, then the h-module structure induced by a C-comodule
structure by the formula of D.2.1(iii) is always discrete.
Let κ : (g′,C) −→ (g,C) be a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs with
the kernel k. Then the category of left semimodules over Slκ(g,C) is isomorphic to
the category of k-vector spaces M endowed with C-comodule and discrete g′-module
structures such that the induced discrete h-module structures coincide, the action
map g/U⊗kL −→M is a morphism of C-comodules for any finite-dimensional C-sub-
comodule L ⊂M and any C-invariant compact open subspace U ⊂ g annihilating L,
and the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by the identity in M. The second of these three
conditions can be reformulated as follows: for any C-invariant compact subspace
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V ⊂ g′, the natural Lie coaction mapM −→ V ∨⊗kM is a morphism of C-comodules.
When the assumption (iv) of D.2.2 is satisfied, the second condition is redundant.
Abusing terminology, we will call vector spaces M endowed with such a structure
Harish-Chandra modules over (g,C) with the central charge κ. Analogously, the
category of right semimodules over Srκ(g,C) is isomorphic to the category of Harish-
Chandra modules over (g,C) with central charge −κ.
D.2.6. For a topological vector space V and a vector space P , denote by V ⊗̂
P the tensor product V ⊗! P = V
←
⊗ P considered as a vector space without any
topology, where P is endowed with the discrete topology for the purpose of making
the topological tensor product. In other words, one has V ⊗̂P = lim←−U V/U ⊗k P ,
where the projective limit is taken over all open subspaces U ⊂ V .
For a topological vector space V , denote by
∧∗,2(V ) the completion of ∧2k(V ) with
respect to the topology with the base of neighborhoods of zero formed by all the
subspaces T ⊂
∧2
k(V ) such that there exists an open subspace V
′ ⊂ V for which∧2
k(V
′) ⊂ T and for any vector v ∈ V there exists an open subspace V ′′ ⊂ V for
which v ∧ V ′′ ⊂ T . For any topological vector spaces V and W , the vector space of
continuous skew-symmetric bilinear maps V × V −→ W is naturally isomorphic to
the vector space of continuous linear maps
∧2,∗(V ) −→ W . The space ∧∗,2(V ) is a
closed subspace of the space V ⊗∗V ; the skew-symmetrization map V ⊗∗V −→ V ⊗∗V
factorizes through
∧∗,2(V ).
Let g be a topological Lie algebra. A contramodule over g is a vector space P
endowed with a linear map g ⊗̂P −→ P satisfying the following version of Jacobi
equation. Consider the vector space
∧∗,2(g)⊗̂P . There is a natural map ∧∗,2(g)⊗̂
P −→ g ⊗̂P induced by the bracket map ∧∗,2(g) −→ g. Furthermore, there is a
natural map (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P −→ g⊗̂(g⊗̂P ), which is constructed as follows. For any
open subspace U ⊂ g there is a natural surjection (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P −→ (g/U ⊗∗ g)⊗̂P
and for any discrete vector space F there is a natural isomorphism (F ⊗∗ g)⊗̂P ≃
F⊗k(g⊗ P̂ ), so the desired map is obtained as the projective limit over U . Composing
the map
∧∗,2(g)⊗̂P −→ (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P induced by the embedding ∧∗,2(g) −→ g⊗∗ g
with the map (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P −→ g⊗̂(g⊗̂P ) that we have constructed and with the
map g ⊗̂(g ⊗̂P ) −→ g ⊗̂P induced by the contraaction map g ⊗̂P −→ P , we
obtain a second map
∧∗,2(g) ⊗̂P −→ P . Now the contramodule Jacobi equation
claims that the two maps
∧∗,2⊗ P̂ −→ g⊗̂P should have equal compositions with
the contraaction map g⊗̂P −→ P .
Alternatively, the map (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P −→ g⊗̂(g⊗̂P ) can be constructed as the
composition (g⊗∗ g)⊗̂P −→ (g ←⊗ g)⊗̂P ≃ g ←⊗ g ←⊗ P ≃ g⊗̂(g⊗̂P ) of the map
induced by the natural continuous map g⊗∗g −→ g
←
⊗g and the natural isomorphisms
whose existence follows from the fact that the topological tensor product W
←
⊗ V
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considered as a vector space without any topology does not depend on the topology
of V . The following comparison between the definitions of a discrete g-module and a
g-contramodule can be made: a discrete g-module structure on a vector space M is
given by a continuous linear map g ⊗∗ M ≃ g
→
⊗M −→ M , while a g-contramodule
structure on a vector space P is given by a discontinuous linear map g ⊗! P ≃ g
←
⊗
P −→ P , where M and P are endowed with discrete topologies. For any topological
Lie algebra g, the category of g-contramodules is abelian (cf. D.5.2). There is a
natural exact forgetful functor from the category of g-contramodules to the category
of modules over the Lie algebra g considered without any topology.
For any discrete g-module M and any vector space E there is a natural structure
of g-contramodule on the space of linear maps Homk(M,E). The contraaction map
g ⊗̂ Homk(M,E) −→ Homk(M,E) is constructed as the projective limit over all
open subspaces U ⊂ g of the maps g/U ⊗k Homk(M,E) −→ Homk(M
U , E) given by
the formula z¯⊗g 7−→ (m 7−→ −g(z¯m)) for z¯ ∈ g/U , g ∈ Homk(M,E), and m ∈M
U ,
where MU ⊂M denotes the subspace of all elements of M annihilated by U .
More generally, for any discrete module M over a topological Lie algebra g1
and any contramodule P over a topological Lie algebra g2 there is a natu-
ral (g1 ⊕ g2)-contramodule structure on Homk(M,P ) with the contraaction map
(g1 ⊕ g2) ⊗̂ Homk(M,P ) −→ Homk(M,P ) defined as the sum of two commuting
contraactions of g1 and g2 in Homk(M,P ), one of which is introduced above and the
other one is given by the composition g2⊗̂Homk(M,P ) −→ Homk(M, g2⊗̂P ) −→
Homk(M,P ) of the natural map g2 ⊗̂ Homk(M,P ) −→ Homk(M, g2 ⊗̂P ) and
the map Homk(M, g2 ⊗̂P ) −→ Homk(M,P ) induced by the g2-contraaction in P .
Hence for any discrete g-module M and any g-contramodule P there is a natural
g-contramodule structure on Homk(M,P ) induced by the diagonal embedding of Lie
algebras g −→ g⊕ g.
D.2.7. When g is a Tate Lie algebra, a g-contramodule P can be also defined
as a k-vector space endowed with a linear map Homk(V
∨, P ) −→ P for every
compact open subspace V ⊂ g. These linear maps should satisfy the follow-
ing two conditions: when U ⊂ V ⊂ g are compact open subspaces, the maps
Homk(U
∨, P ) −→ P and Homk(V
∨, P ) −→ P should form a commutative dia-
gram with the map Homk(U
∨, P ) −→ Homk(V
∨, P ) induced by the natural sur-
jection V ∨ −→ U∨, and for any compact open subspaces V ′, V ′′, W ⊂ g such that
[V ′, V ′′] ⊂W the composition Homk(V
′′∨⊗k V
′∨, P ) −→ Homk(W
∨, P ) −→ P of the
map induced by the cobracket map W∨ −→ V ′′∨ ⊗k V
′∨ and the contraaction map
Homk(W
∨, P ) −→ P should be equal to the difference of the iterated contraaction
map Homk(V
′′∨ ⊗k V
′∨, P ) ≃ Homk(V
′∨,Homk(V
′′∨, P )) −→ Homk(V
′∨, P ) −→ P
and the composition of the isomorphism Homk(V
′′∨ ⊗k V
′∨, P ) ≃ Homk(V
′∨ ⊗k
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V ′′∨, P ) induced by the isomorphism V ′∨ ⊗k V
′′∨ ≃ V ′′∨ ⊗k V
′∨ with the iterated
contraaction map Homk(V
′∨ ⊗k V
′′∨, P ) ≃ Homk(V
′′∨,Homk(V
′∨, P )) −→ P .
For a Tate Lie algebra g, a discrete g-module M , and an g-contramodule P , the
structure of g-contramodule on Homk(M,P ) defined above is given by the formula
pi(g)(m) = piP (x
∗ 7→ g(x∗)(m))−g(m{−1})(m{0}) for a compact open subspace V ⊂ g,
a linear map g ∈ Homk(V
∨,Homk(M,P )), and elements x
∗ ∈ V ∨, m ∈ M , where
m 7−→ m{−1}⊗m{0} denotes the map M −→ V
∨⊗kM corresponding to the g-action
map V ×M −→M and piP denotes the g-contraaction map Homk(V
∨, P ) −→ P .
If ψ : C × h −→ k is a continuous pairing between a coalgebra C and a compact
Lie algebra h such that the map ψˇ : C −→ h∨ is a morphism of Lie coalgebras, then
for any left C-contramodule P the induced contraaction of h in P is defined as the
composition Homk(h
∨,P) −→ Homk(C,P) −→ P of the map induced by the map ψˇ
and the C-contraaction map.
D.2.8. Let κ : (g′,C) −→ (g,C) be a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs
with the kernel k. Then the category of left semicontramodules over the semialgebra
S
r
κ(g,C) is isomorphic to the category of k-vector spaces P endowed with a left
C-contramodule and a g′-contramodule structures such that the induced h-contra-
module structures coincide, for any C-invariant compact open subspace V ⊂ g the
g-contraaction map Homk(V
∨,P) −→ P is a morphism of C-contramodules, and
the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by the identity in P. Here the left C-contramodule
structure on the vector space Homk(M,P) for a left C-comodule M and a left C-con-
tramodule P is defined by the formula pi(g)(m) = piP(c 7→ g(s(m(−1))c)(m(0))) for
m ∈M, g ∈ Homk(C,Homk(M,P)).
Indeed, according to 10.2.2, a left Srκ-semicontramodule structure on P is the
same that a left C-contramodule and a left Uκ(g)-module structures such that
induced U(h)-module structures on P coincide and the (semicontra)action map
P −→ HomU(h)(Uκ(g),P) ≃ CohomC(S
r
κ,P) is a morphism of C-contramodules.
The latter condition is equivalent to the map P −→ HomU(h)(U(h) · V, P) ≃
CohomC(C⊗U(h) U(h) · V, P) being a morphism of C-contramodules for any compact
C-invariant subspace h⊕ k ⊂ V ⊂ g′, where U(h) · V ⊂ Uκ(g). Given this data, one
can use the short exact sequences h⊗kP −→ h⊗̂P⊕V ⊗kP −→ V ⊗̂P to construct
the Lie contraaction maps V ⊗̂P −→P. Then the mapP −→ HomU(h)(U(h)·V,P)
is a morphism of C-contramodules if and only if the map Homk(V
∨,P) −→ P is
a morphism of C-contramodules. To check this, one can express the first condition
in terms of the equality of two appropriate maps Homk(C,P) ⇒ Homk(V,P) and
the second condition in terms of the equality of two maps Homk(V
∨⊗k C, P)⇒P.
These two pairs of maps correspond to each other under a natural isomorphism
V ∨⊗k C ≃ C⊗k V
∨. In particular, our maps Homk(V
∨,P) −→P are morphisms of
h-contramodules, and it follows that they define a g′-contramodule structure.
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We will call vector spaces P endowed with such a structure Harish-Chandra
contramodules over (g,C) with the central charge κ. If κ1 : (g
′,C) −→ (g,C) and
κ2 : (g
′′,C) −→ (g,C) are two central extensions of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs with
the kernels k, and M and P are a Harish-Chandra module and a Harish-Chandra
contramodule over (g,C) with the central charges κ1 and κ2, respectively, then the
vector space Homk(M,P) has a natural structure of Harish-Chandra contramodule
with the central charge κ2 − κ1. Here κ2 − κ1 : (g
′′′,C) −→ (g,C) denotes the
Baer difference of the central extensions κ2 and κ1. This Harish-Chandra contra-
module structure consists of the g′′′-contramodule and C-contramodule structures on
Homk(M,P) defined by the above rules.
D.3. Isomorphism of semialgebras.
D.3.1. For any two central extensions of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs κ′ : (g′,C) −→
(g,C) and κ′′ : (g′′,C) −→ (g,C) with the kernels identified with k we denote by
κ′ + κ′′ their Baer sum, i. e., the central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs
(g′′′,C) −→ (g,C) with g′′′ = ker(g′ ⊕ g′′ → g)/ im k, where the map g′ ⊕ g′′ −→ g
is the difference of the maps g′ −→ g and g′′ −→ g, and the map k −→ g′ ⊕ g′′ is
the difference of the maps k −→ g′ and k −→ g′′. The canonical central extension
(g∼,C) −→ (g,C) will be denoted by κ0.
We claim that for any central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs κ : (g′,C) −→
(g,C) with the kernel k such that the condition (iv) of D.2.2 is satisfied there is a
natural isomorphism Srκ+κ0(g,C) ≃ S
l
κ(g,C) of semialgebras over the coalgebra C.
This isomorphism is characterized by the following three properties.
(a) Consider the increasing filtration F of the k-algebra Uκ(g) with the compo-
nents FiUκ(g) = (k + g
′ + · · · + g′i)U(h) = U(h)(k + g′ + · · · + g′i) and the
induced filtration FiS
l
κ = FiUκ(g) ⊗U(h) C of the semialgebra S
l
κ = S
l
κ(g,C).
Then we have F0S
l
κ ≃ C, S
l
κ ≃ lim−→
FiS
l
κ, and the semimultiplication maps
FiS
l
κ C FjS
l
κ −→ S
l
κ C S
l
κ −→ S
l
κ factorize through Fi+iS
l
κ. There is
an analogous filtration FiS
r
κ+κ0 = C ⊗U(h) FiUκ+κ0(g) of the semialgebra
S
r
κ+κ0 = S
r
κ+κ0(g,C). The desired isomorphism S
r
κ+κ0 ≃ S
l
κ preserves the
filtrations F .
(b) The natural maps Fi−1S
l
κ −→ FiS
l
κ are injective and their cokernels are coflat
left and right C-comodules, so the associated graded quotient semialgebra
grFS
l
κ =
⊕
i FiS
l
κ/Fi−1S
l
κ is defined (cf. 11.5). The semialgebra grFS
l
κ is
naturally isomorphic to the tensor product Symk(g/h)⊗k C of the symmetric
algebra Symk(g/h) of the k-vector space g/h and the coalgebra C, endowed
with the semialgebra structure corresponding to the left entwining structure
Symk(g/h) ⊗k C −→ C ⊗k Symk(g/h) for the coalgebra C and the algebra
Symk(g/h) (see 10.3). Here the entwining map is given by the formula u⊗c 7−→
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cu(−1) ⊗ u(0), where u 7−→ u(−1) ⊗ u(0) denotes the C-coaction in Symk(g/h)
induced by the C-coaction in g/h. Analogously, the semialgebra grFS
r
κ+κ0
is naturally isomorphic to the tensor product C ⊗k Symk(g/h) endowed with
the semialgebra structure corresponding to the right entwining structure C⊗k
Symk(g/h) −→ Symk(g/h) ⊗k C. Here the entwining map is given by the
formula c ⊗ u 7−→ u(0) ⊗ cu(1), where the right coaction u 7−→ u(0) ⊗ u(1)
is obtained from the above left coaction u 7−→ u(−1) ⊗ u(0) by applying the
antipode. These left and right entwining maps are inverse to each other,
hence there is a natural isomorphism of semialgebras grFS
l
κ ≃ grFS
r
κ+κ0
. This
isomorphism can be obtained by passing to the associated graded quotient
semialgebras in the desired isomorphism Slκ ≃ S
r
κ+κ0 .
(c) Choose a section b′ : g/h −→ g′ of the natural surjection g′ −→ g′/(h ⊕ k) ≃
g/h. Composing b′ with the surjection g′ −→ g, we obtain a section b of
the natural surjection g −→ g/h, hence a direct sum decomposition g ≃
h ⊕ b(g/h). So there is the corresponding section g −→ g∼ of the canonical
central extension g∼ −→ g; denote by b˜ the composition g/h −→ g −→ g∼
of the section b and the section g −→ g∼. The Baer sum of the sections
b′ and b˜ provides a section b′′ : g/h −→ g′′, where (g′′,C) −→ (g,C) denotes
the central extension κ + κ0. Now the composition g/h ⊗k C −→ g
′ ⊗k C ≃
F1Uκ(g) ⊗k C −→ F1S
l
κ of the map induced by the map b
′, the isomorphism
induced by the natural isomorphism g′ ≃ F1Uκ(g), and the surjection Uκ(g)⊗k
C −→ Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) C provides a section of the natural surjection F1S
l
κ −→
F1S
l
κ/F0S
l
κ ≃ g/h ⊗k C. This section is a morphism of right C-comodules.
Hence the corresponding retraction F1S
l
κ −→ F0S
l
κ ≃ C is also a morphism of
right C-comodules. Analogously, the composition C⊗k g/h −→ C⊗k g
′′ ≃ C⊗k
F1Uκ+κ0(g) −→ F1S
r
κ+κ0
, where the first morphism is induced by the map b′′, is
a section of the natural surjection F1S
r
κ+κ0 −→ F1S
r
κ+κ0/F0S
r
κ+κ0 ≃ C⊗k g/h;
this section is a morphism of left C-comodules. Hence so is the corresponding
retraction F1S
r
κ+κ0 −→ F0S
r
κ+κ0 ≃ C. The desired isomorphism F1S
l
κ ≃
F1S
r
κ+κ0
identifies the compositions F1S
l
κ −→ C −→ k and F1S
r
κ+κ0
−→
C −→ k of the retractions F1S
l
κ −→ C and F1S
r
κ+κ0
−→ C with the counit
map C −→ k. This condition holds for all sections b′.
Theorem. There exists a unique isomorphism of semialgebras Srκ+κ0(g,C) ≃ S
l
κ(g,C)
over C satisfying the above properties (a-c).
Proof. Uniqueness is clear, since a morphism from a C-C-bicomodule to the bicomod-
ule C is determined by its composition with the counit map C −→ k. The proof of
existence occupies subsections D.3.2–D.3.7.
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The next result is obtained by specializing the semimodule-semicontramodule cor-
respondence theorem to the case of Harish-Chandra modules and contramodules.
Corollary. There is a natural equivalence RΨSl
κ
= LΦ−1
Sr
κ+κ0
between the semiderived
category of Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge κ over (g,C) and the
semiderived category of Harish-Chandra contramodules with the central charge κ+κ0
over (g,C). Here the semiderived category of Harish-Chandra modules is defined
as the quotient category of the homotopy category of complexes of Harish-Chandra
modules by the thick subcategory of C-coacyclic complexes; the semiderived category
of Harish-Chandra contramodules is analogously defined as the quotient category by
the thick subcategory of C-contraacyclic complexes.
Proof. This follows from the results of D.2.5 and D.2.8, the above Theorem, and
Corollary 6.3. 
Remark. The main property of the equivalence of semiderived categories provided
by the above Corollary is that it transforms the Harish-Chandra modules M that,
considered as C-comodules, are the cofree comodules C⊗k E cogenerated by a vector
space E, into the Harish-Chandra contramodules P that, considered as C-contra-
modules, are the free contramodules Homk(C, E) generated by the same vector space
E, and vice versa. The similar assertion holds for any complexes of C-cofree Harish-
Chandra modules and C-free Harish-Chandra contramodules. The above Corollary
is a way to formulate the classical duality between Harish-Chandra modules with
the complementary central charges κ and −κ − κ0 [22, 42]. Of course, there is no
hope of establishing an anti-equivalence between any kinds of exotic derived cat-
egories of arbitrary Harish-Chandra modules over (g,C) with the complementary
central charges, as the derived category of vector spaces is not anti-equivalent to
itself. At the very least, one would have to impose some finiteness conditions on
the Harish-Chandra modules. The introduction of contramodules allows to resolve
this problem. Still one can use the functor ΦS to construct a contravariant functor
between the semiderived categories of Harish-Chandra modules with the comple-
mentary central charges. Choose a vector space U ; for example, U = k. Consider
the functor N 7−→ Homk(N, U) acting from the semiderived category of Harish-
Chandra semimodules over (g,C) with the central charge −κ−κ0 to the semiderived
category of Harish-Chandra semicontramodules over (g,C) with the central charge
κ+κ0. Composing this functor Homk(−, U) with the functor LΦSr
κ+κ0
, one obtains a
contravariant functor Dsi(simod–Srκ+κ0) −→ D
si(Slκ–simod). The latter functor trans-
forms the Harish-Chandra modules that as C-comodules are cofreely cogenerated by
a vector space E into the Harish-Chandra modules that as C-comodules are cofreely
cogenerated by the vector space Homk(E,U), and similarly for complexes of C-cofree
Harish-Chandra modules. One cannot avoid using the exotic derived categories in
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this construction, because the functor LΦS does not preserve acyclicity, in general
(see 0.2.7).
D.3.2. The semialgebras Slκ and S
r
κ+κ0 endowed with the increasing filtrations F
are left and right coflat nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras over the coalge-
bra C (see 11.5). Indeed, there are natural isomorphisms of complexes of C-C-bi-
comodules Bar•gr(grFS
l
κ,C) ≃ Bar
•
gr(Symk(g/h), k) ⊗k C and Bar
•
gr(grFS
r
κ+κ0
,C) ≃
C ⊗k Bar
•
gr(Symk(g/h, k), and the k-algebra Symk(g/h) is Koszul. Here the left
C-coaction in Bar•gr(Symk(g/h), k) ⊗k C is the tensor product of the C-coaction in
Bar•gr(Symk(g/h), k) induced by the C-coaction in g/h and the left C-coaction in
C, while the right C-coaction in Bar•gr(Symk(g/h), k) ⊗k C is induced by the right
C-coaction in C. The C-C-bicomodule structure on C⊗kBar
•
gr(Symk(g/h, k) is defined
in the analogous way (with the left and right sides switched).
The left and right coflat Koszul coalgebras Dl and Dr over C quadratic dual to
the left and right coflat Koszul semialgebras grFS
l
κ and grFS
r
κ+κ0
are described as
follows. One has Dl ≃
∧
k(g/h)⊗k C, where
∧
k(g/h) denotes the exterior coalgebra
of the k-vector space g/h, i. e., the coalgebra quadratic dual to the symmetric algebra
Symk(g/h). The counit of
∧
k(g/h)⊗kC is the tensor product of the counits of
∧
k(g/h)
and C, while the comultiplication in
∧
k(g/h)⊗k C is constructed as the composition∧
k(g/h)⊗kC −→
∧
k(g/h)⊗k
∧
k(g/h)⊗kC⊗kC −→
∧
k(g/h)⊗kC⊗k
∧
k(g/h)⊗kC of
the map induced by the comultiplications in
∧
k(g/h) and C and the map induced by
the “permutation” map
∧
k(g/h)⊗k C −→ C⊗k
∧
k(g/h). The latter map is given by
the formula u⊗ c 7−→ cu[−1]⊗u[0] for u ∈
∧
k(g/h) and c ∈ C, where u 7−→ u[−1]⊗u[0]
denotes the C-coaction in
∧
k(g/h) induced by the C-coaction in g/h.
Analogously, one has Dr ≃ C ⊗k
∧
k(g/h), where the counit of C ⊗k
∧
k(g/h)
is the tensor product of the counits of
∧
k(g/h) and C, while the comultiplication
in C ⊗k
∧
k(g/h) is defined in terms of the “permutation” map C ⊗k
∧
k(g/h) −→∧
k(g/h)⊗k C. The latter map is given by the formula c⊗u 7−→ u[0]⊗ cu[1], where the
right coaction u 7−→ u[0]⊗ u[1] is obtained from the left coaction u 7−→ u[−1]⊗ u[0] by
applying the antipode. Both coalgebras
∧
k(g/h)⊗kC and C⊗k
∧
k(g/h) have gradings
induced by the grading of
∧
k(g/h). The two “permutation” maps are inverse to each
other, and they provide an isomorphism of graded coalgebras Dl ≃ Dr.
Now recall that we have assumed the condition (iv) of D.2.2. Denote by · · · ⊂
V 2C ⊂ V 1C ⊂ V 0C = C the decreasing filtration of C orthogonal to the natural
increasing filtration of the universal enveloping algebra U(h), that is V iC ⊂ C consists
of all c ∈ C such that φ(c, x) = 0 for all x ∈ k+h+ · · ·+hi−1 ⊂ U(h). Notice that the
decreasing filtration V is compatible with both the coalgebra and algebra structures
on C; in particular, it is a filtration by ideals with respect to the multiplication. The
subspace V 1C is the kernel of the counit map C −→ k; the subspace V 2C is the kernel
of the map C −→ h∨ ⊕ k which is the sum of the map ψˇ and the counit map.
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Define decreasing filtrations V on the coalgebrasDl andDr by the formulas V iDl ≃∧
k(g/h) ⊗k V
iC and V iDr ≃ V iC ⊗k
∧
k(g/h); these filtrations are compatible with
the coalgebra structures on Dl and Dr, and correspond to each other under the
isomorphism Dl ≃ Dr. Set Dl = D ≃ Dr. The coalgebra D is cogenerated by
the maps D −→ D0/V
2D0 and D −→ D1/V
1D1, i. e., the iterated comultiplication
map from D to the direct product of all tensor powers D0/V
2D0 ⊕ D1/V
1D1 is
injective. Moreover, the decreasing filtration V on D is cogenerated by the filtrations
on D0/V
2D0 and D1/V
1D1, i. e., the subspaces V
iD are the full preimages of the
subspaces of the induced filtration on the product of all tensor powers of D0/V
2D0⊕
D1/V
1D1 under the iterated comultiplication map.
D.3.3. Composing the equivalences of categories from 11.2.2 and Theorem 11.6,
we obtain an equivalence between the category of left (right) coflat nonhomoge-
neous Koszul semialgebras over C and the category of left (right) coflat Koszul
CDG-coalgebras over C. Here a CDG-coagebra (D, d, h) is called Koszul over C if the
underlying graded coalgebra D is Koszul over C. Recall that for a left (right) coflat
nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebra S∼ and the corresponding quasi-differential
coalgebra D∼ one has F1S
∼ ≃ D∼1 , so to construct a specific CDG-coalgebra (D, d, h)
corresponding to a given filtered semialgebra S∼ one has to choose a linear map
δ : F1S
∼ −→ k such that the composition of the injection C ≃ F0S
∼ −→ F1S
∼ with δ
coincides with the counit map of C.
Choose a section b′ : g/h −→ g′ and construct the related section b′′ : g/h −→ g′′;
denote by δlb′ : F1S
l
κ −→ k and δ
r
b′′ : F1S
r
κ+κ0 −→ k the corresponding linear functions
constructed in (c) of D.3.1. In order to obtain an isomorphism of left and right coflat
nonhomogeneous Koszul semialgebras Slκ ≃ S
r
κ+κ0
, we will construct an isomorphism
between the CDG-coalgebras (Dl, dlb′, h
l
b′) and (D
r, drb′′, h
r
b′′) corresponding to the fil-
tered semialgebras Slκ and S
r
κ+κ0
endowed with the linear functions δlb′ and δ
r
b′′ . The
isomorphism of coalgebras Dl ≃ Dr is already defined; all we have to do is to check
that it identifies dlb′ with d
r
b′′ and h
l
b′ with h
r
b′′ . Besides, we need to show that the iso-
morphism Slκ ≃ S
r
κ+κ0
so obtained does not depend on the choice of b′. Here it suffices
to check that changing the section b′ to b′1 leads to isomorphisms of CDG-coalgebras
(id, al) : (Dl, drb′, h
r
b′) −→ (D
l, drb′1
, hrb′1
) and (id, ar) : (Dr, drb′′, h
r
b′′) −→ (D
r, drb′′1
, hrb′′1
)
with the linear functions al and ar being identified by the isomorphism Dl ≃ Dr.
Since the coalgebra Dl = D ≃ Dr is cogenerated by the maps D −→ D0/V
2D0
and D −→ D1/V1D1, it suffices to check that the compositions of d
l
b′ and d
r
b′′ with
these two maps coincide in order to show that dlb′ = d
r
b′′. We will also see that
these compositions factorize through D1/V
2D1 and D2/V
1D2, respectively, and the
induced mapD1/V
2D1 −→ D0/V
2D0 preserves the images of V
1 (actually, even maps
the whole of D1/V
2D1 into V
1D0/V
2D1), hence it will follow that the differential
dlb′ = d
r
b′′ preserves the decreasing filtration V . Besides, we will see that the linear
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function hlb′ = h
r
b′′ annihilates the subspace V
2D2 and the linear function a
l = ar
corresponding to a change of section b′ annihilates the subspace V 2D1.
D.3.4. Let us introduce notation for the components of the commutator map with
respect to the direct sum decomposition g′ ≃ h ⊕ b′(g/h) ⊕ k. As above, the Lie
coalgebra structure on h∨ is denoted by x∗ 7−→ x∗{1} ∧ x
∗
{2}. Denote the Lie coaction
of h∨ in g/h, i. e., the map g/h −→ h∨⊗k g/h corresponding to the commutator map
h×g/h −→ g/h, by u 7−→ u{−1}⊗u{0}. These two maps do not depend on the choice
of the section b′; the rest of them do.
Denote by u⊗x∗ 7−→ u(x∗) the map g/h⊗k h
∨ −→ h∨ corresponding to the projec-
tion of the commutator map b′(g/h)×h −→ g′ −→ h. Denote by u∧v 7−→ {u, v} the
map
∧2
k(g/h) −→ g/h corresponding to the commutator map
∧2
k b
′(g/h) −→ g/h.
Denote by u∧ v⊗x∗ 7−→ (u, v)x∗ the map
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k h
∨ −→ k corresponding to the
projection of the commutator map
∧2
k b
′(g/h) −→ g′ −→ h.
The above five maps only depend on the Lie algebra g with the subalgebra h and
the section b : g/h −→ g, but the following two will depend essentially on g′ and b′.
Denote by ρ′ : g/h −→ h∨ the map corresponding to the projection of the commutator
map b′(g/h)× h −→ g′ −→ k. Denote by σ′ :
∧2
k(g/h) −→ k the map corresponding
to the projection of the commutator map
∧2
k b
′(g/h) −→ g′ −→ k. Denote by ρ˜, σ˜
and ρ′′, σ′′ the analogous maps corresponding to the central extensions g∼ −→ g and
g′′ −→ g with the sections b˜ and b′′. Clearly, we have ρ′′ = ρ′ + ρ˜ and σ′′ = σ′ + σ˜.
Set b = b(g/h) ⊂ g. The composition θ of the commutator map in gl(g)∼ with
the projection gl(g)∼ −→ k corresponding to the section gl(g) −→ gl(g)∼ coming
from the direct sum decomposition g ≃ h ⊕ b is written explicitly as follows. For
any continuous linear operator A : g −→ g denote by Ah→b : h −→ b, Ab→h : b −→ h,
etc., its components with respect to our direct sum decomposition. Then the cocycle
θ is given by the formula θ(A∧B) = tr(Ab→hBh→b)−tr(Bb→hAh→b), where tr denotes
the trace of a linear operator h −→ h with an open kernel.
Using this formula, one can find that, in the above notation, ρ˜(u) = −u{0}(u{−1})
and σ˜(u ∧ v) = −(u, v{0})v{−1} + (v, u{0})u{−1} .
D.3.5. We have Dl0 ≃ C, D
l
1 ≃ g/h⊗k C, and D
l
2 ≃
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k C. The composition
of the map dlb′ : g/h⊗k C −→ C with the counit map ε : C −→ k vanishes, since d
l
b′ is
a coderivation. Let us start with computing the composition of the map dlb′ with the
map ψˇ : C −→ h∨.
The class of an element u⊗c ∈ g/h⊗kC can be represented by the element b
′(u)⊗U(h)
c ∈ F1Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) C ≃ D
l
1
∼ in the quasi-differential coalgebra Dl∼ corresponding to
the filtered semialgebra Slκ. Denote the image of b
′(u)⊗U(h) c under the comultiplica-
tion mapDl1
∼ −→ C⊗kD
l
1
∼ by c1⊗(z⊗U(h)c2), where z ∈ F1Uκ(g). The total comulti-
plication of b′(u)⊗U(h)c is then equal to c1⊗(z⊗U(h)c2)+(b
′(u)⊗U(h)c(1))⊗c(2). We have
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dlb′(u⊗c) = δ
l
b′(b
′(u)⊗U(h)c(1))c(2)−δ
l
b′(z⊗U(h) c2)c1 = −δ
l
b′(z⊗U(h) c2)c1. Furthermore,
ψ(dlb′(u⊗ c), x) = −ψ(c1, x)δ
l
b′(z⊗U(h) c2) = −δ
l
b′(xb
′(u)⊗U(h) c) = −δ
l
b′([x, b
′(u)]⊗U(h)
c)− δlb′(b
′(u)⊗U(h) xc) = δ
l
b′([b
′(u), x]⊗U(h) c) = 〈x, u(ψˇ(c))〉+ 〈x, ρ
′(u)〉ε(c) for x ∈ h,
since ψ(x, c1)z ⊗U(h) c2 = xb
′(u)⊗U(h) c.
So the composition of the map dlb′ : g/h ⊗k C −→ C with the map ψˇ : C −→ h
∨ is
equal to the composition of the map id⊗(ψˇ, ε) : g/h ⊗k C −→ g/h ⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) with
the map g/h⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) −→ h∨ given by the formula u⊗ x∗ + v 7−→ u(x∗) + ρ′(v).
Now let us compute the composition of the map dlb′ :
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k C −→ g/h ⊗k C
with the map id⊗ε : g/h ⊗k C −→ g/h. The vector space D
l
2
∼ is the kernel of the
semimultiplication map F1S
l
κ C F1S
l
κ −→ F2S
l
κ, which can be identified with the
kernel of the map F1Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) F1Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) C −→ F2Uκ(g) ⊗U(h) C induced by
the multiplication map F1Uκ(g)⊗U(h) F1Uκ(g) −→ F2Uκ(g). The class of an element
u∧ v⊗ c ∈
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k C can be represented by the element b
′(u)⊗U(h) b
′(v)⊗U(h) c−
b′(v)⊗U(h) b
′(u)⊗U(h) c− [b
′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) 1⊗U(h) c in the latter kernel.
Denote the image of b′(v)⊗U(h)c under the comultiplication map D
l
1
∼ −→ C⊗kD
l
1
∼
by c1 ⊗ (z ⊗U(h) c2), where z ∈ F1Uκ(g); then the image of b
′(u) ⊗U(h) b
′(v) ⊗U(h) c
under the comultiplication map Dl2
∼ −→ Dl1
∼ ⊗k D
l
1
∼ is equal to (b′(u) ⊗U(h) c1) ⊗
(z ⊗U(h) c2). The image of [b
′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) 1⊗U(h) c under the same map D
l
2
∼ −→
Dl1
∼⊗kD
l
1
∼ is equal to ([b′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) c(1))⊗ (1⊗U(h) c(2)). We have δ
l
b′(b
′(u)⊗U(h)
c1)z ⊗U(h) c2 = 0 and δ
l
b′(z ⊗U(h) c2)(id⊗ε)b
′(u)⊗U(h) c1 = ε(c1)δ
l
b′(z ⊗U(h) c2)u =
δlb′(b
′(v) ⊗U(h) c)u = 0, where p ∈ D
l
1 denotes the image of an element p ∈ D
l
1
∼.
Furthermore, δlb′([b
′(u), b′(v)] ⊗U(h) c(1))1⊗U(h) c(2) = 0. Hence (id⊗ε)d
l
b′(u ∧ v ⊗
c) = −δlb′(1 ⊗U(h) c(2))(id⊗ε)[b
′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) c(1) = −(id⊗ε)[b′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) c =
−{u, v}ε(c).
So the composition of the map dlb′ :
∧2
k(g/h) ⊗k C −→ g/h ⊗k C with the map
id⊗ε : g/h⊗k C −→ g/h is equal to the composition of the map id⊗ε :
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k
C −→
∧2
k(g/h) with the map
∧2
k(g/h) −→ g/h given by the formula u∧v 7−→ −{u, v}.
Finally, let us compute the linear function hlb′ :
∧2
k(g/h) ⊗k C −→ k. We have
δlb′(b
′(u) ⊗U(h) c1)δ
l
b′(z ⊗U(h) c2) = 0, hence h(u ∧ v ⊗ c) = −δ
l
b′([b
′(u), b′(v)] ⊗U(h)
c(1))δ
l
b′(1 ⊗U(h) c(2)) = −δ
l
b′([b
′(u), b′(v)]⊗U(h) c) = −(u, v)ψˇ(c) − σ
′(u ∧ v)ε(c). So the
linear function hlb′ is equal to the composition of the map id⊗(ψˇ, ε) :
∧2
k(g/h)⊗kC −→∧2
k(g/h)⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) and the linear function
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k (h
∨⊕ k) −→ k given by the
formula u1 ∧ v1 ⊗ x
∗ + u ∧ v 7−→ −(u1, v1)x∗ − σ
′(u ∧ v).
D.3.6. Analogously, we have Dr0 ≃ C, D
r
1 ≃ C⊗k g/h, and D
r
2 ≃ C⊗k
∧2
k(g/h). The
composition of the map drb′′ : C⊗k g/h −→ C with the map ε : C −→ k vanishes. The
composition of the map drb′′ : C⊗k g/h −→ C with the map ψˇ : C −→ h
∨ is equal to the
composition of the map (ψˇ, ε)⊗ id : C⊗k g/h −→ (h
∨⊕ k)⊗k g/h and the map (h
∨⊕
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k)⊗k g/h −→ h
∨ given by the formula x∗⊗u+v 7−→ u(x∗)+ρ′′(v). The composition
of the map drb′′ : C⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) −→ C⊗k g/h with the map ε ⊗ id : C⊗k g/h −→ g/h
is equal to the composition of the map ε ⊗ id : C ⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) −→
∧2
k(g/h) and the
map
∧2
k(g/h) −→ g/h given by the formula u ∧ v 7−→ −{u, v}. The linear function
hrb′′ : C ⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) −→ k is equal to the composition of the map (ψˇ, ε) ⊗ id : C ⊗k∧2
k(g/h) −→ (h
∨⊕ k)⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) and the linear function (h
∨⊕ k)⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) −→ k
given by the formula x∗ ⊗ u1 ∧ v1 + u ∧ v 7−→ −(u1, v1)x∗ − σ
′′(u ∧ v).
The isomorphism g/h ⊗k C ≃ C ⊗k g/h forms a commutative diagram with the
map g/h⊗k C −→ g/h⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k), the map C⊗k g/h −→ (h
∨ ⊕ k)⊗k g/h, and the
isomorphism g/h⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) ≃ (h∨ ⊕ k)⊗k g/h given by the formula u⊗ x
∗ + v 7−→
x∗⊗u+v{−1}⊗v{0}+v. Analogously, the isomorphism
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k C ≃ C⊗k
∧2
k(g/h)
forms a commutative diagram with the map
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k C −→
∧2
k(g/h)⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k),
the map C ⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) −→ (h
∨ ⊕ k) ⊗k
∧2
k(g/h), and the isomorphism
∧2
k(g/h) ⊗k
(h∨ ⊕ k) ≃ (h∨ ⊕ k) ⊗k
∧2
k(g/h) given by the formula u1 ∧ v1 ⊗ x
∗ + u ∧ v 7−→
x∗ ⊗ u1 ∧ v1 + u{−1} ⊗ u{0} ∧ v + v{−1} ⊗ u ∧ v{0} + u ∧ v.
Now it is straightforward to check that the isomorphism Dl ≃ Dr identifies dlb′
with drb′′ modulo V
2D0 ⊕ V
1D1 ⊕ D2 ⊕ D3 ⊕ · · · and h
l
b′ with h
r
b′′ . Indeed, one
has u(x∗) + v{0}(v{−1}) + ρ
′′(v) = u(x∗) + ρ′(v) and −(u1, v1)x∗ − (u{0}, v)u{−1} −
(u, v{0})v{−1} − σ
′′(u ∧ v) = −(u1, v1)x∗ − σ
′(u ∧ v).
D.3.7. Finally, let b′1 : g/h −→ g
′ be another section of the surjection g′ −→ g′/(h⊕
k) ≃ g/h. Then we can write b′1 = b + t + t
′ with t : g/h −→ h and t′ : g/h −→ k.
Analogously, the sections b˜1 : g/h −→ g
∼ and b′′1 : g/h −→ g
′′ corresponding to b′1
have the form b˜1 = b˜+ t+ t˜ and b
′′
1 = b
′′ + t+ t′′ with t′′ = t′ + t˜.
Denote by τ, τ1 : gl(g) −→ gl(g)
∼ the sections corresponding to direct sum de-
compositions g = h ⊕ b(g/h) and g = h ⊕ b1(g/h) with b1 = b + t, t : g/h −→ h.
Then one has τ1(A) − τ(A) = tr(tAh→g/h) for any A ∈ gl(g), where Ah→g/h denotes
the composition h −→ g −→ g −→ g/h of the endomorphism A with the injection
h −→ g and the surjection g −→ g/h.
Using this formula, one can find that t˜(u) = −〈u{−1}, t(u{0})〉, where 〈 , 〉 denotes
the natural pairing h∨ × h −→ k.
The natural isomorphism (id, al) : (Dl, dlb′, h
l
b′) −→ (D
l, dlb′1
, hlb′1
) between the
CDG-coalgebras corresponding to the sections b′ and b′1 can be computed easily; the
linear function al : Dl1 −→ k is the composition of the map id⊗(ψˇ, ε) : g/h⊗k C −→
g/h ⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) and the linear function g/h ⊗k (h
∨ ⊕ k) −→ k given by the
formula u ⊗ x∗ + v 7−→ −〈x∗, t(u)〉 − t′(v). Analogously, the linear function ar
in the natural isomorphism (id, ar) : (Dr, drb′′, h
r
b′′) −→ (D
r, drb′′1
, hrb′′1
) between the
CDG-coalgebras corresponding to the sections b′′ and b′′1 is the composition of the map
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(ψˇ, ε)⊗ id: C⊗k g/h −→ (h
∨⊕k)⊗k g/h and the linear function (h
∨⊕k)⊗k g/h −→ k
given by the formula x∗ ⊗ u+ v 7−→ −〈x∗, t(u)〉 − t′′(v).
Now it is straightforward to check that the isomorphism Dl ≃ Dr identifies al
with ar. Indeed, −〈x∗, t(u)〉 − 〈v{−1}, t(v{0})〉 − t
′′(v) = −〈x∗, t(u)〉 − t′(v).
Theorem D.3.1 is proven. 
D.4. Semiinvariants and semicontrainvariants.
D.4.1. Let g be a Tate Lie algebra, g∼ −→ g be the canonical central extension,
and h ⊂ g be a compact open subalgebra; recall that the central extension g∼ −→ g
splits canonically over h. Let N be a discrete g∼-module where the unit element
of k ⊂ g∼ acts by minus the identity. We would like to construct a natural map
(g/h⊗kN)
h −→ Nh, where the superindex h denotes the h-invariants and the action
of h in N is defined in terms of the canonical splitting h −→ g∼.
Choose a section b : g/h −→ g of the surjection g −→ g/h. The direct sum decom-
position g ≃ h ⊕ b(g/h) leads to a section of the central extension gl(g)∼ −→ gl(g),
and consequently to a section of the central extension g∼ −→ g. Composing the
section b with the latter section, we get a section b˜ : g/h −→ g∼ of the surjection
g∼ −→ g∼/(h⊕ k) ≃ g/h.
Consider the composition (g/h ⊗k N)
h −→ g/h ⊗k N −→ g
∼ ⊗k N −→ N of the
natural injection (g/h⊗k N)
h −→ h, the map g/h⊗k N −→ g
∼⊗k N induced by the
section b˜ : g/h −→ g∼, and the g∼-action map g∼⊗kN −→ N . Let us check that this
composition does not depend on the choice of b and its image lies in the subspace of
invariants Nh ⊂ N , so it provides the desired natural map (g/h⊗k N)
h −→ Nh.
Let u ⊗ n be a formal notation for an element of g/h ⊗k N . Denote by n 7−→
n{−1} ⊗ n{0} the map N −→ h
∨ ⊗k N corresponding to the h-action map h×N −→
N . Rewriting the identity xb˜(u)n = b˜(u)xn + [x, b˜(u)]n for x ∈ h in the notation
of D.3.4, we obtain the identity (b˜(u)n){−1}⊗ (b˜(u)n){0} = n{−1}⊗ b˜(u)n{0}+ u{−1}⊗
b˜(u{0})n − u(n{−1}) ⊗ n{0} − u{0}(u{−1}) ⊗ n. Now whenever u ⊗ n is an h-invari-
ant element of g/h ⊗k N one has n{−1} ⊗ u ⊗ n{0} + u{−1} ⊗ u{0} ⊗ n = 0, hence
(b˜(u)n){−1} ⊗ (b˜(u)n){0} = 0 and b˜(u)n is an h-invariant element of N .
Let b1 : g/h −→ h be another section of the surjection g −→ g/h and b˜1 : g/h −→ g
∼
be the corresponding section of the surjection g∼ −→ g/h. According to D.3.7, we
have b˜1 = b˜ + t + t˜ with a map t = b1 − b : g/h −→ h and the linear function
t˜ : g/h −→ k given by the formula t˜(u) = −〈u{−1}, t(u{0})〉. Let u⊗ n be an h-invari-
ant element of g/h ⊗ N ; then the equation n{−1} ⊗ u ⊗ n{0} + u{−1} ⊗ u{0} ⊗ n = 0
implies 〈n{−1}, t(u)〉n{0} + 〈u{−1}, t(u{0})〉n = 0 and t(u)n− t˜(u)n = 0.
The cokernel Ng,h of the natural map (g/h⊗kN)
h −→ Nh that we have constructed
is called the space of (g, h)-semiinvariants of a discrete g-module N . The (g, h)-semi-
invariants are a mixture of h-invariants and “coinvariants along g/h”.
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D.4.2. For a topological Lie algebra h and an h-contramodule P the space of h-co-
invariants Ph is defined as the maximal quotient contramodule of P where h acts by
zero, i. e., the cokernel of the contraaction map h⊗̂P −→ P .
Let g be a Tate Lie algebra with a compact open subalgebra h. Let P be a
g∼-contramodule where the unit element of k ⊂ g∼ acts by the identity. We would
like to construct a natural map Ph −→ Homk(g/h, P )h, where the h-contraaction in
Homk(g/h, P ) is induced by the discrete action of h in g/h and the h-contraaction
in P as explained in D.2.6–D.2.7.
As above, choose a section b : g/h −→ g and construct the corresponding section
b˜ : g/h −→ g∼. Consider the composition P −→ Homk(g
∼, P ) −→ Homk(g/h, P ) −→
Homk(g/h, P )h of the map P −→ Homk(g
∼, P ) corresponding to the action of g∼ in P
induced by the contraaction of g∼ in P , the map Homk(g
∼, P ) −→ Homk(g/h, P ) in-
duced by the section b˜, and the natural surjection Homk(g/h, P ) −→ Homk(g/h, P )h.
Let us check that this composition factorizes through the natural surjection P −→ Ph
and does not depend on the choice of b, so it defines the desired map Ph −→
Homk(g/h, P )h.
Let f a linear function h∨ −→ P and piP (f) ∈ P be its image under the con-
traaaction map. The image of piP (f) under the composition P −→ Homk(g
∼, P ) −→
Homk(g/h, P ) is given by the formula u 7−→ b˜(u)piP (f) = piP (x
∗ 7→ b˜(u)f(x∗)) −
b˜(u{0})f(u{−1}) + piP (x
∗ 7→ f(u(x∗)))− f(u{0}(u{−1})) in the notation of D.3.4. This
element of Homk(g/h, P ) is the image of the element g ∈ Homk(h
∨,Homk(g/h, P ))
given by the formula g(x∗)(u) = b˜(u)f(x∗) + f(u(x∗)) under the contraaction map.
If b1 : g/h −→ g is a different section, then b˜1(u) = b1(u) + t(u) − 〈u{−1}, t(u{0})〉
and for any p ∈ P the element of Homk(g/h, P ) given by the formula u 7−→ t(u)p−
〈u{−1}, t(u{0})〉p is the image of the element g ∈ Homk(h
∨,Homk(g/h, P )) given by
the formula g(x∗)(u) = 〈x∗, t(u)〉p under the contraaction map.
The kernel P g,h of the natural map Ph −→ Homk(g/h, P )h is called the space of
(g, h)-semicontrainvariants of a g-contramodule P . The (g, h)-semicontrainvariants
are a mixture of h-coinvariants and “invariants along g/h”.
Remark. The above definitions of (g, h)-semiinvariants and (g, h)-semicontrainvari-
ants agree with the definitions from C.5.1–C.5.2 up to twists with a one-dimensional
vector space det(h), essentially for the following reason. When g is a discrete Lie
algebra, the central extension g∼ −→ g has a canonical splitting induced by the
canonical splitting of the central extension gl(g)∼ −→ gl(g). When g is a Tate Lie
algebra and h ⊂ g is a compact open Lie subalgebra, the central extension g∼ −→ g
has a canonical splitting over h. When g is a discrete Lie algebra and h ⊂ g is a
finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra, these two splittings do not agree over h; instead,
they differ by the modular character of the Lie algebra h.
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D.4.3. Let C be a coalgebra endowed with a coaugmentation (morphism of coalge-
bras) e : k −→ C, h be a compact Lie algebra, and ψ : C× h −→ k be a pairing such
that the map ψˇ : h∨ −→ C is a morphism of coalgebras and ψ annihilates e(k). For
any right C-comodule N, the maximal subcomodule of N where the coaction of C is
trivial can be described as the cotensor product NC k. Here a coaction of C is called
trivial if it is induced by e; the vector space k is endowed with the trivial coaction.
There is a natural injective map N C k −→ N
h, which is an isomorphism provided
that the assumption (iv) of D.2.2 holds.
Analogously, for any left C-contramodule P the maximal quotient C-contramodule
of P with the trivial contraaction can be described as the space of cohomomorphisms
CohomC(k,P). There is a natural surjective map Ph −→ CohomC(k,P), which is
also an isomorphism provided that the condition (iv) holds. Indeed, it suffices to
consider the case when P = Homk(C, E) is an induced C-contramodule; in this case
one only has to check that the kernel of the composition C −→ C⊗k C −→ C⊗k h
∨
of the comultiplication map and the map induced by the map ψˇ coincides with e(k).
Let C be a commutative Hopf algebra. Then for any right C-comodule N and left
C-comodule M there is a natural isomorphism N C M ≃ (N ⊗k M) C k, where the
right C-comodule structure onNCM is defined using the antipode and multiplication
in C. Analogously, for any left C-comodule M and left C-contramodule P there is a
natural isomorphism CohomC(M,P) ≃ CohomC(k,Homk(M,P)).
D.4.4. Now let κ : (g′,C) −→ (g,C) be a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra
pairs with the kernel k satisfying the assumption (iv) of D.2.2 and Slκ = S ≃ S
r
κ+κ0
be the corresponding semialgebra over C.
Lemma. (a) Let N be a Harish-Chandra module with the central charge −κ − κ0
and M be a Harish-Chandra module with the central charge κ over (g,C); in other
words, N is a right Srκ+κ0-semimodule and M is a left S
l
κ-semimodule. Assume
that either N or M is a coflat C-comodule. Then there is a natural isomorphism
N ♦S M ≃ (N ⊗k M)g,h, where the tensor product N ⊗k M is a Harish-Chandra
module with the central charge −κ0.
(b) Let M be a Harish-Chandra module with the central charge κ and P be a
Harish-Chandra contramodule with the central charge κ + κ0 over (g,C); in other
words, M is a left Slκ-semimodule and P is a left S
r
κ+κ0
-semicontramodule. Assume
that either M is a coprojective C-comodule, or P is a coinjective C-contramodule.
Then there is a natural isomorphism SemiHomS(M,P) ≃ Homk(M,P)
g,h, where the
space Homk(M,P) is a Harish-Chandra contramodule with the central charge κ0.
Proof. Part (a): denote by ηi : N C FiS C M −→ N C M the map equal to the
difference of the map induced by the semiaction map FiS C M −→ M and the
map induced by the semiaction map NC F1S −→ N. The map η0 vanishes and the
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quotient space (NCF1SCM)/(NCF0SCM is isomorphic toNC(F1S/F0S)CM,
hence the induced map η¯1 : NC (F1S/F0S)C M −→ NC M. The cokernel of the
map η¯1 coincides with the semitensor product N ♦S M for the reasons explained
in C.5.5. The cotensor product N C (F1S/F0S) C M ≃ N C (g/h ⊗k C) C M ≃
NC (g/h⊗kM) is isomorphic the space of invariants (g/h⊗kM⊗kN)
h in view of the
assumption (iv); this isomorphism coincides with the isomorphismNC(F1S/F0S)C
M ≃ (g/h ⊗k M ⊗k N)
h induced by the isomorphism F1S/F0S ≃ C ⊗k g/h. Let us
check that this isomorphism identifies the map η¯1 with the map whose cokernel is,
by the definition, the space of semiinvariants (N⊗k M)g,h.
Choose a section b′ : g/h −→ g′ and consider the corresponding section b′′ : g/h −→
g′′. There is an isomorphism of right C-comodules C ⊕ g/h ⊗k C ≃ F1S
l
κ given by
the formula c′1+ u
′⊗ c′ 7−→ 1⊗U(h) c
′
1+ b
′(u′)⊗U(h) c
′ and an analogous isomorphism
of left C-comodules C ⊕ C ⊗k g/h ≃ F1S
r
κ+κ0
given by the formula c′′1 + c
′′ ⊗ u′′ 7−→
c′′1⊗U(h) 1+c
′′⊗U(h) b
′′(u′′). The induced isomorphism M⊕g/h⊗kM ≃ F1S
l
κCM ≃
F1Uκ(g)⊗U(h) M is given by the formula m1+ u⊗m 7−→ 1⊗U(h)m1+ b
′(u)⊗U(h)m.
Now let z = n⊗ (c′1 + u
′ ⊗U(h) c
′)⊗m = n⊗ (c′′1 + c
′′ ⊗U(h) u
′′)⊗m be an element of
N C F1S C M. Then the corresponding element of N C F1Uκ(g)⊗U(h) M can be
written as ε(c′1)n⊗1⊗U(h)m+ ε(c
′)n⊗ b′(u′)⊗U(h)m, hence the image of z under the
map NC F1SC M −→ NC M induced by the semiaction map F1SC M −→M
is equal to ε(c′1)n⊗m+ ε(c
′)n⊗ b′(u′)m. Analogously, the image of z under the map
NCF1SCM −→ NCM induced by the semiaction map NCF1S −→ N is equal
to ε(c′′1)n⊗m−ε(c
′′)b′′(u′′)n⊗m. One has ε(c′1) = ε(c
′′
1) by the condition (c) of D.3.1.
Thus η1(z) = n ⊗ b
′(u)m+ b′′(u)n⊗m = b˜(u)(n⊗m), where u = ε(c′)u′ = ε(c′′)u′′.
Part (a) is proven; the proof of part (b) is completely analogous. 
D.5. Semi-infinite homology and cohomology.
D.5.1. A discrete right module N over a topological associative algebra R is a right
R-module such that the action map N ×R −→ N is continuous with respect to the
discrete topology of N . Equivalently, a right R-module N is discrete if the annihilator
of any element of N is an open right ideal in R.
Let A and B be topological associative algebras in which open right ideals form
bases of neighborhoods of zero. Then the topological tensor product A ⊗! B has
a natural structure of topological associative algebra with the same property. The
tensor product of a discrete right A-module and a discrete right B-module is naturally
a discrete right A⊗! B-module.
Let κ : g′ −→ g be a central extension of topological Lie algebras with the kernel k.
Then the modified enveloping algebra Uκ(g) = U(g
′)/(1U(g′) − 1g′) can be endowed
with the topology where right ideals generated by open subspaces of g′ form a base
of neighborhoods of zero [7, 6]. Denote the completion of Uκ(g) with respect to this
topology by Uκ̂ (g); this is a topological associative algebra. The category of discrete
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g′-modules where the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by minus the identity is isomorphic
to the category of discrete right Uκ̂ (g)-modules.
D.5.2. Let R be a topological associative algebra where open right ideals form a
base of neighborhoods of zero. Then for any k-vector space P there is a natural map
R⊗̂(R⊗̂P ) −→ R⊗̂P induced by the multiplication in R; it is constructed as the
projective limit over all open right ideals U ⊂ R of the maps R/U ⊗k (R ⊗̂P ) −→
R/U⊗kP induced by the discrete right action of R in R/U . A left contramodule over
R is a vector space P endowed with a linear map R⊗ P̂ −→ P satisfying the following
contraassociativity and unity equations. First, the two maps R⊗ (̂R⊗ P̂ ) −→ R⊗ P̂ ,
one induced by the multiplication in R and the other induced by the contraaction
map R ⊗̂P −→ P , should have equal compositions with the contraaction map.
Second, the composition P −→ R ⊗̂P −→ P of the map induced by the unit of R
and the contraaction map should be equal to the identity endomorphism of P .
The category of left R-contramodules is abelian and there is a natural exact
forgetful functor from it to the category of left modules over the algebra R con-
sidered without any topology (cf. Remark A.3). Notice also the isomorphisms
R ⊗̂ (R ⊗̂P ) ≃ R ←⊗ R ←⊗ P ≃ (R ←⊗ R) ⊗̂P , demonstrating the similarity of
the above definition with the definition of a contramodule over a Lie algebra given
in D.2.6. The above natural map R ⊗̂ (R ⊗̂P ) −→ R ⊗̂P is induced by the
continuous multiplication map R
←
⊗ R −→ R, which exists for any topological asso-
ciative algebra R where open right ideals form a base of neighborhoods of zero. Just
as for Lie algebras, a structure of a discrete right R-module on a vector space N
is given by a continuous linear map N ⊗∗ R ≃ N
←
⊗ R −→ N , while a structure of
a left R-contramodule on a vector space P is given by a discontinuous linear map
R⊗! P ≃ R
←
⊗ P −→ P , where N and P are endowed with discrete topologies.
For any discrete right R-module N and any k-vector space E, the vector space
Homk(N,E) has a natural structure of left contramodule over R. The contraaction
map R ⊗̂ Homk(N,E) −→ Homk(N,E) is constructed as the projective limit over
all open right ideals U ⊂ R of the maps R/U ⊗k Homk(N,E) −→ Homk(N
U , E)
given by the formulas r¯ ⊗k g 7−→ (n 7−→ g(nr¯)) for r¯ ∈ R/U , g ∈ Homk(N,E), and
n ∈ NU , where NU ⊂ N denotes the subspace of all elements of N annihilated by U .
More generally, let A and B be topological associative algebras where open right
ideals form bases of neighborhoods of zero, N be a discrete right B-module, and P be
a left A-contramodule. Then the vector space Homk(N,P ) has a natural structure
of contramodule over A ⊗! B. The contraaction map (A ⊗! B) ⊗̂ Homk(N,E) −→
Homk(N,E) is constructed as the projective limit over all open right ideals U ⊂
B of the compositions A ⊗̂ (B/U ⊗k Homk(N,P )) −→ A ⊗̂ Homk(NU , P ) −→
Homk(N
U , A ⊗̂P ) −→ Homk(NU , P ), where the first map is induced by the right
B-action in N and the third map is induced by the A-contraaction in P .
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D.5.3. Let κ : g′ −→ g be a central extension of topological Lie algebras with the
kernel k.
Theorem. Assume that the topological Lie algebra g′ has a countable base of neigh-
borhoods of zero consisting of open Lie subalgebras. Then the category of g′-contra-
modules where the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by the identity is isomorphic to the
category of left contramodules over the topological algebra Uκ̂ (g).
Proof. It is easy to see that the composition g′⊗̂P −→ Uκ̂ (g)⊗̂P −→ P defines a
g′-contramodule structure on any left Uκ̂ (g)-contramodule P (so, in particular, Uκ̂ (g)
itself is a g′-contramodule). Let us construct the functor in the opposite direction.
The standard homological Chevalley complex · · · −→
∧2
k g
′ ⊗k Uκ(g) −→ g
′ ⊗k
Uκ(g) −→ Uκ(g) −→ 0 is acyclic. For any open Lie subalgebra h ⊂ g
′ not containing
k ⊂ g′, the complex · · · −→
∧2
k h ⊗k Uκ(g) −→ h ⊗k Uκ(g) −→ hUκ(g) −→ 0 is
an acyclic subcomplex of the previous complex. Taking the quotient complex and
passing to the projective limit over h, we obtain a split exact complex of topological
vector spaces · · · −→
∧s,2
g′ ⊗! Uκ(g) −→ g
′ ⊗! Uκ(g) −→ Uκ̂ (g) −→ 0, where
we denote by
∧s,i
g′ the completion of
∧i
k g
′ with respect to the topology with a
base of neighborhoods of zero formed by the subspaces
∧i
k h and the enveloping
algebra Uκ(g) is considered as a discrete topological vector space. Applying the
functor ⊗ P̂ , we obtain an exact sequence of vector spaces
∧s,2
g′⊗ (̂Uκ(g)⊗kP ) −→
g′ ⊗̂(Uκ(g)⊗k P ) −→ Uκ̂ (g)⊗̂P −→ 0 for any k-vector space P .
Now let P be a g′-contramodule where the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by the
identity; then, in particular, P is a g′-module and a Uκ(g)-module. It is clear from
the above exact sequence that the composition g′⊗̂(Uκ(g)⊗k P ) −→ g′⊗̂P −→ P
of the map induced by the Uκ(g)-action map and the g
′-contraaction map factorizes
through Uκ̂ (g)⊗̂P , providing the desired contraaction map Uκ̂ (g)⊗̂P −→ P .
Let us check that this contraaction map satisfies the contraassociativity equation.
Any element z of Uκ̂ (g)⊗̂P can be presented in the form z =∑∞i=0 ui⊗pi with ui ∈
Uκ(g) and pi ∈ P , where ui → 0 in Uκ̂ (g) as i→∞ and the infinite sum is understood
as the limit in the topology of Uκ̂ (g) ⊗
! P . Let us denote the image of the element∑
i ui ⊗ pi under the contraaction map Uκ̂ (g) ⊗̂P −→ P by ∑i uipi ∈ P . In this
notation, the Uκ̂ (g)-contraaction map is defined by the formula
∑
i(xi1xi2 · · ·xiki )pi =∑
i xi1(xi2 · · ·xikipi) for any xit ∈ g
′ and pi ∈ P such that xi1 → 0 in g
′ as i → ∞.
We have to show that
∑
i ui
∑
j vijpij =
∑
i,j(uivij)pij for any ui, vij ∈ Uκ(g) and
pij ∈ P such that ui → 0 as i→∞ and vij → 0 as j →∞ for any i.
Let us first check that
∑
i xi
∑
j yijpij =
∑
i,j(xiyij)pij for any xi, yij ∈ g
′ and
pij ∈ P such that xi → 0 in g
′ as i→∞ and yij → 0 in g
′ as j →∞ for any i. Choose
an integer ji for each i such that {yij | j > ji} converges to zero in g
′ as i+ j →∞.
Then we have
∑
i,j(xiyij)pij =
∑
j6ji
xi(yijpij)+
∑
j>ji
yij(xipij)+
∑
j>ji
[xi, yij]pij. To
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check that
∑
i xi
∑
j>ji
yijpij =
∑
j>ji
yij(xipij)+
∑
j>ji
[xi, yij]pij , apply the equation
on the contraaction map of a contramodule over a topological Lie algebra to the
element
∑
j>ji
xi ∧ yij ⊗ pij of the vector space
∧∗,2(g′)⊗̂P .
It follows that
∑
i xi
∑
j vijpij =
∑
i,j(xivij)pij for any xi ∈ g
′, vij ∈ Uκ(g), and
pij ∈ P such that xi → 0 in g
′ as i→ ∞ and vij → 0 in Uκ̂ (g) as j → ∞ for any i.
Indeed, assuming that vij = yij1yij2 · · · yijkij , where yijt ∈ g
′ and yij1 → 0 in g
′ as
j → ∞, we have
∑
i xi
∑
j(yij1yij2 · · · yijkij)pij =
∑
i xi
∑
j yij1(yij2 · · · yijkijpij) =∑
i,j(xiyij1)(yij2 · · · yijkijpij) =
∑
i,j(xiyij1yij2 · · · yijkij)pij . Furthermore, it follows
that x1 · · ·xs
∑
j vjpj =
∑
j(x1 · · ·xsvj)pj for any xt ∈ g
′, vj ∈ Uκ(g), and pj ∈ P
such that vj → 0 in Uκ̂ (g) as j → ∞. Now to check that
∑
i ui
∑
j vijpij =∑
i,j(uivij)pij , we can assume that ui = xi1xi2 · · ·xiki , where xit ∈ g
′ and xi1 → 0 in g
′
as i→∞. Then we have
∑
i(xi1xi2 · · ·xiki )
∑
j vijpij =
∑
i xi1(xi2 · · ·xiki
∑
j vijpij) =∑
i xi1
∑
j(xi2 · · ·xikivijpij) =
∑
i,j(xi1xi2 · · ·xikivij)pij. 
Question. Can one construct an isomorphism between the categories of “g-contra-
modules with central charge κ” and left Uκ̂ (g)-contramodules without the countabil-
ity assumption on the topology of g′?
D.5.4. The following weaker version of Theorem D.5.3 holds without the countability
assumption. Let κ : g′ −→ g be a central extension of topological Lie algebras with
the kernel k; assume that open subalgebras from a base of neighborhoods of zero
in g′. Let B be a topological associative algebra where open right ideals form a base
of neighborhoods of zero, N be a discrete right B-module, and P be a g′-contramod-
ule where the unit element of k ⊂ g′ acts by the identity. Then one can define the
contraaction map (g′ ⊗! B)⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→ Homk(N,P ) as in D.5.2.
Consider the iterated contraaction map ((g′ ⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′ ⊗! B)) ⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) ≃
(g′ ⊗! B) ⊗̂((g′ ⊗! B)⊗̂ Homk(N,P )) −→ Homk(N,P ). It was noticed in [6] that
a topological associative algebra A has the property that open right ideals form a
base of neighborhoods of zero if and only if the multiplication map A ⊗∗ A −→
A factorizes through A
←
⊗ A. Let K denote the kernel of the multiplication map
(g′⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′⊗! B) −→ Uκ̂ (g)⊗
! B. We claim that the composition of the injection
K ⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→ ((g′ ⊗! B) ←⊗ (g′ ⊗! B)) ⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) and the iterated
contraaction map ((g′ ⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′ ⊗! B))⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→ Homk(N,P ) vanishes.
For any topological vector spaces U , V , X , Y there is a natural map (U ⊗! X)
←
⊗
(V ⊗!Y ) −→ (U
←
⊗V )⊗! (X
←
⊗Y ). The composition (g′⊗!B)
←
⊗(g′⊗!B) −→ (g′
←
⊗g′)⊗!
(B
←
⊗B) −→ (g′
←
⊗g′)⊗!B induces the map ((g′⊗!B)
←
⊗ (g′⊗!B))⊗̂Homk(N,P ) −→
((g′
←
⊗g′)⊗!B)⊗̂Homk(N,P ). A contraaction map ((g′←⊗g′)⊗!B)⊗̂Homk(N,P ) −→
Homk(N,P ) can be defined in terms of the discrete right action of B in N and the
iterated contraaction map (g′
←
⊗ g′) ⊗̂P −→ P . The iterated contraaction map
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((g′ ⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′ ⊗! B))⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→ Homk(N,P ) is equal to the composition
((g′ ⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′ ⊗! B)) ⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→ ((g′ ←⊗ g′) ⊗! B) ⊗̂ Homk(N,P ) −→
Homk(N,P ) of the above induced map and contraaction map. Let Q denote the
kernel of the multiplication map g′
←
⊗ g′ −→ Uκ̂ (g). The image of K under the map
(g′ ⊗! B)
←
⊗ (g′ ⊗! B) −→ (g′
←
⊗ g′)⊗! B is contained in Q⊗! B. So it suffices to check
that the composition of the injection Q ⊗̂P −→ (g′ ←⊗ g′) ⊗̂P and the iterated
contraaction map (g′
←
⊗ g′)⊗̂P −→ P vanishes.
The topological vector space Q is the topological projective limit of the kernels of
multiplication maps g′/h ⊗∗ g′ −→ Uκ(g)/hUκ(g) over all open subalgebras h ⊂ g
′
not containing k ⊂ g′. Since the intersection of hUκ(g) and g
′2 inside Uκ(g
′) is equal
to hg′, the kernel of the (nontopological) multiplication map g′⊗k g
′ −→ Uκ(g
′) maps
surjectively onto the kernels we are interested in. This nontopological kernel is the
image of the map
∧2
k(g
′) −→ g′⊗k g
′ given by the formula x∧y 7−→ x⊗y−y⊗x−1⊗
[x, y]. The kernel of the composition
∧2
k(g
′) −→ g′⊗k g
′ −→ g′/h⊗k g
′ is the subspace∧2
k(h) ⊂
∧2
k(g
′). Hence the kernel of the map g′/h ⊗∗ g′ −→ Uκ(g)/hUκ(g) is the
subspace
∧2
k(g
′)/
∧2
k(h) ⊂ g
′/h⊗∗ g′, embedded by the above formula, endowed with
the induced topology of a closed subspace. One can easily check that this topology
on
∧2
k(g
′)/
∧2
k(h) is the topology of the quotient space
∧∗,2(g′)/∧∗,2(h). Thus the
topological vector space K is isomorphic to
∧∗,2(g′).
D.5.5. The following constructions are due to Beilinson and Drinfeld [7].
Let V be a Tate vector space and E ⊂ V be a compact open subspace. The
graded vector space of semi-infinite forms
∧∞/2
E (V ) =
⊕
i
∧∞/2+i
E (V ) is defined as the
inductive limit of the spaces
∧
k(V/U)⊗k det(E/U)
∨ over all compact open subspaces
U ⊂ E. Here det(X) denotes the top exterior power of a finite-dimensional vector
space X and
∧
k(W ) denotes the direct sum of all exterior powers of a vector spaceW ;
the grading on
∧
k(V/U)⊗k det(E/U)
∨ is defined so that
∧j
k(V/U)⊗k det(E/U)
∨ is
the component of degree j−dim(E/U). The limit is taken over the maps induced by
the natural maps
∧j
k(V/U
′)⊗kdet(U
′/U ′′) −→
∧j+m
k (V/U
′′), where U ′′ ⊂ U ′ andm =
dim(U ′/U ′′). The spaces of semi-infinite forms corresponding to different compact
open subspaces E ⊂ V , only differ by a dimensional shift and a determinantal twist:
if F ⊂ V is another compact open subspace, then there are natural isomorphisms∧∞/2+i
F (V ) ≃
∧∞/2+i+dim(E,F )
E (V )⊗k det(E, F ), where dim(E, F ) = dim(E/E ∩F )−
dim(F/E ∩ F ) and det(E, F ) = det(E/E ∩ F )⊗k det(F/E ∩ F )
∨.
Denote by Cl(V ) the algebra of endomorphisms of the vector space
∧∞/2
E (V )
endowed with the topology where annihilators of finite-dimensional subspaces of∧∞/2
E (V ) form a base of neighborhoods of zero. Clearly, the topological associative
algebra Cl(V ) does not depend on the choice of a compact open subspace E ⊂ V ;
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open left ideals form a base of neighborhoods of zero in Cl(V ). Denote by Cli(V ) the
closed subspace of homogeneous endomorphisms of degree i in Cl(V ).
The Clifford algebra Cl(V ⊕V ∨) acts naturally in
∧∞/2
E (V ), so there is a morphism
of associative algebras e : Cl(V ⊕ V ∨) −→ Cl(V ); in particular, the map e sends
V to Cl1(V ) and V ∨ to Cl−1(V ). Let
∧!,i(V ∨) denote the completion of ∧ik(V ∨)
with respect to the topology with the base of neighborhoods of zero formed by the
subspaces U ∧
∧i−1
k (V
∨) ⊂
∧i
k(V
∨), where U ⊂ V ∨ is an open subspace. The
composition
∧i
k(V
∨) −→ Cl(V ⊕ V ∨) −→ Cl(V ) can be extended by continuity to a
map
∧!,i
k (V
∨) −→ Cl(V ), which we will denote also by e. The construction of D.1.7
provides a morphism of topological Lie algebras gl(V )∼ −→ Cl0(V ).
Let g be a Tate Lie algebra and κ0 : g
∼ −→ g be its canonical central extension.
Consider the topological tensor product g∼ ⊗! Cl(g)op, where Cl(g)op denotes the
topological algebra opposite to Cl(g); this topological tensor product is a bimodule
over Cl(g)op. The unit elements of Cl(g)op and k ⊂ g∼ induce embeddings of g∼
and Cl(g)op into g∼ ⊗! Cl(g)op. Consider the difference of the composition g∼ −→
gl(g)∼ −→ Cl(g) ≃ Cl(g)op −→ g∼⊗!Cl(g)op and the embedding g∼ −→ g∼⊗!Cl(g)op;
this difference maps k ⊂ g∼ to zero and so induces a natural map l : g −→ g∼ ⊗!
Cl0(g)op. The composition of the map l with the embedding g∼ ⊗! Cl−1(g)op −→
Uκ̂0 (g)⊗
! Cl−1(g)op is an anti-homomorphism of Lie algebras, i. e., it transforms the
commutators to minus the commutators.
Denote by δ : g∨ −→
∧!,2(g∨) the continuous linear map given by the formula
δ(x∗) = x∗{1} ∧ x
∗
{2}, where 〈x
∗, [x′, x′′]〉 = 〈x∗{1}, x
′′〉〈x{2}, x
′〉 − 〈x∗{1}, x
′〉〈x∗{2}, x
′′〉 for
x∗ ∈ g∨, x′, x′′ ∈ g. Define the map χ : g ⊗ g∨ −→ g∼ ⊗! Cl−1(g)op by the formula
χ(x⊗x∗) = l(x)e(x∗)op− e(x)ope(δ(x∗))op = e(x∗)opl(x)− e(δ(x∗))ope(x)op, where aop
denotes the element of Cl(g)op corresponding to an element a ∈ Cl(g), and extend
this map by continuity to a map g ⊗! g∨ −→ g∼ ⊗! Cl−1(g)op. Identify g ⊗! g∨ with
End(g) and set d = χ(idg) ∈ g
∼ ⊗! Cl−1(g)op.
Denote the image of d under the embedding g∼⊗!Cl−1(g)op −→ Uκ̂0 (g)⊗
!Cl−1(g)op
also by d. Using the equality [l(x), e(y)op] = −e([x, y])op, one can check that
[d, e(x)op] = l(x) and [[d2, e(x)op], e(y)op] = 0 for all x, y ∈ g, where [ , ] denotes
the supercommutator with respect to the grading in which Uκ̂0 (g)⊗
! Cli(g)op lies in
the degree i. It is easy to see that any element of Cli(g) supercommuting with e(x) for
all x ∈ g is zero when i < 0; hence the same applies to elements of Uκ̂0 (g)⊗
! Cli(g)op
with i < 0. It follows that d is the unique element of Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl−1(g)op satisfying
the equation [d, e(x)op] = l(x) and that d2 = 0.
D.5.6. Let g be a Tate Lie algebra and E ⊂ g be a compact open vector subspace.
Let N be a discrete g∼-module where the unit element of k ⊂ g∼ acts by minus the
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identity. Then N can be considered as a discrete right Uκ̂0 (g)-module and
∧∞/2
E (g) is
a discrete right Cl(g)op-module, so the tensor product
∧∞/2
E (g)⊗kN is a discrete right
module over Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl(g)op. The action of the element d ∈ Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl−1(g)op
defines a differential d∞/2 of degree −1 on the graded vector space C
E
∞/2+•(g, N)
with the components CE∞/2+i(g, N) =
∧∞/2+i
E (g) ⊗k N . One has d
2
∞/2 = 0, since
d2 = 0; so CE∞/2+•(g, N) becomes a complex. This complex is called the semi-infinite
homological complex and its homology is called the semi-infinite homology of a Tate
Lie algebra g with coefficients in a discrete g∼-module N .
Let P be a g∼-contramodule where the unit element of k ⊂ g∼ acts by the iden-
tity. First assume that g has a countable base of neighborhoods of zero. Then
P can be considered as a left Uκ̂0 (g)-contramodule and
∧∞/2
E (g) is a discrete right
Cl(g)op-module, so the space of homomorphisms Homk(
∧∞/2
E (g), P ) is a left contra-
module over Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl(g)op. The action of the element d ∈ Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl−1(g)op
defines a differential d∞/2 of degree 1 on the graded vector space C
∞/2+•
E (g, P ) with
the components C
∞/2+i
E (g, P ) = Homk(
∧∞/2+i
E (g), P ). One has (d
∞/2)2 = 0, since
d2 = 0. Without the countability assumption, the element d ∈ g∼ ⊗! Cl−1(g)op
still acts on the graded vector space C
∞/2+•
E (g, P ) by an operator d
∞/2 of degree 1.
By the result of D.5.4, the identity d2 = 0 in Uκ̂0 (g) ⊗
! Cl(g)op implies the equa-
tion (d∞/2)2 = 0; so C
∞/2+•
E (g, P ) becomes a complex. This complex is called the
semi-infinite cohomological complex and its cohomology is called the semi-infinite
cohomology of a Tate Lie algebra g with coefficients in a g∼-contramodule P .
D.6. Comparison theorem.
D.6.1. The correspondence h 7−→ L = h∨ provides an anti-equivalence between the
categories of compact Lie algebras and Lie coalgebras. The correspondence between
the action maps h ×M −→ M and the coaction maps M −→ h∨ ⊗k M defines an
equivalence between the categories of discrete h-modules and L-comodules.
A Lie coalgebra L is called conilpotent if it is a filtered inductive limit of finite-
dimensional Lie coalgebras dual to finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras; in other
words, L is conilpotent if the dual compact Lie algebra h is pronilpotent. A comodule
M over a Lie coalgebra L is called conilpotent if it is an inductive limit of finite-
dimensional comodules which can be represented as iterated extensions of trivial
comodules (that is comodules with a zero coaction map); analogously one defines
nilpotent discrete modules over topological Lie algebras. A coassociative coalgebra
C endowed with a coaugmentation map k −→ C is called conilpotent if for every
element c of the coalgebra without counit C/ im k there exists a positive integer i
such that the iterated comultiplication map C/ im k −→ (C/ im k)⊗i annihilates c.
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For a conilpotent Lie coalgebra L, the conilpotent coenveloping coalgebra C(L)
is constructed as follows. Consider the category of finite-dimensional conilpotent
L-comodules together with the forgetful functor from it to the category of finite-
dimensional vector spaces; by a result of [19], this category is equivalent (actually, iso-
morphic) to the category of finite-dimensional left comodules over a certain uniquely
defined coalgebra C(L) together with the forgetful functor from this category to the
category of finite-dimensional vector spaces. Clearly, the category of (arbitrary) left
C(L)-comodules is isomorphic to the category of conilpotent L-comodules. The trivial
L-comodule k defines a coaugmentation k −→ C(L); since this is the only irreducible
left C(L)-comodule, the coalgebra C(L) is conilpotent.
The coalgebra C(L) is the universal final object in the category of conilpotent coal-
gebras C endowed with a Lie coalgebra morphism C −→ L such that the composition
k −→ C −→ L vanishes. Indeed, there is a morphism of Lie coalgebras C(L) −→ L,
since there is a natural L-comodule structure on every left C(L)-comodule, and in
particular, on the left comodule C(L). Conversely, a morphism C −→ L with the
above properties defines a functor assigning to a left C-comodule M a conilpotent
L-comodule structure on the same vector space M, hence a left C(L)-comodule struc-
ture on M; this induces a coalgebra morphism C −→ C(L). Since the category of
finite-dimensional conilpotent L-comodules is a tensor category with duality, the
coalgebra C(L) acquires a Hopf algebra structure.
Let h be the compact Lie algebra dual to L; then the pairing φ : C(L)×U(h) −→ k
is nondegenerate in C, since the morphism C(L) −→ L factorizes through the quotient
coalgebra of C(L) by the kernel of φ, so a nonzero kernel would be contradict the
universality property.
Let M be a conilpotent C-comodule; set C = C(L) and C+ = C/ im k. Then
the natural surjective morphism from the reduced cobar complex M −→ C+ ⊗k
M −→ C+ ⊗k C+ ⊗k M −→ · · · computing Cotor
C(k,M) ≃ ExtC(k,M) onto the
cohomological Chevalley complex M −→ L ⊗k M −→
∧2
k L ⊗k M −→ · · · is a
quasi-isomorphism. It suffices to check this for a finite-dimensional Lie coalgebra L
dual to a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra h; essentially, one has show that
the fully faithful functor from the category of nilpotent h-modules to the category
of arbitrary h-modules induces isomorphisms on the Ext spaces. This well-known
fact can be proven by induction on the dimension of h using the Serre–Hochschild
spectral sequences for both types of cohomology under consideration. The key step
is to check that for a Lie subcoalgebra E ⊂ L the C(L/E)-comodule C(L) is injective
and the E-comodule C(E) is the comodule of L/E-invariants in the L-comodule C(L);
it suffices to consider the case when L/E is one-dimensional.
D.6.2. Let g be a Tate Lie algebra and h ⊂ g be a compact open Lie subalgebra.
Assume that h is pronilpotent and the discrete h-module g/h is nilpotent. Then
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the conilpotent coalgebra C = C(h∨) coacts continuously in g, making (g,C) a Tate
Harish-Chandra pair. Let k −→ g′ −→ g be a central extension of Tate Lie algebras
endowed with a splitting over h; then there are a Tate Harish-Chandra pair (g′,C)
and a central extension of Tate Harish-Chandra pairs κ : (g′,C) −→ (g,C) with the
kernel k. Denote by κ0 : (g
∼,C) −→ (g,C) the canonical central extension. Set
Slκ = S
l
κ(g,C) ≃ S
r
κ+κ0
(g,C) = Srκ+κ0 .
Theorem. (a) Let N• be a complex of right Srκ+κ0-semimodules and M
• be a complex
of left Slκ-semimodules; in other words, N
• is a complex of Harish-Chandra modules
with the central charge −κ − κ0 and M
• is a complex of Harish-Chandra modules
with the central charge κ over (g,C). Then the total complex of the semi-infinite
homological bicomplex Ch∞/2+•(g,N
•⊗kM
•) constructed by taking infinite direct sums
along the diagonals represents the object SemiTorS
l
κ(N•,M•) in the derived category
of k-vector spaces. Here the tensor product N•⊗kM
• is a complex of Harish-Chandra
modules with the central charge −κ0.
(b) Let M• be a complex of left Slκ-semimodules and P
• be a complex of left
S
r
κ+κ0-semicontramodules; in other words, M
• is a complex of Harish-Chandra mod-
ules with the central charge κ and P• is a complex of Harish-Chandra contramodules
with the central charge κ + κ0 over (g,C). Then the total complex of the semi-
infinite cohomological bicomplex C
∞/2+•
h (g, Homk(M
•,P•)) constructed by taking in-
finite products along the diagonals represents the object SemiExtSl
κ
(M•,P•) in the
derived category of k-vector spaces. Here Homk(M
•,P•) is a complex of Harish-
Chandra contramodules with the central charge κ0.
Proof. Part (a): set Sl−κ0 ≃ S = S
r
0. Consider the semi-infinite homological complex
Ch∞/2+•(g,S) of the g
∼-module S with the discrete g∼-module structure originating
from the left Sl−κ0-semimodule structure. The complex C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) is a complex of
right Sr0-semimodules. Let us check that it is a semiflat complex naturally isomorphic
to the semimodule k in the semiderived category of right Sr0-semimodules.
Let FiS denote the increasing filtration of the semialgebra S introduced in D.3.1.
Set Fi
(∧∞/2
h (g)
)
=
∧i
k(g)∧
∧∞/2
h (h). Denote by F the induced filtration of the tensor
product Ch∞/2+•(g,S) =
∧∞/2
h (g)⊗k S; this is an increasing filtration of the complex
of right Sr0-semimodules C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) by subcomplexes of right C-comodules. The
complex grFC
h
∞+•(g,S) can be identified with the total complex of the cohomological
Chevalley bicomplex ∧
k
(h∨)⊗k
∧
k
(g/h)⊗k Symk(g/h)⊗k C
of the complex of h∨-comodules
∧
k(g/h) ⊗k Symk(g/h)⊗k C obtained as the tensor
product of the Koszul complex
∧
k(g/h)⊗kSymk(g/h) with the coaction of h
∨ induced
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by the coaction in g/h and the left C-comodule C with the induced h∨-comodule
structure. It follows that the cone of the injection F0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) −→ C
h
∞/2+•(g,S)
is a coacyclic complex of right C-comodules.
The complex F0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) is naturally isomorphic to the cohomological Cheval-
ley complex
∧
k(h
∨) ⊗k C; it is a complex of right C-comodules bounded from
below and endowed with a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of right C-comodules
k −→ F0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S). Let us check that the right S
r
0-semimodule structure on
H0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) ≃ k corresponds to the trivial g-module structure. The unit ele-
ment of this homology group can be represented by the cycle λ⊗ 1 ∈ Ch∞/2+0(g,S),
where λ denotes the unit element of k ≃
∧∞/2+0
h (h) ⊂
∧∞/2+0
h (g) and 1 ∈ C ⊂ S
is the unit (coaugmentation) element of C. Then for any z ∈ g one has (λ ⊗ 1)z =
λ ⊗ (1 ⊗U(h) z) = λ ⊗ (b˜(z(0)) ⊗U(h) s(z(−1))) = d∞/2((z(0) ∧ λ) ⊗ s(z(−1))), where z
denotes the image of z in g/h and b˜ : g/h −→ g∼ is the section corresponding to any
section b : g/h −→ g. The second equation holds, since the elements 1 ⊗U(h) z and
b˜(z(0)) ⊗U(h) s(z(−1)) of F1S have the same images in F1S/F0S and are both annihi-
lated by the left action of h and the map δl
b˜
= δrb . To check the third equation, one
can use the supercommutation relation [d, e(y)op] = l(y) for y ∈ g.
Now let τ>0C∞/2+•(g,S) denote the quotient complex of canonical truncation of
the complex of right Sr0-semimodules C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) concentrated in the nonnegative
cohomological (nonpositive homological) degrees; then there are natural morphisms
of complexes of right Sr0-semimodules
k −−→ τ>0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) ←−− C
h
∞/2+•(g,S)
with C-coacyclic cones. Indeed, recall that any acyclic complex bounded from below
is coacyclic. The embedding F0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) −→ C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) has a C-coacyclic cone,
as has the composition F0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) −→ C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) −→ τ>0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S), so the
cone of the map Ch∞/2+•(g,S) −→ τ>0C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) is also C-coacyclic.
For any complex of left Sl−κ0-semimodulesK
•, the semitensor product Ch∞/2+•(g,S)
♦S K
• is naturally isomorphic to the total complex of the bicomplex Ch∞/2+•(g,K
•),
constructed by taking infinite direct sums along the diagonals. Consider the increas-
ing filtration of the total complex of Ch∞/2+•(g,K
•) =
∧∞/2
h (g) ⊗k K
• induced by
the above filtration F of
∧∞/2
h (g). The associated graded quotient complex of this
filtration can be identified with the total complex of the cohomological Chevalley bi-
complex
∧
k(h
∨)⊗k
∧
k(g/h)⊗k K
• of the tensor product of the graded h∨-comodule∧
k(g/h) and the complex K
• with the h∨-comodule structure induced by the left
C-comodule structure. It follows that the complex Ch∞/2+•(g,S) ♦S K
• is acyclic
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whenever a complex of left Sl−κ0-semimodules K
• is C-coacyclic, so the complex of
right Sr0-semimodules C
h
∞/2+•(g,S) is semiflat.
The tensor product Ch∞/2+•(g,S)⊗kN
• of the complex of Harish-Chandra modules
Ch∞/2+•(g,S) with central charge 0 and the complex of Harish-Chandra modules N
•
with central charge −κ−κ0 is a complex of Harish-Chandra modules with the central
charge −κ − κ0. This complex of right S
r
κ+κ0
-semimodules is semiflat and naturally
isomorphic to N• in the semiderived category of right Srκ+κ0-semimodules. The latter
is clear, and to check the former, notice the isomorphisms of Lemma D.4.4(a)
(Ch∞/2+•(g,S)⊗k N
•) ♦Sl
κ
L
• ≃ (Ch∞/2+•(g,S)⊗k N
• ⊗k L
•)g,h
≃ Ch∞/2+•(g,S) ♦Sr0 (N
• ⊗k L
•)
for any complex of left Slκ-semimodules L
•. Now the object SemiTorS
l
κ(N•,M•) is
represented by the complex
(Ch∞/2+•(g,S)⊗kN
•)♦Sl
κ
M
• ≃ Ch∞/2+•(g,S)♦Sr0 (N
•⊗kM
•) ≃ Ch∞/2+•(g, N
•⊗kM
•)
in the derived category of k-vector spaces.
Another way to identify SemiTorS
l
κ(N•,M•) with Ch∞/2+•(g, N
•⊗k M
•) is to con-
sider the semiflat complex of left Slκ-semimodules C
h
∞/2+•(g,S)⊗k M
• naturally iso-
morphic to M• in the semiderived category of left Slκ-semimodules. To check that
these two identifications coincide, represent the images of N• and M• in the semi-
derived categories of semimodules by arbitrary semiflat complexes. The proof of
part (b) is completely analogous. 
Question. Can one obtain the semi-infinite homology of arbitrary discrete modules
over a Tate Lie algebra with a fixed compact open subalgebra (rather than only
Harish-Chandra modules under the nilpotency conditions) as a kind of double-sided
derived functor of the functor of semiinvariants on an appropriate exotic derived
category of discrete modules? Notice that the cohomology of the Chevalley complex
M −→ L⊗kM −→
∧2
k L⊗kM −→ · · · for a comodule M over a Lie coalgebra L is in-
deed the right derived functor of the functor of L-invariants on the abelian category of
L-comodules, since the category of L-comodules has enough injectives and the coho-
mology of the Chevalley complex is an effaceable cohomological functor. The former
holds since the category of discrete modules over a compact Lie algebra h = L∨ has
exact functors of filtered inductive limits preserved by the forgetful functor to the cat-
egory of k-vector spaces, and the discrete h-modules U(h)⊗U(a) k induced from trivial
modules over open subalgebras a ⊂ h form a set of generators, so the forgetful functor
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even has a right adjoint. To check the latter, one can represent cocycles in the coho-
mological Chevalley complex by discrete h-module morphisms into M from the rela-
tive homological complexes · · · −→
∧2
k(h/a)⊗U(a) Uh −→ h/a⊗U(a) U(h) −→ U(h),
which are quotient complexes of the Chevalley homological complex of the h-module
U(h) and finite discrete h-module resolutions of the trivial h-module k. Furthermore,
the semiderived category of discrete modules over a Tate Lie algebra g, defined as
the quotient category of the homotopy category of discrete g-modules by the thick
subcategory of complexes coacyclic as complexes of discrete h-modules, does not de-
pend on the choice of an open compact subalgebra h ⊂ g. This can be demonstrated
by considering the tensor product over k of the above relative homological complex
with a complex of discrete h-modules coacyclic over a. Notice that in the above
proof we have essentially shown that the semi-infinite homology is a functor on the
semiderived category of discrete g-modules.
D.6.3. We keep the assumptions and notation of D.6.2, and also use the notation of
Corollary D.3.1. The following result makes use of the semimodule-semicontramodule
correspondence in order to express the semi-infinite homology and cohomology in
terms of compositions of one-sided derived functors.
Corollary. (a) Let M• be a complex of Harish-Chandra modules with the cen-
tral charge κ and P• be a complex of Harish-Chandra contramodules with the
central charge κ + κ0 over (g,C). Then the semi-infinite cohomological com-
plex C
∞/2+•
h (g,Homk(M
•,P•)) represents the object ExtSl
κ
(M•,LΦSr
κ+κ0
(P•)) ≃
ExtS
r
κ+κ0 (RΨSl
κ
(M•),P•) in the derived category of k-vector spaces.
(b) Let M• be a complex of Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge κ
and N• be a complex of Harish-Chandra modules with the central charge −κ − κ0
over (g,C). Then the semi-infinite homological complex Ch∞/2+•(g, N
•⊗k M
•) repre-
sents the object CtrtorS
r
κ+κ0 (N•,RΨSl
κ
(M•)) ≃ CtrtorS
r
−κ(M•,RΨSl−κ−κ0
(N•)) in the
derived category of k-vector spaces.
Proof. This follows from Theorem D.6.2 and Corollary 6.6. 
Remark. Set Sl0 = S ≃ S
r
κ0
and consider the complex of left S-semimodules
R• = S⊗k
∧h
∞/2+•(g). This is a semiprojective complex of semiprojective left S-semi-
modules isomorphic to the trivial S-semimodule k in Dsi(S–simod). Assume that the
pronilpotent Lie algebra h is infinite-dimensional (cf. 0.2.7). Then the complex of
left S-semicontramodules ΨS(R
•) is acyclic. Indeed, it suffices to check that the
complex of left C-contramodules obtained by applying the functor ΨC to the co-
homological Chevalley complex C ⊗k
∧
k(h
∨) is acyclic; one can reduce this prob-
lem to the case of an abelian Lie algebra by considering the decreasing filtration
h ⊃ [h, h] ⊃ [h, [h, h]] ⊃ · · · on h and the induced increasing filtrations on h∨ and C.
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The complex ΨS(R
•) is also a projective complex of projective left S-semicontra-
modules (see Remark 6.5 and subsection 9.2); it can be thought of as the “projective
S-semicontramodule resolution of a (nonexistent) one-dimensional left S-semicontra-
module placed in the degree +∞”. For any complex of right S-semimodules N•,
the contratensor product complex N• ⊚S ΨS(R
•) computes the semi-infinite homol-
ogy of g with coefficients in N•. For any complex of left S-semicontramodules P•,
the complex of semicontramodule homomorphisms HomS(ΨS(R
•),P•) computes the
semi-infinite cohomology of g with coefficients in P•. (Cf. [46, subsection 3.11.4].)
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Appendix E. Groups with Open Profinite Subgroups
To a locally compact totally disconnected topological group G and a commutative
ring k one associates a family of left and right semiprojective Morita equivalent
semialgebras S = Sk(G,H) numbered by open profinite subgroups H ⊂ G. As
explained in 8.4.5, Morita equivalences of semialgebras do not have to preserve the
semiderived categories or the derived functors SemiTor and SemiExt, and this is
indeed the case here: SemiTorS and SemiExtS depend very essentially on H . For a
complex of smooth G-modules N• over k and a complex of k-flat smooth G-modules
M• over k, we show that SemiTorSk(G,H)(N•,M•) only depends on the complex of
smooth G-modules N• ⊗k M
•, and analogously for SemiExtSk(G,H).
When k is a field of zero characteristic, one can climb one step higher and assign to
a “good enough” group object G in the category of ind-pro-topological spaces with
a subgroup object H belonging to the category of pro-topological groups a coring
object in the tensor category of representations of H×H in pro-vector spaces over k.
So there is a functor of cotensor product [24] on certain categories of representations
of central extensions of G; it has a double-sided derived functor ProCotor.
E.1. Morita equivalent semialgebras.
E.1.1. In the sequel, all topological spaces and topological groups are presumed to
be locally compact and totally disconnected.
For a topological space X and an abelian group A, denote by A(X) the abelian
group of locally constant compactly supported A-valued functions on X . For any
proper map of topological spaces X −→ Y , the pull-back map A(Y ) −→ A(X) is
defined. For any e´tale map (local homeomorphism) of topological spaces X −→ Y ,
the push-forward map A(X) −→ A(Y ) is defined.
For any topological spaces X and Y and an abelian group A, there is a natural
isomorphism A(X × Y ) ≃ A(X)(Y ). For any topological space X , a commutative
ring k, and a k-module A, there is a natural isomorphism A(X) ≃ A⊗k k(X).
For a topological space X and an abelian group A, denote by A[[X ]] the abelian
group of finitely-additive compactly supported A-valued measures defined on the
open-closed subsets of X . For any map of topological spaces X −→ Y , the push-
forward map A[[X ]] −→ A[[Y ]] is defined.
For any compact topological space X , a commutative ring k, and a k-module A,
there is a natural isomorphism A[[X ]] ≃ Homk(k(X), A).
E.1.2. Let H be a profinite group and k be a commutative ring. Then the module
of locally constant functions k(H) has a natural structure of coring over k where
the left and right actions of k coincide. This coring structure, which we denote by
C = Ck(H), is defined as follows. The counit map k(H) −→ k is the evaluation
at the unit element e ∈ H . The comultiplication map k(H) −→ k(H) ⊗k k(H) is
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provided by the pull-back map k(H) −→ k(H × H) induced by the multiplication
map H ×H −→ H together with the identification k(H ×H) ≃ k(H)⊗k k(H).
Let G be a topological group and H ⊂ G be an open profinite subgroup. Then
the module of locally constant compactly supported functions k(G) has a natural
structure of semialgebra over the coring Ck(H). This semialgebra structure, which we
denote by S = Sk(G,H), is defined as follows. The bicoaction map k(G) −→ k(H)⊗k
k(G)⊗k k(H) ≃ k(H × G ×H) is the pull-back map induced by the multiplication
map H ×G×H −→ G. The semiunit map k(H) −→ k(G) is the push-forward map
induced by the injection H −→ G.
Denote by G ×H G the quotient space of the Carthesian square G × G by the
equivalence relation (g′h, g′′) ∼ (g′, hg′′) for g′, g′′ ∈ G and h ∈ H . The pull-back map
k(G×HG) −→ k(G×G) induced by the natural surjectionG×G −→ G×HG identifies
k(G×HG) with the cotensor product k(G)Ck(G) ⊂ k(G)⊗k k(G) ≃ k(G×G). The
semimultiplication map k(G)C k(G) −→ k(G) is the push-forward map induced by
the multiplication map G×H G −→ G.
The involutions k(H) −→ k(H) and k(G) −→ k(G) induced by the inverse element
maps H −→ H and G −→ G provide the isomorphism of semialgebras Sk(G,H)
op ≃
Sk(G,H) compatible with the isomorphism of corings Ck(H)
op ≃ Ck(H) over k
(see C.2.7).
Now let H1, H2 ⊂ G be two open profinite subgroups of G. Then the k-module
k(G) = Sk(G,H1) has a natural left Sk(G,H1)-semimodule structure and at the
same time k(G) = Sk(G,H2) has a natural right Sk(G,H2)-semimodule structure.
Obviously, these two semimodule structures commute; we denote this bisemimodule
structure on k(G) by Sk(G,H1, H2). For any three open profinite subgroups H1,
H2, H3 ⊂ G, there is a natural isomorphism Sk(G,H1, H2) ♦Sk(G,H2) Sk(G,H2, H3) ≃
Sk(G,H2) ♦Sk(G,H2) Sk(G,H2) ≃ Sk(G,H2) ≃ Sk(G,H1, H3); this is an isomorphism
of Sk(G,H1)-Sk(G,H3)-bisemimodules.
One can check that k(H) is a projective k-module. Clearly, Sk(G,H) is a coprojec-
tive left and right Ck(H)-comodule. So the pair (Sk(G,H1, H2),Sk(G,H2, H1)) is a
left and right semiprojective Morita equivalence between the semialgebras Sk(G,H1)
and Sk(G,H2).
E.1.3. The semialgebra Sk(G,H) can be also obtained by the construction of 10.2.1.
Denote by k[H ] and k[G] the group k-algebras of the groups H and G considered
as groups without any topology. There is a pairing φ : Ck(H)⊗k k[H ] −→ k satisfying
the conditions of 10.1.2, given by the formula (c, h) 7−→ c(h−1) for any c ∈ k(H) and
h ∈ H The induced functor ∆φ : comod–Ck(H) −→ mod–k[H ] is fully faithful; its
image is described as follows.
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A module M over a topological group G is called smooth (discrete), if the action
map G×M −→M is continuous with respect to the discrete topology of M ; equiv-
alently, M is smooth if the stabilizer of every its element is an open subgroup in G.
The functor ∆φ identifies the category of right Ck(H)-comodules with the category
of smooth H-modules over k.
The tensor product Ck(H) ⊗k[H] k[G] is a smooth G-module with respect to the
action of G by right multiplications, so it becomes a semialgebra over Ck(H). This
semialgebra can be identified with Sk(G,H) by the formula by the formula (c⊗g) 7−→
(g′ 7−→ c(g′g−1)), where a locally constant function c : H −→ k is presumed to be
extended to G by zero. By the result of 10.2.2, the category of right Sk(G,H)-semi-
modules is isomorphic to the category of smooth G-modules over k.
One also obtains the following description of the category of left Sk(G,H)-semicon-
tramodules. For a topological group G and a commutative ring k, a G-contramodule
over k is a k-module P endowed with a k-linear map P [[G]] −→ P satisfying the
following conditions. First, the point measure supported in the unit element e ∈ G
and corresponding to an element p ∈ P should map to the element p. Second, the
composition P [[G × G]] −→ P [[G]][[G]] −→ P of the natural map P [[G × G]] −→
P [[G]][[G]] and the iterated contraaction map P [[G]][[G]] −→ P [[G]] −→ P should
be equal to the composition P [[G× G]] −→ P [[G]] −→ P of the push-forward map
P [[G × G]] −→ P [[G]] induced by the multiplication map G × G −→ G and the
contraaction map P [[G]] −→ P .
The images of the point measures under the contraaction map define the forget-
ful functor from the category of G-contramodules over k to the category of (non-
topological) G-modules over k. The category of left Sk(G,H)-semicontramodules is
isomorphic to the category of G-contramodules over k.
E.1.4. For any smooth G-module M over k and any k-module E there is a
natural G-contramodule structure on the space of k-linear maps Homk(M,E).
The contraaction map Homk(M,E)[[G]] −→ Homk(M,E) is constructed as
the projective limit over all open subgroups U ⊂ G of the compositions
Homk(M,E)[[G]] −→ Homk(M,E)[G/U ] −→ Homk(M
U , E) of the maps
Homk(M,E)[[G]] −→ Homk(M,E)[G/U ] induced by the surjections G −→ G/U
and the maps Homk(M,E)[G/U ] −→ Homk(M
U , E) induced by the action maps
G/U ×MU −→ M , where MU denotes the k-submodule of U -invariants in M and
G/U is the set of all left cosets of G modulo U .
More generally, let G1 and G2 be topological groups. Then for any smooth
G1-module M over k and G2-contramodule P over k there is a natural G1×G2-con-
tramodule structure on Homk(M,P ) with the contraaction map Homk(M,P )[[G1 ×
G2]] −→ Homk(M,P ) defined as either of the compositions Homk(M,P )[[G1 ×
G2]] −→ Homk(M,P )[[G1]][[G2]] −→ Homk(M,P )[[G2]] −→ Homk(M,P ) or
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Homk(M,P )[[G1 × G2]] −→ Homk(M,P )[[G2]][[G1]] −→ Homk(M,P )[[G1]] −→
Homk(M,P ), where the G1-contraaction map Homk(M,P )[[G1]] −→ Homk(M,P )
is defined above and the G2-contraaction map Homk(M,P )[[G2]] −→ Homk(M,P )
is constructed as the composition Homk(M,P )[[G2]] −→ Homk(M,P [[G2]]) −→
Homk(M,P ). Hence for any smooth G-module M over k and any G-contramod-
ule P over k there is a natural G-contramodule structure on Homk(M,P ) induced
by the diagonal map of topological groups G −→ G×G.
E.2. Semiinvariants and semicontrainvariants.
E.2.1. Let G be a topological group andH ⊂ G be an open profinite subgroup. For a
smooth H-moduleM over k, let IndGHM denote the induced G-module k[G]⊗k[H]M .
For any smooth G-module N over k we will construct a pair of maps (IndGH N)
H ⇒
NH , where the superindex H denotes the k-submodule of H-invariants. Namely, the
first map (IndGH N)
H −→ NH is obtained by applying the functor of H-invariants to
the map (IndGH N) −→ N given by the formula g ⊗ n 7−→ g(n). The second map
(IndGH N)
H −→ NH only depends on the H-module structure on N .
To define this second map, identify the induced representation IndGH N with the
k-module of all compactly supported functions G −→ N transforming the right action
of H in G into the action of H in N ; this identification assigns to a function g 7−→ ng
the formal linear combination
∑
g∈G/H g ⊗ ng, where G/H denotes the set of all
left cosets of G modulo H . An H-invariant element of IndGH N is then represented
by a compactly supported function G −→ N denoted by g 7−→ ng and satisfying
the equations ngh = h
−1(ng) and nhg = ng for g ∈ G, h ∈ H . The second map
(IndGH N)
H −→ NH sends a function g 7−→ ng to the element
∑
g∈H\G ng ∈ N , where
H\G denotes the set of all right cosets of G modulo H .
The cokernel NG,H of this pair of maps (Ind
G
H N)
H ⇒ NH is called the module of
(G,H)-semiinvariants of a smooth G-module N . The (G,H)-semiinvariants are a
mixture of H-invariants and coinvariants along G relative to H .
E.2.2. For anH-contramoduleQ over k, let CoindGH(Q) denote the coinduced G-con-
tramodule Homk[H](k[G], Q) ≃ CohomCk(H)(Sk(G,H), Q). For any G-contramodule
P over k we will construct a pair of maps PH ⇒ Coind
G
H(P )H, where the subindex
H denotes the k-module of H-coinvariants, i. e., the maximal quotient H-contra-
module with the trivial contraaction. Namely, the first map PH −→ Coind
G
H(P )H
is obtained by applying the functor of H-coinvariants to the semicontraaction map
P −→ CoindGH(P ), which is given by the formula p 7−→ (g 7−→ g(p)).
The second map PH −→ Coind
G
H(P )H only depends on the H-contramodule struc-
ture on P . It is given by the formula p 7−→
∑
g∈G/H g ∗ p for p ∈ P , where
g ∗ p : k[G] −→ P is the k[H ]-linear map defined by the rules hg 7−→ h(p) for h ∈ H
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and g′ 7−→ 0 for all g′ ∈ G not belonging to the right coset Hg. Clearly, the infinite
sum over G/H converges element-wise on k[G] for any choice of representatives of
the left cosets; its image in the module of coinvariants does not depend on this choice
and is determined by the image of p in PH .
The kernel PG,H of this pair of maps PH ⇒ Coind
G
H(P )H is called the module of
(G,H)-semicontrainvariants of a G-contramodule P . The (G,H)-semicontrainvari-
ants are a mixture of H-coinvariants and invariants along G relative to H .
E.2.3. Denote by χ : G −→ Q∗ the modular character of G, i. e., the character
with which G acts by left shifts on the one-dimensional Q-vector space of Qχ of right
invariant Q-valued measures defined on the open compact subsets of G. Equivalently,
χ(g) is equal to the ratio of the number of left cosets contained in the double coset
HgH to the number of right cosets. Whenever the commutative ring k contains Q,
there is a natural isomorphism NG,H ≃ (N ⊗Q Qχ)G for any smooth G-module N
over k, where the subindex G denotes the k-module of G-coinvariants.
Indeed, the composition MH −→ M −→ MH is an isomorphism for any smooth
H-module M over k, so in particular there are isomorphisms NH ≃ NH and
(IndGH N)
H −→ (IndGH)H . These isomorphisms transform the above pair of maps
(IndGH N)
H ⇒ NH into the pair of maps (IndGH N)H ⇒ NH given by the formulas
g ⊗ n 7−→ g(n) and g ⊗ n 7−→ χ−1(g)n.
E.2.4. For any G-contramodule P over k denote by PG the k-module of G-invari-
ants in P defined as the submodule of all p ∈ P such that for any measure m ∈ k[[G]]
the image of the measure pm ∈ P [[G]] under the contraaction map P [[G]] −→ P is
equal to the value m(G) of m at G.
Assuming that the commutative ring k contains Q, the composition QH −→ Q −→
QH is an isomorphism for any H-contramodule Q over k, as one can show using the
action of the Haar measure of the profinite group H in the contramodule Q. One
can also use the Haar measure to check that QH is the maximal subcontramodule
of Q with the trivial contraaction of H , and it follows that PG is the maximal
subcontramodule of P with the trivial contraaction of G, under our assumption.
Finally, when k ⊃ Q there is a natural isomorphism PG,H ≃ HomQ(Qχ, P )
G.
E.2.5. Let N be a left Sk(G,H)-semimodule and M be a right Sk(G,H)-semimod-
ule; in other words, N and M are smooth G-modules over k. Then there is a natural
isomorphism N ♦Sk(G,H)M ≃ (N ⊗kM)G,H , where N ⊗kM is considered as a smooth
G-module over k. Here the semitensor product is well-defined by Proposition 1.2.5(f).
Indeed, there is an obvious isomorphism N Ck(H)M ≃ (N⊗kM)
H . The k-module
N Ck(H) Sk(G,H) Ck(H) M can be identified with the module of locally constant
compactly supported functions f : G −→ N ⊗k M satisfying the equations f(hg) =
hf(g) and f(gh) = f(g)h for g ∈ G, h ∈ H , where (g, a) 7−→ ga and (a, g) 7−→ ag
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denote the actions of G in N ⊗kM induced by the actions in N and M , respectively.
At the same time, the k-module (IndGH(N⊗kM))
H can be identified with the module
of locally constant compactly supported functions f ′ : G −→ N ⊗k M satisfying the
equations f(hg) = f(g) and f(gh) = h−1f(g)h. The formula f ′(g) = g−1f(g) defines
an isomorphism between these two k-modules transforming the pair of maps whose
cokernel is N ♦Sk(G,H) M into the pair of maps whose cokernel is (N ⊗k M)G,H .
E.2.6. Let M be a left Sk(G,H)-semimodule and P be a left Sk(G,H)-semi-
contramodule. Then there is a natural isomorphism SemiHomSk(G,H)(M,P ) ≃
Homk(M,P )
G,H, where Homk(M,P ) is considered as a G-contramodule over k and
the semihomomorphism module is well-defined by Proposition 3.2.5(j).
Indeed, the quotient modules CohomCk(H)(M,P ) and Homk(M,P )H of the
k-module Homk(M,P ) coincide. There are two commuting contraactions of G in
Homk(M,P ) induced by the smooth action in M and the contraaction in P ; denote
these contraaction maps by piM and piP , and the corresponding actions of G in
Homk(M,P ) by (g, x) 7−→ gM(x) and (g, x) 7−→ gP (x).
The k-module CohomCk(H)(Sk(G,H)Ck(H)M, P ) can be identified with the quo-
tient module of the module of all finitely-additive measures defined on compact open
subsets of G and taking values in Homk(M,P ) by the submodule generated by mea-
sures of the form U 7−→ piM(W 7−→ µ(U × W
−1)) − µ({(g, h) | gh ∈ U}) and
U 7−→ piP (W 7−→ ν(U ×W )) − ν({(h, g) | hg ∈ U}), where µ and ν are finitely-
additive measures defined on compact open subsets of G×H and H×G, respectively,
and taking values in Homk(M,P ). Here U denotes a compact open subset of G and
W is an open-closed subset of H ; by W−1 we denote the (pre)image of W under the
inverse element map.
At the same time, the k-module CoindGH(Homk(M,P ))H can be identified with the
quotient module of the same module of measures onG by the submodule generated by
measures of the form U 7−→ µ′(U ×H)−µ′({(g, h) | gh ∈ U}) and U 7−→ piP (W2 7−→
piM(W1 7−→ ν
′((W1 ∩W2)×U)))− ν
′({(h, g) | hg ∈ U}), where µ′ and ν ′ are finitely-
additive measures defined on compact open subsets of G×H and H×G, respectively,
and taking values in Homk(M,P ). HereW1 andW2 denote open-closed subsets of H .
The formulas m′(U) = piM (V 7−→ m(U ∩ V
−1)) and m(U) = piM(V 7−→ m
′(U ∩ V )),
where V denotes an open-closed subset of G, define as isomorphism between these
two quotient spaces of measures.
The pair of maps CohomCk(H)(M,P )⇒ CohomCk(H)(Sk(G,H)Ck(H)M, P ) whose
kernel is SemiHomSk(G,H)(M,P ) is given by the rules x 7−→
∑
g∈G/H g
−1
M (x)δg and
x 7−→
∑
g∈H\G gP (x)δg, where yδg denotes the Homk(M,P )-valued measure de-
fined on compact open subsets of G that is supported in the point g ∈ G and
corresponds to an element y ∈ Homk(M,P ). The pair of maps Homk(M,P )H ⇒
CoindGH(Homk(M,P ))H whose kernel is Homk(M,P )
G,H is given by the rules x 7−→
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∑
g∈G/H xδg and x 7−→
∑
g∈H\G gPgM(x)δg. The above isomorphism between two
quotient spaces of measures transforms one of these two pairs of maps into the other.
E.2.7. Let H1 ⊂ H2 be two open profinite subgroups of a topological group G and
N be a smooth G-module over k. Then, at least, in the following two situations there
is a natural isomorphism NG,H1 ≃ NG,H2: when N as a G-module is induced from a
smooth H1-module over k, and when N as an H2-module over k is coinduced from a
module over the trivial subgroup {e} (i. e., N is a coinduced Ck(H2)-comodule).
These isomorphisms are constructed as follows. In the first case, one shows that
the triple semitensor product N ♦Sk(G,H1) Sk(G,H1, H2) ♦Sk(G,H2) k is associative in
the sense that the conclusion of Proposition 1.4.4 applies to it. In the second case,
one shows that the triple semitensor product N ♦Sk(G,H2) Sk(G,H2, H1) ♦Sk(G,H1) k is
associative in the similar sense. In both cases, the argument is analogous to that of
Proposition 1.4.4.
E.2.8. Let H1 ⊂ H2 be two open profinite subgroups of G and P be a G-contra-
module over k. Then, at least, in the following two situations there is a natural
isomorphism PG,H1 ≃ PG,H2: when P is coinduced from an H1-contramodule over k,
and when P as an H2-contramodule over k is induced from a contramodule over the
trival subgroup {e} (i. e., P is an induced Ck(H2)-contramodule).
E.3. SemiTor and SemiExt.
E.3.1. Assume that the ring k has a finite weak homological dimension. Then for
any complexes of smooth G-modules N• and M• over k the object SemiTorSk(G,H)
(N•,M•) in the derived category of k-modules is defined. Furthermore, whenever
either N• or M• is a complex of k-flat smooth G-modules over k there is a natural
isomorphism SemiTorSk(G,H)(N•,M•) ≃ SemiTorSk(G,H)(N• ⊗k M
•, k) in D(k–mod).
Indeed, assume thatM• is a complex of flat k-modules. If N• is a semiflat complex
of right Sk(G,H)-semimodules, then so is the tensor product N
•⊗kM
•, since (N•⊗k
M•) ♦Sk(G,H) L
• ≃ (N• ⊗k M
• ⊗k L
•)G,H ≃ N
• ♦Sk(G,H) (M
• ⊗k L
•) for any complex
of smooth G-modules L• over k, and the complex of left Ck(H)-comodules M
•⊗k L
•
is coacyclic whenever the complex of left Ck(H)-comodules L
• is. It remains to use
the natural isomorphism N• ♦Sk(G,H) M
• ≃ (N• ⊗k M
•)G,H .
E.3.2. Let k −→ k′ be a morphism of commutative rings of finite weak homological
dimension. Then for any complex of smooth G-modules N• over k′ the image of the
object SemiTorSk′ (G,H)(N•, k′) under the restriction of scalars functor D(k′–mod) −→
D(k–mod) is naturally isomorphic to the object SemiTorSk(G,H)(N•, k). This follows
from Corollary 8.3.3(a).
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Remark. When G is a discrete group, H = {e} is the trivial subgroup, and N is a
G-module over k, the cohomology of the object SemiTorSk(G,{e})(k,N) coincides with
the discrete group homology H∗(G,N) and is concentrated in the nonpositive coho-
mological degrees. When G is a profinite group, H = G is the whole group, and N is a
smooth (discrete) G-module over k, the cohomology of SemiTorSk(G,G)(k,N) coincides
with the profinite group cohomologyH∗(G,N) and is concentrated in the nonnegative
cohomological degrees. More generally, when G = G1×G2 is the product of a discrete
group G1 and a profinite group G2, H = G2 ⊂ G, k is a field, and N = N1 ⊗k N2
is the tensor product of a G1-module and a smooth G2-module, the cohomology of
SemiTorSk(G,H)(k,N) is isomorphic to the tensor product H∗(G1, N1)⊗k H
∗(G2, N2).
Applying these observations to the case of a finite group G, one can see that the semi-
infinite homology of topological groups SemiTorSk(G,H)(k,N•) does depend essentially
on the choice of an open profinite subgroup H ⊂ G.
E.3.3. Assume that the ring k has a finite homological dimension. Then for any com-
plex of smooth G-modulesM• over k and any complex of G-contramodules P • over k
the object SemiExtSk(G,H)(M
•, P •) in the derived category of k-modules is defined.
Furthermore, whenever eitherM• is a complex of projective k-modules or P • is a com-
plex of injective k-modules there is a natural isomorphism SemiExtSk(G,H)(M
•, P •) ≃
SemiExtSk(G,H)(k,Homk(M
•, P •)) in D(k–mod).
E.3.4. Let k −→ k′ be a morphism of commutative rings of finite homological di-
mension. Then for any complex of G-contramodules P • over k′ the image of the
object SemiExtSk′(G,H)(k
′, P •) under the restriction of scalars functor D(k′–mod) −→
D(k–mod) is naturally isomorphic to the object SemiExtSk(G,H)(k, P
•).
E.4. Remarks on the Gaitsgory–Kazhdan construction. This subsection con-
tains some comments on the papers [23, 24].
E.4.1. Let G be a topological group and k be a field of characteristic 0. Then the
category of discrete G× G-modules over k has a tensor category structure with the
tensor product of two modules K ′ ⊗G K
′′ defined as the module of coinvariants of
the action of G in K ′ ⊗k K
′′ induced by the action of the second copy of G in K ′
and the action of the first copy of G in K ′′. The category of discrete G-modules
over k has structures of a left and a right module category over this tensor category;
and the functor (N,M) 7−→ N ⊗GM = (N ⊗k M)G defines a pairing between these
two module categories taking values in the category of k-vector spaces. A finitely-
additive k-valued measure defined on compact open subsets of G is called smooth if
it is equal to the product of a locally constant k-valued function on G and a (left
or right invariant) Haar measure on G. The G ×G-module of compactly supported
smooth k-valued measures on G is the unit object of the above tensor category.
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Notice that the above G × G-module has a natural k-algebra structure, given by
the convolution of measures. However, this algebra has no unit and the category of
(left or right) modules over it contains the category of smooth G-modules over k as
a proper full subcategory.
E.4.2. For any category C, denote by ProC and Ind C the categories of pro-objects
and ind-objects in C. Let Setfin denote the category of finite sets. We will identify the
category of compact topological spaces with the category Pro Setfin, the category of
(discrete) sets with the category Ind Setfin, and the category of topological spaces with
a full subcategory of the category Ind Pro Setfin formed by the inductive systems of
profinite sets and their open embeddings. In addition, we will consider the category
Ind Pro Setfin as a full subcategory in Pro IndPro Setfin and the latter category as a full
subcategory in Ind Pro IndPro Setfin.
Let H be a group object in Pro IndPro Setfin such that H can be represented by a
projective system of topological groups in Ind Pro Setfin and open surjective morphisms
between them. A representation of H in k–vect is just a smooth G-module over k,
where G is a quotient group object of H that is a topological group in Ind Pro Setfin.
The category Repk(H) of representations of H in Pro(k–vect), defined in [23], is equiv-
alent to the category of pro-objects in the category of representations of H in k–vect.
So the category Repk(H × H) has a natural tensor category structure with the unit
object given by the projective system formed by the modules of smooth compactly
supported measures on topological groups that are quotient groups of H and the
push-forward maps between the spaces of measures. The category Repk(H) is a left
and a right module category over this tensor category, and there is a pairing between
these left and right module categories taking values in Pro(k–vect).
E.4.3. Let G be a group object in Ind Pro IndPro Setfin and let H ⊂ G be a subgroup
object which belongs to Pro IndPro Setfin. Assume that the object G is given by an
inductive system of objects Gα ∈ Pro IndPro Setfin and the group object H is given
by a projective system of its quotient group objects H/Hi ∈ Ind Pro Setfin satisfying
the following conditions. It is convenient to assume that G0 = H = H
0 is the
initial object in the inductive system of Gα and the final object in the projective
system of Hi. As the notation suggests, Hi are normal subgroup objects of H. The
group object H acts in Gα in a way compatible with the action of H in G by right
multiplications. The quotient objects Gα/H
i are topological spaces in Ind Pro Setfin.
The morphisms Gα/H
i −→ Gβ/H
i are closed embeddings of topological spaces; the
morphisms Gα/H
i −→ Gα/H
j are principal Hi/Hj-bundles. Finally, the quotient
objectsGα/H are compact topological spaces, i. e., belong to Pro Setfin ⊂ Ind Pro Setfin.
Let G′ be a group object in Ind Pro IndPro Setfin endowed with a central subgroup
object identified with the multiplicative group k∗, which is considered as a discrete
topological group, that is a group object in Ind Setfin ⊂ Pro IndPro Setfin. Suppose
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that the quotient group object G′/k∗ is identified with G and the central extension
G′ −→ G is endowed with a splitting over H, i. e., H is a subgroup object in G′.
Moreover, denote by G′α of the preimages of Gα in G
′ and assume that the morphisms
G′α/H
i −→ Gα/H
i are principal k∗-bundles of topological spaces in Ind Pro Setfin.
E.4.4. One example of such a group G′ is provided by the canonical central extension
G∼ of the group G with the kernel k∗, which is constructed as follows. For each α
let us choose i such that AdG−1α (H
i) ⊂ H and j such that AdGα(H
j) ⊂ Hi. For
any topological group G denote by µ(G) the one-dimensional vector space of left
invariant finitely-additive k-valued Haar measures defined on compact open subsets
of G. An element of the topological space G∼α /H is a pair consisting of an element
of g ∈ Gα/H and an isomorphism µ(H
i/Adg(H
j)) ≃ µ(Hi/Hj). The topology on
G∼α/H is defined by the condition that the following set of sections of the k
∗-torsor
G∼α/H −→ Gα/H consists of continuous maps. Choosem such that AdG−1α (H
m) ⊂ Hj ,
a compact open subset U in the quotient group Hi/Hm, and an element a ∈ k∗; for
each g ∈ Gα/H define the isomorphism µ(H
i/Adg(H
j)) ≃ µ(Hi/Hj) so that the left-
invariant measure on Hi/Adg(H
j) for which the measure of the image of U is equal
to 1 corresponds to the left-invariant measure on Hi/Hj for which the measure of the
image of U is equal to a. The ratio of any two such sections is a locally constant
function. Now the object G∼α of Pro IndPro Setfin is the fibered product of G
∼
α/H and
Gα over Gα/H; it is easy to define the group structure on G
∼ (one should first check
that the construction of G∼α/H does not depend on the choice of H
i and Hj).
E.4.5. Let c′ : G′ −→ G be a central extension satisfying the above conditions. De-
note by Repc′(G) the category of representations of G
′ in Pro(k–vect) in which the
central subgroup k∗ ⊂ G′ acts tautologically by automorphisms proportional to the
identity, as defined in [23]. Then the forgetful functor Repc′(G) −→ Rep(H) admits
a right adjoint functor, which can be described as the functor of tensor product over
H with a certain representation of G′×H in Pro(k–vect). The underlying pro-vector
space of this representation, denoted by Cc′(G,H), is the space of “pro-semimeasures
on G relative to H on the level c′”; it is given by the projective system formed by the
vector spaces kc′(Gα/H
i)⊗kµ(H/H
i), where the first factor is the space of locally con-
stant compactly supported functions on G′α/H
i which transform by the tautological
character under the action of k∗. The morphism in this projective system corre-
sponding to a change of α is the pull-back map with respect to a closed embedding,
while the morphism corresponding to a change of i is the map of integration along
the fibers of a principal bundle. Hence the representation Cc′(G,H) considered as an
object of the tensor category Rep(H×H) is endowed with a structure of coring (with
counit), and it follows from Theorem 7.4.1 that the category Repc′(G) is equivalent
to the category of left comodules over Cc′(G,H) in Rep(H).
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Now let c′′ : G′′ −→ G be the central extension satisfying the same conditions that
is complementary to c′, i. e., the Baer sum c′+c′′ is identified with minus the canonical
central extension c0 : G
∼ −→ G. Gaitsgory and Kazhdan noticed that one can extend
the right action of H in Cc′(G,H) to an action of G
′′ commuting with the left action of
G′, with the central subgroup k∗ of G′′ acting tautologically. Moreover, in [24] there
is a construction of a natural anti-isomorphism of corings Cc′(G,H) ≃ Cc′′(G,H)
permuting the left and right actions of G′ and G′′. Thus the category Repc′′(G) is
equivalent to the category of right comodules over Cc′(G,H) in Rep(H).
E.4.6. So there is the functor of cotensor product
Cc′(G,H) : Repc′′(G)× Repc′(G) −−→ Pro(k–vect),
which is called “semi-invariants” in [24]. This functor is neither left, nor right exact
in general. One can construct its double-sided derived functor in the way analogous
to that of Remark 2.7, at least when the set of indices i is countable.
The semi-derived category Dsi(Repc′(G)) is defined as the quotient category of
the homotopy category Hot(Repc′(G)) by the thick subcategory of complexes that
are contraacyclic as complexes over the abelian category Rep(H). Then Lemma 2.7
allows to define the double-sided derived functor
ProCotorCc′(G,H) : D
si(Repc′′(G))× D
si(Repc′(G)) −−→ D(Pro(k–vect))
in terms of coflat complexes in Hot(Repc′′(G)) and Hot(Repc′(G)). The key step is
to construct for any object of Repc′(G) a surjective map onto it from an object of
Repc′(G) that is flat as a representation of H. This construction is dual to that of
Lemma 1.3.3; it is based on the fact that any module over a topological group G
induced from the trivial module k over a compact open subgroup H ⊂ G is flat with
respect to the tensor product of discrete G-modules over k.
Question. Can the cotensor product N Cc′ (G,H) M of an object N ∈ Repc′′(G) and
an objectM ∈ Repc′(G) be recovered from the tensor productN⊗
p
kM in the category
of pro-vector spaces, considered as a representation of G∼ with the diagonal action?
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Appendix F. Algebraic Groupoids with Closed Subgroupoids
To any smooth affine groupoid (M,H) one can associate a coring C(H) over a
ring A(M) and a natural left and right coflat Morita autoequivalence (E,E∨) of
C(H); it has the form C(H) ⊗A(M) E ≃ E ≃ E ⊗A(M) C(H) and E
∨ ⊗A(M) C(H) ≃
E∨ ≃ C(H) ⊗A(M) E
∨, where (E,E∨) is a certain pair of mutually inverse invert-
ible A(M)-modules. To any groupoid (M,G) containing (M,H) as a closed sub-
groupoid, one can assign two opposite semialgebras Sl(G,H) and Sr(G,H) over C(H)
together with a natural left and right semiflat Morita equivalence (E,E∨) between
them formed by the bisemimodules Sl(G,H) C(H) E ≃ E ≃ E C(H) S
r(G,H) and
E∨ C(H) S
l(G,H) ≃ E∨ ≃ Sr(G,H) C(H) E
∨. To obtain these results, we will have
to assume the existence of a quotient variety G/H .
In this appendix, by a variety we mean a smooth algebraic variety (smooth sepa-
rated scheme) over a fixed ground field k of zero characteristic. The structure sheaf of
a variety X is denoted by O = OX and the sheaf of differential top forms by Ω = ΩX ;
for any invertible sheaf L over X , its tensor powers are denoted by Ln for n ∈ Z.
F.1. Coring associated to affine groupoid. A (smooth) groupoid (M,G) is a
set of data consisting of two varieties M and G, two smooth morphisms s, t : G ⇒
M of source and target, a unit morphism e : M −→ G, a multiplication morphism
m : G ×M G −→ G (where the first factor G in the fibered product G ×M G maps
to M by the morphism s and the second factor G maps to M by the morphism t),
and an inverse element morphism i : G −→ G. The following equations should be
satisfied: first, se = idM = te and m(e × idG) = idG = m(idG×e) (unity); second,
tm = tp1, sm = sp2, and m(m × idG) = m(idG×m), where p1 and p2 denote the
canonical projections of the fibered product G ×M G to the first and the second
factors, respectively (associativity); third, si = t, ti = s, m(i × idG)∆t = es, and
m(idG×i)∆s = et, where ∆s and ∆t denote the diagonal embeddings of G into the
fibered squares of G over M with respect to the morphisms s and t, respectively
(inverseness). It follows from these equations that i2 = idG.
A groupoid (M,H) is said to be affine if M and H are affine varieties. In the
sequel (M,H) denotes an affine groupoid; its structure morphisms are denoted by
the same letters s, t, e, m, i.
Let A = A(M) = O(M) and C = C(H) = O(H) be the rings of functions on
M and H , respectively. The maps of source and target s, t : H ⇒ M induce two
maps of rings A ⇒ C, which endow C with two structures of A-module; we will
consider the A-module structure on C coming from the morphism t as a left module
structure and the A-module structure on C coming from the morphism s as a right
module structure. Then there is a natural isomorphism O(H×M H) ≃ C⊗A C, hence
the multiplication morphism m : H ×M H −→ H induces a comultiplication map
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C −→ C ⊗A C. Besides, the unit map e : M −→ H induces a counit map C −→ A.
It follows from the associativity and unity equations of the groupoid (M,H) that
these comultiplication and counit maps are morphisms of A-A-bimodules satisfying
the coassociativity and counity equations; so C is a coring over A. Clearly, C is a
coflat left and right A-module.
F.2. Canonical Morita autoequivalence. Denote by V = VH the invertible sheaf
ΩH ⊗ s
∗(Ω−1M ) ⊗ t
∗(Ω−1M ) on H . Let q1 and q2 denote the canonical projections of
the fibered product H ×M H to the first and the second factors, respectively. Then
there are natural isomorphisms q∗1(V ) ≃ m
∗(V ) ≃ q∗2(V ) of invertible sheaves on
H ×M H . Indeed, one has q
∗
1(ΩH) ≃ ΩH×MH ⊗ q
∗
2(Ω
−1
H ) ⊗ q
∗
2t
∗(ΩM) and m
∗(ΩH) ≃
ΩH×MH ⊗ q
∗
2(Ω
−1
H ) ⊗ q
∗
2s
∗(ΩM ). Now denote by U the invertible sheaf e
∗ΩH ⊗ Ω
−2
M
onM . Applying the functors of inverse image with respect to the morphisms e× idH ,
idH ×e : H ⇒ H×MH to the above isomorphisms, one obtains natural isomorphisms
of invertible sheaves t∗U ≃ V ≃ s∗U .
Set E = V (H) and E∨ = V −1(H). Then E and E∨ are C-modules, and consequently
A-A-bimodules. The pull-back map V (H) −→ m∗(V )(H ×M H) with respect to
the multiplication morphism m together with the isomorphisms m∗(V )(H ×M H) ≃
q∗1(V )(H×M H) ≃ E⊗A C and m
∗(V )(H×M H) ≃ q
∗
2(V )(H×M H) ≃ C⊗A E defines
the right and left coactions of C in E. It follows from the associativity equation of H
that these coactions commute; so E is a C-C-bicomodule. Analogously one defines a
C-C-bimodule structure on E∨. Set E = U(M) and E∨ = U−1(M); then there are
natural isomorphisms of C-comodules C ⊗A E ≃ E ≃ E ⊗A C and E
∨ ⊗A C ≃ E
∨ ≃
C⊗A E
∨. These isomorphisms have the property that two maps E ≃ C⊗A E −→ E
and E ≃ E⊗AC −→ E induced by the counit map C −→ A coincide, and analogously
for E∨. Besides, there are obvious isomorphisms E ⊗A E
∨ ≃ A ≃ E∨ ⊗A E.
It follows that ECE
∨ ≃ (E⊗AC)C(C⊗AE
∨) ≃ E⊗AC⊗AE
∨ ≃ C, and analogously
E∨CE ≃ C. So the pair (E,E
∨) is a left and right coflat Morita equivalence (see 7.5)
between C and itself. Since the bicomodules E and E∨ can be expressed in the above
form in terms of A-modules E and E∨, it follows that there are natural isomorphisms
of corings E ⊗A C⊗A E
∨ ≃ C ≃ E∨ ⊗A C⊗A E.
F.3. Distributions and generalized sections. Let X ⊃ Z be a variety with a
(smooth) closed subvariety and L be a locally constant sheaf on X . The sheaf LZ of
generalized sections of L, supported in Z and regular along Z, can be defined as the
image of L with respect to the d-th right derived functor of the functor assigning to
any quasi-coherent sheaf on X its maximal subsheaf supported set-theoretically in Z,
where d = dimX − dimZ. The sheaf LZ is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X supported
set-theoretically in Z.
There is a natural isomorphism LZ ≃ L ⊗OX O
Z
X . The sheaf Ω
Z
X can be alterna-
tively defined as the direct image of the constant right module ΩZ over the sheaf
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of differential operators DiffZ under the closed embedding Z −→ X (see [11]); this
makes ΩZX not only an OX-module, but even a DiffX-module. The sheaf Ω
Z
X is called
the sheaf of distributions on X , supported in Z and regular along Z.
Let g : Y −→ X be a morphism of varieties and Z ⊂ X be a closed subvariety.
Assume that the fibered product Z ×X Y is smooth and dimY − dimZ ×X Y =
dimX−dimZ if Z×X Y is nonempty. Then there is a natural isomorphism g
∗(LZ) ≃
(g∗L)Z×XY of quasi-coherent sheaves on Y . In particular, there is a natural pull-back
map of the modules of global generalized sections g+ : LZ(X) −→ (g∗L)Z×XY (Y ).
Let h : W −→ X be a morphism of varieties and Z ⊂ W be a closed subvariety
such that the composition Z −→ W −→ X is also a closed embedding. Then
there is a natural push-forward map h∗(Ω
Z
W ) −→ Ω
Z
X of quasi-coherent sheaves on X .
Consequently, for any locally constant sheaves L′ onX and L′′ onW endowed with an
isomorphism L′′⊗Ω−1W ≃ h
∗(L′⊗Ω−1X ) there is a push-forward map h∗(L
′′Z) −→ L′Z .
In particular, there is a natural push-forward map of the modules of generalized
sections h+ : L
′′Z(W ) −→ L′Z(X).
Let g : Y −→ X and h : W −→ X be morphisms of varieties satisfying the above
conditions with respect to a closed subvariety Z ⊂W . Assume also that the fibered
productW ×X Y is smooth and dimW ×X Y +dimX = dimW +dimY ifW ×X Y is
nonempty. Set g˜ = idW ×g : W ×X Y −→W and h˜ = h× idY : W ×X Y −→ Y . Then
there is a natural isomorphism of invertible sheaves g˜∗ΩW⊗Ω
−1
W×XY
≃ h˜∗(g∗ΩX⊗Ω
−1
Y )
onW×XY , as one can see by decomposing g and h into closed embeddings followed by
smooth morphisms. For any quasi-coherent sheaf F onW supported set-theoretically
in Z there is a natural isomorphism h˜∗g˜
∗F ≃ g∗h∗F of quasi-coherent sheaves on
W ×X Y . The push-forward maps of the sheaves of distributions with respect to the
morphisms h and h˜ are compatible with the pull-back isomorphisms with respect to
g and g˜ in the obvious sense.
The sheaf of generalized sections LZ of a locally constant sheaf L on a variety
X ⊃ Z is endowed with a natural increasing filtration by coherent subsheaves FnL
Z
of generalized sections of order no greater than n. This filtration is preserved by all
the above natural isomorphisms and maps. The associated graded sheaf grFΩ
Z
X is
the direct image under our closed embedding ι : Z −→ X of a sheaf of OZ-modules
naturally isomorphic to the tensor product ΩZ ⊗OZ SymOZNZ,X , where NZ,X is the
normal bundle to Z in X and Sym denotes the symmetric algebra.
In particular, there is a natural isomorphism λ0 : ι∗ΩZ −→ F0Ω
Z
X . Furthermore,
there is a natural map of sheaves of k-vector spaces λ1 : ι∗ΩZ⊗OX TX −→ F1Ω
Z
X which
induces the isomorphism ι∗(ΩZ⊗OZNZ,X) ≃ F1Ω
Z
X/F0Ω
Z
X , where T = TX denotes the
tangent bundle of X . The map λ1 satisfies the equation λ1(fω ⊗ v) = λ1(ω ⊗ fv) =
fλ1(ω ⊗ v) − λ0(v(f)ω) for local sections f ∈ OX , ω ∈ ΩZ , and v ∈ TX , where
(v, f) 7−→ v(f) denotes the action of vector fields in functions.
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F.4. Lie algebroid of a groupoid. A Lie algebroid g over a commutative ring A is
an A-module endowed with a Lie algebra structure and a Lie action of g by derivations
of A satisfying the equations [x, ay] = a[x, y] + x(a)y and (ax)(b) = a(x(b)) for a,
b ∈ A, x, y ∈ g. The enveloping algebra UA(g) of a Lie algebroid g over A is
generated by A and g with the relations a · b = ab, a ·x = ax, x · a = ax+x(a), and
x · y − y · x = [x, y], where (u, v) 7−→ u · v denotes the multiplication in UA(g). The
algebra UA(g) is endowed with a natural increasing filtration FnUA(g) defined by the
rules F0UA(g) = imA, F1UA(g) = imA + im g, and FnUA(g) = F1UA(g)
n for n > 1.
When g is a flat A-module, the associated graded algebra grFUA(g) is isomorphic to
the symmetric algebra SymA(g) of the A-module g.
Let (M,G) be a groupoid with an affine base variety M ; set A = A(M) = O(M).
Then the A-module g = Ne(M),G(M) has a natural Lie algebroid structure. To define
the action of g in A, consider the A-module (e∗TG)(M) of vector fields on e(M)
tangent to G. There are natural push-forward morphisms s+, t+ : (e
∗TG)(M) ⇒
T (M). Identify g with the kernel of the morphism t+; then the action of g in A is
defined in terms of the map s+ : g −→ T (M). To define the Lie algebra structure
on g, we will embed g into a certain module of generalized sections on G, supported
in e(M) and regular along e(M).
Set K l(G) = (t∗Ω−1M ⊗ ΩG)
e(M)(G); this module of generalized sections in en-
dowed with a natural filtration F . The O(G)-module structure on K l(G) induces
an A-A-bimodule structure; as in F.1, we consider the A-module structure com-
ing from the morphism t as a left A-module structure and the A-module structure
coming from the morphism s as a right A-module structure. There is a natural
isomorphism of A-A-bimodules A ≃ F0K
l(G). Define a k-linear map of sheaves
e∗Ne(M),G −→ (t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG)
e(M) locally by the formula v 7−→ t∗ω−1⊗λ1(ω⊗v), where
v is a local vector field on e(M) tangent to G such that t∗(v) = 0 and ω is a local non-
vanishing top form onM ; it is easy this expression does not depend on the choice of ω.
Passing to the global sections, we obtain an injective map g −→ F1K
l(G) inducing
an isomorphism g ≃ F1K
l(G)/F0K
l(G). This injective map and the A-A-bimodule
structure satisfy the compatibility equations a · x = ax and x · a = x(a) + ax for
x ∈ g ⊂ F1K
l(G) and a ∈ A, where (a, x) 7−→ ax denotes the action of A in g, while
(a, u) 7−→ a · u and (u, a) 7−→ u · a denote the left and right actions of A in F1K
l(G).
Let us define a k-algebra structure on K l(G). There is a natural isomorphism
p∗1(t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG)⊗ p
∗
2(t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG) ≃ p
∗
1t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG×MG of invertible sheaves on G×M
G. The pull-back with respect to the closed embedding G ×M G −→ G ×Spec k G
provides an isomorphism (p∗1t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ ΩG×MG)
(e×e)(M)(G ×M G) ≃ K
l(G) ⊗A K
l(G),
and the push-forward with respect to the multiplication map G×M G −→ G defines
an associative multiplication K l(G) ⊗A K
l(G) −→ K l(G). The associated graded
algebra grFK
l(G) is naturally isomorphic to SymA F1K
l(G)/F0K
l(G). The formula
(u, a) 7−→ t+(s
+(a)u) defines a left action of K l(G) in A; the subspace g in F1K
l(G)
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is characterized as the annihilator of the unit element of A under this action. Hence
g is a Lie subalgebra of K l(G); this makes it a Lie algebra and a Lie algebroid over A.
It follows that there is a natural isomorphism UA(g) ≃ K
l(G).
Analogously one defines an algebra structure on the A-A-bimodule of generalized
sections Kr(G) = (s∗Ω−1M ⊗ ΩG)
e(M)(G); then there is a natural isomorphism of
k-algebras UA(g)
op ≃ Kr(G).
F.5. Two Morita equivalent semialgebras. Let (M,H) −→ (M,G) be a mor-
phism of smooth groupoids with the same base variety M such that the groupoid H
is affine and the morphism of varieties H −→ G is a closed embedding. Denote by
h = Ne(M),H(M) the Lie algebroid of the groupoid H ; then there is a natural injective
morphism h −→ g of Lie algebroids over A(M).
The formula φl(u, c) = t+(i
+(c)u) defines a pairing φl : K
l(H)⊗A C −→ A between
the algebra K l(H) and the coring C satisfying the conditions of 10.1.2 with the left
and right sides switched. The push-forward with respect to the closed embedding
H −→ G defines an injective morphism of k-algebras K l(H) −→ K l(G); this is
the enveloping algebra morphism induced by the morphism of Lie algebroids h −→
g. Since h and g/h are projective A-modules, K l(G) is a projective left and right
K l(H)-module. Set Sl = Sl(G,H) = K l(G) ⊗Kl(H) C; we will use the construction
of 10.2.1 to endow Sl with a structure of semialgebra over C.
Consider the cotensor product Sl C E ≃ K
l(G)⊗Kl(H) E. Denote by p1 and q2 the
projections of the fibered product G×M H to the first and the second factors. There
is a natural isomorphism p∗1(t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG)⊗ q
∗
2(VH) ≃ p
∗
1t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG×MH ⊗ q
∗
2s
∗Ω−1M of
invertible sheaves on G×M H , where VH = ΩH ⊗ s
∗(Ω−1M )⊗ t
∗(Ω−1M ) is the invertible
sheaf on H defined in F.2. The pull-back with respect to the closed embedding
G×M H −→ G×Spec k H identifies the tensor product K
l(G)⊗A E with the module
of generalized sections (p∗1t
∗Ω−1M ⊗ ΩG×MH ⊗ q
∗
2s
∗Ω−1M )
e(M)×MH(G×M H). The push-
forward with respect to the multiplication morphism G×MH −→ G defines a natural
map K l(G)⊗A E −→ E, where E = V
H
G (G) is the space of generalized sections of the
invertible sheaf VG = ΩG ⊗ s
∗(Ω−1M )⊗ t
∗(Ω−1M ) on G. It follows from the associativity
equation for the two iterated multiplication maps G×M H×M H ⇒ G that this map
factorizes through K l(G) ⊗Kl(H) E. The induced map K
l(G) ⊗Kl(H) E −→ E is an
isomorphism, since the associated graded map with respect to the filtrations F is.
Denote by q1 and p2 the projections of the fibered product H×M G to the first and
second factors. One constructs a natural isomorphism m∗(VG) ≃ p
∗
2(VG) of invertible
sheaves on H ×M G in the same way as in F.2. The pull-back with respect to the
multiplication map m : H × G −→ G together with this isomorphism provide a left
coaction of C in E. Analogously one defines a right coaction of C in E; it follows from
the associativity equation for H × G × H ⇒ G that these two coactions commute.
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We have Sl C E ≃ E, thus the isomorphism S
l ≃ EC E
∨ provides a left coaction of
C in Sl commuting with the natural right coaction of C in Sl.
Since the natural map E −→ E provided by the push-forward with respect to the
closed embedding H −→ G is a morphism of C-C-bicomodules, so is the semiunit
map C −→ Sl. It remains to show that the semimulplication map SlC S
l −→ Sl is a
morphism of left C-comodules; here it suffices to check that the map SlCS
l
CE −→
S
l
C E is a morphism of left C-comodules. After we have done with this verification,
the latter map will define a left Sl-semimodule structure on E.
Analogously, define a pairing φr : C ⊗A K
r(H) −→ A by the formula φr(c, u) =
s+(i
+(c)u) and set Sr = Sr(G,H) = C⊗Kr(H) K
r(G). The same construction makes
S
r a semialgebra over C and E a right Sr-semimodule. We will have to check that
the left Sl-semimodule and the right Sr-semimodule structures on E commute.
After this is done, we get an Sl-Sr-bisemimodule Sl C E ≃ E ≃ E C S
r, where
both the maps E⇒ E induced by the semiunit maps C −→ Sl and C −→ Sr coincide
with the push-forward map V (H) −→ V HG (G) under the closed embedding H −→ G.
The isomorphisms E∨ C S
l ≃ E∨ C S
l
C EC E
∨ ≃ E∨ C EC S
r
C E
∨ ≃ Sr C E
∨
define an Sr-Sl-bisemimodule E∨C S
l = E∨ ≃ Sr C E
∨ endowed with bisemimodule
isomorphisms E ♦Sr E
∨ ≃ (E C S
r) ♦Sr (S
r
C E
∨) ≃ E C S
r
C E
∨ ≃ Sl and
E∨ ♦Sl E ≃ (E
∨ C S
l) ♦Sl (S
l
C E) ≃ E
∨ C S
l
C E ≃ S
r. This provides a left and
right semiflat Morita equivalence (E,E∨) between the semialgebras Sl and Sr, and
isomorphisms of semialgebras Sr ≃ E∨ C S
l
C E and S
l ≃ EC S
r
C E
∨. (See 8.4.5
and 8.4.1 for the relevant definition and construction.)
F.6. Compatibility verifications. In order to check that the map Sl C E ≃ S
l
C
S
l
C E −→ S
l
C E ≃ E is a morphism of left C-comodules, we will identify this map
with a certain push-forward map of appropriate modules of generalized sections.
Here we will need to assume the existence of a variety of left cosets G/H such that
G −→ G/H is a smooth surjective morphism and the fibered square G×G/H G can
be identified with G ×M H so that the canonical projection maps G ×G/H G ⇒ G
correspond to the projection and multiplication maps p1, m : G×MH ⇒ G. Actually,
we are interested in the quotient variety G×HG of G×MG by the equivalence relation
(g′h, g′′) ∼ (g′, hg′′) for g′, g′′ ∈ G and h ∈ H ; it can be constructed as either of the
fibered products H\G×MG ≃ G×HG = G×MG/H , where H\G denotes the variety
of right cosets, H\G ≃ G/H . Analogously one can construct the quotient variety
G×H G×H G of the triple fibered product G×M G×M G by the equivalence relation
(g′h1, g
′′h2, g
′′′) ∼ (g′, h1g
′′, h2g
′′′) for g′, g′′, g′′′ ∈ G and h1, h2 ∈ H .
We have Sl CE ≃ EC E
∨C E. Consider the natural map r : G×M H ×M G −→
G×HG given by the formula (g
′, h, g′′) 7−→ (g′h, g′′) = (g′, hg′′). Let p1, q2, p3 denote
the projections of the triple fibered product G ×M H ×M G to the three factors
and n : G ×H G −→ G denote the multiplication morphism. There are natural
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isomorphisms p∗1t
∗(Ω−1M )⊗ ΩG×MH×MG ⊗ p
∗
3s
∗(Ω−1M ) ≃ p
∗
1(VG)⊗ q
∗
2(ΩH)⊗ p
∗
3(VG) and
therefore r∗(n∗t∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG×HG⊗ n
∗s∗Ω−1M ) ≃ p
∗
1(VG)⊗ q
∗
2(V
−1
H )⊗ p
∗
3(VG) of invertible
sheaves on G×M H ×M G.
The pull-back with respect to the closed embedding G×M H ×M G −→ G×Spec k
H ×Spec k G provides an isomorphism (p
∗
1VG⊗ q
∗
2V
−1
H ⊗ p
∗
3VG)
H×MH×MH(G×M H ×M
G) ≃ E⊗A E
∨⊗AE. The pull-back with respect to the smooth morphism r identifies
the module of generalized sections (n∗t∗Ω−1M ⊗ΩG×HG⊗n
∗s∗Ω−1M )
H×HH(G×HG) with
the submodule ECE
∨CE ⊂ E⊗AE
∨⊗AE, as one can see by identifying the tensor
product E⊗AC⊗A E
∨⊗A C⊗AE with a module of generalized sections on the fibered
square of G×M H×M G over G×H G. Now our map ECE
∨CE −→ E is identified
with the push-forward map with respect to the multiplication morphism n; to check
this, one can first identify the map K l(G)⊗A E −→ K
l(G)⊗Kl(H) E ≃ EC E
∨ C E
with a push-forward map with respect to the morphism G ×M G −→ G ×H G.
The desired compatibility with the left C-comodule structures now follows from the
commutation of the pull-back and push-forward maps of generalized sections.
To check that the left Sl-semimodule and the right Sr-semimodule structures on
E commute, one can identify Sl C E C S
r with a module of generalized sections on
G×H G×H G and use the associativity equation for the iterated multiplication maps
G×H G×H G⇒ G×H G −→ G.
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